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INTRODUCTION 

Volume 3 of the Environmental Impact Statement 
provides the environmental setting for those parts of 
northern Canada which may be influenced by or 
which may impact upon the hydrocarbon produc- 
tion and transportation activities described in Volume 
2. Emphasis has been placed on those subjects 
deemed to be most relevant for the purposes of 
assessing possible impacts on the environment (Vol- 
ume 4) and for addressing socio-economic issues 
(Volume 5). The information has also been used to 
evaluate the potential impacts of hypothetical major 
oil spills (Volume 6) and to develop future research 
and monitoring proposals (Volume 7). 

In accordance with the EARP guidelines, the infor- 
mation presented has been summarized as much as 
practical, while recognizing the importance of pro- 
viding sufficient information to permit a satisfactory 
evaluation to be completed. Nevertheless the geo- 
graphic area covered by the submission. and the 
available information are so extensive that it was 
necessary to divide the material into three subvolumes. 

Volume 3A generally covers the marine region 
extending from the Bering Strait in the west, through 
the Beaufort Sea to Amundsen Gulf in the east, and 
the onshore coastal area from the Yukon-Alaska 
border, through the Mackenzie Delta to Cape Parry 
(Figure 1). Volume 3B describes the marine region of 
the Northwest Passage from Banks Island on the 
eastern side of the Beaufort Sea through Viscount 
Melville Sound, Lancaster Sound, Baffin Bay and 
Davis Strait. to 60” north latitude in the Labrador 
Sea. Volume 3C broadly describes the terrestrial 
environment along the Mackenzie Valley from the 
Delta in the north to the British Columbia-Alberta 
Border in the south. In all volumes, where it was 
appropriate to enlarge the region covered; e.g. to 
discuss weather patterns, or the migration habits of 
animal species, the region was extended. 

For additional information the reader is referred to 
various supporting documents to the Environment 
Impact Statement as well as the literature cited in the 
text. 

FIGURE 1 
38 and 3C. 

Approximate boundaries of the three geographrc regions described in the Enwronmental Setting, Volumes 3A, 
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CHAPTER 1 
MARINE PHYSICAL 
ENVIRONMENT 

The following sections summarize existing informa- 
tion on the physical environment of the offshore 
marine region which extends from Amundsen Gulf 
in the east through to the Bering Sea in the west 
(Figure l-l). Primary emphasis is placed on the 
area encompassed by the Canadian Beaufort Sea 
because of its particular relevance to proposed off- 
shore hydrocarbon developments. This region also 
includes the Arctic portion of the western shipping 
corridor and the beginning of the transportation car- 
ridor to the east. Volume 3B describes the remainder 
of the eastern shipping corridor through the Northw- 
est Passage. 

. Separate sections review ice conditions, surface 
weather and wind waves, water masses and their 
movements, the characteristics of the sea bottom, the 
chemical oceanography of the waters in the region, 
and finally the shoreline character of the coastal 

zone. Additional information is available in various 
supporting documents to the Environmental Impact 
Statement as well as the literature cited in the text. 

1.1 ICE ENVIRONMENT 

The primary environmental constraint affecting off- 
shore operations in the Beaufort-Chukchi region is 
sea ice. For eight to nine months each year (October 
through July) ice of varying thickness covers 
most of the region. An ice-free corridor only devel- 
ops along the coast during the summer months. Sea 
ice conditions in the southeastern Beaufort Sea pro- 
duction region are discussed in the greatest detail, 
while conditions in the Chukchi-Alaskan Beaufort 
Sea and Amundsen Gulf are discussed primarily in 
relation to their potential as shipping corridors. 

1.1.1 ICE ZONES 

The yearly winter ice cover of the southern Beaufort 
Sea can be subdivided into three zones, namely. the 
landfast zone, the seasonal ice or transition zone and 

FIGURE l-l Approximate boundary of the offshore marine region described in Volume 3A. Emphasis is placed on the 
offshore production region in the Canadian Beaufort Sea. 
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FIGURE 1.1-1 Winter ice zones of the Southern Beaufort Sea. Most recent exploratory drilling is taking place seaward of the 
landfast ice zone. (Source: Kovacs and Mellor, 1974). 

the polar pack zone (Kovacs and Mellor, 1974) (Fig- 
ure 1.1-1). 

grows throughout the winter. reaching a maximum 
thickness of approximately 2 m by late April (Figure 
1.1-2). Break-up and clearance of ice from the shore- 

1.1.1.1 Landfast Ice Zone 

The landfast ice zone lies adjacent to the coast where 
motion is inhibited by attachment to the shore. 

fast zone usually begins in May. A generally ice-free 
open water corridor exists along the coast from July 
through to the formation of new ice at the beginning 
of October. 

Starting in late September or October, the ice advan- Although the ice cover of this zone is normally com- 
ces out from shore to about the 20 m depth contour posed of first year ice, in some years, multi-year ice 
over the continental shelf. The maximum winter may become incorporated into the ice sheet. For 
extent of the landfast ice zone is generally reached 
between mid November and early March. The ice 

example, in 1974, multi-year ice from the polar pack 

RANGE OF FIRST YR. ICE THICKNESSES 

NEW ICE 

1 oo- GROWTH 
COMMENCES 

OPEN WATER 
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, .I 
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FIGURE 1.1-2 First year ice thickness growth curves in the Southeastern Beaufort Sea. (Adapted from Hoare, 1981). 
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was driven into coastal waters by predominantly 
onshore winds, and grounded floes became trapped 
in new ice for the winter (Ramseier et a!., 1975). This 
is likely to occur once every five years (Spedding, 
1978). 

Landfast ice in the Mackenzie Delta region and off 
the coast of Alaska can be subdivided into three 
characteristic zones (Figure 1.1-3) (Spedding. 1974). 
The “bottom fast ice” grows outward from shore to 
around the 2 m water depth, where a tidal ridge 

r 
FLOATING ICE 

EXTENSlDN 
LANDFAST ICE -F+ 

FLOATING ICE ZONE 

FIGURE 1.1-3 Schematic cross-section of landfast ice 
showing zonation. Grounded ridge-keels minimize move- 
ment In winter. (Adapted from Gladwell, 1976a). 

marks its junction vvith the “floating ice sheet.” The 
floating ice zone extends out to the 13 m water depth, 
beyond which is a zone of heavily ridged ice which 
has been termed the “grounded ice zone,” since 
many of the ridges are grounded (Gladwe!!, 1976a), 

Generally smooth. featureless ice is found up to the 5 
m water depth, although tidal ridges may also be 
present. In the floating ice zone, piles of ice knovvn as 
“pressure ridges” are encountered (Plate 1.1-l). 
These ridges are generated when ice sheets are 
crushed together under the influence of winds and 
currents. The frequency of these ridges increases writh 
distance from shore, reaching frequencies greater 
than 12 ridges/km in the grounded zone (Spedding, 
1979). A region of continuous ridging or hummock 
fields may often be present at the outer edge of the 
grounded zone (Plate 1.1-2). The term “hummock 
field” is used to describe a series of parallel ridges 
formed along the landfast edge by the crushing of 
thinner ice against the thicker landfast ice. The 
majority of pressure ridges in the landfast ice are 
between 0.75 and 1.5 m in height (Gladwell, 1976b). 
although along the extremities of the landfast zone, 
ridges with sail heights in excess of 10 m have been 
observed. While ridge heights generally increase with 
distance from shore. ridges with sail heights in the 3 
to4.5 m range can be present in water depths of IO m 

PLATE 1.1-l 
Sea. 

Typical first year pressure ridge encountered in the landfast and seasonal ice zones of the Southern Beaufort 
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PLATE 1.1-2 Typical ice conditions at the landfast ice edge. Heavy ridging, hummock fields and a Naw lead are often 
present along the landfast ice edge. 

and less (Speddin g. 1’979). With the exception of the 
extremities of the landfast edge. ridges in the landfast 
ice are formed during the growth and stabilization 
period in the early winter. In both the floating and 
grounded ice zones, the majority of the ridge systems 
tend to parallel the shore. As indicated in Figure 
1.1-4, which shows a cross-section of a grounded 
ridge. the grounded ice provides anchor points that 
stabilize the ice sheet. Once the landfast ice reaches its 
maximum extent. it changes little until break-up 
commences, even though flaw leads may be present 
along the extremities throughout the winter. Changes 
at the extremities are usually due to the “calving” of 
the thinner ice extensions that are not anchored by 
grounded ridges. While the 20 m water depth contour 
tends to mark the seaward limit of the landfast ice 
variations in the location of the outer edge do occur 
from year to year (Figures l.l-5a and 1. I-5b). 

recorded. but the majority of the events are less than 
1.5 m. Over the entire winter. net displacements of 
the landfast ice are generally less than 10 metres. 

1.1.1.2 Seasonal Ice Zone 

As a result of its attachment to the land and the 
presence of grounded pressure ridges within the ice 
sheet, movement of the landfast ice throughout the 
winter is only in the order of metres compared to the 
tens of kilometres by the polar and seasonal pack ice 
(Croasdale and Spedding, 1972; Spedding. 1975). 
Single displacement events of up to 100 m have been 

The seasonal ice zone extends from the landfast ice 
edge to the polar pack ice. It is a transition zone 
between the essentially non-moving landfast ice and 
the polar pack ice. Due to northerly and southerly 
movements of the pack edge. the width of the zone 
varies from a few kilometres up to 300 km both 
during a season and from year to year (Spedding, 
1978). The width of this zone also varies with geo- 
graphic location. For example, it is normally wider in 
the Canadian Beaufort than off Alaska where the 
polar ice boundary runs closer to shore. Although 
the seasonal (transition) ice zone is generally com- 
posed of first year ice, it may contain varying concen- 
trations of multi-year ice. 

The ice in this zone is highly dynamic and ice move- 
ment can be expected throughout the winter (Marko, 
1975: Norcor Engineering, 1976; McGonigal and 
Wright, 1977; McGoniga!. 1978). Studies conducted 
to date indicate that mean ice speeds in the seasonal 
ice zone range between 3.0 and 13.0 km/day through- 
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FIGURE 1.1-4 Cross-section of a grounded first year ice ridge in the landfast ice zone. Grounded ridges within the landfast 
ice stabilize its seaward extent during the winter which is generally over the 20 m depth contour. (Source: Gladwell, 7976b). 
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FIGURE l.l-5a Maximum extents of landfast ice in the southeastern Beaufort Sea in late winter (1973-7976). Landfast ice 
generally extends to over the 20 m depth contour. (Source: Spedding, 1979). 
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FIGURE 1.1~5b Max/mum extents of landfast Ice in the Southeastern Beaufort Sea in late wmter (7977-7980). (Source: 
Spedding, 1979). 

out the year (Figure 1.1-6). However. in the Macken- 
zie Delta region. movements can be in excess of 30 
km/day. The least amount ofdaily motion generally 
occurs in March. while the maximum movement is 
found during the fall months. Net ice displacement in 
the seasonal (transition) zone is from east to west: 
however. the drift pattern tends to be random over 
short time intervals. 

As a result of the dynamic conditions that prevail in 
the seasonal ice zone. deformation and ridge building 
processes continue throughout the winter (Spedding, 
1979). and areas of thin ice may be present, particu- 
larly along the landfast ice edge. In this area, an 
active shear zone exists where flaw leads open and 
close under the influence of offshore and onshore 
winds. respectively. During some winters this zone of 
thin ice may be 50 km or greater in width. In the 
southeastern Beaufort Sea it may extend westwards 
from Cape Bathurst along the landfast ice extremities 
to Herschel Island. 

The recurring flaw lead along the extremities can be 
espected with easterly winds. In the Cape Bathurst 
area this recurring flaw lead can be very large and is 
known as the Cape Bathurst Polynya. A polynya is 
an open water or thin ice area surrounded by thicker 
ice. In many winters such a region may be formed or 
persist at the entrance of Amundsen Gulf north of 
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FIGURE 1.1.6 Mean drift speeds of pack ice in the sea- 
sonal ice zone (from RAMS Buoy Data. 19757978). Drift 
SDeedS are /east rn February and March. (Sources: McGonl- 
gal, 1978: McGomgal and Wrrght. 1977). 
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Cape Bathurst. Studies tend to support the observa- 
tion that winds are the major cause of such features in 
the Beaufort (Marko, 1975). 

The occurrence of the flaw leads and significant areas 
of thin ice have an important effect on operations. 
For instance vessels have thinner ice to travel 
through and forces exerted on structures by moving 
ice will be lower. Figure 1 .l-2 shows that ice thick- 
nesses in 1979 at the Tingmiark site which is located 
in the seasonal ice zone, are much less than those in 
the landfast ice. 

Pressure ridges are masses of jumbled ice blocks, 
ranging in height from less than 1 m to over 10 m 
(Plate 1.1-l and Figure 1.1-4). Like icebergs. the 
greatest proportion of a pressure ridge is underwater. 
For new or first year ridges, the sail height to keel 
depth ratio is about 1:4.2 (eg. a 1 m high ridge has a 
depth of 4.2 m). If the ridge survives the summer, it 
becomes smoother, its core consolidates, and it 
becomes a “multi-year ridge.” 

While first year ridges may be formidable. they are 
relatively weak when compared to multi-year ridges. 
A layer of reconsolidated ice generally occurs below 
the sail of a first year ridge, but the major portion of 
the keel below this layer consists of unconsolidated 
slushy blocks (Figure 1.1-4). Multi-year ridges are 
structurally stronger because voids between the 
blocks become filled with meltwater which freezes 
and cements the blocks together into a homogeneous 
mass of ice. 

The number of ridges increases rapidly during the 
early part of November and December. After Febru- 
ary the number of ridges seem to remain constant 
although local variations in ridging intensity occur 
with geographic location, season and year, depend- 
ing on ice and meteorological conditions. This varia- 
bility is particularly evident along the landfast ice 
extremities. Ridging can be extensive when onshore 
winds compress the seasonal (transition zone) ice 
against the thicker landfast ice, while light ridging 
occurs during periods of offshore winds. Under the 
latter circumstances, flaw leads are produced. Dur- 
ing some winters, a zone of this ice 50 km wide or 
greater may exist along the outer edge of the landfast 
ice zone. Figure 1.1-7 shows the probability of 
encountering first year ice ridges during the winter, 
based on an analysis of aerial photographs by Wright 
and Schwab ( 1979). This figure indicates that only 1 
ridge in 1,000 is likely to be higher than 5 metres. 

1.1.1.3 Polar Ice Zone 

The polar ice zone refers to the permanent multi-year 
ice covered regions of the Beaufort Sea and Central 
Arctic Basin. This central mass of multi-year ice 
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FIGURE 1.1-7 Probability of findrng first year ridges of a 
given height in the seasonal ice zone rn winter (1973-1979) 
based on Wright and Schwab ( 1979). The seasonal ice zone 
can be 50 km wide or greater in some winters. This figure 
shows thatoniy 7 ridge in 1,000 is likely to be higherthan 5m 
in the zone. 

which has survived numerous summers, slowly circu- 
lates in a clockwise direction throughout the year in 
the Beaufort Gyre. During the winter, this multi-year 
ice is surrounded by a matrix of first year ice. In the 
summer, melting along the pack edge allows the ice 
to loosen, and open water areas develop around the 
floes. 

The predominant driving force of the Gyre is the 
atmospheric high pressure system situated over the 
Beaufort Sea (Section 1.2). Investigations conducted 
to date indicate that the mean drift speed of ice near 
the edge of the Gyre is approximately 2 km/day, 
although this varies considerably in response to pre- 
vailing wind patterns (Markham, 1981; Thorndike 
and Cheung, 1977; Thomdike and Colony, 1977). 

The centre of rotation of the Gyre is situated at about 
76’N, 145OW. In the southeastern Beaufort Sea, the 
southern boundary of the polar ice zone generally lies 
at about 72”N. This is seaward of the continental 
shelf, although fluctuations in the southern limit of 
the polar pack do occur from year to year, presuma- 
bly due to annual variations in the mean summer 
winds. For example, in 1955, 1964, 1967, and 1974. 
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northerly winds pushed the polar ice into coastal 
waters causing multi-year floes to reach water depths 
as shallow as 5 m. 

Multi-year ice is distinguished from first year ice by a 
number of physical characteristics (Kovacs and Mel- 
lor, 1971; Kovacs et al., 1975). First year level ice 
generally attains a maximum thickness of about 2 m 
by the end of the winter, whereas multi-year ice 
ranges from 2 m to nearly 4 m throughout the year. 
The surface topography of multi-year ice is also more 
undulating than first year ice. In addition, the salinity 
of multi-year ice is lower as a result of the ice under- 
going a number of melting and refreezing cycles. Due 
to the melting and refreezing process, the voids in 
first year ridges become filled with ice as the ridges 
mature. As a result, multi-year ridges are essentially 
solid ice. 

The deepest multi-year keel measured in the polar 
pack extended to 47 m below the sea level (Bertha, 
1976). However, it is felt that such ridges are rare 
(Wadhams, 1979; C-CORE, 1981). Figure 1.1-8 
shows the distribution of polar pack ice keel depths 
found during U.S. submarine cruises. 

1.12 EXTREME ICE FEATURES 

Icebergs such as those found off the east coast of 

KEEL DRAFT (m) 
FIGURE 1.1-8 Probability of finding pressure ridge keels 
of a given draft during submarine transects in the polar ice 
zone (based on Wadhams and Horne, 1978). This figure 
shows that the probability of finding a pressure-ridge keel 
with a draft of 20 m, along a transect in the polar ice zone, is 
about 1 in 7,000. 

Baffin Island and elsewhere in the eastern Arctic are 
not found in the Beaufort Sea, but two formidable 
multi-year ice features, ice islands and multi-year 
hummock fields, may be encountered (Plates 1.1-3 
and 1.1-4). These features, although rare, could col- 
lide with a permanent structure in the Beaufort Sea 
during its life-time. Consequently, the maximum size 
and thickness of these features, and the probability of 
collision with an artificial structure are considered 
during the design of both temporary and permanent 
offshore facilities. 

Ice islands are the only ice of glacial origin found in 
the Beaufort Sea (Plate 1.1-3). The presence of ice 
islands was first documented in the late forties, with 
the sighting of ice islands Tl, T2 and T3 (for radar 
target 1, 2, and 3) during U.S. Airforce recon- 
naissance flights (Koenig et al., 1952). The discovery 
of these ice masses which had areas up to 697 km? 
and thicknesses up to 30 m initiated numerous scien- 
tific programs to determine their number and origin. 
It is now generally accepted that these features origi- 
nate from the remnant ice shelves of northern Elles- 
mere Island (Crary, 1960)). 

The presence of these large ice masses in the Beaufort 
Gyre is well documented. In the Mackenzie Delta 
region, all those tracked stayed north of the contin- 
ental shelf. However, grounding and break-up of 
these ice masses off the coast of Alaska have pro- 
duced large numbers of ice fragments. One such 
grounding in the fall of 197 1 resulted in 433 ice island 
fragments, ranging from 15 to 300 m in diameter. 
These fragments were subsequently trapped in the 
landfast ice in water depths between 10 and 25 m 
throughout the winter (Barton et al.. 1972). Although 
many of the grounded pieces drifted free the follow- 
ing summer, fragments remained in coastal waters 
for the following three years (Spedding, 1977). 

Ice island T3 had dimensions of 5.5 km by 11 km 
when it passed through the southeastern Beaufort 
Sea in March, 1978. However, because of its draft, it 
is unlikely that it or similar features will be encoun- 
tered in water depths less than 20 m. In fact, T3 is 
believed to have moved into Soviet waters and over 
the pole (De Paoli et al.. 1982). If this is the case there 
is a possibility that it will enter the Atlantic Ocean 
east of Greenland and eventually break-up. 

Ice islands are a potential threat to offshore struc- 
tures in water depths greater than 20 m. Unfortu- 
nately, the number of these features drifting around 
in the polar pack is not known, although available 
literature indicates it is unlikely there are more than 
11 islands remaining with diameters in excess of 1.5 
km (Spedding, 1977). One hundred metre diameter 
islands are occasionally seen in the southern Beau- 
fort. but these are unlikely to be a serious risk to a 
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PLATE 1.1-3 Ice rsland oroundedin the Alaskan Beaufort Sea in the f&/of 7977. ke rs/ands are the Only Ice of glacial origin 
found in the Beaufort Sea and origInate from Ellesmere Wand ice shelves. 

PLATE 1.1-4 Multi-year hummock field fragment drifting rn fhe Southeastern Beaufort Sea. Multi-year hummock fields are 
formed al the edge of the landfast rce along the western edge of the archipelago adjacent to the Beaufort Sea. 
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permanent structure. It is also noteworthy that with 
the increase in the number of reconnaissance flights 
over the past few years, significant numbers of new 
ice islands have not been observed (Spedding, 1977). 
In fact, many observations in recent years seem to be 
of previously reported islands. 

Calvings observed in 1962 and 1967 appear to be 
associated with a general retreat of the Ellesmere 
Island ice shelves. It is estimated that approximately 
725 km’ of ice shelf remains; the maximum size ice 
island that could be produced would be about 300 
km2 in area. (R. Pilkington. pers. comm.) and this is 
likely to break into three 100 km? islands due to its 
shape. The likelihood of these shelves calving in the 
near future is not known. Some of the shelves may be 
grounded. and the chance of these calving will be 
small. Further studies are underway to try to quan- 
tify the possibility of additional calving from the ice 
shelves and to determine the number of islands that 
may be drifting in the Beaufort Gyre. These investi- 
gations will improve structure collision probability 
assessments. 

Along the westerly islands of the Arctic Archipelago 
adjacent to the Beaufort Sea, landfast ice is present 
along the shore as in the southeastern Beaufort Sea. 
However. unlike in the southeastern Beaufort Sea 
area. this ice does not break-up every year and multi- 
year landfast ice is formed. This multi-year landfast 
ice runs from Ellesmere Island to Prince Patrick 
Island. Within these ice sheets. thick level multi-year 
ice and multi-year hummock fields can be found 
(Hudson c’t nl.. 1982). 

These multi-year hummock fields are formidable. 
They are formed at the edge of the landfast ice along 
the jvestern edge of the Archipelago adjacent to the 
Beaufort Sea. In this region. the crushing and over- 
riding of multi-year ice sheets creates large fields of 
crushed ice and ridges parallel to the shore. These 
ridges exceed 20 m in height and have been observed 
to be grounded in water depths of60 m. If hummock 
fields survitre one or more summers, their sails and 
keels consolidate and when they subsequently ablate 
and calve. they could drift with the Gyre along the 
edge of the polar pack and eventually enter the pro- 
posed production region. There is limited informa- 
tion regarding the size distribution. frequency of 
calv,ing. and probability of these features entering the 
production area. However. hummock fields with 
dimensions up to several kilometres have been 
observed adjacent to Prince Patrick Island and oth- 
ers up to 600 m in diameter have been seen along the 
pack edge in the southeast Beaufort Sea. In order to 
assess the collision probability of these features with 
structures. reconnaissance flights are being flown to 
monitor the presence. formation. and calving of 
hummock fields. Recent calculations indicate that 

hummock fields less than 15 m thick will be broken 
up by waves into pieces having a maximum dimen- 
sion of 500 m or less (Wadhams, 1981). 

Little is known about the thickness of the level multi- 
year landfast ice sheets adjacent to the hummock 
fields. But in Nansen Sound and Sverdrup Channel, 
multi-year fast ice over 40 years old. with a thickness 
of 10 metres. has been reported(Serson, 1972,1974). 
In other areas it is not expected to be as old and thick, 
for exposure to the pressures of the moving ice of the 
Beaufort Gyre causes the ice shelf to break off more 
frequently . 

1.1.3 ANNUAL ICE CYCLE 

1.1.3.1 Break-up 

The patterns of ice break-up in the seasonal (transi- 
tion) and landfast ice zones are similar each year 
(Atmospheric Environment Service, 1978,1979,1980). 
However, there are annual differences in rates of 
break-up and the date of final clearance. due to 
annual differences in winds and temperature. In the 
southern Beaufort Sea. break-up in the spring com- 
mences in the seasonal ice zone. Flaw leads develop 
at the entrance to Amundsen Gulf and expand west- 
ward along the landfast ice edge during periods of 
sustained winds from the east. These flaw leads tend 
to be an extension and development of the Cape 
Bathurst Polynya as described in Section 1.1.1.2. The 
typical manner in which these leads develop is shown 
in Figure 1.1-9, where the development in 1975 is 
illustrated. 

The creation of these open water areas allows the ice 
in Amundsen Gulf to fracture and drift to the west. 
The flaw leads tend to develop rapidly as far west as 
Herschel Island, but along the Alaskan coast they 
tend to become more intermittent and filled with ice 
displaced from the southeastern Beaufort. The exten- 
sive open water allows the disintegrating landfast ice 
to move seaward and to act as centres for increased 
input of solar radiation. In some years (eg. 1974) 
these flaw leads do not develop, and this results in a 
delayed break-up and clearance of ice. Although flaw 
leads may be present along the landfast ice edge from 
mid April, disintegration of the landfast ice does not 
begin until June. 

In Mackenzie and Kugmallit bays. flooding over the 
bottom-fast ice occurs in early May with the com- 
mencement of the Mackenzie River spring runoff. 
Melt lagoons are formed at the river channel mouth. 
and these expand through melting at the ice-water 
interface (Figure 1. l-l 5). When these meltwater 
lagoons extend out to a water depth of approxi- 
mately 6 m, the remaining ice barriers across the bays 
fracture. Beyond the major influence of the Macken- 
zie River, solar radiation causes structural weakening 
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FIGURE 1.1.9 Springtime break-up patternsin the Southeastern Beaufort Sea in 1975. Flaw leads develop a? the entrance to 
Amundsen Gulf and expand westward along the iandfast Ice edge during sustained easterly winds. 

of the ice which destroys bonds with the shore and 
ablates grounded ridges, eventually allowing the ice 
sheet to drift seaward, weaken and break up. 

The dates of break-up and for ice to clear from 
coastal waters varies from year to year, and depends 
on the presence of an offshore wind. Under favoura- 
ble winds and temperatures, the landfast ice zone 
may be ice-free as early as the fourth week of June 
(Spedding. 1978). In a year such as 1974. when off- 
shore winds did not prevail, break-up was delayed 
and ice remained throughout the summer in areas 
with water depths greater than 30 m. The median 
clearing dates when ice concentrations are less than 
2/lOths are shown in Figure I. l-10. Due to the influx 
of drift-ice from the Canadian Beaufort. the clear- 
ance of ice off the Alaskan coast is slower. It mav be 
mid August before median pack concentrationsVfall 
to open pack values of less than 6/lOths ice con- 
centration. 

1.1.3.2 Summer Ice Conditions 

Once the landfast ice has disintegrated and the rem- 

nant ice moves seaward, a gradual expansion of the 
coastal open water corridor generally occurs through- 
out the summer. The maximum summer open water 
extent is usually attained in early September. 

In the seasonal (transition) ice zone, a breakdown 
and melting of the first year ice accompanies the 
gradual northerly retreat of the ice edge throughout 
the summer. Typical summer floe size distributions 
determined in a 114 km2 area over a four year period 
are illustrated in Figure 1.1-11, which indicates a 
predominance of smaller floes. Other investigations 
indicate that the floe sizes within the seasonal ice 
zone decrease throughout the summer (Markham, 
1975; Spedding et al, 1978). The total number offloes 
reaches a maximum in early summer as the large 
floes break up, but subsequent melting decreases the 
number of ice remnants. By the time that new ice 
formation begins in early October, most of the sea- 
sonal ice has melted together with any remnants lying 
along the polar ice edge. 

In summer, ice may drift back into coastal waters 
during storms and affect offshore operations. Multi- 
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FIGURE 1.1-10 Mediam clearrng dates when 2/10th or less ice cover occurs in the Southeastern Beaufort Sea. Earliest 
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FIGURE 1.1-11 Size distribution of floes in the seasonal ice zone in summer. Numbers of floes were counted in a 114 km2 
area (Spedding et al., 1978). It is seen that small diameter floes predominate. 

year floes pose the greatest problem because of their nault (1980) (Figure 1.1-12) indicate that the sizes of 
greater mean thickness, stronger physical properties multi-year floes along the edge of the polar pack are 
and larger mean diameters. Observations by Arse- larger than seasonal ice floes (Figure 1. l- 11). Gener- 
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FIGURE 1.1-12 Mean number of multi-year iCf? fh?S in 
pack Ice between 70”-72” N, 127’-138’ Win Sept. and Oct. 
1980 (after Arsenault, 1980). The sizes of multi-year floes 
along the edge of the polar pack are larger than seasonal Ice 
floes. 

ally large multi-year floes are comprised of a number 
of smaller floes which have become frozen together 
during their circulation in the Beaufort Gyre (Wright 
and Schwab, 1980). These large multi-year floes drift 
down the coast of Banks Island into the southeastern 
Beaufort Sea. These floes are larger than the seasonal 
ice floes because they have not been exposed to wave 
action. 

1.1.3.3 Freeze-Up 

Annual ice growth in the coastal areas commences 
between late September and late October, with the 
actual date being dependent on late summer ice con- 
ditions. For instance, in a poor summer such as 1974 
when polar ice intruded into coastal waters, new ice 
formation commenced on September 24 (Spedding, 
1978). In a summer such as 1977 when maximum 
clearance of ice and open water occurred, new ice 
formation did not begin until October Il. New ice 
initially forms along the edge of the pack, and is 
followed by growth in sheltered coastal waters. 
Simultaneous growth continues until the gap between 
the two advancing ice edges is bridged. 

In coastal waters, new ice first forms around Richards 
Island where surface salinities are low due to the 
Mackenzie River discharge. Once new ice growth 

commences, it takes about two weeks for the entire 
Beaufort Sea to be ice covered, although open water 
conditions persist much longer in Amundsen Gulf 
(Markham, 1975). Initial consolidation takes place in 
more sheltered bays. However, it is usually mid 
November before landfast ice has formed out to the 5 
m isobath, at which time the level ice is 30 to 60 cm 
thick (Figure 1.1-2). The landfast ice grows seaward 
in a series of steps with the progression of winter. 

In years such as 1974 and 1975, grounded multi-year 
ice along the 20 m isobath provided a protected 
environment for new ice growth. allowing the land- 
fast ice edge to stabilize at its maximum extent by mid 
November (Spedding. 1974.1975). Advancement of 
the landfast ice edge occurs during periods of 
onshore winds when shear zone ice is compacted 
against the landfast ice edge. As indicated earlier. 
ridges are formed during these periods, and many of 
these become grounded. However, under the influ- 
ence of offshore winds, shear zone ice is moved away 
from the edge of the landfast zone and advancement 
of the latter does not occur. 

Some southerly movement of the polar ice occurs in 
the fall until the seasonal ice is sufficiently established 
to halt its progress. Normally, unless a late summer 
storm pushes the polar ice into continental shelf 
water, it tends to remain around the position of 
maximum summer retreat throughout the winter. 
The seasonal (transition) ice zone continues to move 
and grow throughout the winter. 

1.1.3.4 Variability in Summer Ice Conditions 

The aerial extent of open water conditions in the 
southern Beaufort Sea varies greatly from year to 
year (Figure 1 .l-13). Both the rate and extent of 
clearing depend on the yearly meteorological condi- 
tions. In years such as 1976 and 1977, when winds 
were predominantly offshore, a gradual retreat of the 
ice edge took place throughout the summer. In other 
years such as 1974 and 1975, onshore winds pushed 
multi-year ice into coastal waters. This variability in 
the rate and extent of yearly ice clearance is evident 
from studies conducted at Tingmiark where the 
length of the open water season ranged from 0 to 160 
days during the period from 1953 to 1980, (Figure 
1.1-14). 

As in seas elsewhere, life in the Beaufort Sea ulti- 
mately depends on sunlight and nutrients. When 
these are abundant, marine productivity is increased; 
conversely, when they are scarce, productivity is 
reduced. At 70” N there are over 12 hours of sunlight 
per day from mid March until mid September, with 
24 hours per day from mid May to mid July. The 
extent to which the solar energy can be used for 
photosynthesis depends on its ability to penetrate 
into the water. This, in turn, is influenced by how 
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FIGURE 1.1-13 Maximum extent of open water in the Beaufort Sea in 79747977. In 1976 and 1977, winds were mostly 
offshore so that a gradual retreat of the ice edge took place throughout the summer. In 1974 and 1975 onshore winds pushed 
mu/t-year Ice info coastal waters. (Source: Spedding, 1978). 
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FIGURE 1.1-14 Open water days per year at Tingmiark, 
70” 10’ N, 133” 0’ W. The open water season ranged from 0 to 
165 days from 1953 to 1980. 

much of the sea’s surface is free of ice during the 
sunlit part of the year. Although sea ice does not 
completely shade the sea below, rt reduces light pene- 
tration and prevents the sea from warming. Com- 
pared to sea ice. the water surface reflects little sun- 
light. Thus the absence of ice allows the water surface 
to warm more rapidly and winds to mix the heat 
downward and nutrients upward. The presence of 

nutrients in the spring causes plankton blooms. 
which fuel the marine food chain (see Section j.1 for 
more detail). 

The implication is that during years with more ice in 
spring, biological productivity may be lower and the 
base of the food chain may not be as well established. 
Conversely. in years with little ice, biological produc- 
tivity could be increased. The links between the 
extent of open water and biological productivity in 
the southeastern Beaufort Sea are complex and 
remain descriptive rather than analytical. Some of 
these links are implied in the following descriptions 
of the annual variability of the southeastern Beaufort 
Sea spring and summer ice cover. 

Springtime ice variability relates to the annual fluc- 
tuations in open water areas observed in the transi- 
tion zone polynya and in coastal lagoons near the 
mouth of the Mackenzie River as shown in Figure 
1.1-15. 

(a) February through June transi?ion zone polynya 
area. 
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FIGURE 1.1-15 Typicalspringtime open water areas in the 
Canadian Beaufort Sea. (Source: Marko, pers. comm.) 

. 
Figure 1.1-9 shows lead and polynya patterns, north 
of the landfast ice, for the spring of 1975. For any 
year. however, the area of open water on a particular 
day depends on wind fields and their easing and 
reversals. As the 24 hours of winter darkness ends in 
February, open water areas begin to absorb solar 
energy and are subject to wind-mixing. The resultant 
warming and stirring stimulates early season phyto- 
plankton growth. These open water areas and their 
positions are enormously variable in any one year, as 
shown in Figure 1.1-16. For this figure, satellite 
imagery was used to estimate the area of open water 
in the transition zone polynya seaward of the land- 
fast ice between the longitudes of Herschel Island 
and Sachs Harbour for the years 1973 to 1980 and for 
days in February through June in each year. (J. 
Marko, pers. comm.). It can be seen that, on May 
20th, for example, the open water area ranged from 
about zero km: in 1980 to 35,000 km? in 1979. In this 
figure the latest date at which measurements were 
made was before the landfast ice broke up in a par- 
ticular year. 
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FIGURE 1.1-16 Open water area in the transition zone 
polynya for the years 1973 through 1980. (The area includes 
open water between the longitudes of Herschel Island and 
Sachs Harbour). This polynya varies enormously in area 
from year to year and within any one year. (Source: Marko, 
pers. comm.). 
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b) May through June coastal lagoon area. 

Later in the spring the Mackenzie River freshet 
floods its deltas and the adjacent sea ice. Lagoons 
form at the river outlets as the warm river waters and 
solar radiation melt the coastal landfast ice. Small 
melt areas expand outward into the landfast ice, 
eventually merging to form a single shallow body of 
fresh, warm, sediment and nutrient-laden water. This 
waterbody remains separated from the transition 
zone polynya by a progressively narrowing strip of 
landfast ice which is eventually breached between 
mid June and mid July. Figure 1.1-17 shows esti- 
mates of the inshore lagoon areas for May 25, June 
IO and June 20 in the years 1973 to 1981. Most 
variability, in a relative sense, occurs early in the 
expansion of open water in lagoons, as seen from 
May 25th data, where some years had no open water 
at all. . 
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FIGURE 1.1-17 COaSkd l&non open water areas on May 
25, June 10 and June 20 for the years 1973 through 1981. 
Breeching Of the Coastal lagoon occurred just prior to June 
20 in 1973, 1978 and 1981 as indicated by the dashed lines. 
(Source: Marko, pers. comm.). 

The summer year to year variability concerns the 
open water observed in the months of July, August 
and September, after the break-up of landfast ice and 
before freeze-up begins in October. The annual vari- 
ability in open water areas is shown on Figure 1.1-18 
for mid July, mid August and mid September of the 
years 1974 to 1977. Ice edges were defined as the 
location of 7/lOths ice concentrations. There was 
considerable ice during the summer of 1974 and 
relatively little ice in 1977, with intermediate condi- 
tions existing in 1975 and 1976. The open water area 
varied by a factor of about five between mid August 
1974 (55,000 km*) and mid August 1977 (250,000 
km?) between the longitudes of Herschel Island and 
Sachs Harbour. 

The expanse of open water in a particular summer 
has a major effect in determining how the plume of 
turbid water from the Mackenzie River spreads into 
the Beaufort Sea. In 1974, a poor ice year, the river 
plume was confined within a relatively small open 
water area in Mackenzie Bay and off the Tuktoyak- 
tuk Peninsula. The result was a plume with a deep 
layer of fresh, warm water that was exceptionally 
turbid. In contrast, during the good ice year of 1977, 
the river plume was often well dispersed over a very 
large area. 

FIGURE 1.1-18 Extents of open water in the Southeastern 
Beaufort Sea in the months of July, August and September 
for the years 1974 through 1977. Ice edges are defined as the 
location of 7llOths ice concentrations. (Source: Marko pers 
comm.) 
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FIGURE 1.1-18 (cont’d). 

Winds are a key factor in determining the expanse of 
summer open water. For example, winds from the 
northwest sector can move ice into previously open 
water and shift the river plume toward the southeast 
shores ofthe Beaufort Sea. On the other hand, winds 
from the southeast sector increase the expanse of 
summer open water and expand the river plume 
seaward. causing the upwelling of nutrient-rich water 
near the coast (Section 1.3.2.2). 

Evidence to verify wide swings in year to year biolog- 
ical production is generally limited. However. a good 
example is the major ring seal population reduction 
observed in 1975 that was attributed largely to the 
poor ice year of 1974. More detailed information on 
the variability of biological populations in the Beau- 
fort region resulting from this and other physical 
factors can be found in Chapter 3 of this Volume. . 

1.1.4 ICE CONDITIONS AND SHIPPING 

1.1.4-l Southern Beaufort Sea 

Generally. ice conditions for shipping in the Cana- 
dian Beaufort Sea are less severe than off the Alaskan 
coast. The Canadian Beaufort Sea is characterized by 
up to a month longer open water season. less multi- 
year ice, and reduced opportunity for serious ice 
pressure situations. In addition. vessels operating in 
the eastern Beaufort are not constrained to the often 
narrov+r corridor of first year ice between the 30 m 
isobath and the polar pack. 

Multi-year ice concentrations in the seasonal ice zone 
are generally less than 2/lOths, with a concentration 
of 8/lOths having occurred in only one year out of 
the last 13 years (Dickins. 1979). In most years, a 30 

m draft vessel would be able to move through the 
Canadian Beaufort Sea in predominantly first year 
ice with moderate to heavy ridging, depending on 
how close the vessel route is to the landfast ice edge. 

An extensive shore lead may be present throughout 
the winter between Cape Bathurst and Herschel 
Island and between the 20 and 30 m isobaths. The 
width of this open water lead can vary from 100’s of 
metres to tens of kilometres in less than 24 hours 
(Marko, 1975: Spedding. 1979). Even in mid winter. 
there are cracks and leads every few kilometres u hich 
roughly parallel the landfast ice edge. 

1.1.4.2 Amundsen Gulf 

The winter ice cover in Amundsen Gulf is composed 
of first year ice of a variety of ages due to the dynamic 
ice movements that occur throughout the winter. 
Generally, only traces of multi-year fragments which 
have drifted from Viscount Melville Sound. or blown 
in from the Beaufort Sea by late season northwester- 
lies. are present in these waters (Dickins. 1979). First 
year ridging and rafting is common throughout the 
Gulf. but since extensive areas of young ice are pres- 
ent at any time during the winter, block sizes are 
small and ridge consolidation is much less prevalent 
than in the Beaufort Sea transition zone. There are 
no quantitative data describing ice surface roughness 
in Amundsen Gulf (Markham, 1981). Local poly- 
nyas and new ice can cover over 20% of the area 
between Cape Parry and Banks Island by as early as 
mid January (Dickins, 1978). 

During “favourable” years, a clear east-west division 
in ice conditions takes place in Amundsen Gulf by 
March. with distinct shear fractures and open water 
patches occurring in the western half of the Gulf 
between Cape Bathurst and the south end of Banks 
Island. Figure 1 .I-9 shows conditions leading to a 
sharply defined and stable first year ice edge by late 
April. Very large first year floes up to 60 km across 
often break into smaller floes after several days 
(Markham, 1975). In June, prevailing easterlies 
remove this loose ice, leaving a large area of open 
water south of Banks Island. Due to wave action and 
melting. the eastern half of the Gulf usually breaks 
up within two weeks of any extensive spring ice 
clearance in the western sections. Ice concentrations 
in Amundsen Gulf remain below 5/lOths between 
mid July and early November (Markham, 1975, 
1981). 

Freeze-up in Amundsen Gulf is a slow south to north 
process, with frequent false starts before a relatively 
stable new ice cover is formed by mid November. In 
two winters during the period from 1973 to 1979, a 
fast ice cover was not formed in deep water west of 
Dolphin and Union Strait (Markham, 1981). 
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1.~4.3 Alaskan Beaufort Sea 

Ice conditions along the western approach to the 
Beaufort Sea are shown in Figure 1 .I-19. Year round 
navigation along the Alaskan Beaufort coast largely 
depends on the degree to which the dominant, recur- 
ring east-west lead systems near the 30 m isobath can 
be safely used. Compared to the Bering and Chukchi 
seas, there is a much higher probability of encounter- 
ing significant old ice concentrations in these waters. 
Mean concentrations of old ice are highest (about 
3/lOths) between Point Barrow and Harrison Bay 
(Dickins, 1979), while during one in ten years, multi- 
year ice concentrations have reached 8/10ths in cer- 
tain waters between Point Franklin and Prudhoe Bay 
(place names are shown in Figure l-l). With few 
exceptions, the minimum old ice concentrations are 
encountered close to shore. 

Level first year ice in the Alaskan Beaufort Sea 
. reached a maximum thickness of 1.8 m (Dickins, 

1979). Ridging is most severe between 20 and 80 km 
from the coast, and generally increases from west to 
east from an average frequency of 3/km at Point 
Barrow to over 7/km at Barter Island. Mean ridge 
heights range from 1.2 m in December to 1.7 m 
between February and April (Tucker et al., 1979). 
Open water duration in the Alaskan Beaufort Sea 
ranges from a minimum of 35 days off Prudhoe Bay 
to about 50 days elsewhere, and is generally limited 
to the period from mid August to early October. 
There is a large annual variability in the open water 
season in this region, depending on proximity of the 
polar pack to shore and prevailing winds. Even in 
mid winter, there is a high probability of encounter- 
ing leads or thin ice zones paralleling the coast. The 
chance of encountering leads generally ranges from 
40% in February to over 60% in May (Dickins, 
1979). 

The presence of cycles in ice severity off Alaska has 
been well documented (Barnett, 1977; McLeod and 
Hadden, 1977). Generally, these studies have shown 
unfavourable summer conditions (minimum open 
water with the ice pack closest to shore) in one offive 
years with the most favourable years being followed 
immediately by a winter of high multi-year ice 
concentrations. 

1.1.4.4 Chukchi Sea 

The Chukchi Sea is normally characterized by 
greater than 81lOths first year ice during the winter, 
with a maximum thickness ranging from 120 cm in 
Kotzebue Sound to over 160 cm off W&wright 
(Tucker et al., 1979). Multi-year ice concentrations 
increase from south to north, although winter means 
remain less than 21lOths. Maximum old ice cover 
ranges from less than 4/lOths in the south to over 
8/lOths north of Wainwright (one year in ten). There 

is a predominant winter flaw lead at the landfast ice 
edge between Cape Lisbume and Point Barrow. 

As indicated in Figure 1.1-19, the normal open water 
season varies from 140 days (mid June to early 
November) in the south to 75 days at Point Barrow 
(early August to mid October in the north). How- 
ever, recurring winter polynyas off Point Hope leads 
to an anomaly in the Cape Lisburne to Icy Cape area, 
with an average of 167 days of open water occurring 
between late May and early November. Extensive 
shear ice ridge fields are also common along the 
landfast ice edge in the Alaskan Beaufort. 

The Chukchi Sea is a less dynamic but more highly 
pressured ice region than the Bering Sea. Laser pro- 
files completed in the Icy Cape and Wainwright areas 
show mid winter ridge frequencies of 3 to IO/km, 
with mean ridge heights up to 1.6 m, peaking in the 
vicinity of the 30 m isobath (Tucker et al.. 1979). 
Ridge frequencies are considered highest in the 
southern Chukchi Sea, although there are no pub- 
licly available quantitative data to confirm this. 

1.1.4.5 Long Term Climate Change 

The annual variability in the area of open water in the 
southeastern Beaufort Sea has been described in Sec- 
tion 1.1.3.4; measurements and observations of ice 
variables for shipping corridors are covered in Sec- 
tion 1.1.4. From these descriptions, it is not possible 
to determine future trends; the time series of observa- 
tions is too short. Long time series, as far back as 
10,000 years, have been obtained from cores extracted 
from the Devon Island Ice Cap and from Agassiz Ice 
Cap of Northern Ellesmere Island. These have been 
analyzed by Koerner and Fisher (1981) of the Polar 
Continental Shelf Project. 

Koerner and Fisher predict a “High Arctic” annual 
“natural” temperature cooling of between 0.5 and 
l.O”C between now and the year 2010. A similar 
short term natural cooling trend is supported by 
other investigators based on Camp Century cores 
from Greenland. Although the cores reflect past 
climate in locations within 500 km of each other, it ;s 
likely that predictions encompass the High Arctic 
Islands, the Northwest Passage and possibly the sou- 
theastern Beaufort Sea. The annual cooling trend 
prediction is based only on expected natural changes 
and excludes possible man-caused changes such as 
the effects of increasing carbon dioxide (CO,) con- 
centrations in the atmosphere. Indications are that 
man-caused atmospheric heating and atmospheric 
dust do not result in significant climate change; how- 
ever, more serious are possible CO, effects. 

So far, no evidence of CO, caused climate change is 
apparent in any climate record. However, recent 
numerical models dealing with possible CO, effects 
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on the long term world’s climate have reached a level 
of sophistication that their predictions cannot be 
dismissed (fbr a review see Hare, 1981). Most of 
these models predict climatic warming based on a 
constant natural climate. World average atmospheric 
temperatures are predicted to rise as much as 2.5”C 
over the next 50 to 70 years. These CO2 caused 
temperature rises could emerge from the “noise 
level” of climate records by the year 2000. If such 
predictions on possible CO? effects prove to be true, 
then they would likely compensate for part of or 
more than the natural cooling in the High Arctic 
predicted by Koerner and Fisher (1981). 

On the other hand. if man-caused COZ warming does 
not occur, a natural cooling prediction of0.5 to 1 .O”C 
over the next 30 years would produce increasing 
concentrations of multi-year ice in the summer, 
resulting from the increased survival of summer ice 
into winter. Koerner and Fisher (1981) have verified 
this effect because of the good relationship between 
the thickness ofcore melt-layers and observed amounts 
of open water in the Archipelago. 

It is not certain that the natural cooling prediction 
applies necessarily to Arctic regions external to the 
Arctic Islands. Maxwell (1981) has used Arctic 
weather station records to classify climatic regions in 
the Canadian Arctic. Unfortunately his records from 
Cape Parry and Sachs Harbour are not long enough 
to show recent cooling or warming trends. Other 
stations, such as Alert Bay, Eureka, Resolute, Mould 
Bay and Isachsen. all in the High Arctic Islands. do. 
however. show a cooling of about 1°C since 1956, 
based on 10 year averages. These observations tend 
to support Koerner and Fishers cooling prediction 
for the High Arctic. 

The conclusions are: that a high probability exists of 
a 0.5 to 1 .O”C annual cooling taking place over the 
next 30 years in the High Arctic due to natural 
causes; that the predicted natural cooling does not 
necessarily apply to the Beaufort Sea region; that 
man-caused CO? atmospheric warming is predicted 
which could be detectable by the year 2000; and that 
the CO: warming, if real, could compensate for part 
of or more than the predicted natural cooling. 

1.2 SURFACE WEATHER 
AND WIND WAVES 

The following section briefly summarizes available 
climatological information describing temperature, 
Arctic temperature inversions. precipitation, visibil- 
ity, winds. wind waves and synoptic storm tracks in 
the Beaufort-Chukchi region. Since accumulation of 
ice on marine vessels and offshore installations can 
be hazardous in this region, structural icing is also 
discussed. More details on the regional climate are 

provided in a supporting document (MEP. 198Lb), 
while the climatology and atmospheric environment 
of coastal areas of the Beaufort Sea are discussed in 
Section 2.1. 

12.1 WEATHER AND WEATHER FORECASTS 

Weather is the term used to describe current atmos- 
pheric conditions. Climate, on the other hand, des- 
cribes average weather conditions to be expected 
based on a long history of weather observations. In 
the Beaufort region, weather information and weather 
forecasts are provided by the Beaufort Weather 
Office (BWO) situated at Dome Petroleums Tuk- 
toyaktuk basecamp. The BWO is operated by the 
Atmospheric Environment Service and funded by 
both Dome Petroleum Ltd. and Esso Resources 
Canada Ltd. 

The forecast support network comprises the Cana- 
dian .Mcteorological Centre (CMC) in Montreal. 
Quebec. the Arctic Weather Centre (ARWC) in 
Edmonton. Alberta. and Ice Forecasting Central 
(I FC) in Ottawa. Ontario. CMC provides wide-area 
and long-range forecasts as source data to IFC and 
the BWO. ARWC has two main functions. It pro- 
\ ides an o\ertiew of factors affecting weather over 
northern CamIda. and it provides the BWO forecas- 
ter with routine aviation. marine and public forecasts 
o\*erlapping the BWO area of interest. Between 
approximately May and December. the BWO is 
staffed by a team of meteorologists. The Atmos- 
pheric Environment Services Ice Branch ice observers. 
who report on daity ice conditions throughout the 
open water driiling period. comprise additional sea- 
sonal staff. 

The principal function of the BWO is to provide 
site-specific forecasts of winds, waves and ice during 
the drilling season. Forecasts are issued daily at 6:00 
am and 6:00 pm with updates at noon and midnight 
supplemented by updates reflecting changing weather. 
During 1980, for example, up to eight site-specific 
forecasts were issued. Wind, ice and gale advisories 
are also issued. 

Meteorological teletype circuits transmit data from 
most of northern and western Canada, as well as 
from parts of northern and eastern Alaska. A data 
link to the Atmospheric Environment Service (AES) 
computer centre in Edmonton introduces additional 
data from Alaska, Siberia, the High Arctic and the 
Pacific. 

During 1980, air pressure data from over the ice pack 
became available from up to nine POLEX buoys 
during the latter part of the drilling season. These 
data were routinely available through the Edmonton 
data link (AES, 1980). Data are also provided by the 
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four nearby DEW-line stations at Komakuk. Shingle 
Point. Tuktoyaktuk and Nicholson Peninsula which 
issue short hourly reports in addition to their regular 
six hourly reports. These, combined with routine 
observations from the four Canmar drillships. one or 
two Esso Resources sites, and intermittent data from 
other ships and land-based sites, provide a close-knit 
supplemental data network. 

1.2.2 CLIMATOLOGICAL DATA SOURCES 
AND LIMITATIONS 

Historical weather data sources for the Beaufort- 
Chukchi region are primarily from coastal weather 
stations. Offshore data are from ships operating 
exclusively in the summer. There is a particular lack 
of wind data over the Chukchi Sea and compara- 
ti\*ely, more historical data are available for the 
Beaufort Sea except over the pack ice. 

The two major information sources for this region 
are reports by Burns ( 1973) and Brower et al. (1977). 
Both sources use historical data to the years 1973 and 
1974 only. Twenty-five years of coastal and Cana- 
dian mean data were analyzed along with U.S. 
marine data spanning the years 1972 to 1974. An 
additional source of summer meteorological data for 
the Beaufort Sea is information collected >,early 
(since 1976) from Dome Petroleum’s drillships dur- 
ing the period July to October. 

1.2.3 TEMPERATURE 

Extremely low temperatures can reduce human 
health and activity. and make equipment difficult to 
operate. Wind chill results from the combined effect 
of tow temperatures and wind. Human heat loss 
increases dramaticalty as either the wind speed 
increases or the temperature decreases beyond a crit- 
ical threshold. The combined effect of wind speed 
and air temperature on exposed flesh, which is 
known as wind chill, is illustrated in Figure 1.2-I. 

Figures 1.2-2 and 1.2-3 show the mean air tempera- 
tures for the Beaufort-Chukchi region during Febru- 
ary and August, respectively (Brower et al., 1977; 
Maxwell. 1980). Greater detail on seasonal differen- 
ces in mean and extreme temperatures recorded at 
various coastal locations is provided in Section 2.1. 
The long Arctic winter is characterized by the Arctic 
Inversion (Section 1.2.4) and is often described as a 
season of “persistent” cold rather than “extreme” 
cold (Maxwell. 1980). Mean temperatures in the win- 
ter are -20°C for the southern Chukchi Sea and -30°C 
for the Beaufort Sea. Extreme minimum tempera- 
tures recorded in these two areas are -50.6”C at Bar- 
ter Island and -50°C at Tuktoyaktuk. respectively. 
During the summer. mean temperatures increase to 
about 6°C on the coast and to about 2°C. 500 km 

offshore (Figure 1.2-3). Summer temperatures over 
open water are moderated by the heat exchange from 
the ocean to the air. resulting in strong horizontal 
temperature gradients perpendicular to the shore. 
Extreme maximum temperatures recorded were 30°C 
in the Beaufort at Tuktoyaktuk and 29.4”C in the 
Chukchi at Kotzebue (Burns. 1973: Brower et al., 
1977). 

-70 
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FIGURE 1.2-1 Wmd chill factors. Wmd chill results from 
the combined effect of low temperatures end wind. 

During the autumn, before freeze-up, the sea is a 
source of heat so that temperatures over the water are 
often warmer than those over nearby land (Burns, 
1973). This seasonal difference causes land-sea breezes. 
Also. “steaming” of the relatively warm ocean water 
adds moisture to the air. Ice begins to form on the sea 
in autumn as the air temperature decreases below 
freezing. Once the ice thickness exceeds 0.3 m there is 
little heat exchange between the water and air, and 
air temperatures over the ice pack drop rapidly. 

Meteorological records collected at onshore stations 
show little diurnal variation in temperature. The 
maximum daily temperature range of about 10°C 
occurs in July, while the minimum range of less than 
4°C occurs in August or early September. Over open 
water, air temperatures are strongly influenced by 
temperatures of the upper water column. 

1.2.4 THE ARCTIC TEMPERATURE 
INVERSION 

Normally the air temperature decreases with height. 
If this temperature decrease exceeds that due to the 
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FIGURE 1.2-2 Mean February air temperatures (“C) in the Beaufort-Chukchi region. The long Arctic winter is a season of 
persistent rather than extreme cold. (Sources: Brower et al., 1977; Maxwell, 1980). 

decreasing air pressure with height (the adiabatic 
decrease), the air is unstable and mixing and dispersal 
can occur. On the other hand. when air temperature 
increases with height, the air column is very stable 
and little mixing can occur. This increase in tempera- 
ture with height, known as the ‘Arctic Temperature 
Inversion’ is an important feature which can cause 
fog and ice crystal haze to concentrate in a layer near 
the earth’s surface and can inhibit the dispersal of 
atmospheric pollutants (Maxwell, 1980). 

The Arctic Temperature Inversion occurs most 
commonly at night when the earth’s surface radiates 
heat into outer space and surface temperatures drop. 
Two factors contribute to the intensity and persist- 
ence of temperature inversions in the winter months. 
The first is the long period of continuous darkness, 
and the second is the presence of ice and snow which 
reflects solar energy. The reflective surface insures a 
large loss of incoming solar energy even during 
months when there is daylight. The intensity of the 
inversion is also often increased by dynamic pro- 
cesses at higher levels in the atmosphere, such as 
when warm air moves over cold air (Burns, 1973). 

Daytime temperature inversions over the Beaufort 
Sea are less prevalent in summer than in winter. For 
example, at Sachs Harbour on the Beaufort coast. 
daytime inversions occur 75% of the time in winter 
and decrease to 16% of the time in summer; night- 
time inversions occur 77% of the time in winter and 
44% of the time in summer. Overland the occurrence 
of inversions decreases dramatically between day- 
time and nighttime (see Section 2.1), whereas over 
the sea they are often maintained continuously by 
warm continental air flowing over the cold water. By 
way of contrast, there are no daytime temperature 
inversions in the summer further inland at Inuvik. 

1.2.5 PRECIPITATION 

Total mean annual precipitation and snowfall recorded 
throughout the Beaufort-Chukchi region are shown 
in Figure 1.2-4. The generally low frequency of storm 
tracks crossing this region (Section 1.2.10), as well as 
the limited capacity of cold air to hold moisture, 
results in a relatively low annual precipitation (Max- 
well, 1980). In fact, much of the Arctic is referred to 
as a polar desert. Total precipitation in the region 
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FIGURE 1.2-3 Mean August air temperatures (” C) in the Beaufort-Chukchi region. Summer temperatures over open water 
are moderated by the heat exchange from the ocean to the air. (Sources: Brower et al., 1977; Maxwell, 1980). 

varies from just over 10 cm at Sachs Harbour on 
Banks Island to 46 cm at Tin City on the western 
Alaskan coast (Figure 1.2-4). The contribution of 
snowfall to the total precipitation increases toward 
higher latitudes and at higher elevations. For exam- 
ple, only 38% of the total annual precipitation at Tin 
City falls as snow, while this proportion increases to 
over 60% at more northerly coastal locations. North 
of Cape Lisburne snow can fall during any month of 
the year, but this is not usually the case at Kotzebue 
during July and August (Brower et al., 1977). Rain 
normally falls between June and September, but 
onshore station records indicate that less than 8 cm 
can be expected during the summer (MEP, 1981b; 
Brower et al, 1977; Burns, 1974). Thunderstorms and 
hail are both rare in Arctic regions. 

Most precipitation falls during July and August 
mainly because synoptic systems follow more north- 
erly tracks, and because more evaporated moisture is 
in the atmosphere during the summer. The lowest 
precipitation is generally recorded during January 
and February in the Beaufort-Chukchi region. Dur- 
ing the autumn, open water is an important source of 

moisture, and evaporation from the relatively warm 
water into the colder air greatly increases local pre- 
cipitation (Burns, 1974). 

Freezing precipitation occurs when super-cooled 
water droplets strike below-freezing surfaces and 
then freeze on contact to form glaze or rime ice. 
Along the Beaufort-Chukchi coasts freezing drizzle 
is the most frequent form of freezing precipitation, 
and this usually occurs when warm moist air over 
open water moves onto the colder coastal slopes. 
Freezing rain accompanies synoptic fronts and ac- 
counts for about 20% of the freezing precipitation 
events in this region (Maxwell, 1980). 

Coastal records from the Beaufort-Chukchi region 
show that most freezing precipitation occurs in the 
fall, with somewhat less in the spring. Locations such 
as Barter Island and Cape Parry receive up to 50 
hours of freezing precipitation annually, compared 
to 25 hours over Amundsen Gulf and the eastern 
Beaufort Sea. The western Alaskan shores only 
receive about 15 to 20 hours of freezing precipitation 
each year, while Barrow, Alaska, experiences 75 to 80 
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FIGURE 1.2-4 Total mean annual precipitation and snowfall in the Beaufort-Chukchi region. The low frequency of storm 
tracks crossing this region, as well as the limited capacity of cold air to hold moisture, results in a relatively low annual 
precipl ta tion. (Source: Max well, 1980). 

hours (MEP, 1981 b; Brower et al.. 1977 ). Available 
coastal data suggest that 20 to 30 hours of freezing 
precipitation may be expected annually in the off- 
shore Beaufort. 

1.2.6 VISIBILITY 

Visibility is an important factor affecting aviation 
and marine operations in the Beaufort Sea region. 
Limited visibility can adversely affect crew changes. 
resupply and ice reconnaissance flights. Although 
aircraft operating in this region are normally Instru- 
ment Flight Rated (IFR) and have state-of-the-art 
radar equipment, minimal ceiling and visibility crite- 
ria must be met for landing and taking Jf. 

Generally visibility in the clear Arctic air is high. 
Although the sun does not rise above the horizon 
(Figure 1.2-5) for up to three months during the 
winter at latitudes north of the Arctic Circle (67ON), 
reflection of moonlight from snow and ice and a long 
twilight period brighten the polar night. 

During the summer, fog mostly limits visibility, par- 
ticularly in coastal areas. Warm moist air may 
become saturated as it cools over the cold sea. It then 
may condense to form fog. Light onshore winds 
advect the fog into coastal areas, while stronger 
winds lift the fog to form low cloud. As the summer 
progresses, fog becomes patchy over the sea and is 
most prevalent at the edge of ice floes (Burns, 1974). 

There is less fog in winter than in summer in the 
Beaufort region. Steam fog may form near leads or 
tidal cracks in the ice as cold Arctic air passes over 
warm open water. This form of fog is patchy and is 
usually found between October and April. Ice fog 
(Section 1.2.4) is not common in this region, but 
when the sun is low it can hamper visibility of the 
horizon and prevent Visual Flight Rating (VFR) 
aircraft operations. Blowing snow is the main cause 
of reduced visibility during the winter (Burns, 1974). 
Ice crystal haze and whiteout may also reduce visibil- 
ity in the Beaufort-Chukchi region during the winter. 

Over the Beaufort Sea, low visibilities (1 km or less) 
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FIGURE 1.2-5 Duration of sunlight. The sun does not rise above the horizon for up to three months during the winter at 
latitudes north of the Arctic Circle (67’ N). (Source: Burns, 1973). 
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are more frequent in summer than in winter, with 
least visibility occurring in July when it may be less 
than 1 km, 15 to 20% of the time (Burns, 1974). 
However, the persistence of visibilities of less than 4 
km is greatest during the fall and winter, and least in 
the summer, when they occur 20 to 30% of the time. 

Along the coastline of the Chukchi Sea visibility is 
less than 4 km, 15 to 20% of the time from November 
through August (Brower et al., 1977). However, over 
the sea visibilities of less than 4 km occur mostly 
during the summer (about 20-25s of the time). Sep- 
tember and October are the clearest months in the 
Chukchi region, with visibility exceeding 4 km over 
90% of the time south of Cape Lisburne. and 80 to 
90% of the time over northern waters. On an annual 
basis visibility in the Kotzebue Sound area is less 
than 4 km, 10% or less of the time. 

In general, the poorest flying conditions can be 
expected along the coast of the Beaufort region dur- 
ing summer and fall. Cloud ceiling and visibility 
conditions for the area are discussed in greater detail 
in MEP (1981 b). 

1.2.7 WIND 

Wind mostly affects marine operations by generating 
high seas, by moving ice into areas where vessels 
operate and by reducing visibility needed for sup- 
porting aircraft. During the late summer and early 
fall when ice is usually well offshore. strong winds 
cause high waves when the fetch (extent of open 
water over which the wind blows) is large - often at its 
annual maximum. Winds may reduce visibility by 

causing blowin g snow or by advecting sea fog into 
coastal areas (Section 1 .2.5). Finally. with low air 
temperatures. winds control the severity of freezing 
spray (Section 1 2.5) and wind chill (Section 1.2.3). 

High coastal lands and the sharp thermal contrast 
between the land and the sea strongly influence coas- 
tal winds. For example, katabatic (downslope) winds 
from the Melville Hills at the base of the Parry Penin- 
sula have been known to approach hurricane speed 
(Maxwell, 1980). Circulations driven by temperature 
differences between the land and the sea result in 
onshore breezes in summer and offshore breezes 
from the pack ice edge or open water in the winter. 
For example, the effects of sea breezes on local wind 
fields at Kotzebue Sound result in over 50% of all 
winds being westerly (Brower et al., 1977). Sea 
breezes and conformity of wind direction to the local 
landforms are also apparent at Sachs Harbour where 
southeasterly winds predominate (Maxwell, 1980). 

Estimates of extreme winds and the expected recur- 
rence period or ‘return periods’ of these winds are 
important design criteria applicable to marine opera- 
tors. Several extreme wind analyses have been com- 
pleted for the Beaufort-Chukchi region and are des- 
cribed in MEP (1981b). A Beaufort Sea study con- 
ducted by MEP ( 198 1 a) used pressure data from 1969 
to 1978 to estimate extreme winds for ten locations 
north of Tuktoyaktuk as shown in Figure 1.2-6a. 
Results shown are an average over the ten locations. 
It can be seen that, once every 50 years. an extreme 
hourly average wind speed of 105 km/hr might be 
expected in the area. Figure 1.2~6b, also from this 
study,, shows how the 50 year return period hourly 
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FIGURE 1.2-68 Extreme wind speeds (average hourly winds) for various return periods and averaged over ten Beaufort Sea 
locations. It can be seen that, once every 50 years, an extreme hourly average wind speed of 105 kmlhr might be expected in 
the area. (Source: MEP, 1980). 
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average wind varied from 97 km/hr to 112 km/hr 
depending on lOCatiOn, being about 15% higher in 
the western part of the study area. These results are 
consistent with another extreme wind analysis con- 
duct by Maxwell (1981). Although not directly com- 
parable, Brower et al. (1977) calculated extreme 
winds for the Chukchi and Beaufort seas based on 
one minute averages (instead of hourly as in MEP, 
198la). Figure 1.2-7 shows that extreme winds are 
expected to be higher in the Chukchi Sea than in the 
Beaufort Sea. For example, 50 year return period 
winds are expected to have a speed of 165 km/h in the 

Chukchi and 139 km/h in the Beaufort - mroe than 
20%# lower. Caution is advised in comparing results 
since all hincast studies are limited by the quality and 
length of the data set used, by topographical influen- 
ces on the data set, and by the method of analysis 
used for computing extreme winds. 

. Knowledge of wind directions over the Beaufort and 
Chukchi seas is used in the prediction of ice move- 
ments. Wind direction also affects the fetch in the 
generation of waves (Section 1.2.8). The dominant 
wind direction ranges from northeast to southeast 
for both the offshore and coastal Beaufort during 
any month of the year (Berry et al., 1975). However, 
these wind directions vary seasonally as shown in 
Figure 1.243. Over the Chukchi Sea westerly to 

southerly winds are most frequent in July, while over 
the Beaufort Sea easterly winds are dominant and 
southerly winds are rare during the summer months 
(Brewer et al., 1977). A pronounced shift to westerly 
winds occurs between Barter Island and Shingle 
Point. From July to September, westerly to north- 
westerly winds in excess of 36 km/h become persist- 
ant. Fifty percent of all strong winds with speeds 
exceeding 50 km/h are from the west or northwest, 
and these winds are often responsible for multi-year 
pack ice intrusions into coastal Beaufort Sea waters 
(Berry et al., 1975). 

1.2.8 Wind Waves 

The wind generated wave climate is an important 
concern to offshore operations in all areas of the 
world. Knowledge of the wave climate is required for 
the design of offshore structures and for selecting 
equipment that will be able to operate in the wave 
conditions that are generally present. 

The height of wind generated waves depends on wind 
strength, duration. water depth and the extent of 
open water, or fetch, over which the wind blows. In 
the Beaufort-Chukchi region, the fetch is limited by 
the presence of sea ice and by local landmasses 
throughout the area. As a result. normal sea states in 

l 8 LOCATION No. 

7 0 
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FIGURE 1.2-6b Error bounds on 50year return period wind speeds for ten Beaufort Sea locations. This figure shows how the 
50 year return period hourly average wind varied from 97 kmlhr to 112 kmlhr depending on location, being about 15% higher 
in the western part of the area. (Source: MEP, 1981a). 
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FIGURE 1.2-7 Extreme wind speeds (one minute averages) in the Beaufort-Chukchi region. Extreme winds are expected to 
be lower in the Beauforf Sea than in the Chukchi Sea. For 50 year return periods they are expected to be 20% lower in the 
Beaufort Sea. (Source: Brower et al., 1977). 

the Beaut’ort Sea are less severe than those in other 
areas of the world where offshore drilling and pro- 
duction operations are being conducted. 

Wave information has been recorded at over 20 sites 
in the eastern Bcaufort Sea with Datawell Waverider 
buo!.s since 1975. These records show that locally 
generated wind-waves as opposed to swell dominate 
the energy spectrum. The large wind waves have 
aLerage period> of6 to 8 seconds. and only rarely are 
periods of 10 seconds or abo\,e observed. 

Waverider buoys have provided wave height and 
period data. However. because of the limited data. 
hindcast techniques have had to be employed to 
predict long-term extreme conditions which is a 
usual approach, as a lengthly record is seldom avail- 
able. The best description of the wave climate of the 
Beaufort Sea comes from two recent hindcast studies 

by Baird and Hall ( 1980) and Seaconsult ( 198 1). The 
Baird and Hall study defined the normal wave cli- 
mate of the Beaufort Sea. Seaconsult concentrated 
on defining extreme storm conditions. 

Baird and Hall ( 1980) used 10 years of Tuktoyaktuk 
wind data to determine the normal wave climate at 
various well sites. 

Bretschneider’s method was used with fetches detcr- 
mined by the land and the l/lOth ice cover position. 
Comparison of the hindcast results with waverider 
buoy wave height and period data showed generally 
good agreement. although during some storm events 
differences were observed. This analysis shows that 
the highest waves occur in September. and are pro- 
duced by westerly and northwesterly winds. A typical 
wave height exceedence diagram for Kopanoar is 
shown in Figure 1.2-9. 
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FIGURE 1.2-8 Percentage frequency occurence of given 
wind directions for all speeds rn July, August and Sep- 
tember at 140” W over the Beaufort Sea. Easterly winds are 
dominant and southerly winds are rare during the summer 
months. Fifty percent of all strong winds are from the west or 
northwest and these can push Ice into coastal Beaufort Sea 
waters. (Source: Berry et al., 1975). 
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FIGURE 1.2-9 Percentage of time that significant wave 
heights exceed a given height during theopen waterseason 
at Kopanoar. It is seen that significant wave heights exceeded 
2 m only 2.5% of the time during the season. (Source: Baird, 
W. F. and K. R. Hall, 1980). 

Offshore structures have to be designed to withstand 
the most se\‘ere wave conditions that can be expected. 
The significant wa\‘e heights at Kopanoar. extrapo- 
lated from the stud!!. are 4.8.6.4, and 7.2 m for return 
periods of‘ IO. 50. and 100 years. respectively (Figure 
1.2-10). The dotted lines in the figure indicate the 
range of wa\‘e heights associated nsith a given return 
period; these reflect the limited data base used. Such 
analyses are normally not considered too reliable for 
predicting return periods beyond twice the length of 
the data base. i.e. 20 vear in this case. 

2 5 10 15 26 50 100 
RETURN PERIOD (Yrs) 

FIGURE 1.2-10 Maximum significant wave heights vs 
return period at Kopanoar. The maximum significant wave 
height for a 100 year return period is expected to be 7 m. 
(Source: Baird and Hall, 1980). 

The Seaconsult (1981) hindcast used two numerical 
models. Storm surges were calculated with a finite 
difference solution to the complete, non-linear shal- 
low water wave equations using two-dimensional ice, 
wind and pressure fields. The wind-waves were 
modclled with a descrete directional wave energy 
spectral model. that included depth-induced refrac- 
tion. and two-dimensional ice and wind fields, 
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In this hindcast, extreme winds were derived statisti- 
cally from a IO-year (1969-1978) wind climatology 
(MEP. 1981). The extreme storm wind fields were 
derived from a weather system that occurred over the 
area on August 26 - 28, 1975, which was representa- 
tive of the class of storms that can produce the most 
severe sea-states. The weather system was intensified 
by increasing the pressure gradients so that the max- 
imum wind speed produced by the weather system 
equalled the 10.50, and 100 year return period wind 
speed previously determined. The pressure and wind 
fields of this intensified storm were used as input to 
the numerical models for storm surge and wind- 
waves. Seaconsult used the most northerly9/IOth ice 
cover position that has been observed to date as the 
effective fetch in their models. 

This hindcast for the Kopanoar site gives significant 
&Ives 01’9.2. 12.5. and 13.2 m for the 10.50. and 100 
year return period winds used. It is not possible to 
attach mcaningfuI wave return periods to these 
v:~lucs because of the manner in which they were 
generated. However. these values are conservative 
estimates of the IO. 50. and 100 year return period 
significant u’avt heights and in fact probably corres- 
pond to W;IVC’ return periods considerably longer 
than the periods of the winds used to generate them. 
The conservatism in these estimates comes from the 
selection of a storm type and trajectory. and ice edge 
position which maximize the wake heights which can 
be generated for a gi\,en wind speed. 

It isalso noted that the largest significant wave height 
recorded in the drill area b>, ;I Wa\,erider buoy o\.er 
the past 5 _cears is 3.6 m. A concerted effort *will be 
made o\er the neut fe\\ Jears to impr0L.e theaccuracy 
of significant wa~‘e heights of long return period 
storms. 

1.2.9 STRUCTURAL ICING 

A thick coating of ice on the superstructures of ves- 
sels and installations at sea can be hazardous. Small 
ships, such as those used to resupply offshore plat- 
forms, can become unstable when ice accumulates 
and increases the vessel’s top-weight. Ice accretion 
can also place additional stresses on stationary struc- 
tures, and generally inhibit offshore activities. There 
have been few actual observations of ice accretion on 
vessels in the Beaufort and Chukchi seas because the 
ocean freezes over, thus eliminating the spray, and 
because the ships generally leave the hazardous area 
once structural icing has started. The theoretical 
icing studies presented here cannot be verified in the 
absence of data describing real icing events in the 
Beaufort-Chukchi region. 

During the spring or fall freezing rain or drizzle can 
result in icing. However, the annual incidence of 

freezing precipitation on the western coast of Alaska 
and over the eastern Beaufort Sea is normally less 
than 25 hours (Section 1.2.5). There is a potential for 
more severe icing in the vicinity of Point Barrow 
where there is freezing precipitation 70 to 80 hours 
each year (Brower et al., 1977). Icing due to steam fog 
is only a problem for short periods in the fall before 
the sea becomes ice-covered. 

Freezing spray is the most common and hazardous 
form of icing, and occurs when the air temperature is 
below the freezing point of seawater (-2°C). The rate 
of ice accretion due to freezing spray increases with 
increased wind speed and decreasing air tempera- 
tures according to the relationship illustrated in Fig- 
ure 1.2-11. However, it should be noted that this 
nomogram is not applicable when sea ice concentra- 
tions greater than 7/lOths diminish wind-generated 
spray. 

I SURFACE WIND (knotr) SEA TEMPERATURE (“C) 

FIGURE 1.2-l 1 Nomograph for forecastrng rce accumu/a- 
tiOn from freezing spray. Freezing spray is the most com- 
mon and hazardous form of ictng. (For example: with an a/r 
temperature of -7” C. a surface wind-speed of 40 knots and a 
sea temperature of 0” C, heavy freezing spray is expected). 

As yet there are no quantitative data describing freez- 
ing spray events in the Beaufort Sea. Berry et al. 
(1975) used meteorological data from Cape Parry 
and Sachs Harbour to estimate ice accretion in the 
eastern Beaufort (Figure 1.2-12). For any given 
return period the accumulated ice thickness near 
Sachs Harbour is expected to be greater than that 
near Cape Parry, because the former station is 
further north and closer to the pack ice. The Figure 
indicates that based on a 25 year return period, 
accumulated ice thicknesses of 28 and 39 cm were 
predicted for Cape Parry and Sachs Harbour, respec- 
tiveiy. According to Shekhtman (1968), icing condi- 
tions become hazardous when ice accumulation 
exceeds 10 cm. The results of the study by Berry et al. 
(1975) suggest that ice thicknesses greater than 10 cm 
have a return period of two years at both Cape Parry 
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FIGURE 1.2-12 Return period for structural icing in the 
Eastern Beauforf. Ice accumulations can become hazard- 
ous when they exceed a thickness of 70 cm. (Source: Berry 
et al., 1975). 

and Sachs Harbour. Consequently, potentially haz- 
ardous icing conditions could exist in the Beaufort 
Sea during September and October. However. struc- 
tural icing has never been a problem during Dome 
Petroleum’s operations during the summer, or dur- 
ing tests with the icebreaker Kigoriak during the 
winter of 1979-80 (D.M. Huebner, pers. comm.). 

1.2.10 SYNOPTIC STORM TRACKS 

(A more general description of regional synoptic 
climatology is given in Section 2.1 .I). 

The frequency and intensity of storms expected in the 
Beaufort region are of particular interest to offshore 
operations. The severity of storms is related to the 
duration of high wind speeds from the same general 
direction. North and northwest winds are often 
responsible for moving pack ice into the Beaufort 
Sea’s shelf where drilling can be disrupted. With 
sufficient fetch, these winds can produce storm tides, 
or surges (Section 1.3.4.4), which can inundate low- 
lying coastal lands. Conversely, sustained winds 
from the south through east can clear ice off the shelf 
and produce high waves which can force the suspen- 
sion of some offshore operations. Analyses of the 
trajectories of historical low pressure systems that 
have frequented the southern Beaufort Sea and 
Mackenzie Valley are displayed in Burns (1973) and 
described in MEP (198 1 b). Although such analyses 
reveal the percentage of time that a low pressure 
system. or a storm, can occupy a given area, they do 
not say anything about the severity of the storms in 
relation to their primary or secondary trajectories. 
Nor do they reveal the variable nature of storm wind 
directions and storm durations. Figures 1.2-13 through 

FIGURE 1.2-13 Percentage of time that atmospheric lows 
(storms) occupy a 70” lat. by 10” long. area in January 
(cenfred at 65” N, 120’ W). (Source: Burns, 1973). 

I 

1.2-16 (Burns, 1973) show atmospheric low {or 
storm) trajectories for the months of January, April, 
July and October. respectively. It is evident that in ~ 
the Beaufort Sea the passage of storms occurs less 
than 2% of the time in January, rising to about 8% of 
the time (in Mackenzie Bay) during July. By October 
storms are expected to occur between 4 and 6% of the 
time over most of the Beaufort Sea. They then are 
expected to reduce in frequency to those of January. 

In ?a0 ,i, 
FIGURE 1.2-14 Percentage of time that atmospheric lows 
(storms) occupy a 70’ lat. by 10” long. area in April (cenfred 
at 65” N, 120’ W). (Source: Burns, 1973). 
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FIGURE 1.2-15 Percentage of time that afmosphenc lows 
(storms) occupy a IO” lat. by 70” long. area In July (cenfred 
at 65” N, 120” W). (Source: Burns, 1973). 

FIGURE 1.2-16 Percentage of time that atmospheric lows 
(storms) occupy a 70” lat. by 10” long. area in October 
(cenrred on 65” N. 720” W). (Source: Burns, 1973). 

Although there are statistical data classifying expected 
wind speeds and directions based on past wind- 
history (Section 1.2.7) no similar studies exist where 
numerous past atmospheric pressure patterns are 
classifed by degree of storm severity. The Arctic 
Weather Centre analyzed 33 storm periods during 
the 1980 drilling season in the Beaufort Sea (AES. 

1980) and classified them according to their severity. 
However, this study is only a 1980 case-study of 
Beaufort Sea storms and does not necessarily repres- 
ent climatological expectations for future years. 

AES (1980) defined a storm period as “a period 
during which reported wind speeds were 20 knots or 
more for at least 6 hours.” From hourlv drillship d 
weather reports 33 such storms were recorded between 
June 20 and October 3 1. Eleven of these were classi- 
fied as Category 2 storms and had sustained wind 
speeds of 30 knots or more for 6 hours. The 33 storms 
appeared to fit eight synoptic patterns as shown in 
Figures 1.2-17 to 1.2-24. 

FIGURE 1.2-17 Synoptic pattern #7 of storms in the Beau- 
fort Sea In 7980. (Source: AES, 1980). 

FIGURE 1.2-17 (conf’d). 
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Five storm periods were of particular interest during 
1980. The first began on 3uiy 30 and Iasted 6 1 hours. 
It started as a pattern #2 (Figure 1.2-18) and became 
a pattern 84 (Figure 1.2-20). East-northeasterly 
winds blew with a maximum speed of 27 knots and 
generated 2.7 m waves at Koakoak (Figure 1.2-25) 
for 9 hours. 

The second began on August 29 as a pattern !f 1 storm 
(Figure 1.2-18) and lasted for 37 hours. having wes- 
terly. shifting to northwesterfy, winds with a maxi- 
mum speed of 40 knots. Sustained wave heights of 
3.0 m for 5 hours were recorded at Orvilruk (Figure 
1.2-25). This storm caused ice to move south east- 
ward across the Kenaiooak drillsite (Figure 1.2-25). 

FIGURE 1.2-18 Synopticpattern#2ofstorms tn the Beau- 
fort Sea in 1980. (Source: AES, 1980). 

FIGURE 1.2-19 Synoptic pattern #3 of sforms in the Beau- 
fort Sea in 1980. (Source: AES, 1980). 

rluuMC l.Z-ZU SynOptlC pattern #4 of storms in the Beau- 
fort Sea In 1980 /Snrrrra~ AFC vo*nl 

-_-. 1 --I. V”. IIL”) IJ”“). 

FIGURE 1.2-21 Synoptic pattern 45 of storms in the Beau- 
fort Sea in 1980. (Source: AES, 1980). 
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The third important storm, also a pattern #I, started 
September 3 (Figure 1.2-17). It lasted for 19 hours, 

The fourth storm of interest started on September 16. 

producing a maximum wind speed of 35 knots and 
lasted 49 hours and was a pattern $1 (Figure 1.2-17) 

sustained wave heights of 2.7 m for 9 hours. Winds 
which evolved from a pattern #8 (Figure 1.2-24). 

were southwesterly, a rare direction for Beaufort Sea 
Winds were northwesterly at 40 knots maximum. 
with maximum wave heights of 3.7 m. Winds of 30 

storms. knots or more lasted 15 consecutive hours. 

FIGURE 1.2-21 (cont’d). FIGURE 1.2-22 (cont’d). 

FIGURE 1.2-22 Synoptic pattern #6 of storms in the Beau- 
fort Sea in 1980. (Source: ALES, 1980). 

FIGURE 1.2-23 Synoptic pattern #7 of storms in the Beau- 
fort Sea in 1980. (Source: AES. 1980). 



Finally. the fifth storm started September 26 and 
lasted 109 hours. It was a pattern ft7 (Figure 1.2-23) 
which became a pattern ti4 (Figure 1.2-20) in which 
easterly winds changed to northerly. This was the 
season’s longest storm. 

FIGURE 1.2-24 Synoptic pattern #8 of storms in the Beau- 
fort Sea In 1980. (Source: AES, 1980). 
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1.3 WATER MASSES AND THEIR 
MOVEMENTS 

1.3.1 SE-I-KING 

The general bathymetry of the Beaufort and Chukchi 
seas (Figure 1.3-I) is an important determinant of 
regional water properties and circulation patterns. 
The following provides an overview of the bathyme- 
try of the Chukchi Sea, Beaufort Sea and Amundsen 
Gulf as a prelude to the discussion on water masses 
and their movements. A more detailed treatment of 
bathymetry is provided later in Section 1.4.1. 

1.3.1.1 Chukchi Sea 

The Chukchi Sea overlies a 50 m deep continental 
shslf which is an extension of the Alaskan and Siber- 
ian land masses (Figure 1.3-l). The shallow depths 
confine water exchanges with neighboring water 
masses to the upper layers, and also enhance the 
effect of winds and other atmospheric forces on cir- 
culation. Connection with the waters of the Bering 

passage of Bering Strait. Long Strait to the west 
along the Siberian coast allows interchange of waters 
of the Chukchi Sea with the East Siberian Sea. The 
northern boundary of the Chukchi Sea is penetrated 
by two major canyons, Herald and Barrow, which 
enter the shelf region from the north. Mountain et al. 
(1976), Garrison and Becker (1976), and Bourke & 
Paquette ( 1976) provide evidence of occasional surges 
of Arctic Ocean water through Barrow Canyon and 
onto the continental shelf. 

1.3.1.2 Beaufort Sea 

The southern portion of the Beaufort Sea contains an 
extensive. relatively shallow continental shelf. The 
nearshore portion of this shelf region extending from 
the coastline to the 10 m isobath. varies markedly in 
width throughout the area with typical values of 10 
km along the Alaskan coast and as much as 40 km off 
the Tuktoyaktuk Peninsula. In the Alaskan zone the 
presence of chains of small offshore islands give rise 
to semi-enclosed, shallow lagoons. Further to the 
east, the nearshore zone includes the large Mackenzie 
River Delta, containing more than 50 distributing 

Sea to the south is through the narrow, shallow channels. 
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FIGURE 1.3-1 Bathymetry of the Beaufort and Chukchi Seas. The Continental Shelf, to the 700 m /sobath, is wider in the 
Canadian part of the Beaufort Sea than off the north coast of Alaska. 



The main bathymetric features of the Beaufort Sea 
beyond the 10 m isobath are the continental shelf, the 
continental slope, and the deep abyssal plain. In the 
western (Alaskan) Beaufort Sea, the outer boundary 
of the continental shelf roughly coincides with the 50 
m isobath and is about 70 km wide (Figure 1.3-l). In 
the southeastern Beaufort Sea, the shelf extends to 
the 100 m isobath and is 150 km wide in some areas. 
Major indentations of the continental shelf are Bar- 
row Canyon in the west, Herschel (or Mackenzie) 
Canyon in Mackenzie Bay, and the trough connect- 
ing the Beaufort Sea to Amundsen Gulf in the east. 
Like the shelf. the continental slope region is much 
narrower in the Alaskan Beaufort (typically 60 km) 
than in the Canadian Beaufort (700 km wide). 
Beyond the continental slope. the relatively flat abys- 
sal plain of the Canadian Basin is more than 3,500 m 
deep. 

The Mackenzie is the dominant river in the sou- 
. theastern Beaufort Sea region and enters the sea 

through an intricate maze of large channels and small 
waterways. In the summer, the river exerts a major 
influence on the shallow water of Mackenzie Bay as 
we11 as on nearshore waters along the Tuktoyaktuk 
Peninsula. Recognizable portions of its plume are 
observed as far as 85 km to the west of Herschel 
Island and north of Richards Island. As indicated in 
a subsequent section, the influence of the Mackenzie 
River discharge can extend as far as Amundsen Gulf 
to the east. The fresh rivler water, which is often 
warmer than the underlying seawater, forms a thin 
but very stable upper layer. This layer has a marked 
effect on the circulation in the southeastern Beaufort 
Sea. Additional strong influences on circulation in 
this region are asssociated with direct outflowing 
currents, and from buoyancy effects which produce 
alongshore flows to the east of the prevailing Mack- 
enzie River discharge. 

In contrast to the eastern Beaufort Sea and Siberian 
Shelf, no large rivers drain into the western Beaufort 
Sea. The largest of the watercourses in the latter 
region, the Colville River, has an estimated annual 
discharge ‘/+zs that of the Mackenzie. In 1971.60 7~ of 
the annual discharge from the Colville occurred over 
the three week period immediately following break- 
up. For other, small rivers 50% of the annual dis- 
charge typically occurs over a 10 day period. 

1.3.1.3 Amundsen Gulf 

Amundsen Gulf is a large embayment to the east of 
the southeastern Beaufort Sea. The connection be- 
tween these waters is restricted by a sill, approxi- 
mately 400 m in depth. which follows the edge of the 
continental shelf about 125 km west of an imaginary 
line between Cape Kellett and Cape Bathurst (Figure 

1.3-l). Amundsen Gulf is connected to the shallow 
waters of Prince of Wales Strait in the north, and 
Dolphin and Union Strait to the east. A subsurface 
extension of Cape Parry separates Amundsen Gulf 
into an eastern and a western basin (Figure 1.3-I). 

1.3.2 WATER MASS CHARACTERISTICS 

1.3.2.1 Chukchi Sea 

The areas occupied by the three upper water masses 
of the Chukchi Sea are reflected by the near-surface 
summer salinity distributions shown in Figure 1.3-2. 
The more saiine (32.3-33.2’1,) Bering Sea water is 
formed by the lateral mixing of Anadyr and Bering 
shelf waters which flow northward through Bering 
Strait to dominate the central Chukchi Sea (Coach- 
man et al., 1975). In the eastern Chukchi Sea. the 
Alaskan coastal water mass from the Bering Sea 
combines with the outflow from Kotzebue Sound to 
form a northward coastal flow of relatively fresh 
water (less than 32.4’/00). As this water moves along 
the Alaskan coastline toward Point Barrow, the 
Alaskan water mass is cooled and its salinity increased 
through mixing with the waters of the northern 
Chukchi Sea. Water of Bering Sea origin has been 
found far north in the Arctic Ocean (Coachman and 
Barnes, 1961; Hufford, 1973). Siberian coastal water 
enters the Chukchi Sea from the East Siberian Sea 
and flows southeasterly along the Asiatic coast 
toward Bering Strait, and may occasionally pene- 
trate as far as Bering Strait. 
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FIGURE 1.3-2 Near-surface summer salinity and areas 
occupied by three water masses in the Chukchi Sea 
(Source: Coachman et al., 1975). 
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South of Icy Cape, there is relatively little stratifica- 
tion in salinity (and hence density) within the central 
Bering Sea and Alaskan Coastal water masses. To 
the north, however, the Alaskan coastal water over- 
lies colder, more saline water believed to be residual 
Chukchi water (Coachman et a!., 1975). Near the 
Siberian coast a frontal zone separates Bering Sea 
water from the East Siberian Sea deep and Siberian 
coastal waters. This zone has a distinctive layered 
character (Coachman et a!., 1975) as a result of the 
differing water mass densities. 

1.3.2.2 Beaufort Sea 

The water column in the Beaufort Sea is composed of 
three distinct layers, each with a characteristic range 
of temperatures and salinities. The upper layer. 
termed the Arctic water mass, extends to a depth of 
about 200 m. The Atlantic water mass forms a layer 
between 200 and 900 m, while Arctic bottom water is 
located at depths 900 m to the bottom (Figure 1.3-3) 
(Coachman and Aagaard, 1974). A!! three water 
masses are cold. and its a result, their densities are 
almost solely determined by salinity. Consequently. 
in a!! vertically stable distributions, salinity increases 
with depth, although water temperatures can either 
increase or decrease with depth. 

Temperatures and salinities in the Beaufort Sea are 
most variable in the upper portion of the Arctic water 
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FIGURE 1.3-3 A typical temperature and salinity profile 
from the Beaufort Sea. Since the water masses are cold, 
density depends almost solely on salinity. (Source: Coach- 
man and Aagaard, 7974). 

mass. This variability is most pronounced in the 
nearshore zone and over :he continental shelf, where 
the Mackenzie River plume and intense solar radia- 
tion during the ice-free season greatly alter the physi- 
cal character of surface waters. In the portion of the 
southern Beaufort Sea where most past and pro- 
posed hydrocarbon-related activities are centred, the 
surface layer is typically 5 to 20 m deep in summer 
and has salinities as low as a few parts per thousand 
and temperatures as high as 15°C. Typical tempera- 
ture and salinity data for Mackenzie Bay during the 
summer open water season and early spring prior to 
ice break-up are provided in Figure 1.3-4. Further 
offshore where the ice-free season is brief or non- 
existant, and there is no influence of the freshwater 
Mackenzie River plume, the surface salinity is typi- 
cally near 30 ‘100 and temperatures are near the 
freezing point (approximately -1.6”C). 
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FIGURE 1.3-4 The ranqe of peak temperature and salinity 
proftles repeated each h>ur fbr loca tiobs in Mackenzie Ba> 
from May 1-4, 1975 (89 hours) and August 15-18, 1979 (53 
hours). (Source: Arctic Sciences Ltd., 1981). 

On the Canadian continental shelf, the physical 
characteristics of the surface layer vary considerably. 
In summer, when winds are light, the Mackenzie 
River discharge generally moves to the east along the 
Tuktoyaktuk Peninsula due to the Coriolis Force 
associated with the rotation of the earth. and may 
often reach into Amundsen Gulf. During the open 
water season, and when prevailing winds are from 
the west or northwest, water is driven onshore and 
this tends to concentrate the river water in a coastal 
band extending eastward from the Mackenzie River 
Delta. However, under easterly winds, the Macken- 
zie River plume moves offshore and remains in the 
western and central portion of the area. During these 
periods, the surface water along the Tuktoyaktuk 
Peninsula may be replaced from beneath by the more 
saline Arctic water (Herlinveaux and de Lange 
Boom. 1975). 
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During the winter months, when the flow from the 
Mackenzie River is reduced, river water is generally 
confined to near-shore areas. Outside this area, the 
surface waters cool and increase in salinity due to ice 
formation. The resultant downward mixing replaces 
the highly stratified summer surface condition with 
an upper layer (up to 50 m thick) of uniform temper- 
ature (-1.65” to -1.85”C) and salinity (30-33.3’/00). 

The decreasing variability in the physical properties 
of water with increasing depth allows detection of 
sublayers of the Arctic water mass on the basis of 
their temperatures and salinities. These sublayers 
originate from adjacent seas and move through 
advection into the Beaufort Sea. For example, two 
sublayers identified in the western Beaufort Sea have 
been used to trace the coastal current which moves 
northeastward past Point Barrow (Hufford, 1973; 
Paquette and Bourke, 1974). In addition, there 
appears to be a relatively warm ( O.SOC) tongue of 
water extending westward from Amundsen Gulf at a 
depth of 30 to 50 m (Mountain, 1974). 

The Atlantic water mass is separated from the overly- 
ing Arctic water by a distinct pycnocline or transition 
region (Figure 1.3-3). The layer itself has a broad 
temperature maximum of 0.0” to 0.5” between 250 
and 500 m. as well as a relatively uniform distribution 
of salinities (34.6-35.0’/00) over the core of the 
water mass. It has been estimated that the Atlantic 
water requires 6 years to reach the Beaufort Sea from 
its source off eastern Greenland (Coachman and 
Aagaard, 1974). Once in the Canadian Basin of the 
Arctic Ocean. it is known to circulate in the Basin. 
although the direction of circulation remains un- 
resolved. 

Arctic bottom water in the Beaufort Sea extends 
from depths of approximately 900 m to the bottom 
(Figure 1.3-3). It is primarily distinguished from 
Atlantic water by the decrease in temperature with 
depth below the core of the Atlantic water. By defini- 
tion, the Arctic bottom water has temperatures of 
0°C or less, although the salinity is virtually identical 
to the lower portion of the Atlantic water and ranges 
from 34.92 to 34.99’/~. 

1.3.2.3 Amundsen Gulf 

The waters of Amundsen Gulf include all of the 
major water masses which occur in the Beaufort Sea, 
with the exception of the Arctic bottom water which 
is excluded from this region by the western sill. 

The Arctic water saIinities in Amundsen Gulf are less 
than 33.5”/00. while temperatures are below d°C 
except in the shallow. warm near-surface layer (O-30 
m). Here, solar heating in summer results in surface 
temperatures as high as 10°C. Surface salinities are 
strongly affected by the discharge of the Mackenzie 

River in the open water season which, under certain 
wind conditions, can penetrate past Cape Bathurst 
and cause low salinities in the surface layer of the 
western Gulf. 

1.3.3 MEAN CIRCULATION 

The mean surface circulation of the Beaufort-Chukchi 
region is shown in Figure 1.3-5. This pattern is only a 
rough estimate of the circulation in some areas due to 
the lack of reliable current meter data. In general. the 
circulation patterns illustrated in Figure 1.3-5 have 
been based on calculations from temperature and 
salinity data, or measurements of ice drift and drift- 
ing buoys. Determination of residual currents in the 
nearshore region are greatly complicated by their 
small magnitude relative to local wind-driven cur- 
rents. (Residual currents are those which determine 
the net water movements.) 

1.3.3.1 Chukchi Sea 

The mean flow in the Chukchi Sea is northerly. as it is 
in the Bering Sea to the south. Sea levels of the 
Chukchi Sea exceed those of the Bering Sea, thereby 
providing the major driving force for the northerly 
mean flow. The mean summer surface circulation is 
shown in Figure l-3-5, where the appended numbers 
indicate typical current speeds in cm/s. The strongest 
flows. sometimes exceeding 90 cm/s. occur in Bering 
Strait. The northerly flow splits near Point Hope. 
with the Alaskan coastal water continuing to follow 
the coast to the northeast at speeds of typically 25 
cm/s. The western branch of the flow, composed 
primarily of Bering Sea water, tends to move to the 
northwest in the direction of Herald Canyon. A 
counterflow of Siberian coastal water along the Asia- 
tic coast has speeds of roughly 10 cm/s. In addition, 
backeddy-like counterflows have been observed in 
the lee of Cape Lisburne and Icy Cape. 

1.3.3.2 Offshore Beaufort Sea 

In the offshore Beaufort Sea, the surface flow is 
dominanted by the clockwise circulation of the Beau- 
fort Gyre in the Canadian Basin of the Arctic Ocean. 
Centred at 76’N, 145OW, near the mean high of 
atmospheric pressure, this Gyre is believed to be 
driven by the wind field (Campbell, 1965; Galt, 
1973). The mean drift speed of the Gyre is 2 to 3 cm/s 
over the abyssal plain of the Canadian Basin, based 
on the calculations of Kusunoki (1962), Newton 
(1973) and the ice drift observations of Sater (1969). 

The speed of the gyral movements vary greatly, par- 
ticularly at the peripheries where it extends over the 
outer continental slope. The flow intensifies over the 
western portion of the continental slope according to 
Galt’s (1973) numerical modelling study. Estimates 
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FIGURE 1.3-5 Mean general summer cmxhtion of surface waters m the Beaufort and Chukchl Seas. (Adapted from Arctic 
Sciences, 1981). in the nearshore regions, mean surface currents are generally weak compared to wind-driven currents. 

by Newton (1973) indicate that flow speeds reach 5 to 
10 cm/s at the southern rim of the Gyre over the 
western Beaufort Sea. 

1.3.3.3 Western Beaufort Sea 

The major surface circulation features of the western 
Beaufort Sea are an eastward current which flows 
past Point Barrow. roughly following the shelf break 
(Figure 1.3-5) and westward currents further off- 
shore which are associated with the Beaufort Gyre. 

The eastward circulation component which follows 
the shelf break begins as a strong northward flow 
from Bering Strait and along the eastern edge of the 
Chukchi Sea. 

Easterly current speeds reach 50 cm/s near Point 
Barrow with the main core of the flow following 
Barrow Canyon offshore to the northeast (Mountain 
et al., 1976; Hufford. 1975). The northeastward flow 
appears to be a result of momentum accumulated 
before the water enters Barrow Canyon. Winds cause 
fluctuations in the strength of this current, but have 

not been observed to reverse the northeasterly flow 
(Mountain et al., 1976). Near the mouth of Barrow 
Canyon, the flow turns eastward and follows the 
inner edge of the continental slope. This easterly 
current contains Pacific Ocean plankton and has 
salinities similar to that ocean’s water (Johnson. 
1956). Hufford ( 1973) found evidence that these east- 
erly flows extended beyond 156”W in 12 out of 17 
years, and in some years may have reached Barter 
Island (143”W). Calculations based on water mass 
data indicate that speeds associated with this flow 
range up to 50 cm/s just north of the shelf break. 

No significant residual currents have been identified 
in the nearshore zone of the western Beaufort Sea 
and surface currents are largely wind-driven. except 
near estuaries. Although fewer data are available on 
the water circulation of the adjacent continental 
shelf, it also appears to be dominated by local wind 
forces. Subsurface currents have been measured over 
the inner continental slope between 146”W and 
152”W since 1977 (Aagaard and Haugen. 1977; 
Aagaard, 1978.1979). These data have been obtained 
from current meters positioned at depths of 34 m or 
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greater and indicate that the usual alignment of the 
currents is with the local bathymetric contours. 
Although the occurrence of relatively strong flows in 
both directions has been documented (Aagaard and 
Haugen, 1977). net flows were generally eastward at 
5 to 10 cm/s. 

1.3.3.4 Southeastern Beaufor-t Sea 

The pattern of surface circulation on the inshore 
continental shelf of the southeastern Beaufort Sea 
tends to be controlled by winds, and modified by the 
Mackenzie River outflow, interactions with the un- 
derlying water layer. and local bathymetry. The 
mean response of these currents to either strong 
northwesterly or easterly winds has been examined 
during surface drifter studies with results shown in 
Figure 1.3-6. Easterly winds tend to drive drifters 
northwestward past the edge of the continental shelf, 
while westerly winds move drifters toward the shore 
and eastward (McNeil1 and Garrett, 1975). 
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FIGURE 1.3-6 Surface circulation in the Southeastern 
Beaufort Sea for northwest and easr winds from surface 
drifter studies. (Source: McNeil1 and Garrett, 1975). 

Studies completed by McNeil1 and Garrett (1975) 
and the U.S. Coast Guard in 1980 (Murphy et al., 
1980) also indicated that inshore drifter movements 
were generally aligned with the trend of the coastline. 

For example, during periods of northwesterly winds, 
drifters moved southeast toward the coast. but 
turned increasingly eastward (to the left of the wind) 
and northeastward along the coastline as they ap- 
proached within a few kilometres of the shore. Near- 
shore drifters, moving northeastward along Tuk- 
toyaktuk Peninsula during westerly winds. also 
moved appreciably faster than those 50 to 100 km 
offshore. As the drifters moved from Liverpool Bay 
around Cape Bathurst, they turned southeasterly 
into Frankiin Bay with increased speed. Although 
surface currents generally ranged from 25 to 45 cm/s. 
speeds of 50 to 70 cm/s were reported on one 
occasion. 

Drifter studies show that surface waters of the near- 
shore and continental shelf zones of the southeastern 
Beaufort Sea respond quickly to local winds. typi- 
cally within one day. These surface movements are 
more subject to change near the coastline where the 
influences of river discharges and shoaling waters 
become increasingly important. Drifters released 
during periods of light winds move at slow speeds in 
varying directions. 

In the absence of strong winds, the Mackenzie River 
discharge is expected to move as a slow. broad east- 
erly flow paralleling the coastline under the influence 
of the Coriolis Force. The river flow also appears to 
produce eddies as large as 50 km which are visible 
during calm conditions along the edges of the fresh- 
water plume. 

There is evidence of a persistent flow to the northwest 
along the western side of Mackenzie Bay. Strong 
northwest flows were measured over Herschel Canyon 
under easterly winds. but during northwesterly winds. 
similar but weaker northwest surface flows were 
observed (McNeil1 and Garrett, 1975). Regarding the 
circulation further north over the continental slope. 
available data suggest that the Arctic water mass 
moves westward over the continental slope under the 
influence of the Beaufort Gyre (Newton, 1973; H. 
Melling, pers. comm.). A weak westerly outflow 
from Amundsen Gulf also contributes to the westerly 
movement over the continental slope, based on cur- 
rents inferred from water mass distributions (Cam- 
eron, 1952; Bailey. 1957; U.S. Naval Oceanographic 
Office, 1963) and a study of surface sublayer tempera- 
ture-salinity characteristics (Mountain, 1974). 

Near-bottom and midwater currents on the contin- 
ental shelf appear to be poorly correlated with sur- 
face winds. All studies show that the subsurface cir- 
culation is weak and variable over most of the shelf 
(Huggett et al., 1975; Fissel, 1981). Although distinct 
northeasterly bottom currents occur with speeds of 5 
to 10 cm/s, there is no evidence to suggest that these 
currents extend to the surface. In Herschel Canyon, 
Huggett et al. (1977) measured strong bottom flows 



aligned with the Canyon’s northwest-southeast axis. 
However, the net flow was small and northeasterly. 

Figure 1.3-7 shows the mean monthly current speeds 
at Kopanoar for various water depths and figure 
1.3-8 shows the percentage of time that the current 
exceeded indicated values. These data were obtained 
from measurements made on the drillships during 
the open water season (Fissel, 1981). As expected 
from wind driven currents, the near surface currents 
are largest, with decreasing currents at greater depths. 
These currents are mainly inertial (Fissel, 1981), 
although long term residual currents are often ob- 
served. Inadequate data are available at present to 
predict extreme currents, but the maximum currents 
that have been measured are 70 cm/s at Nektoralik in 
August 1977 and 63 cm/s at Natsek between late 
August and October, 1979. 
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FIGURE 1.3-7 Mean monthly current speeds at Kopanoar 
1976-79. (Source: Fissel, 1981). 

1.3.3.5 Amundsen Gulf 

The trough between the Beaufort Sea and Amundsen 
Gulf is up to 400 m deep, with its sides rising steeply 
to the bordering shelves of the mainland and Banks 
Island. The surface flow through the mouth of 
Amundsen Gulf appears to be banded (Figure 1.3-5), 
with a weak (3 cm/s) northwesterly flow near Banks 
Island. a moderate (7 cm/s) southeasterly flow over 
the northern portion of the trough. a stronger (15 
cm/s) northwesterly flow over the southern half of 
the trough, and a variable, but at times intense, sou- 
theasterly coastal flow rounding Cape Bathurst into 
Franklin Bay (Melling, pers. comm.). The net result 
of these currents is a clockwise intrusion of surface 
water into Amundsen Gulf from the Beaufort Sea. 
Within Amundsen Gulf itself, there are two counter- 
clockwise Gyres, one centred to the west, and the 
other to the east of the line between Cape Parry and 
Cape Lambton. Surface currents appear to be stronger 
in the western Gyre (MacDonald et al., 1978). 

1.3.4 LOW FREQUENCY VARIABILITY IN 
CURRENTS 

Changes in currents on time scales of two days or 
more are considered to be low frequency variations. 

1.3.4.1 Chukchi Sea 

Varying winds and atmospheric pressure gradients 
are the major sources of low frequency changes in 
currents within the Chukchi Sea. During fall and 
winter, frequent southerly flow-reversals occur with 
periods of 3 to 10 days (Coachman and Aagaard, 
1981). The southerly flows are comparable in magni- 
tude to the northerly currents and are generally 
stronger on the Alaskan side of the Chukchi Sea. 
Similar reversals occur less frequently during the 
summer. Winds produced by changing atmospheric 
pressure patterns may be the cause of these variations 
in flow since during the fall and winter. winds from 
the north increase in strength and frequency and 
often extend over the entire Bering Sea. These winds 
drive water southward off the Bering Shelf and 
induce a southward-sloping sea surface. The result- 
ing gradients in pressure in the water column. com- 
bined with the surface wind stress, are sufficient to 
reverse the mean surface flow to a southerly direc- 
tion. Thus. the mean circulation patterns shown in 
Figure 1.3-5 must be viewed with some degree of 
caution. 

1.3.4.2 Offshore Beaufort Sea 

The surface drift of pack ice in the Beaufort Gyre 
exhibits low frequency variations. The mean monthly 
drift rates increase to 3 to 5 cm/s in summer and 
autumn from their winter values of 1 to 2 cm/s. This 
is apparently caused by seasonal differences in sur- 
face winds (Coachman, 1969). However, on short 
time scales of a month or less. ice motions respond in 
part to local winds. Ice, when free to drift. moves at 2 
to 3.5% of local wind speeds and at angles ranging 
from 25 to 45” to the right of the wind direction 
(Hunkins, 1966; Colony and Thorndike, 1980). 
Other more complicated ice movements also occur in 
response to winds and currents elsewhere, depending 
on ice concentrations and the proximity of land 
masses. 

Strong low frequency subsurface currents occur at 
deep water locations in the offshore Beaufort. These 
are in the form of intense eddies occurring over a 
period of a few days, and are confined to depths 
between 50 and 300 m where the sharpest density 
gradients exist. The eddies can have diameters of IO 
to 20 km and are roughly 20 to 50 km apart. These 
subsurface currents are stronger than wind-driven 
currents in the upper layer, and have peak speeds of 
20 to 60 cm/s (Hunkins. 1974). 
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1.3.4.3 Western Beaufort Sea 

During summer the near-surface circulation over the 
continental shelf and in the nearshore zone of the 
western Beaufort Sea varies with local winds. In the 
semi-enclosed lagoons off the North Alaskan coast, 
the surface waters move at 3 to 4% of the surface 
wind speed. but this motion is greatly reduced by 
winter ice cover. However, even in summer, knowl- 
edge of local winds will not permit low frequency 
surface currents to be predicted. since additional spa- 
tial and temporal variations have been observed 
which are not completely understood. 

Low frequency variations occur in the easterly cur- 
rent which flows onto the inner continental shelf 
through Barrow Canyon. For example, at depths 
near 100 m in the Canyon there is evidence of current 
variations having periods equal to, or greater than, 
two months. Other variations in this easterly current 
are believed to result from atmospheric pressure gra- 
dients having periodicities of 10 to 20 days. Nearer to 
the surface (25 m) low frequency variations in the net 
easterly flow appear to be related to local surface 
winds. 

Further to the east along the inner continental slope 
of the western Beaufort, the general eastward flow is 
characterized by frequent highly energetic, pulse-like 
westward reversals. These reversals may last from 
one to ten days or more, and have typical speeds of 15 
to 30 cm/s (Aagaard and Haugen. 1977; Aagaard, 
1978, 1979). 

1.3.4.4 Southeastern Beaufort Sea 

Low frequency or subtidal variations in the surface 
and near-surface circulation occur in the southeast- 
ern Beaufort Sea on time scales ranging from one day 
to several years. Near the shore and on the continen- 
tal shelf in summer, variations in the wind appear to 
control the surface layer circulation. However, other 
factors such as river flow characteristics, water strati- 
fication. local bathymetry, and proximity to the 
coastline tend to modify these surface currents. As a 
result, the normal assumption that surface currents 
move at 3% of the local wind only provides a rough 
estimate of the surface circulation in the region. 

Storm surges are caused by winds driving the surface 
water onto the shallow continental shelf waters. The 
resulting high waters flood the adjacent low-lying 
lands of the southeastern Beaufort Sea. Storm 
surges, which raise sea levels by 0.5 m over a few 
days, are frequent during persistent westerly or 
northwesterly winds. A more abnormal storm surge 
was observed in 1944. when sea levels were report- 
edly raised up to 3 m at Tuktoyaktuk. A simulated 
example of sea level changes resulting from a storm 
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Tidal currents in the Beaufort Sea are a mixture of 
diurnal and semi-diurnal flows. Semi-diurnal tides 
predominate along the entire Beaufort coast and 

surge during September 1972 is shown in Figure 1.3-9 
(Henry and Heaps, 1976). 
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FIGURE 1.3-9 A simulation of the rise in sea level resulting 
from northwesterly winds in September 1977. (Source: 
Henry and Heaps, 1976). 

Current variations in the subsurface layer on the 
Canadian Beaufort Shelf do not appear to correlate 
well with local winds over most of the water column. 
Near-bottom currents respond, in part, to changes in 
local winds. East winds result in offshore flows near 
the bottom, while west winds produce onshore flows 
at depth (Fissel, 198 1). 

1.3.4.5 Amundsen Gulf 

There are only limited data describing low frequency 
variability of currents within Amundsen Gulf. How- 
ever, it is likely that changes in wind patterns are the 
major source of surface and near-surface current 
variability, given the observed dominance of wind in 
producing surface water motions in the Beaufort Sea 
and other areas of the western Arctic Archipelago. 

1.3.5 HIGH FREQUENCY VARIABILITY IN 
CURRENTS 

“High frequency variability” refers to periodicity in 
currents which occur over one day or less. The two 
primary sauces of these variations are tidal and iner- 
tial oscillations. Inertial oscillations take the form of 
looping clockwise motions in the horizontal plane, 
and result from water masses moving under their 
own inertia and being deflected by the Coriolis 
Force. Such motions can occur when there are 
rapidly changing winds. However. since the semi- 
diurnal tidal period and the inertial period are very 
similar in the Arctic, it is difficult to’distinguish 
between these two forms of high frequency motion. 



mean tidal ranges are less than 0.5 m, although larger 
ranges occur during storm surges (Section 1.3.4.4). 
Tidal currents are weak (generally less than 5 cm/s 
for any component) and can vary significantly in 
amplitude and direction from the inner slope to the 
continental shelf of the Beaufort Sea ( Aagaard, 1978; 
Henry and Foreman, 1977). 

Inertial oscillations are produced intermittently dur- 
ing periods of pronounced change in the local surface 
winds. Typical inertial current speeds range up to 30 
cm/s, and are, therefore, much Iarger than tidal cur- 
rents (McPhee. 1980; Fissel. 1981). The speed and 
duration of these inertial currents depend on the rate 
of change in the local surface winds. These oscilla- 
tions also tend to be present throughout the upper 
wind-mixed layer. but rapidly disappear beneath the 
seasonal pycnociine. 

Jnternal (or interfacial) waves cause an additional 
form of high-frequency variablity in the Beaufort 
Sea. These waves occur at the horizontal boundaries 
of a stratified water column. and have periods that 
range from as short as a few minutes to several hours 
(Munk, 1981). In the Arctic Ocean, internal wave 
amplitudes tend to be small because ice cover limits 
the input of atmospheric energy necessary for their 
generation, However. internal waves are easily gen- 
erated in areas where ice-melt or river runoff produ- 
ces thin. fresh upper layers overlying denser sea- 
water. At present. there are very limited data describing 
these types of water motions in the Beaufort Sea. 

There are few tidal data available for Amundsen 
Gulf and the Chukchi Sea. As in the Beaufort Sea, 
tide amplitudes in Amundsen Gulf are small, largely 
semi-diurnal. and. typically ranging from 0.3 to 0.4 m 
(Canadian Hydrographic Service. 198 l), with a max- 
imum of0.7 metres. In the Chukchi Sea. semi-diurnal 
currents are about three times stronger in the west 
than the east. Coachman et al. (1975) reported that 
just north of Bering Strait. semi-diurnal tidal cur- 
rents over one 6 day record were oriented in a WNW- 
ESE direction and had maximum speeds of 10 cm/s. 
Mean tidal ranges in the Chukchi Sea are 0.6 m or 
less. but storm surges can raise sea levels up to 3 m in 
late summer and fall, particularly in Kotzebue 
sound. 

1.4 THE SEA BOTTOM 

1.4.1 BATHYMETRY 

There are three main bathymetric features in the 
southeastern Beaufort Sea: the continental shelf 
which slopes gently from the coastline to water 
depths of approximately 100 m. the continental slope 
angling steeply from the edge of this shelf to depths of 
about 1.000 m. and the trench-like Mackenzie (or 

Herschel) Canyon which transects a portion of the 
shelf (Figure I -4-l). The proposed offshore hydro- 
carbon production facilities and activities described 
in Volume 2 of this EIS will be located over the 
continental shelf. Part of the seafloor in this area is 
also characterized by numerous conical mounds rich 
in ice referred to as pingo-like features. In some cases, 
these formations rise from a base which is up to 1,000 
m in diameter on the seafIoor. to within 18 m of the 
surface and as a result. can represent a serious navi- 
gational hazard if their location has not been charted. 
Pingo-like features are discussed further in Section 
1.4.6. 

The only region in the southern Beaufort Sea that has 
been surveyed to modern standards is the area 
between the eastern border of the pingo area and the 
entrance to Amundsen Gulf (Figure 1.4-l). The 
pingo area is identified on present charts by a cau- 
tionary note related to the known presence of under- 
water hazards since the exact location of individual 
pingos remains largely uncharted. However. detailed 
bathymetric surveys will be completed in this area 
and in all uncharted shipping lanes prior to initiation 
of tanker transport of petroleum hydrocarbons from 
the Beaufort Sea. In recognition of this priority, the 
Canadian Hydrographic Service began surveys in 
parts of the Beaufort Sea during the summer of 198 1. 

1.4.2 HISTORICAL GEOLOGY 

Surficial sediment depositions (up to 100 m deep) on 
the continental shelf have been highly influenced by 
sea level fluctuations which have occurred during the 
recent geologic past (Figure 1.4-2) (O’Connor, 1980). 

Twenty thousand years ago. when the sea level was 
approximately 100 m lower, much of the present 
continental shelf of the Beaufort Sea was exposed 
dry land. Erosion of the sands and silts which com- 
prised this land surface, produced an unconformity 
in the geologic sequence. During this period the 
Mackenzie River flowed through a system of chan- 
nels cut into these exposed sediments. Permafrost 
developed in the surficial sediments as a result of cold 
air temperatures, but as the sea level rose, warmer 
shallow waters gradually covered the land surface 
and thawed some of the permafrost. Fine grained 
suspended sediments from the Mackenzie River 
began to blanket the continental shelf and fill in the 
old river channels. During the sea level rise, some of 
the original coarse grained sediments were eroded 
and redeposited along with the more recent marine 
clays, ultimately creating the modern sequence of 
surficial sediments which exists on the Beaufort con- 
tinental shelf (Q’Connor, 1980). 

1.4.3 SURFICIAL SEDIMENTS 

Since 1970, hundreds of boreholes have been drilled 
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FIGURE 1.4-1 General bathymetry of the Beaufort and Chukchi Seas. 
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FIGURE 1.4-2 World-wide changes in sea /eve/. 

in the southern Beaufort Sea. Some of these were 
drilled by the Geological Survey of Canada (GSC) to 
support geological and geophysical studies, but the 
majority have been drilled by the petroleum industry 
to assess foundation conditions for seafloor struc- 
tures and to find borrow material for the construc- 
tion of artificial islands. Many of these boreholes 
only penetrated the seabottom to depths of 20 m or 
less, and are therefore of limited value in describing 
the composition of surficial sediments. However, 
more recently boreholes have been drilled to 125 m, 
and sediments from greater depths have been reco- 

vered during the drilling of hydrocarbon exploration 
wells. 
Using high resolution seismic data, along with shal- 
low (less than 6 m) piston cores and geotechnical or 
geological borehole information, it has been possible 
to classify the surficial sediments examined to date 
into three stratigraphic units, as shown schematically 
in Figure 1.4-3 (O’Connor et al., 1979; O’Connor, 
1980). 
In most locations, the seabed consists of 0.5 to 35 m 
of recent marine clays or silty clays which have been 
carried onto the continental shelf from the mouth of 
the Mackenzie River. These sediments, which are 
generally referred to as Unit A, are gray to black, soft 
to firm and often contain traces of fine sand and 
organics, usually in the form of thin layers. The clays 
are gradually replaced by gray, loose to very loose 
silts as shorelines are neared. Coarse materials such 
as sands and fine gravels may also be encountered 
over small areas of the seafloor, usually at depths 
from 0.5 to 3 m. It is hypothesized that they may have 
originated either as a relic beach or were carried by 
ice (ice-rafted) to their present location. (O’Connor, 
1980) 
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FIGURE 1.4-3 Schematic cross section of the Beaufort Sea continental shelf showmg the three major stratlgraphic units 
which comprise the surfictai sediments. (Source: O’Connor et al., 1979, O’Connor, 1980). 
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A discontinuous and highly variable series of sand, 
silt and clay beds, referred to collectively as Unit B, 
often underlies the recent marine clays. It is postu- 
lated that these sediments were deposited during the 
last sea level rise (O’Connor. 1980). The thickness of 
this unit is believed to range from 0 to about 15 m. It 
has been reported that this transgressive sequence, as 
it is commonly called. may also contain organic rich 
and/or stoney clay layers (O’Connor et al.. 1979), 
but its detailed nature and distritution are poorly 
understood at the present time. 

The transgressivre sequence (Unit B) rests directly on 
the old erosional (unconformity) surface which was 
exposed approximately 20,000 years ago. before the 
most recent sea level rise. The sediments immediately 
beneath this erosional surface are presently referred 
to as Unit C. Although their exact character has not 
been determined at all locations on the continental 
shelf. they are believed to be composed of both gla- 
cial and fluviai-deltaic sediments (O’Connor, 1980). 

East of 136”W longitude. Unit C sediments consist 
mostly of fine to medium grained. gray. brown or 
yellow sand (O’Connor et al.. 1979). This sand nor- 
mally contains from a trace to some silt and only 
minor amounts of organics. although clay. silt and 
gravel layers have also been found in some areas. 
North of Garry Island, Unit C may also include an 
upper complex sequence of silty fine sand intci- 
bedded with gray to black. stiff to hard, stone) clay 
(O’Connor et al.. 1979). Indications are that these 
sediments may form part of a glacial till (See Figure 
1.4-3) or moraine deposit on the old land surface, 
which was then partially buried during the deposi- 
tion of more recent sediments. Seismic information 
suggests that similar glacially,-related sediments also 
occur near Herschel Island in the Mackenzie Canyon. 

and immediately north of Pulien Island. Since all 
such occurrences appear to be confined to the near- 
shore zone, they are considered to represent the 
northern limit of one of the previous glaciations 
(O’Connor. 198 1; pers comm.). 

Echo sounding records have been used to map the 
apparent thickness of soft sediments on the Beaufort 
Shelf (Meagher. 1978; Shearer. 1972). Although not 
always clear. the layer measured during these studies 
appears to be generally equivalent to Unit A, the 
recent marine sequence. These studies also suggest 
that this sequence is generally thinner than 6 m on the 
continental shelf east of Mackenzie Bay, but may 
thicken to 15 to 20 m or more where it infills certain 
large north and northwest trending depressions. 
Thicknesses between 0 and 2 m are common at the 
shelf-edge. They are also common in nearshore high 
energy environments composed principally of sand, 
and over large areas north of Pullen Island or east of 
133”W longitude. 

The observed distribution of the surficial sediments 
described above is consistent with the modern sedi- 
ment dispersal patterns described by Pelletier ( 1975). 
Sediments from the Mackenzie River are carried in a 
northward direction onto the continental shelf and 
then eastward under the influence of the Coriolis 
Force. Much of the coarse material settles near the 
mouth of the Mackenzie, but fine grained sediments 
may be carried much greater distances. to accumu- 
late in the river channels and depressions which orig- 
inally formed the old, exposed land surface. Modern 
depositional rates appear to be higher on the west 
side of the shelf, close to the major source of sediment 
supply. On the eastern shelf, modern sediment dis- 
persal patterns appear to be partly due to active 
sedimentation of fine grained particles over the relic 
land surface, and partly due to possible erosion of 
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this relic surface by intermittent westward-moving 
bottom currents. The eastern part of the shelf there- 
fore appears to serve alternately as both a deposi- 
tionai and erosional site (Pelietier, 1975). 

1.4.4 SHELF-EDGE STABILITY 

The edge of the continental shelf in the southern 
Beaufort Sea generally occurs between the 70 and 100 
m isobaths (O’Connor. 1980). Shoreward of this 
edge, the seafloor rises to the land surface at a slope 
of 0.03” to 0.06”. Seaward, it falls off to the continen- 
tal rise at an average slope of between I” and 3”. 

Seismic profiles have been used to examine the 
nature of the shelf-edge. in order to assess the relative 
stability of the shelf-break and upper continental 
slope(O’Connor, 198 1). This study indicates that the 
sh’elf-edge east of 13O”W longitude is relatively gen- 
tle. West of 132OW, however. the upper continental 
slope becomes significantly steeper and a progressive 
decrease in the stability of the shelf-edge sediments is 
evident. The shelf-break in the latter region is charac- 
terized by a series of parallel scarps (Figure 1.4-4) 
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FIGURE 1.4-4 High resolution se/sm/c profIle across the 
Beaufort Sea cont/nental she/f-edge near 136’ W longitude. 
(Source: O’Connor, 1981a). 

formed by slumping of the surficiai 30 to 120 m of 
recent sediments on the upper continental slope. A 
preliminary study conducted on behalf of the Geo- 
logical Survey of Canada concluded that some of 
these slumps are large. having downslope dispiace- 
ments of 150 to 250 m and surface areas of more than 
5OO km’ (O’Connor. 198 1 a). According to the seis- 
mic sections, much of the original bedding within the 
slumped sediments is preserved, suggesting that the 
sediments moved downslope en masse. 

Figure 1.4-5 illustrates those features which are typi- 
cal of the shelf-edge and upper continental slope in 
the region near 136’30’ W longitude. Piercement 
folds or shelf-edge mud diapirs, scarps, slump debris, 
dislocaied strata, and compression and extension 
features indicate that significant downslope move- 
ments of the surficiai sediments have occurred in the 
recent geologic past. There is no information which 
suggests that these movements are not active at the 
present time. 

Catastrophic forms of sediment movement. such as 
turbidity currents. have not yet been recognized on 
seismic records from near the shelf-edge. Such 
movements may occur on the continental slope. but 
are not likely to occur on the continental she!f east of 
the Mackenzie Canyon where resource development 
is presently taking place. In the Mackenzie Canyon 
itself where the Mackenzie River deposits large 
amounts of sediment each year. major sediment grav- 
ity flows of this type are probably common. 

1.4.5 SUBSEA PERMAFROST 

Permafrost is widespread beneath the Beaufort Sea 
and has been well documented by both industry and 
government. Permafrost includes all soils or rocks 
having a mean annual temperature of’ less than 0°C 
(Brown and Kupsch, 1974), irrespective of whether 
or not moisture in the form of water or ground ice is 
present. Since the presence of ice increases the veloc- 
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FIGURE 1.4-5 Typical shelf-edge features near 136” 30’ W. longitude rn the Beaufort Sea. The shelf-edge IS progreswely 
less stable west of 732” W than to the east where the continental slope is less steep. (Source: O’Connor, 1981a). 
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ity of sound waves in the soil, ice-bonded sediments 
can usually be detected using shallow seismic tech- 
niques. To differentiate between the thermal and 
seismic definitions of permafrost, the term acoustic 
permafrost (APF) is generally used (O’Connor, 
1977). 

Sub-bottom temperatures from -0.5” to -2°C have 
been recorded in numerous boreholes drilled in the 
seabottom beneath the shallow waters of the Beau- 
fort Sea continental shelf by the Geological Survey of 
Canada (Judge et al., 1976: Macaulay et al., 1977, 
1979). Ice lensing and visible intergranular ice were 
recorded at some but not at every location examined. 
Ice-bonded submarine sediments have also been rec- 
overed from several geotechnical boreholes drilled 
by the petroleum industry in the Beaufort Sea 
(MacLeod and Butler, 1979; O’Connor et al., 1979). 
Resistivity logging in several offshore exploration 
wells confirms the presence of ice-bonded permafrost 
to depths in excess of 700 m at some locations. 

Industry seismic records have been examined by the 
GSC to determine the lateral distribution of high 
velocities (assumed acoustic permafrost) in the south- 
ern Beaufort Sea (Judge et al., 1975). These studies 
suggest that the continental shelf area can be divided 
into three zones comprising continuous, discontinu- 
ous and non-ice-bonded strata (Figure 1.4-6). Very 
little acoustic permafrost was observed in the off- 
shore region west of Kopanoar and in the inshore 
zone north of Cape Dalhousie between the 20 and 30 
rn isobaths. Acoustic permafrost was not detected in 
water depths greater than 90 m, and Judge et al. 
(1975) concluded that the continuous zone is sur- 

rounded by a discontinuous or “patchy” zone of 
acoustic permafrost. 

Recent studies using both refraction and high- 
resolution reflection data suggest that more than one 
layer of acoustic permafrost may be present on the 
Beaufort continental shelf (O’Connor. 1981 b). The 
top of the acoustic permafrost layer usually occurs 
between 10 and 50 m below the seafloor near the 
shelf-edge. Other lower permafrost layers have been 
found in core-samples as deep as 450 m below the 
seafloor. 

Figure 1.4-7 shows the lateral distribution of the 
uppermost shallow acoustic permafrost layer 
(O’Connor, 198lb). Even on the basis of these 
limited data, it is evident that the distribution of 
acoustic permafrost laterally and with depth is highly 
complex. The recent studies generally substantiate 
the acoustic permafrost distribution shown 
in Figure 1.4-6 but only insofar as indicating areas 
where permafrost is most prevalent. Acoustic perma- 
frost is present near Tarsiut in the west and at 
Kaglulik on the eastern continental shelf. Further to 
the west, subsea permafrost is generally absent. It 
presently appears that much of the shallow acoustic 
permafrost is encountered in those areas where 
recent marine sediments are either thin or absent 
(Meagher. 1978; O’Connor. 1980). 

Acoustic permafrost underlying the seafloor is thought 
to have two possible origins (Mackay et al., 1972). In 
the inshore areas near Pullen Island and along the 
Tuktoyaktuk Peninsula. most of the observed ice- 
bonding is probably relic, originating when perma- 
frost formed beneath the old land surface which was 

FIGURE 1.4-6 Distribution of ice-bonded sediments in the Beaufort Sea. (Source: Judge et al., 1975). 
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FIGURE 1.4-7 The dlstr/bution of shallow acoustic permafrost on :he continental she/f of the Southeastern Beaufort Sea. 
(Source: O’Connor, 19816). 

exposed when the sea level was much lower (Section 
1.4.2). In very shallow water (less than 2 m) where the 
sea ice becomes grounded each year, the present 
mean annual seafloor temperatures may be slightly 
less than 0°C (Judge. 198 1; pers comm.). Under these 
thermal conditions. the relic shallow acoustic perma- 
frost table is probably fairly stable. However. in 
water depths from 2 to 20 m. the mean annual sea- 
floor temperatures are often above the freezing point 
and the acoustic permafrost is probably degrading 
(thawing) at the present time. 

In the offshore areas, where the mean annual sea- 
floor temperatures are presently negative. perma- 
frost has grown downward from the present seafloor. 
However, ice-bonding is not generally found in the 
recent seatloor sediments. because the combination 
of salinity. grain size and only slightly below zero 
temperatures in these sediments precludes the devel- 
opment of much ice in the pore spaces (O’Connor, 
1981 b). In the deeper, coarse grained sediments, 
where the pore waters often have a much lower salin- 
ity. ice-bonding may be actively forming as a result of 
freezing point seawater temperatures. In those areas 

where relic acoustic permafrost (re!ic ice-bonded) 
survived the last marine transgression and now 
underlies deep water. the present subzero seafloor 
temperatures may have initiated growth of the relic 
permafrost. As a result, relic ice-bonding may appear 
to be growing upwards as it is gradually blanketed 
with a skin of modern ice-bonding. so that the acous- 
tic permafrost which eventually forms has a relic core 
and a modern skin in thermal equilibrium with the 
present seafloor conditions (O’Connor. 1981). 

1.4.6 PINGO-LIKE FEATURES 

‘4 number of large. conical shaped mounds or shoals 
(Figure 1.4-S) occur on the floor of the southern 
Beaufort Sea. The origin of these features is presently 
unknown. although they have been termed pingo- 
like features (PLF’s) due to their apparent similarity 
to the ice-rich hills along the Tuktoyaktuk Peninsula 
(Mackay, 1979). The Canadian Hydrographic Ser- 
vice has identified over 200 of these features between 
the 20 and 200 m isobaths and from 128” to 136”W 
longitude (Figure l-4-9). Most of the pingo-like fea- 
tures are between 200 and 1,000 m in diameter, have 
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FIGURE 1.4-8 Bathymetric profile across a pingo-like fea- 
ture (PL F) in the Beaufort Sea. Some can rise to within 18 m 
of the sea surface. (Source: O’Connor, 7981). 

side slopes of less than 5’, and can rise to within 18 m 
of the sea surface. 

bbservations indicate that the top of some of these 
features contain ice-bonded sediments. The apparent 
association of the pingo-like features with water 
depths where the mean annual temperature is less 
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than 0°C has led to speculation that they may either 
have developed in their present location (under the 
sea), or have developed on land (the classical pingo 
origin) and were somehow preserved during the sea 
level rise which followed the last glaciation. Present 
evidence suggests that the former hypothesis is prob- 
ably more reasonable (O’Connor, 1980). 

Many authors have also recognized that all the 
pingo-like features observed in the southern Beaufort 
Sea do not have identical origins. It is suggested that 
some pingo-like features may be due to mud slumps 
(unstable sediments squeezed onto the seafloor from 
below) as shown in Figure I .4-IO (Pelletier, 1979; 
Shearer and Meagher, 1980: and O’Connor, 1980). 
In other areas, they may simply be an expression of 
relic relief on the unconformity (Section 1.4.3). In 
addition, the pingo-like features found along major 
geologic discontinuities may be related to active 
faults (O’Connor. 1980). 

1.4.7 ICE SCOURING 

Extensive scours. resulting from onshore and long- 
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FIGURE 1.4-9 The general area of recorded pingo-like features rn the Canadian Beaufort Sea. (Source: Canadian Hydro- 
graph/c Service, 1981). 
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FIGURE 1.4-10 A pingo-like feature (PLF) caused by mud 
&apirism near the Beaufort continentalshelf-edge. (Source: 
O’Connor, 1980). 

shore movements of pressure ridge keels and glacial 
ice, are common on the Beaufort Sea continental 
shelf. Figure 1.4-11 shows the scour frequency in this 
region while the maximum scour depths in the same 
area are illustrated in Figure 1.4-12 (MacLaren, 1977: 
Shearer, 1979, 1980). Generally. scouring is most 
prevalent shoreward of the 50 m isobath. with masi- 
mum scour frequency occurring about 56 km off- 
shore at the 25 m isobath. Scour trenches usually do 
not exceed 2 m in depth, although they may be as 

much as 7 m deep in some areas (Figure 1.4-12). 

Their usual orientation is 105” and 285O, which is most 
likely associated with the predominant direction of 
ice motion causing the scours (MacLaren, 1977). 
Scour widths vary from only a few metres to as wide 
as 300 m, and individual scours have been traced for 
up to 11 km (Lewis, 1977). These features may be 
linear. curved or crosscut in form. They occur either 
as single grooves, believed to be caused by multi-year 
ice. or as groups of parallel grooves in the seafloor, 
believed to be caused by first year ice ridges. In the 
area of present and proposed hydrocarbon-related 
activities, scouring is relatively severe, with 15 to 20 
scours per kilometre. and average scour depths of 2 
m being common in 25 m water depths. However. to 
the north, the frequency of scours decreases rapidly 
and seafloor trenches are scarce. A summary of the 
scour frequency and maximum scour depths for var- 
ious areas across the southern Beaufort Sea is pro- 
vided in Table 1.4-l. 

Scours observed in the Beaufort Sea are a combina- 
tion of modern and relic features. Rates of scouring 
have been measured over the last few years using 
side-scan sonar (Lewis. 1977; Shearer. 1979, 1980). 
These measurements indicate rates of 0.43 and 0.1 
scours per km/year in water depths of 15 m (North 
Pullen Island) and about 26 m (East Mackenzie 
Canyon), respectively. In waters less than 15 m deep. 
the seabed is totally saturated with scours which are 
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FIGURE 1.4-l 1 Frequency of ice scouring in the Southeastern Beaufort Sea. Ice scouring is relatively severe in the area Of 
present and proposed offshore hydrocarbon development. (Source: MacLaren, 1977). 
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FIGURE 1.4-12 Maximum depths of ice scouring in the Southeastern Beaufort Sea. In water depths greafer than 50 m, 
scourlna IS infreauent and most are believed to have occurred during or just after the last glaciation when sea levels were 
lower. (Source: tiacLaren, 1977). 

erased rapidly by waves and currents during the open sparse. The historical records date back to 1920, but 
water season. In water deeper than 50 m. the rate of more accurate measurements have only been taken 
scouring is infrequent due to the feu. ice keels of a size since 1961. The distribution of earthquakes in the 
which can reach the bottom here. and it is believed region up to mid 1977 of magnitude 3 or greater on 
that the majority of the scours in this region were the Richter Scale is shown in Figure 1.4-13 (Haseg- 
caused during or just after the last glaciation when awa et al., 1979). Review of the published data sug- 
the sea level was lower. The deepest ice keel recorded gests there are four areas that generate. or have the 
in recent times in ‘the Beaufort Sea was 47 m deep potential for generating earthquakes in the Canadian 
(Lewis. 1977). Beaufort Sea. These are: (1) a broad area on the 

continental slope which is termed the Beaufort Sea 
1.4.8 SEISMICITY seismicity cluster. (2) the Eskimo Lakes fault zone, 

located along the coastline east of the Mackenzie 
It is standard practise in engineering design to take Delta. (3) a north-northeast trending zone in the 
account of possible changes to foundations and vicinity of Martin Point. referred to as the Martin 
foundation motions as a result of earthquakes. Point seismicity cluster. and (4) a projection of the 
Ground motions which shake and possibly damage Rapid Fault Array/Kaltag fault. west of the Mack- 
installations are of concern. Of equal, or greater enzie Delta. The seismicity associated with each of 
concern is that movement of the seabottom may these areas is described below. 
cause slumps, turbidity flows, or alter the foundation 
characteristics of artificial islands and other offshore 1.4.8.1 Beaufort Sea Seismicity Cluster 
structures. 

The locations of earthquakes associated with the 
Earthquakes have epicentres where they originate. 
and their intensities are measured on the Richter 

Beaufort Sea seismicity cluster are shown in Figure 
1.4-14. Between 1920 and mid 1977, more than 38 

Scale in magnitudes. In the vicinity of an earthquake. 
magnitude 3 (M3) is usually felt. M 5 results in minor 

events were located on the continental slope in a zone 

damage and M 7 is at the lower limit of major 
approximately 300 km long and 200 km wide. Most 

earthquakes. 
of these events have been in the magnitude range of 
approximately M 3 to M 5, although larger earth- 

Seismicity data for the eastern Beaufort Sea are 
quakes of M 5.5 (in 1937) and M 6.5 (in 1920) have 
also occurred in this region. Gutenberg and Richter 
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TABLE 1.4-l 

FREQUENCY OF SCOURS AS PERCENT OF TOTAL AREA INVESTIGATED 
IN THE SOUTHERN BEAUFORT SEA 

Frequency of Scour 

Number Scours/ Percent of Maxlmum Scour 
Division Nautical Mile Total Area Depth (metres) Comment 

Very Rare o-1 16 1 Mackenzie Canyon Area & 
Area 70’30’N to 71 OOO’N 
between 131”OO’W 8, 
134” 3O’W 

Rare l-4 11 3.5 Mackenzie Canyon Area & 
Area 70’30’N to 71°00’N 

. between 131”OO’W & 
134” 3O’W 

Occasional 4-8 13 6 

Common 8-16 21 4 

Principally in narrow 
bands following 50 m 
isobath except in eastern 
part of area 

Very 
Common 

16-32 35 4.5 Area of dense scouring 
69O40’N to 70°20’N and 
133”4O’W to 137”OO’W 

Bottom 
Saturated 

32+ 4 5 Minor areas north of 
Herschel Island and 
North of Liverpool Bay 

( 19%) reported that the depth of the 1920 event was 
50 km. Evlent BS 75 of M 5.1 (Figure 1.413). is the 
best known seismic event from this region. It has 
been shown to have a left slip mechanism (i.e. look- 
ing across the fault. the ground on the other side 
mov’es to the left) in addition to a normal (or vertical) 
slip. and has been located at a depth of40 km below 
the seafloor (Hasegawa et al.. 1979). Depths and 
focal mechanisms of other events in this cluster are 
not documented. Hasegawa et al. (1979) suggest that 
BS-75 occurred on faults associated with the transi- 
tion between the continental slope and oceanic crust. 
Howevver. the deep structure of this earthquake 
source region is not well understood. and no simple 
major t.aults hav.e been identified. 

vertical-slip, with displacement occurring down to 
the northwest. 

Scattered seismic events of M 5 occurred in the 
Eskimo Lakes area up to mid 1977 (Hasegawa et al.. 
1979) (Figures 1.4-13 and 1.4-14). Five of the events 
recorded along this portion of the Beaufort Sea coas- 
tline have been located within the mapped fault zone, 
while four others occurred 25 to 45 km to the sou- 
theast. However. the locations of epicentres of events 
of M 4 or greater in this region have location uncer- 
tainties of up to 30 km with smaller events having 
even larger location uncertainties (Basham et al., 
1977). ConsequentIy. past seismic events cannot be 
accuratei! reiated to individual faults within the 
Eskimo Lakes fault zone. 

1.4.8.2 Eskimo Lakes Fault Zone 
1.4.8.3 Rapid Fault Array/Kaltag Fault 

The Eskimo Lakes fault zone (Yorath and Norris. 
1975; Cote et al.. 1975; Hawkins and Hatelid. 1975) is Figure 1.4-14 shows the boundaries of the offshore 
a northeast trending zone at least 80 km wide. that projection of the Rapid Fault Array/Kaltag fault 
extends approximately 230 km from the Mackenzie (Yorath and Norris. 1975: Young et al.. 1976). This 
River along the Tuktoyaktuk Peninsula. and out projection is extrapolated from onshore faults to 
below the continental shelf (Figure I .4-14). Faults coincide tvith the landuard portion of a positive free 
uithin the zone are predominantly normal or air gravity anomaly. Continuation of the Kaltag 
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FIGURE 1.4-13 Known seismicity (to mid-1977) under the Beaufort Sea and adjacent coastlrne. Event BS75 of magnitude 
5.1 is the best known seismic event in the region. (Source: Hasegawa et al., 1979). 

fault below the Beaufort Sea has also been suggested 
(Jones, 1980). although Sobczak (1977) suggests that 
a major northeast trending structure does not con- 
tinue offshore across Mackenzie Bay. Faults within 
the Rapid Fault Array are thought to have a slip with 
a high angle reverse component that generally heads 
to the south. 

Seismicity data for the Beaufort Sea (Figure 1.4-13) 
indicate an absence of earthquake epicentres along 
the Rapid Fault Array. Young et al. (1976) suggest 
that the array formed as a result of a sharp bend in, 
and splaying out of, the Kaltag fault, which is an 
active fault in Alaska. If this is the case, faults within 
the Rapid Fault Array may be potential seismic sour- 
ces. In addition, onland faults in the array are gener- 
ally aligned with faults extending northward from 
the seismically active area of the Richardson Moun- 
tains and Peel River. 

1.4.8.4 Martin Point Seismicity Cluster 

Nearly forty earthquakes. with some events up to M 
5, have occurred in an apparent northeast trending 

zone of seismicity in the area of Martin Point, 
Alaska; most of these events occurred in 1968 
(Hasegawa et al., 1979). This zone is at least I80 km 
long, and extends from land onto the continental 
shelf (Figure I .4- 13). However, focal mechanisms of 
the Martin Point seismicity cluster have not been 
determined. and the relationship between these earth- 
quakes and local faults is not known. 

Earthquake swarms such as the one that occurred at 
Martin Point are common throughout the Canadian 
Arctic Archipelago (Basham et al., 1977). However, 
none of these swarms has been studied in sufficient 
detail to permit association with geological struc- 
tures or determination of the orientation of the 
regional stress fields. 

1.4.8.5 Present Seismic Instrumentation Program 

Up to 198 1, the closest seismic stations to the Beau- 
fort Sea were at Mould Bay (900 km to the northeast) 
and Inuvik (150 km to the south). These distances 
and the types of data collected at these stations leads 
to data deficiencies regarding the location and the 



FIGURE 1.4-14 LocatIon oi geologic structures and earthquake eplcentres in the Beaufort Sea-Mackenzte Delta area. 
Earthquakes have not yet been detected along the prelection of the rap/d fault array. (Source: Hasegawa et al., 1979). 
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FIGURE 1.4-15 LocatIons of existing and proposed seismograph stations. The new stations will allow epicentral locations to 
be more precisely determined and allow the detection of low magnitude events in the region. (Source: Hasegawa et al., 1979). 
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magnitude of seismic sources in the region. For 
example, this seismographic network could only 
record events of magnitude greater than 3.5 (Haseg- 
awa et al., 1979). Since the distance between stations 
was so large, the precise determination of epicentral 
locations of the more frequent small events was low. 
This in turn prevented precise location of active geo- 
logic structures. In 1981 a seismicity measurement 
program was initiated by the Earth Physics Branch of 
the Department of Energy Mines and Resources 
(EMR), in conjunction with Industry, which will 
eventually satisfy many of the existing data deficien- 
cies. The program involves the establishment of five 
additional land-based seismograph stations along 
the Beaufort Sea coast (Figure 1.4- 15), as well as the 
installation of several ocean bottom seismographs. 
The land-based instruments were calibrated during 
198 1 using an 800 kg offshore underwater explosion. 
The use of ocean bottom seismographs will allow a 

.more precise determination of focal depths and the 
it-identification of earthquake sites, particularly small 
events that cannot be detected from land. 

1.5 CHEMICAL 
OCEANOGRAPHY 

The following section briefly summarizes available 
information regarding trace metai. hydrocarbon and 
nutrient levels in the Beaufort Sea region. While 
Section 1.4 described physical aspects of the seabot- 
tom in this area. topics related to sediment chemistry 
are addressed here. Available information describing 
uptake of hydrocarbons and trace metals by biologi- 
cal resources will also be discussed in this section. 

1.5.1 SETTING 

The most comprehensive studies of the chemical 
oceanography of the Beaufort Sea were conducted in 
conjunction with the Beaufort Sea Project, although 
the data obtained in this program were limited to 
short periods in the summer (August, 1974: August, 
1975) and few trace metal data were obtained. 

The waters of the Beaufort Sea shelf are dominated 
by two factors which are subject to wide seasonal and 
annual variability: 

1. ice coverage. which is permanent except for a 
relatively small area in the southern Beaufort Sea 
that is usually free of ice between mid July and 
mid October; and 

2. the large freshwater runoff from the Mackenzie 
River, providing approximately half the mean 
total yearly freshwater discharge into the southern 
Beaufort Sea (8.13 x 10”m3/y). 

The combination of variable riverflow (Section 2.4). 
ice coverage (Section 1.1) and wind conditions (Sec- 
tion 1.2) can have a marked effect on the seawater 
properties of this region by modifying the two-layer 
estuarine system, thereby affecting both the spatial 
and vertical distribution of chemical oceanographic 
parameters. However, it should be noted that. prior 
to 1981, there was almost a complete lack of time- 
series measurements for this region. thus hampering 
delineation of potential spatial and temporal ocea- 
nographic trends. 

In 198 1 two site-specific studies of the temporal vari- 
ation of chemical oceanographic parameters were 
undertaken in the Beaufort Sea by Arctic Laborato- 
ries Limited. The first study (Erickson, 1981), sche- 
duled for completion in June 1982, is being con- 
ducted over an 18 month period in the vicinity of the 
Issungnak O-61 artificial island site (Figure 1.5-l). 
Parameters measured include heavy metals, polya- 
romatic hydrocarbons, reactive nutrients. alkalinity. 
total organic carbon. particulate organic carbon, dis- 
solved organic carbon, dissolved oxygen, chlorophyll 
a and alkalinity in the water column. Concurrent 
measurements of bacteria, zooplankton and larval 
fish, phytoplankton. benthic invertebrates, sediment 
chemistry, ice chemistry and epontic algae are also 
being made. The resulting data set will be useful for 
estimating the seasonal variability of parameters in 
the Mackenzie estuary and for examining the interac- 
tive relationships among the various chemical, phys- 
ical and biological factors. The second study was 
conducted at McKinley Bay from January to June of 
198 1 (Thomas, 198 I). The objective of this study was 
also to obtain a broad data base and time series 
information. Measurements included dissolved oxy- 
gen, reactive nutrients and particulate concentra- 
ions in the water column and concurrent sampling 
-bf physical and biological parameters in sea ice, the 
water column and sediments (Plate 1.5-l). 

1.5.2 TRACE METALS 

The term trace metals, as used in current literature, 
includes those elements which occur in small concen- 
trations in natural biologic systems, and is com- 
monly used interchangeably with the terms heavy 
metals, trace inorganics, microelements and micro- 
nutrients. 

At least 11 trace metals, namely iron (Fe), copper 
(CU), zinc (Zn), cobalt (Co), manganese (Mn), chro- 
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FIGURE 1.5-l Beaufort sea drill sites with trace metal data. 

PLATE 1.5.1 Scientist with array of chemical oceanographic sampling equipment on the ice at the McKinley Bay. 1981. 
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mium (Cr), molybdenum (MO), selenium (Se). nickel 
(Ni), vanadium (V), and tin (Sn), are essential for 
cellular metabolism and optimal growth of orga- 
nisms. Although some trace metals are essential for 
enzymatic activity, they also form an important 
group of enzyme inhibitors when natural concentra- 
tions are exceeded. Metals such as silver (Ag). mer- 
cury (Hg), cadmium (Cd), lead (Pb). and copper (Cu) 
are particularly toxic, and usually inhibit enzymes by 
affecting sites of catalytic activity. Cadmium. chro- 
mium. copper. lead, mercury, selenium. silver. tin 
and zinc are of primary concern in this regard, while 
antimony (Sb), arsenic (As), nickel and vanadium 
may also have adverse effects on some organisms. 
Other metals. such as cobalt. iron. manganese and 
molybdenum (and also copper and zinc under certain 
circumstances). may cause temporary effects through 
excessive biostimulation. The biological effects of 
trace metals are reviewed in a supporting document 

*(ESL and LGL. 1982). 

When applied to seawater, the term trace metal is 
generally taken to include all metals present at con- 
centrations of less than 1 mdkg. This broad defini- 
tion includes most of the metallic elements present in 
the earth’s crust, although many are present in con- 
centrations below the detection limits of current ana- 
lytical techniques. In practice only a relatively small 
number of metals (usually the biologically active 
ones) have been regularly investigated and their con- 
centration in seawater is typically in the ng/kg to the 
pg/kg range. Many of the metals are trace constitu- 
ents of sea water because of their high reactivity in 
solution. but they may be more concentrated in sed- 
iments where levels are typically in the mg/kg range. 

1.5.2.1 Trace Metals in Seawater of the Beaufort 
Sea Shelf 

Data on the trace metal content of Beaufort Sea shelf 
water, together with comparative data for other 
areas, are summarized in Figure 1 S-2. The raw data 
used to plot this and subsequent summary figures are 
presented in Thomas (1982). Concentrations are 
expressed in puce/kg (ppd by weight) or p&L (ppb 
weight to volume). Data documenting trace metal 
levels in seawater of the Beaufort shelf is limited in 
comparison with the amount describing metal con- 
centrations in sediments and biota. This partly 
results from difficulties in obtaining accurate data 
owing to the chance of contamination during the 
collection. storage and analysis of samples contain- 
ing exceedingly small quantities of dissolved metals. 

Thomas ( 1978b. 1978~. 1979a) measured the trace 
metal content of near-bottom seawater at twelve 
Dome Petroleum drill sites in the Beaufort Sea (Fig- 
ure I S-1). The ranges of iron, copper. zinc. cad- 
mium. chromium. lead and mercury concentrations 
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were 1.0~213.0 &kg, 0.1-3.5 pg/kg, 0.2-3.0 pg/kg, 
0.01-0.12 /@kg, 0.01-0.40 pg/kg. 0.02-0.57 /./g/kg 
and 1.41-7.5 pg./kg, respectively. Nickel concentra- 
tions at Tarsiut A-25 and Kilannak A-77 were 0.32- 
1.59 pg,/kg and 0.41-0.77 I.cg/kg, respectively. These 
values generally fall within the range of values consi- 
dered typical of unpolluted world coastal oceans 
f Figure 1.5-2). 

The Institute of Ocean Sciences (unpublished data) 
found that total dissolved mercury ranged from 9 to 
34 rig/L for thirteen Beaufort shelf stations. This - 
compares with a range of less than 1 to 57 rig/L 
measured at sixteen stations in the waters of Amund- 
sen Gulf. Chromium concentrations in the seawater 
of the U.S. Beaufort Sea shelf were reported by 
Gosink (1978) to vary from 0.05 to 2.1 pg/L. Dis- 
solved Zn, Cd. Cr, Pb, Hg and As levels at Netserk 
F-40 and Isserk F-27 were also measured by Beak 
(1978), aithough the analytical detection limits for 
the elements studied were generally much higher 
than the values normally observed in unpolluted 
seawater. In some cases high trace metal levels were 
thought to be due to sample contamination. 

1.5.2.2 Trace Metals in the Sediments of the 
Beaufort Sea Shelf 

Data for the trace metal content of the sediments of 
the Beaufort Sea shelf, together with comparative 
data from other areas, are summarized in Figure 
1.5-3. These data are expressed in units ofpg/g (ppm 
by weight) on a dry weight basis for analyses com- 
pleted with whole sediment samples. The analysis of 
trace metals in marine sediments does not pose many 
of the problems of seawater analyses since the aver- 
age concentration of metals is about three orders of 
magnitude greater (usually in the ppm range). 

In general there appears to be a high correlation 
between sediment grain size and sediment trace metal 
composition. Sediments composed primarily of sand- 
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sized particles usually contain relatively low concen- 
trations of iron and trace metals when compared to 
sediments consisting of silt or clay-sized particles 
which are usually rich in iron and other metals. There 
is a strong regional variation in the sediment grain- 
size distribution in the Beaufort Sea (Pelletier. 1976). 
and similar regional variation in the distribution of 
heavy metals in surficial sediments. Concentrations 
of Fe. Cu. Zn. Cd. Ni. Cr, Pb and Hg may differ by an 
order of magnitude or more in shelf sediments. 

Thomas (1978a) reported that Fe. Cu. Zn. Cd. Ni. 
Cr. Pb and Hg concentrations at twelve Dome Petro- 
leum drillsites were 2.08-5.12. 14.0-40.0, 77.0-142.0. 
0.2-2.7. 16.0-l 19.0, 13.0-156.0. 3.0-14.0. and 0.016- 
0.106 pg/g, respectivrelv. These levels are consistent 
with v.alues currently accepted as the baseline for 
unpolluted world coastal sediments. The Institute of 
Ocean Sciences (unpublished data) found similar 
ranges for Cu. Cd. Pb and Hg in samples collected 
during the Beaufort Sea Project in 1975. Macdonald 
and Macdonald (unpublished data) also determined 
the Fe. Mn. Zn. Cu. Cr. Pb and Cd content of five 
sediment cores (about 50 cm in length) from the 
Beauf’ort Sea shelf. In general the metals were uni- 
formly distributed throughout the cores, although 
there may have been a slight decrease in trace metal 
concentration with depth. This suggests that. over 
the last 250 years, the input of trace metals into 
Beaufort shelf sediments has been approximately 
constant. .4 similar examination of sediment cores 

from Amundsen Gulf in 1977 by Macdonald and 
Macdonald (unpublished data) also indicated a rela- 
tively uniform metal distribution along the sediment 
core and trace metal concentrations similar to those 
found in Beaufort Sea surficial sediments. 

1.5.2.3 Trace Metals in the Biota of the Beaufort 
Sea Shelf 

Data describing the trace metal levels in biota from 
the Beaufort Sea, together with comparative data 
from other areas. are summarized in Figure 1.5-4. 
Concentrations are expressed in pg/g (ppm by 
weight) on a dry weight basis. Residual trace metal 
data are usually difficult to interpret and compare 
from region to region because of the wide natural 
variations that commonly occur due to factors such 
as size. sex, age, species, the developmental stage of 
the organism and the method of sampling and pres- 
ervation. For this reason. interpretation of the trace 
metal content of organisms is usually only qualita- 
tive. Nevrertheless. these data indicate that concentra- 
tions of trace metals obsertzed in Beaufort Sea fauna 
are consistent with background levels reported from 
other regions. In addition. there has been no evidence 
of significant bioaccumulation of metals in orga- 
msms exposed to drilling wastes. 

1.5.3 HYDROCARBONS 

Some of the hydrocarbons found in petroleum can 
also be of marine or terrestrial biogenic origin. and 
be of marine or terrestrial biogenic origin. and may 
biota. The following summarizes available data on 
specific groups of hydrocarbons which have been 
documented in seawater. sediments and organisms of 
the Beaufort Sea. 

153.1 Low Molecular Weight Hydrocarbons 
(LMWHC) in Seawater 

Low molecular weight hydrocarbons (LMWHC’s) 
can be defined in several ways according to opera- 
tional or analytical needs. The term can refer to those 
hydrocarbons (Cl-C,) which exist as a gas at standard 
temperature and pressure. In addition. LMWHC’s 
have been arbitrarily defined as those organic com- 
pounds containing between one and IO carbon 
atoms. thus distinguishing them from the high 
molecular weight hydrocarbons w.hich contain greater 
than ten hydrocarbon atoms. The latter definition 
for LMWHC compounds corresponds closely to 
those carbon compounds which have an appreciable 
vapour pressure under common environmental 
conditions. 
Macdonald (1976) measured concentrations of low 
molecular weight hydrocarbons in the Beaufort Sea 
during I974 and 1975. The concentrations of methane, 
propane and n-butane during I974 were 72.0 to 
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617.0.0.02 to 0.92 and 0.012 to 0.254 nanolitres/!itre 
(nL/L) of seawater, respectively, while concentra- 
tions in 1975 were 15.0 to 1154.0, 0.11 to 0.90, and 
0.11 to 0.90 nL/L of seawater, respectively. The con- 
centrations of methane were considered high for 
marine waters. Profiles of dissolved methane with 
depth indicated that concentrations were highest in a 
zone within about 10 m of the bottom, suggesting 
that the sediments were the methane source. This is 
supported by recent work by Kvenvolden et a!. 
(1980) which showed that methane concentrations in 
the interstitial waters of Bering Sea sediments were 
much more abundant than other LMWHC gases and 
increased in concentration with depth into the cores. 
Since high ethane, propane and n-butane were not 
found in conjunction with the high methane concen- 
trations in the Beaufort Sea, petrogenic contamina- 
tion by seeps or hydrocarbon exploration-related 
activites were considered unlikely. LM WHC concen- 
trations measured in near-bottom waters of the 
Chukchi Sea (Cline. 1977) are similar to those docu- 
mented in the Beaufort Sea by Macdonald (1976). 
The former author reported relatively high methane 
levels but very low concentrations of ethane. ethene, 
propane, propene and n-butane. 

1.5.3.2 Polycyclic Aromatic Hydrocarbons (PAH) in 
Seawater 

Polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAH’s) are a 
class of organic compounds containing hydrogen 
and carbon combined in two or more condensed 
aromatic rings. The concentrations of PAH in the 
waters of the southern Beaufort Sea vary from 13.0 to 
45.0 rig/L (chrysene equivalents), and inversely with 
salinity (Wong et al.. 1976). PAH concentrations in 
nearshore waters are much more variable than PAH 
in deeper waters. possibly due to the influence of the 
Mackenzie River which flows through regions with 
known fossil fuel deposits and natural seepages. 
Wong et a!. (1976) reported a PAH level of 16.0 
rig/L,, which is comparable to concentrations found 
in uncontaminated oceanic waters at Ocean Weather 
Station P (50”N. 135”W) in the northeast Pacific 
Ocean (Institute of Ocean Sciences. 1977). 

1.5.3.3 Non-Polar Hydrocarbons in Marine 
Sediments 

Wong et al. (1976) reported that the distribution of 
n-paraffins in marine sediments of the southern 
Beaufort Sea was characteristic of sediments contain- 
ing both marine and terrestrial biological and detrital 
materials. Al! sediments contained a series of n- 
paraffins (n-C,, to n-CJZ), the isoprenoids pristane 
and phytane, and an unresolved group of non-polar 
hydrocarbons (envelope). The concentration of the 
n-paraffins was 2.6 to 23.6pg/g, while levels of the 

unresolved envelope hydrocarbons varied from 28.3 
to 136.7&/g. Peake et al. ( 1972b) also reported a 
range of 1.23 to 9.40/~/g for n-paraffins in ten 
Beaufort Sea sediments. By comparison. Brown et al. 
(1972) documented that the range of total n-paraffins 
in Saanich Inlet (British Columbia) surface sedi- 
ments was 2.3 to 32.7/.&g. Wong et al. (1976) also 
noted that an odd-carbon predominance, which is 
characteristic of terrestrial plant material, was evi- 
dent in most marine sediments of the southern Beau- 
fort Sea, suggesting an influx of detritus from the 
Mackenzie River. 

1.5.3.4 Polycyclic Aromatic Hydrocarbons in 
Sediments 

Wong et a!. (1976) reported that total PAH (defined 
as the sum of chrysene, benzanthracene, perylene, 
phenanthrene, and pyrene, and certain isomers) in 
marine sediments from the Beaufort Sea ranged from 
236.0 to 984.0 and 97.0 to 1.34 1 .Opg/kg wet weight 
during 1974 and 1975, respectively. Total UV-PAH 
(defined as the sum of pyrene, benz(a)pyrene. pery- 
lene and coronene) was 0.4 to 20,O&kg dry weight 
for nearshore sediments and about 300.0pg/kg dry 
weight for benthic sediments. In a subsequent study 
Stitch and Dunn (1980) measured about 0.5 to 3.3 
pg/kg dry weight benze(a)pyrene in about 20 sedi- 
ment samples from the southern Beaufort Sea. 

On a world-wide basis background levels for PAH in 
sediments appear to be in the range from a few tens to 
approximately 500.0@kg (dry weight). The total 
PAH content of northwest Atlantic sediments greater 
than 1,000 km offshore was 18.0 to 97.Opg/kg 
(Windsor and Hites, 1979). while total PAH in 
Amazon River sediments was about 5OO.O/lg/kg 
(Laflamme and Hites. 1978) and about lOO.O/.@kg 
in the sediments of King Edward Cove on the mid 
Antarctic island of South Georgia (Platt and Mackie, 
1979). In an unpolluted Ontario lake, eighteen PAHs 
were found at concentrations ranging from 6.0 to 
38.Opg/kg (Brown and Starnes, 1978). and 5.Opg/kg 
of benz(a)pyrene were reported on the west coast of 
Greenland (Mallet et al., 1963). 

Consequently, the sediments of the Beaufort Sea 
appear to have an elevated PAH baseline relative to 
global background levels. In fact. southern Beaufort 
Sea sediment PAH is even higher than the 800.0 
p-g/kg (dry weight) found at Buzzards Bay, U.S.A.. 
shallow area near large sources of PAW from the 
heavily industrialized northern seaboard of the Uni- 
ted States. The most likely source of the high natural 
baseline level of PAH in the southern Beaufort Sea is 
the Mackenzie River which flows through regions 

with known fossil fuel deposits. natural seepages, 
and burned-over areas. 
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1.5.3.5 Poiycyclic Aromatic Hydrocarbons in 
Marine Organisms 

Tota] PAH (defined as the sum of chrysene. benzan- 
thracene, perylene, phenanthrene and pyrene and 
certain isomers) in the tissue of southern Beaufort 
Sea fish (pomfret, least cisco and Arctic cisco) aver- 
aged 21.0&kg wet weight and ranged from 9.0 to 
3 l.Opg/kg wet weight (Wong et a!., 1976). It is 
difficult to compare these baseline data with those 
from other areas because of the differences in age, 
species. migration patterns, food habits, analytical 
techniques and chemical compounds involved. HOW- 
ever, total PAH in fish caught from waters near 
Ocean Weather Station P was 20.0 to 82.O&kg wet 
weight for salmon and 184.O/lg/kg wet weight for 
tuna. Sullivan (1974) gives a range of 0 to 23Opg/g 
wet weight for benz(a)pyrene in shrimp. moiluscs 
and oysters. 

-1.5.3.6 Non-Polar Hydrocarbons in Fish 

Fish (flesh) samples from the southern Beaufort Sea 
show percentages of unresolved total hydrocarbons 
of 237~ to 67%. compared with 12 to 16% for nor- 
theast Pacific Ocean fish and over 80% for Sargasso 
Sea fish (Wong et al., 1976). These characteristics can 
be used as a measure of petroleum contamination, 
since northeast Pacific fish are considered uncon- 
taminated and Sargasso Sea fish as contaminated. 
Therefore, southern Beaufort Sea fish may be consi- 
dered marginally contaminated by petroleum hydro- 
carbons. although the small number of samples ana- 
lyzed, biological variability and the analytical uncer- 
tainties associated with this unresolved hydrocarbon 
envelope technique limit interpretation of these data. 
However, in absolute units, reported concentrations 
of non-polar hydrocarbons in Beaufort Sea fish are 
I .I 1 to 7.8pug/g wet weight (Wang et a!., 1976) 
compared with 0.4 to 11.8pg/g wet weight for a 
variety of fish including flounder. dogfish, cod and 
herring from Atlantic waters (Clark and MacLeod. 
1977). 

1.5.3.7 Non-Polar Hydrocarbons in Marine 
Plankton 

Wong et al. (1976) found that most of the mixed 
zooplankton samples from the southern Beaufort 
Sea contained n-alkanes from C,, to CJg. The gas 
chromatographic pattern showed maximum n-paraffin 
content at C:,, a slight predominance of odd-carbon 
number paraffins and a significant envelope of unre- 
solved hydrocarbons. Total hydrocarbons and unre- 
solved hydrocarbons ranged from 1.6 to 203.0pLdg 
wet weight and 0.0 to 7.3pg/g wet weight. respec- 
tively. The authors were unable to conclude whether 
or not the insignificant odd-even predominance and 
envelope of unresolved hydrocarbons. two factors 
normally identifying the presence of petroleum hy- 
drocarbons, were indicative of hydrocarbons incor- 

porated into the plankton biomass. or an artifact of 
the sampling technique which included collection of 
both living and non-living particles. Data from stu- 
dies conducted in Massachusetts, Scotland and the 
British Isles indicate n-paraffin concentrations in 
mixed plankton from 0.3 to 159.Opg/g wet weight 
(Clark and MacLeod, 1977). 

1.5.4 NUTRIENTS 

The available data for the reactive nutrient (nitrate. 
phosphate and silicate) content of southern Beaufort 
Sea waters, together with comparative data from 
other western Arctic waters. are summarized in Fig- 
ure 1.5-5. The spatial distribution of nutrients in the 
southern Beaufort Sea is dominated by the outflow- 
ing Mackenzie River which appears to contain higher 
concentrations of silicate and nitrate. but lower con- 
centrations of phosphate, than Arctic Ocean water. 
Considerable local \,ariability in the surface nutrient 
concentrations may occur in areas of ice-melt. since 
meltwaters generally contain virtually no nitrate. 
phosphate and silicate. Mechanisms of nutrient 
regeneration and replenishment in this region are 
described in Section 3.5.2. 

1.5.4.1 Silicate 

Wong et a!. (1980) found that silicate concentrations 
in the surface (O-5 m) waters of the Beaufort Sea 
ranged from 2.0 to 39.0pg-at Si/L. Silicate levels 
varied inversely with salinity due to dilution of 
silicate-enriched Mackenzie runoff (30pg-at Si/L 
with depleted Beaufort Sea shelf surface water (2 
pg-at Si/L). A similar decrease in surface silicate 
concentrations with distance from shore has been 
documented in the western Beaufort Sea. where 
Alaskan North Slope rivers contribute relatively high 
levels (4.2 - 12.4pg-at Si/L) of silicate to nearshore 
areas (Hufford, 1974). The relatively warm waters of 
the Bering Sea also contribute silicate to Alaskan 
coastal waters, increasing concentrations 2.0 to 3.0 
pg/-at/L above those in surrounding waters. Below 
approximately 45 m, silicate concentrations in the 
southeast Beaufort increased to above 3O.Opg-at 
Si/L. and then decreased with depth into the Atlantic 
water mass below 200 metres. A similar vertical dis- 
tribution of silicate was observed in Amundsen Gulf 
(Macdonald et al., 1978), where the range of values 
was 2.0 to 35.0pg-at Si/L. Grainger (1974) reported 
a range of 10.0 to 33.0pg-at Si/L for the southern 
Beaufort Sea, while on the U.S. Beaufort shelf, Huf- 
ford ( 1974) found that silicate varied from 2.0 to 40.0 
pg-at SQL, with lowest concentrations occuring in 
the brackish surface layer. 

Gudkovich (1956) reported that silicate levels at sta- 
tions between 75” and 80”N in the Eurasian Arctic 
were 11 .O to 18.0pg-at Si/L in the upper 50 m during 
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April. English (1961) reported a range of 3.0 to 9.0 
pg-at Si/L from Driftin g Ice Station Alpha, while 
Kinney et al. (1970) measured values of 5.0 to 10.0 
pg-at Si/L in the upper 50 m of Amerasian Basin 
waters. In the latter investigation, the highest values 
(27.0-57.0pg-at Si/L) occurred at depths between 
150 and 180 m. By comparison. Reeder et a!. (1972) 
provided a range of 5.0 to 127.0pg-at Si/L for the 
fresh waters of the Mackenzie River drainage basin. 

1.5.4.2 Phosphate 

Wong et al. (1980) found that phosphate concentra- 
tions in the surface waters of the southern Beaufort 
Sea ranged from 0.01 to 2.3pg-at P/L. An analysis of 
salinity versus phosphate levels indicated that phos- 
phate must be almost absent in Mackenzie River 
water. although this is not consistent with the data of 
Grainger (1974) which show a surface phosphate 
distribution with the greatest levels immediately off 
the Mackenzie Delta, and progressively lower con- 
centrations in seaward directions. Reeder et al. (1972) 
found phosphate levels of less than O.lOpg-at P/L at 
a single station in the Mackenzie River, but a range of 
0.10 to 0.95i,rg-at P/L for 101 stations elsewhere in 
the Mackenzie drainage basin. In coastal waters of 
the western (U.S.) Beaufort Sea, surface phosphate 

concentrations increased with increasing distance 
seaward (Hufford, 1974), largely due to unmeasura- 
ble phosphate levels in Alaskan North Slope rivers. 

These divergent observations cannot be resolved 
with the existing level of information on the seasonal 
and spatial differences in phosphate concentrations. 
Surface concentrations of phosphate seldom exceed 
l.Opg-at P/L. As in the case of silicate, phosphate 
concentrations in the Beaufort Sea increase markedly 
in the 50 to 200 m depth region. reaching levels in 
excess of 2.0pg-at P/L. and then decreasing with 
depth in the Atlantic water mass below 200 metres. 
Similar vertical distributions have been observed in 
Amundsen Gulf (Macdonald et al., 1978) where con- 
centrations range from 0.45 to 2.26pg-at P/L. as well 
as in the U.S. Beaufort Sea where values range from 
0.0 to 1.4pg-at P/L (Hufford, 1974). 

1.5.4.3 Nitrate 

Wong et a!. (1980) found that nitrate was almost 
totally depleted from surface waters of the Beaufort 
Sea during their 1975 studies. As with silicate and 
phosphate, nitrate increased sharply to about 15.0 
,ug-at N/L below 50 m. and then decreased with 
depth in the waters of Atlantic origin (200-900 m). 
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Similar vertical distributions of nitrate were observed 
in Amundsen Gulf and the western Beaufort Sea. In 
the Alaskan Beaufort, surface nitrate levels decreased 
with increasing distance from shore (Hufford, 1974), 
while Grainger (1974) documented a similar rela- 
tionship in the southeast Beaufort Sea and attributed 
this to the importance of the Mackenzie River as a 
source of nitrates. The latter hypothesis is supported 
by the data of Reeder et al. (1972) who reported 
nitrate concentrations from 0.2 to 12.4pg-at N/L in 
the Mackenzie drainage basin. and a level of4.5pg-at 
N/L for the Mackenzie River where it enters the 
Delta (Macdonald et al.. 1978: Hufford, 1974). 

154.4 Temporal and Spatial Variability in Nutrient 
Levels 

Large variations in the distribution of nutrients can 
occur in the southern Beaufort Sea as a result of 

. annual differences in river flow patterns. An example 
is the difference in the distribution of nitrate between 
1974 and 1975. In 1974, the ice pack was much closer 
to shore than in 1975. As a result, Mackenzie River 
runoff tended to pile up between the ice edge and the 
shoreline. This limited phytoplankton productivity 
and reduced the demand on nitrate. On the other 
hand, in 1975 the ice edge was farther offshore. the 
surface waters were less turbid, and phytoplankton 
productivity depleted nitrate from the surface waters. 

Hufford (1974) indicated that nutrients may be 
transported by upwelling onto the Alaskan portion 
of the Beaufort Sea shelf. Although direct measure- 
ment of similar transport onto the shelf of the south- 
ern Beaufort Sea has not been reported, upwelling 
along the Tuktoyaktuk Peninsula has been observed 
(Herlinveaux and de Lange Boom, 1975). This 
upwelling may occasionally cause large scale varia- 
tions in the distribution of nutrients in surface 
waters. This and other mechanisms of nutrient 
replenishment and regeneration are discussed in Sec- 
tion 3.5.2. 

1.6 THE SHORES 

This section summarizes the physical character of 
shorelines in the southern Beaufort and northeast 
Chukchi seas as well as the coastal processes which 
affect these shores. such as wave action. runoff and 
other erosional forces. A much more comprehensive 
treatment of the subject is provided in Woodward- 
Clyde (198 1). a supporting document to the Envir- 
onmental Impact Statement. The information pro- 
vided here has been divided into separate descriptions 
for the Chukchi Sea, the Alaskan Beaufort Sea. the 
Canadian Beaufort Sea and Amundsen Gulf. 

The information regarding shoreline processes and 
coastal geomorphology for Alaskan Arctic coasts 

(Northeast Chukchi Sea and Alaskan Beaufort Sea 
coastlines) varies significantly within the region. For 
the Alaskan Beaufort Sea numerous recent studies 
provide a substantial data base for descriptions 
(Woodward-Clyde, 1981; Owens et al.. 1981) but to 
the south. along the shores of the Chukchi Sea, the 
quality of the information base becomes more 
limited. Site-specific studies provide information on 
some areas. but overall the character of the coastal 
processes is not well understood. 

The available information base for much of the Can- 
adian Beaufort Sea is generally very good (Wood- 
ward-Clyde, 1981; Worbets, 1979). By comparison, 
that for Amundsen Gulf is limited. Recent (198 1) low 
altitude video-tape surveys of the Amundsen Gulf 
coasts provide detailed information on the shore 
zone character, but not on the coastal processes of 
the region. 

1.6.1 CHUKCHI SEA 

The Chukchi shoreline is bordered by relatively high 
(up to 5 m) barrier islands which are interspersed 
with eroding tundra cliffs (Area B in Figure 1.6-l ). 
Relief is generally low in the coastal zone, but tends 
to be higher within Kotzebue Sound which is a large 
structural embayment. Pleistocene marine deposits 
are common on low-lying coastal areas and, to the 
south of Cape Lisburne, some sedimentary bedrock 
crops out locally in the shore zone. Long, continuous 
barriers are the dominant feature of the shore zone. 
Where tundra cliffs are high (up to 10 m), they are 
generally fronted by barriers and lagoons. The barri- 
ers are stable, but are subject to reworking and to 
changes during storm events. The high tundra cliffs 
are retreating at rates of about 0.5 m/yr, but where 
low tundra cliffs (less than 3 m) occur in lagoon 
environments these may be extremely unstable, with 
erosion rates greater than 1 m/yr. 

The open water season on the Chukchi coast varies 
from as little as 50 days each year at Barrow to 135 
days per year in Kotzebue Sound to the south. In bad 
ice years the coast north of Icy Cape may be icebound 
throughout the normal open water season. Fetch 
distances are generally less than 500 km and wave 
energy levels are low, except during periods of late 
summer-fall storms. These storms occur at a time 
when fetch distances are usually at a maximum. The 
head of Kotzebue Sound is a very sheltered. low 
energy, embayed coast. This region as a whole is 
predominantly a micro-tidal, wave-dominated en- 
vironment, with the effects of storm events becoming 
more significant toward the north. 

1.6.2 ALASKAN BEAUFORT SEA 

The Alaskan Beaufort Sea coast is characterized by 
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from year to year and shoreline changes are rapid in 
many areas owing to the unresistant nature of the 
shore zone materials. This is a storm wave environ- 
ment in which the littoral processes are generally 
dominated by the effects of aperiodic high energy 
events. In addition, the effects of fluvial, thermo- 
erosional, and ice pressure processes are also signifi- 
cant on many sections of coast. 

The southern Beaufort Sea coast is characterized by a 
series of barrier beaches, ice-rich or unconsolidated 
coastal cliffs. and deltas (Area D in Figure 1.6-i) 
(Plates 1.6-1, 2 and 3). This region is part of the 
Arctic Coastal Plain and backshore relief is low (less 
than 50 m) in ail areas. Barriers and spits have deve- 
loped as a function of the avrailabiiity of sediment 
from local sources. Ice-rich tundra cliffs generally 
supply only small volumes of sediment to the shore 
zone so that beach development in areas of low 
tundra cliffs is generally poor, despite high local rates 
of coastal retreat. Unconsolidated sediment cliffs of 
higher relief(greater than 5 m) that are exposed at the 
coast undergo slower rates of retreat but supply 
larger volumes of material for reworking by littoral 
processes. Beach development is more significant on 
these sections of coast. as for example on the east 
side of Warren Point on the Tuktoyaktuk Peninsula. 
The Mackenzie River has an extensive Delta. Braided 
deltas are very common on the Yukon coast. Few 
sections of shoreline within this area could be 
regarded as stable. In particular. the ice-rich tundra 
cliffs and the low barriers are subject to large-scale 
changes during the open water season. Coastal ero- 
sion rates of greater than 10 m during a single storm 
ev’ent have been recorded at one site. and elsewhere 
annual erosion rates (during the short open water 
season) are frequently in the order of 1 m/yr. 

The southern Beaufort Sea is a micro-tidal. storm- 
wave environment, but fluviai. thermo-erosional and 
ice pressure processes play an important role in 
dev.eloping shore zone morphology. Wave energy 
levels are highest on east facing sections of the Yukon 
coast which are exposed to the dominant winds and 
which have maximum fetch distances. The open 
water season is generally in the order of 100 days. 
Fetch distances are ice-limited, reaching a maximum 
of 500 km to the edge of the polar pack. Although 
w.av.e generation is ice and fetch-timited, occasional 
high energy levels occur during periods of storm 
1vav.e activ.itv on exposed coasts in the open water 
season. Storm surges. up to 2 or 3 m. are important 
on low-lying coasts and can cause extensive inunda- 
tion of backshore areas. 

1.6.4 AMUNDSEN GULF 

The coastal environments of Amundsen Gulf are 
significantly different from those of the Canadian 
Beaufort Sea (Area E in Figure 1.6-i). Sedimentary 

and Precambrian rocks are exposed on, or underlie, 
most coastal areas. The shore zone configuration is 
inherited primarily from pre-glacial and Pleistocene 
erosion processes, and Prince of Wales Strait and 
Dolphin and Union straits are former valleys of a 
river system which drained toward the west into the 
Arctic Ocean basin during Tertiary times. Relief is 
higher than on the Arctic Coastal Plain and, although 
there are thick deposits of surficial sediments in many 
coastal areas, there are relatively few sections where 
ice-rich cliffs are exposed at the shore zone. Relief is 
extremely varied, and backshore elevations up to 500 
m occur in some sections (Plate 1.63). The shore 
zone is predominantly continuous sand or gravel 
beaches, although backshore cliffs can occur in areas 
of high relief. The coast has only recently (198 1) been 
surveyed completely at a reconnaissance level, and 
mapping of the shore zone character is as yet 
incomplete. 

Amundsen Gulf is a micro-tidal. wave-dominated 
environment, with a secondary ice-dominanted com- 
ponent. Due to the presence of ice-rich cliffs in the 
southern Parry Peninsula, this area is also character- 
ized by thermokarst erosion. The open water season 
generally ranges between 45 and 60 days. and fetch 
areas are generally less than 500 km during relatively 
ice-free years. Storms produce high wave energy lev- 
els on exposed coasts during the open water season. 
Although this coast can be regarded as one of low 
wave energy levels, intertidal beach sediments are 
generally reworked every year by normal wave pro- 
cesses during the short open water season. On some 
sections of coast. particularly in the southeast of the 
gulf. ice plays a dominant role in the reworking of 
beach sediments. 
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PLATE 1.6-l The yukon coasta/p/a,n at Clarence Lagoon showfng a bamerspft and low rehef. Courtesy: Woodward-Clyde 
Consdtanls. 

Clyde Consultants. 
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PLATE 1.6-3 Baffler beach coast/me and prngos near Tukfoyaktuk. Courtesy: Woodward-Clyde Consultants. 
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CHAPTER 2 
TERRESTRIAL PHYSICAL 
ENVIRONMENT 

This chapter of Volume 3A summarizes existing 
information on the physical environment of the 
onshore or coastal zone of the Beaufort Sea. The 
region encompasses the coastal area extending from 
the Yukon North Slope through the Mackenzie 
Delta. Tuktoyaktuk Peninsula, Anderson Plain, to 
Cape Parry (Figure 2-l). Separate sections provide 
an overview of the climate and weather. geology. 
soils and hydrology of this region. Further informa- 
tion on the physical environment of‘the coastal zone 
is provided in various supporting documents as well 
as the literature reviewed during preparation of this 
overview. 

Information presented here and in Chapter 4 of this 
volume (Terrestrial Plants and Animals) forms part 
of the background for assessment of the potential 
impacts of shorebased facilities and activities asso- 
ciated with hydrocarbon production and transporta- 
tion in the Beaufort Sea region (Volume 4). Since the 

The following summarizes information on the cli- 
mate. weather and air quality of coastal areas ad-ia- 
cent to the Beaufort Sea. The annual vrariability in 
weather conditions is also described. clshile a more 
detailed treatment of the offshore climate is provided 
in Section 1.2. Burns ( 1973, 1974) provides a maior 
source of information on the climate of the Macken- 
zie Delta and Bcaufort Sea coast. Also, specific 
inf‘ormation on weather parameters is available from 
seven active and one abandoned meteorological sta- 
tion in the region. and is published in various Minis- 
try of Transport and Environment Canada reports. 
The location. climatic data measured. and period of 
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proposed pipeline corridor extends into the Beaufort 
Sea coastal region. there is a necessary duplication of 
some of the information presented in the following 
sections and in Volume 3C. describincg the environ- 
mental setting of the Mackenzie Valley Corridor. 

2.1 AT’WIOSPHERIC 
ENVIRONMENT 

YUKON 

ARCTIC clRCLE 
---- ____ 

_____ 

NORTHWEST 

TERRITORIES 

FIGURE 2-l 
Volume 3A. 

Approximate boundary of the onshore or coastalzone of the Beaufort Sea-Mackenzie Delta region described in 
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record at each of these stations are summarized in 
Table 2.1-I. 

2.1.1 SYNOPTIC CLIMATOLOGY 

The normal upper level airflow over the region is 
westerly in summer and northwesterly in winter. 
Severe weather is often associated with abnormal 
departures from this pattern caused by major shifts 
in the circulation patterns of the upper atmosphere. 
For example, such shifts may result in southerly 
flows which introduce warm moist air into the 
region, producing record high temperatures and 
increased instability. On the other hand, persistant 
blocking of circulation patterns may prevent surface 
lows from entering the region, resulting in long peri- 
ods of drought and, in winter, stagnation of cold 
Arcticair with accompanying record low temperatures. 

2.i.i.i Winter 

In winter, a semipermanent upper air ridge over 
Alaska results in a relatively strong mean northwes- 
terly flow of air aloft. At the surface, the Northwest 
Territories and the Polar Basin are a region of con- 
tinuous snow and ice cover. As a consequence, Arctic 
air predominates throughout the winter (December- 
March) and results in an anticyclonic circulation 

pattern or atmospheric high at the surface. 

The cold dome of continental Arctic air over the 
region acts as an effective barrier against any pene- 
tration by maritime air masses. Migrating frontal 
lows are forced to follow trajectories around the edge 
of the continental Arctic air mass well to the north of 
the Beaufort Sea coastal zone. Low pressure centres 
which originate in the Aleutians migrate across the 
Beaufort Sea between 73”N and 75”N latitude. These 
systems produce blizzards along the coast and within 
the Mackenzie Delta. They occur primarily in Janu- 
ary and March, but may also occur in other months 
of the winter. 

The high pressure systems which are dominant in the 
region from November to March originate over the 
polar ice pack in the Beaufort Sea or in northern 
Alaska. Their primary trajectory is southeastward 
along the Mackenzie Valley. In February, these sys- 
tems tend to stagnate over the valley resulting in 
prolonged cold spells. 

2.1 .1.2 Spring 

Spring in the Mackenzie Delta and Coastal Plain 
begins with the gradual eastward shift of the domi- 
nant high pressure system. from over the Mackenzie 

TABLE 2.1-l 

METEOROLOGICAL STATIONS IN THE BEAUFORT SEA COASTAL PLAIN 
AND MACKENZIE DELTA REGIONS 

station Perlod ot Record 
Temper- Preclp- Sun- Radla- 

(Lat./Long.:Elev.) ature ltatlon Wind Synoptic Hourly shine tlon 

Northwest Terrttorles 

Aklavtk 
(68’14’N 138”OO’W 9 m) 1926-1962’ 1926-1962’ 1944-1960’ 1926-1960’ 1956-1960’ 1948-1960’ 

Cape Parry A” 
(70’10’N 124’41’W 16 m) 1955-1981 1955-1981 1955-1981 1955-1981 

Fort McPherson 
(67’26’N 134’53’W 100 m) 1892-1981 1892-1981 1909-1937’ 

lnuvlk A” 
(68”18’N 133’29’W 62 m) 1957-1981 1957-1981 1957-1981 1960-1981 1961-1981 1960-1981 1960-1981 

Ntcholson Peninsula 
(69’54’N 128”58’W 98 m) 1957-1981 1957-1981 

Tuktoyaktuk 
(69”27’N 133”99’W 18 m) 1957-1981 1957-1981 1957-1981 

Yukon Terntory 

Komakuk Eeach 
(69’35’N 14O”ll’W 9 m) 1958-1981 1958-1981 

Shingle Point 
(68”57’N 137”13’W 54 m) 1957-1981 1957-1981 

* No longer rn operation 
l * Airport 



Valley to the region lying between approximately 
107OW and 103”W longitude. High pressure systems 
still originate in the north and follow southeastward 
trajectories. However, whereas in February these 
systems tend to stagnate over the Mackenzie Valley, 
by March they begin to move to the east of the Valley 
over Great Bear and Great Slave lakes. 

The eastward displacement of high pressure centres 
allows more frequent penetrations of frontal lows, 
bringing maritime Arctic and maritime polar air 
masses to the region and resulting in a general 
increase in instability. The continental Arctic air 
mass begins to retreat northward along the Macken- 
zie Valley, while increased solar heating and lower 
albedos begin to warm the southern portions of the 
Arctic air. The progression of spring is gradual from 
south to north and does not reach the Mackenzie 
Delta until late April or early May. 

. 
In May frontal lows from northern Alaska begin to 
follow trajectories through the northern Yukon and 
down the Mackenzie Valley. resulting in increased 
precipitation. 

2.1.1.3 Summer 

The semipermanent upper level ridge which lies over 
Alaska in winter shifts eastward to over the Yukon in 
the summer. The strong northwesterly flow of winter 
is replaced by weak westerlies. This produces a sur- 
face trough along the length of the Mackenzie Valley 
and the Coastal Plain. 

With the br ea k -up of the pack ice along the coast. the 
climate of the Coastal Plain becomes more maritime 
and the source region of the Arctic air mass is 
reduced to the area covered by the polar ice pack. 
Outbreaks of Arctic air are modified during their 
passage over the open water between the polar pack 
and the coast; then cloudiness and stable air become 
dominant features of the coastal climate. However, 
as the maritime air penetrates into the Mackenzie 
Delta it is further warmed and becomes unstable. 
resulting in more frequent precipitation. 

From May to July frontal lows follow a trajector> 
from northern Alaska. through the northern Yukon, 
and southeastward along the Mackenzie Valley. Cyc- 
Ionic activity in the region usually reaches a peak in July and August. so that in August and September 
the region receives precipitation from storms which 
develop north of Alaska and travel along the coast 
between 70”N and 72”N latitude. 

2.1 .1.4 Autumn 

The autumn season, from September to December. is 
the reverse of the spring season. The summertime 
upper level ridge over the Yukon gradually begins to 
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shift westward back to its winter position over 
Alaska. Airflows aloft change from relatively weak 
westerlies to a strong northwest flow by the end of the 
fail. 

At the surface, outbreaks of cold Arctic air become 
more frequent and colder. and penetrate further 
south along the Mackenzie Valley. As freeze-up beg- 
ins along the coast in late September. steaming of 
open waterbodies introduces moisture into the atmos- 
phere and results in overcast skies and snow flurries. 
Also. cyclonic activity generally begins to decline 
from the July peak. Major snowfalls along the coast 
and within the Delta tend to accompany low pressure 
centres which travel eastward between 70”N and 
72”N latitude in September, but they usually occur 
less often after October as these storm trajectories 
shift to higher latitudes between 73”N and 75”N. 

Beginning in November. high pressure systems origi- 
nating in either northern Alaska or over the Beaufort 
Sea travel southeastward along the Mackenzie Val- 
ley. By December, anticyclonic circulation is re- 
established as Arctic air once again dominates the 
region. 

2.1.2 ATMOSPHERIC INVERSIONS 

Atmospheric inversions are important when consid- 
ering the dispersion of air pollutants. Cold Arctic air 
masses increase in temperature with height, generally 
within 1.000 m above the land surface. These air 
temperature increases or inversions result from the 
negative radiation balance over snow and ice surfa- 
ces which are present at high latitudes during much 
of the year. Low sun angle, high albedoes, and short 
days combine to limit daytime heating at the surface, 
while subsidence and warm air advection aloft help 
to maintain and intensify inversions. 

Table 2.1-2 shows the frequency of surface-based 
inversions found at Inuvik (Burns, 1973). Low-level 
inversions also occur in which temperatures initially 
decrease with height for the first few hundred metres 
and are capped by a shallow inversion layer. These 
are common in the afternoon in this region. Although 
there are no statistics on their frequency of occur- 
rence, it may be assumed that some nighttime (I 100 
GMT) surface-based inversions are transformed into 
low-level inversions by afternoon heating, and are 
not accounted for in the statistics for 2300 GMT 
provided in Table2.1-2. Therefore, the percentage of 
time that afternoon surface-based inversions occur 
should not be used as a direct measure of the pollu- 
tion potential associated with temperature inversions. 

The mixing height concept has been developed as a 
better means of determining air pollution dispersal 
potential. The mixing heights presented in Table 2. l- 



TABLE 2.1-2 

SEASONAL DIFFERENCES IN THE FREQUENCY OF 
SURFACE-BASED TEMPERATURE INVERSIONS (O/o) 

OBSERVED AT INUVIK AIRPORT, N.W.T. 
(Source: Burns, 1973) 

Months 

Dee-Feb 

Mar-May 

June-Aug 

Sept-Nov 

Time of Frequency of Inversions 
Day (GMT) (oio) 

2300 58 
1100 67 

2300 3 
1100 60 

2300 0 
1100 61 

2300 25 
1100 46 

3 ar: a measure of the maximum depth of vertical 
mixing which occurs at the earth’s surface as a result 
of daytime heating. The concept, as defined by 
Hoizworth (1967), is based on the principal that solar 
heating at the surface results in convection, vigorous 
vertical mixing and the establishment of a dry adia- 
batic lapse rate (that is, a decrease of temperature 
with height at a rate of 0.98”C/lOO m). The maxi- 
mum (afternoon) mixing height is determined from a 
graph of temperature versus height by extending the 
maximum surface temperature at the dry adiabatic 
lapse rate from the surface to the point at which it 
intersects the vertical temperature profile observed at 
1200 GMT. The mean mixing layer wind speed 
(Table 2.1-3) is the vertically averaged wind speed 
between the surface and the top of the mixing layer as 

TABLE 2.1-3 

MEAN MAXIMUM AFTERNOON MIXING HEIGHTS (m), 
MEAN MIXING LAYER WIND SPEEDS (km/h) AND 

MEAN MAXIMUM VENTILATION 
COEFFICIENTS ((m%)/lO) 
FOUND AT INUVIK, N.W.T. 

Month Mean Maximum Mean Mlxing Mean Msxlmum 
Afternoon Mlxing Layer Wlnd Ventllatlon 

Height (m) Speed (km/h) Coefficient 
((m%)/lO) 

Jan 119 94 39 

Feb 162 90 48’ 

Mar 288 12.6 107 

Apr 445 148 187 

May 636 173 407 

June 1221 16.9 559 

July 1460 176 716 

Aw 1042 15 8 477 

Sept 675 16.6 308 

Cct 280 12.2 104 

Nov 159 11.2 71 

Dee 159 83 45 

Annual 621 14 0 280 

(Source. Portelll. 1977) 

defined by the mixing height. The mean maximum 
ventilation coefficient (Table 2.1-3) is the product of 
the maximum mixing height and the mean mixing 
layer wind speed. As a measure of the ability of the 
atmosphere to disperse pollutants, the ventilation 
coefficient is more dependent upon the mixing height 
than upon the wind speed. Consequently, the pollu- 
tion potential may be considered inversely propor- 
tional to the maximum afternoon mixing height, 
while pollution episodes would occur as often as 
surface-based and low-level inversions occur. 

For Inuvik. Table 2.1-2 shows that nighttime (1100 
GMT) surface-based inversions occur often through- 
out the year. ranging from a low of 46% of all the 
days during the period September through November, 
to a high of 67 % during December to February. 
Afternoon (2300 GMT) surface heating tends to 
eliminate most surface inversions which occur from 
March to August. However, only 137’~ of all night- 
time inversions occurring during December to Feb- 
ruary are eliminated by afternoon heating. A similar 
trend is evident for afternoon mixing heights (Table 
2.1-3). Afternoon mixing improves markedly in 
Aprii and remains good throughout the summer 
until September. By November, mean maximum 
afternoon mixing heights are less than 200 m above 
the surface and remain low until February. Although 
surface-based and low-level inversions occur fre- 
quently throughout the year, their pollution poten- 
tial is minimized by higher mixing heights and wind 
speeds during the months of March through Sep- 
tember. On the other hand, based on the ventilation 
coefficients shown in Table 2.1-3. the period from 
October through April would be when most poten- 
tial pollution-producing episodes could occur at 
Inuvik. 

2.1.3 DAYLIGHT REGIME 

The duration of daylight varies with latitude and 
season (Figure 2.1-1) and the more northerly the 
location, the more variable is the duration of daylight 
hours. In the coastal Beaufort region. daylight hours 
vary from zero during December and early January 
to 24 hours in June and July. 

However, the absence of sunlight during the winter 
does not imply total darkness, since an evening twi- 
light exists during some months. and light from the 
moon reflects off the snow and ice. 

2.1.4 AIR QUALITY 

In 1972 and 1973 Slaney (1974) measured dustfall, 
suspended particulate matter. and various other air- 
borne pollutants at sites on Richards Island and at 
Inuvik (Table 2.14). None of the atmospheric con- 
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FIGURE 2.1-1 Duratron of daylight. In fhe coastal Beaufort region, daylight hours vary from zero durmg December andeariy 
January to 24 hours in June and July. (Source: Burns, 7973). 

taminants measured were present at harmful concen- 
trations and all were well below accepted limits. 
However. because of more industry and people, dust- 
fall. sulphur dioxide and hydrocarbon levels were 
higher at Inuvik than on Richards Island. These 
concentrations should not be considered as represen- 
tative of those for the region. According to Eley 
( 1974) and Benson ( 1969). low-lying areas may be 
more susceptible to ice fog and air pollution episodes 
due to cold air drainage or temperature inversions. 
On the other hand, slopes and wind-swept hilltops 
are less likely to experience these conditions. 

TABLE 2.1-4 

AIR QUALITY PARAMETERS MEASURED AT INUVIK AND 
RICHARDS ISLAND DURING 1972-1973 

(Source: Slancy. 1974) 

Air Oodlty 
Parameter Rlchards Island Inuvlk 

Dustfall 0 OOi-1 52 tonnwsq Cmimonlh 0 69-10 16 tonnewsq km month’ 

SO? 0 000008 ppm: 0 ocOo2 PPrn 

t-G < 0 0003-O 036 ppm - 

Ozone < 0 0003-O 017 ppm - 

NOI 0 0002-O 006 ppm - 

Hydrocarbons 0 3-2 4 ppm 4 1 PPm 

Based on welghtng of lnsoluabk so11as only 
zBased on mulltplying sulphahon :noex by 0 03 

Since June of 1977, the Atmospheric Environment 
Service of Environment Canada has systematically 
collected precipitates for chemical analysis at various 
locations in Canada. Inuvik was chosen as one of the 
initial CANSAP (Canadian Network for Sampling 
Precipitation) sites, although it has been operated 
only sporadically. Table 2.1-5 shows the precipita- 
tion data collected at Inuvik up to June 1980. 

Precipitate analysis has shown that ion concentra- 

2.5 

tions vary depending upon previous weather. wind 
directions and precipitation. Consequently, the anal- 
ysis of bulk precipitates on a monthly basis may not 
be appropriate for northern locations; hence conclu- 
sions drawn from the existing data set for Inuvik may 
be in doubt. 

2.1.5 WEATHER OF THE COASTAL 
BEAUFORT SEA REGION 

2.1.5.1 Temperature 

The annual variation in mean daily temperatures 
along the Beaufort coast is less than at inland stations 
such as Inuvik. Mean daily temperatures range from 
-30.4”C to 5.7”C at Cape Parry, and from -29.4”C to 
13.3”C at Inuvik (Atmospheric Environment Ser- 
vice. 1975a). Winter minima and summer maxima 
are less extreme in coastal areas owing to the moder- 
ating influence of the nearby Beaufort Sea, and the 
heavier cloud cover in the summer which reduces 
daytime air temperatures. Diurnal variations in air 
temperature are also less along the coast, partly for 
the same reasons, but also because of the higher wind 
speeds on the exposed coast. 

Annual cycles in mean daily air temperatures (aver- 
aged on a monthly basis) and monthly extremes at 
eight locations in the coastal Beaufort region are 
summarized in Figure 2.1-2a through 2.1-2h. Janu- 
ary is usually the coldest month while July is the 
warmest. Cold air advected from the Beaufort Sea 
and increased cloud cover help to moderate fall 
temperatures. By the last week in October all lakes 
and channels are usually frozen over and mean daily 
temperatures average less than -18°C. Inuvik does 
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TABLE 2.1-S 

CANSAP PRECIPITATION DATA SUMMARY 
(SOURCE: ATMOSPHERIC ENVIRONMENT SERVICE. 1977-80) 

Stetlon: 
Year: 
Month: 

lnuvlk 
1977 1970 1979 1900 

June Dec. Jen. Feb. Mar. June July Sept. Ott Feb. Nov. Jan. Feb. Apr. May June 

Samphng Period (Days) 
Catch of Collector (mm) 
Catch of Standard (mm) 

OH 
Conductance & S/Cm) 
Acldlty (/A g/L) 

Sulfate (SOq’)(mg/L) 
NIlrate (N03-)(mg/L) 
Chlortde (Cl-)(mg/L) 
Ammomum (NH4+)(mg;L) 

Sodium (Na+)(mg/L) 
Potassfum (K+)(mg/L) 
Magnesium (Mg++)(mg/L) 

Calcium (Ca++)(mg/L) 

0 19 31 28 32 31 31 30 32 30 34 32 29 31 31 30 
18 5 2 2 3 15 6 14 15 3 9 7 3 15 4 3 
65 5 4 4 12 40 24 34 32 4 15 10 6 31 17 4 

55 71 - 69 66 77 75 69 6i 65 69 70 67 65 71 75 
48 - - - - 56 0 97 0 47 6 17 7 21 6 24 2 21 1 25 4 10 5 50 9 590 
- - - - - - _ - - - - - - - - - 

6 - 11 19 - 11 17 8 9 35 5 22 33 4 32 28 
35 - 35 58 - 41 96 13 12 58 04 BD’ 66 22 62 55 
13 - 1 a9 261 - 30 62 1 70 59 1 67 1 67 3 20 1 80 16 4 46 2 61 
02 01 25 35 - 04 13 12 13 06 22 01 26 07 67 57 
1 - a 20 - 2 - 10 4 15 15 17 7 1 3 35 22 
Of5 96 180 160 - 15 - BD’ 08 32 07 35 68 12 1 63 1 30 
02 46 70 65 - 200 - 2 20 65 27 80 50 40 33 60 1 02 
15 140 23 180 - a30 - 4 55 1 65 1 40 2 30 1 56 1 84 1 07 3 00 5 06 

“BD = Values that were below detectable ltmlts 

not experience monthly mean daily temperatures 
above zero again until June. 

Extremely low temperatures are likely to occur more 
often and are lower at Inuvik than at Cape Parry. 
Computed return periods for annuai extreme maxi- 
mum and minimum temperatures are presented in 
Table 2.1-6. Since the period of record for both loca- 
tions is relatively short, for example. 11 years at 
Inuvik and 12 years at Cape Parry, little confidence 
should be placed on return periods greater than 20 
years. These figures indicate that in any given year 
extreme minimum temperatures may reach -45°C 
and -53°C with a probability of 10% at Cape Parry 
and Inuvik, respectively. Within the Delta, tempera- 

FIGURE 2.1-3 Mean annual frost free days. On the coast, FIGURE 2.1-4 Mean date of last frost (spring). In thecoas- 
there are from 72 to 50 frost-free days. (Source: Burns, tal region, the mean date of last frost vanes from June 10 fo 
1973). July 10. (Source: Burns. 7973). 

tures below -40°C may be expected to occur between 
the end of November and mid February. The highest 
probability of temperatures below -40 “C occurs 
from late December to early February. However, 
extreme minimum temperatures of less than -40°C 
are unlikely to persist beyond six consecutive days 
anywhere in the region. 

The mean annual number of frost-free days varies 
from about 12 to 50 days on the coast compared to 
approximately 70 days at Aklavik and 50 days at 
Inuvik (Figure 2.1-3). The mean date of last frost 
varies from June 10 to July 10 in the region (Figure 
2.1-4). while the mean date of first frost varies from 
July 30 to August 30 (Figure 2.1-5). 



TABLE 2.1-6 

EXTREME MAXIMUM AND MINIMUM TEMPERATURES (“C) AND 
ASSOCIATED RETURN PERIODS 

(Source: Burns, 1973) 
-. 

A. MAXIMUM TEMPERATURES 

Station 1.1 

Cape Parry A 16 

Nicholson Peninsula 22 

Tuktoyaktuk 23 

Shingle Point 26 

Komakuk Beach 21 

lnuvik 27 

Aklavik 26 

Fort McPherson 29 

B. MINIMUM TEMPERATURES 

Station 1.1 

Cape Parry A -40 

Nicholson Peninsula -41 

Tuktoyaktuk -42 

Shingle Point -42 

Komaluk Beach -41 

lnuvik A -47 

Aklavik -43 

Fort McPherson -44 

2 5 

Return Period (years) 

10 20 30 40 50 

19 21 

24 26 

25 27 

26’ 27 

23 26 

29 30 

28 29 

31 32 

23 24 

27 28 

28 29 

28 

27 

31 32 

30 31 32 32 32 

33 33 34 34 34 

2 5 

Return Period (years) 

10 20 30 40 50 

-42 -43 -45 -46 

-43 -45 -46 -47 

-44 -46 -46 -47 

-46 -49 -52 -54 

-44 -47 -49 -51 

-49 -52 -53 -54 

-46 -48 -50 -52 -52 -53 -53 

-48 -51 -53 -55 -56 -57 -57 

l Most instances of the same temperature occurring in successive return periods are a result of 
converting fahrenheit to Celsius. However, in some cases, temperatures in Burns (1973) had 
the same temperature in successive return periods. 

- 
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FIGURE 2.1-5 Mean date of first frost (autumn). In the 
Beaufort coastal region. the mean date of first frost vanes 
from July 30 to August 30. (Source: Burns, 1973). 

2.152 Wind 

Burns (1973) provides a summary of wind data 
recorded at Inuvik and Cape Parry. Observed winds 
are often influenced by local topography and vegeta- 
tion cover, and may not be applicable to other ioca- 
tions. Consequently, the wind patterns observed at 
these two locations may not apply to other areas 
along the Beaufort coast. 

Figure 2.1-6 shows monthly mean hourly and extreme 
high hourly wind speeds recorded at Inuvik and 
Cape Parry. while the average seasonal wind direc- 
tions for these two stations are indicated in Figures 
2.1-7 and 2.1-8, respectively. These data show that 
winds are strongest along the coast and decrease with 
distance southward from the coast. The highest mean 
monthly hourly wind speeds at Cape Parry occur 
during the fall (October), while at Inuvik they occur 
during the summer (June). However. extreme high 
hourly wind speeds at both locations occur during 
the winter and are greater along the coast. 

Figure 2.1-7 S~OU.S seasonal \Jrind direction t‘re- 
quencc data for Cape Parr!, where an east and west 
dlrcction ib prominent. baled on data from 1959 to 
1972 ( .A tmospheric En\ ironment Serc ice. 1975~). .4s 
sl1oLi.n in this Figure. the cbesterly component becomes 
Iehs pronounced during the summer. .4t lnu\,ik (Fig- 
ure 2.1-8). the \+.ind regime is more varied. The east- 
ttrl! component is infrequent in summer and is con- 
stant throughout the rest of the >ear. Northeasterly, 
northerly and north\sesterl> kiinds tend to be most 
frequent in the summer and least common in M.inter. 
\\ hile w’esterlies remain more or less constant through 
the year. 
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FIGURE 2.1-6 Mean hourly and extreme high hour/y wind 
speeds at Cape Parry and Inuvlk. Winds are generally 
stronger along the coast (at Cape Parry) than inland (at 
Inuwk). Extreme winds occur at both locations during the 
winter. (Source: Burns, 1973). 

The frequency of occurrence and duration of calms 
differs significantly between the coast and the Delta 
with calm conditions prevailing from one third to 
two thirds as frequently at Cape Parry as at Inuvik. 

Cape Parry, and probably the entire coastal region, is 
much windier than inland on the Delta. Strong winds 
occur during winter and are likely to be strongest and 
last longer along the coast than within the Mackenzie 
Delta. For example, winds in excess of 64 km/h (40 
mph) generally persist for less than 4 hours at Inuvik, 
but may last up to 13 hours at Cape Parry (Burns. 
1973). 

Table 2.1-7 shows return periods for computed max- 
imum hourly wind speeds at Cape Parry and Inuvik. 
These data indicate that wind speeds are higher along 
the coast. However. relatively short periods of wind 
recordsat bothlocations(l1 yearsat Inuvik, 12years 
at Cape Parry), and the site-specific nature of the 
wind data, limit their applicability to the region in 
general. 

2.10 



DEC.-FEB. MAR.-MAY 

JUNE-AUG. SEPT.-NOV. 

FIGURE 2.1-7 Average seasonal wtnd direction frequency (in percent) observed at Cape Parry. Dominant winds are from 
both the east and west with the westerly component being less pronounced in summer. (Source: Atmospherrc Environment 
Service, 1975c). 

able. For any given month precipitation may range 
from zero to almost double the mean monthly aver- 

EXTREME HOURLY WIND SPEED (km/h) 
age (Burns, 1974). It is least along the Beaufort Sea 
Coastal Plain and increases inland from the coast 

PERIOD FOR CAPE PARRY AND INUVIK 

Station 
Return Period (years) 

1.1 2 5 10 20 

(Table 2.1-8) where it also occurs more often and is 
more intense. In general, coastal stations record 
measurable amounts of nrecipitation on 40 to 100 
days per year, while precipitation occurs on about 90 
to I30 days within the Delta (Table 2.1-9). 

;; ,“j ;; ;; 1; 1 
At the stations analyzed, precipitation is more fre- 

zkyryA quent during the summer and autumn before land- 
fast ice forms along the coast. lnuvik is an exception 
to this trend, with more precipitation generally 
occurring during the autumn and winter. The higher 
frequency in summer and autumn, for most stations, 

2.1.5.3 Precipitation is associated with the open water along the coast. 
There are many days with small amounts of precipi- 

Precipitation along the Beaufort Sea coast and tation. but relatively few days with precipitation in 
within the Mackenzie Delta region is extremely vari- excess of 2.5 mm. 
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FIGURE 2.1-8 Average seasonal wind direction frequency (in percent) observed at Inuvik. Easterly winds are most frequent 
except in summer. Southwest winds are least frequent year-round. (Source: Atmospheric Environment Service, 1975c). 

TABLE 2.1-8 

MEAN MONTHLY RAINFALL (mm) 
(Source: Atmospheric Environment Service, 1975b) 

Station JFMAMJJASONDY 

CapeParryA 4.6 5.3 6.4 10.2 7.9 14.2 18.0 31.0 26.2 21.3 81. 6.4 159.6 

Nicholson Penin. 2,3 2.3 3.3 3.6 4.6 10.7 20.8 31.8 15.0 10.9 4.1 3.0 112.4 

Tuktoyaktuk 5.1 5.3 3.6 4.8 7.1 13.5 22.1 28.7 14.0 12.7 5.1 7.6 129.6 

Shingle Point 9.4 3.0 6.9 8.9 8.4 19.3 39.1 39.4 21.1 24.1 8.9 4.1 192.6 

Komakuk Beach 4.8 2.3 3.0 2.5 3.8 11.4 28.2 31.0 13.0 15.2 5.8 3.6 124.6 

tnuvik A 20.3 10.2 16.5 14.0 17.5 13.0 34.3 46.2 21.1 33.8 14.7 18.5 260.1 

Aklavik 11.9 10.7 11.2 8.1 8.1 18.3 33.8 36.1 20.1 32.3 21.1 24.4 236.1 

Fort McPherson 20.6 19.6 25.7 23.4 14.5 22.9 26.4 43.4 31.8 47.8 35.6 25.9 337.6 
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TABLE 2.1-9 

NUMBER OF DAYS WITH MEASURABLE PRECIPITATION 
IN THE BEAUFORT SEA COASTAL REGION AND MACKENZIE DELTA 

(Source: Atmospheric Environment Service, 1975b) 

. 

Mean 
Annual 

Station JFMAMJJASOND Total 

Cape Parry A 6 5 6 7 7 5 8 10 13 15 10 7 99 

Nicholson Penin. 2 2 2 2 2 4 6 9 7 5 2 2 45 

Tuktoyaktuk 3 3 3 3 3 4 7 8 6 7 3 4 54 

Shingle Point 2 I 3 3 3 5 9 8 6 8 4 3 55 

Komakuk Beach 2 2 2 1 2 2 6 6 5 5 2 2 37 

lnuvik A 12 11 12 10 7 6 10 10 10 14 11 15 128 

Aklavik 8 7 8 7 5 6 9 12 11 11 10 109 103 

Fort McPherson 7 7 7 5 4 6 8 10 8 10 9 7 88 

Mean monthly precipitation at coastal locations 
exhibits a skewed annual distribution. Approximately 
70 to 80% of the mean annual precipitation occurs 
during the months from June to October (Figure 
2. I-9). In contrast. within the Mackenzie Delta only 
50 to 60% of the annual total precipitation is received 
during this period. The bulk of the precipitation at all 
coastal and inland locations occurs in the form of 
rain. A major difference between the coast and the 
Delta is the comparatively low snowfall at the coast 
during the winter. Mean monthly snowfall along the 
coast during the winter and spring varies from 2 to 12 
cm. compared with 12 to 22 cm per month at Inuvik 
and 12 to 36 cm per month at Fort McPherson. 

to the relatively short period of record at some loca- 
tions these values should only be regarded as estimates. 

(a) Rainfall 

It normally rains in this region from May to October, 
with peak rainfall occurring during July and August. 
However, under certain meteorological conditions, 
rain may fall in winter. and has been recorded during 
all months of the year. Large variations in annual 
rainfall are common, the largest occurring during 
July and August. These are also the months when 
extreme 24 hour rainfalls are most likely to occur. 

Table 2.1-10 shows the computed return periods for 
extreme 24 hour precipitation for various locations 
throughout the region (Burns, 1974). However. due 

Convective activity in the Beaufort Sea Coastal Plain 
is relatively light and most rainfall is associated with 
large baroclinic disturbances. Thunderstorms sel- 
dom occur. During the years 1960-70, only 10 and 15 

TABLE 2.1-10 

EXTREME 24-HOUR PRECIPITATION (mm.) AND ASSOCIATED RETURN PERIODS 
FOR THE BEAUFORT SEA COAST AND MACKENZIE DELTA 

(Source: Burns, 1974) 

Station 1.1 2 
Return Period (years) 

5 10 20 30 40 50 

Cape Parry A 10.2 17.8 27.9 33.0 38.1 

Tuktoyaktuk 7.6 15.2 22.9 27.9 33.0 

lnuvik A 12.7 20.3 30.5 35.6 40.6 

Aklavik 5.1 17.8 30.5 38.1 48.3 50.8 55.9 55.9 

Fort McPherson 2.5 22.9 38.1 50.8 61.0 66.0 71.1 73.7 
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hours of thunderstorm activity were recorded at 
Cape Parry and Inuvik, respectively, mostly in June. 
In general, most rainfall occurs as weak showers on 
most days with measurable precipitation. On the 
other hand, the passage of intense frontal low pres- 
sure systems may produce heavy downpours on only 
two or three days of the month which account for as 
much as 75% of the monthly total precipitation. 

Figure 2.1-9 shows the mean monthly rainfall recorded 
at stations in this region. Rainfall occurs more fre- 
quently in the Delta than along the coast (Table 
2. l-l 1) and the extreme 24 hour rainfall is also higher 
within the Delta than along the coast. In general, the 
duration of rainfall is less than 6 hours, with the 
majority of events lasting less than 24 hours (Burns, 
1974). 

Censiderable rain usually falls on the coast around 
the end of May. May and October are the transition 

months during which most falls of both rain and 
snow are usually recorded. Freezing rain, therefore. 
is most likely to occur in these months, and is more 
frequent along the coast than within the Delta. There 
is little difference in the number of hours of freezing 
rain along the coast during the spring and fall. How- 
ever, within the Delta, freezing precipitation occurs 
most often in the autumn. Table 2.1-12 contains the 
computed estimates of expected ice accretion (build- 
up) on surfaces for Cape Parry and Inuvik for 10 and 
20 year return periods. 

Rainfall generally ends by early November. and, 
except for infrequent warm spells in January which 
may produce some freezing rain. only trace amounts 
of rain are likely to fall during November through 
April. The greatest rainfall recorded at Inuvik during 
the month of January was I .5 mm (Figure 2.1-9). 

TABLE 2.1-11 

NUMBER OF DAYS WITH MEASURABLE RAINFALL 
(Source: Atmospheric Environment Service, 1975b) 

Station 

Cape Parry A 

Nicholson Penin. 

Tuktoyaktuk 

Shingle Point 

Komakuk Beach 

lnuvik A 

Aklavik 

Fort McPherson 

JFMAMJJASONDY 

. 0 0 0 1 4 7 9 6 l * 0 27 

0 0 0 0 1 3 6 9 4 * 0 0 23 

0 0 0 0 1 3 7 8 4 l l 0 23 

0 0 0 0 1 4 9 8 3 l 0 0 25 

l 0 0 0 l 2 6 5 3 l * 0 16 

l 0 0 l 2 6 10 10 6 1 * 0 35 

0 0 0 l 1 6 9 12 7 1 0 0 36 

0 0 0 * 1 6 8 9 6 * 0 0 30 

l Rain recorded in the general area but this particular station was not manned at the time. 

TABLE 2.1-12 

ICE ACCRETION EPISODES AND ASSOCIATED RETURN PERIODS 
(Source: Chaine et al., 1974) 

Station 
Return Period (years) 

Ice accretion on horizontal surfaces (cm.) 

Ice accretion on vertical surfaces (cm.) 

Cape Parry lnuvik 
10 20 10 20 

.61 1.19 .38 .71 

1.14 2.21 .41 .79 
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(b) Snowfall 

/’ 

Although snowfall occurs only on rare occasions 
durin_e June. July and August, it may occur in any 
month of the year throughout the region. Most snow 
tends to fall beginning from late September through 
earl! November, with a secondary maximum snow- 
fall occurring in March through April. Extreme vari- 
ations in the timing and amount of snowfall are 
common. For example. extreme 24 hour accumula- 
tions are most likely to occur in October. however. 
unusualI> hea1.y snowfalls ma! also occur at other 
times of the year. Occasional intrusions of moist 
maritime air. in conjunction with temperatures of a 
few dcyrces below freezing. may produce record. or 
near-record. 24 hour snou,falls in April and Ma!. 
Rare and unusual meteorological conditions asso- 
elated w.it h shifts in the upper-le\,el airflow ma! also 
produce near record snowf-alls mixed with rain in the 

. month of‘ August. On one occasion. IJJUI i k recorded 
22.6 cm of‘snow in Aueust. w,hich is oniv sli@ltly less L 
than the all-time record at Inuvik of’24.9 cm. Hou- 
e\er. such summertime snowstorms are so rare that 
the!, do not significantly affect the mean monthly 
snow f.all norms for August. althou@ the! remain 
important in relation to structural snow’ loading. 
Snon falls on about 3 I to99 days of-the Fear at most 
locations on the Delta. with a minimum of-about 23 
da!,s at some coastal locations (Table 2.1-13). Snow,- 

Shingle Point. Continuous snow cover (that is. 
months w.ith no breaks in cover) generally lasts f‘rom 
Nokrember through April on the Delta. and from 
No\.ember to May along the Coastal Plain. The latest 
recorded date for snow cover on the Delta is roughly 
June 10. while along the coast the latest date ranges 
from June 20 to 25. There are approximately 250 
days of continuous snow col’er in the region (Burns. 
1976). 

2.1 S.3 Visibiiit! 

The factors wshich reduce visibilit! along the Beau- 
fort Sea coast and within the Mackenzie Delta \‘ar> 
\A ith season and location. The main phenomena are 
advection fog. ice fO_e. steam fog. ice cr\,stal haze. 
bloi+ ing snow . and a condition peculiar to Arctic 
emironments calied whiteouts (Burns. 1974). 

In summer. w’arm moist air 1lowGncg over coastal 
w’aters containing ice results in the formation of 
adlection fog. Although the fog generally occurs at 
the edges of-ice floes. light onshore winds may ad\,ect 
the fog over the adjacent land. Most fog along the 
coast occurs in August. with a maximum of 6 to 8 
days of fog in August at Cape Parr!,. The Delta. on 
the other hand. experiences a maximum of‘onlj two 
to three days of’ fog per month in the period f‘rom 
October to Februar!. 

TABLE 2.1-13 

Station 
Aklavik 
Cape Parry A 
Fort McPherson 
lnuvik A 
Komakuk Beach 
Nicholson Penin. 
Shingle Point 
Tuktoyaktuk 

NUMBER OF DAYS WITH MEASURABLE SNOWFALL 

Source: Canadian Normals, vol. 2-SI, Precipitation, 1941-70, 1975 

J F M A M J J A S 0 N D Y 
8 7 8 7 4 1. 

2 i i 
4 11 10 9 69 

7 6 8 8 7 9 16 11 9 85 
7 7 7 5 3 . 

i : 
3 9 9 7 57 

12 11 12 10 6 . 6 14 11 15 99 
2 2 2 12 1. 2 5 2 2 23 
2 2 2 2 2 1 

10 i 
3 5 2 2 23 

2 13 3 2 3 8 4 3 
3 3 3 3 3 1.. 2 6 3 4 

f‘alls are most f‘requent in the months of‘ October to 
December. The majorit! of‘snowstorms Iast less than 

ICC fog is relatively uncommon in this region because 
its formation relies on the sublimation of moisture on 

24 hours. but may extend up to 72 hours. airbournc particles (mostly hydrocarbons) in cold air 

The earliest date for the establishment of first snow 
below -30°C. Due to the naturally low moisture con- 
tent of cold air masses and the dirth of human activ- 

col’er to a depth of at least 2.5 cm on the Delta and 
- coastal regions is about August 31. The mean date of‘ 

it\ in the area. ice fog is insignificant. 

first snow co\‘er varies from September 25 to 30 on 
the coast. up to approximately October IO at IJIUL ik. 

Steam fbg is a winter phenomenon associated with 

The latest date for the establishment of’ snow. cover 
open leads or tidal cracks in the ice cover along the 

ranges from September 30 around the TuktoJaktuk 
coast and in leads of larger rivers. The foe forms 

Peninsula and Inu\,ih. to as late as October 20 to 25 at 
when moisture from the open water condenses in the 
cold air. and is usuall\ obscrvcd from October 
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through April when mean monthly temperatures arc obstruction in the winter and occurs when winds 
well below t‘rce7ing. b!oM* over powder snow. According to Burns ( 19?4). 

“powder-fine snow will start to drift Lvith uind 
ICC crystal haze is normally associated isith the clear speeds of9 to 20 mph [ 14.4 to 32.0 km/h] and about 
skies rrncf low tempcraturcs of‘ Arctic high pressure 50% ot‘blou’ing snow occurs with wind speeds of21 
systems. Although such haze may cxrcnci over wide to 29 mph 133.cto46.4 km/h}. Winds in excess of30 
areas. it r~sually dl~s not lower the \,isibilit! below 3 mph (48 km/hj usually produce visibilitics ot‘ less 
km. than 0.5 mile lo.8 km] and in extreme cases near zero 
Blowing snow is the most common Corm 01‘ \,isual L\ Ith fresh snowfalls.” The higher u,ind spetxfs along 
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FIGURE 2.1-10 Percentage occurrence of specrfic vls/bi/ity classes. Vislbllity IS usually much less at coastal locations then 
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FIGURE 2.1-11 Maximum duration of specific visibrlity classes. The persrstence of limited visibility is greatest during the fall 
and winter and least during the summer. (Source: Burns, 1974). 
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the coast. coupled with the presence ofa thin layer of 
powder snow on landfast ice. produces blowing snow 

\\approximately 10 to 15% of the time at Cape Parry 
from November to April, as compared with only 1 to 
2% of the time at Inu\rik for the same period. 
Powder-fine snow will begin to drift at wind speeds of 
9 mph (14.5 km/h) (Burns. 1974). Using Burn’s 
graph for the maximum duration of hourly ulind 
speeds (Burns. 1973). the maximum duration for 
blowing snom at Cape Parry would be expected to be 
roughly 55 hours in January. compared to approxi- 
mate]! 95 hours at Inuvik in Januarv. 

An Arctic whiteout is the optical phenomenon in 
which perspcctike and orientation are lost. A uhi- 
teout occurs when light is diffusely scattered during 
multiple reflections between a uniform lob-o~.ercast 
sky and an unbroken snow cover beneath it. The 
condition is accentuated by a low sun angle. Under 

. these conditions. white ob-jectsand surface irrcgulari- 
ties become invisible. while perception ofdistance to 
dark objects becomes uncertain. Whiteout usually 

occurs most often in later winter. early spring and 
autumn 

Figure 2.1-10 ,h s ows the percentage frequency of’ 
occurrence of specific L isibilit) classes. b,hile Figure 
2.1-1 1 shows the maximum duration ofeach class at 
Cape Parry and Inuvik (Burns. 1974). They indic;rte 
that visibility is poorest in the spring and fall along 
the coast and within the Delta. but that krisibility is 
usually much less at coastal locations than within the 
Delta. The persistence of limited ~isibilit! is greatest 
during the fall and uinter and least during the 
summer. 

2.2 COASTAL GEOLOGY 

This section summarizes the general geology and 
terrain conditions of the Beaufort Sea coastal zone. 
The relief and topograph!,. bedrock and surf‘tcial 

BEAUFORT SEA 

FIGURE 2.2-l Physlographic divisions of the onshore Beaufort area. (after: Bostock 1969. Fyles et al 1972) Thissection on 
coastal geology is I/m/ted to descnptions of the Yukon Coastal Plain, the Mackenzie delta, ihe PleistoGene Coastal Plain and 
the northern part of the Anderson P/am. 



geology. permafrost and ground ice conditions, and 
terrain stability and sensitivity are described for the 
Yukon Coastal Plain and adjacent areas. the Mack- 
enzie Delta. and the Pleistocene Coastal Plain- 
Anderson Plain (Figure 2.2-l). A discussion of surfi- 
cial deposits along the coastal zone of the Beaufort 
Sea is provided in Section 2.3 of this volume. To 
assist the reader a glossary of‘ common geological 
terms and a geological time chart are provided in 
Tables 2.2-l and 2.2-2, respectively. 

2.2.1 YUKON COASTAL PLAIN 
The Yukon Coastal Plain is bounded on the north by 
the Beaufort Sea and on the south by the North Slope 
watershed(Figure 2.2-I). The plain extends eastward 
from the Alaska - Yukon border for a distance of 
approximately 130 km to the western edge of the 
Mackenzie Delta, and is 10 to 25 km wide. The 
geology and terrain of the Yukon Coastal Plain and 
adGcent areas is described in detail by Hughes( 1972) 
and Rampton (1974, in press). 

2.2.1 .l Topography and Relief 

Physiographically, this region encompasses the Yukon 
Coastal Plain proper, as well as the northern parts 01 
both the British and Richardson mountains (Bos- 
tack, 1969). Elevations range from sea level along the 
Beaufort Sea coastline in the north. to about ! ,500 m 
above sea level (asl) in the Richardson Mountains 
and 1.750 m as1 in the British Mountains. Siopes of 
less than IO” are characteristic of the Coastal Plain. 
except locally on eroded banks, while slopes of up to 
30” occur in the more rugged sections of the British 
Mountains. On the other hand. slopes of 5” or less are 
typical of the pediment-erosion surface which lies 
between the Coastal Plain and the edge of the 
mountains. 

2.2.1.2 Bedrock Geology 

The Yukon Coastal Plain and its adjacent erosion 
surface are underlain by sandstones and shales ot 
Tertiary to Quaternary age (Dou@as. 1969) (Figure 
2.2-2). On the Coastal Plain. these bedrock strata are 
overlain by a relatively thick layer of more recent 
sediments. while shallower overburden occurs on the 
pediments (Section 2.2.1.3). The Richardson Moun- 
tains consist of sandstone. shale. conglomerate and 
carbonate rocks of Palaeozoic and Mesozoic age. 
while the portion of the British Mountains situated 
within this phisiographic division is formed of argil- 
iite and sandstone of the Helikian (Precambrian) 
Neruopuk Formation (Bamber et al.. 1963). 

2.2.1.3 Surficiai Geology 

The Yukon Coastal Plain and its adjacent areas may 
be further subdivided into three sections: a coastal 
plain, erosion surface-pediment areas. and moun- 
tains and foothills (Rampton. 1974). 

(a) Coastal Plain 

The Coastal Plain is narrow, generally only up to 
about 15 km wide. and is covered by 30 m to 60 m of 
surficial deposits (Rampton. 1975). Depending on 
location, the origin of these deposits may be predom- 
inantly preglacial, marine, alluvial, lacustrine or gla- 
cial (Figure 2.2-3). 

The area between the Alaska-Yukon boundary and 
Herschel Island has not been glaciated (Hughes. 
1972). In the western portion of this region (west of 
Herschel Island) lacustrine and glaciomarine silts 
and clays are dominant. although relatively small 
alluvial fans are also present in some areas. However. 
further to the east, extensive alluvial fBns. consisting 
of sand and gravel up to 10 m thick, occur almost 
continuously along the coast. Some of these fans are 
also veneered by fine-gained and organic deposits 
up to 3 m thick (Rampton, 1974). 

Unlike the Herschel Island-Alaska-Yukon boundary 
region. the area east of Herschel Island has been 
_elaciated, with the terrain east of‘ King Point having 
been glaciated twice (Hughes, 1972). Outwash and 
rolling moraine (till) plains are the dominant near- 
surface deposits in this area. In most instances. the 
surficial glacial deposits are veneered by postglacial 
lacustrine and oganic sediments. and are underlain 
by a succession of preglacial fine-grained marine. 
deltaic and alluvial sediments. The latter deposits are 
of-ten sevmerely contorted by glacial ice thrustins and 
are of either early Wisconsin or preglacial age 
(Mackay et al.. 1972). 

(b) Pediment-Erosion Surface Areas 

These areas are located between the Coastal Plain 
and Richardson and British mountain foothills. and 
frequently extend up the river valleys for a consider- 
able distance into the mountains. Hughes (19721 
reported that pediment surfaces are found in the 
glaciated as well as the unglaciated areas. 

In the glaciated areas. till and glaciofluvial outwnsh 
are the dominant deposits (Rampton. 1974). These 
materials are underlain by either tine-gained marine. 
deltaic or alluvial material or by glaciolacustrine 
clay. The depth to bedrock generally ranges from l to 
2 m down to about 10 m. On the other hand. the 
unglaciated pediment surfaces. which often finger 
deep into the mountains. are coated by coarse COIIUV- 

ial bedrock debris and. in localized depressions. by 
organic material (Rampton. 1974). Depths to bed- 
rock in most of‘ the latter areas range from 1.5 to 5 
metres. 

(c) Foothills and Mountains 

The foothills and northern edges of the Richardson 



TABLE 2.2-l 

GLOSSARY OF GEOLOGICAL TERMS 

Actrve Layer 
Detachment 

Slrde 

Alluvral 

Argrllrte 

Coltuvrai 

Conglomerate 

Cordrlleran 

Delta 

Drumlin 

Esker 

Glacral 

Glactofluvral 

Glacrolacustrrne 

Glacromarrne 

Ice 

Aggradatronal 

Ice. 
Eprgenetrc 

Ice. 

Ground 

Ice, 
Reticulate 

Ice Vem 

Ice Wedge 

Kame 

Lacustrrne 

Laurentrde 

Marine 

Morarne 

Pediment 

Permafrost 

Permafrost, 

Continuous 

Permafrost. 
Drscontinous 

Physrographrc 

Prngo 

Preglacral 

Retrogressrve- 
Thaw Flow 
Slide 

SOllflUCtlOn 

Stratrgraphy 

Talrk 

Thermokarst 

(Topography) 

A flow In which a thin unfrozen veneer of vegetation and mlneral soli (the 

actrve layer) becomes detacned and moves over a frozen Planar 

rnclrned surface. 

Pertarntng to more or less stratrfred deposits of gravel. sand and slit 

moved by modern streams from hrgher to lower ground 

A compact rock, generally of massive structure, derived from shale or lrthrfted mud 

Pertainmg to sedtments deposited by any process of mass wastrng or 
non-channelized flow on or at the base of steep slopes. 

A course grarned. clastrc sedtmentary rock, comprising rounded to subangular 

fragments In a fine-grarned matrix 

PertamIng to, or ongmatrng In. the !Western) Cordillera 

A land form, generally triangular in shape. consisting of alluvial or giaciofluvral 

deposits 

An elongate or oval hill of glactal drift. commonly till. deposrted by glacter 
Ice and having Its long axrs parallel to the drrectron of Ice movement 

A long, srnuous ridge of Ice-contact sand and gravel, unrelated to the 

surrounding topography 

Pertaining to. deposited by, or orrgrnatrng from a glacier 

Pertaining to the meltwater streams flowing from glacrer ice, and especially 

the aeposits and landforms produced by such streams 

Pertaining to glacial lake condrttons. as in glaciolacustrine deposits 
sediments deposited in lakes marginal to a glacier 

Pertaining to glacral processes and deposition In a marine environment 

Addrtronal newly formed or mcorporated ground ice resulting from a 

raising of the permafrost table or lowering of its base 

Ground Ice that formed after the deposrtion of the earth 

material In which It occurs 

Ice In pores. cavities. votds or other openings in soil 

or rock, Including massrve Ice 

Network of horrzontal and vertical rce veins forming a three-dimensional 
rectangular or square tatrce. commonly found in frozen glaciolacustrinesedtments 

A seam or vein of Ice occupyrng a crack that cuts across soil or rock layers 

A massive, generally wedge-shaped, body wrth its apex pornting downward, 
composed of foliated or layered vertrcally-oriented, ice. 

A short rrreguiar rrdge. hilt or mound of stratrfred drift deposited rn contact 
with glacier Ice by meltwater 

Pertaining to, produced by. or formed in a lake; notably fine grarned 

sedtments deposited therein 

Pertaining to, or ongrnatrng in. the Laurentran Shield 

Pertaining to, produced by, or formed in the sea, notably sedtments 
deposited therem. 

An accumulation of earth materials carried by and finally deposited by a glacier 

A plain of eroded bedrock, wrth or without a veneer of alluvial and colluvial 

material. developed between mountain and plain 

The thermal condrtron existing in soil or rock which remains at a temperature 
below 0°C for greater than one year 

Permafrost occurrmg everywhere beneath the exposed ground surface 

throughout a geographic regional zone. 

Permafrost occuring In some areas beneath the ground surface throughout 

a geographrc regional zone where other areas are free of permafrost. 

Pertaining to the study of the genesis and evolutron of land forms 

A conical mound or hill, occurring in the conttnuous and drscontmuous 

Permafrost zones. which has a cone of massive ground ice and exists for at 
least two winters 

Pertaining to. or occurrtng before a time of extensive glaclatron. 

A slide consrstrng of a steep head wall. which retreats m a retrogressive fashion 
through melting of ground Ice, and a debris flow whrch slrdes down the 
head wall to its base 

The process of slow, gravrtatronal. downslope movement, of saturated, non- 

frozen. earth material behaving as a VISCOUS mass over a surface 
of frozen material 

The branch of geology that deals with the defmrtron and description of major 
and minor natural drvrsions of rocks 

A layer or body of unfrozen ground wrthm the permafrost 

The irregular topography resultrng from the process of differential thaw 
settlement or caving due to melting of ground Ice 
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TABLE 2.2-2 
GEOLOGICAL TIME SCALE 

ERAS PERIODS 

MILLIONS 
OF YEARS EARLIEST RECORD OF 

EPOCH AGO 
(APPROX.) ANIMALS PLANTS 

QUATERNARY RECENT 
PLEISTOCENE 

CENOZOIC 

TERTIARY 

PLIOCENE 
MIOCENE 
OLIGOCENE 
EOCENE 
PALEOCENE 

HOMO SAPIENS 

GRASSES 

AND CEREALS 

CRETACEOUS 63.135 

MESOZOIC 
JURASSIC 135-181 

CYCADS AND 

TRIASSIC 181.230 
. 

PERMIAN 230.280 

PENNSYLVANIAN 280-310 

MISSISSIPPIAN 310.345 
STRACODERMS VASCULAR 

PALEOZOIC DEVONIAN 345-405 

SILURIAN 
MOSSES SPORES 

405.425 GVMNOSPERMS 

ORDOVICIAN 425-500 

CAMBRIAN 500-600 TRILOBITES CEPHALOPODS BRACHIOPODS TETRA CORAL 

INVERTEBRATES BACTERIA 

L ALGAE 

PROTEROZOIC PRECAMBRIAN 

FOSSILIZED REMAINS ONLY 

WORMS JELLYFISH ALGAE 

and British mountains impinge into the southern 
part of‘ the Yukon Coastal Plain ph>,siographic div- 
Ision. Hughes ( 1972) reported that these areas were 
not glaciated and therefore collu\,ium is the most 
extensive surt‘icial deposit. In areas ofsteeper terrain. 
the colluvial laber is generally shallow and discontln- 
uous. but elseu here ma! be up to 6 m thick (Ramp- 
ton. 1974). The colluvium generally consists offine- 
grained weathered bedrock debris. Alluvial floodplain 
and terrace deposits are associated with most ot’ the 
streams which cross the Coastal Plain. Sand and 
gra\‘el. occasionally with a veneer of’ tine-grained 
material. are the dominant materials in such areas. 

2.2.1.4 Glacial History 

The glacial history of the Yukon Coastal Plain and 
vicinit! has been described by Hughes (1972) and 
Rampton (in press). The area was invaded twice b> 
ice sheets moving toward the north and northwest. 
The first ice sheet was initially belie\,ed to be early or 
pre-m’isconsin age. but not dated as late Wisconsi- 
nan (Hughes et al.. 198 1). and at its maximum extent 
reached an elevation of‘ about 900 metres along the 

eastern edge of‘ the Richardson Mountains. It also 
covered the Yukon Coastal Plain northwest as far as 
the Firth Ri\.er and Herschel Island (Hughes. 1972). 
The second ice sheet. now belie\,ed to be related to ;I 
late Wisconsinan still-stand or re-adirance (Hughes 
et al.. 1981). was less extensive and reached its limit at 
an elevation of onI> 90 m above sea level along the 
east side of the Richardson Mountains. This more 
recent ice sheet onI1 extended onto the Coastal Plain 
tor a short distance and as far ivest as King Point 
(Hughes. 1972). 

2.2.1.5 Permafrost and Ground Ice 

The Yukon Coastal Plain is located writhin the con- 
tinuous permafrost zone (Brown. 1967). Permafrost 
is present throughout the region with talik zones 
occurring beneath the m:l.jor ri\er channels. There 
are no published data on permafrost thicknesses. 
although conditions similar to those encountered on 
Richards Island to the east may be anticipated (Judge 
et al. 198 I ). In the latter region frozen ground thick- 
nesse3 are about 500 to 600 metres. Perennially t‘ro- 
zen ground is aI50 present beneath the adjacent Beau- 
t’ort Sea (Mackay . 1972). Permai‘rost characteristics 
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FIGURE 2.2-2 Bedrock geology of the Beaufort onshore area. Recent bedrock (cenozotc) underlies most of the coastal 
region except toward the east where mesozolc and paleozlc aged bedrock occurs. 

and the surficial geology of‘ the Beaufort Sea are 
discussed in Section 1.4. 

The permafrost and associated ground ice in some 
sections of the Yukon Coastal Plain are more than 
40,000 years old (Mackay et al., 1972). in the gla- 
ciated eastern part of the region the preglacial sedi- 
ments and associated ground ice have been glacially 
deformed (Mackay et al., 1972). Ground ice types 
and their distribution are described in detail by 
Rampton ( 19?5). Ice wedges and segregated ice, both 
epigenetic and aggradational. are the most wides- 
pread and dominant ground ice features within the 
Coastal PIain. They commonly occur in all types of 
surficial material and may represent 20 to 50% of the 
excess ice volume (Rampton, 1974). Massive ice has 
not commonly been found in the coarser grained 
sediments. High excess ice content is characteristic of 
the line-grained sediments underlying the pediments 
and of the colluvial deposits in the mountain and 
foothills areas (Rampton, 1974). 

2.2.1.6 Terrain Stability and Sensitivity 

Rampton (1975) reports that “much of the topo- 

graphy of the Yukon Coastal Plain . . . and adjacent 
areas, where the unconsolidated sediments are thick, 
results in part from the formation and melting of 
segregated ice in the form of numerous ice lenses and 
massive ice.” Generally, two types of stratigraphy 
and ground ice distribution are most susceptible to 
thermokarst subsidence: related erosion on slopes, 
and resultant instability. Poorly drained, fine-grained 
and organically-rich sediments characteristically have 
very high ice contents and may exhibit widespread 
and extensive subsidence. Active-layer detachment 
slides and retrogressive-thaw flow slides also com- 
monly occur in these areas. Coarse-grained materials 
(sands and gravel) are the least susceptible to ther- 
mokarst subsidence and slope stability problems, 
except where massive excess ice is present, for exam- 
ple at the upper interface with finer sediments. 

2.2.2 MACKENZIE DELTA 

The coastal Beaufort region includes the entire 
Mackenzie Delta, both modern and Pleistocene 
(Mackay, 1963). Only the modern alluvial Delta is 
described here (Figure 2.2-l ); the Pleistocene delta 
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FIGURE 2.2-3 Surfioal geology of the Beaufort Sea coastal area (after: Hughes et al.. 7973; Rutter et al.. 1973, and Zoltai et 
al.. 1979). Dominant aeposlts of the modern Mackenzie Delta are delta/c andalluvials~lts and finesands, frequent/y wrth a high 
organ/c content. 

tiwms part of the Pleistocene Coastal Plain and is 
dixuswd in Section 22.3. The geolou of‘ the Mack- 
enzic Delta is also &scribed in W&me K. The 
publishtd and unpublished literature on the gcolog 
and tt’rrain ot‘ the Mackenzie Delta is extensive. 
Prime source5 of int.ormation are Mackay ( 1963) 
F>les et al. (1972). and Rampton ( 19793. b). 

2.2.2.1 Topography and Relief 

The topography of the modern Delta is level to 
depressional. and is characterized by numerous 
lakes. Its morphological features are described in 
detail by Mackay (1963). Elevations range from sea 
Ieke along the northern edge of the Delta to 10 to 15 
m above sea level in the vicinity of Fort McPherson 
and Arctic Red River (along its southern boundary). 
Slopes throughout the region are usually IO” or less, 
although they may be steeper in areas with eroding 
slopes. 

2.2.2.2 Bedrock Geology 

Bedrock in the Delta area, which is composed prim- 

arily of shales and sandstones of Tertiary age, is 
masked by a thick sequence of more recent, non- 
marine sediments (Douglas, 1969). The depth to bed- 
rock ranges from 70 m to greater than 150 m. with 
bedrock buried deeper towards the north (Johnston 
and Brown. 1965) (Figure 2.2-2). 

2.2.2.3 Surficial Geology 

Deltaic and alluvial silts and fine sands, frequently 
with a high organic content, are the dominant depos- 
its of the modern Mackenzie Delta (Figure 2.2-3). In 
terrain depressions these materials are overlain by 
organic bog deposits. as well as organic-rich postgla- 
cial lacustrine silts and clays. Alluvial floodplain 
deposits and occasional terraces are characteristic of 
the major Mackenzie River channels. 

Few data are available on the subsurface strati- 
graphy of the Delta despite the active hydrocarbon 
exploration which has taken place in some areas. 
Johnston and Brown (1965) report that a borehole 
near Inuvik intersected nearly 70 m of surficial mate- 
rial over bedrock, and this material consisted of 54 m 



of organic deltaic silt and sand. overlying 8 m of 
dense, silty, glaciomarine clay, and 7 m of pebbly 
clay. In another borehole near the seaward edge of 
the Delta more than 150 m of surficial material was 
encountered (Johnston and Brown. 1965). 

2.2.2.4 Glacial IIistory 

E\,idence of at least tu’o glacia lions of the Mackenzie 
Delta area exists in the form of‘“glacial limits” pre- 
ser\.ed along the eastern flank of the Richardson 
.Mountains (Hughes. 1972). To the M’est of’Akla\.ik a 
limit. now believed to be related to a minor re- 
ad\ancr or still-stand is located at an ele\ration of 
about 90 m aboLe sea le\lel. while the limit of‘ the 
Laurentide maximum occurs at about 900 m above 
sea lel,el (Hughes et al., 1981). The direction of 
movement of‘ both ice sheets ~~1s apparent]! to the 
north and northwest. parallel to the east edge of‘the 

. Richardson Mountains (Macka!. 1963: Prest. 1970). 

2.2.2.5 Permafrost and Ground Ice 

The Permafrost Map of-Canada (BroM,n. 1967) indi- 
cates that the modern Mackenzie Delta is located 
within the continuous permafrost zone. Hoc\.ever. 
the area ma! more accurately be considered as an 
outlierof the discontinuous zone(Smith and Hilang. 
1973). Due larse]! to the thermal influence of‘ the 
numerous ivaterbodies u,ithin the Delta. the distribu- 
tion of‘permat‘rost is ph>sicall\ discontinuous ;ind is 
trcquentl>, absent beneath the larger ri\,er channels 
and lakes (Johnston ;lnd Brown. 1963). Permaf‘rost 
thicknesses range f‘rom about 60 m in the “older” 
parts of‘ the modern Delta to less than 20 m where 
f‘roxn ground is acti\el! aggrading in the xicinit! of’ 
existing ch:tnnels (Judge. 1973). 

The distribution of‘ ground Ice in the modern deltaic 
hilt> and sand is variable. Although the coarser sedi- 
ments rna~ h:~\~e a relati\zel! ION ice content. the silts, 
particularI> where the! ha\,e a high organic content, 
are Ice-rich. Reticulate ice Lreins and wedges are the 
dominant fround ice t!.pcs. The distribution of 
(Iround ice and it\ influence on topograph! arc dis- 2 
cussed in some detail b! Rampton ( 1975). Pin_gos are 
present in some areas \j.ithin the modern Delta. such 
as Ellis Island (Macka). 1962: 1963): hoM,e\,er. the! 
art‘ less numerous than n,ithin the Pleistocene Coas- 
tal Plain to the east (Plate 2.2-l ). 

2.2.2.6 Terrain Stability and Sensitivity 

Local areas of‘instabilit\. including thermokarst sub- 
sidence. slumps. solifluction and tlo~ \lides. occur 
throughout the modern Mackenzie Delta. Such areas 
occur f‘requentl! near channels and lakes. and are 
gcnerall! related to thermal erosion of‘~c-rich deltaic 
and Iacustrine material\. 

2.2.3 PLEISTOCENE COASTAL PLAIN - 
ANDERSON PLAIN 

The region referred to as the Pleistocene Coastal 
Plain-Anderson Plain extends east from the edge of 
the modern Mackenzie Delta about 200 km to Cape 
Lyon north of the Horton plain, and inland from the 
Beaufort Sea coast about 60 to 70 km. It encom- 
passes the Pleistocene Coastal Plain (which includes 
the Pleistocene Delta and Tuktoyaktuk Peninsula). 
the Caribou Hills and parts of the Anderson and 
Horton plains (Figure 2.2-l). The studies of Mackay 
(1963). Fyles et al. (1972) and Rampton (1974) are the 
main sources of geological information for this area. 
All three publications address geological conditions 
west of Cape Bathurst only. Published information 
on the geology of the extreme eastern section is 
sparse. 

2.2.3.1 Topography and Relief 

The physiography of the Pleistocene Coastal Plain- 
Anderson Plain region is highly variable. Elevations 
range from sea level along the Beaufort Sea and 
Amundsen Gulf coastlines to about 2 15 m above sea 
level in the Caribou Hills. Relief on Richards Island 
exceeds 100 m in some areas. Slopes throughout the 
region range from less than 5” on the Coastal Plain 
where terrain is unaffected by thermokarst processes, 
to greater than 30” in some sections of the steep scarp 
along the w’estern edge of the Caribou Hills, adjacent 
to the Mackenzie Delta. 

2.2.3.2 Bedrock Geology 

The bedrock geology of the Pleistocene Coastal 
Plain-Anderson Plain region is shown in Figure 2.2-2 
(Douglas. 1969). Sandstones and shales of Tertiary 
to Quaternary origin underlie most of the Coastal 
Plain, including the Tuktoyaktuk Peninsula and 
Richards Island. These strata are overlain by a thick, 
approximately 60 m, layer of more recent deposits. In 
the Caribou Hills. Tertiary sediments which are 
comprised of sands and gravels, are exposed at the 
surface or are located beneath a shallow veneer of 
colluvium or glacial deposits (Fyles et al., 1972). 
Upper Cretaceous shales are also exposed in the 
southern part of the Caribou Hills (Douglas, 1969). 

Considerably older bedrock strata are present in two 
areas of the Anderson and Horton Plain physiogra- 
phic regions (Douglas. 1969). At Cape Lyon and 
along the east side of Darnley Bay sandstones and 
carbonates of Neohelikian (Precambrian) age are the 
uppermost bedrock strata. Ordovician-Silurian car- 
bonates underlie most of the Parry Peninsula (Dou- 
glas, 1969). 
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PLATE 2.2-l Pingos are present in some areas of the Mackenzie Delfa and are particularly common and large near 
Tuktoyakfuk and along the peninsula (Courtesy, Hardy and Assoc.) 

2.2.3.3 Swficial Geology 

(a) Pleistocene Coastal Plain 

This physiographic division corresponds to the “Pleis- 
tocene Coast Lands” described by Mackay (!963), 
and encompasses Richards Island, the Tuktoyaktuk 
Peninsula and the offshore islands (including Garry, 
Pelly. Kendall. Pullen). Silts and sands of the Pleisto- 
cene Delta occur throughout this region, either at the 
surface or beneath more recent deposits. The deltaic 
sediments are generally greater than 30 m thick. and 
have been folded and faulted by glacial ice thrusting 
(Mackay et a!.. 1972). They are overlain by surficia! 
deposits of both glacial and postglacial origin. 

Humm~~ch~ mor;linc’ 15 rhe most e\tensi\e deposit of 
i>i,i<l:ll c)i.l$in \\lt!lln the Pleistocene Coastal Plain. ,‘ 
:r!r!lou$ It> cc)mpc,\iricjn ma? range t‘roni ;I pracri- 
z;rli\ \Iont‘-lrei’ cla\ t0 ;i sra\ cl M rt h \ t‘r\ l.e\& t‘ineh 
(K;1;np’on. 1975). The mor~iint’~rr~l~um a1& larles in 
riiichrie5\. \i*herc tine gr-aln deposir.4 predominate it 
!h \u\cc‘pIlblc to t!~ermokar\t subsidence. These 
thcrmc,k:irst depression5 ;ire generail\ t‘illed Lvitli 
postglacial lacu5trine 2nd or?;lnic deposers. 

Glaciofluvia! outwash sediments. predominantly inter- 
bedded sands and gravels, are less widely distributed 
in the Pleistocene Coastal Plain. but are prevalent on 
the Tuktoyaktuk Peninsula and near Parsons and 

Eskimo lakes. In some areas, the outwash deposits 
are highly susceptible to thermokarst processes. 
Where massive amounts of ice occur at the boundary 
of the coarse outwash and more recent fine-grained 
deposits. subsidence has played a dominant role in 
the formation of the hummocky topography (Ramp- 
ton. 1975). Eskers and kames are common in some 
areas of Richards Island. such as in the Ya-Ya esker 
complex. 

Silts, clays and, to a lesser extent, fine sands of glacio- 
lacustrine origin occur in the vicinity of the larger 
lakes (such as Eskimo, Parsons and Sitidgi), while 
postglacial deposits of lacustrine, alluvia!. colluvia! 
and organic origin are distributed throughout the 
Pleistocene Coastal Plain. Lacustrine silts and clays 
which frequently have a high organic content, as we!! 
as shallow organic bogs and fens. are present in most 
terrain depressions. Alluvia! floodplain and terrace 
deposits are found in the major river and creek val- 
leys. Colluvia! slopewash is present on most slopes. 

(b) Caribou Hills 

Poorly consolidated Tertiary bedrock (sand and 
grave!, with some lignite) and Upper Cretaceous 
shales occur close to the surface throughout this 
physiographic division (Douglas. 1969). In most 
areas the bedrock is veneered by colluviai slopewash. 
Moraine (till) and glaciofluvia! outwash deposits 
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may be present locally. but are thin and not extensive 
(Fyles et a!., 1972). 

(c) Anderson Plain 

The western part of the Anderson Plain, as far east as 
the Mason River. has been glaciated (Rampton. 
1974), but in contrast to the Coastal Plain, glacial 
and overlying postglacial deposits are relatively thin. 
The transition between thick and thin overburden. in 
fact. constitutes the southern edge of the Anderson 
Plain. As a result, the Cretaceous shales which under- 
lie the region are frequently exposed by river erosion. 
Fluted moraines are the most widespread surficia! 
deposits in the western part of the Anderson Plain, 
although small lacustrine infilled depressions and 
isolated glaciofluvia! outwash deposits are also occa- 
sionally present. 

. 

The peninsula south of Cape Bathurst in the eastern 
section of the Anderson Plain was not glaciated 
(Prest et a!., 1968; Fyles et a!., 1972). According to 
Rampton ( 1974). three types of terrain are dominant. 
The southern part, located south of the old channel 
ofthe Horton River. consists essentially of colluvium- 
veneered bedrock, while much of the northern sec- 
tion is a marine plain. The latter extends from north 
of Harrowby Bay to Baillie Island, and is underlain 
by brownish fine sand up to 12 m thick (Rampton. 
1974). This sand is possibly a reworked marine dep- 
osit. and is underlain by interbedded sand and silt, 
marine clay and grave!. G!aciof!uvia! outwash terra- 
ces occur in the centre of the peninsula on either side 
of the Old Horton Channel. 

The surficia! geology of the extreme eastern section 
of the Anderson Plain is not we!! documented. 
According to Prest et a!. (1968) this area has been 
glaciated and resembles the better documented west- 
ern section of the physiographic division. Fluted 
moraine is the dominant landform. but isolated areas 
of outwash also occur. In addition. hummocky 
moraine underlays a significant portion of the Parry 
Peninsula (Prest et a!.. 1968). 

(d) Horton Plain 

The geology of this small area in the extreme eastern 
part of the onshore Beaufort region is relatively 
unknown. Fluted and drumlinoid moraines are the 
dominant landforms and depths to bedrock are gen- 
erally shallow (Prest et a!., 1968). A large alluvia! fan 
is located at the mouth of the Brock River. 

2.2.3.4 Glacial History 

The Pleistocene Coastal Plain-Anderson Plain region 

and adjacent areas have a relatively complex glacial 
history. Existing evidence indicates that much of 
Richards Island, the northern part of the Tuktoyak- 
tuk Peninsula. and the peninsula south of Cape 
Bathurst were not overridden by ice during the 
“classical” Wisconsin glaciation (Mackay et a!., 
1972). The remainder of the region was glaciated at 
least twice. On both occasions, Laurentide ice moved 
northward down the Mackenzie River Valley and 
spread out across the Coastal Plain. Tentative ice 
marginal limits are shown by Prest (1970) and Fyles 
et a!. (1972). Ice flow directions in most of the region 
are apparent from patterns of drumlinoid ridges and 
flutings (Prest et al., 1968). 

2.2.3.5 Permafrost and Ground Ice 

The entire Pleistocene Coastal Plain-Anderson Plain 
region and vicinity are located within the continuous 
permafrost zone (Brown. 1967). With the exception 
of the major rivers and lakes. which may be underlain 
by talik zones. there are very few “windows’* through 
the permafrost. The entire region is underlain by 
perennially frozen ground. Permafrost thickness 
ranges from about 650 m on Richards Island (Judge 
et a!., 1981) to 140 m on the peninsula south of Cape 
Bathurst. and is approximately 100 m on the Ander- 
son Plain (Taylor and Judge. 1974). 

The distribution and influence of ground ice on 
present-day topography is described in detail by 
Rampton and Mackay (1971) and Rampton (1975). 
Ice wedges and vein ice occur within many fine- 
grained and organically-rich deposits such as in 
recent lake sediments. On the other hand, massive ice 
is most prevalent in areas underlain by coarser depos- 
its, particularly where fine deposits overlie coarse 
granulated materials (Rampton, 1974). A!! types of 
ground ice and pingos are extensively developed 
within the Pleistocene Coastal Plain (Mackay, 1962: 
1963) and thermokarst subsidence is the single most 
important factor influencing the topography. 

The same general relationships between material 
type and ground ice occurrence, are found in the 
remainder of this portion of the onshore Beaufort 
area; namely, the Caribou Hills, Anderson Plain, and 
Horton Plain, except where coarse-&rained outwash 
deposits occur. Massive ice is generally most com- 
mon in areas where coarse-&rained outwash deposits 
occur (Rampton, 1974). 

2.2.3.6 Terrain Stability and Sensitivity 

The relationships between Iandform, material type 
and segregated ground ice in the Pleistocene Coastal 
Plain-Anderson Plain region are generally the same 
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;I\ those previous!!, described t‘or the Yukon Coastal 
P!:lin (Section 2.2-I .6). Much of the topography in 
tliis rc_cion is the result ot‘cxtcnsi\,c wcdse and \ein 
ice melting in ;trtxs with poorly drained orynicallq- 
rich deposits. or results from the meltiny ot’massi\,e 
ice whic!j rlnderlics ;1rcas of‘coarsc ()utWilsh. Active 
til>Cr detachment and rctrogrcssivc-thaw flow s!ides 
ill-c PrCVilICllt on ttlc slopes in ttlcw ;irc;is. Booth arc 
incfuccd by thermal croslon. These proccs\c\ ;trc mu- 

ally Icss inllucntia! in ;Irc;is with thinner silrt‘ici;i! 
cfcposits. However. ;1re;ls with ice-rich moraine and 

rcccnt Iircustrine sediments tlil\C also btxn ilt‘tkC(Cd 

b> ;lcti\e I:l!er detx!7ment ilnd retrofyessi\ c t!l:l\+, 
17ow slides follouing disturbitncc ot‘ the terrain. 

2.2.4 SEISMICITY 

C:lnada is di\,ided into four seismic zones (Zones 0. I. 
2. 3). Lcith Zone 0 being the least acti\/e and Zone 3 
being the most t1ctiL.e (National Building Code 01’ 
C’~lni~d~~. 19X0) ( Figure 2.2 -4). The parameter used to 
establish these seismic zones in “A,,,,“. which is the 

60 

TABLE 2.2-3 
DEFINITION OF SEISMIC ZONES 

. 

Seismic 
Zone 

0 
1 

2 

3 

Range of Ratio of Horizontal Ground 
Acceleration to the Acceleration Due 

to Gravity 

Less than 0.01 
Equal to or greater than 0.01 
to less than 0.03 
Equal to or greater than 0.03 
to less than 0.06 
Equal to or greater than 0.06 

Acceleration 
Ratio Aloo 

0.00 
0.02 

0.04 

0.08 

FiGURE 2.2-4 Seismic zones of Canada. Zone 0 IS fhe least actwe zone while Zone 3 is the most active. The proposed 
hydrocarbon production regron IS in Zones 2 and 3. 
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FIGURE 2.2-5 Sersmiczones of the Beaufort onshore region (Source. Natlonal Bullding Code of Canada, 1980). The values 
of A 100 bordering the selsmjc zones show ground accelerations, as a fraction of the acceleration due to gravity, which have an 
annual probability of 1 In 100 of bemg equalled or exceeded. 

ratio of the ground acceleration to the acceleration 
due to gravlt> that has an annual probability of I in 
100 of being equaled or exceeded. The zones are 
based on statistical analyses of earthquakes wrhich 
have occurred throughout the country ov’er the 
period 1899 to 1970. Table 2.2-3 provides additional 
information on zonal dctlnitions. 

The Beaut‘ort Sea region lies within seismic Zones 2 
and 3 (Figure 2.2-5). Historical earthquake data and 
the pattern and intensity ofearthquakes in the region 
havje been reviewed b! Basham et a!. ( 1977). Wet- 
mi!ler and Forsyth (1978). Hasegawa et al. (1979) 
and Yorath and Norris (1975). while Stev.ens and 
Milne( 1974) h ave discussed seismic risk in refatron to 
pipeline corridors in adjacent areas of northwestern 
Canada and eastern Alaska (Figure 2.2-6). 

Although tectonic forces characterrstic of plate mar- 
(Gns are not present in the Beaufort Sea or Mackenzie 2 
Valley. there has been considerable shallow seismic- 
it! noted rn these areas. The occurence of numerous 
small magnitude. shallow-focus seismic evcents 

throughout the area suggests that deformation fea- 
tures from earlier periods are still reacting to present 
geological stresses (Hasegawa et al.. 1979). 

A strain release map based on earthquake data from 
I899 to 1970 has been prepared by Stevens and Milne 
( 1974) (Figure 2.2-7). The map indicates that release 
of-strain has been highest in central Alaska and to a 
lesser extent. in the Richardson and Mackenzie 
mountains. There is less strain release indicated for 
the Beaufort Sea region. However. the authors cau- 
tion that detailed and accurate seismic risk calcula- 
tion is difficult because of’the short history of rcliablc 
seismic data acquisition. 

Four areas generate or have the potential to generate 
earthquakes in the Beaufort Sea coastal region. They 
are the Beaufort Sea Seismicity Cluster. the Eskimo 
Lakes Fault Zone. the Rapid Fault ArrayKaltag 
Fault. and the Martin Point scismicity Clustcr(Yorath 
and h’orris. 1975: Hasegawa et al.. 1979). These are 
described in Section I .4.8 of this volume. 
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FIGURE 2.2-6 Centres of known seismicity in the western Arctic (from Wetmillerand Forsyth, 1978; Hasegawa et al., 1979). 
The occurrence of numerous small magnitude, shallow focus seismic events suggests that deformation features from earlier 
periods are still reacting to present geologicai stresses, 
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2.3 SOILS 

This section describes the soils 01‘ the Arctic Coastal 
Plain \jthich general]!, includes the Yukon Coastal 
Plain and the northern slope of the British and 
Richardson mountains. the modern Mackenzie Delta. 
and the Tuktoyaktuk Peninsula-Anderson Plain 
(Figure 2.3-l ). Soils of the Beaufort Sea coastal 
region have been described bl, a large number of 
authors including Day and Rice (1964). Lambert 
(1968). Gill (1971). Hettinger et al. (1973). Tarnocai 
(1973). Janz (1974). Pettapiece and Zoltai (1974). 
Slaney (1974). Zoltai and Tarnocai (1974). Tarnocai 
and Zoltai (1978) Zoltai et al. (1979). Hardy Asso- 
ciates ( 1981). Cordcs (in prep). Olsen et al. (in prep) 
and Tarnocai and Veldhuis (in prep). 

The soil terminology and classification system used 
in this discussion are based on the system developed 
b! the Canada Soil Surv,ey Committee (1978). A list 
of common terms and their definitions is presented in 
Table 2.3-l _ 

Continuous permafrost exists in this region: nearly 
all its medium and fine textured soils have perma- 
frost uithin I m of the surface and they are strongly 
cr! oturbated. Cr!,osolic soils w.ith near-surface per- 
mafrost are the dominant soils. They occur on most 

FIGURE 2.2-7 Strarn release map for the Yukon and adjacent areas of Alaska and the Northwest Terntones. 1899-1970. This 
map rndrca tes that release of strarn has been highest rn central Alaska and in the Richardson and Mackenzie Mountarns west 
of the Mackenzre Rover. Less strarn release IS rndrcated for the Beaufort Sea region. (Source: Stevens and Mime, 1973). 

mineral and organic terrain. but may be absent from 
rapid]! drained sites. Landtorm-soil-drainage rela- 
tionships are summarized in Table 2.3-2. while more 
detailed soil descriptions are provided in Esso 
Resources ( 1982). 

The major processes influencing soil development 
are cryoturbation and gleyzation resulting from 
near-surface permafrost. This is in marked contrast 
to how soils are normally formed in the freely 
drained soils of southern latitudes. In the north, 
coarse textured. freely drained soils do exhibit nor- 
mal. though weakly expressed. processes of surface 
eluviation and subsurface accumulation. However, 
in fine textured soils with permafrost and impeded 
drainage. cryoturbation is the dominant soil devel- 
opment process. 

Earth hummock-patterned ground features are the 
main surface indicators of permafrost related pro- 
cesses. Zoltai and Tarnocai (1974) have estimated 
that 90% of this northern region is covered by patt- 
erned ground features such as earth hummocks, cir- 
cles. stripes and steps caused by cryopedological pro- 
cesses. Earth hummocks occur predominantly in 
association with fine textured till materials, while 
other patterned ground features such as polygons are 
associated with glaciofluvial deposits (Plate 2.3-I). 
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TABLE 2.3-l DEFINITION OF COMMON SOIL TERMS 

. 

BRUNISOL 

COLLUVlUM 

CRYOSOL 

CRYOTURBATION 

ELUVIATION 

EOLIAN 

FIBRIC 
GLEYSOL 

HUMIC 

LUVISOL 

MESIC 

ORTHIC 

REGOSOL 

THERMOKARST 

TYPIC 

Refers to soils which have developed under the influence of forest, alpine or 
tundra vegetation in a cool moist climate. Their common characteristic is a 
brownish mineral horizon near the surface which has developed in response to 
weak weathering processes. Soils classified as Eutric Brunisols usually occur on 
basic (or calcareous) parent materials while Dystric Brunisols usually occur on 
acidic parent materials. 

A hetergeneous mixture of material that has moved down a slope under the 
influence of gravity. 

Refers to mineral and organic soils where permafrost remains close to the surface 
(within 1 or 2 m). An Organic Cryosol is composed of 30 percent or more organic 
matter. A Turbic Cryosol displays evidence of frost heave, while a Static Cryosol 
soil shows no evidence of frost heave. 
Refers to the physical movement and disruption of the soil or active layer as a 
result of freezing and thawing processes in permafrost terrain. 

The downward of lateral movement of soil material in soil water suspension or 
solution. 

Sand or silt or both deposited by wind. 

Refers to relatively undecomposed organic soils. 
Refers to mineral soils which have features indicative of periodic or prolonged 
saturation with water. A Rego Gleysol lacks development horizons. 
Refers to highly decomposed organic soils. 

Refers to mineral soils which display features indicative of moderate 
development and weathering. They generally have light colored horizons under 
the forest leaf-layers from which slicate clays have been removed through 
weathering processes and have moved downward and accumulated in a 
brownish-colored horizon. 

Refers to moderately decomposed organic soils. 

The normal or basic soil subgroup within a specific great group and soil order. 

Refers to mineral soils having little or no development. A Cumulic Regosol soil 
has layers that vary in color, texture, thickness, or organic matter that have 
resulted from intermittent deposition of waterborne materials. 

Settling of the ground due to melting of ground ice. 

Refers to the normal or basic soil subgroup within a specific great group. 

Source: Canada Dept. of Agriculture (1976) and Canada Soil Survey Committee (1978). 

TABLE 2.3-2 

DOMINANT LANDFORMS AND ASSOCIATED SOIL TYPES 
OF THE BEAUFORT SEA COASTAL AREA. 

Lsndform Dralnaga Sollr 

Moraine Well to moderately Turbic Cryosols 
well 

Imperfect to poor Turblc Cryosols 

Static Cryosots 

Lacustrme Imperfect to poor Static Cryosols 

Turblc Cryosols 

Organic Cryosols 

Glaclofluvlal Rapid to well Static Cryosols 

Regosols 

Moderately well Static Cryosols 
to poor Turbic Cryosols 

Alluvtal Well to moderately Cumulic Regosots 
well Static Cryosols 
Imperfect to poor Static Cryosols 

Turblc Cryosols 

Colluvlal-Bedrock Well to moderately Static Cryosols 

well Turbic Cryosols 
Imperfect to poor Turblc Cryosols 

Eoilan Rapid to well Cumuhc Regosols 

Static Ct-yosols 

- 2.3.1 SOILS ON MINERAL PARENT 
MATERIALS 

- Over 90% of soils in this northern coastal region have 
developed on mineral parent materials. These mate- 
rials are usually associated with reworked morainai 
landforms which occur on either side of the Macken- 
zie Delta. They also include glaciofluvial materials 
located mostly east of the Delta, alluvial materials of 
the Delta proper, colluvial and bedrock materials of 
the British and Richardson mountains and foothills, 
deposits of glacial and post-glacial iacustrine mate- 
rials and minor amounts of eolian materials along 
the sea coast. 

1 2.3.1.1 Morainal Deposits 

Moraine deposits are the dominant surficial mate- 
rials throughout this northern coastal region on 
either side of the Mackenzie Delta, and consist prim- 
arily of stony clays which have been reworked by 

- thermokarst processes. They are exposed on the sur- 
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face of uplands and slopes. but are overlain by post- 
glacial lacustrine and organic materials in most 
poorly drained thermokarst depressions (Rampton. 
1974). 

Stony clay upland and slope surfaces are subjected to 
cryoturbation, and are generally covered by earth 
hummocks. On level ground these hummocks are 
nearly circular in shape and range from 0.5 to 1 m in 
diameter, but on slopes they tend to be elongated. 
Hummock microrelief ranges from 10 to 50 cm, and 
hummock centre surfaces are often bare of vegeta- 
tion. The development, age. morphology and move- 
ments of earth hummocks have been described in 
detail by Zoltai and Tarnocai ( 1974), Pettapiece 
(1974,1975), Tarnocai and Zoltai (1978) and Mackay 
( 1979). 

The soils developed in this cryoturbated landscape 
ar’e moderately well to poorly drained and are classi- 
fied as Regosolic Turbic Cryosols, Orthic Turbic 
Cryosols, Brunisolic Turbic Cryosols and Gleysolic 
Turbic Cryosols. However, the predominant soils are 
the Orthic Turbic Cryosols (Esso Resources, 1982). 

The dominant characteristics ofsoils associated with 
earth hummocks include high ice content. shalloN, 

active layers and disrupted horizons. High ice con- 
tent is common in the subsoiis of this region as 
discussed in Section 2.2. Active layer depths range 
from 10 cm in the interhummock depressions. to 70 
cm in hummock centres. Soil horizons are usually 
broken and disrupted. and buried organic materials 
dated at 1.500 to 2.000 years old are distributed 
throughout the sides and lower parts of hummock 
cores (Pettapiece. 1974). 

2.3.1.2 Glaciolluvial Deposits 

GlacioUuvial deposits occur predominantI\. on the 
Tukto>aktuk Peninsula, although some deposits are 
alho scattered throughout the Yuhon Coastal Plain. 
Most ha\ e been modified by thermokarst processes. 
The texture of glaciotlu\~ial deposits is generally 
coarser than tills, consisting mainly of gravels and 
sands. 

These depobirs are not as susceptible to cr!oturba- 
tion as till materials. and are mainly responsible for 
the production ot‘ a pol>fgonal. instead of an earth 
hummock. dominated landscape. How,e\er. cr!ot- 
urbation and resulting solitluction mtcrotopograph! 
remarn pre\.alent on slopes. Polygonal patterns occur 
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FIGURE 2.3-2 SchematIc /ilustratlon of a potnt bar, how they are formed and the relationship between soil depth, prOXlmltY 
to river channels and vegetational success/on. (Source: Mackenzie River Basm CommIttee, 1981). 



primarily in flat. low-lying, poorly drained areas. 
Soils associated with these polygonal features are 
classified as dominantly Static Cryosols in polygon 
cenrres, and Turbic Cryosols at the polygon edges 
(Esso Resources. 1982). 

X3.1.3 Alluvial Deposits 

The most extensive area of acri1.e allu\~ial deposirion 
occurs in the lower Mackenzie River Delta Lvhich 
ulidrns into man! lakes and channels. Extensive 
alluvial fan deposits also occur at the mouths of 
man! Arctic rl\Ters and streams flowing across the 
Yukon Coastal Plain into the Beauforr Sea. Silt and 
sand are the main materials deposited b!, low energ 
streams and channels in the .Mackenzie Delta. Dur- 
ing J ears v+.ith high flood le\,els. such as in 1961. 197 1 
and 1972. up to 987~ of the Delta has been co\.ered 
\+ith ~fater (Macka!. 1963). As a result. most soils 
hale not had sufficient rime to deLZelop. and are 
predominantI> Cumulic Regosols ujhich have numer- 
ous alternating Iavers of sand. silr and organic 
materlal5 L . 

Studies by Hardy Associates ( 1981) show that point 
bar soils are mainI!, composed of thick layers of sand 
M hich alternate M ith thinner layers of silty sand and 
\omc organlcs. The youngest soils (those nearest the 
channel>) under IVIIIOM. \.egetation have the deepest 
actI[‘e Ia>,ers. o\‘er 1 m deep. and are classified as 
Cumullc Regosols (Figure 2.3-2). There are surface 
organic ialers in these soils and their estimated sedi- 
mentation rates are high (greater than 7.0 cm/!.r). 
Ho\te\er. ujth increasing distance from the chan- 
nels, sedimentation rates decrease to approximateI> 
0.05 cm/!pr in the oldest and highest sites u,hich 
seldom flood. .4s elevations increase. surface organic 
la>crs increase in thickness and active la>cr depths 
decrease to betu’een 26 and 36 cm. These older soils 
are classified as Cumulic Regosolic Static Cr\osois 
(Esso Resources, 1982) and they generalI!, sipport 
poplar and spruce vegetation (Section 4.5). 

A variety of soils occur in alluvial fan deposits along 
streams east and Brest of the Delta. Flooded terraces 
near streams are usually well drained. and ha\,e 
acti\ze layers containing cobbles and buried organic 
layers. These soils are classified as Cumulic Regosols 
and Regosolic Static Cryosols. 

Older. former flood plains are generally imperfect]> 
drained because of the presence of permafrost within 
the active layer. Soils here may be influenced bl 
cryoturbation and are classified as Regosolic. Bruni- 
solic and Gleysolic Static and Turbic Cryosols. 
Active layers range from 30 to 80 cm in thickness, 
and surface organic layer thicknesses vary from 10 to 
40 cm. 

2.3.1.4 Glaciolacustrine and Lacustrine Deposits 

Medium textured glaciolacustrine deposits are not 
widespread. occurring primarily near Tuktoyaktuk 
in association with polygons and pingos. The soils 
are poorly drained and are classified as Gleysolic 
Static and Turbic Cryosols. 

Poorly drained medium to fine textured lacustrine 
sediments are common in the mar-q thermokarst 
depressions and basins. Soils on mineral parent 
materials in these depressions are classified as Gle\ - 
solic Static and Turbic Cryosols (Esso Resources. 
1982). 

2.3.1.5 Colluvial and Bedrock Deposits 

Stable, relatively well developed soils on mountain 
ridges and unstable. colluvial, cryoturbated soils on 
mountain and foothill slopes are common along the 
northern flanks of the British and Richardson moun- 
tains. Bedrock soils on stable mountain ridges are 
generally well drained and often display distinct 
horizons within silt-loam textured residual materials 
over angular rocks. These bedrock soils are classified 
as Regosolic. Orthic and Brunisolic Static Cryosois. 

On mountain and foothill slopes. soils are classified 
as Regosolic and Gieysolic Turbic Cryosols. This 
results from the combination of cryoturbation and 
gravity which influences the downslope movement of 
the surface soil and rocks producing stone stripes. 
steps and solifluction lobes. These soils have dark 
colored organic-rich shallow active layers 30 to 50 cm 
thick, with indistinct horizons because of the contin- 
ual mixing of materials. 

On the moderately to gently sloping terrain of the 
Yukon Coastal Plain. soils are generally less well 
drained and finer textured than on steep rocky slopes 
and mountain ridges. In addition, cryoturbation is 
more prevalent than downslope movement due to 
gravity, although a combination of the two processes 
often results in solifluction. Soils on these gentle 
slopes are also classified as Regosolic and Gleysolic 
Turbic Cryosols (Esso Resources, 1982) and gener- 
ally have shallow active layers with more distinct 
horizons than soils found on steep slopes. 

2.3.1.6 Eolian Deposits 

Sandy. well drained soils, deposited and reworked bv 
aind and water, are widely distributed along the 
Beaufort Sea coast. They are classified as Regosols 
and Cumulic Regosols. They often have active layers 
greater than 100 cm deep near the coast, and contain 
portions of buried organic layers from former sur- 
face vegetation. In contrast, less recently deposited 



soils are generally found further from the coast and 
are imperfectly to poorly drained. These are classi- 

dominant vegetation, and the peat build-up con- 

fied as Regosolic Static and Turbic Cryosols (Esso 
tinues, raising the centre of the polygon in relation to 

Resources, 1982). 
the ice wedge trenches. These raised centres gradually 
become ice-cored. 

2.3.2 SOILS ON ORGANIC PARENT 
MATERIALS 

Zoltai and Pettapiece (1973) have estimated that less 
than 3% of the coastal Beaufort region is covered 
with organic soils more than 40 cm deep. Organic 
deposits are not as prevalent in this region as in more 
southern areas, including parts of the Mackenzie 
Valley (Volume 3C), due to the slow growth of peat- 
forming vegetation. 

The surface fibric Sphagnum materials in these soils 
have accumulated under present or very recent cli- 
matic conditions. However. subsurface layers of 
mesic sedge peat may be indicative of earlier times 
when permafrost was absent. The lower portions of 
most organic soils are more humified, possibly indi- 
cating that a warmer climatic period occurred ap- 
proximately 2,500 to 3,000 years ago. These soils are 
classified as Mesic and Fibric Organic Cryosols, 
(Esso Resources, 1982). 

Organic soils which occur in association with high 
centre polygons (or peat polygons) have been des- 2.4 HYDROLOGY AND WATER 
cribed by Zoitai and Pettapiece (1973). These polyg- QUALITY 
ons are peat plateaus with a polygonal trench pattern 
caused by the growth of ice wedges within the peat. 
The organic material of these soils is initially derived 
from sedges, which grow in the water-filled early 
development stage of low centre polygons. During 
later stages of development, Sphagnum becomes the 

2.4.1 SURFACE WATER 

The surface water hydrology of the Beaufort Sea 
coastal area is described according to three physio- 
graphic areas: the Yukon Coastal Plain, the Macken- 
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zie Delta and the Anderson Plain (Figure 2.2-l). 
Extensive hydrological studies have been carried out 
in the Yukon Coastal Plain (McCart et al.. 1974; 
McDonald & Lewis. 1973; Northern Engineering 
Services Co. Ltd. (NESCL). 1976d and 1977) and in 
the Mackenzie Delta (NESCL. 1976 a,b,c; Anderson 
and MacKay. 1973a. b; Davies. 1975). Few such 
studies have been published for the Anderson Plain. 
This section summarizes the present knowledge of 
the hydrological regime in these areas and cites rele- 
vant studies. Further information on the hydrology 
of the Mackenzie Rilver is provided in Volume 3C. 

2.4.1.1 Streamflows and General Characteristics 

Along the Yukon Coastal Plain streamflows are 
influenced b_~ long cold winters and short cool 
summers. Annual precipitation throughout the area 
is generally less than 400 mm (Burns. 1974). Evapo- 
transpiration losses are correspondingly low so that 
annual runoff is comparable to that of the Mackenzie 
Valley at about 200 mm. Table 2.4-l lists the larger 
rivers and creeks of the Coastal Plain together with 
their drainage areas. Their locations are shown in 
Figure 2.4-l. 

TABLE 2.4-l 

MAJOR RIVERS BETWEEN 
YUKON-ALASKA BORDER AND MACKENZIE DELTA 

NAME DRAINAGE AREA (km2) 

Craig Creek 120 
Fish Creek 240 
Malcolm River 1100 
Firth River 6200 
Spring River 560 
Crow River 970 
Trail River 770 
Babbage River 5000 
Deep Creek 700 
Walkmg (Running) River 420 
Tundra Creek 110 
Blow River 3700 
Rapid Creek 1100 

Flow-gauging stations have been constructed by the 
Water Survey of Canada (WSC) on the Babbage and 
Firth rivers. The mean annual flow of the Firth River 
between 1976 and 1979 was approximately 4 1 m3/sec. 
Peak flows during this time period ranged from 80 to 
250 m3/sec during the typical snowmelt season (May 
to early June). At times ice jams can cause abnor- 
mally high water levels. In addition. rapid rises and 
flooding may result from intense rainstorms (Lyons, 
1976) (Plate 2.4-1). 

Point Separation marks the head of the Mackenzie 
Delta. To the east and west the boundaries of the 
Delta are sharply defined by the Caribou Hills and 
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the Richardson Mountains, respectiveiy (Plate 2.4-2). 
The channels of the Delta have been classified by 
Mackay (1963) into the following groups: 

- distributary channels which diminish in volume 
as they distribute their flow to other channels; 
- river channels which receive water from distrib- 
utary channels; 

- network channels which link main distributae 
and tributary systems; 
- lake channeis which interconnect lakes with 
other lakes or with other types of channels: 
- reversing channels which reverse frequently and 
sufficiently to affect channel characteristics; and 
- tidal channels which are located at the Macken- 
zie Delta - Beaufort Sea boundary and have 
reversing flows. 

The following hydrology discussion focuses on the 
major river channels. the second of those groups 
classified ab0L.e. 

The major channels of the Mackenzie Delta are the 
Middle, East and West channels (Figure 2.4-I ). The 
distribution of water discharge through these chan- 
nels varies considerably from year to J’ear. However, 
the Middle Channel aiwa>fs carries the major portion 
of the flow through the Delta (Anderson and MacKa!. 
1973a). an example being a mean annual t‘tow of 
10.400 m’/sec or 9% ot‘ the total. Seasonal \*aria- 
(ions in the percentage of flow carried by the Middle 
Channel (example 8557 of total in summer versus 
9X? of’ total in winter) result f‘rom the fact that 
several Delta channels. particularly those on the west 
side. are completely frozen during the winter. Table 
2.4-2 presents flow data for channels of the Macken- 
zie Delta in 1977. listing maximum dail,. minimum 
daily and mean annual flows. 

TABLE 2.4.2 

FLOW DATA FOR CHANNELS IN THE 
MACKENZIE DELTA (WSC. 3979) IN mV/SEC. FOR 1977 

Annual 
Max Dally Mln Dally Meen 

Aklavlk Channel above Schooner 
Channel Station No. lOMC005 

1974-1976 1416 64 351 

East Channel at lnuvrk 
Statjon No. lOLCOO2 

1973- 1976 923 7 160 

Kalmek Channel above Omak 
Channel Statton No lOLCOO6 

1974-1975 1756 32 249 

Mtddle Channel above Napolak 
Channel Statron No lOMC006 

1974-1976 31435 1926 8411 

Peel Channel above Aklavlk 
Station No. lOMC003 

1974-1975 3455 69 515 

West Channel below Aklavtk 
Channel Statton No lOMC004 

1974-1975 6684 204 983 
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PLATE 2 4-2 The broad Mackenzie Ueita is characterized by many types of channels and much of it floods in the springtime. 
It LS b&red on the west by the Richardson Mountarns shown rn the background. (Courtesy. Woodward-Clyde Cons.) 
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Genera!!!,. floodins of‘ the middle and outer Delta 
occurs each June as a result of‘srto\i me!1 2nd 5pring 
runoff. Periodicall?. summer rainstorms. particu- 
lar!! those occurring in the head~~~aters of the Fee! or 
Rat t-i\ers. ma> cause flooding of channeis in the 
Mestern area of the Delta. In addition. the f!o~i, rates 
and Mater levels of the outer Delta channels ma! be 
influenced considerably bag storm surges in the Beau- 
fort Sea (Berr!, et a!.. 19?5: Hurst. 1971: and S!;lne\. 
1973). For- example. Hurst ( 1971) recorded condi- 
t~ons during a September. 1970 storm along tllc 
Beaufort Sea coast 1rom Herschel Island to Darnlc! 
Ba!. The highest \+ ind speeds ( 103 km/hr. gusttng to 
135 km/hr) \ict-c in the arca ivest oi‘Tukto!aktuk 
and generated \{2\e lieighrs 01‘9.1 m of’f‘shore and ! .5 
17-t 01~~1101-e . and storm surges 01’ 2.4 m. East of thih 
;trc;t. the ma.ximum recorded w*ind $pced \+‘;ts 80 
km/hr. \i+ich produced ;I 1 m storm suty. 

Slane~ ( !974)5howed that water !e\elb in outer Delta . 
cl~anncls 1 tlrted constderab!! during the summer. 
~;th ;i trend to decreasing !e\ cls toBard autumn. 
Rapid temporar> rises M’ere caused b> storm surges. 

The banks 01‘ the hlackcnzie Delta channels erode 
rapid!\ :11r ;I result of‘ high tlo~ \ elocities and th<rtna! 
niching. In ;I detailed stud! of bank eroston of the 
upper I\,l;tckenzic Dclt:t. Ottthct ( 1974) discussed the 
rclattonshtp bet\\ecn bank erosion and permafrost. 
11 \\a> l’ound thar the ~arrn ri\,er uatct- thn\\cd ice- 
rtch silt\ banks. cau~111y up to 30 m ot‘channc! migra- 
tion tn ;I single !eat-. This erosion also contributes 
\ub~,tanti;t!l\ to the large \oiumes ol’suspcnd~d scci- 
tmcnts depostted b! the I\,lackenzie Ri\cr into the 
neat-shore Beautort Sea. During the maxtmum flo\+ 
period from .lune to September a\er:rge dtscllargcs o!‘ 
xtlrtiicnt regularI! cxcccd one million tonne\ pet 
da>. 

The Andctxon Platn is IO\{ and liar along the coast. 
rising to ;t IX0 to 300 m high escarpmen1 fitrthet 
inland. Suriacc elec~tttoti~ conttnuc to incrcasc sc)uth- 
liar-d tcj betuscen 240 and 300 m. mfhile srream \,allc\,s 
;itic! channels incise the esc;trpmenr !o depth\ rangtng 
t rotn I50 to 2 10 m (Douglas. 1972 1. The largest 
drainage \stcm in the ;tre;t is the Anderson R~\et-. At 
;I potnt ius~ belob the confluence of t hc Carrt~\:tth 
Rtier. the Andcr\on Riicr had ;t mean annual t7oM 
ralc (1969-1979) of‘ II3 m’/sec (WSC. 197X). 

The !>>dr-ologb of the Andcryon Ri\cr i\ t!,pical of 
man! northern ri\ et-s. Pcah 110~s occur durtng ;I t\io 
I<) three ~cck period in late Ma\ through eat-l! .Iunc 
u hen the ice brcahs up. Rc!;ttt\~cl! ht?h tlous at-c 
maintatncd durtng.lul~ and August until trt’cx-up in 
Iate September or earl! October. Discharycs dimin- 
ish through the \I Inter. rcaching loMe. tlo\js( I/lOth 
ot spring dixharyc) prtor to thaw. This c\ clc results 
in most ot tlic total antiLt;tI Ilou being discharged 

Bctuccn Kendall Is!;tnd and Cape Dalhousic on the 
Pltistocctie Coastal Plain. IS,? of the surface is 
co\ercd Mith lakes (Macka. 1963). In the Tununuk 
Lo\4 Hills region. lakes are relatively deep and the 
shorelines arc smooth compared vi,ith those of’ the 
KittigaTuit Low Hills area. The undifferentiated 
coastlands 70~ features ;I highly indented coastline 
with spits in man> areas and has medium to large 
lakes. On the McKinley Bay coastal plain. particu- 
tarI> alorty the eas\tcrn coast. spits and bars are 
numcrou~. In the Li\~crpool Ba\, area. lakes have 
smooth shores and arc irregular-l> shaped. East of‘ 
Ret‘u\ Lahe there arc rolling hills with large partially- 
draincd lahcs. Southwest of‘Ref‘us Lake the terrain is 
similar a!thou?h the lakes are even more irregularly 
shaped tl1at-t those of t!lc Li\ crpool Bit!, region. The 
Eskimo Lakes. M ith an approximate area oi‘KX0 km’. 
ha\c numerous bo\t cd peninsulas prodecting inward. 

o\er ;t short period of time. and this in turn m;t\ 
c;tuse rapid erosion ot‘ri\xr bank:. The deep \ allc~ of‘ 
t hc Hornada! Cat-t! on and the rapid formit t ion o1‘ 
the Horton delta w’ere considered to result trotn 
rapid bank erosion (Zoltai ct :;I.. 1979). 

Lakes at-c numerous because of the geological histor! 
and IOM relief of much ot‘ the ons!lorc Bixtuti,ri ;trt’;t. 
hlacka! ( 1963) classified and genera!!! dexribtxl the 
sc\,eral thousands ~1‘ i&e5 In tiic tliodcrn 31;1cl~nti~ 

Delta 14 cst ot‘rhe Caribou Hi!!\. I\lost of rhcsc ;trc It>>> 
than 3 m deep and were c;tregori;rcd on rhc basis (21‘ 
their origin as fo!lo\~3: 

- Abandoned Channel Lakes form N hen chann~! 
intlection points silt in orc!iannel I~~~ps;trc cul 01‘1‘ 
and rend to bccomc c!ong:tt< lakes or chains 01‘ 
Iahes: 

- Arcuatc (Point Bar) L;tkes form in the s~~lcs of 
mtgctttny point barb and rend to bc \cr\ shallow 
and short-It\ ed: 

- Flood Plain Lakes occupy dcprcssions formed 
b> channel Ie\rees: man!’ h:t\xz low. or no closure 
f‘rom the adjacent c!x~ntxls and arc flooded annu- 
a!!! b! the spring t‘resliet 3s arc most lakes in the 
outer Delta: 

- Thcrmokat-si Lakes arc formed in depressions 
resulting t rom the tha\+ of tee-rich pet-mat rest: 
:tt1d 

- Dammed La hes form b> the damming ol‘s,trc;tm 
mouths along the boundaries of fhc modern 
Della. 

Man! 01’ these lahes arc 3 lutidamental part of the 
Delta ccc)\! stem and arc replcnishcd \\ ith nutrients 
~~tit~u~~!l~ b! tht.’ spring flood. 



effectively forming channels connecting the lakes. 
Flows through these channels may reverse because of 
tidal action, causing water to back up. During storms 
the current through these channels may be strong. 
South of the Eskimo Lakes, the Caribou Hills region 
has few bodies of water, while the Campbell Lake 
Hills zone has numerous elongated lakes. On the east 
side of the Anderson River uplands there are some 
lakes, but few are drained. West of the river’s mouth. 
however, numerous lakes do drain. 

2.4.1.2 Ice Conditions 

During the winter, most streams of the Yukon Coas- 
tal Plain have extremely low flows or no flow at a!!. 
Extensive “aufeis” occur in the floodplains of the 
Malcolm, Firth and many of the other Coastal Plain 
rivers. Aufeis are composed of ice developed on the 
ground surface followed by the progressive build-up 
of ice upon itself. Such icings may be fed by ground- 
water seepage. springs, streams or a combination of 
these. 

Several ice studies have been conducted in the Mack- 
enzie Delta, including those by Anderson and MacKay 
(1973b, 1974), Blench and Associates Ltd. (1975), 
Davies (!975), and Slaney (1974, 1975). The follow- 
ing description of ice conditions of the Delta was 
compiled from these sources. 

Freeze-up usually begins in early October when air 
temperatures stay below freezing. Freezing starts in 
the north, moving progressively upstream. There- 
fore, in genera!, ice thickness in the channels is 
greater near the mouth of the Mackenzie River than 
it is further south. reaching an average maximum 
thickness of 1.35 m in April. Maximum thickness is a 
function of temperature, snow cover. channel depth, 
and water mixing. 

During break-up. ice jams may form at sharp bends 
or at channel restrictions within the Delta, causing 
diversions, reversals of flow, and/or overtopping of 
levees. Usually by May temperatures have risen 
above freezing, and extensive snowmelt occurs on the 
ice-covered channels. As the streamflow increases 
beneath the ice, due to melting snow and ice 
upstream. leads open along the shoreline of the main 
river channels. Break-up in coastal lakes generally 
occurs within one or two weeks of the opening of the 
main river channels. 

2.4.1.3 Water Quality 

The water quality of some of the lakes and streams in 
the Yukon Coastal Plain has been studied by McCart 
et a!. (1974) and Aquatic Environments Limited 
(1977). It was noted that water was generally of high 
quality, being slightly alkaline (ph ranging from 7.4 

to 8.5). Turbidity and suspended sediment concen- 
trations were variable. while specific conductivities 
varied from 15 to 540 micro-mhos/cm. Some lakes 
had a slightly brown colour, thought to be the result 
of the decay of organic materials. 

Descriptions of the water quality of the Mackenzie 
Delta may be obtained from the following references: 
Davies (1975), Lewis and Forbes (1975), Lyons 
(1976), Reeder (1973), Reid et al. (1974) and Sianey 
(1974, 1975). In addition, Water Survey of Canada 
maintains several water quality stations on the Delta. 
The data generated from these stations are stored in 
the Water Quality NAQUADAT system of Envir- 
onment Canada (Water Quality Branch, 1981). 

In genera!. the river water of the Mackenzie Delta is 
drinkable, although it is highly turbid, particularly 
during summer. Similarly. potable water can be 
obtained from the region’s lakes (Slaney, 1974). 
Table 2.4-3 provides the ranges of some water quality 
parameters for surface water in the West and Main 
channels of the Mackenzie Delta, and for the Pee! 
River at Fort McPherson. 

2.4.2 GROUNDWATER 

Although permafrost has previously been regarded 
as an impermeable barrier to groundwater flow. this 
is not strictly correct. According to estimates by 
Harlan (1974), the rate of water movement through 
frozen ground is of the same order as that through 
partially saturated unfrozen soils, being driven by a 
thermal gradient analogous to an hydraulic gradient. 

In the Beaufort Sea coastal area. significant quanti- 
ties of groundwater are found only at depth, beneath 
the permafrost, and in unfrozen zones beneath larger 
lakes and rivers which do not freeze to the bottom 
across their full width (Tolsteikhin and Tollstikin, 
1974; Williams and Van Everdingen. 1973). Thus. 
while water movement through frozen ground may 
be possible. the area1 extent and thickness of perma- 
frost severely restricts this movement. Supra-perma- 
frost groundwater (that which flows through the 
active layer within a few metres of the ground sur- 
face) generally only occurs during the thaw season. 

Substantial quantities of groundwater do flow within 
the unfrozen alluvia! deposits of larger streams and 
in some cases these provide continuous winter 
streamflow, springs, open water. and aufeis condi- 
tions in the stream bed. Warm springs, indicative of 
deep sub-permafrost groundwater sources, have been 
identified in several of the stream valleys in the Brit- 
ish Mountains and foothills (NESCL, 1977). These 
springs have substantial flows and are principa!ly 
responsible for the significant fish overwintering and 
spawning areas present in the upper reaches of 
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TABLE 2.4-3 

SOME WATER QUALITY PARAMETERS FROM 
SELECTED MACKENZIE RIVER 
& PEEL RIVER WSC STATIONS 

(ENV. CAN., 1981) 

Specific conductivity 

Hardness 

Turbidity 
PH 
Nitrogen 
Total Phosphorus 

Oxygen 
Silicon 

Potassium 

Sodium 
Calcium 
Magnesium 
Brcarbonate 
Chloride 
Sulphate 
Manganese 
Iron 
Copper 
Zinc 

Arsenrc 
Cadmium 
Lead 

West Channel Main Channel Peel River 

Station No.: Station No.: Station No.: 
OONWlOMCOO4 OONWMCOOOS 00NW10MCOO02 

Low High Ave Low High Ave Low High Ave 

(USIEkm) 250.0 420.0 338.0 100.0 300.0 207.0 186.0 412.0 314.0 

(w/L) 105.4 153.3 122.1 74.8 145.8 125.4 63.9 215.0 157.5 

0-n) 0.04 0.07 0.06 0.02 0.06 0.04 0.5 460.0 60.5 

(pH units) 7.7 8.0 - 7.4 8.1 - 7.2 8.3 - 

(w/L) 0.53 0.55 0.54 0.29 0.64 0.45 - - - 

(w/L) 0.012 0.025 0.019 0.011 0.121 0.031 <0.003 0.009 0.006 

(m/L) 9.8 11.0 10.2 5.4 14.0 10.3 11.1 11.2 11.2 

(n-W) 1.08 1.39 1.19 1.39 1.91 1.75 - - - 

(n-W) 0.7 0.9 0.8 0.9 1.6 1.2 0.4 2.6 0.7 

OWL) 3.3 4.4 3.7 4.5 10.9 8.8 1.0 5.7 3.9 

(w/L) 28.7 39.8 32.7 11.5 40.1 33.24 21.5 62.0 45.2 

(w/L) 8.2 13.1 9.8 7.3 11.2 10.3 2.5 17.3 11.1 

(w/L) 122.0 144.0 129.0 106.0 155.0 135.0 54.0 187.0 130.0 

(mg/U 1.0 2.7 1.6 2.1 35.0 14.2 1.1 6.6 2.7 

(f-v/L) 26.6 35.2 29.7 23.2 67.8 44.8 21.0 73.0 43.0 

(mg/L) <O.OOl <O.OOl - < 0.001 0.02 0.008 <O.Ol < 0.01 - 

(mg/L) < 0.05 0.13 0.10 < 0.05 0.18 0.076 0.02 0.02 - 

(w/L) 0.012 0.021 0.017 0.003 0.030 0.011 - - - 

(w/L) 0.001 0.005 0.002 <O.OOl 0.008 0.002 - - - 

(mg/L) - - - - - --<0.0005 0.010 0.0043 

(mg/L) <O.OOl <O.OOl - <O.OOl 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001 - 

(mg/L) <O.OOl 0.002 0.001 <O.OOl 0.002 0.002 - - - 

Source: Water Quality Branch 

streams such as the Firth River (McCart et a!., 1974). 
They may have discharge rates ranging from 0.03 
m3/s to 0.78 m3/s and temperatures ranging from 2” 
to 5OC, and result in very extensive “aufeis” fields, 
some of which may persist through the short summer 
season. Evidently there are also significant flows 
within the alluvium of these streams which result in 
extensive “aufeis” in the lower reaches or deltas of 
the Firth and Malcolm rivers, Craig Creek and others 
(NESCL, 1977). The extent and depth of these 
unfrozen zones and volumes of flow are not we!! 
documented. 

Within the Mackenzie Delta great depths of unfrozen 
alluvium exist in some areas beneath the major 
stream channels: these presumably also carry sub- 
stantial flows of fresh groundwater. MacKay (1974) 
demonstrated that groundwater under excess hydro- 
static pressure is a major factor in the growth of 
pingos which are particularly common on the Tuk- 
toyaktuk Peninsula. 
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CHAPTER 3 

MARINE PLANTS AND ANIMALS 

The following sections summarize existing informa- 
tion on the marine plants and animals of the Beaufort 
and northeast Chukchi seas (Figure 3.0-l). Primary 
emphasis has been placed on the coastal and offshore 
marine resources of the Canadian Beaufort which are 
most likely to be within the zone of influence of 
hydrocarbon exploration, production and transpor- 
tation activities in the region. This chapter provides 
an overview of the available information regarding 
the species composition, distribution and abundance 
of marine flora and fauna. This description forms 
part of the background for the assessment of the 
potential environmental effects of normal hydrocar- 
bon production and transportation activities (Volume 

- 4), as well as for assessing the impacts of possible 
accidental spills within the region (Volume 6). Further 
details and site-specific data can be found in the 
various supporting documents to this EIS, as well as 
in the original literature sources (Section 3.8). 

Subsequent sections cover marine mammals, birds, 
resource use, and special habitats and have been 
adapted from an earlier summary of the biological 
resources of the Beaufort Sea and northeast Chukchi 
Sea (LGL and ESL, 1982) and from the results of 
more recent studies. Descriptions of lower trophic 
levels. Arctic food webs. and fish populations are 
also based on LGL and ESL (1982). as well as on a 
variety of other investigations. To assist the reader, 
Table 3-l is provided: it defines many of the more 
important biological terms used in Chapters 3 and 4. 

3.1 ARCTIC MARINE FOOD WEBS 

This section summarizes available information on 
trophic relationships within marine communities of 
the Beaufort and northeast Chukchi region and iden- 
tifies important ecological links between dominant 
species. However, this overview of the major energy 
pathways between the various producer and consu- 
mer levels. necessarily has many details omitted. The 
actual food webs for this region are likely more elab- 

FIGURE 3-l Approximate boundary of the offs&e marine region. 
plants inhabiting the proposed offshore product/on area, Partiizfar attention has been pA:d to the animals and 
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Algae 

Anadromous 

Autotrophtc 

Benthos 

Bloom 

Cellulose 

Copepodite 

Demersal 

Detrrtus 

Detrrtrvores 

Eprfauna 

Epontrc 

Estuanne 

Euphotrc Zone 

Euryhalme 

Fauna 

Fecal pellets 

Flagellates 

Food Web 

Flora 

FV 

Herbtvore 

Heterotrophrc 

lnfauna 

Invertebrate 

Larvae 

Macrophytes 

Merofauna 

Mrcrobral 

Nauplti 

Nonspawners 

Oleoclastrc 

Pelagtc 

Photrc Zone 

Photosynthesrs 

Phytoplankton 

Plankton 

Predation 

TABLE 3.1 

GLOSSARY OF BIOLOGICAL TERMS 

A group of aquattc one-celled. colonral or many-celled plants whrch contatn 
chlorophyll. e g seaweed, pond scum. 

Fish that return from the ocean to freshwater to reproduce (spawn), 
e.g. salmon. 

The capabrlity of an organrsm to make Its own food, e g photosynthesis 
by plants 

Plants or anrmals that love on or rn the bottom of the sea (or lake). 

The production of large numbers of plankton or epontrc organrsms rn a 
relatively short trme perrod. 

The fundamental constrtuent of the cell wall of all green plants. 

A stage In the life of some young invertebrates 

Fish that live on and/or near the bottom of the sea (or lake). 

Accumulatron of fine maternal worn away or broken off rocks Also materral 
suspended rn the water column includmg fragments of small plants 
and ammats. and waste products of small anrmals lrvmg In the water 

Drganrsms that utrlize detrrtus for food 

Anrmals that love on the surface of the bottom sediments In the sea 
Some epifauna may be mobrle and may occasronally burrow Into 
the bottom substrate, but usually they occupy the surface 

The under surface of the tee 

A coastal area where freshwater (usually orrginattng from a rover) 
IS mixed and drluted by seawater 

A zone near the surface of the sea mto which suffrctent light penetrates for 
photosynthesrs to occur 

The ability to tolerate a wade variation rn the salt content of the water 

Animals m general, or anrmal life as dtstmgurshed from plant ltfe 

The solid or semi-solrd wastes from zooplankton and some other invertebrates 

Organisms which have a fine long thread-like pro)ection whrch they 
use for movement (Dmoflagellate = flagella) 

A dragramatic presentatron of a natural communrty. whrch Indicates what 
each member eats The bottom of the web are plants and bacterra and 
large carnivores are the top of the web 

Plants In general or olant life as drstrngurshed from fauna (animal Irfe) 

Young fish. usually less than one year old 

An animal that feeds on plants. 

An organtsm whose food IS organic matertal produced by other orgamsms 

Anrmals that live burred m the bottom sedrments of the sea (or lake). 

An antmal without a backbone. e g. worms 

The pre-adult form In whrch some animals hatch from the egg. 

Large aquatic plants (algae) whrch usually grow only where a solid 
substrate for attachment IS avatlable 

Very small animals that live on and/or In the bottom of the sea 

Mrcroscoprc organrsms. 

A stage in the life of some young Invertebrates. 

Adult fish that are sexually mature, but will not reproduce during that year 

Organrsms whrch can uttlrze oil for food 

lnhabmng the open water of the sea (or lake). In contrast to the seabottom 

A zone near the surface of the sea Into whtch sufflclent light Penetrates for 
photosynthesrs to take place (= euphotic). 

The formation of organic compounds by plants from water and carbon 
dioxrde usng the energy absorbed from sunlrght by chloroohyll 

Aquatic plants (algae) that love tn the water column. 

Small plants and animals that Ifve In the water Column. 

Preying on other anrmals. as opposed to eatlng (grazing on) Plants. 

Pnmary Product (Ion) (ivttv) 

Psychrotrophs 

Psychrophrles 

Resprratron 

The energy produced by plants through phOtOSyntheSiS 

Orgamsms that can tolerate cold temperatures 

Organisms that grow best at cold temperatures. 

The taking of oxygen from the environment and giving off of carbon droxrde 
For example, pumping air in and out of lungs. or water over gills 

Secondary Product (ton) (rvity) 
The energy produced animals whrch eat plants. 

Spawn The eggs (roe) and sperm (mm) from ftsh. or the act of depositing these 
products durmg periods of fish reproduction. 

Taxonomrc The screntifrc classrficatron of lrvmg things. 

Trophrc (Levels) Related to feedmg. refers to the positron of an animal In the food web 

Vertebrate An antmal wrth a backbone 

Zoobenthos 

Zooolankton 

Animals that love on or in the seabottom. 

Small animals that love In !he water column 



orate and variable than depicted in the figures con- 
tained in this section. This is partly a result of the 
limited quantitative data available for some species 
or taxonomic groups. For example, one of the major 
food web unknowns is the extent of coastal feeding 
by fish and invertebrates and the availability of dif- 
ferent primary food sources in winter. Graphical 
depiction of a food web is complicated by changing 
diets as species move from the larval or infant stage 
through juvenile to the adult form. This is also true of 
the groups which prey on a certain life history stage 
of a particular species. For example, adult Arctic 
char may prey upon juvenile fourhorn sculpins but 
not the large adult sculpins. 

The trophic data available for the Beaufort and north- 
east Chukchi region vary with species and season. 
Wherever possible, links between groups have been 
based on dominant food organisms found in stom- 

. ach content analyses (at least 20% of contents), 
although some links are inferred by the literature. 
For example, since ‘gulls feed on small fish,’ they 
probably prey to a greater or lesser extent on Arctic 
cod, boreal smelt and herring. 

Four major sources of primary production provide 
initial energy to Arctic marine food webs: terrestrial 
vegetation. macrophytic algae. benthic microalgae 
(including epontic algae) and phytoplankton. These 
autotrophic groups include a large number of species 
which. through photosynthesis. convert various in- 
organic carbon sources into the organic carbon of 
living plant tissue. Terrestrial vegetation and macro- 
phytic algae are usually broken down physically and 
microbially to detritus before entering the Arctic 
marine food web, while the unicellular algal species 
are usually consumed directly by herbivores. The 
nutrition derived from ingestion of detritus or peat 
from terrestrial sources is mainly from the bacteria 
coating the decaying plant fibers (Newell, 1965; Kis- 
tritz, 1978). although some invertebrates apparently 
have enzymes which break down cellulose and derive 
nutrition from the peat itself (Schneider and Koch, 
1979). 

The extreme seasonal variability in the physical and 
chemical environment of nearshore Arctic waters 
influences the availability of these primary food 
sources. Some terrestrial peat enters the nearshore 
marine environment as a result of coastal erosion 
during storms in the open water season. A large 
amount of peat also becomes suspended in the 
numerous fresh water streams and rivers after being 
washed off the land during spring snowmelt. The 
Mackenzie River is probably a major contributor to 
the detrital input to the Beaufort Sea. Formation of 
microbial detritus likely begins in freshwater as the 

peat particles move downstream. These particles. 
along with inorganic riverine sediments, settle out of 
suspension over a large area of the coastal zone. 
Although the balance between detrital input and its 
consumption by invertebrates has not been deter- 
mined, the common occurrence of peat in many 
benthic grab samples taken from coastal areas sug- 
gest that this potential food source is abundant, and 
is likely available throughout the year. However, 
Schneider and Koch (1979) indicated that both parti- 
cle size and longevity of terrestrial peat in a marine 
environment are important factors determining its 
nutritional value. 

Macrophytic algae (seaweeds) are probably a minor 
contributor to the nearshore detrital biomass in the 
Beaufort and northeast Chukchi region since they 
are only sparsely distributed along this coast. Macro- 
phytic algae could be locally important as detrital 
producers in certain areas when storms and ice scour 
break off fronds and release organic substances into 
the water column, but they are not a dominant source 
of detritus in the region. Other contributors to the 
detrital biomass are dead microalgae, phytoplankton 
and invertebrate fecal pellets which are subsequently 
decomposed by aquatic micro-organisms. 

Unicellular algae are a dominant source of nutrition 
for herbivorous invertebrates in benthic, epontic and 
planktonic habitats. Although many Arctic diatom 
species are adapted to relatively low light intensities, 
there is little or no reproduction (cell division) 
between November and February, and relatively few 
living cells are available to invertebrate grazers. In 
early spring the epontic algal populations of pennate 
diatoms begin to grow and divide with increasing 
daylight. Epontic algae are probably relatively com- 
mon in most coastal and offshore areas away from 
the freshwater input of large winter-flowing rivers 
such as the Colville and Mackenzie. These areas 
probably support a large number of grazing inverte- 
brates during the spring. However. as leads form in 
the offshore ice pack, the phytoplankton populations 
begin to proliferate in the water column. This com- 
munity in turn feeds zooplankton and other pelagic 
invertebrates. Centric diatoms are generally domi- 
nant in late spring phytoplankton communities, with 
pennate diatoms becoming more prevalent in near- 
shore waters later during the growing season. Flagel- 
lates tend to be more abundant in offshore areas after 
the initial bloom of diatoms (Section 3.5.4). After the 
nearshore ice has receded, small “seed” colonies of 
benthic diatoms (particularly Amphipleura rutilans) 
begin growing in areas where light penetrates to the 
bottom. Microalgae slowly cover the bottom and 
maximum primary productivity is reached by early 
August (Matheke and Horner, 1974). 
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Recent observations of the feeding behaviour and life 
cycles of certain epontic fauna indicate that the 
undersurface of sea ice and its flora may be more 
important to the ecology and bioenergetics of these 
invertebrates than abundance or biomass estimates 
alone would indicate. Divers have observed that 
amphipods and other metazoans graze on the epon- 
tic flora under fast ice during the spring bloom 
(Horner. 1972, 1976, 1977; Welch and Kalff, 1975; 
Buchanan et al., 1977). The presence of partially 
digested diatoms in the digestive tracts and fecal 
pellets of polychaetes, copepods and amphipods sub- 
stantiates the presence of this trophic pathway within 
epontic communities (Horner, 1972, 1977: Horner 
and Alexander, 1972a, 1972b; Buchanan et al., 1977). 

The dominant trophic pathways from primary pro- 
ducers to the major invertebrate groups are illus- 
trated in Figure 3.1-1. The shallow water epifaunas 
are the most important components of coastal Arctic 
food chains. With the exception of some omnivorous 
crustaceans which prey on small zoobenthos, detri- 
tus and benthic microalgae, all pathways are between 
primary producers (or detritus from primary pro- 
ducers) and herbivorous invertebrates. Numerous 
studies have shown that mysids, amphipods. cuma- 
ceans and isopods comprise major portions of the 
diets of Arctic fish, birds and marine mammals in this 
region (Bcndock, 1977; Divoky, 1978: Fraker et al.. 
1978; Griffiths and Craig, 1978; Griffiths and Dillin- 
ger. 1980; Griffiths et al.. 1975.1977; Johnson, 1978. 
1979; Kendel et al.. 1975; Lowry et al.. 1980; Stirling 
et al., 1976). 

Few trophic specialists, which rely on a single food 
source. have been identified in the Beaufort and nor- 
theast Chukchi region. lMost zoobenthic species feed 
opportunistically on a heterogeneous assortment of 

the primary energy sources. A large portion of the 
indigenous nearshore species are deposit feeders 
rather than filter feeders, and capture or trap parti- 
cles that settle to the bottom. Schneider and Koch 
(1979) reported a broad dietary overlap between 17 
invertebrate species (representing mysids, amphip- 
ods. isopods and polychaetes) in Elson Lagoon. 
Alaska, following a study of fecal pellet composi- 
tion. The most common food items of this fauna 
were pennate diatoms, peat fibres, diatom chains and 
dinoflagellates, with several of the crustacean species 
also containing fragments of other crustaceans and 
polychaete setae. 

One of the common amphipod species (Gammarus 
setusus) is well adapted to foraging for a variety of 
food items found in the region. This animal will 
ingest almost any mineral or organic particle which is 
at least 62 microns in diameter, although not all 
materials ingested provide nutritional benefits. G. 
sefosus can assimilate organic matter from coarse 
peat particles which have been in the sea for some 
time, as well as from drifting fragments of the 
macrophytic alga Laminaria. However. the species 
does not derive nutrition from silt particles, fine par- 
ticles of marine peat, or from coarse peat which has 
been recently eroded into the sea (Schneider and 
Koch, 1979). The common shallow water oppossum 
shrimp, M~~sis lirroralis, also ingests small peat parti- 
cles without deriving any apparent nutritional value. 
The size of peat particles probably influences the rate 
at which its dissolved organics are leached. and may 
also affect its suitability as a substrate for growth of 
microbial decomposers. Few other species examined 
in the study of Schneider and Koch (1979) ingested 
significant quantities of peat during the summer, but 
the importance of detrital peat may be in its avaiiabil- 
ity during the winter months when algal food sources 
are scarce. The ability to use alternate energy sources 

POLYCHAETES 
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ALGAE 
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NOTE: Some species of isopods have omnivorous food habits. 

FIGURE 3.1-1 Major trophlc relatlonshlps between primary producers and primary consumers (Herbivores) in the Beaufort 
and Northeast Chukchi seas. Most zoobenthic species (primary consumers) feed opportunistically on a heterogeneous 
assortment of the primary energy sources. 



according to their seasonal availability is probably 
widespread among many Arctic marine invertebrates. 

Mysids and amphipods grow the most during the 
summer months when primary producers are rela- 
tively abundant, but continue to grow at a slower rate 
throughout the winter (Griffiths and Dillinger, 1980). 
For example, an estimated 60 to 70% of the carbon 
incorporated by nearshore epifauna in Simpson 
Lagoon. Alaska, was thought to originate from 
marine primary production pathways (Schell, 1979). 
This proportion may be much less where the highly 
turbid plume of the Mackenzie River can reduce light 
penetration to only a few centimetres (Grainger, 
1975). 

Studies in Simpson Lagoon by Griftiths and Dillin- 
ger (1980) showed that the standing stock of epiben- 

a thic crustaceans was large relative to the numbers 
consumed daily by members of higher trophic levels. 
A net shoreward movement of epifauna was also 
observed, at least during the summer, and this 
recruitment more than compensated for losses due to 
predation. 

Although not indicated as dominant trophic path- 
ways in Figure 3. I-1, some species with predatory or 
omnivorous feeding habits occur within this level of 
Arctic marine food webs. For example, the large 
isopod Saduria entomon not only feeds on diatoms 
and detritus, but also occasionally preys on poly- 
chaetes, bivalves, cumaceans, and other smaller crus- 
taceans. This highly mobile species is attracted to 
areas with substrate disturbance such as those asso- 
ciated with dredging activities, possibly due to 
enhanced feeding opportunities (Robilliard and Bus- 
dosh, 1979). Certain decapods, mysids and amphip- 
ods also prey on smaller invertebrates. while the 
amphipod Boeckosimus afflnis has been observed in 
the thousands feeding on fish captured overnight in 
gill nets (Busdosh et al., 1979). 

Fish species in this region feed almost exclusively on 
invertebrates or other fish (Figure 3.1-2). None are 
considered herbivorous as adults, although larval or 
juvenile stages may occasionally feed on diatoms or 
other algae. Demersal marine fish, such as flounders 
and sculpins, and anadromous whitefish consume 
marine infauna, including bivalve molluscs and pol- 
ychaetes, or slow-moving epifaunal species (Percy, 
1975; Kendal et al., 1975). Mysids and amphipods are 
common in the diets of almost every fish species 
indigenous to the Beaufort and northeast Chukchi 
seas. These two groups represent the major trophic 
links between the primary producers and members of 
upper trophic levels. Copepods are also part of a 
dominant trophic pathway since many fish species 

have young which feed extensively on these smaller 
crustaceans. 

The Arctic cod Boreogadus saida has been identified 
as a major link in the more intensively studied marine 
food webs of the eastern Arctic (Davis et al., 1980). 
This small pelagic schooling fish is also common in 
parts of the western Arctic away from the Mackenzie 
Delta. Arctic cod are probably a large consumer of 
the mysid, amphipod and copepod biomass since 
schools containing millions of fish have been 
observed feeding in nearshore zones such as Simpson 
Lagoon in Alaska (Craig and Haldorson, 1980). Arc- 
tic cod, in turn. provide an important food source for 
other fish, birds and marine mammals. 

Coastal waters of the region support an estimated 2 
million migratory birds between spring and autumn 
(Section 3.3). Figure 3.1-3 illustrates the principal 
feeding relationships of the various bird groups with 
members of lower trophic levels. Large numbers of 
geese and swans feed primarily on freshwater sedges 
and grasses in coastal lagoons and tundra ponds. 
Loons, dabbling ducks, scaup. scoters, eiders and 
oldsquaws occur in freshwater and nearshore marine 
habitats where they prey mainly on invertebrates 
during the nesting and late summer moulting/stag- 
ing period. In addition to utilizing nearshore habi- 
tats, eiders, oldsquaws, alcids, loons, phalaropes, 
terns. gulls. and jaegers range farther offshore and 
many include or rely on small fish and pelagic inver- 
tebrates in their diets. Early in the spring, large 
numbers of offshore migrants stage in the active 
leads and polynyas where the phytoplankton blooms 
supplement the ice edge epontic communities, which 
in turn attract euphausiids and Arctic cod. Olds- 
quaws occasionally feed on the bivalve mollusc Cyr- 
rodaria kurriana in Simpson Lagoon (Johnson, 1979) 
and on polychaetes, echiuroids. and bivalve species 
elsewhere in the region (Divoky, 1978). King eiders, 
common eiders and loons also feed on infaunal 
invertebrates. 

Generally, the diet of marine mammals in the Beau- 
fort and northeast Chukchi seas is comprised of Arc- 
tic cod and large crustaceans such as isopods, mysids, 
amphipods and euphausiids (Figure 3.1-4). Lowry et 
al. (1978) reported that bowhead whales landed off 
Point Barrow had been feeding on copepods, mysids 
and euphausiids. Beluga whales probably do not feed 
in the Mackenzie estuary during July, but consume 
squid and Arctic cod in offshore areas. 

Ringed seals are the most abundant marine mammal 
in the region (Section 3.2.2). This species preys on 
pelagic euphausiids (Thysanoessa spp.), hyperiid 
amphipods, mysids and shrimp in spring and summer, 
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FIGURE 3.1-2 Major trophic pathways leading to fish species in the Beaufort and Northeast Chukchi seas. Mysids and 
amphipods are common in the diets of almost every fish species indigenous to this region. 
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FIGURE 3.1-3 Major pathways leading to birds in the Beauforf and Northeast Chukchi seas. The coastal waters of the 
region support an estimated 2 million migratory birds between spring and autumn. 
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and mainly on Arctic cod in fall and winter (Lowry et 
al., 1980). Bearded seals and walrus are much less 
common than ringed seals in the Beaufort Sea, both 
being more abundant in the Chukchi Sea. These 
species prey mainly on epibenthic and infaunal orga- 
nisms such as bivalves and large crustacea. 

bears can have potentially important effects on levels 
of ringed seal populations. ,4t the same time natural 
factors, such as changing annuai ice conditions, can 
affect the ringed seal population which, in turn. can 
affect the abundance and distribution of polar bears 
(Stirling et al., 1975; Stirling and Smith, 1977; Sti- 
rling, 1978). 

The polar bear and Arctic fox are considered here 
with the true marine mammals since they are an 
important and integral part of marine food webs. 
Polar bears prey extensively on seals. in particular 
subadult and pup ringed seals, although they will 
consider almost anything on the ice as potential prey. 
Smith (1975) demonstrated that predation by polar 

During the winter and spring Arctic foxes in coastal 
areas move onto the sea ice and prey extensi\*ely on 
seal pups and seal carrion left by bears, while in the 
summer and fall they go ashore and prey primarily 
on rodents such as lemmings and Arctic ground 

. 
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FIGURE 3.1-4 Major trophic pathways leading to marine and marine-associated mammals in the Beaufort and Northeast 
Chukchi seas. Ringed seals are the most abundant marine mammal in the region. 
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squirrels. Arctic fox populations in the central Arctic 
are subject to large natural fluctuations as a result of 
oscillations in the lemming populations (Macpher- 
son, 1969), although these fluctuations have not been 
documented for the Beaufort Sea region. In the latter 
population, the abundance and distribution of bears 
and seals may also have an effect on the coastal 
population of Arctic foxes which inhabit the sea ice 
(Stirling and Smith, 1977). 

The emphasis in research into Arctic marine food 
webs is gradually changing from a qualitative or 
observational approach to one based on ecological 
energetics. This bioenergetic approach has been most 
evident in the eastern Arctic and Alaskan Beaufort, 
where trophic inter-relationships have been better 
defined than in the Canadian Beaufort. Nevertheless, 
ex$ting information for the entire Beaufort and nor- 
theast Chukchi region is sufficient to identify impor- 
tant trends which have implications to the suscepti- 
bility of this ecosystem to disturbance. 

The major path of energy flow for the region is based 
on microalgal production and utilization of detritus 
in benthic habitats. It is also apparent that crustacea 
such as isopods. mysids and amphipods are the dom- 
inant primary consumers in nearshore habitats of the 
Beaufort and northeast Chukchi seas. and that these 
herbivores assume an extremely important role in the 
support of secondary and tertiary vertebrate consu- 
mers. On the basis of available abundance data. it 
would appear that the major secondary consumers in 
the region are fish. oldsquaws and eiders. while 
ringed seals are probably the dominant tertiary con- 
sumer in terms of total energy flow from lower tro- 
phic levels. 

There is considerable variability and overlap in the 
diets of primary, secondary and tertiary consumers. 
The majority of consumers in the region appear to 
have the ability to alter their diet in response to 
spatial and temporal differences in the availability 
and abundance of food sources. Few organisms rely 
solely on a single food source, and this adaptability 
would appear to be a necessary survival strategy in a 
physical environment characterized by a high degree 
of variability and extreme conditions. This adaptabil- 
ity in terms of utilization of alternate food sources, 
together with the large degree of overlap in the diets 
of many consumers, particularly benthic epifauna, 
would contribute to the stability of the entire ecosys- 
tem by making it less susceptible to natural or 
induced perturbations which affect a single biologi- 
cal component. Consequently, past generalizations 
regarding the short and simple Arctic food webs and 
their apparent susceptibility to disturbance appear 
somewhat dated. The fact that Arctic ecosystems are 
well adapted to a rigorous and variable physical 

environment would tend to decrease. and not increase, 
their susceptibility to short term sources of distur- 
bance. 

3.2 MARINE MAMMALS 

The Beaufort and northeast Chukchi seas support 
resident and migratory populations of several species 
of marine mammals, as well as terrestrial mammals 
which are associated with the sea ice during all or 
part of their annual cycle. The following section 
discusses the abundance, spatial and temporal distri- 
bution, activities, and known important habitats of 
the six major species that occur within the region. 
The resident species include the ringed seal, bearded 
seal, polar bear and Arctic fox. while migratory spe- 
cies include the bowhead whale and white whale. 
Other species of marine mammals that are known to 
range to the Beaufort and northeast Chukchi seas are 
also briefly discussed. 

3.2.1 WHALES 

3.2.1.1 Bowhead Whale 

The Bowhead whale (Balaena m~micetus) is an Arctic 
baleen whale that may reach a maximum length of 18 
m and weight of 50,000 kg (Plate 3.2-l). This species 
is most closely related to the northern and southern 
right whales (Eubalaena glacialis and E. australis), 
and is designated as an endangered species under 
United States legislation. In addition, the bowhead 
whale is considered an endangered species by the 
Committee on the Status of Endangered Wildlife in 
Canada (COSEWIC), and by the International Union 
for Conservation of Nature and Natural Resources 
(IUCN). The International Whaling Commission 
(IWC) considers all bowhead populations to be pro- 
tected stocks. 

Historically bowhead whales were distributed through- 
out Arctic and subarctic waters in five presumably 
discrete stocks. These populations occurred in the 
Sea of Okhotsk; in the Bering, Chukchi and Beaufort 
seas; in Hudson Bay; in Davis Strait and Baffin Bay; 
and finally, near Spitsbergen west to eastern Green- 
land (IWC, 1978). However, from 1600 to 1900 the 
bowhead whale was the subject of an intense com- 
mercial harvest throughout its range. and all stocks 
are now considerably reduced. The last population to 
be exploited was the western Arctic population that 
winters in the Bering Sea and ranges to the Beaufort 
and Chukchi seas during spring, summer and fall. 
This stock was estimated to number between 11,700 
and 18,000 prior to intense commercial exploitation 
(Mitchell, 1977. as cited in Tillman, 1980). Commer- 
cial whalers harvested this stock between 1848 and 
1915, and were estimated to have killed more than 
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PLATE 3.2-l An adult bowhead whale in the southeastern 
Beaufort Sea -summer 1981. This Arctic baleen whale may 
reach a length of 18 m and a werght of 50.000 kg. (Courtesy, 
LGL Ltd.) 

19,000 bowheads during that period (Bockstoce, 
1980). 

The current ‘best’ estimate of the present size of the 
western Arctic population of bowhead whales is 
2.264, and within the range from 1,783 to 2,865 
(Braham et al., 1979a). Krogman et al. (1981). based 
on 1980 and 1981 observations further suggest that 
the actual western Arctic population size may fall 
within the upper limits of Braham et al.‘s (1979a) 
estimate (i.e.. between 2.264 and 2,865). This popula- 
tion comprises about 75% of the world’s bowhead 
whales based on the current population estimates. 
The present western Arctic population is estimated 
to be about 10% of its original abundance (Breiwick 
et al., 1981). Eberhardt and Breiwick (1980) suggest 
that the lower size limit of the western Arctic 
bowhead population was probably not less than 600 
whales in 1912. a year which may have been the low 
point in the abundance of this population. Breiwick 
et al. (1981) calculated that. at a kill level of 25 per 
annum, a minimum of 40 years will be required for 
this population to recover to 9.000 (50% of its origi- 
nal abundance of 18.000) if the present stock cur- 
rently numbers 2.700. 

After the collapse of the whaling industry in 1915 in 
response to a drastic decline in both the value of 
baleen and availability of the bowhead, the Alaska 
Inuit resumed a small subsistence hunt which has 
been regulated on an annual quota basis by the WC 
since 1978 (Marquette and Bockstoce. 1980) (Section 
3.6.2). It is illegal for Canadian Inuit to harvest 
bowheads. 

It is believed that bowheads of the western Arctic 
population mate during or just prior to the spring 
migration (Everitt and Krogman. 1979). Gestation 
probably lasts at least 11 months (Nishiwaki. 1972). 
and calving probably occurs just prior to or during 
mi_mation. since young-of-the-year have been recorded 
during spring movements (Braham et al.. 19803). The 
low percentage of calv.es (2-S%) recorded in both 
western and eastern Arctic bowhead populations 
(Braham et al.. 1979a. 1980b: Davis and Koski. 1980; 
RenaudandDavis. 1981: Frakeret al.. 198l)suggest 
that the reproductive potential of this species is low 
compared to other baleen whale populations (4 to 
8.5%) (Ohsumi. 1979). The slow and incomplete rec- 
overy of this and other bowhead populations after 
the cessation of whaling activity also provides evi- 
dence for a low reproductive potential. 

During years of average ice conditions, the western 
Arctic population of bowheads winter amongst the 
pack ice in the Bering Sea from St. Lawrence Island 
south to Matthew Island (Braham et al., 1979b). 
They leave the Bering Sea during March and April, 
passing Point Barrow. Alaska from mid April to 
early June (Braham et al.. 1980a). The migration of 
bowheads along the northwest coast of Alaska is 
characterized by little or no feeding activity (Ljung- 
blad et al.. 1980), with concentration of most (if not 
all) migrants within the lead adjacent to the landfast 
ice between Cape Lisburne and Point Barrow (Bra- 
ham et al., 1980a). Migrants pass in at least two 
“waves” or “pulses” throughout the spring and early 
summer (Marquette, 1978; Braham et al., 1980a). 
Although the significance of this bimodal or trimo- 
da1 distribution is unknown, it may be associated 
with age and/or sexual segregation, since the large 
males and cows with calves are usually more preval- 
ent in late May and June, while most of the whales 
seen from mid April through early May are smaller 
(Carroll and Smithhisler, 1980; Braham et al., 1980a). 

East of Point Barrow, bowheads travel northeast 
along an offshore route through leads in the pack ice 
to the eastern Beaufort Sea, and then intercept and 
follow the major lead west of Banks Island to 
Amundsen Gulf (Braham et al., 1980a). Depending 
on ice conditions, later migrants may follow the 
nearshore lead on a more direct route through the 
eastern Beaufort Sea to Amundsen Gulf (Figure 3.2- 
1). Although a few recent observations and reports 
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FIGURE 3.2-l Migration routes and summer range of bowhead and white whales in the Beaufort and Chukchi seas. 
Bowheads and white whales first arrive at the summer range during early to mid May and leave durmg late August and 
September. 

from Eskimo whalers near Point Barrow indicate 
that some bowheads do not migrate as far east as the 
Canadian Beaufort, the distribution and abundance 
of whales remaining in Alaskan waters has not been 
documented (Braham et al., 1980a). 

The first bowheads usually arrive at their summer 
range in the eastern Beaufort Sea and Amundsen 
Gulf during early to mid May, although they are not 
present in substantial numbers until about mid June 
(Fraker et al., 1978; Fraker, 1979: Fraker and Bock- 
stoce. 1980). The summer range functions as a major 
feeding area (Wursig et al., 1981; Griffiths, 1981). 
Although their distribution on the summer range 
depends on ice conditions, bowheads initially occupy 
areas off the Bathurst Peninsula and Amundsen Gulf 
(Fraker and Bockstoce, 1980). However, recent 
observations and historical whaling records indicate 
that there is a gradual westward extension of the 
range to include areas off the Mackenzie Delta and 
Tuktoyaktuk Peninsula, usually by late July or early 
August (Fraker and Bockstoce, 1980). 

Recent observations of bowheads in the eastern 
Beaufort during the period from July to September 
indicate that there are differences in the distribution 
of bowhead whales off the Mackenzie Delta and 
Tuktoyaktuk Peninsula from year to year (Fraker et 
al., 1981; Fraker and Fraker, 1981; Renaud and 
Davis, 1981; LGL, in prep.). In 1980, industry- 
sponsored bowhead surveys were conducted near 
artificial island (Issungnak O-6 1) construction activi- 
ties 32 km north of Pullen Island (Fraker and Fraker, 
1981) and throughout the area off the Tuktoyaktuk 
Peninsula to the 50 m isobath (Renaud and Davis, 
1981) to provide information on the distribution of 
bowheads on their summer range. Construction of 
Issungnak began in 1978 and various industrial activ- 
ities have been underway there since then. Bowheads 
were observed during aerial surveys and by industry 
personnel near offshore operations between 1976 
1978, but only a few were reported near Issungnak in 
1979 (Fraker and Fraker, 1979). Howe%:er, in August 
1980, relatively large numbers of bowheads were 
observed near Issungnak by both aerial survey and 
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industry personnel. During five aerial surveys con- 
ducted near Issungnak during the period from 
August 5-12,1980, the densities of bowheads observed 
‘on-transect* ranged from 0.028 to 0.055 whales/km’ 
(Fraker and Fraker, 198 1). A subsequent survey near 
Issungnak on August 22, 1980 indicated a lower 
density of bowheads (O.O26/km’), and Fraker et al. 
( 198 1) suggested that the whales had then moved east 
to areas off the Tuktoyaktuk Peninsula. Industry 
personnel at Issungnak also reported 17 sightings of 
bowheads (ranging from 1 to 40-50 animals per sight- 
ing) between August 2-18, 1980, but reported only 
one more whale during the remainder of the summer 
(September 11). Although the non-systematic and 
various degrees of sighting effort in different years 
prevents a precise interpretation, the results of these 
and past surveys indicate that the summer distribu- 
tion of the bowhead whale varies from year to year. 
The results of systematic surveys in 1980 and 1981 

. more clearly demonstrate the year-to-year differences. 

The systematic bowhead surveys in the eastern Beau- 
fort in 1980 were conducted during August 6-7 and 
21-24, and September 3-4 over waters north of the 
Tuktoyaktuk Peninsula to the 50 m isobath (Renaud 
and Davis. 1981). Although only six bowheads were 
observed on the first survey, a major influx of 
bowheads had occurred by August 21-24. The 755 
bowheads estimated to have been at the surface in the 
survey area on those days (or 2642% of the western 
Arctic population. based on estimates of Braham et 
al., 1979a) were present in waters to the 50 m isobath 
from Toker Point to McKinley Bay (Figure 3.2-2). 
No allowance was made for whales beneath the sur- 
face, consequently, actual numbers in the surveyed 
area were probably much larger than the 755 esti- 
mated. Bowheads were also observed to the east. 
west and north of the area surveyed on August 21-24. 
Although Fraker and Fraker (1981) suggest that the 
whales observed in this survey had moved in from the 
west (e.g. Issungnak), it was not known if this was an 
isolated event related to the delayed spring migration 
in 1980 or typical of the annual distributional patt- 
ern. During the final survey in early September, 1980, 
an estimated 222 bowheads were present at the sur- 
face in the study area and were moving primarily to 
the southwest and west through offshore waters 
(Renaud and Davis, 1981). 

In 198 1, surveys similar to the 1980 systematic sur- 
veys were conducted over waters north of the Tuk- 
toyaktuk Peninsula and Mackenzie Delta during 
July 18-25, August 5-17, August 19-29 and Sep- 
tember 7-14 (LGL, in prep.). Whereas the 1980 sur- 
veys extended offshore only to the 50 m isobath. the 
198 I sur\c~~ e\rcndcd offshore to the 100 m iso- 
b:ith. At the’ time ol‘this M,riting. data analyses and 
report preparation were still in progress and only the 
following general trends are reported. Only two 
bowheads were seen during the first survey. By the 

second survey. bowheads had started to move into 
the survey area but were north of 70’30’N latitude. 
During the third survey, bowheads were widely dis- 
tributed in the survey area but many were still north 
of 70”30’N latitude. Fewer animals were present in 
the survey area during this third survey in the 1981 
than during the comparable one in 1980. During the 
last survey fewer animals were seen and they were 
closer inshore. 
The summer range of the bowhead whale appears to 
function primarily as a feeding area. Recent studies 
of the behavior of bowheads on their summer range 
indicate that feeding was the predominant activity. 
The types of feeding behavior and the results of 
stomach content analyses of whales landed in Alaska 
(Johnson et al.. 1966: Lowry et al.. 1980) suggest that 
bouvheads feed primarily on zooplankton. although 
infaunal and epibenthic organisms also comprise an 
unknown portion of their diets. Since it is illegal to 
kill bowheads in Canada, samples of stomach con- 
tents from \s,hales feeding on thetr range in the south- 
eastern Beaufort are unavailable. However. the 
preliminary results from a study of the biological and 
physical characteristics of bowhead feeding areas in 
the eastern Beaufort Sea show that hydrozoans and 
copepods dominate the zooplankton community, 
while mysids and isopods were the most abundant 
epibenthos, and poiychaete worms and bivalve moi- 
iuscs were the major infaunai invertebrates (Grif- 
fiths. 1981). I n addition, preliminary results of this 
study showed that bowheads tend to concentrate in 
areas of significantly higher copepod biomass than 
surrounding areas (Griffiths, 1981). Stomach con- 
tents of bowheads landed near Barter Island, Alaska 
in September-October, 1979, contained predomi- 
nantly copepods and euphausiids (Lowry and Burns, 
1980). while two bowheads landed near Point Bar- 
row had been feeding primarily on euphausiids and 
mysids (Lowry et al.. 1978). Although other items in 
the stomach contents of the whales from Barter 
Island (e.g. gammariid amphipods. isopods, small 
fish, pebbles) were not considered major food items, 
the presence of pebbles and benthic invertebrates 
indicated that some bowheads must feed on or near 
the bottom. at least in nearshore areas. During aerial 
surveys in 1980, several bowheads were observed to 
be apparently feeding on the bottom in areas 25 km 
west of Issungnak (Wursig et al., 1981) and off the 
Tuktoyaktuk Peninsula (Renaud and Davis, 1981). 
During September and October, bowheads migrate 
west from the Canadian Beaufort Sea into the Alas- 
kan Beaufort Sea and then into the Chukchi and 
Bering seas (Ljungblad et al., 1980). Most whales 
probably follow a route within 40 km of the main- 
land coast (Figure 3.2-1). There have been a relatively 
large number of recent observations of bowheads 
along the Yukon coast between Shingle Point and 
Kay Point during August and September. These 
reports include sightings of 1 to 7 whales, with most 
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sightings occurring within 3.2 km of the shore 
(Fraker and Bockstoce, 1980). In some years, feeding 
apparently continues within 25 km of the shore dur- 
ing the fall migration off northern Alaska, at least in 
areas just east of Point Barrow (Braham et al., 1977; 
Lowry et al., 1978) and west of the Alaska-Yukon 
border (Ljungblad et al., 1980; Ljungblad, 1981; and 
Lowry and Burns. 1980). During aerial surveys of the 
bowhead fall migration through Alaskan waters in 
1979, Ljungblad et al. (1980) reported 134 individual 
or group sightings (total number of whales seen was 
249) between Demarcation Bay and Point Barrow. 
The sightings occurred primarily along the 20 m 
isobath. Bowheads were observed moving in an 
unhurried manner, (e.g. 2.8 to 5.6 km/hr) and were 
possibly feeding during the migration (Ljungblad et 
al., 1980; Ljungblad, 1981). East of Point Barrow, 
some bowheads may move toward areas of the 
Chukcki Sea near Wrangel Island, USSR before 

. migrating back to the Bering Sea (Braham et al., 
1977). 

3.2.1.2 White Whale (Beluga) 

The white whale (Delphinapterus feucas) is a small. 
toothed whale that occurs in the subarctic and Arctic 
waters of North America and Eurasia. White whales 
which occur in the Canadian Arctic are believed to 
belong to five distinct populations that total 28.500 
to 32.700 whales (Sergeant, 1973; Sergeant and Bro- 
die, 1975; Fraker and Fraker, 1979; Davis and Fin- 
ley, 1979; Brodie et al., 1980). The stock that ranges 
to the Beaufort and Chukchi seas during spring, 
summer and fall has been estimated to number at 
least 7,000 (Fraker and Fraker, 1979). 

The average lengths of female and male adults harv- 
ested from the Beaufort Sea population were 3.6 m 
and 4.3 m. respectively (Fraker, 1980). The reproduc- 
tive potential of this species is not well understood 
because there is uncertainty about the validity of the 
aging method. Original methods advocated that two 
dentinal layers were laid down each year (Brodie, 
1971: Sergeant, 1973), while a more recent opinion 
(Sergeant, 1979) suggests only one layer is added per 
year. Depending on which aging method is correct, 
females mature at 5 or 10 years of age. They have a 
single calf every third year (Brodie, 1971) and the 
average life span is 25 or 50 years. Mating occurs 
during the spring, and calves are born about 14.5 
months later (Brodie, 1971). The major food items of 
white whales feeding in offshore waters of the Beau- 
fort Sea and Amundsen Gulf probably include squid 
and Arctic cod, although other fish and invertebrates 
may contribute significantly to the diet depending on 
prey size and availability (Fraker, 1977; Fraker et al., 
1978). 

White whales migrate from wintering areas in the 
Bering Sea during March and April, usually passing 
Point Barrow, Alaska between late April and June 
(Braham et al., 1977). East of Point Barrow, white 
whales migrate through leads far offshore in the 
Beaufort Sea and eventually follow the major lead 
which usually exists west of Banks Island to Amund- 
sen Gulf(Figure 3.2-l) (Fraker, 1977). Depending on 
ice conditions, the first white whales generally arrive 
in the eastern Beaufort Sea during mid May (Fraker, 
1977, 1979). Later migrants may be able to follow a 
more southerly route and move along nearshore 
leads to the gulf or directly to the Mackenzie estuary 
(Plate 3.2-2). Some individuals may spend from 4 to 6 
weeks in Amundsen Gulf before moving to the estu- 
ary (Fraker, 1979). 

During late June and early July, there is a westward 
migration of white whales from Amundsen Gulf to 
the Mackenzie estuary. The migration is concen- 
trated along the landfast ice edge off the Tuktoyak- 
tuk Peninsula, across northern Kugmallit Bay, and 
along the northeast and north coasts of Richards 
Island (Fraker, 1977). White whales do not typically 
follow narrowly defined routes elsewhere in the south- 
eastern Beaufort Sea (Fraker, 1977). The majority 
of white whales from this population are believed to 
concentrate in the Mackenzie estuary from late June 
or early July through to mid July. By late July and 
early August, only small numbers occur in the estu- 
ary. Within the Mackenzie estuary, white whaies 
usually occur within three concentration areas: in 
‘Niakunak Bay’ (Shallow Bay), in Kugmallit Bay 
near Hendrickson island, and in East Mackenzie Bay 
near Kendall, Garry and Pelly islands (Figure 3.2-3) 
(Fraker, 1977,1978; Frakerand Fraker, 1979,198l). 
However, recent studies have cast doubt on the valid- 
ity of including East Mackenzie Bay in the same 
category as the former areas since it is usually used 
later in July or in early August, and by consistently 
fewer whales than Niakunak and Kugmallit bays. 

‘These ‘concentration areas’, which are located near 
major outflow channels of the Mackenzie River, are 
characterized by warm (e.g. 10 to 18OC), turbid, 
freshwater. These areas are shallower (less than 2 m) 
than most adjacent areas in the Mackenzie estuary 
(Fraker et al., 1979). Recent studies of the distribu- 
tion of white whales within the estuary during July 
have indicated that the break-up of the landfast ice 
has a marked effect on the number of whales which 
reach each concentration area (Fraker and Fraker, 
1981). For example in 1972,1978,1979 and 1980, the 
late break-up of ice in Kugmallit Bay was probably 
responsible for the use of that area by only small 
numbers of whales (Slaney, 1974; Fraker, 1978; 
Fraker and Fraker, 1979, 1981), while the earlier 
break-up in West Mackenzie Bay permitted large 
numbers of whales to reach Niakunak Bay and West 
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PLATE 3.2-2 A group of beluga whales (white whales) in an offshore lead. Up to 7,000 have been counted in the shallow 
waters of the Mackenzie estuary durmg the summer season. 
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White whale concentration and intermittent use areas in !he Mackenzie River estuary. (Source: Fraker and 



Mackenzie Bay. In 1980, the maximum estimate of 
white whales in Niakunak Bay was 4,234 (July IO), 
while the maximum recorded in Kugmallit Bay was 
120 on July 24 (Fraker and Fraker, 1981). On the 
other hand, large numbers of whales were present in 
both Niakunak and Kugmallit Bay since 1976, 1977 
and 1981 when the landfast ice in Kugmallit Bay 
fractured earlier than usual in relation to the timing 
of the white whale migration. Maximum population 
estimates during 1976, 1977 and 1981 were 3.500, 
3,800 and 2.460 in Niakunak Bay and 2.000. 1,750 
and 1.040 in Kugmallit Bay, respectively (Fraker, 
1977; Fraker and Fraker, 1982). West Mackenzie 
Bay is used mainly by whales migrating to and from 
Niakunak Bay, although in late July and early 
August whales often congregate in the shallow near- 
shore areas. Similarly. East Mackenzie Bay many be 
used by whales migrating to Niakunak Bay during 
years when the ice fractures there first, but it is used 

a by few (less than 1.000) whales during the July con- 
centration period. 

The total number of whales calculated to have been 
present during the peak period in 1980 was 4.500 on 
July 10 (Fraker and Fraker, 1981). In 1979, the total 
estimate during the peak period was 7,000 on June 30 
(Fraker and Fraker. 1979). Year-to-year variation in 
the estimates of the maximum number of whales 
within the Mackenzie estuary may be the result of 
actual differences in the number of whales, the pro- 
portionate time whales occur and are observed near 
the surface. and/or weather interference during sur- 
veys. The 1979 estimate is considered the current 
‘best’ estimate of maximum numbers of whales in the 
Mackenzie estuary, since it was made under excellent 
weather conditions and at a time when whales were 
spending more time than usual at the surface. Calves 
are not included in the estimates because they are too 
dark to be reliably counted in the turbid water. 

Sergeant ( 1973) and Sergeant and Brodie (1975) hyp- 
othesized that white whales congregate in estuaries to 
calve. Nevertheless, harvest data and recent observa- 
tions indicate that both sexes and all age classes occur 
within the Mackenzie estuary. There has been no 
direct evidence that calving occurs within the estu- 
ary, but there is considerable evidence that some 
white whales calve offshore (Fraker, 1977). Fraker et 
al. (1978) suggest that whales may congregate in the 
Mackenzie estuary because the water is shallow and 
relatively warm. and probably beneficial to newborn 
calves during the rearing period. 

Although white whales generally occur in the afore- 
mentioned concentration areas during the first half 
ofJuly, relatively large numbers are also occasionally 
observed for short periods (2 to 3 days) over wide 
‘intermittent-use’ areas seaward of the concentration 
areas (Figure 3.2-3) (Fraker, 1977). These areas may 

be used as feeding grounds. However. the almost 
complete lack of food in stomachs of white whales 
landed in the concentration areas and the lack of 
observations of whales feeding in these areas indi- 
cates that adults feed little, if at all, when they are in 
the concentration areas of the estuary(Fraker, 1977). 

The number of whales observed in the concentration 
areas is usually highest during the first half of July. 
Many may move offshore to feed at the edge of the 
pack ice, while some may remain in, or return to. the 
estuary since white whales have been observed in the 
estuary until September (Fraker and Fraker, 1981). 
From mid July to mid August, white whales are 
frequently observed along the edge of the Tuktoyak- 
tuk Peninsula. Fraker and Fraker (1981) recorded 
123 whales off the Peninsula on August 12.1980, and 
suggested that they were probably returning to the 
estuary. During surveys in the vicinity of Issungnak 
O-61 in late July and early August. 1980. relatively few 
white whales were recorded by observers and indus- 
try personnel. Most sightings involved whales mov- 
ing in all directions, and no repetitive patterns were 
evident. In addition, there is some evidence that some 
white whales move farther east into Amundsen Gulf, 
Liverpool Bay and the Eskimo Lakes during the 
latter part of the open water period (Fraker et al., 
1978). Systematic aerial surveys conducted in near- 
shore and offshore areas of the eastern Beaufort Sea 
and Amundsen Gulf by industry during 1981 will 
provide additional information on the distribution of 
white whales during the summer. 

During their residence in the Mackenzie estuary, 
white whales are harvested by Inuit from Tuktoyak- 
tuk, Inuvik and Aklavik. Alaskan Bruit also hunt 
white whales along the ice edge during the spring 
migration (Section 3.6.2.2). Archaeological records 
indicate that white whales have been harvested at the 
East Channel of the Mackenzie Delta for at least 500 
years (McGhee, 1974; cited in Fraker, 1980), and 
there are indications that the harvest of earlier years 
may have exceeded the current harvest (Fraker et al., 
1978). The annual harvest of white whales in the 
western Arctic by Canadian and Alaskan Inuit aver- 
ages about 167 (Fraker, 1980). However, based on 
loss rates of 33% in the Mackenzie estuary and 67% 
in Alaska, Fraker (1980) estimated that the total 
annual kill is probably just under 300. This is equi- 
valent to 4.3% of the adult population based on 1979 
estimates by Fraker and Fraker (1979). 

Between 1972 and 198 1, an average of 133 white 
whales were landed annually in the estuary (Section 
3.6.2.2). Hunting effort is generally greater in Kug- 
mallit Bay, with landings from this area typically 
accounting for 60 to 80% of the entire harvest. In 
1980, poor weather conditions and a marked decrease 
in the number of whales present in Kugmallit Bay 
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were responsible for a total catch of only 90 whales of 
which 42% were landed in Kugmallit Bay (Fraker 
and Fraker, 1981). However, the 1981 catch of 149 
whales was the most successful harvest since 1976 
and was well above the average (Fraker and Fraker, 
1982). 

The fall migration of white whales from the eastern 
Beaufort Sea begins during late August and Sep- 
tember. Fraker and Fraker (198 1) concluded that the 
majority of fall migrants probably travel offshore 
near the edge of the pack ice, since only a few have 
been sighted in coastal areas during numerous sur- 
veys and they have been observed migrating through 
offshore waters in Alaska (Fraker et al., 1978; John- 
son, 1979). 

3.2.1.3 Other Whales 
. 

The gray whale (Eschrichtius robustus) is a medium 
sized baleen whale which feeds primarily on benthic 
invertebrates (Rice and Wolman, 1971). This species 
is designated as a rare and endangered species under 
U.S. legislation, although the California stock of 
gray whales has been recently reclassified from a 
‘protection stock’ to a ‘sustained management stock’ 
by the International Whaling Commission. Although 
the Californian population of gray whales summer 
mainly in the north Pacific Ocean, and the Bering 

and Chukchi seas, gray whales regularly enter the 
western Beaufort near Point Barrow during the 
summer. During the summer of 1980 three gray 
whales were sighted in the eastern Beaufort Sea 
(Rugh and Fraker, 1981; Renaud and Davis, 1981). 
One was sighted there in the summer of 1981 (LGL, 
in prep.). 

The narwhal (Monodon monoceros) is a small, 
toothed whale closely related to the white whale. 
Narwhals occur primarily in eastern Canadian and 
Greenland Arctic waters, but may occur as stragglers 
in the Beaufort and Chukchi seas (Geist et al., 1960; 
Smith. 1977; Reeves, 1978). 

A small number of killer whales (Urcinus orca) may 
migrate to the Chukchi Sea during summer. but they 
rarely range east of Point Barrow, Alaska (Leather- 
wood and Dahlheim. 1979). 

3.2.2 SEALS 

3.2.2.1 Ringed Seal 

The ringed seal (Phoca hispida) is the smallest pin- 
niped, attaining an average adult weight of about 50 
kg (Plate 3.2-3). This species is the most abundant 
and widespread marine mammal in the Canadian 
Arctic. and is harvested by virtually ail coastal Arctic 
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PLATE 3.2-3 Yearling ringed seal. The ringed seal is the smallest pjnnjped, attaining an adult weight of about 50 kg. 
(COur?esy, Canadian Wildlife Service). 
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communities (Section 3.6.1.1). During the period 
from late spring to late autumn, ringed seals in the 
central Beaufort Sea prey primarily on pelagic inver- 
tebrates (e.g. the amphipod Parathemisto libellula), 
while the Arctic cod (Boreogadus saida) is the princi- 
pa! food item during the period from November to 
April (Lowry et al., 1980). Polar bears prey exten- 
sively on subadult ringed seals, although they are 
also known to take some adults as we!!. Arctic foxes 
prey heavily on pups in subnivean birth lairs during 
the spring (Smith, 1976). Predation by bears and 
foxes is the major source of natural mortality of 
ringed seals (Smith, 1976; Stirling and McEwan, 
1975). 

Stirling et a!. (198 la) summarized the results of seal 
sur\ c!Is conducted from 1974 to 1979 in the south 
eastern Beaufort Sea. The study areas encom- 
passed a coastal region 160 km off the mainland 

* shore and off the west coast of Banks Island in the 
Canadian Beaufort Sea, and western Amundsen 
Gulf to 123’45’W. Aerial surveys were conducted 
during the peak of the diurnal cycle of the haul-out 
period. Estimates of the number of hauled-out seals 
are considered indices of abundance rather than 
counts of the total population because no correction 
was made for seals that remained under the ice dur- 
ing the surveys. Densities and total estimated counts 
of ringed seals in the study area are indicated in 
Figure 3.2-4. The estimated population in the Beau- 
fort Sea region between 1974 and 1979 has ranged 
from a low of approximately 23.000 in 1977 to a high 
of approximately 62.000 animals in 1978. Between 
1974 and 1975, there was an apparent 50% decline in 
the number of ringed (and bearded) seals in the 
Canadian Beaufort region. Stirling et al. (1977) and 
Stirling et a!. (198 la) speculate the decline was prob- 
ably related to the severe ice conditions during the 
winter of 1974-75. Similar decreases in the ringed seal 
population of the Alaskan Beaufort and northeast 
Chukchi seas were also recorded between 1974 and 
1975 (Eley and Lowry, 1978). The decline was 
believed to have resulted from a combination of 
factors which included a decrease in production of 
pups, a probable increase in mortality, and large 
scale movements of a significant proportion of the 
population out of the eastern Beaufort Sea (Stirling 
et al., 1977, 1979; Smith and Stirling, 1978). The 
ringed sea! population remained low through 1975 to 
1977, but between June 1977and June 1978. numbers 
increased 2.5-fold. The 1979 estimates were similar to 
those recorded in 1974 prior to the major decline. 
Stirling et a!. (1980) suggest the sea! population in the 
eastern Beaufort Sea has recovered from the 1974- 
1975 decline, but that total numbers will continue to 
fluctuate among years. 

During u inter. breeding adults occup!’ the landfast 
ice Mhere they maintain breathtng holes (Smith. 
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1973). They are known to occupy large bays of 
Amundsen Gulf, and to a lesser extent, the inshore 
landfast ice areas off Tuktoyaktuk Peninsula and the 
west coast of Banks Island (Stirling et al., 1977) 
(Figure 3.2-5). Subadults and non-breeding adults 
typically concentrate in leads and areas of thin ice in 
the transition zone during winter and spring (Stirling 
et al., 1977). Very low densities of ringed seals occur 
in pack ice areas (Burns and Eley, 1977). 

Females are sexually mature at 6 years of age (males 7 
years) and gestation lasts about 9 months after a 
delayed implantation (Smith, 1973). Pupping occurs 
during late March and early April in subnivean lairs 
on the landfast ice (Smith and Stirling, 1975). The 
lactation period lasts about 1.5 to 2.0 months 
(McLaren, 1958; Smith, 1973). Newborn pups aver- 
age 65 cm in length and 4.5 kg in weight. 

In the eastern and western Arctic, large numbers of 
ringed seals haul-out to moult in June (Smith, 1973). 
In the Canadian Beaufort Sea and western Amund- 
sen Gulf, Stirling et al. (198 la) reported highest den- 
sities of hauled-out seals in fast ice along the Yukon 
coast, around Cape Parry and along the southwest 
coast of Banks Island (Figure 3.2-6). They preferred 
areas with a high proportion of ice cover and moder- 
ate water depths (50 to 75 m) (Stirling et al., 198la). 
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FIGURE 3.2-5 Distribution of important seal wintering andpupping habitats in the Northeast ChukchiSea. Beaufort Sea and 
Amundsen Gulf. Durmg winter breeding, ringed Seals occupy the landfast ice, Where they maintain breathing holes. 

The distribution of ringed seals during the open 
water season has not been well documented, although 
concentrations are known to occur at the edge of the 
pack ice north of Alaska and the Yukon, as well as 
near ice remnants along the coast (Eley and Lowry, 
1978). Other seals remain in ice-free nearshore 
waters. Recent industry sponsored aerial surveys 
conducted off the Tuktoyaktuk Peninsula to the 50 
m isobath indicated high densities (mean 0.416/km2, 
range 0.025 to 1.434/kmZ) of ringed seals during 
August 21-24, 1980 (Renaud and Davis, 1981). This 
density estimate is considered a minimum figure 
because of the low detectability of ringed seals in the 
outer portions of the 800 m wide transect strip and 
because no allowance was made for animals beneath 
the surface. Since few seals were observed during 
surveys conducted on August 6-7 and September 3-4, 
1980. the authors concluded that a major influx of 
ringed seals may have occurred by the late August 
survey (Renaud and Davis, 1981). At least some of 
the seals appeared to be feeding in the area. 

3.2.2.2 Bearded Seal 

The bearded seal (Erignathus barbatus) is a large. 
solitary seal that ranges throughout Arctic waters. 
Adults attain an average weight of 340 kg and a 
length of 2 m (Plate 3.2-4). 

The Bering and Chukchi sea populations of bearded 
seals total approximately 300,000 to450,OOO (Burns 
and Frost, 1979). Uncorrected estimatesof the size of 
the bearded seal population in the Canadian Beau- 
fort to 160 km offshore from the mainland and 
Banks Island, and western Amundsen Gulf to 
123”45’W (during haul-out) ranged from 3,072 (1974), 
1.389 (1975), 1,687 (1976), 1,309 (1977), 3,109 (1978), 
to 2,056 (1979) (Stirling et al., 198 la). As indicated by 
these estimates. the bearded seal population declined 
(like the ringed seal population) by at least 50% 
between 1974 and 1975. Stirling et al. (1977) specu- 
lated the decline was in response to heavy ice condi- 
tions in 1974-75, and was caused by decreased repro- 
duction, a probable increase in mortality, and emigra- 
tion. However, recent estimates (1978, 1979) suggest 
that the bearded seal population has recovered from 
the decline observed in 1975, and that numbers will 
probably continue to fluctuate (Stirling et al., 1980). 
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Bearded seals are hunted by the Inuit, but are not as 
abundant or important to the harvest as ringed seals 
(Section 3.6.1.1). Bearded seals feed primarily on 
benthic and epibenthic organisms, and are typically 
restricted to the shallower waters of the continental 
shelf. This species prefers broken ice areas with 
shallow depths (less than 50 m) (Stirling et al., 198 la), 
and may be limited to an effective feeding depth of 90 
to 100 m (Ivashin et al., 1972, cited in Stirling et al., 
1977). 

Females are sexually mature at six years of age, while 
males are sexually mature at seven years. Females 
mate every year, and gestation lasts approximately 
11.5 months. The pups are usually born on the 
moving pack ice during late April and early May, and 
lactation lasts for 12 to 18 days before the pups are 
abandoned (Bums and Frost, 1979). The average 
eight of a newborn pup is about 45 kg. 

During the winter, most bearded seals occur in 
shallow water areas in the transition zone or in 
nearshore pack ice areas (Figure 3.2-5) (Eley and 
Lowry, 1978). Although bearded seals do not typically 
maintain breathing holes in the fast ice, this has been 
observed during prolonged icebound periods in 
Amundsen Gulf (Stirling and Smith, 1977). 

During the summer open water period, the population 
of bearded seals in the western Beaufort is believed to 
be augmented with seals from the Chukchi Sea 
(Burns and Frost, 1979). Unsuitable feeding areas for 
bearded seals predominate in the eastern Beaufort 
because the pack ice is typically located north of the 
continental shelf and they prefer shallow water areas 
with associated pack ice. However, bearded seals are 
relatively common in certain nearshore areas near 
southern Banks Island, Cape Parry and Herschel 
Island during summer (I. Stirling, T.G. Smith, pers. 
comms., cited in LGL and ESL, 1981). 

3.2.2.3 Pacific Walrus, Other Seals and Sea Lions 

The Pacific race of walrus (Odebenus rosmarus 
divergens) occurs in the Bering and Chukchi seas, 
and was historically present in the Beaufort Sea (Fay, 
1957). Walruses feed primarily on infaunal in- 
vertebrates such as bivalve molluscs, and are usually 
restricted to shallower waters within the 100 m 
isobath (Vibe, 1950). 

The Pacific walrus population has now recovered or 
exceeded pre-exploitation levels of 200,000, and there 
is evidence which suggests that the carrying capacity 
of the available range has been reached (Fay et al., 
1977; Lowry et al., 1979). The majority of the Pacific 
population winters on the pack ice in the Bering Sea, 
although small herds may remain in the Chukchi 
Sea. During spring and summer, most walruses move 

northward with the retreating edge of the pack ice. 
Although a few walruses may reach the western 
Beaufort Sea, they rarely range to the eastern 
Beaufort (Eley and Lowry, 1978). 

The spotted seal (Phoca largha) is a small phocid 
which occurs primarily in the Bering Sea, although 
some individuals may occur as far east as the Colville 
River in the Beaufort Sea during summer (Eley and 
Lowry, 1978). The ranges of both the hooded seal 
(Cystophora cristata) and the harp seal (Pagophilus 
groenlandicus) are primarily Arctic-Atlantic, and 
only infrequent and isolated records of these seals 
exist for the Beaufort Sea (see LGL and ESL, 198 1). 
The northern fur seal (Callorhinus ursinus cyn- 
ocephalus) and northern sea lion (Eumetopias jubatus) 
occur occasionally in the Alaskan Beaufort (hley and 
Lowry, 1978), and the northern fur seal has been 
recorded on four occasions in the eastern Beaufort 
Sea (Harington, 1966). 

3.2.3 POLAR BEAR 

The polar bear (Ursus maritimus) has a circumpolar 
distribution and ranges in Canada from the High 
Arctic Islands to James Bay (Plate 3.2-5). In November 
1973, Canada, Denmark, Norway, U.S.A. and the 
Soviet Union signed an international agreement for 
the conservation of polar bears which stated that 
“Each contracting party shall take appropriate action 
to protect the ecosystems of which polar bears are a 
part...‘* (see Stirling et al., 1975). The polar bear 
population in areas from Cape Lisburne, Alaska to 
the Alaska-Yukon border has been estimated at 
2.500 (Eley and Lowry, 1978), while an additional 
1,700 to 1,800 bears were estimated to occur in the 
Canadian Beaufort Sea and Amundsen Gulf during 
the period from 1972-1974 (Stirling, 1978). Polar 
bears within the Beaufort region show a high degree 
of fidelity to specific locations during spring. In the 
Canadian Beaufort-Amundsen Gulf region, the polar 
bear population has two components: one is associated 
with the west coast of Banks Island and the other 
with the mainland coast. The latter component 
constitutes part of a population shared with Alaska 
(Stirling et al., 1981b). The polar bear population 
associated with the Alaskan Beaufort Sea coast is 
presently being studied by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife 
Service (S. Amstrup, pers. comm.). Preliminary 
results support the findings of Stirling et al. (198 1 b) 
that the mainland coastal population is shared 
between Alaska and Canada. 

Polar bears are hunted by the Inuit throughout the 
Canadian Arctic under a community quota system 
regulated by the Northwest Territories government 
(Section 3.6.3). The six settlements in the Canadian 
Beaufort Sea harvest a total of about 50 to 60 bears 
each year, although the quotas are reviewed annually. 
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are primary polar bear dennmg areas in the Beaufoyt region. 

Alaskan Inuit along the north coast also hunt polar 
bears, and killed an annual average of 26 bears 
between 1973-1979 (Alaska Department Fish and 
Game, pers. comm). 

Adult male bears range from 450 to 550 kg in weight, 
while adult females weigh from 180 to 270 kg 
(Stirling et al., 1975). Polar bears prey primarily on 
ringed seals in the transition zone, although bearded 
seals are also locally important. During spring in 
‘normal’ years. up to 80% of the ringed seals taken by 
polar bears were two years old or less (Stirling and 
Smith, 1977). Few of the seals killed are entirely 
consumed by bears. and seal carrion is an important 
food item of Arctic foxes (Stirling, 1974; Stirling and 
McEwan, 1975). 

Natural changes in the distribution and abundance 
of the Beaufort Sea ringed seal population has been 
demonstrated to cause changes in the abundance and 
distribution of polar bears in the western Arctic 
(Stirling. 1978). For example, population estimates 
in 1975 indicated that the total number of bears in the 
Canadian Beaufort Sea-Amundsen Gulf could have 
been as low as 1.000, while an estimated 1,521 were 
present in 1974(Stirlinget al.. 1975). The reduction in 
seal populations (Sections 3.2.2.1 and 3.2.2.2) during 
the winter of 1974-75 were believed to be responsible, 
at least in part. for reduced cub survival and changes 

in the distribution and abundance of bears (Stirling 
et al., 1975, 1976). 

Polar bears are typically restricted to areas with sea 
ice throughout most of the year (Figure 3.2-7). Data 
collected on the distribution and habitat preferences 
of polar bears in the western Arctic from 197 1 to 1979 
are presented in Stirling et al. (198 lb). During the 
winter and spring, most adult males, non-breeding 
females, females with yearlings and two year olds, 
and subadults in the Canadian Beaufort showed a 
strong preference for the floe edge and areas of 
moving ice with %th or more ice cover, probably due 
to the accessibility of seals in these areas (Stirling et 
al., 1975; Stirling et al., 1981b). Adult females with 
cubs-of-the-year in this region showed a marked 
preference for stable landfast ice with deep snow 
drifts along the pressure ridges (Stirling et al., 198 1 b). 
During late spring and summer, most polar bears 
usually remained with the retreating pack ice and 
continued to prey on seals (Stirling et al., 1975). 

Breeding occurs during April. May or June and the 
average age of first breeding in females is 5.4 years. 
Delayed implantation occurs, and gestation lasts 8 to 
9 months (Lentfer. 1980). Although polar bears of 
both sexes and all ages may occupy temporary dens 
or shelters during adverse weather, winter denning is 
particularly crucial for pregnant females. The maternal 



dens are usually excavated in snow banks on leeward 
slopes of coastal hills or valley sides near the sea, and 
are characterized by entranceways leading to one or 
more ‘rooms’ (Harington, 1968). However, in the 
Alaskan Beaufort. maternity dens are also known to 
occur on drifting ice, although the number of females 
denning in these areas has not been documented 
(Lentfer, 1975). Pregnant females usually occupy the 
maternal dens during early November, and the cubs 
are born in December and January (Lentfer, 1975; 
Schweinsburg et al., 1977). At birth, the cubs weigh 
600 to 800 gm. Female polar bears are believed to 
produce an average litter of 1.63 ever! third year 
(Lentfer. 1980). During late March or early April, 
females and young-of-the-year emerge from the dens 
and move onto the landfast ice to prey on ringed 
seals. Young bears usually remain with their mother 
for 1 to 2 years after they leave the dens (Stirling et al., 
1975). 

1981 b). Maternity denning occurs infrequently along 
the mainland coast. Stirling et al. (198 1 b) reported a 
single den in this area during 197 l- 1979 and states 
that Inuit hunters found only three during the past 
decade. Connors (1978) identified a denning area for 
polar bears near Camden Bay in Alaska. 

32.4 ARCTIC FOX 

The Arctic fox (Alopex lagopus) is a small terrestrial 
mammal that ranges throughout the Arctic tundra of 
North America and Eurasia (Plate 3.2-6). Arctic 
foxes are terrestrial throughout most of their range, 
although foxes from Arctic coastal populations may 
move onto the nearshore landfast ice during winter. 
Consequently, this species is considered in the 
following section because they are known to occur in 
the marine environment during certain periods of 
their life cycle; however, details of the distribution, 
abundance and biology of this species are discussed 

Primary denning areas in the Canadian Beaufort Sea further in Section 4.1.4.1. 
include the west and south coasts of Banks Island. 
and to a lesser extent, the west coast of Victoria Arctic foxes are trapped on the sea ice by residents of 
Island (Figure 3.2-7 and 3.2-8) (Stirling et al., 1975, the Beaufort and northeast Chukchi region, and 
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FIGURE 3.2-7 Distribution of polar bear and Arctic fox habitats in the Northeast Chukchi Sea. Beaufort Sea and Amundsen 
Gulf. Arctlc foxes are known to scavage on the sea ice on the remarns of seals killed by polar bears. 
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provide a major source of cash income for many 
small communities in Canada and Alaska (Sections 
3.6.4 and 4.6.1). This species is the most economically 
important terrestrial mamma1 in the southeastern 
Beaufort Sea region and is widely distributed 
throughout most mainland areas adjacent to the 
Beaufort and northeast Chukchi seas and on Banks 
and Victoria islands. The abundance and distribution 
of Arctic foxes on the sea ice in the Beaufort region 
has not been documented. Primary marine winter 
habitat for this species is indicated on Figure 3.2-7. 

Arctic foxes are known to scavenge on the sea ice on 
the remains of seals killed by polar bears (DegerbBl 
and Freuchen, 1935; Macpherson, 1969; Stirling and 
Smith, 1977). and are also major predators of ringed 
seal pups during spring (Smith, 1976). For example, 
following a three year study in Prince Albert Sound 
and eastern Amundsen Gulf, Smith (1976) estimated 
that a minimum of 4.4% to 21.9% (in different years) 
of the ringed seal pups were taken by Arctic foxes. 
During spring and summer, Arctic foxes go ashore to 
den. They prey primarily on lemmings. and Arctic 
fox populations are reported to fluctuate dramatically 
in response to the cyclic abundance of this species 
(Macpherson, 1969: Banfield, 1974). 

The most important known denning areas for .4rctic 
foxes in coastal areas of the Mackenzie Delta- 
Tuktoyaktuk Peninsula region occur between Dem- 
arcation Point and Kay Point (Figure 3.2-7) (Nolan 
et al., 1973). Other important denning areas are 
located from Kay Point to Shingle Point, in the outer 
Mackenzie Delta (Richards Island), and the north 
side of the Tuktoyaktuk Peninsula, (Nolan et al., 
1973; Slaney, 1975). 

3.3 BIRDS 

The following section briefly summarizes the major 
activities and important habitats of the primary spe- 
cies of marine-associated birds that frequent the 
Beaufort and northeast Chukchi seas. A more detailed 
description of the biology, distribution, abundance, 
phenology and important habitats of all major spe- 
cies of birds known to occur in marine and terrestrial 
areas of the Beaufort Sea region is provided in Sec- 
tion 4.2. 

The available information on the spring routes of the 
major species which migrate to or through the Beau- 
fort region are summarized in Figure 3.3-l. In gen- 
eral. offshore routes are probably the most heavily 
used but also the least well documented. Major coas- 
tal and offshore migrants include loons, brant, olds- 
quaws, eiders, phalaropes, jaegers and murres. Snow 
geese, white-fronted geese, Canada geese, some 
brant. swans, diving ducks other than eiders and 
oldsquaw, dabbling ducks, most shorebirds, and ter- 

restrial species migrate overland to reach the western 
Arctic nesting grounds. During late April and early 
May most offshore migrants travel along a broad 
front through the Beaufort Sea after passing Point 
Barrow. with specific routes probably related to the 
locations of ice leads. As spring progresses. later 
migrants probably follow a route closer to the main- 
land coast when moving through the Beaufort Sea. 

From May through mid June, the most important 
areas in the Beaufort region for marine-associated 
birds are the patches of open water (less than 25 m 
deep) which provide feeding and resting areas for 
hundreds of thousands of spring migrants (Barry et 
al., 1981). On June 5 and 9, 1980, Barry et al. (1981) 
conducted aerial surveys along the edge of the fast ice 
areas between Herschel Island and Baillie Islands, 
along the Amundsen Gulf polynya and along the 
west coast of Banks Island north to Bernard Island. 
Oldsquaws. eiders, loons and glaucous gulls were the 
predominant species in areas of open water. and, 
with the exception of loons, most birds were observed 
within 1 to 2 km of the landfast ice edge (Barry et al.. 
198 I). The densities of birds recorded along the ice 
edge in the spring of 1980 are presented in Figure 
3.3-2. The largest numbers of birds, predominantly 
eiders, were seen in leads off southwestern Banks 
Island. between Cape Kellett and Big River. Other 
important areas in spring include the ice edge 
between Cape Dalhousie and Baillie Island, and off 
Cape Parry and Booth Islands (Barry, 1976). A sim- 
ilar trend was also recorded in 198 1 during a survey 
on June 9 (Barry and Barry, 1982). 

In the entire Beaufort and northeast Chukchi region, 
the largest concentration of nesting birds occurs in 
the Cape Lisburne-Cape Thompson area of Alaska. 
Large colonies of black-legged kittiwakes (Springer 
and Roseneau, 1978), murres and several other spe- 
cies of seabirds nest in the area (Sowls et al., 1978; 
Springer and Roseneau, 1978) (see Section 4.2). In 
the Canadian Beaufort Sea region the largest concen- 
tration of nesting birds is the snow goose colony 
located 16 km inland along the Egg River on south- 
ern Banks Island (Bellrose, 1976; Barry, 1976). This 
colony contained an estimated 198,000 nesting snow 
geese in 198 1 (see Section 4.2). Other colonies within 
the Canadian Beaufort region include a colony of 
about 800 murres at Cape Parry (Plate 3.3-1) (Barry, 
1976; Ward, 1979), brant and snow goose colonies on 
the Anderson River delta and Mackenzie Delta, and 
small colonies of gulls, terns and common eiders at 
various locations along the mainland coast and the 
western coasts of Banks and Victoria islands (see 
Section 4.2). In addition, numerous other species are 
widely dispersed during the nesting period at river 
deltas and in tundra areas adjacent to the coasts. 
From early June through July, the most important 
littoral zone nesting areas include the mainland 
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between Blow River and Tent Island in Shoalwater 
Bay, Pe!Iy Island, the seaward edge of the Kendall 
Island Bird Sanctuary, Swan Channel, the Anderson 
River delta and Cape Parry (Bar? et al., 1981). 

There are several species of ducks, geese. swans and 
alcids which moult and are flightless for at least 2 to 3 
weeks during their residence in the Beaufort and 
northeast Chukchi region (Tuck. 1960: Bellrose, 
1976). The major species of birds that moult in these 
coastal marine areas include oldsquaws. female eid- 
ers, white-winged and surf scoters, greater scaup. 
brant, snow geese, thick-billed murres and black guil- 
lemots. Some species of waterfowl usually moult and 
rear their broods in sheltered bays and coastal 
lagoons along much of the mainland coast during the 
period from mid July to mid August (Barry et al., 
198 1). Marine coastal areas of the Canadian Beau- 
fort Sea and Amundsen Gulf that are used the most 
by mouiting and/or brood-rearing waterfowl are 
indicated in Figure 3.3-3, and include Nunaluk Spit, 
lagoons between Toker Point and Warren Point, 
McKinley Bay to Nuvorak Point, Wood Bay, Har- 
rowby Bay, Ikpisugyak Bay and Langton Bay (Barry 
et al., 1981). In addition, the Investigator Islands and 
areas from Ramsay Island to Deans Dundas Bay on 
southwestern Victoria Island are also important 
moulting areas for female eiders (Barry et al., 1981). 

The major routes of fall migrants departing from the 
Beaufort-Chukchi area are shown in Figure 3.3-4. In 
the eastern Beaufort, migration is both coastal and 
offshore. with many species believed to fly directly 
from the Arctic Islands toward Point Barrow. Migra- 
tion may begin as early as late June, with a reverse 
(westward) migration of non-breeding jaegers (John- 
son et al., 1975) and a westward moult migration of 
male oldsquaws (Searing et al., 1975). In July and 
early August. post-breeding male eiders migrate 
westward to moulting areas in the Bering Sea (Man- 
ning et al., 1956; Thompson and Person, 1963: John- 
son, 1971). Female phalaropes migrate westward in 
mid July, and male phalaropes and some juveniles 
follow during August (Parmelee et al., 1967; Connors 
et al.. 1979). Female eiders and their young migrate 
westward during late August through September 
(Johnson, 1971: Timson, 1976). Brant begin to move 
westward in mid August (Searing et al., 1975). while 
oldsquaws and loons migrate through coastal waters 
during September and October (Searing et al.. 1975: 
Johnson. 1979). Staging areas used by brant and 
oldsquaw occur in littoral areas along the entire coast- 
line of the Beaufort-Chukchi region, although con- 
centration areas are only known to occur in barrier 
island lagoons, bays, and sheltered areas in Alaska 
(Johnson, 1979). Brant are particularly abundant at 
Cape Halkett, Alaska (King, 1970). Important coas- 
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FIGURE 3.3-3 Marine coastal areas most used by moulting and/or brood-rearing waterfowl in the southeastern Beaufort 
Region. (Based on Barry et al., 1981). 

tal staging areas for overland migrants such as snow 
geese and white-fronted geese occur primarily along 
the Yukon and Alaskan North Slope and in the 
Mackenzie Delta (Koski, 1975, 1977a, 1977b) (Fig- 
ure 3.3-4). 
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FIGURE 3.4-l General areas where coastal fisheries studies have been carried out. The investigators are iisted in Table 
3.4-l. 

3.4 FISH 

Knowledge of the fish of the Beaufort and northeast 
Chukchi seas has increased substantially in the last 
decade. with the most recent information having 
been collected from areas where industrial develop- 
ments have been proposed, such as the Alaskan 
North Slope (Prudhoe Bay) and Mackenzie Delta 
areas (Figure 3.4-l; Table 3.4-l). Consequently, the 
inshore fish species of the Beaufort Sea (especially of 
southern coastal zones) and many of their life history 
characteristics and habitats are becoming reasonably 
well known. However, less is known about the off- 
shore fish resources of the eastern Beaufort Sea and 
off the coasts east of the Tuktoyaktuk Peninsula, 
west of the Colville River, and along Banks Island. 
Sampling programs for fish in Arctic waters, compli- 
cated by logistics, weather and ice conditions, have 
been largely restricted to the open water months and 
have generally used limiting types of sampling gear. 
As a result of these sampling biases, some species and 
sizes of fish may have been present but not captured 
in surveys conducted to date in the Beaufort and 
northeast Chukchi region. On the other hand. the 
most recent studies, done in relation to hydrocarbon 

exploration and development in Alaska, used var- 
ious types of sampling gear throughout the summer 
and. in some cases, winter (e.g. Craig and Haldorson. 
1980; Tarbox and Thorne, 1979; Moulton et al., 
1980). Overall, these studies in Alaska have been 
more comprehensive than any completed to date in 
the Canadian portion of the Beaufort Sea. 

3.4.1 THE PHYSICAL ENVIRONMENT AND 
FISH DISTRIBUTION 

Fish in the Beaufort Sea include species from both 
the Pacific and Atlantic oceans, as well as those 
endemic to Arctic waters. Certain features of the 
physical environment of the Beaufort and northeast 
Chukchi seas, described in Chapter 1.0, affect the 
species composition, distribution and abundance of 
fish. These are mainly the freshwater drainages enter- 
ing the sea which reduce coastal salinities, local wind 
patterns which create longshore currents, and ice 
formation during winter. 

The Mackenzie and Colville rivers, as well as smaller 
watercourses along the mainland North Slope, dis- 
charge plumes of relatively warm nutrient-rich fresh 
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TABLE 3.4-l 

LIST OF FIELD STUDIES RELATED TO BEAUFORT/N.E. CHUKCHI MARINE ENVIRONMENTS 
(Areas shown in Figure 3.4-l) 

Area 1 

Frost et al., 1978 -- 

Area 2 

Bendock, 1977 
Craig, 1977 
Craig and Haldorson, 1980 
Craig and McCart, 1974 
Craig and McCart, 1975 
Craig and Mann, 1974 
Furniss, 1975 
Kogl and Schell, 1974 
Moulton et al., 1980 
Roguski GdKomarek, 1972 
Tarbox and Moulton, 1980 
Tarbox and Spight, 1979 
Tarbox and Thorne, 1979 
Yoshihara. 1973 

Area 3 

Griffiths et al., 1977 
Roguski GdKomarek, 1972 
Area 4 

Craig and McCart, 1974 
Craig and Mann, 1974 
Griffiths et al., 1975 
Kendel e&c 1975 -- 
McAllister, 1962 

Area 5 

Brunskill et al 1973 - -*I 
de Graaf and Machniak, 1977 
Envirocon Ltd., 1977 
Galbraith and Hunter, 1979 

Area 5 (cont’d) 

Mann, 1975 
Olmsted, 1977 
Percy, 1975 
Poulin, 1975, 1976 
Poulin and Martin, 1976 
Slaney, 1973a, 1974, 1975 

Area 6 

Bray, 1975 
Byers and Kashino, 1980 
Dept. of Fisheries and Oceans, 1980 
Hunter, 1979 
Slaney, 1973b 

Area 7 

Bray, 1975 
Dept. of Fisheries and Oceans, 1980 
Hunter, 1979 
Jones and DenBeste, 1977 

Area 8 

Bray, 1975 
Hunter, 1979 
Poulin and Martin, 1976 

Area 9 

Hunter, 1979 

Area 10 

Galbraith and Hunter, 1979 

Area 11 

Quast, 1974 

AREA 12 

Galbraith and Hunter, 1979 

water during the summer. These create a fluctuating 
coastal environment with higher temperatures and 
lower salinities compared to offshore waters. Ocean 
circulation patterns and winds tend to confine these 
freshwater inflows to inshore waters and sweep them 
along the coastline. Consequently, brackish warm 
water is common along the Beaufort coastline in 
summer, particularly in the lagoons and embayments 
behind the many barrier islands along the mainland 
coast. Since the Mackenzie River is much larger than 
the Colville River. the influence of its plume usually 
extends much further away from its mouth than does 
the influence of the Colville River plume. 

While the offshore environment of the Beaufort Sea 

is a cold marine water mass which remains relatively 
stable year-round. the inshore waters of many regions 
have large seasonal fluctuations in turbidity, temper- 
ature and salinity. Consequently, the coastal species 
must be physiologically tolerant of these conditions. 
During the spring and summer nearshore surface 
salinities can range from 1 to 25 ‘100. with waters 
becoming more saline as the summer progresses. 
Temperatures increase from a range of 0 to 5°C in the 
spring to as high as 16°C by mid August in the 
surface layer of some protected waters. 

Along the coasts. the mixing between the freshwater 
runoff and the marine-offshore waters varies 
throughout the region, and appears to affect the fish 



species present in coastal areas. In some areas there is 
considerable mixing, which results in a relatively 
homogeneous brackish nearshore environment (Craig 
and Haldorson, 1980). However, in other areas, such 
as off Prudhoe Bay, the Yukon coast, the Mackenzie 
River Delta, and Tuktoyaktuk Peninsula, a wedge of 
cold saline water often exists beneath the upper fresh 
or brackish warm water layer (Moulton et al.. 1980; 
Kendel et al.. 1975: Byers and Kashino. 1980). Never- 
theless. both well-mixed brackish and stratified 
waters remain relatively close (within 10 km) to the 
coastline. 

During the open water season, the species composi- 
tion of fish in the Beaufort and northeast Chukchi 
seas reflect the spatial and seasonal differences in 
salinity. temperature and ice conditions. Marine spe- 
cies prefer cold saline or brackish waters, while anad- 

. romous species inhabit the warmer brackish coastal 
waters. Freshwater species are occasionally found 
along the coasts. usually near river mouths and outer 
river deltas (Craig and Haldorson, 1980: Percy. 
1975). 

During winter most of the nearshore waters, less than 
2 m deep, are frozen to the bottom. Some nearshore 
areas possess pockets of seawater which may become 
hypersaline during the winter months with salinities 
up to 60 o/oo) (Griffiths et al., 1977: Craig and Haldor- 
son, 1980). The fresh water in coastal habitats dimin- 
ishes during the winter months and becomes largely 
restricted to coasts off the Colville and Mackenzie 
deltas. Therefore, overwintering habitat for anad- 
romous fish is mainly confined to inland freshwaters 
or deep river channels in the deltas of the Colville and 
Mackenzie rivers (Craig and McCart. 1975: Craig 
and Haldorson, 1980). while indigenous marine spe- 
cies remain in coastal and offshore waters (Tarbox 
and Thorne, 1979). 

3.4.2 SPECIES COMPOSITION 

A list of all fish species documented for the Beaufort 
and northeast Chukchi seas is provided in Table 
3.4-2. There are at least 43 Beaufort Sea fish species 
and 47 species present in the northeast Chukchi Sea. 
More occur in the Chukchi Sea due to some fish 
species entering from the north Pacific Ocean. By 
comparison, over 300 species have been documented 
off the east and west coasts of southern Canada 
(Leim and Scott, 1966; Hart, 1973). The lower variety 
in the Arctic seas has been attributed to low tempera- 
tures, low productivity, and extensive ice action 
which precludes the use of shoreline habitats typical 
of southern areas (McAllister, 1977). 

The relative abundance and species composition of 
fish collected during summer surveys conducted 
from the Colville River to the Tuktoyaktuk Penin- 
sula area are shown in Table 3.4-3. The species com- 
position is considered to be representative for the 
region although differences in relative abundance 
suggested by these data may be a reflection of differ- 
ences in the month of sampling, weather conditions. 
depth and sampling gear (Plate 3.4-l). 

Anadromous species found during the open u.arer 
season in nearshore areas of the Beaufort Sea (gener- 
ally less than 5 m deep) include Arctic cisco. least 
cisco. Arctic char, boreal smelt. humpback whitefish. 
broad whitefish, and inconnu. These anadromous 
species spend much of their time in marine coastal 
waters during some phase of their life history. and are 
important to either the domestic or commercial 
fisheries along the southern Beaufort Sea coastline. 
Arctic char and whitefish species are the most impor- 
tant anadromous fish harvested (Section 3.6.6). 

Common marine species caught in the nearshore 
Beaufort region include Arctic cod. Pacific herring, 
fourhorn sculpin. Arctic flounder. and starry flounder. 
Saffron cod, snailfish. sandlances and eelpouts have 
also been consistently reported in the region. Marine 
species are of lesser importance to the domestic 
fishery than anadromous species. Some marine fish 
such as cod are considered to be particularly impor- 
tant as food for marine mammals and birds (Section 
3.1). 

Overall the most common species found in coastal 
waters of the Beaufort Sea are Arctic cisco. least 
cisco. fourhorn sculpin. Arctic char and Arctic cod. 
These five species accounted for over 90% of all fish 
collected in Simpson Lagoon (Craig and Haldorson. 
1980), Kaktovik Lagoon (Griffiths et al., 1977). 
Nunaluk Lagoon (Griffiths et al., 1975). near Prud- 
hoe Bay(Bendock, 1977). along the Yukon coastline 
(Kendel et al., 1975). and along the Tuktoyaktuk 
Peninsula (Jones and Den Beste. 1977; Byers and 
Kashino, 1980; Dept. of Fisheries and Oceans, 1980). 
More diverse fish communities exist in coastal areas 
adjacent to the large delta habitats of the Mackenzie 
and Colville rivers. 

Freshwater fish species are found in some Beaufort 
Sea coastal waters, particularly near the Colville and 
Mackenzie rivers. Burbot, northern pike, Arctic 
grayling, round whitefish and lake trout have been 
collected in these areas. However. these fish are 
found almost exclusively in association with river 
1974). 
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TABLE 3.4-2 

ANADROMOUS AND MARINE FISH SPECIES DOCUMENTED 
IN THE BEAUFORT AND NE CHUKCHI SEAS 

Group and 
Species 

ANADROMOUS 
Lampreys: 
Lampetra japonica 

Salmonids: 
Coreoonus autumnalis 
Coregonus clupeaformis 
Coregonus nasus 
Coregonus sardinella 
Coregonus laurettae 

Oncorhynchus gorbuscha 
Oncorhvnchus keta 
Oncorhynchus tshawytscha 
Oncorhynchus nerka 

Prosoprum cylindricaem 

Salvelinus alpinus 

Stenodus leucichthys 

Smelts: 
Osmerus eperlanus 

MARINE 

Herring: 
Clupea harengus pallasii 

Smelts: 
Mallotus villosus ______- 

Sticklebacks: 
Gasterosteus aculeatus 
Pungitius pungitius 

Cods: 
Arctogadus glacialis 

Boreogadus saida 

Eleginus navaga ~- 
Greenlings: 

Hexagrammos stelleri 

Sculpins: 
Artediellus scaber 

Enophrys lucasi 

Gymnocanthus tricuspis 

Hemilepidotus sp. - 
lcelus brcornis -- 
lcelus spatula ~- 
Megalocottus platycephalus 

Microcottus sellaris 

Mvoxoceohalus axitlaris 
Myoxocephalus jaok 
Mvoxoceohalus auadricornis 
Myoxocephalus scorpioides 
Myoxocephalus scorpius 
Myoxocephalus sm 

Common 
Name 

Arctic lamprey 

Arctic cisco 
humpback whitefish 
broad whitefish 
least cisco 
Bering cisco 

pink salmon 
chum salmon 
chinook salmon 
sockeye salmon 

round whitefish 

Arctic char 

inconnu 

boreal smelt 
(Arctic rainbow smelt) 

Pacific herring 

capelin 

threespine stickleback 
ninespine stickleback 

polar cod 

Arctic cod 

saffron cod 

Whitespotted greenling 

rough hookear sculpin 
- 

Abbrevlatlon’ N.E. 

ARLM 

ARCS 
HBWF 
BDWF 
LSCS 
BCS 
- 
- 
- 
- 

RWF 

CHAR 

INCO 

BORS 

PHER 

CP 

- 
- 

PCD 

ARCD 

SACD 

- 

- 

- 

Arctic staghorn sculpin - 
- - 

twohorn sculpin - 
spatulate sculpin - 

flathead sculpin - 

saddle sculpin - 

axillary sculpin - 
jaok - 
fourhorn sculpin FHSC 
Arctic sculpin - 
shorthorn sculpin - 
steller’s sculpin - 

Chukchl 
Sea 

+ 

+ 
+ 

+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 
+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

f 

+ 

+ 
+ 
+ 

+ 
+ 

Beaufort 
Sea 

+ 

l 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 
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TABLE 3.4-Z (Cont’d) 

ANADROMOUS AND MARINE FISH SPECIES DOCUMENTED 
IN THE BEAUFORT AND NE CHUKCHI SEAS 

Group and 
Species 

Common 
Name 

Abbrevlatlon* N.E. 
Chukchl 

Sea 

Nautichthys priblovius 

Triglops pingeii -~ 
Poachers and Alligator fishes: 
Asidophoroides olriki 

Podothecus acipenserinus 

Lumpfishes and Snailfishes: 
Eumicrotremus derjugini 

Liparis herschelinus 

Liparis koefoedi -~ 
Sandlances: 
Ammodytes hexapterus 

Pricklebacks: 
Eumesogrammus praeciscus 

Lumpenus fabricii 
Lumpenus macultus 
Lumpenus medius 

Stichaeus punctatus 

Eelpouts: 
Gymneiis viridis 

Lycodes mucosus 
Lvcodes palearis Arctica 
Lycodes pallidus ~- 
Lycodes polaris 
Lycodes rossi ~- 

Anglerfishes: 
Ceratias holbilli -- 

Flatfishes: 
Atherestes stomias 

korablik sculpin 

ribbed sculpin 

- + 

Arctic alligatorfish 

sturgeon poacher - t 

leather-fin lumpsucker 

bartail seasnail 

gelatinous seasnail 

- 

SSN t 

- 

Pacific sand lance - t 

fourline snakeblenny 

slender eel blenny 
shanny 
stout eel benny 

Arctic shanny 

- + 
- 

- t 

fish doctor 

saddled eelpout 
wattled eelpout 
pale eelpout 
polar eelpout 
Ross’s eelpout 

- t 
- 
- 
- 
- 
- 

deepsea angler 

Hippoqlossoides robustus 

Limanda aspera -- 
Liopsetta glacialis 

Platichthys stellatus 

Pleuronectes 
quadrituberculatus 

arrowtooth flounder 

Bering flounder 

yellowfin sole 

Arctic flounder 

starry flounder 

- + 
- + 
- + 

ARFL + 

STFL + 

Alaska plaice - + 

*See Table 3.4-3 
Sources: Alverson and Wilimovsky (1966); Craig and Haldorson (1980); 
Frost et. e. (1978); Hildebrand (1948); Percy (1975); Quast and Hail (1972, 1974); 
Tarbox and Spight (1979). 

+ 

Beaufort 
Sea 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 
+ 
+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 
+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 



. Glllnets Tuktoyaktuk 8450 127 303 39 16 3 - 39 30’ 20 6 - P P 67 146 - - 
Sernes Vlclnlty 
Trawls 
Trawls Amundsen Gulf 335 - - 899 - - - - - - - - - - ,,-J - 

1973 130-540m deep 

Trawls Offshore Mackenzie Delta 237 68 8**~16 5 - 3 - P -i - - - 
1974 Tuk Penensula 

‘O-120m deep 

Grlfflths et al (1975) -- 
Grlinets Nunaluk Lagoon (Mouth 1 440 522 23 - 186 - - - - - 01’ - - 15 - 254 

of Malcolm River) 

Grrlfrths et al (1977) -- 
Gtllnets Kaktovrk Lagoon 2 507 150 20 01 02 40 - - - - 80 - 10 ioo 01 P 

Seines (Barter Island) 

Craig and Haldorson (1980) 
GIllnets Simpson Lagoon (East 781 56 3 ‘1 6 38 - 14 2 22 - 01 - 04 - 92 - - 10 

of Colv~lle River) 
Seines 450 16 7 48 2 1 1 07 36 - 76 - 07 - 209 - - 02 - 
Fyke Nets 189,513 15 13 02 06 11 P - 74 2 03 04 - 20 6 P P P 

Faber 366 - - - 831 - - - - - - - - - - 169 

(Tow) Net 
Oflshore 154 - - - - - - - - - - - - I 305 279 409 

Trawls 

Moulton et al (1980) -- 
Glllnets Prudhoe Bay 4 935 01 01 01 - 05 - 882 01 - - - 20 - 18 63 

Fyke Nets 
Faber Nets / 

Trawls 
I 

Bendock (1977) 
Gtllnets Alaska North Slope 28 369 4 0 300 20 P 140 10 -1 200 P P - 280 - P - 

Seanes itiarrlson Bay - 
Trawls Flanman island) 

Doxey (1977) 
Gtllnets Prudhoe Bay 26.661 3 9 305 25 02 130 06 -; 196 P 01 - 290 - 02 02 
Fyke Nets I 

Tarbox and Spight I 1979) / 

Trawls Prudhoe Bay 638 03 - - - 16 - - - - - - -1 928 22 16 

Frost et al 11978) -- 
- Trawls Offshore 40-400m deep 496 - - - -1 39, - - - - _ - _ - 54 

Beaufort< N E Chukcht 
I 

Sea - p---- _--- _ -i- 

(P) Less than 0 1 percent 
(-I Not reported i i 

* Abbrevlatrons of spec!es Identtfted in Table 3 4-2 
**Summary of the fotlowlng studies Kendel et al (1975) Machnlak and De Graff (1975). SlaneY (1973 1974 1975) Percy (1975). Galbrarth and Fraser (1974) 

z$$~Reported also in Galbralth and Fraser (7974) Gee Sectron 3 4 3) 

water at deltas, and their presence is sporadic and the Beaufort Sea coast and are not an important 
abundance low in other coastal waters. Similarly, resource for any domestic fishery. Other species such 
Pacific salmon species (chum, pink and sockeye) as sticklebacks are also common to estuarine envir- 
have recently been documented along the Alaskan onments, but are not dominant in coastal marine 
coast near Prudhoe Bay (Craig and Haldorson, habitats or of particular importance in Arctic marine 
1980), and small spawning runs of chum and pink food webs (Section 3.1). 
salmon are reported to occur as far east as the Mack- 
enzie River (Scott and Crossman, 1973). Although 3.4.3 ANADROMOUS SPECIES 
the occurrence of salmon species this far north is 
noteworthy, they are not usually encountered along During the summer, coastal habitats become feeding 
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TABLE 3.44 

PERCENTAGE OCCURRENCE OF VARIOUS FISH SPECIES DURING SUMMER SURVEYS ALONG THE SOUTHERN BEAUFORT SEA COAST 

(DOES NOT REPRESENT A COMPLETE SPECIES LIST FOR EACH STUDY) 

FISH SPECIES* 

Geer LocalIon Number ANADROMOUS MARINE 

ARCS LSCS BDWF BORS CHAR HBWF INCO ARCD SACD ARFI. STFL FHSC PHER SSN CP 

POlJllrl (1977\** 

Gillnets Greater Mackenzie 12179 “3 46 4 10 74 2 ‘0 20 54 05 04 :2 P 64 18 - - 
Seines Delta - (Herschel / 

Island - McKanley Bay) I 

Byers and Kashmo 11980) 
Gillnets Kugmallrt Bay 346 12 7 13 9 442 - i4 06 12 09 14 29 124 64 - - - 

(Tukloyaktuk 
Penmsula) I 

Grllnets Tuktoyaktuk 284 48 2 201 14 180 - - 041 - 04 11 11 25 63 - - 
Harbour 

Semes Kugmalltit Bay and 200 29 0 365 70 15 - 45 20; - - 30 15 110 - P - 

Adiacent Tbktoyaktuk 
Trawls Penmsula 295 7 1 17 - 251 - - -1 18 0 07 03 47 383 24 - - 

Galbrarth and Hunter (1979) 



PLATE 3.4-l A typical gillnet catch from Tuktoyaktuk Harbour in the fall. From left to right are shown: borealsmelt. fourhorn 
sculpln (dark fish), 4 least cisco, 1 Arctlc flounder, 1 pacific herring, and 2 Arctic cisco. (Courtesy, Dobrocky Seatech Ltd.) 

grounds and migration routes for anadromous spe- 
cies. Over a period of about three or four months, 
anadromous fish accumulate much of the energy 
reserves required for spawning and overwintering, 
although these activities occur later in freshwater 
habitats usually well away from the coast. 

During summer most anadromous species appear to 
use a narrow corridor within the brackish water 
immediately next to the shoreline. Shortly after 
break-up, when land runoff begins to flow into the 
sea, anadromous species descend into nearshore hab- 
itats and (to varying degrees) disperse outward along 
the Beaufort Sea coast. In almost all fish surveys, 
most anadromous species appear to restrict them- 
selves to nearshore waters which are less than 5 m 
deep (Craig and Haldorson, 1980; Byers and Kashino, 
1980). The major factor affecting their distribution 
appears to be the presence of relatively warm brack- 
ish water, and Craig and Haldorson (1980) suggested 
that such water conditions may be necessary for 
these species to achieve optimal summer growth. 
These authors also reported that within Simpson 
Lagoon, Alaska, anadromous fish concentrated along 
the immediate mainland shoreline and along the 
edges of the lee sides of barrier islands (Figure 3.4-2). 
However, in some areas along the Tuktoyaktuk 
Peninsula, large numbers of fish, particularly broad 
whitefish juveniles, were observed entering coastal 

streams and feeding heavily during the summer, 
rather than remaining exclusively in coastal habitats 
(K. Chang-Kue, pers. comm.). 

However, some species have been observed further 
seaward. For example, Craig and Haldorson (1980) 
found anadromous fish 1.5 km offshore when storms 
affected Simpson Lagoon, while Galbraith and 
Fraser (1974) reported Arctic cisco 27 km northeast 
of Herschel Island (Table 3.4-3). Moulton et al. 
(1980) also observed Arctic char over 1 km from 
shore in numbers more characteristic of nearshore 
habitats. Despite these exceptions. anadromous spe- 
cies usually confine themselves to shallow nearshore 
waters where they migrate along the shore and away 
from over-wintering habitats during the summer 
months and return in the fall. 

The sizes of Arctic anadromous fish populations are 
not well documented, and coastal population levels 
are largely a function of the availability of freshwater 
habitats. McCart (1980) estimated the Arctic char 
populations of the Firth and Big Fish rivers at 32,000 
and 17,000 respectively, and the Sagavanirktok River 
population of char is probably greater than either of 
these (A. Sekerak, pers. comm.). Craig and Haldor- 
son (1980) have also provided population estimates 
for adult Arctic cisco and least cisco in the Colville 
River. These authors suggested that, on the basis of 
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FIGURE 3.4-2 Cross-section of Simpson Lagoon study area showing relative numbers of fish caught at 5 sampling stations, 
1977. Numbers of fish represent a seasonal average for combined species caught in a standardized 24-h gill net set. (Craig and 
Heldorson. 1980) . 

tag recoveries, adult Arctic cisco numbers decreased 
from 8 x lo5 to 1 x lo5 during the period from 1976 to 
1979, while least cisco abundance increased from 3 x 
lo5 to 1.5 x lo* during the same period. However. 
estimations of the abundance of anadromous fish in 
coastal environments are complicated by the migra- 
tion of these species. For example, Craig and Hal- 
dorson (1980) suggested that anadromous fish only 
spend 7 to 12 days in Simpson Lagoon during each 
spring and fall migration. but over the entire summer 
one half of the Colville River Arctic cisco population 
of approximately 120,000 fish in 1978, probably 
passed through Simpson Lagoon. The maximum 
number of all adult anadromous fish present in 
Simpson Lagoon at a given time was estimated to be 
about 88,000. Thus the fish present at any given time 
in coastal habitats are likely to be only a portion of 
the total number of fish passing through those habi- 
tats during the summer. These numbers would 
depend on the migratory patterns of individual spe- 
cies and the distance of a coastal habitat from fresh- 
water sources. 

ture fish and mature non-spawners tend to be more 
prevalent in coastal waters compared to the season’s 
spawning population. They migrate greater distances 
and remain for longer periods away from their native 
rivers. The fry of many anadromous species reach 
coastal habitats soon after emergence, but they tend 
to remain relatively close to native rivers during the 
summer. For example. Arctic char do not migrate 
seaward until at least age three (McCart, 1980). Sim- 
ilarly, least cisco young-of-the-year and one year old 
fish were largely absent from coastal habitats distant 
from the Colville and Mackenzie rivers where adults 
were relatively abundant (Craig and Haldorson, 
1980; Griffiths et al., 1975,1977; Kendel et al., 1975). 
On the other hand, the fry and juveniles of Arctic 
cisco have been observed along coastal environments 
at least 70 km from large deltas (Kendel et al., 1975; 
Craig and Haldorson. 1980). These young fish possi- 
bly originated locally from smaller rivers. 

The distances travelled by anadromous fish along the 
coast and the timing of migrations varies with the 
species and their life history stage. For example, most 
mature anadromous fish do not spawn each year, 
and in some species the spawning segment of the 
population may either remain in freshwater habitats 
during the summer, or undertake short coastal 
migrations in the early summer. returning to spawn- 
ing rivers early in the open water season (McCart, 
1980: Craig and Haldorson, 1980). As a result. imma- 

The distance anadromous fish travel from natal 
streams varies with species. Arctic char and Arctic 
cisco apparently undertake the longest migrations of 
the anadromous species found in this region. For 
example, an Arctic char originally tagged in the 
Sagavranirktok River was recaptured 300 km away 
(Furniss, 1975). Although this distance is probably 
larger than normal, studies completed in Simpson 
Lagoon and elsewhere suggest that Arctic char and 
Arctic cisco probably travel 90 to 170 km away from 
their stream of origin during the summer. The latter 
species has been recorded migrating from the Tuk- 
toyaktuk Peninsula up the Mackenzie River to Arctic 
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Red River (Department of Fisheries and Oceans, 
unpubl. data). These migrations likely result in sub- 
stantial mixing of fish stocks along the coast. McCart 
( 1980) reported that Arctic char from various rivers 
along the North Slope of Alaska and the Yukon were 
captured at the same coastal location. This mixing of 
fish stocks in marine habitats is probably most com- 
mon with Arctic char since they not only occur in 
several drainages but undertake longer migrations 
than do other anadromous species in the region. The 
majority of Arctic cisco and least cisco likely origi- 
nate from the Colville and Mackenzie rivers, although 
cisco are also present in streams west of the Colville 
River (A. Sekerak, pers. comm.). Other anadromous 
species, such as whitefish, do not appear to travel far 
from their natal streams. 

Anadromous species utilize coastal habitats almost 
exclusively for feeding during the open water season, 
rather than for spawning or over-wintering. There is 
overlap in the diet of most anadromous species. with 
epibenthic crustaceans, particularly mysids and am- 
phipods, being dominant food. Although anadrom- 
ous fish appear to depend on relatively few species of 
prey, food sources are apparently abundant in coas- 
tal environments of the Beaufort and northeast 
Chukchi region. Craig and Haldorson (1980) suggest 
that an annual immigration of prey species into coas- 
tal habitats results from the exchange between near- 
shore and offshore waters and that this migration 
may be critical in maintaining their abundance. 

As indicated earlier most adu!t anadromous fish do 
not spawn in consecutive years. Adult populations 
generally consist of two components: mature non- 
spawning individuals which accumulate fat reserves 
during the summer and then return to freshwater to 
overwinter, and mature individuals which return to 
freshwater in order to spawn during the fall. This 
separation of adult populations has been observed in 
Arctic char, Arctic cisco, least cisco, broad whitefish 
and humpback whitefish populations of the region 
(Craig and Haldorson, 1980; Griffiths et al., 1975, 
1977; Kendel et al., 1975). Studies completed in the 
nearshore Beaufort Sea indicate that spawning indi- 
viduals usually remain within or near freshwater 
spawning areas during the summer months. 

Most anadromous fish overwinter in freshwater hab- 
itats. Some species, such as Arctic char, remain 
upstream near springs and well away from the coast 
throughout the winter (McCart, 1980). Ciscos and 
whitefish may return to river delta overwintering 
areas after spawning in the fall, and these river delta 
habitats occasionally include brackish-water envir- 
onments. Delta overwintering habitats have been 
identified in the Colville, Sagavanirktok and Mack- 
enzie rivers (Craig and Haldorson, 1980; Kendel et 
al., 1975; Mann, 1975; Bendock, 1977; Poulin, 1977). 

The boreal smelt, in contrast to other anadromous 
species, appears to need brackish coastal waters near 
river mouths as overwintering habitat. Overwinter- 
ing boreal smelt have been observed near the mouths 
of the Colville, Mackenzie and Kuk rivers (Bendock, 
1977; Craig and Haldorson, 1980; Percy, 1975), and 
may be found at other coastal locations in the Beau- 
fort and northeast Chukchi region. Unlike other 
anadromous species, the boreal smelt only enters the 
rivers to spawn during spring. 

3.4.4 MARINE SPECIES 

In contrast to the available data base for anadrom- 
ous species, much less is known about the marine 
species that inhabit the Beaufort and northeast 
Chukchi seas owing largely to the near-shore empha- 
sis of most studies. The information collected to date 
suggests that marine fish, as well as anadromous 
species, use nearshore habitats primarily for feeding 
during the summer months. Epibenthic invertebrates 
are the major prey items, although planktonic co- 
pepods are also important in the diet of some marine 
fish. However, unlike the anadromous fish, the 
occurrence of marine species in nearshore habitats is 
more sporadic. For example, occasionally large 
schools of Arctic cod may appear briefly in nearshore 
waters and be totally absent at other times in the 
same season. 

The presence of marine fish in nearshore habitats 
often depends on the intrusion of cold saline water in 
the nearshore area. While some demersal marine 
species such as fourhorn sculpins and flounders are 
relatively common in coastal habitats, even when 
brackish conditions exist, other species such as Arctic 
cod and snailfish occur sporadically. The latter two 
species are found in association with true marine 
conditions, and their numbers increase as the summer 
progresses and when freshwater inflows decline in 
coastal areas. Moulton et al. (1980)demonstrated the 
close association of marine fish in the Beaufort Sea 
with the submerged layer of saline water that often 
moves into nearshore habitats. Hydroacoustic records 
collected during this investigation showed that marine 
fish were concentrated along the interface between 
the saline and brackish water layers. Similar associa- 
tions between marine fish and saline waters were 
documented by Kendel et al. (1975) and Byers and 
Kashino (1980). An increasing abundance of marine 
species in nearshore habitats as summer progresses 
has been observed in areas near Prudhoe Bay (Craig 
and Haldorson, 1980) and the Mackenzie Delta 
(Percy, 1975). 

Some marine fish species spawn in nearshore habi- 
tats. Fourhorn sculpin, capelin, snailfish and herring 
are reported to spawn in coastal regions, although 
spawning areas for most of these species are generally 
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in water greater than 2 m deep and somewhat outside 
the nearshore corridor used by anadromous species. 
Of these species, the fourhorn sculpin and snailfish 
spawn during the winter under the ice. Pelagic 
marine species such as the Arctic cod may also spawn 
in coastal habitats. Craig and Haldorson (1980) 
reported ripe and post-spawning marine fish in Ste- 
fansson Sound inside barrier islands. Other investi- 
gators suggest that Arctic cod spawn in widespread 
and non-specific offshore areas in winter (Tarbox 
and Moulton, 1980; A. Sekerak, pers. comm.). 

There is extensive overwintering habitat for marine 
species throughout the Beaufort and northeast Chuk- 
chi seas. The presence of fourhorn sculpin, Arctic 
cod, snailfish and flounders under the ice in coastal 
habitats was recently documented by Craig and Hal- 
dorson (1980) and Tarbox and Thorne (1980). These 
species presumably move into deeper water as ice 
occupies the shallower nearshore habitats. The shal- 
low areas are apparently repopulated when the ice 
cover eventually disappears in late spring. 

The offshore Beaufort and northeast Chukchi seas 
probably serves as a major area for movements, 
spawning and overwintering of indigenous marine 
species, including pelagic fish, such as Arctic cod and 
demersal species. Frost et al. (1978) found 19 species 
of demersal marine fish in bottom trawls completed 
at depths from 40 to 400 m in the western Beaufort 
and eastern Chukchi seas. Arctic cod was the domi- 
nant species collected near the bottom, accounting 
for 46% of the total catch. Twohorn sculpins, spatu- 
late sculpins, eelpouts and snailfish comprised the 
remainder. Frost et al. (1978) also noted that the 
overall abundance of fish in offshore waters was low, 
averaging only 15 fish per trawl. This is consistent 
with the results of some studies which also suggested 
that abundance of fish in offshore areas is generally 
low (Bray, 1975; Craig and Haldorson, 1980), al- 
though this may only reflect the patchy distribution 
of schooling species (Quast. 1974; Galbraith and 
Hunter, 1979). 

3.4.5 LIFE HISTORY AND DISTRIBUTION OF 
COMMON ANADROMOUS SPECIES 

This section highlights the major life histories and 
documented distributions of common anadromous 
fish found in coastal waters of the region. Emphasis 
is placed on the use of coastal marine environments 
by each of these species rather than their freshwater 
habitats. More detailed summaries of the distribu- 
tion and biology of anadromous species found in the 
Beaufort and northeast Chukchi seas, including 
aspects of their freshwater life history, are provided 
in Hatfield et al. (1972), Craig and Haldorson (1980), 
Craig and McCart (1975), Bendock (1977), Griffiths 
et al. (1977), Kendel et al. (1975) and Percy (1975). 

3.4.5.1 Arctic Char 

Arctic char is one of the most important species in the 
domestic, commercial and sport fisheries of Arctic 
communities, and has received a great deal of atten- 
tion in surveys conducted in the Beaufort Sea. Anad- 
romous Arctic char are distinct from. and larger 
than, land-locked Arctic char (Plate 3.4-2). Adult 
char migrate to coastal habitats shortly after break- 
up and become widely dispersed along the southern 
Beaufort Sea coast. Most anadromous Arctic char 
originate from the numerous large spring-fed peren- 
nial streams that occur between the Colville and 
Mackenzie rivers (Craig and McCart, 1974). The 
most important char-producing watercourses in this 
region are the Rat, Big Fish, Babbage, Firth, Kongu- 
kut, Hulahula, Canning, Sagavanirktok and Colville 
rivers. Arctic char are uncommon west of the Colville 
River, largely due to the absence of spring-fed 
streams (Craig and Haldorson, 1980), and only iso- 
lated coastal populations exist to the east of the 
Mackenzie Delta. The latter populations originate 
from watercourses near Cape Parry (Hornaday 
River), Simpson Bay and Read Island, as well as the 
Sachs and DeSalis rivers on Banks Island (Fence and 
Slaney, 1978). Arctic char may migrate considerable 
distances (150 to 300 km) along the shore. and appar- 
ently there is a mixing of stocks from different drain- 
ages at sea. Char do not always return to their natal 
streams. This movement from one freshwater source 
to another has been summarized by McCart (1980). 

Coastal populations of Arctic char usually occur 
within the narrow corridor of brackish water in pro- 
tected lagoons rather than in exposed coastal habi- 
tats, and are comprised largely of mature females. 
Most char do not spawn in consecutive years, and 
coastal populations appear to include both mature 
spawning and nonspawning individuals. Fish col- 
lected from the region range in age from 3 to more 
than 15 years, reach sexual maturity in from 4 to 9 
years, and attain maximum lengths of up to 700 mm. 
Juvenile char rear almost exclusively in freshwater 
habitats and do not migrate to coastal areas until at 
least 3 years old. Therefore, unlike other anadrom- 
ous species, char do not require coastal rearing habi- 
tats for young fish. 

While at sea Arctic char feed primarily on epibenthic 
crustacea. although they do not appear to be very 
selective and will consume a variety of prey species. 
Major food items are mysids and amphipods, but 
insect larvae may form an important component Of 
the diet in areas influenced by freshwater. Griffiths et 
al. (1975) also reported that larger char (500 mm) will 
prey on other fish species such as fourhom sculpins 
and possibly Arctic cod. 

Arctic char return to freshwater spawning and over- 
wintering habitats during the period from July to 
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September. In general, the mature individuals return 
first, leaving mainly immature fish in coastal envrr- 
onments by September. In some cases the return of 
immature char to freshwater habitats may not occur 
until the beginning of freeze-up (Bendock, 1977). 
Overwintering areas are generally located away from 
the coast and relatively close to spawning habitats, 
although in some drainages, spawning and non- 
spawning individuals may occupy different fresh- 
water overwintering habitats. 

3.4.5.2 Arctic Cisco 

The Arctic cisco, like Arctic char, is one of the domi- 
nant fish species harvested in domestic and commer- 
cial fisheries along the Beaufort Sea coast (Craig and 
Haldorson, 1980). Life history information for this 
species has been previously summarized by Craig 
and Mann (1974). Craig and Haldorson (1980), Grif- 
fiths et al. (1977), Percy (1975) and Kendel et al. 
(1975). 

The first occurrence of Arctic cisco in coastal waters 
coincides with spring break-up. Most of the fish pres- 
ent between the Colville River in Alaska and the 
Tuktoyaktuk Peninsula are believed to originate 
from spawning and overwintering habitats in the 
Coiville and Mackenzie rivers, but other rivers west 
of the Colville are also thought to support Arctic 

cisco in smaller numbers (Craig and Haldorson, 
1980). Adult fish (200 to 400 mm) from these two 
rivers become widely distributed along the southern 
Beaufort Sea coastline, and may be found up to 200 
km away from these rivers. Although mixing of 
stocks from the Mackenzie and Colville rivers is 
possible in view of these migration distances, this 
phenomenon has not been substantiated. The prim- 
ary use of coastal habitats by Arctic cisco is for 
feeding. The principal prey items of this species are 
benthic crustacea, particularly amphipods and mys- 
ids (Craig and Haldorson, 1980). 

Fry and juvenile Arctic cisco move downstream in 
the spring, and tend to concentrate in the Colville 
and Mackenzie deltas, including their outer margins. 
However, juvenile Arctic cisco originating from the 
Mackenzie River have been collected as far west as 
Herschel Island and Shingle Point (Griffiths et al., 
1975), while Craig and Haldorson (1980) reported 
juvenile Arctic cisco as far as 70 km east of the 
Coiville River. 

Arctic cisco return upstream in the Mackenzie River 
during the period from July through September. 
Spawning is believed to occur in major tributaries of 
the Mackenzie River. When spawning is complete, 
both adults and juveniles move downstream between 
October and November to overwinter in the lower 
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areas of the river and Mackenzie Delta. On the other 
hand, Arctic cisco from the Colville River migrate 
directly from coastal habitats to delta areas in Sep- 
tember where overwintering of this population is 
believed to occur. Spawning areas remain unknown 
(Craig and Mann, 1974; Craig and Haldorson, 1980). 
Some immature and nonspawning mature fish have 
been observed under the ice in coastal environments 
such as Mallik Bay and Kugmallit Bay (Percy, 1975; 
Galbraith and Hunter, 1979). 

Arctic cisco reach maturity at ages from seven to ten 
years, with males maturing earlier than females. As 
with Arctic char. members of this species do not 
spawn each year, and therefore both mature spawners 
and mature nonspawners may be present in coastal 
marine waters during the summer. Mature lish which 
will spawn in the fall tend to return to the river deltas 
earlier than nonspawning mature fish. These indi- 
viduals cease feeding in the river deltas prior to their 
upstream migration to spawning habitats. On the 
other hand, immature Arctic cisco and mature non- 
spawners remain widely dispersed along the coast 
and feed extensively throughout the summer (Grif- 
fiths et al., 1975; Craig and Haldorson, 1980). Adult 
fish up to 14 years old have been collected in several 
areas, suggesting that adults may spawn several times 
during their lifetime. However, Craig and Haldorson 
(1980) reported that there is no direct evidence of 
previous spawning in fish classified as mature non- 
spawners. 

3.4.5.3 Least Cisco 

Unlike Arctic cisco, least cisco are not widely distrib- 
uted along the Beaufort Sea coast. This species tends 
to remain near the Colville and Mackenzie rivers, 
and has only been found to be relatively abundant in 
surveys completed in these two areas (Bendock, 
1977; Kendel et al., 1975; Percy, 1975; Byers and 
Kashino, 1980; Poulin, 1977). 

Older and larger least cisco, mostly mature non- 
spawners, usually disperse within a short distance 
along the coast away from the river deltas. These 
individuals appear to feed extensively on mysids and 
amphipods, while fish remaining near the river deltas 
also feed on insects (Bendock, 1977; Craig and Hal- 
dorson, 1980). 

Least cisco return to the Colville and Mackenzie 
rivers in August, and mature spawners proceed to 
upstream locations where spawning habitats are sus- 
pected to occur. After spawning, these fish return to 
over-wintering habitats in lower portions of the Col- 
ville and Mackenzie deltas. Least cisco reach matur- 
ity at ages from four to nine years, but not all mature 
fish spawn in consecutive years. Most nonspawning 
adults and juveniles return from coastal feeding areas 

to concentrate in the delta habitats during winter. 
However, some individuals have been captured 
under the ice in other coastal environments such as 
Kugmallit Bay (Galbraith and Hunter, 1979), Mason 
and Mallik bays, the outer Mackenzie Delta, and 
along portions of the Tuktoyaktuk Peninsula (Fence 
and Slaney, 1978). 

3.4.5.4 Boreal Smelt 

The boreal smelt has been reported as occurring in 
the waters of the Mackenzie Delta and near the 
mouth of the Colville River. Adults are generally less 
than 300 mm in length and six years or more of age. 
They enter the lower reaches of rivers to spawn in 
spring just prior to and during break-up (Percy, 
1975), and return to the marine environment during 
the open water season of the same year. The presence 
of fry in the outer Mackenzie Delta and other coastal 
areas suggests that recently hatched juveniles also 
move into brackish waters to rear (Fence and Slaney, 
1978). 

In coastal areas the boreal smelt feeds mainly on 
amphipods, isopods and mysids (Percy, 1975; Ben- 
dock, 1977; Craig and Haldorson, 1980; Kendel et 
al., 1975), and in turn, is likely consumed by birds, 
marine mammals, and other fish species. Despite 
their widespread occurrence, there is no significant 
fishery for the boreal smelt in the western Arctic 
(Percy, 1975). This species appears to overwinter at 
river mouths, and occurs in large numbers under the 
ice at the mouths of the Kuk, Colville and Mackenzie 
rivers (Bendock, 1977; Percy, 1975; Craig and Hal- 
dorson, 1980) and in some coastal bays along the 
Tuktoyaktuk Peninsula (Fence and Slaney, 1978). 

3.4.5.5 Humpback Whitefish 

Humpback (or lake) whitefish have been caught near 
the Colville and Mackenzie rivers (e.g. Percy, 1975; 
Bendock, 1977; Craig and McCart, 1975), and it is 
suspected that these two rivers are the major sources 
of humpback whitefish found along the coast of the 
southern Beaufort Sea. Colville River fish have been 
captured as far east as Prudhoe Bay, while fish origi- 
nating from the Mackenzie River have been caught 
from Herschel Island to areas east of Tuktoyaktuk 
(Bendock, 1977; Kendel et al., 1975; Percy, 1975). 
Due to the relatively high abundance of humpback 
whitefish in the Mackenzie and Colville rivers, it is an 
important component of the domestic fishery in 
these areas. Some other rivers are also believed to 
support humpback whitefish populations. For ex- 
ample, Fence and Slaney (1978) reported the pm- 
ence of humpback whitefish in the Hornaday River 
near Cape Parry and Amundsen Gulf. 



The maximum lengths of humpback whitefish col- 
lected during fisheries surveys between the Colville 
and Mackenzie rivers has ranged from 400 to 500 
mm, corresponding to ages from 13 to 18 years, 
although this species reaches sexual maturity at seven 
to nine years (Kendel et al., 1975). These larger indi- 
viduals tend to remain in estuarine habitats with a 
large freshwater influence during the summer (Ken- 
de1 et al., 1975). The fry and juveniles of this species 
rear in delta areas as well as nearshore coastal habi- 
tats. During the summer humpback whitefish in 
outer delta habitats feed mainly on crustacea and 
small bivalves, while fish in inner delta habitats con- 
centrate on insect larvae (Percy, 1975; Kendel et al., 
1975). 

Humpback whitefish originating from the Macken- 
zie River return to the inner Delta area during 

. August, and then begin their upstream migration to 
spawning habitats (Mann, 1975). The timing of the 
upstream movement of Colville River fish has not 
been documented but is probably similar. Overwin- 
tering humpback whitefish have been observed in 
lakes and minor channels of the Mackenzie Delta. 
These fish were primarily immature, and there was 
no evidence to suggest that over-wintering fish included 
post-spawners returning downstream during winter 
(Mann, 2 975). 

3.4.5.6 Broad Whitefish 

Broad whitefish have similar patterns of distribution 
to the humpback whitefish, and are generally only 
common in areas of extensive freshwater influence 
such as the deltas of the Mackenzie and Colville 
rivers (Kendel et al., 1975: Percy,- 1975; Bendock, 
1977). Broad whitefish have been reported in the 
Sagavanirktok River on the Alaskan North Slope 
(Bendock, 1977). The broad whitefish is a major 
component of the domestic fishery in the Mackenzie 
and Colville delta areas (Poulin, 1977; Bendock, 
1977). Individuals captured in coastal surveys have 
ranged from 50 to 500 mm in length, and up to 15 
years old. 

Fry and juveniles are more restricted to river deltas 
and areas with freshwater input than are the adults. 
Important rearing areas for broad whitefish have 
been identified in the Colville and Sagavanirktok 
deltas, Mackenzie Bay, Mallik Bay, the south coast 
of Kugmallit Bay, the Phillips Bay and Shingle Point 
area. and along the Yukon coast in Stokes Lagoon 
(Percy, 1975; Kendel et al., 1975). 

Broad whitefish do not spawn in consecutive years 
and the nonspawning mature fish utilize coastal 
areas extensively for feeding. Major prey items 
include crustacea. small bivalves and insect larvae. 
Spawners congregate in delta areas during August to 

September, and migrate to upstream spawning habi- 
tats in October. These fish likely return downstream 
to over-winter with the immature and nonspawning 
fish in deep channels within the river deltas. 

3.4.5.7 Inconnu 

The inconnu is another member of the whitefish 
family, and is almost exclusively associated with the 
Mackenzie River Delta and adjacent inland water 
habitats. In the Canadian Beaufort Sea the species 
has been collected as far west as Herschel Island and 
Nunaluk Lagoon on the Yukon coast, but is more 
abundant toward the Mackenzie River Delta (Percy, 
1975; Kendel et al., 1975; Griffiths et al., 1977). The 
species is important to the domestic fishery in those 
areas where it is found. 

Adult inconnu may attain a length of approximately 
1 m and an age of 11 to 14 years in coastal waters near 
the Mackenzie Delta (Kendel et al., 1975; Percy, 
1975). Inconnu use coastal areas for feeding and 
rearing. Juvenile fish prey largely on small crustacea, 
while the larger adult fish may consume a variety of 
other fish including small cisco, boreal smelt, scul- 
pins, sticklebacks, flounders and juvenile inconnu 
(Percy, 1975; Kendel et al., 1975). 

Inconnu return to rivers during the period from July 
to September and spawn in the fall. They do not 
spawn in consecutive years and only a portion of the 
adult population ascends to spawning habitats in the 
Mackenzie River drainage basin. The mature spawners 
do not appear to feed extensively in coastal waters 
during the summer, and after spawning these fish 
appear to return to lower river habitats where they 
overwinter with other immature and nonspawning 
adult inconnu (Poulin, 1977). 

3.4.6 LIFE HISTORY AND DISTRIBUTION OF 
COMMON MARINE SPECIES 

3.4.6.1 Arctic Cod 

The Arctic cod has a circumpolar distribution, 
extending south to the Bering Sea, and are found 
both nearshore and offshore in the Beaufort Sea. 
They are also a dominant species in the eastern Can- 
adian Arctic (Bain and Sekerak, 1978). In offshore 
surveys of the western Beaufort and northeast Chuk- 
chi seas, Arctic cod accounted for up to 39% of the 
catch in waters 50 to 150 km offshore and 40 to 400 m 
deep (Frost et al., 1978). Quast (1974) reported 
higher densities of juvenile (age 0) Arctic cod with 
increased depth (surface to mid-water) in the north- 
east Chukchi in the fall. They were also the domi- 
nant species collected in mid-water depths from 65 to 
180 m in Amundsen Gulf, in some cases representing 
up to 90% of the catch (Galbraith and Hunter, 1979). 
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This study also documented large numbers of (age 0) 
fish beyond the Mackenzie River plumeoff the Delta. 
Large populations of Arctic cod have also been doc- 
umented in shallow (less than 5 m) brackish near- 
shore waters near Prudhoe Bay (Bendock, 1977; 
Moulton et al., 1980; Craig and Haldorson, 1980). 

Arctic cod are harvested in a small domestic fishery 
centred around Point Barrow and Barter Island in 
Alaska, and some are harvested from Franklin and 
Darnley bays by people from the community of Pau- 
latuk. However, their greatest importance is as a 
major trophic link in Arctic marine food webs, where 
they are principal prey for numerous birds and 
marine mammals. The trophic importance of Arctic 
cod is discussed in more detail in Section 3.1. 

In contrast to the large and long-lived anadromous 
species, Arctic cod from offshore areas and near 
Prudhoe Bay are rarely larger than 250 mm, and only 
attain maximum ages of about five to six years. 
Sexual maturity in this species is apparently reached 
after three years (Craig and Haldorson, 1980; Ben- 
dock, 1977). 

During the summer months Arctic cod are probably 
widely distributed throughout offshore areas, but 
have also been observed feeding in large numbers in 
the nearshore habitats of Simpson Lagoon. This spe- 
cies feeds primarily on epibenthic and planktonic 
crustacea, with dominant prey items being mysids, 
amphipods and copepods (Bendock, 1977; Craig and 
Haldorson, 1980). 

Arctic cod spawn in winter, although the exact dates 
and locations within the Beaufort and northeast 
Chukchi seas are not known. Evidence provided by 
Craig and Haldorson (1980) and Moulton et al. 
(1980) suggests that spawning occurs under the ice 
between November and March, and spawning areas 
appear to occur both in shallow coastal areas (such as 
Stefansson Sound) as well as in offshore waters 
(Craig and Haldorson, 1980; Tarbox and Moulton, 
1980). This species probably spends most of the win- 
ter in offshore regions of the Beaufort and northeast 
Chukchi seas, although some overwintering adults 
have been documented under the ice less than 5 km 
from the coast (Tarbox and Thorne, 1979). 

The behaviour of Arctic cod is not well documented, 
but recent studies suggest that they usually move in 
large schools and tend to concentrate around open 
leads in the ice cover (Bain and Sekerak, 1978). They 
are attracted to physical structures such as ships and 
docks in nearshore areas (Tarbox and Spight, 1979). 
Their occurrence in nearshore habitats has also been 
associated with cold marine water in a stratified 
water column. For example, Moulton et al. (1980) 
reported that concentrations of Arctic cod during the 
summer in Prudhoe Bay were found near the inter- 

face between the warmer brackish layer and the 
dense cold marine water layer. These authors sug- 
gested that, although this species prefers cold marine 
waters, it may take advantage of the greater produc- 
tivity of upper brackish waters during the summer. 

3.4.6.2 Fourhom Sculpin 

The fourhorn sculpin is one of the most common and 
widely distributed species of marine fish in coastal 
habitats of the Beaufort Sea. It is a demersal species. 
usually associated with shallow brackish waters, and 
has been reported in large numbers in almost all 
coastal fish surveys. Fourhorn sculpins are not 
believed to be abundant at depths below 15 to 20 m 
(Griffiths et al., 1975). The relatively high abundance 
of this species in some areas was recently demon- 
strated in a study by Byers and Kashino (1980) who 
reported that 75% of the biomass of fish (6,000-9,500 
kg/km’) collected in trawl surveys near Tuktoyaktuk 
was fourhorn sculpin. This species is not utilized in 
any domestic fishery, but juveniles are occasionally 
fed on by inconnu, cisco, whitefish. char and gulls 
(Griffiths et al., 1975; Craig and Haldorson, 1980). 

In the Beaufort and northeast Chukchi seas the four- 
horn sculpin reaches a maximum length of approxi- 
mately 300 mm, and although it can reach fourteen 
years of age, most large fish found in the region are 
eight to nine years old. Its primary foods are 
amphipods. isopods and mysids. although juvenile 
Arctic cod may occasionally form part of their diet 
(Bendock, 1977). 

Spawning occurs on the bottom during mid winter in 
nearshore habitats. Documented spawning areas 
include the Yukon coast (Kendel et al., 1975), the 
Prudhoe Bay area (Craig and Haldorson, 1980) and 
Mallik Bay in the outer Mackenzie Delta (Percy, 
1975). Overwintering has also been documented for 
nearshore waters, and it is assumed that the fourhorn 
sculpin moves into slightly deeper waters as shallow 
habitats freeze solid. They reoccupy these shallow 
habitats when the ice recedes in the summer. 

3.4.6.3 Pacific Herring 

In the Beaufort and northeast Chukchi seas, Pacific 
herring have been reported from Cape Bathurst to 
Point Barrow, but only appear to be abundant in the 
eastern Beaufort, particularly along the Tuktoyak- 
tuk Peninsula and in Liverpool Bay. Pacific herring 
were the second most abundant species observed in 
surveys conducted prior to 1976 along the eastern 
portion of the Tuktoyaktuk Peninsula, and were the 
most abundant fish collected in the Hans Bay region 
of the Eskimo Lakes (Poulin, 1977). During a recent 
study, Byers and Kashino (1980) found that herring 
accounted for 32% of surface gillnet catches near 



Tuktoyaktuk, and were particularly abundant inside 
Tuktoyaktuk Harbour. Further east, in Amundsen 
Gulf, Hunter (1979) reported that herring were the 
major species present in Franklin and Darnley bays. 

In the Arctic, Pacific herring are believed to spawn 
during June and July, particularly in areas with mac- 
rophyte growth. Liverpool Bay, Eskimo Lakes. east- 
ern Mackenzie Bay and coastal areas of Richards 
Island were possible spawning and rearing habitats 
identified by Fence and Slaney (1978). In the autumn, 
herring are harvested by the domestic fishery at Tuk- 
toyaktuk and used for human and dog food. A 
commercial fishery quota of approximately 230,000 
kg/yr was established for Cape Parry near Paulatuk, 
but no commercial fishing for herring has occurred in 
that area (Fence and Slaney, 1978; B. Wong, pers. 
comm.). 

a 3.4.6.4 Capelin 

Capelin a widely distributed species of the smelt 
family, has been reported in areas west of the Mack- 
enzie Delta and is usually not abundant except in 
August when it spawns in coastal habitats. During 
August, residents near Point Barrow harvest capelin 
in a small domestic fishery. McAllister (1962) also 
collected large numbers of this species in late summer 
near Herschel Island, while ripe capelin were docu- 
mented in Simpson Lagoon during August (Craig 
and Haldorson, 1980). Apart from their sporadic 
appearance, little else is known about their move- 
ments and distribution in the Beaufort and northeast 
Chukchi region. 

3.4.6.5 Snailfish 

Snailfish are small, less than 15 cm long, demersal 
fish usually associated with kelp or rocky substrates 
(Hart, 1973; Tarbox and Moulton, 1980). The bartail 
snailfish and the gelatinous snailfish are two species 
tentatively identified in the region to date. Snailfish 
have been collected during intensive studies con- 
ducted in Simpson Lagoon (Craig and Haldorson, 
1980), Prudhoe Bay (Tarbox and Thorne, 1979), and 
Mackenzie Bay (Slaney, 1973a). Craig and Haldor- 
son (1980) also collected snailfish in trawl surveys 
carried out from 1 to 7 km offshore, and identified 
the adhesive eggs of snailfish attached to sampling 
gear in rocky substrate areas, confirming active 
spawning near Simpson Lagoon during February. 
Tarbox and Thorne (1979) also observed snailfish 
spawning in kelp beds in Prudhoe Bay during March, 
and subsequently followed the development of the 
eggs and juveniles later in the year. They reported 
that snailfish larvae settle out on the bottom and 
exhibit a strong affinity for saline waters during rear- 
ing. Adult snailfish prey largely on amphipods and 
mysids. 

3.4.6.6 Other Marine Species 

Arctic flounder, starry flounder and saffron cod have 
been reported in most coastal areas of the Beaufort 
Sea. Arctic flounders tend to be more common in the 
outer margins of river deltas than in other coastal 
waters within the region (Bendock, 1977; Craig and 
Grifliths, 1980), and have been reported in large 
numbers in Liverpool Bay (Government of Canada. 
1973). All of these species are believed to spawn and 
overwinter under the ice in coastal areas, but details 
of their life history in this region are poorly known. 
Flounders are reported to consume bivalves as well 
as epibenthic crustacea, and therefore represent one 
of the few groups of fish, including whitefish. which 
feed at least in part on infaunal organisms. 

3.5 LOWER TROPHIC LEVELS 

The rigorous physical and chemical constraints 
imposed by the Arctic environment play a dominant 
role in influencing the seasonal and spatial distribu- 
tion of members of lower trophic levels. The first part 
of this section describes the physical oceanographic 
characteristics and processes in the Beaufort and 
northeast Chukchi seas which affect the distribution, 
abundance and species composition of lower trophic 
level communities (Section 3.5.1), as well as the 
chemical factors (Section 3.5.2) which act in conjunc- 
tion with the physical environment to limit rates of 
primary photosynthetic production by plant com- 
munities. The remainder of the section summarizes 
available information on the bacterial, phytoplank- 
tonic, zooplanktonic, epontic and benthic com- 
munities. 

3.5.1 PHYSICAL CHARACTER OF THE 
BEAUFORT AND CHUKCHI REGION 

This section summarizes the major physical condi- 
tions and processes which affect the lower trophic 
communities of the Beaufort and northeast Chukchi 
seas. A more detailed description of the physical 
environment is provided in Chapter 1 of this 
volume. The annual oceanographic cycle in the 
region is dominated by a period of ice cover lasting at 
least eight to nine months. Comprehensive discus- 
sions of the variability in ice conditions within this 
region are provided in Markham (1975), Marko 
( l975), and Shapiro and Barry ( 1978). Three zones of 
winter ice cover generally occur (Figure 3.5-l): 

- Landfast ice: a continuous sheet of relatively 
smooth, new (first year) ice anchored at the shore 
and extending offshore to depths of approxi- 
mately 20 m (Cooper, 1974). Grounded pressure 
ridges are commonly found within the landfast ice 
and contribute to its stability. 
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FIGURE 3.5-l Generalized sea ice zones of the Beaufor? Sea and western Arctic. 

- Shear (transition) zone ice: a heavily ridged and 
highly irregular discontinuous ice cover between 
the outer edge of the landfast ice and the offshore 
polar pack ice. It is composed of new and multi- 
year ice. 

- Polar pack ice: an extensive permanent ice zone 
extending from the transition zone into the Arctic 
Basin, and composed of multi-year ice circulating 
in a clockwise gyre. Large leads and fracture lines 
can deveelop within this zone, especially in the 
spring. 

During the brief ice-free season, freshwater dis- 
charge from coastal rivers and streams creates brack- 
ish conditions in the shallow nearshore zone. With 
the exception of the Colville River estuary, most 
estuaries in the Alaskan Beaufort and northeast 
Chukchi seas are relatively small in comparison with 
the extensive brackish water area associated with 
discharge of the Mackenzie River. During the winter 
months. waters off the Mackenzie Delta continue to 
be influenced by river discharge. by depressing salini- 
ties beneath the ice cover (Barber, 1968; Bengeyfield 
et al., 1974). Winter oceanographic conditions else- 

where in the region are characterized by colder more 
saline waters which approach 33 O/o0 after the 
smaller freshwater tributaries freeze. Hypersaline 
conditions (greater than 50 o/00) can occur during 
winter in shallow nearshore waters along the Alas- 
kan coast due to cryoconcentration, reduced fresh- 
water inflow and restricted circulation (Griffiths and 
Dillinger, 1980). 

Ice thickness in winter may reach 2 to 3 m, and in 
shallow areas the entire water column freezes down 
to and into the upper layer of sediment. Pressure 
ridges between large ice plates further offshore may 
have “keels” extending to 15 m below the surface 
(Reimnitz and Barnes, 1974), and bottom scouring 
occurs as these keels move across the substrate dur- 
ing movement of the pack ice. Similarly, the landfast 
ice in shallow water also moves during spring break- 
up. scouring many of the nearshore areas. 

The spring runoff of warmer fresh water from 
snowmelt results in flooding of the landfast ice at 
river mouths and eventually the formation of open 
water areas. In the Beaufort and northeast Chukchi 
region, this process generally occurs from mid May 
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through June (Gill. 1974). During the brief summer 
open water period, landfast ice disperses and open 
water may extend 500 km or more from the coast. 
Annual variability in the extent of open water is 
largely due to differences in prevailing winds. In 
some years northerly winds have been known to 
drive the polar pack ice to within 50 km of the coast. 

Water temperatures near the freezing point (as low as 
-2.5”C for marine water) prevail throughout the 
water column during the winter months. During the 
open w.ater season. vertical mixing of the warmer 
freshwater discharge can occur to depths of 15 m 
(Wacasey. 1974), while temperatures below this zone 
generally remain cold and fluctuate only slightly 
throughout the year. Surface water temperatures 
have reached 18°C off the Mackenzie Delta (McDo- 
nald and Cambers, 1977) and 16°C in shallow 
enclosed areas such as Simpson Lagoon, Alaska 
(Griffiths and Craig, 1978). 

The transition from the total darkness and extreme 
cold of winter to the 24 hour daylight regime and 
moderate temperatures of summer, in conjunction 
with seasonal differences in nutrient availability (Sec- 
tion 3.5.2). results in annual cycles in the abundance, 
species composition and primary productivity of dif- 
ferent plant communities. Seasonal differences in the 
structure and abundance of various plant communi- 
ties subsequently affect the distribution, abundance 
and secondary production of benthic. epontic and 
pelagic invertebrates (zooplankton) due to the herbi- 
vorous food habits of most Arctic marine inverte- 
brates (Section 3.1). 

In summary. the annual cycles of members of lower 
trophic levels in the Beaufort and northeast Chukchi 
seas are closely correlated with five distinguishable 
but continuous seasons characterized by the follow- 
ing phvsical processes: 

- Winter extends approximately from October to 
March or early April and is characterized by an 
increasing thickening of sea ice with grounding of 
pressure ridges and shallow landfast ice, little or 
no solar radiation, increasing water salinity in 
most areas except the Mackenzie estuary, and 
limited vertical circulation of water under the ice. 

- Spring extends approximately from April to 
May and is characterized by slower thickening of 
sea ice. increasing solar radiation, high salinity 
water and weak under-ice currents. 

- Late spring extends approximately from late 
May to July and is characterized by melting of the 
landfast ice with some scouring of nearshore sub- 
strates, a large influx of often turbid freshwater 
river runoff from melting snow, intense solar 
radiation often interrupted by ground fog, and 
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very highly stratified areas of open water. 

- Summer extends approximately from July to 
September and is characterized by break-up and 
the eventual disappearance of sea ice in some 
areas, less intense solar radiation, water salinities 
approaching oceanic levels. and periodic wind- 
driven mixing of the water column including 
storm wave-induced erosion and deposition of 
sediments in coastal areas. 

- Fall extends approximately from September to 
October and is characterized b)r the formation of 
slush ice along the shore, rapidly decreasing solar 
radiation, increasing salinity of oceanic waters as 
more ice forms. and sporadic wind-driven water 
recirculation which becomes less common as sea 
ice becomes more extensive. 

3.5.2 NUTRIENTS 

The major nutrients affecting plant growth are nitri- 
tes/nitrates, phosphates and silicates, although car- 
bon dioxide and a number of trace elements must 
also be present in adequate quantities. This section 
briefly describes various nutrient supply mechanisms 
and the seasonal availability of nitrogen, phosphorus 
and sihcon in the Beaufort and northeast Chukchi 
seas. The role of these nutrients in controlling or 
limiting the growth of phytoplankton, epontic flora, 
benthic microalgae and macrophytic algae is also 
summarized where this information is available. 

3.5.2.1 Nutrient Supply Mechanisms 

Nutrient concentrations in the water column are a 
complex function of consumption, in situ nutrient 
regeneration rates. upwelling of deeper waters, re- 
suspension of sediments, and input from terrestrial 
sources (Figure 3.5-2). Once the supply of available 
nutrients surrounding individual plant cells is depleted 
below critical concentrations, growth does not occur, 
irrespective of the availability of light and carbon 
dioxide. When local diffusion processes are insuffi- 
cient to support continued growth, an additional 
influx of nutrients must come from one or more of 
the aforementioned sources. 

Arctic waters usually become stratified during late 
spring and summer when less dense ice-melt water 
and river drainage water form a surface layer. This 
water increases in temperature, further decreasing 
the density of the upper water column and reinforc- 
ing the vertical stratification. The nutrient supply 
near the surface is rapidly exhausted by phytoplank- 
ton growing in the relatively intense light. This nut- 
rient supply is primarily replenished from deeper 
waters when localized wind-generated currents dis- 
rupt the stratification and cause vertical exchange 
with deeper waters below the photic zone or with 
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FIGURE 3.5-2 Major nutrient supply mechanisms and pathways in Arctic marine coastal environments 

sediments under shallower waters. Examples of the 
vertical structure of nearshore and offshore waters of 
the Beaufort Sea, and resultant effects on nutrient 
availability and phytoplankton standing stock, are 
provided in Table 3.5-l. These data clearly illustrate 
the marked differences in concentrations and subse- 
quent effects on phytoplankton growth which can 
occur in nearshore areas (Station 73-529) and highly 
stratified offshore sites (Station 73-542). The combi- 
nation of a short season of intense light and the 
predominance of stable water stratification during 
this period makes the Arctic Ocean and adjacent 
waters the least productive of the world’s oceans 
(Dunbar. 1970; Platt and Subba-Rao, 1975). 

Nutrient replenishment of the photic zone of strati- 
tied water columns may occur through various 
upwelling phenomena. Wind-induced divergence of 
the surface water may cause open ocean upwelling 
(Smith. 1968: Dragesund, 1971). while in estuaries, 
outflowing fresh water entrains nutrient-rich deep 
water and causes an increased nutrient supply at the 
surface. Although these phenomena remain poorly 
documented in most Arctic waters, wind-driven 
upwelling may be a factor contributing to the high 
productivity obsemed at ice edges. 

For example. along the Bering Sea shelf 65% of the 
annual primary productivity occurs in spring, and 

most of this production is associated with the edge of 
the pack ice in May (Alexander and Cooney. 1979). 
When the ice edge is located over the continental 
shelf most of the production from the associated 
bloom enters benthic food chains, but when the ice 
edge is over deeper water most of the production goes 
into the pelagic food web. These authors suggest that 
high production at the edge of large areas of pack ice 
occurs because ice, broken into small floes by wind, 
allows high light penetration, but at the same time. 
the restricted fetch inhibits mixing and thus minim- 
izes dispersal of the bloom populations. 

Another mechanism of nutrient replenishment of 
surface waters is convective upward transport of 
nutrient-rich deeper water toward the lower ice sur- 
face. At the end of winter. the ice covered oceanic and 
nearshore Arctic waters have high concentrations of 
inorganic nutrients as a result of heterotrophic 
remineralization throughout the winter in the absence 
of planktonic uptake. Once the growth of epontic 
algae on the lower ice surface commences in spring, 
this community immediately begins to deplete the 
nutrient supply in the surface waters. The ice is still 
increasing in thickness at this time, and may provide 
the power for the hypothetical nutrient pump des- 
cribed by Schell (1975, 1979). As the ice freezes. a 
zone of very cold dense water is formed around each 
growing crystal. This cold saline water has a higher 
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TABLE 3.5-l 

VERTICAL DIFFERENCES IN THE STRUCTURE AND NUTRIENT REGIME OF 
NEARSHORE AND OFFSHORE BEAUFORT SEA WATERS 

(ADAPTED FROM DATA PROVIDED IN GRAINGER (1975) AND 
GRAINGER AND LOVRITY (1975)) 

NEARSHORE STATION 73-529 (22/07/73) 
Secchi Depth + 0.3 m 

DEPTH TEMP SALINITY PO,-P NOrN 
m (“Cl (O/00) ( MPaw ( PIJ-aw 

0 7.7 9.0 0.21 0.1 

3 7.5 9.2 0.36 0.0 

5 7.5 9.3 0.15 0.0 

10 7.0 9.6 0.27 0.0 

( .g%L) 

19.2 

18.0 

19.3 

19.5 

Chl. s 
OWm3) 

1.40 

1.39 

1.80 

1.24 

OFFSHORE STATION 73-542 (27/07/73) 

Secchi Depth = 2.2 m 

DEPTH TEMP SALINITY PO,-P NOrN SI Ch1.a 
w (“Cl (O/00) ( Mww ( Ml-aw ( Ml-aw ml~m3) 

0 7.1 12.0 0.13 0.0 17.7 0.59 

5 5.0 14.3 0.13 0.1 19.1 0.80 

10 -0.2 29.5 0.61 2.1 12.1 0.16 

20 -0.2 30.5 0.65 2.1 9.5 0.00 

30 -0.1 30.9 1.09 2.4 14.0 0.00 

density than the surrounding water and sinks, in the shore waters of the Alaskan Beaufort. Horner et al. 
process displacing an equal volume of water upward (1974) reported that the highest ammonia concentra- 
toward the epontic algal community. tions (and other nutrients) near Prudhoe Bay were 

found under the sea ice in late winter and spring. 
3.5.2.2 Nutrient Regeneration and Availability They also reported that inorganic nitrogen sources, 

including ammonia, were rapidly depleted to levels 
(a) Nitrogen that are limiting to many neritic diatom species in the 

early part of the summer. Ammonification, the pro- 
Nitrogen is the nutrient which most frequently limits cess by which heterotrophic bacteria release ammo- 
growth of marine phytoplankton communities. par- 
titularly in coastal Arctic waters (Ryther and Dun- 

nia from organic nitrogen compounds such as amino 
acids, urea and complex organic detritus, is one of 

Stan, 1971; Schell, 1975). In marine environments, the in situ pathways of nitrogen regeneration. Schell 
nitrogen exists in ionic forms as nitrates (NO? -). (1974) found that ammonification occurred natu- 
nitrites (NO, -) and ammonia (NH,). but only nitrate rally in the cold hypersaline estuarine areas of the 
and ammonia are commonly used by marine orga- western Beaufort Sea between Point Barrow and 
nisms. Of these two forms of available nitrogen, 
ammonia is preferentially utilized by most algal spe- 

Prudhoe Bay, and subsequently reported ammonifi- 

ties (Eppley et al.. 1969). However. ammonia is also 
cation rates of amino acids naturally present in the 

volatile and rarely found in high concentrations in 
Beaufort Sea from 0.04 to 0.49 pg-at NHJL/day 
(Schell, 1975). 

marine waters. 
Nitrate is not volatile and is therefore the common 

The role of ammonia as a limiting factor on phyto- inorganic form of nitrogen available to marine phy- 
plankton productivity has been examined in near- toplankton. The primary sources of nitrate within 
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the photic zone are the nitrification of ammonia by 
bacteria, release from detritus by bacterial decompo- 
sition, and the upwelling of nitrate-rich deep water. 
Nitrification is the energy yielding process whereby 
bacteria oxidize ammonia to nitrite and nitrite to 
nitrate. This process occurs throughout the year in 
oceanic waters, and the lack of active uptake below 
the photic zone leads to accumulations of nitrate-rich 
waters which can become available to phytoplankton 
in areas of upwelling. Rates of nitrification measured 
in coastal and marine waters of the Beaufort Sea have 
ranged from 0.068 too. ISlug-at NO? -/L/day (Schel!, 
1975). In addition, stormdriven erosion of the tun- 
dra transports nitrogen into nearshore waters. Dur- 
ing the late spring and summer, the inorganic forms 
of nitrogen are taken up almost immediately by phy- 
toplankton communities in nitrate-depleted coastal 
waters. whereas the more refractory peat nitrogen 
forms the basis of the detrital nitrogen supply which 
is remineralized during the following winter (Alex- 
ander et a!., 1975). 

Nitrate concentrations in the Alaskan and Canadian 
portions of the Beaufort Sea have been reported in a 
number of sources including English (1961). Alex- 
ander (1974). Grainger (1974, 1975), Horner et a!. 
(1974). Schel! (1974. 1975). Alexander et a!. (!975), 
and Grainger and Lovrity (1975). One of the most 
comprehensive studies of seasonal and spatial differ- 
ences in nutrient concentrations was completed in 
conjunction with the Beaufort Sea Project and earlier 
programs of the Arctic Biological Station. Grainger 
(1975) reported that highest (open water) nitrate lev- 
els in surface waters occurred in the vicinity of the 
Mackenzie River outlets, while lowest concentrations 
were found at the surface at offshore stations farthest 
from the river mouths. He also suggested that rela- 
tively high surface nitrate concentrations (to 9.9/@- 
at NO, -/L) observed in some areas, such as Kugmal- 
lit Bay during May, probably reflected a combination 
of winter remineralization processes and contribu- 
tions from the Mackenzie River. The highest nitrate 
levels were found in deep waters below the photic 
zone where concentrations approached I6pg-at NO? 
-IL. 

(b) Phosphorus 

Phosphorus is another nutrient which can commonly 
limit the growth of marine phytoplankton communi- 
ties. The biologically useful form of phosphorus is 
the phosphate ion. which is nonvolatile but which 
may undergo abiological transformations in and 
near anoxic zones such as the upper layer of marine 
sediments. Arctic fresh water generally has a low 
phosphate content (Schindler et al., 1974; Sekerak 
and Graves. 1975). For example, the range of phos- 
phate found in the Mackenzie drainage area by 
Reeder et al. (1972; cited in Grainger, 1975) was less 
than 0.10 to 0.95 pg-at/L. while concentrations 

recorded in the Colville River (Alexanderet al., 1975) 
were even lower (0.02 - O.l8pg-at/L). Although near- 
limiting levels of phosphate (0.2 - 0.8pg-at/L) are 
also present in coastal Alaskan waters adjacent to the 
Colville River, it has been suggested that nitrogen 
becomes limiting to phytopiankton growth before 
phosphorus (Alexander et al.. 1975; Schell, 1975). 

In the Canadian Beaufort highest surface phosphate 
concentrations have been found near Mackenzie and 
Kugmallit bays (Grainger, 1975), but the range of 
values observed in both nearshore and offshore areas 
was small relative to the distinct trends noted for 
nitrate during the same investigation. Unlike nitrate, 
phosphate concentrations in the surface waters at 
stations farthest from the river mouths remained 
relatively high. Nevertheless, Grainger (1975) reported 
some evidence of phosphate depletion in the upper 20 
m of the water column at the same stations where 
nitrate was almost totally exhausted. Surface phos- 
phate concentrations in the region rarely exceed 1 
pg-at/L, but may exceed 2.0pg-at/L at depths from 
50 to 200 m (Hufford. 1974: MacDonald et al.. 1978). 
Some contribution of phosphate from the Mackenzie 
River was also suggested by the investigations of 
Grainger (1975), although the watercourse is clearly 
more important as a source of nitrate. 

(c) Silicon 

Silicon is an essential element for the siliceous tests of 
diatoms which are generally the dominant members 
of the phytoplankton community. Unlike nitrate and 
phosphate, the biologically utilized form (silicate) is 
not a direct metabolite, but can become limiting to 
cell development at concentrations less than 3/~g- 
at/L (Alexander et a!., 1975). Concentrations of sil- 
icate in the region are generally at least 5 to 10 times 
this level, and it has been suggested that nitrates 
would become limiting before the availability of sii- 
icate affected phytoplankton communities in this 
region (Alexander et a!., 1975; Grainger 1975; Sche!! 
1975). For example. silicate concentrations in surface 
waters of the U.S. Beaufort shelf. southern Beaufort 
Sea and Amundsen Gulf have ranged from less than 
2 to 40, IO to 33, and 2 to 35 pg-at/L, respectively 
(Hufford. 1974; Grainger 1975; MacDonald et al., 
1978). Schel! (1975) reported that silicate concentra- 
tions in lagoons from Point Barrow to Prudhoe Bay 
varied from 21 .O to 57.6/lg.-at/L. As was the case 
with nitrates, a positive relationship between the 
influence of the Mackenzie River plume and high 
silicate availability was observed by Grainger ( 1975). 

3.5.3 BACTERIA 

Aquatic bacteria are important in nutrient recyc!rng 
processes in freshwater and marine environments. As 
indicated in Section 3.5.2, bacteria play a fundamen- 
tal role in phosphorus and nitrogen regeneration in 
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the upper layers of marine sediments. Some of these 
micro-organisms oxidize organic matter to produce 
carbon dioxide, while others synthesize vitamins 
which are subsequently utilized by algae. Some spe- 
cies, called oieociastic bacteria, can also degrade cer- 
tain petroleum hydrocarbons and assume a relatively 
major role in the weathering of oil (Fingas et al., 
1979). Aquatic bacteria are important food sources 
for microzooplankton and benthic detritivores, and 
still others are pathogens to various flora and fauna. 
They generally occur throughout the water column 
and within bottom sediments of the Beaufort and 
northeast Chukchi region in concentrations similar 
to those of more temperate coastal waters (Bunch 
and Hariand, 1976: Kaneko et al., 1978). 

In the Beaufort and northeast Chukchi region. Boyd 
and Boyd (1963) were the first authors to attempt 
enumeration of coastal bacteria. Plate counts from 

. Point Barrow samples in early March were extremely 
low (1 to 2 bacteria per ml), but increased to about 
500 bacteria per ml during June. Bacterial counts 
were similar on both freshwater and marine agar 
media. and these authors suggested that many of the 
bacteria from this area were of terrestrial origin. 
However. their incubation techniques were not ap- 
propriate for the psychrophilic bacteria which have 
subsequently been shown to predominate in most 
cold marine waters and sediments (Bunch and Har- 
land. 1976: Kaneko et al., 1977). 

Kaneko et al. (1978) reported that most of the bacte- 
ria isolated from the western Beaufort Sea during 
summer were psychrotrophs (that is. they tolerate 
cold temperatures). while most of the winter bacterial 
populations were psychrophiles (that is they grow 
best at cold temperatures). These authors found that 
90% of water and 80% of sediment colonies required 
salt for growth in both summer and winter. They also 
concluded that total bacteria populations in the 
Beaufort region were present at concentrations as 
high as those found in temperate oceans. 

Bunch (1974) used growth media similar to Boyd and 
Boyd (1963) but incubated water samples from the 
Beaufort Sea at 5°C instead of 22°C. This study 
suggested that a large freshwater bacterial biomass 
was carried by the Mackenzie River. but that these 
ceils did not persist or multiply once they were trans- 
ported into the marine environment. However, the 
indigenous marine bacteria in the southern Beaufort 
Sea and Eskimo Lakes appeared to be relatively 
uniform and tolerant of low salinities. 

Bunch and Hariand ( 1976) conducted a microbioiog- 
icai program in the southern Beaufort Sea during the 
summers of I974 and 1975, and reported that total 
viable counts ranged from 1 .OOO to 30.000 cells/ml. 
The maximum bacterial population in the water 
column coincided with the phytopiankton bloom 

which occurred after break-up: bacterial biomass 
then declined along with primary productivity. Incu- 
bation of replicate samples at different temperatures 
indicated that the heterotrophic flora were predomi- 
nately psychrophilic. 

Griffiths et al. (1978) investigated bacterial concen- 
trations and relative microbial activity off Point Bar- 
row and Prudhoe Bay. Alaska in summer 1975, win- 
ter 1976 and summer 1976. Both population size and 
activity in water and sediment samples were lower 
during the April (winter) sampling period. Samples 
of melted sea ice showed levels of relative microbial 
activity similar to those in the adjacent seawater. 
Seawater samples that were diluted 50% with sterile 
fresh water showed no significant change in the bac- 
terial uptake of giutamic acid, thereby confirming 
the salinity tolerant (euryhaiine) nature of the local 
microflora. Griffiths et al. (1978) suggested that an 
order of magnitude difference between summer and 
winter glutamic acid uptake rates probably reflected 
variability in nutrient concentrations rather than the 
3°C range in water temperature. Microbial activity 
per square metre in the sediments of inshore stations 
was found to be approximately 400 times greater 
than within the entire overlying water column (3 m 
deep). 

Kaneko et al. ( 1977) investigated bacterial diversity 
between Point Barrow and Prudhoe Bay. Alaska, 
during two summer and one winter field programs. 
The authors isolated the bacteria in pure culture, 
characterized the colonies. and then grouped them 
into phenotypic clusters. Almost ail strains were 
found to be psychrophilic. During both summers 
bacterial diversity in the water samples decreased as 
population size increased. moving eastward from 
Barrow and offshore from Prudhoe Bay. However. 
no geographic trends in bacterial diversity within 
sediment or ice samples were observed. Concentra- 
tions of bacteria in the water column were always 
higher in summer (greater than 10,00O/mi) than in 
winter (less than 10,00O/mi). Nutritional studies also 
indicated that populations of bacteria in the water 
had extensive growth requirements which were pre- 
sumably supplied by phytopiankton exudates. On 
the other hand. populations in the sediments were 
relatively abundant throughout the year (10,000/g) 
and generally more diverse than those in the water 
column. likely due to the greater availability of nut- 
rients. Bacterial concentrations were less than 
10.000/mi in sea ice. 

The literature regarding the abundance of oieociastic 
bacteria in the Beaufort and northeast Chukchi 
region is conflicting. Earlier studies indicated little or 
no petroleum-degrading micro-organisms. For ex- 
ample, Robertson et al. ( 1973) did not find any oieoc- 
iastic bacteria in estuarine areas of the Coiviiie River, 
Alaska. Bunch and Hariand ( 1974) subsequently iso- 
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iated a psychrotrophic mixed culture from the 
Eskimo Lakes using an enrichment procedure. These 
tlora were found to be oieociastic but not very 
abundant. Bunch and Hariand (1974) reported that 
these bacteria degraded petroleum at temperatures 
down to 2OC. but optimum growth of individual 
colonies occurred at 20 to 25°C. They also suggested 
that the relatively low abundance of oieociasts in the 
Beaufort region might be partly due to the absence of 
petroleum contamination in this ecosystem. The iat- 
ter observation was confirmed by the studies of 
Wong et al. (1976). 

In a subsequent report using improved enrichment 
techniques, Bunch and Hariand ( 1976) found oieoc- 
iastic species to be ubiquitous to both offshore and 
nearshore Beaufort waters, although they were only 
found in nearshore sediments. Mixed cultures were 
?bie to degrade Norman Wells crude oil at O.O”C. 
These authors also investigated the effect of petro- 
leum hydrocarbons on the metabolism of dissolved 
organic compounds by indigenous bacteria. They 
found that mineralization of giutamic acid by the 
indigenous microflora was generally unaffected. or 
in some instances enhanced by the presence of wea- 
thered or unweathered crude oil. Bunch and Hariand 
(1976) further suggested that in situ activity of non- 
oieoclastic heterotrophs might not be affected by a 
moderate influx of petroleum to the Beaufort Sea 
ecosystem. 

Atlas et al. (1978) conducted small experimental 
spills of Prudhoe Bay crude oil near Point Barrow to 
investigate microbial degradation of oil in ice, water 
and sediment ecosystems. They found that oieocias- 
tic micro-organisms were present in ail Arctic marine 
ecosystems. and numbers of bacteria generally in- 
creased after oil contamination. However. these 
authorsalso reported that petroleum biodegradation 
progressed slowly following initial abiotic weathering. 

3.5.4 PHYTOPLANKTON 

As discussed earlier (Section 3.5-l). the environment 
of the Beaufort and northeast Chukchi seas is charac- 
terized by seasons of little or no light. remineraiiza- 
tion and rapid nutrient depletion. low and high 
freshwater discharge. and vertical stratification of 
the water column in summer. Each of these factors 
contributes to marked seasonal differences in the 
structure, abundance and productivity of algal com- 
munities. There are three distinct algal communities 
in the Arctic marine environment (epontic, piank- 
tonic and benthic), and each is affected to a greater or 
lesser extent by the aforementioned factors. The first 
community to develop in the spring is that of the 
epontic algae, followed by the planktonic forms 
which are relatively abundant in the upper water 
column (photic zone) from late spring through 
summer. The benthic algae (microalgae and attached 

macrophytes) are generally present throughout the 
year, but most do not become photosyntheticahy 
active until the ice cover disappears in iate spring or 
early summer. The present section only discusses 
available information describing the species compo- 
sition, abundance and productivity of planktonic 
algae. Benthic and epontic algae are discussed in 
Sections 3.5.6 and 3.5.7, respectively. 

3.5.4.1 Species Composition and Abundance 

The species composition and standing crop of phy- 
toplankton communities in the Beaufort and nor- 
theast Chukchi seas have been the subject of substan- 
tial investigation in recent years. Beaufort Sea phy- 
toplankton were first collected during the 1913-1918 
Canadian Arctic Expedition, and diatoms present in 
the samples were subsequently described by Mann 
(1925). Bursa (1963) studied the taxonomic composi- 
tion of phytopiankton from nearshore and offshore 
habitats near Barrow, Alaska, and reported that the 
nearshore community was characterized by many 
coccoiithophorids (Chrysophyceae) and unidentified 
flagellates. On the other hand, offshore waters con- 
tained more oceanic forms such as the diatoms Chae- 
toceros concavicornis and Leptocylindrus danicus 
and the flagellate Dinobryon balticum. In subse- 
quent studies completed in the same area, Horner 
(1969. 1972) demonstrated that spring (June-July) 
phytoplankton blooms contained both centric and 
pennate diatoms, with centric diatoms increasing in 
abundance near the end of July. During the fall 
(August-September), centric diatoms and chryso- 
phytes were common, and although dinoflageiiates 
were observed throughout the open water season, 
they were most abundant during the fail. Horner et 
al. (1974) described the species composition of near- 
shore and offshore phytopiankton communities near 
Prudhoe Bay. Nearshore communities were charac- 
terized by a predominance (50-70%) of pennate dia- 
toms, while centric diatoms were more common in 
deeper more saline waters. 

Hsiao (1976) described the species composition of 
nearshore and offshore phytopiankton communities 
of the Beaufort Sea in considerable detail. In general. 
diatoms dominated nearshore phytopiankton corn- 
munities, whereas flagellates were more abundant at 
offshore stations. Hsiao (1976) suggested that higher 
water temperatures, higher nutrient concentrations 
and lower light intensities favour the growth of dia- 
toms in nearshore areas, while the greater abundance 
of flagellates in offshore waters was a reflection of 
poor growth conditions for other algal groups, in 
conjunction with the tolerance of flagellates to high 
light intensities and relatively low nutrient ieveis. 

Alexander et al. ( 1975) examined the standing crop of 
major phytoplankton species in the nearshore Beau- 
fort Sea close to the Coiviiie River delta, and reported 
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that phytopiankton abundance was greatest at depths 
from 2 to 4 m. Hsiao (1976) subsequently found that 
the standing crop of southern Beaufort Sea phyto- 
plankton in the euphotic zone decreased with increa- 
sing distance from shore. The highest standing crop 
was observed in the nearshore waters near Herschel 
Island, and, on average, nearshore standing crop 
concentrations were 10 times greater than values 
observed at offshore stations. 

Abundance of phytopiankton in the region has been 
more commonly expressed in terms of chlorophyll a 
concentrations. Studies completed from a free-floating 
ice station in the Arctic Ocean indicated that maxi- 
mum chlorophyll a concentrations occurred in late 
July when light intensities were highest (English, 
1961). Alexander (1974) reported that chlorophyll a 
concentrations in the western Beaufort Sea were 
highest below the surface and in shoreline areas 

. where salinity was relatively low. On the other hand. 
Horner et al. (1974) examined the distribution and 
levels of chlorophyll a near Prudhoe Bay and found 
that, in general, the chlorophyll a concentration was 
higher in deeper (greater than 5 m) more saline water 
than in brackish’surface water. Grainger (1975) sub- 
sequently measured chlorophyll a concentrations at 
various stations throughout the Beaufort Sea. High- 
est levels were recorded in Mackenzie and Kugmallit 
bays. while lowest values occurred offshore. nor- 
theast of the Tuktoyaktuk Peninsula. The highest 
v*alues were also generally observed in the upper 5 m 
of the water column. 

The species composition and abundance of phyto- 
plankton communities in Arctic waters are highly 
dependent on seasonal and local differences in the 
physical-chemical environment, and these differen- 
ces. in conjunction with biological factors such as 
grazing pressure, contribute to dynamic seasonal 
patterns of succession. The results of studies con- 
ducted in the Beaufort and northeast Chukchi seas to 
date suggest that several factors influence the species 
composition. abundance and productivity of phyto- 
plankton communities. 

In nearshore areas dominant environmental factors 
are the high concentrations of suspended sediment 
which markedly reduce light penetration into the 
water column, relatively low salinities and warm 
temperatures. and an adequate supply of nitrate and 
silicate associated with freshwater discharge. In most 
cases the limiting factor to phytopiankton growth in 
these areas would be light intensity. 

In offshore areas the dominant controlling factors 
are the stratified nature of the water column which 
effectively prevents nutrient replenishment from 
deeper waters. low light intensities in areas of persist- 
ent ice cover, and low nutrient availability following 
initial uptake by spring phytoplankton blooms. In 

general. the major limiting factor to phytoplankton 
growth in offshore waters is nutrient availability, in 
particular nitrate. Diatoms generally tend to be most 
abundant in areas with high nutrient levels, low light 
intensities, and relatively warm temperatures (Sver- 
drupet al., 1942; Ryther. 2956; Raymont. 1963: Hul- 
bert, 1970), whereas growth of flagellates tends to be 
favoured in areas with higher light intensities and 
lower nutrient concentrations (Raymont. 1963: Fogg, 
1965). In general. Arctic phytoplanktonic communi- 
ties are dominated by diatoms, with occasional 
occurrences of flagellates and other forms. Pennate 
diatoms predominate early in the open water season. 
and centric diatoms become more important later in 
the summer and early fall. 

3.5.4.2 Primary Productivity 

The Arctic Ocean is considered the least productive 
of the world’s oceans (Dunbar, 1970; Piatt and 
Subba-Rao, 1975). with annual primary productivrity 
ranging from I to 10 g C/m’/yr (English, 1961). The 
productivity of the Beaufort Sea is higher. but still 
less than 20 g C/m’/yr (Alexander et al., 1974). By 
comparison, productivity estimates for the Bering 
Sea, Atlantic Ocean shelf. and Atlantic offshore 
waters are 121. I50 and 100 gC/m’/yr. respectively 
(McRoy and Goering, 1974; Piatt and Subba-Rao. 
1975). 

Primary production studies in the northeast Chukchi 
and Beaufort seas have been completed by Alexander 
(1974) Alexander et al. ( 1975). Duval(l977). Horner 
et al. (1974) and Hsiao (1976). A series of productiv- 
ity investigations conducted in the Coiviiie River 
estuary and nearshore Beaufort Sea between April 
and May, 1974 were discussed by Alexander (1974) 
and Alexander et al. ( 1975). Under-ice productivity 
during this period was approximately IO mg C/m*/h. 
and it was estimated that total annual production in 
the area was 5 g C/m2/yr. Alexander (1974) also 
reported that productivity of surface waters in Simp- 
son Lagoon, Harrison Bay and the nearshore Beau- 
fort Sea outside the barrier islands was 1.8. 0.6 and 
0.4 mg C/m3/h, respectively. Differences in produc- 
tion with depth and season were also examined. Max- 
imum planktonic productivity (14 mg C/m’/h) 
occurred in early August at a depth of 2 m. Very low 
levels of primary production were also observed in 
the Coiviiie River estuary (less than 2 mg C/m’/h) 
(Alexander et al., 1975) and near Prudhoe Bay (0. I- 
2.4 mg C/m3/h) (Horner et al., 1974). 

Higher rates of primary productivity have been doc- 
umented in the northeast Chukchi Sea and eastern 
portions of the Beaufort Sea. For example, Carey 
( 1978b) estimated that the annual productivity of the 
northeast Chukchi Sea in i976and 1977 were 18 and 
28 g C/m?/yr, respectively, while the same author 
reported annual production levels of 9 and 18 g 
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C/m2/yr for the western Beaufort in these years. The 
relatively high productivity of the eastern (Canadian) 
Beaufort in comparison to Alaskan waters was sub- 
stantiated by the studies of Hsiao (1976). Mean sur- 
face primary production measured by this investiga- 
tor during the Beaufort Sea Project was 1.39 mg 
C/m’/h in offshore areas and 6.74 C/m3/h in near- 
shore waters. Duvai (1977) also investigated near- 
shore open water primary productivity north of 
Kugmaiiit Bay and reported surface production iev- 
eis from 5.4 to 18.4 mg C/m3/h during August to 
early September. The studies of Hsiao (1976) and 
Duvai (1977) both suggest that nearshore production 
in the Canadian Beaufort may be as much as twenty 
times greater than levels recorded in coastal Alaskan 
waters from Prudhoe Bay to Point Barrow. This 
apparent difference in productivity is probably related 
to the direct contribution of nutrient-rich waters of 
the Mackenzie River, remineraiization of organic 
detritus (peat) transported downstream by this river, 
and nutrients entrained from deeper waters by the 
freshwater wedge in the Canadian Beaufort. 

3.5.5 ZOOPLANKTON 

The species composition and general abundance of 
zooplankton in the Beaufort and northeast Chukchi 
seas have been the subject of numerous investiga- 
tions, with the most comprehensive studies having 
been completed in the Canadian Beaufort. Zoop- 
lankton are responsible for much of the secondary 
production that occurs in marine waters since many 
species are herbivorous and feed (graze) directly on 
phytopiankton. thereby forming a fundamental tro- 
phic link between primary producers and vertebrates 
(Section 3. I). Some zooplankton species found in the 
Beaufort and northeast Chukchi seas complete their 
life cycle in one year. although life cycles of two or 
even three years have also been reported. Most her- 
bivorous zooplankton species reproduce during the 
late spring and summer when phytopiankton abun- 
dance is highest. However, a few species such as the 
copepod Calanus hyperboreus produce young in 
winter. In such species development is retarded until 
the phytopiankton bloom commences in spring. 

3.5.5.1 Species Composition 

Over 100 species of zooplankton have been identified 
in the Beaufort and northeast Chukchi seas. but as in 
other marine waters of the world, copepods are nor- 
mally dominant both in terms of numbers of species 
and biomass. The copepods Caianus, Pseudocala- 
nus. Microcalanus and Oithona are the most abund- 
ant forms. Other components of the zooplankton 
community include ostracods, mysids, amphipods. 
decapods, cumaceans. euphausiids, combjellies, jei- 
lyfish, arrow worms and pteropods. During some 
months and in some areas, the larval stages of ben- 

thic invertebrates may also be abundant in the area. 
Many species found in this region are also common 
in temperate waters. 

There are considerable differences in the species 
composition of zooplankton throughout the Beau- 
fort and northeast Chukchi seas. Grainger (1965) 
described three relatively distinct assemblages of 
zooplankton in the northwest Arctic Ocean and 
Beaufort Sea depending on depth and proximity to 
the shoreline. Copepods which are characteristic of 
nearshore brackish waters along the coastlines of the 
Beaufort and Chukchi seas include Arcartia clausi, 
Eurytemora herdmani and Limnocalanus macrurus. 
Freshwater zooplankton such as Daphnia, Diapto- 
mus and Bosmina are also relatively abundant near 
the mouth of the Mackenzie River (Grainger. 1975) 
and may be present in other estuarine areas within 
the region. 

A different zooplankton assemblage is found in the 
upper layers of the water column (to depths of 200- 
300 m) in offshore regions of the Beaufort Sea and 
Arctic Ocean. These areas commonly support the 
jellyfish Aglantha digitale and Aeginopsis laurentii, 
the combjelly Beroe cucumis, and several copepod 
species, the most prominent of which are Pseudoca- 
lanus minutus, Calanus glacialis, C. hyperboreus, 
Microcalanus pygmaeus, Metridia longa and Oithona 
similis. Grainger( 1965) reproted that the diversity of 
the zooplankton community increased substantially 
in waters deeper than 200 to 300 m, although most 
species were present in low numbers. Species charac- 
teristic of deep water regions of the Beaufort Sea 
include the copepods Gaidius tenuispinus, Heteror- 
habdus norvegicus, Scaphocalanus magnus and Chi- 
ridius obstusifrons. 

3.5.5.2 Distribution and Abundance 

Within the major habitat types described by Grain- 
ger (i965), there may also be substantial local varia- 
bility in the species composition and abundance of 
zooplankton, as well as seasonal differences in com- 
munity structure and standing stock. For example, 
Grainger (1975) reported that spatial differences in 
the species composition of zooplankton in shallow 
coastal areas of the southeastern Beaufort Sea were 
primarily due to the variable extent of the Mackenzie 
River plume and resultant local differences in salinity 
and temperature. This author also noted that zoop- 
iankton abundance within this coastal region was 
highest in some sheltered inshore bays (such as 
Mason Bay, Tuktoyaktuk Harbour, and Liverpool 
Bay), but that the diversity of communities in these 
areas was also very low. As indicated earlier the 
dominant species in these nearshore sheltered envir- 
onments are Acartia ciausi, Eurytemora herdmani, 
Pseudocaianus minutus and Limnocalanus macru- 
rus with freshwater forms (including Diaptomus, 



Daphnia, Cyclops, and Bosmina) becoming more 
prevaient near and in the mouth of the Mackenzie 
River. Similar species of zooplankton occur in the 
coastal Alaskan portion of the Beaufort Sea, and to a 
lesser extent the northeast Chukchi Sea, but the data 
base describing zooplankton in these areas is not as 
extensive as in the Canadian Beaufort (OCSEAP. 
1978). Johnson (1956) reported that Oithona spp. 
and Oncaea spp. were the most abundant copepod 
genera observed in both eastern and western portions 
of the Beaufort Sea during the 1950 and 1951 cruises 
of the U.S.S. BURTON ISLAND. However, the 
number of species found in the western Beaufort was 
higher, while at the same time, the larvae of benthic 
organisms (especially barnacles) were abundant in 
Alaskan waters but relatively rare in the eastern 
Beaufort Sea. 

The abundance and species composition of zoop- 
* lankton communities also vary with depth in virtu- 

ally all marine waters, although detailed information 
regarding the vertical distribution of zooplankton in 
this region is lacking. Grainger (1965) stated that the 
copepod Acartia Iongiremis prefers low sahnites and 
relatively high temperatures; consequently. this and 
perhaps other species with similar habitat preferen- 
ces may be most abundant near the surface. How- 
ever. in other parts of the Canadian Arctic such as 
Lancaster Sound. maximum zooplankton abundance 
frequently occurs between depths of 10 to 50 m 
(Sekerak et al., 1976). 

Substantial variability in the numbers and types of 
zooplankton occur throughout the year as a result of 
seasonal differences in reproduction and develop- 
ment. Most herbivorous species reproduce during 
spring and summer, and the period when juvenile 
and larval forms are present in the water column 
coincides with the season of maximum phytoplank- 
ton productivity and abundance. For example, Envi- 
rocon (1977) reported that the abundance of nauplii 
and copepodite larval stages in the Mackenzie estu- 
ary near Pullen Island increased almost threefold 
from July through August. One to three years are 
required for completion of the life cycles of copep- 
ods. although the rate of development of some spe- 
cies varies with environmental factors such as tem- 
perature and food availability. Seasonal changes in 
the abundance of Arctic zooplankton were described 
by Heinrich (1962), who reported that maximum 
abundance occurred from August to early Sep- 
tember. approximately one month after the peak in 
phytoplankton standing crop. However, the rela- 
tively high variability observed in the spatial distribu- 
tion of zooplankton in this region limits resolution of 
any seasonal distribution patterns. Data for near- 
shore areas of the Beaufort Sea suggested that stand- 
ing crop may be highest in mid August (Duval. 1977: 
Erickson, 198 1). 

3.5.6 BENTHIC FLORA AND FAUNA 

Benthic flora are the microscopic algae (diatoms) 
and larger seaweeds that live on the seafloor. These 
flora along with benthic invertebrates represent an 
important link in the marine food chain (Section 3.1). 
The benthic invertebrates have representation from 
several phyla and occupy a great variety of aquatic 
habitats. often as members of complex communities. 
Traditionally. benthic invertebrates have been grouped 
into two broad categories -infauna and epifauna - 
based upon their different relationships with the sub- 
strate/water interface (Plate 3.5-l). 

Infaunal organisms are generally found within the 
bottom sediments. and some exhibit preferences for a 
narrow range of sediment grain sizes. Infaunal orga- 
nisms are usually sedentary, and once established, 
may persist in the same location from year to year. 
Examples of the infauna include oligochaetes, poly- 
chaetes, bivalve molluscs. echiuroids, and sipunculids. 

Epifauna generally inhabit the upper surface of the 
substrate. although some may burrow for brief peri- 
ods. This group is further divided into sessile or 
mobile forms. Sessile epifauna are attached to solid 
surfaces which usually consist of rock or cobble, but 
can also include wood, metal, kelp or other materials 
(Plate 3.5-2). This type of hard substrate, with its 
associated fauna. is generally uncommon in the 
Beaufort and northeast Chukchi region. Examples of 
invertebrates in this group include barnacles. hydroids, 
anemones, bryozoans and mussels. The mobile epi- 
fauna category is dominated by crustaceans (includ- 
ing amphipods, mysids, isopods, cumaceans, and 
decapods), although echinoderms and gastropod 
molluscs are also prominent members of this group 
(Plate 3.5-3). The mobile epifauna are well repres- 
ented in the Beaufort and northeast Chukchi seas, 
and form a substantial portion of the diet of many 
fish species (Section 3.1). 

Prior to 1970 most benthic studies conducted in the 
Alaskan and western Canadian Arctic were primar- 
ily concerned with taxonomy and zoogeography. 
These investigations have been summarized by Wac- 
asey (1975) and Curtis (1975). More recently, envir- 
onmental studies funded by the petroleum industry 
have compiled site-specific data regarding species 
diversity and biomass of benthic invertebrates, as 
well as their relationships to the physical environ- 
ment. Several government agencies and academic 
institutions have also completed synoptic surveys 
which provide a broad overview of benthic resources 
in the Beaufort and northeast Chukchi seas. 

3.5.6.1 Zoobenthos 

The spatial distribution of benthic invertebrates in 
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PLATE 3.5-l Drawmgs of typical epifauna and infauna found in Tuktoyaktuk Harbour. 1, 4 and 6 are crustacea which 
generally live on the substrate (epifauna). 2 and 3 are clams and 4 is a polychaete worm, all of which live in the substrate 
(infauna). (Courtesy, Arctlc Laboratories Ltd.). 
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PLATE 3.5-2 Taken underwater at Herschel Island, this photo illustrates several larger specres of benthic animals which 
grow rn gravelly areas of the Beaufort Sea. Shown are several anemones on the left. and the soft coralGersemia rublformis 
which looks like a plant. (Courtesy, Arctic Laboratones Ltd.). 

PLATE 3.5-3 This underwater photograph shows two isopod crustacea. They are about actualsize and can range to 72 cm (6 
Inches) rn length. (Courtesy, Arcttc Laboratorles Ltd.). 
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the western Arctic is governed by substrate suitabil- 
ity. water depth, ice scour, oceanographic regimes 
and food availability. The seafloor characteristics of 
the Beaufort Sea can be described as essentially 
unconsolidated tine- grained sediments, with exposed 
bedrock and large boulders occurring very infre- 
quently (Mohr et al.. 1957; Lee, 1973). The particle 
size composition (sands, silts and clays) of these sed- 
iments is highly variable owing to the reworking of 
the sediments by yearly ice scour (Reimnitz and 
Barnes). Localized areas with exposed pebbles, cob- 
bles and/or boulders have been found off Point Bar- 
row in waters deeper than 30 m (MacGinitie, 1955), 
in Stefansson Sound at depths from 6 to 9 m (Dunton 
and Schonberg, 1979). near Point Hope (Sparks and 
Pereyra, 1966) and in the vicinity of Herschel Island 
(Heath, 1981a) and Banks Island (Heath, 1981b). 

Four large-scale benthic surveys have provided an 
overview of zoobenthos for the region. Wacasey 
(1975) sampled infaunal invertebrates in the eastern 
Beaufort Sea between Herschel Island and Cape 
Dalhousie. Northwest Territories. Broad ( 1979) des- 
cribed the nearshore invertebrates between Point 

Barrow and Barter Island, Alaska. while Carey 
(1978a) examined more offshore communities in the 
same region. Frost et al. (1978) described epifaunal 
invertebrates between Point Barrow and Demarca- 
tion Bay, Alaska. 

Wacasey (1975) described four depth zones in the 
southern Beaufort Sea based on their physical envir- 
onments and zoobenthic diversity and biomass (Fig- 
ure 3.5-3). Table 3.5-2 summarizes data collected 
between May and September in four years. although 
it should be emphasized that infaunal biomass fig- 
ures are somewhat misleading due to inclusion of 
some epifauna in grab samples. Wacasey reported 
337 species from 82 stations, with four taxonomic 
groups comprising 74% of the total number of spe- 
cies. Polychaetes, amphipods, gastropod molluscs 
and bivalve molluscs were represented by 101,67,33 
and 36 species. respectively. 

Broad (1979) sampled benthos from 22 stations 
along the coast of Alaska from Point Barrow east to 
Barter Island (Kaktovik) and to depths of about 11 
m. During August, mobile epifaunal crustacea were 

1u .- 
FIGURE 3.5-3 Depth z&es related to zoobentros distribution (adapted from Wacasey,. 1975) and-lo6ations of some 
zoobenthic studies in the Beaufort Sea. Four major depth zones have been described in the southern Beaufort, based on their 
physical environments, zoobenthic diversity and biomass. 
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found throughout the entire inshore zone. However, 
infBuna1 invertebrates were generally more abundant 
and diverse beyond the 2 m isobath than in the 
shallower depths. A similar distribution and species 
composition was found along the Chukchi coast 
north of Point Hope during an earlier survey (Broad. 
1978). However, variability in both biomass and 
number of infauna between grabs at the same station 
indicated a generally patchy distribution. Polychaetes, 
amphipods, biva Ive molluscs and gastropod mol- 
lusts were again the major groups observed in this 
area. 

Frost et al. (1978) recorded 238 species. or groups, of 
epifaunal invertebrates during a summer trawl sur- 
vey in the northeast Chukchi and Beaufort seas at 
depths from 40 to 400 m. Major groups were gas- 
tropods, amphipods, polychaetes, echinoderms. bi- 
valve molluscs, ectoprocts and shrimps. while miscel- 
laneous taxa included sponges, anemones, flatworms. 
nemerteans. bryozoans and tunicares. Echinoderms 
were the overwhelmingly dominant phylum. in many 
cases comprising more than 75% of the total bio- 
mass. Two major fauna1 assemblages were found to 
occur on the Alaskan shelf at these depths. Brittle 
star (Ophiura sarsi) communities, along with soft 
corals and sea cucumbers, predominated on mud 
bottoms off Point Barrow and to the west. In rocky 
areas east of Harrison Bay ( 15O”W) a different com- 
munity, comprosed of scallops (Delectopecten groen- 
landicus), crinoids (Heliometra glacialis), sea cu- 
cumbers (Psolus sp.), sea urchins (StrongVvlocentrotus 
droebachiensis), several brittle star species and 
shrimps (Sabinea septemcarinata) were found. 

Carey et al. (1974) and Carey (1978a) conducted 
sampling programs across the Alaskan Beaufort Sea 
shelf to depths of 3.800 m. and concluded that ben- 
thic infauna were most abundant in shallow near- 
shore zones (20 m) and on the outer continental 
shelf. Minimum numbers of infauna were found at 
depths from 15 to 25 m, corresponding closely with 
the boundary between landfast ice and moving pack 
ice along the Beaufort coast. Standing stock and 
biomass of infauna also decreased markedly in very 
deep water. Standing stocks decreased from 10 g/m’ 
(wet preserved weight) at stations shallower than 
1.000 m. to 1 to 5 g/m’ at depths between 1,000 and 

3.000 m. and 0.1 to 0.7 g/m’ at depths greater than 
3.000 m. 

Carey (1978a) reported that the density and biomass 
of benthic communities on the outer continental 
shelf varied with season. possibly indicating an 
annual reproductive cycle with a large peak in 
recruitment. In general. numbers of infauna at most 
stations increased throughout the spring. peaked in 
May. and then declined during the summer and frill. 
However, the annual range in infaunal abundance at 
the shallowest station (25 m) was small. and no sea- 
sonal trends were observed. 

In addition to these major overview investigations, 
numerous site-specific studies conducted in the last 
ten years have supplemented the data base regarding 
the structure and abundance of benthos in the region, 
particularly at depths less than 20 m. Details regard- 
ing the location. date and depth range of these site- 
specific studies are summarized in Table 3.5-3. 

(a) lnfauna 

Benthic fauna tend to select a particular type of 
substrate due to specialized requirements for feeding, 
burrowing. and respiration. Carey et al. (1974) sug- 
gested that the annual ice scour which randomly 
reworks the sediments was a primary cause of‘ the 
patchy distribution of coastal shelf infauna. Carey 
and Buff (1977) found a relative decrease in the 
abundance of polychaetes in gravels on the outer 
continental shelf off Prudhoe Bay and a complemen- 
tary increase in mollusc populations. On the other 
hand, polychaetes were generally more abundant at 
stations with finer sediments. However, Bengeyfield 
et al. (1974) reported a low correlation between ben- 
thos abundance and substrate composition in the 
shallow (less than 13 m) estuarine zone off the 
Mackenzie Delta where infauna were sparse. In a 
study related to island construction at Issungnak 
O-61. the density and number of species present were 
inversely related to sediment particle size (Crippen 
and McKee, 1981). In the latter investigation a 
greater correlation was observed between abundance 
and depth. Subsequently. Chin et al. (1979) found a 
similar trend during their nearshore study at Prud- 
hoe Bay. where the distribution of benthos was more 
closely related to both depth and bottom salinity 
than sediment composition. 

Sampling programs at several locations throughout 
the region have resulted in the delineation of a “near- 
shore” zone (O-2 m) which is characterized by a 
sparse and unevenly distributed infauna primarily 
comprised of oligochaete worms and chironomid 
larvae (Broad, 1979). These are probably transient 
summer populations which. like many epifaunal 
organisms. take advantage of certain productive 
nearshore habitats. - 
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1 TABLE 3.53 
SUMMARY OF RECENT ZOOBEN’THOS STUDIES IN THE BEAUFORT-N.E CHUKCHI REGION 

INVESTIGATOR 

Broad (1978), (1979) 

LOCATIONS’ 

Pornt Barrow to 
Barter Island. Alaska 

DATES 

Aug. 1977 

No. DEPTH 
STATIONS RANGE 

44 2-11.5 m 

Bengeyheld (1976) Garry island to 
Tuktoyaktuk. N.W.T. 

July - Aug. 1975 19 1.2-11 2 m 

Bengeyfteld et al. (1974) -- 

Beak (1978) 

Garry Island to 
Pullen Island. N W.T. 

Netserk, lsserk artlf. 
Islands. N WT. 

March 1973; 
Mar-Apr 1974 

Summer 1977 

22 1.8-12.7 m 

27 7-15 m 

Crippen and (1981) lssungnak artlf 
McKee Island. N.W.T. 

Aug-Sept. 1980 20 19 m 

Carey et al. (1974) -- Prudhoe Bay - 
Colvllle Delta. 
Alaska 

1971-72 40 21-2600 m 

Carey (1978a) Pomt Barrow to 
Barter Island. 
Alaska 

1971-74 
Aug-Sept. 1977 51 4.5-3800 m 

Chin et al. (1979) -- Prudhoe Bay 
Alaska 

Aug 1978 36 0 8-70 m 

Crane 8 Cooney (1975) Simpson Lagoon - 
Harrison Bay, Alaska 

Aug 1971 67 

Enwrocon Ltd. (1977) lsserk artif. Island. 
N W T. 

July-Aug 1977 16 

Frost et al (1978) -- Point Barrow to 
Demarcation Bay, 
Alaska 

Aug-Sept 1977 23 

<20 m 

lo-15 m 

40-400 m 

Gnfflths 8 Dlllmger Simpson Lagoon, 
( 1980) Alaska 

Open water 1977 
Open Water 1978 
Nov. 1978-Apr. 1979 

Vanable l.O-75m 

Jones 8 DenBeste (1977) Tuft Point. N.W.T. July-Sept. 1976 12 <10 m 

Slaney (1973a) Pelly Island to 
Richards Island. 
N.W.T. 

July-Sept. 1972 28 lO-50m 

Slaney (1973b) Tuktoyaktuk Harbour. 
N WT. 

Aug. 1972 3 4 O-12.5 m 

Slaney (1975) Garry Island to 
Richards Island. 
N.W T. 

July-Sept 1974 23 0.6-13.0 m 

Slaney (1977) Aynak L-30 
artlf island 
Tufl Point. 
N W.T 

July-Aug 1976 

Herschel Island to 
Cape Dalhousie. 
N.W T 

15 

82 

<82m 

Wacasey (1975) July 1971 
July 1973 
Aug-Sept. 1974 
May-Sept. 1975 

1.3-441 m 

GEAR & EFFORT 

Smrth-McIntyre (0.1 
m2 min 3 grabs per 
station) 

Wildco dredge (1 .O 
mm mesh; one 5 mm 
tow per statton) 

Ekman grab (0.02 m2; 
mm. 5 grabs per 
station) 

Eplbenthic trawl 
(3.2 mm mesh: one 
20 mtn. tow) 

Ekman grab (5 grabs 
per statlon) 

Ponar grab (0.05 m2, 
4 to 7 grabs per 
station) . 
Ponar grab 
(3-6 grabs per station) 

Smith-McIntyre (5 
grabs per statton) 
Shrimp trawl (1 3 
cm mesh, 5-30 mm ) 

Smith-McIntyre (5 
grabs per station) 

Sediment corer (0 01 
m2, 5 samples per 
station; 

Dover observations 

Ponar grab, Benthlc 
Trawl 

Ponar grab (10 grabs 
per statton) 

Otter trawl (0 6 cm 
mesh) 

Otter trawl (0.6 cm 
mesh); Faber net (0.1 
cm mesh); Drift net 
(0.1 cm mesh): Diver 
observations, batted traps. 
Wlldco dredge 

Ekman grab 
Bottom trawl 

Petersen grab (0.09 
rnz; min. 3 grabs 
per station: beam 
trawl (6 mm mesh): 
25 cm2 quadrat 

Petersen grab (0.09 m3 
10 grabs per station) 

Ekman grab; 
beam trawl (5.1 mm 
mesh) 

Ekman grab (5 grabs 
per station) sled 
trawl 

Ponar grab (5 grabs per 
statton). eplbenthlc 
dredge. Pisces 
submarine (observations) 

1 ‘See Figure 3 5-3 for general locations 
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Infaunal biomass in the neat-shore zone is generally 
low. Wacasey (1975) reported a mean biomass of 
about 2 g/m’ in his estuarine zone in the southern 
Beaufort Sea (Table 3.5-2). while Broad (1978) found 
in the order of 3 g/m: in the western Beaufort Sea 
and northern Chukchi Sea. This biomass increased 
to almost 6 g/m’ in the southern Chukchi Sea due to 
the greater predominance of polychaetes and bi\ralve 
molluscs (Broad, 1978). 

(b) Epifauna 

Although infauna are characteristically sparse in the 
entire shallow water zone. epifauna are often abund- 
ant in inshore areas during the open water period. 
The extensive series of barrier lagoons along the 
North Slope of Alaska probably support high stand- 
ing stocks of amphipods a& mysids throughout the 
open water period. For example, Griffiths and Dil- 

. linger (1980) reported epifaunal biomass ranging 
from 0.029 to 3.78 g/m’ (dry weight) in Simpson 
Lagoon, with the most abundant species being Mysis 
littoralis, M. relicta and Onisimus glacialis. Isopods 
and amphipods appeared to be year-round residents 
in the lagoon. while mysids repopulated the area 
after spring break-up. Certain localized habitats 
within the Beaufort-Chukchi region appear particu- 
larly productive in terms of epifauna. For example, 
Slaney (1973a) reported between 320 and 1,072 
amphipods per m’ in a spit-protected bay on Hooper 
Island off the Mackenzie Delta in August. Wacasey 
( 1975)subsequently identified Mason Bay on Richards 
Island as a productive area within the estuarine zone. 
although he did not state whether infauna or epi- 
fauna were the major contributors to the biomass. 

The epifauna of inshore regions of the western Beau- 
fort Sea and Chukchi Sea north of Point Hope have 
been found to be similar to those documented for the 
Canadian Beaufort (Broad. 1978). with the most 
commonly encountered species being the crustaceans 
Mysis relicta, Onisimus litoralis, Gammarus setosus 
and Saduria entomon. Epifauna in the estuarine zone 
of the southern Beaufort Sea include Mysis relicta, 
M. femorata, Onisimus glacialis and Saduria entomon 
(Wacasey. 1975). However. the shallow water epi- 
fauna found south of Point Hope in the Chukchi Sea 
are considerably different from communities observed 
farther north. Neomysis spp. replace Mysis spp. as 
the common mysids. while shrimp and starfish are 
found at depths of less than 2 m (Broad, 1978). The 
presence of these epifauna. as well as more infaunal 
polychaetes and bivalve molluscs in shallow water. is 
indicative of a less vigorous and more temperate 
marine environment than in the Beaufort Sea region. 

Direct comparison of benthic distributions and 
abundance in the northeast Chukchi. western Beau- 
fort and southern Beaufort seas is difficult since 
researchers have used different methods ofsampling. 

reporting of species groups, and biomass analysis. 
Nevertheless, several trends are apparent from the 
studies which have been conducted in these regions: 

- Infaunal biomass in most depth zones appears 
to decrease from the northeast Chukchi Sea 
toward the Mackenzie Delta, although biomass 
may increase again east of the Delta (Carey. 
1978b). 

- Infaunal diversity and biomass generally increase 
with distance offshore. at least as far as the contin- 
ental shelf (200 m). Infauna are generally lower in 
shallow estuarine areas or in the main ice scour 
zone (15 - 30 m). 

- Essentially the same dominant epifaunal species 
are found along the entire coastline of the study 
area. 

- Mobile epifauna occupy the nearshore areas 
during the open water season and are often pres- 
ent in large numbers. There appears to be an 
active emigration of. mobile epifauna to deeper 
water for overwintering. 

- Sessile epifauna on hard substrates are limited 
in distribution in the Chukchi-Beaufort region. 
They occur most frequently between Point Hope 
and Point Barrow. Alaska. 

(c) Reproduction 

Many benthic species in the Arctic do not have a 
pelagic larval stage (Thorson, 1950). Mobile young 
are either released from eggs or egg masses on the 
bottom. or from eggs carried and brooded by the 
adult. Species with this mode of reproduction are 
well adapted to Arctic conditions with a poor phyto- 
plankton supply during the extended winter. How- 
ever, other species produce pelagic larvae which have 
relatively small amounts of yolk, and these forms 
must feed on phytoplankton to survive and develop 
(Thorson, 1950). Recruitment in a population having 
direct development is largely from local stocks due to 
the restricted dispersal potential as compared to 
those species with planktonic larvae (Chia, 1970). 

MacGinitie (1955) observed a high incidence of 
direct development and breeding among zoobenthos 
at Point Barrow, Alaska. Only a few gastropod lar- 
vae were captured in the plankton, while snail egg 
capsules and masses from several species were abun- 
dant in the region. Other groups which carry their 
eggs or brood them in some manner included certain 
species of chaetognaths, polychaetes. tunicates, bi- 
valve molluscs. mysids. cumaceans. isopods, amphi- 
pods. decapods and pycnogonids. 
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In Simpson Lagoon. Alaska, the most abundant epi- 
fauna breed in late fall or early winter after ice forma- 
tion. and brood their young until the following 
spring. This category of epifauna includes M>fsis liro- 
ralis, M. relicta, Pontoporeia affinis, Gammarus 
setosus and probably Onisimus glacialis (Griffiths 
and Dillinger, 1980). In this type of reproductive 
cycle, young are released at the time of the spring 
blooms of epontic and benthic diatoms. The ubiqui- 
tous isopod Saduria entomon breeds throughout the 
year, but the peak reproduction occurs in summer 
(Bray, 1962; Robilliard and Busdosh, 1979). The life 
cycles of only a few Arctic species have been studied 
and these investigations suggest that the life spans of 
mysids and amphipods are two to three years, and 
from two the four years for Saduria entomon. Studies 
completed by Griffiths and Dillinger (1980) also 
indicate that breeding is generally restricted to older 
individuals. 

3.5.6.2 Macrophytic Algae 

The standing crop of macrophytic algae decreases 
from east to west in the North American Arctic, with 
the north coast of Alaska being almost barren of 
these plants (Mohr et al., 1957; Lee, 1973). The prin- 
cipal reason for this trend is the large proportion of 
substrate that is composed of soft sediment, which is 
generally unsuitable for the growth of macrophytes. 
Kelp and other large algae are occasionally found in 
the Beaufort and northeast Chukchi region. but are 
usually restricted to areas where there is a rocky 
substrate (MacGinitie, 1955; Mohr et al.. 1975: 
Beehler et al.. 1979: Broad. 1978; Dunton and 
Schonberg. 1979; Hsiao, 1976). 

MacGinitie (1955) observed two species of macro- 
phytic algae in Eison Lagoon near Point Barrow. 
while Mohr et al. (1957) collected three species of 
brown algae and seven species of red algae from 
about 12 m of water 80 km southwest of Point Bar- 
row. The substrate in the latter area was essentially 
rocky with a minor amount of sand. 

More recently Dunton and Schonberg (1979) con- 
ducted a comprehensive survey of the large kelp 
community in Stefansson Sound. The cobble and 
boulders found in this area provide a firm substrate 
for permanent attachment of macrophytic algae. 
Large areas of hard substrate such as this are 
uncommon in the Beaufort Sea. Scattered small 
stones and mollusc shells are normally the largest 
objects available for attachment. Dunton and Schon 
erg (1979) documented two types of habitats in Ste- 
fansson Sound: large rocky areas that supported a 
diverse flora. and regions of scattered rocks with 
isolated plants. The algal community of the boulder 
patches was dominated by the brown kelp Laminaria 
solidungula which formed the overstory. Alaria escu- 

lenta and L. saccharina were less common, but were 
also present in some areas. Red algae grew beneath 
the kelp overstory and were also observed in areas 
where the kelps were absent. Common red algae 
included Phycodrys rubens, Neodilsea integra, Phy/- 
Iophora truncata, and the encrusting form Litho- 
thamnion sp. The biomass of kelp in this area was 
extremely high (average of 3.3 kg/m’), and approxi- 
mately of the same order of magnitude as in temper- 
ate zone kelp communities on both coasts of North 
America (Dunton and Schonberg. 1979). The two 
species of Laminaria accounted for 95Yc of this 
biomass. 

Beehler et al. (1979) also reported small scattered 
kelp patches at six stations near Prudhoe Bay where 
water depths ranged from 3.9 to 6.6 m. Both attached 
and unattached plants, mostly Laminaria solidun- 
gula and L. saccharina, were observed by divers 
beneath the ice. Kelp was more abundant farther 
offshore where water depths increased to about 5 m. 
The relatively minor currents measured beneath the 
ice in these areas indicated a relatively static distribu- 
tion of macrophytic algae during the winter. How- 
ever. longshore currents and onshore winds probably 
redistribute many of these plants during the open 
water season. 

Hsiao (1976) reported that Laminaria sp. and P~JYo- 
lophora sp. were collected by divers in Liverpool Bay 
near the Eskimo Lakes for use in oii toxicity esperi- 
ments. In 198 1, underwater video equipment. (Heath. 
198 1 b) recorded scattered clumps of Laminnria sp. 
and rock-encrusting Lithothamnion sp. offshore 
from the Rufus River on Banks Island. This latter 
area is of interest for use as a rock borrow-site. for 
offshore island construction. 

3.5.6.3 Benthic Microaigae 

As indicated earlier in Section 3.1. benthic micro- 
algae are important primary producers in the marine 
food webs of the Beaufort and northeast Chukchi 
region. Benthic microalgae include diatoms, flagel- 
lates, filamentous green, brown and red algae, and 
blue-green algae. Layers of algae, ranging in thick- 
ness from microscopic films to visible mats and colo- 
nies, form on virtually any substrate in the photic 
zone. and often contribute substantially to the total 
primary productivity of estuarine and inshore en- 
vironments. 

Matheke and Horner (1974) discussed the species 
composition and primary productivity of benthic 
microalgae near Point Barrow between February 
and August. Study sites were located in 5 m of water 
in areas with a silt-clay bottom mixed with fine sands. 
The benthic microalgal community was sparse and 
composed of motile unattached diatoms during the 



period when ice cover was present (February to 
June). Brown patches of filamentous diatoms, mainly 
Amphipleura rutilans, began covering the surface 
sediments after break-up of the landfast ice. This mat 
persisted throughout the summer and contributed 
significantly to the maximum benthic primary pro- 
ductivity (57 mg C/m2/h) measured in situ during 
August. This rate was eight times the maximum pro- 
ductivity of the epontic algae in May. and twice that 
ofthe phytoplankton maximum in August. The area1 
extent of this microalgal community was unknown, 
but since small-scale patchiness was reported by the 
investigators, estimation of the contribution of ben- 
thic microalgal production to the total production of 
the region was not possible. 

There have been no investigations of the productivity 
of benthic microalgae in the Canadian portion of the 
Beaufort Sea. Extremely turbid conditions exist in 

. much of the southern Beaufort Sea during the 
summer, and this likely precludes, or at least limits, 
extensive benthic algal growth. However, prominent 
mats of benthic diatoms and filamentous green algae 
have been observed, in certain localized clear-water 
habitats such as’ in the lee of spits and offshore 
islands. or in embayments away from the Mackenzie 
River plume (Slaney, 1973a). These habitats have 
also generally supported higher numbers of epifau- 
nal invertebrates and fish. Benthic microalgae form 
an important food source for shallow water amphip- 
ods, mysids, and isopods (Bray, 1979: Schneider and 
Koch. 1979) although the overall contribution of 
benthic microalgae to the carbon budget of secon- 
dary producers in the southern Beaufort Sea remains 
unknown. 

3.5.7 EPONTIC COMMUNITIES 

Epontic organisms are flora and fauna living within 
the bottom few centimetres of ice and on the under- 
ice surface. The importance of epontic biota to high 
latitude ecosystems includes: a significant contribu- 
tion to the annual production of organic matter 
resulting from an extension of the growing season 
(Horner, 1976, 1977); and the increase in availability 
of this organic matter to herbivores resulting from its 
presence at a time when planktonic algae are rare 
(Horner. 1977). as well as from its high concentration 
(Alexander. 1974). The use of the relatively abundant 
epontic fauna by carnivores (including fish. seals. 
and birds) is not well documented. but they may be 
an important trophic link in many Arctic marine 
food webs (Section 3.1). 

For the Beaufort Sea the most detailed studies of the 
standing stock and productivity of epontic algae, and 
the physiology of the epontic community have been 
conducted in fast ice approximately 1 km offshore 
from Point Barrow. The results of these investiga- 

tions have been described by a number of authors 
(Horner. 1972, 1976, 1977; Horner and Alexander, 
1972a, 1972b; Clasby et al., 1973; Alexander. 1974; 
Alexander et al.. 1974; Matheke and Horner. 1974). 
Additional. but less intensive. sampling (single SIPRE 
ice cores) was completed at seven nearshore stations 
between Wainwright and Prudhoe Bay on the north- 
ern Alaskan coast (Hornet-, 1972: Horner et al.. 
1974). 

The only investigation of offshore epontic communi- 
ties was that by Meguro et al. (1966. 1967) who 
described microalgal biomass, nutrient concentra- 
tions and species present in SIPRE cores (surface- 
operated) taken in pack ice roughly 8 to 16 km from 
Point Barrow during late July 1964. A limited exam- 
ination of ice flora in Prudhoe Bay was conducted by 
Coyle (1974) in conjunction with phytoplankton stu- 
dies. Bengeyfield et al. (1974) observed a pennate 
diatom colony 20 km east of Pullen Island off the 
Mackenzie Delta in mid April when surface salinity 
was 8 parts per thousand. 

Some observations of epontic fauna during periods 
of deteriorating landfast ice and ice break-up (late 
June to late August. 1975 to 1977) at Cooper Island, 
Alaska were included in a study of bird feeding ecol- 
ogy (Divoky. 1978). SCUBA observations of under- 
ice fauna in Stefansson Sound were described by 
Dunton and Schonberg (1979). 

357.1 Epontic Flora 

(a) Community Description and Species Composition 

Microalgae (Plate 3.5-4) are present in low abun- 
dance throughout sea ice from the time it forms 
(Hornet-, 1977). although the highest concentrations 
occur during spring and early summer in the soft 
crystalline bottom few centimetres of ice (Meguro et 
al., 1967: Horner and Alexander, 1972b; Thomson et 
al.. 1975, 1978). A layer of brown microalgae can be 
several centimetres thick when it reaches a maximum 
density during May. These microalgae are either con- 
sumed by fauna that graze on the undersurface of the 
ice, or are sloughed off into the water column where 
they apparently cease photosynthesis and become a 
potential food source for detritivores. 

The epontic community is dominated by colonies of 
both motile and sessile pennate diatoms which occur 
within brine cells in the interstices of the matrix of 
vertically-oriented ice crystals (Meguro et al., 1967: 
Horner and Alexander, 1972b). Common pennate 
diatoms comprising the ice flora include Nitzschia 
frigida, N. yl’ d c m rus, Navicula pelagica, N. marina, 
N. quadripedis. N. transitans, Achnanthes taeniata, 
and Fragiiariopsis. However, the dominant species 
at a given location can vary from year to year, or 
from week to week, and over relatively short distan- 
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PLATE 3.5-4 Typical group of epontic microbiota found in/under ice at McKmley Bay in 1980. Pennate (rod-shaped) 
d!atoms (I, 2,3,5, 7,9) made up the bulk (50-80O/0) of the population. The centric diatom Chaetoceros @gilis is shown In 6 and - 
a nematode worm is //lustrated In 4. (Courtesy, Arctrc Laboratories Ltd.). 

ces at a given time (Alexander et al.. 1974: Hsiao. prise the remainder of the epontic microalgal 
1979). Centric diatoms usually form only a small part community. 
of the epontic diatom community. but some species 
can occur either regularly in small numbers (such as (b) Standing Stock and Biomass 
Chaetoceros spp., Thalassiosira spp.), or occasion- 
ally in relatively high numbers (including Melosira The abundance of epontic microalgae varies with 
spp.. Chaetoceros atlanticus. C. septentrionalis, season. depth of snow over the ice cover. and area 
Porosira glacialis and Coscinodiscus lacustris). (both in a regional sense and locally. due to differen- 
Dinoflagellates. flagellates and cryptomonads com- ces in available light and nutrients). The two com- 
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man measures of epontic microalgal abundance are 
standing stock (cells/L) and biomass. expressed in 
terms of chlorophyll a concentration per m’ of ice 
surface. Seasonal differences in the abundance of 
epontic microalgae near Point Barrow were des- 
cribed by Horner et al. (1974). Standing stock of 
microalgae increased from 6.0 x 10’ cells/L in Janu- 
ar\’ to 4.3 x lo7 cells/L in late May through early 
June. with the algae being visible on the bottom of 
the ice by, late April. They also found that. by the 
second week in June. the layer of algae had disap- 
peared due to melting ice. brine channel drainage and 
currents. However. considerable differences in the 
standing stock of ice floras have been observed dur- 
ing the same month. For example. Coyle (1974) 
found that cell counts varied from 0.18 x lo6 cells/L 
to 83 x IOh cells/L in three samples of bottom ice 
collected in May near Prudhoe Bay. 

. As in the case of standing stock. marked seasonal and 
local differences in the chlorophyll a content of sea 
ice havfe been observed in the vicinity of Point Bar- 
roti. Alaska. Alexander et al. (1974) reported that 
chlorophyll a concentrations in the bottom layer of 
ice varied from 0.87 to 8.26 mg/m’ in April, 1972. 
and reached a maximum of 23 mg/m’ on May 23. 
During the May to June bloom period, mean chloro- 
phyll a concentrations measured in the coastal Beau- 
fort and Chukchi seas have ranged from 2.8 to 30.5 
mg chl a/m- (Alexander et al.. 1974: Horner, 1972; 
Horner et al.. 1974). These levels are relatively con- 
sistent with bloom chlorophyll a values recorded 
elsewhere in the Canadian Arctic and subarctic. 

Horner (1972) and Horner et al. (1974) reported a 
high degree of local and regional variability in the 
biomass of ice flora at the same time of year. Local 
variability in the abundance of ice flora may result 
from differences in the depth of the overlying snow 
cover. while regional differences in abundance may 
be associated with the timing of the bloom in various 
areas (Horner et al., 1974). An inverse relationship 
between snow depth and chlorophyll concentration 
in sea ice has been documented by Alexander et al. 
(1974). 

(c) Primary Productivity 
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Investigation of epontic floral abundance in the off- 
shore Beaufort has been limited to a single study 
completed off Barrow in July. 1964 (Meguro et al., 
1966. 1967). These authors reported an average bio- 
mass of 24 mg chl a/m2 in I4 SIPRE cores taken over 
a period of three days. 

Theoretical annual primary productivity of the epon- 
tic community has been estimated in a number of 
reports. but the only experimental measurement of 
production in the Beaufort and northeast Chukchi 

region to date were the C” studies completed at 
Barrow, Alaska (Horner. 1972; Clasby et al., 1973; 
Alexander et al.. 1974: Horner et al.. 1974). Produc- 
tion rates of epontic microalgae based on laboratory 
or in situ incubation of samples collected with a 
SIPRE corer. as well as those based on diver- 
operated in situ incubations. are summarized in 
Table 3.5-4. 

Alexander (1974) estimated that the annual produc- 
tivity of epontic tlora in coastal regions near Barrovv’ 
was 5 g C/m’/yr. This author also estimated that 
production by epontic microalgae accounted for 25 
to 30% of the total annual primary production of‘the 
area. On the other hand. Horner et al. (1974) indi- 
cated that production by,epontic flora accounted for 
67~ of the total annual productivity of offshore 
lagoons near Prudhoe Bay,. However. virtually all 
estimates of this ty’pe are based on limited data. 

3.5.7.2 Epontic Fauna 

(a) Community/Habitat Description and Species 
Composition 

,4 variety of microscopic fauna have been observed in 
core samples taken in the soft bottom layer ofsea ice. 
At Barrou. heliozoans. hy,potrichous ciliates and 
nematodes (Plate 3.5-43 were common epontic fauna. 
while turbellarians. polychaete larvae and harpacti- 
coid copepods occurred sporadically (Horner and 
Alexander. 1972a. 1972b: Horner et al.. 1974). How- 
ever. gammarid amphipods appear to be the most 
common macroinvertebrates on the undersurface of 
the ice (Plate 3.5-5). For example, Gammaracanthus 
furicazus was reported to occur on the underside of 
ice cakes during break-up of landfast ice in the Beau- 
fort Sea (Divoky. 1978). Near Point Barrow, Alaska, 
divers observed several amphipod species, including 
Onisimus litoralis, Gammarus wiikitzkii and Gam- 
maracanthus loricatus, on and in small holes in the 
undersurface of the ice (Horner and Alexander, 
1972a; Alexander et al., 1974). During other SCUBA 
studies completed in November 1978 and March 
1979 in Stefansson Sound near Prudhoe Bay, Dun- 
ton and Schonberg (1979) reported the presence of 
the amphipods Weyprechtia hueglina, Gammarus 
setosus, Gammaracan thus lorica tus and Melila for- 
mosa under a thick soft layer in the sea ice. 

The smaller gammarid amphipods Onisimuspseuda- 
fibrotus Iitoralis and 0. glacialis are abundant in the 
Beaufort Sea during the open water season (Waca- 
sey, 1975). Elsewhere in the Canadian Arctic these 
species are commonly found singly, or in groups, 
within small holes in the ice undersurface, as well as 
on and just under the ice surface. It is probable that 
these amphipods occupy similar habitats in the Beau- 
fort and Chukchi seas. although this has not been 



TABLE 3.5-4 

RATES OF PRIMARY PRODUCTIVITY BY EPONTIC ALGAE 
MEASURED IN THE BEAUFORT SEA 

PRIMARY PRODUCTIVITY 
(mg C/ma(or mz)/h)= 

LOCATION DATES MEAN MIN. MAX. n REFERENCE 

BARROW May 13-31 1971 11.3 1.6 32.4 13 1 

June 2 - July 3 1971 3.9 0.1 28.2 18 1 

Jan. 28 - March 27 1972 0.1 0.0 0.2 12 1 

April 3 - May 1 1972 0.6 0.0 2.2 5 1 

N. ALASKA” June 2-3 1972 42.2 0.1 133.0 4 1 

PRUDHOE BAY May 10, June 4 1971 11.9 0.1 23.6 2 2 

BARROW May7-June81972 2.0’ 0.3* 4.6’ 6 3 

April 6-30 1973 1.2’ 0.3’ 1.9’ 7 3 

May 7 - June 8 1973 5.5’ 0.4’ 14.9’ 8 3 

I = Horner (1972); 2 = Horner et al. (1974); 3 * Alexander et al. (1974) -- -- 
* Results of diver-operated in situ incubations expressed as mg C/m*/h -- 

l * Wainwright, Harrison Bay, Smith Bay, Dease Inlet 

PLATE 3.5-5 Amphipods (probably0 m g&j&&) on the under-ice surface. Amphipods appear to be the most common 
macro-invertebrates on the undersurface of ice. (Courtesy, LGL LImited). 



documented. In a similar manner, mysids and co- 
pepods have been observed in small numbers on the 
under-ice surface in the eastern Arctic, and may also 
be present at some times of the year in the Beaufort- 
Chukchi region. 

(b) Abundance and Biomass 

There are no available data on the numbers and 
biomass of epontic fauna in the Beaufort and nor- 
theast Chukchi seas. All studies completed to date 
have been directed at qualitative descriptions of the 
taxonomic composition of these communities. 

3.5.7.3 Trophic Relationships 

A general description of trophic interrelationships 
within the Beaufort and northeast Chukchi marine 
ecosystem was provided in Section 3.1. This section 

. summarizes additional information on the trophic 
relationships within epontic communities, as well as 
the role of epontic fauna in supporting vertebrate 
populations. 

The epontic community depends on the photosyn- 
thetic production of its microalgal component, but 
also shows considerable heterotrophic activity. The 
heterotrophic component includes a number of 
microscopic organisms such as bacteria, fungi, 
colourless flagellates and ciliated protozoans (Horner, 
1976, 1977). The existence of an active microbial 
population within epontic communities is confirmed 
by the relatively high abundance of bacteria observed 
in some investigations (Horner, 1976), as well as by 
the uptake of labelled organic substrates found dur- 
ing other studies (Horner and Alexander, 1972a). 
The documented interrelationships between grazing 
activity and micro-organisms (such as flagellates 
ingest diatoms; ciliated protozoans graze on diatoms, 
bacteria and other organic material) provides addi- 
tional evidence for the existence of an efticient system 
of in siru nutrient regeneration and inorganic carbon 
cycling. Other nutrient sources to the epontic com- 
munity include drainage from the ice above and 
exchange with the water below (Meguro et al., 1967; 
Alexander et al., 1974). 

A substantial portion of the epontic algal standing 
stock is probably ingested by metazoan grazers (pol- 
ychaetes, copepods, amphipods) occurring in the 
under-ice community, although quantitative data on 
feeding rates of these organisms are lacking. The 
remainder of the algal biomass may be sloughed off 
into the water column during the late spring or early 
summer, or may persist above a thin layer of clear 
hard ice which restricts access by grazing fauna 
(Meguro et al., 1966, 1967). Clasby et al. (1973) 
reported that near the end of the epontic algal bloom, 
chlorophyll a content of the water under the ice 
increased by an order of magnitude, but this was not 
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accompanied by an increase in primary productivity. 
This suggests that ice algae do not continue to grow 
after they are sloughed off into the water column. 
Matheke and Horner (1974) also suggest that epontic 
algae do not subsequently become part of the benthic 
diatom community, although they probably still 
represent a food source for pelagic and benthic sca- 
vengers (Alexander, 1974; Horner. 1977). 

A predatory trophic level probably exists within 
some epontic communities. For example. Gamma- 
racanthus loricatus is a known predator of Gatnma- 
rus setosus (Green and Steel. 1975). while Onisimus 
glacialis has also been observed attacking live prey 
(W. Griffiths, pers. comm.). The frequency of occur- 
rence and importance of this trophic level within the 
epontic community are both unknown, but most 
predation of epontic macrofauna is probably limited 
to predators that occur in the subice community. 

The use of epontic biota by members of higher tro- 
phic levels (fish, birds, and mammals) is also not well 
documented. Epontic amphipods formed a small 
part of the diet of murres and guillemots feeding at 
ice-edges in the central Arctic in 1976 (Bradstreet, 
1977), and were eaten by Arctic terns, Sabine’s gulls 
and red phalaropes during landfast ice break-up 
periods at Cooper Island, Alaska (Divoky, 1978). 
Under-ice amphipods may also comprise a very sig- 
nificant portion of the diet of ringed seals, at least 
during the haul-out season (Finley, 1978). An addi- 
tional trophic pathway between epontic biota and 
vertebrates is through Arctic cod (Boreogadus saida) 
which are thought to feed on epontic fauna (Andria- 
shev, 1970; McAllister, 1975). This fish is subse- 
quently important in the diets of kittiwakes, murres 
and guillemots in the central Arctic (Bradstreet, 
1976, 1977), kittiwakes and apparently Arctic terns 
and guillemots in the eastern Chukchi and Beaufort 
seas (Divoky. 1978), ringed seals (McLaren, 1958; 
Finley, 1978), and beluga whales (Davis and Finley, 
1979). 

3.6 RESOURCE USE 

The harvest of fishery and wildlife resources is 
important to the cash economy of communities 
along the coasts of the Beaufort and Chukchi seas, 
and provides social, nutritional and cultural benefits 
for the bruit. Although resource harvesting patterns 
have changed since the Inuit settled in permanent 
villages and acquired modern fishing, hunting and 
trapping equipment, harvests continue in many of 
the coastal marine areas and on the nearshore sea ice 
of the northeast Chukchi and Beaufort seas. 

The six Canadian settlements where residents harvest 
marine fishery and wildlife resources of the Beaufort 
Sea are: Inuvik, Aklavik and Tuktoyaktuk compris- 



ing the “Mackenzie economy” of the Mackenzie 
River Delta, and Sachs Harbour, Paulatuk and 
Holman in the Amundsen Gulf region or the “Rim 
economy.” Settlements in the “Mackenzie econ- 
omy” exhibit a high level of industrial and commer- 
cial activity, with harvests directed mainly toward 
fishery resources and white whales for domestic use 
(Brake], 1977). The relatively limited export of Arctic 
fox and polar bear furs is the main commercial use of 
marine wildlife. In contrast, the export of seal skins, 
white Arctic fox pelts and polar bear hides provide 
the primary source of cash income for residents in the 
“Rim economy*’ (Brakel, 1977) and commercial and 
domestic fishing activity is relatively limited. 

The five communities along the Alaskan coast whose 
residents harvest marine fishery and wildlife resour- 
ces of the Beaufort and northeast Chukchi seas are: 
Point Lay, Wainwright, Barrow. Nuiqsut and Kak- 
tovik. Residents of these settlements hanrest mainly 
ringed and bearded seals, bowhead and white whales. 
and walruses. In addition, residents from at least two 
communities outside the Beaufort - northeast Chuk- 
chi area (such as Coppermine, Northwest Territories. 
and Point Hope, Alaska) harvest resources in some 
coastal areas within the region. 

The following section presents a brief discussion of 
the resource utilization of fish, marine waterfowl. 
marine mammals. polar bears and Arctic foxes by 
residents of coastal communities in Canada and 
Alaska adjacent to the Beaufort and northeast 
Chukchi seas. Greater emphasis is placed on discus- 
sion and presentation of harvest statistics from the 
Canadian sector of the study area due to the proxim- 
ity of this region to potential offshore hydrocarbon 
development activities. A discussion of inland fisher- 
ies, and hunting and trapping of terrestrial mammals 
in this region is presented in Section 4.6, while addi- 

tional details of the socio-economic value of the 
harvests in the Beaufort Sea region are provided in 
Volume 5. 

3.6.1 SEALS AND WALRUS 

3.6.1.1 Seals 

Ringed seals are the most abundant and widespread 
species of marine mammal in the Beaufort-north- 
east Chukchi region. and are harvested throughout 
the year by residents of most coastal communities. 
This species provides a stable food source and source 
of income for both Alaskan (NPR-A Task Force, 
1978a) and Canadian communities (Davis et al.. 
1980). Bearded seals are also harvested by residents 
of most settlements in the region, although in the 
Canadian Beaufort they are not as abundant or 
important to the harvest as ringed seals (Burns. 1967; 
Stirling et al., 1977). Spotted seals range as far east as 
the Colville River during open water periods, and are 
harvested by Alaskan Inuit during summer and fall. 

Estimates of the harvest of seals in the Canadian 
Beaufort between the years 1970 to 1980 are pres- 
ented in Table 3.6- 1, while estimated average annual 
harvests of seals in northern Alaska are included in 
Table 3.6-2. The estimated number of seals harvested 
in the Canadian Beaufort are considered minimum 
estimates of the actual kill since they are based on Fur 
Export Returns which do not account for seals shot 
but lost through sinkage (losses approach 50%) 
(Davis et al.. 1980; Burns. 1967). and seals harvested 
but retained for domestic purposes. Sealskin trading 
records are particularly unreliable indices of the 
actual kill. Anders (1967) estimated that the number 
of landed seals exported at Pangnirtung might range 
from 35 to 75Cc. The extent of areas used for hunting 
seals in Canadian and Alaskan portions of the Beau- 

TABLE 3.6-l 

SEAL’ HARVESTS IN THE BEAUFORT SEA AND AMUNDSEN GULF 
(Adapted from Brakel, 1977 Fur Export Tax Returns and Traders Fur Record Books, 

N.W.T. Wlldllfe Service. Yellowknife) 

1978 Number of Seals 

Community Population” 1971-72 1972-73 1973-74 1974-75 1975-76 1976-77 1977-78 1978-79 1979-80 

Aklavrk 800 n/r n/r 16 nir n/r n/r n/r n/r 17 
lnuvrk 4,150 268 7 61 n/r n/r 4 n/r n/r n/r 
Tuktoyaktuk 750 53 26 37 1 4 18 n/r 8 13 
Pauiatuk 148 179 1 146 n/r 61 72 n/r n/r 154 
Sachs Harbour 167 200 95 nir n/r nir 298 n/r 1 70 
Holman 350 1.096 2.198 3,213 2,876 2.394 4.971 992 2.052 792 

n/r = no record or unknown 

l harvests include prrmarrly ringed seals. but bearded seals, harp seals and “other seals” recorded in marme mammal 
harvests are also incluaed in estimates. 

“Fence and Slaney, 1978. 



Community 

Harvested Sped88 

l pproxlmatc mean annual harvest 

Seals” 

50 

250 

Walruses White Whales 

20 15 

968 10 
(1973-1977) (1973-1977) 

range 31-253 

P01nt Lay 54 

Walnwrlght 398 

Barrow 2.220 

Nulqsut n/r 

Kaktovlk 134 

1500 

(1973) 

1 .OOo 
(1974-19773 

n/r 

60 
(1973-1977) 

37 

(1979) 

53 6 
(1973-1977) ( 1976- 1979) 

range 15-136 range 2-4 

“‘r n’r 

n/r n/r 

nlr = no record or unknown 

‘NPR-A Task Force 1976a 

‘*Includes bearded. spotted and rlnged seals 

Local information sources of unknown accuracy 

fort - Chukchi region are shown in Figure 3.61, 
while core areas for hunting marine mammals in the 
Canadian Beaufort are presented in Figure 3.62. 

In the Canadian Beaufort Sea the harvest of ringed 
seals is particularly important to the community of 
Holman Island, although Paulatuk and Sachs Har- 
bour also report harvests of this species. Bearded 
seals are also harvested, but comprise only a small 
percentage (about 2-4%) of the seal harvest of these 
communities (Usher, 1965). Between the seasons 
1971-72 and 1979-80, the annual average harvest of 
seals from Holman Island was 2.287. The average 
price paid to seal hunters for a ringed seal skin in the 
Northwest Territories during the 1979-80 season was 
$19.15, representing only a minor increase from past 
years. 

Depending on the season, a variety of techniques are 
used to hunt seals. These methods have been des- 
cribed by a number of authors. including Usher 
(1965), Anders (1967), Bissett (1967, 1968), Nelson 

WXJRE 3.6-l Extended harvesting areas for seals and whales in the Beaufort-northeast Chukchi region and for polar bears 
in the Canadian Beaufort 
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FIGURE 3.6-2 Core hunting areas for polar bears, seals and Arctic fox in the Canadian Beaufort Sea region. Most hunting 
occurs on the landfast ice, extending to the edge of the transit/on zone. 

( 1969) and Treude ( 1977). Although seals are often 
shot during the winter when they surface at their 
breathing holes in landfast ice, most harvesting 
occurs during late spring when the seals are hauled- 
out on the ice to moult. The seals are shot from 
snowmobiles or after a concealed approach by the 
hunters behind a white screen (Kemp et al., 1977). In 
the open water season, seals are hunted and shot 
from boats. Although seal products formerly pro- 
vided meat for dogs, oil for heat and light, and 
materials for clothing, the current basis for the harv- 
est is primarily the commercial export of skins. The 
demand for seal products has decreased with the 
advent of the snowmobile. Since then the use of dog 
teams has declined (Freeman, 1976), and fuel oil and 
clothing are now imported (Brakel, 1977). 

3.6.1.2 Walrus 

Although the Pacific walrus is abundant in the Ber- 
ing and southern Chukchi seas, it only occurs in the 
northeast Chukchi Sea and western Beaufort Sea 
during summer, and rarely ranges to the eastern 
Beaufort Sea. Consequently, within the Beaufort - 
Chukchi region, this species is only harvested by 
Alaskan Inuit with Barrow. Wainwright, and Point 
Lay in Alaska regularly reporting a walrus harvest. 
The harvest statistics from these communities are 

summarized in Table 3.6-Z. while areas utilized dur- 
ing this harvest are shown in Figure 3.6-3. The 
reported size of the walrus harvest is considered a 
minimum estimate since walruses shot but not 
retrieved are not consistently recorded. The most 
common method of hunting is to drive the walruses 
into shallow lagoons where they are shot (NPR-A 
Task Force. 1978b; Burns. 1965). 

3.6.2 WHALES 

3.6.2.1 Bowhead Whale 

The bowhead whale is considered an endangered 
species under U.S. legislation and by the Committee 
on the Status of Endangered Wildlife in Canada 
(COSEWIC). In addition, the bowhead has been 
given a protected stock status by the International 
Whaling Commission (I WC), although they are still 
subject to a small subsistence hunt by Alaskan Inuit. 
It is illegal to hunt the bowhead in Canadian waters. 

The western Arctic population of bowhead whales 
was heavily exploited by commercial whalers in the 
19th century. The demand for baleen or whalebone 
increased after about 1880 as manufacturers valued it 
for corset stays. skirt hoops and umbrellas. and by 
the turn of the century the price of baleen reached $5 
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FIGURE 3.6-3 Polar bear and walrus hunting areas in the Alaskan Beaufort and Northeast Chukchi Seas. 

per pound ($11 .OO/kg). A single adult bowhead was 
worth more than $10.000 at that time (Marquette 
and Bockstoce, 1980). Bockstoce (1980) estimated 
that commercial whalers killed more than 19,000 
bowheads of the western Arctic population during 
the years from 1848 to 1915. Although this popula- 
tion was drastically reduced, the decline in the baleen 
market in 1915 prevented further depletion or extinc- 
tion of this stock of bowheads. The current ‘best 
estimate’ of the size of the western Arctic population 
of bowhead whales is 2,264 (Braham et al., 1979). and 
Breiwick et al. (198 1) calculated the present stock to 
be less than 10% of its original abundance. 

After the collapse of the commercial whaling indus- 
try in 1915. the Alaskan Inuit resumed a small sub- 
sistence hunt for the bowhead whale. From 1910 to 
1969 whaling was characterized by a relatively low. 
but steady. level of harvest. The Alaskan Inuit took 
an average of 11.7 bowheads annually during this 60 
year period (Marquette and Bockstoce, 1980). Dur- 
ing 1970 to 1977, however, a rapid increase in hunt- 
ing effort and in the number of whales taken and 
struck but lost (Marquette, 1979) prompted the I WC 

to introduce an annual quota regulating the harvest 
of the bowhead whale in Alaska (Table 3.6-3). The 
mean number of bowheads struck annually between 
1970 and 1977 was 54, while the average number 
struck between 1978 and 1980 was 25. The estimated 
survival rate of whales struck but not landed has not 
been documented. The location of the bowhead hunt 
is dependent on local ice conditions and the routes of 
migrating whales. During the spring the bowheads 
are hunted from small boats in open leads near 
Wainwright and Barrow, while during the fall they 
are hunted by residents of the eastern communities of 
Kaktovik, Nuiqsut and Barrow, Alaska (NPR-A 
Task Force, 1978a) (Figure 3.6-l). 

3.6.2.2 White Whale (Beluga) 

The western Arctic population of white whales 
migrates through the Chukchi Sea to the Canadian 
Beaufort and Amundsen Gulf each year. This popu- 
lation is hunted during the spring migration by resi- 
dents of Point Lay, Wainwright and Barrow, Alaska, 
and later by residents of Inuvik, Aklavik and Tuk- 
toyaktuk in the Northwest Territories, when the 
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TABLE 3.6-3 

NUMBER OF BOWHEAO WHALES HARVESTED BY ALASKAN INUIT (1970-1960) 

AND HARVEST OUOTAS SET BY THE 
INTERNATIONAL WHALING COMMISSION (1976-1983) 

(Adapted Irom Tillman. 1960 end W Marquette. pew. comm.. 1961) 

-- -~-___---- -____ __________ 

Ouoia 
Scaron Landed Struck but Lost Total Struck Landed (or) Total SIruck 

(whachever occurs hrsl) 

1970 25 - '25 
1971 24 '24 
1972 38 '38 
1973 37 10 47 
1974 20 31 51 
1975 15 78 33 
1976 ‘la 43 91 
1977 29 a2 111 

1978 12 6 ?a 12 ia 
1979 12 15 27 18 2i 
t9ao 15 16 31 18 26 
i9al 17 32 
19~2 

1983 

I 

'1981 a3 harvestnolloexce~d45landedortotalol65struck whlchevrrocctrrs 
hrst 

. 

whales come into the Mackenzie estuary (Section 
3.2.1.2). In addition. during the summer the Inuit 
hunt white whales in nearshore lagoons along the 
northwest coast of Alaska. These whales probably 
belong to a stock distinct from the Mackenzie estuary 
whales. 

The estimated annual harvest of white uhales by 
Alaskan communities is presented in Table 3.6-2. 
while areas used by Alaskan Inuit during the hunt are 
shown in Figure 3.6-l. Between the years 1977 
through 1979. the Alaskan communities landed an 
average of about 65 white whales annually (Seaman 
and Burns. 1980. cited in Fraker and Fraker. 1981). 
Many hunters harvest white whales incidentally with 
bowhead whales during the spring migration. although 
during the summer the white whales are caught with 
nets or dri\,en into shallow lagoons and shot (Seaman 
and Burns, 1980. cited in Fraker and Fraker, 1981). 

The numbers of white whales harvested by Canadian 
Inuit in the Mackenzie estuary between the years 
1972 and 1981 are presented in Table 3.6-4. while 
areas used for hunting this species are shown in 
Figure 3.6-l. During these years. the Canadian 
communities along the Beaufort Sea landed an 
annual average of 132.8 white whales (Fraker and 
Fraker, 1982). Whales are hunted and shot from 
motorized boats or freighter canoes while they are in 

the shallow waters of the estuary. 

The current ‘best estimate’ of the size of the popula- 
tion of white whales which ranges into the Mackenzie 
estuary each year is 7.000 (Fraker and Fraker. 1979). 
Based on present annual harvest statistics and esti- 
mated loss rates of 33% for the Mackenzie estuarv 
and 67% for Alaska, Fraker (1980)estimated that th; 
annual kill in Alaska and Canada totals about 300 
whales. or 4.3% of the adult population. The differ- 
ence in loss rates is attributable to different hunting 
techniques used in the two regions. Archaeological 
records indicate that this species has been harvested 
in the East Channel of the Mackenzie Delta for at 
least 500 years (McGhee. 1974. cited in Fraker. 
1980). 

The whale hunt is of social and cultural importance 
to the Inuit. and provides them with a source ofmeat. 
muktuk and oil (Plates 3.6-l and 3.6-2). White whale 
products are used primarily for domestic purposes. 
although some intrasettlement trading also occurs 
(Brake], 1977). Whaling in the Mackenzie estuary 
typically begins in late June when the whales arri\,e 
and continues intensely for about three weeks. There 
are approximately 100 families in\rolved in the harv- 
esting and processing of whales and whale products 
in this area. The Aklavik hunters and their families 
move to four traditional whaling camps on ‘Nia- 
kunak’ Bay, while hunters and their fa*milies from 

TABLE 3.6-4 

THE HARVEST OF WHITE WHALES IN THE MACKENZIE ESTUARY (1972-1981) 
(Adapted from Fraker & Fraker, 1982) 

Number of Whlte Whales Mean Harvest 

Locatlon 1972 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981 1972-1979 1972-1981 

Tuktoyaktuk Community 45 87 40 50 51 54 53 49 23 62 53.6 51.4 

Kugmallit Bay Camps 31 63 50 60 59 32 28 31 14 30 44.2 39.8 

Kendall Island Camps 4 7 2 3 12 30 10 12 24 22 10 12.6 

‘Niakunak Bay’ Camps 33 20 30 29 32 24 30 28 29’ 35” 28.2 29.0 

Total Harvest 113 177 122 142 154 140 121 120 90 149 136 132.8 

‘Includes 8 whales taken near Aklavik - July 14 
“Includes 13-15 whales taken by Holman Island families with 

the help of Aklavik hunters 
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PLATE 3.6-I The white whale hunt is of considerable social and cultural importance to the lnuit and provides them wifh a 
source of meat, muktuk and oil. 



lnuvik move to three camps on Kugmallit Bay and 
two on Kendall Island. Hunters from Tuktoyaktuk 
usually make day-trips to the whaling grounds in 
Kugmallit Bay (Fraker et al., 1978). 

Hunting success is generally greater in Kugmallit 
Bay, with landings from there making up 60 to 8OYc 
of the total catch. However, few whales enter Kug- 
mallit Bay in years when the ice fractures there later 
than usual in relation to the timing of the spring 
migration (such as in 1979 and 1980) (Fraker and 
Fraker, 198 1). Hunting success also depends on hun- 
ter effort, the number of whales reaching accessible 
shallow water areas and calm weather. For example, 
poor weather conditions and fewer than normal 
white whales reaching Kugmallit Bay in 1980 were 
believed to have resulted in a catch of only 90 that 
year. However, the 1981 catch of 149 whales was the 
Third most successful harvest in ten years. In 1981 
warm spring weather encouraged large numbers of 
white whales to reach Kugmallit Bay. Between 1974 
and 1978, an average of 3.42 males were landed per 
female, while in 1979, 1980 and 1981, the ratio was 
1.57. 0.95 and I .05 males per female, respectively 
(Fraker and Fraker, 1981. 1982). Fraker and Fraker 
(1981) suggested the change in the sex ratio of the 
harvest was probably the result of a decreased selec- 
tivity for the larger males by the hunters, and was not 
a result of an actual change in the sex ratio of the 
population. 

3.6.2.3 Other Whales 

Gray whales may be harvested incidentally during 
the bowhead hunt by residents from Barrow. M. 
Fraker (pers. comm., cited in LGL and ESL. 1982) 
suggests that one to four gray whales are landed near 
that community in most years. 

3.6.3. POLAR BEARS 

Polar bears are hunted during the winter and spring 
on the sea ice by residents of coastal communities in 
both Canada and Alaska. The harvest of this species 
in Canada has been regulated on a community quota 
system administered by the Northwest Territories 
government since 1967 (Usher, 1975). Tuktoyaktuk, 
Paulatuk, Holman Island and Sachs Harbour have 
had annual quotas and special Red Tags amounting 
to 26, 17,20. and 22 bears, respectively, for the years 
1978 through 1981. Bears reported and exported by 
residents of Aklavik and Inuvik are taken through 
permits (tags) of the other communities. Quotas are 
reviewed each year by the Northwest Territories 
government. The number of polar bear hides exported 
by Canadian communities in the southeastern Beau- 
fort Sea and Amundsen Gulf are presented in Table 
3.6-5, while extended and core areas used to hunt 
bears in the regions are illustrated in Figures 3.6-l 
and 3.6-2. 

The sale of polar bear hides is important to the cash 
economy ofTuktoyaktuk. Paulatuk, Sachs Harbour 
and Holman. Individual settlements divide the allo- 
cated permits within the community between sport 
and commercial hunting. The average price received 
by residents of the Northwest Territories for a polar 
bear hide was $1.018.31 in 1979-80 (26.5 times the 
amount received for an Arctic fox pelt or 53 times 
that for a ringed seal skin). 

The harvest of this species is less intensive in Alaskan 
communities since the sale of polar bear hides is 
prohibited in Alaska (NPR-A Task Force. 1978b). 
However, the sale of products made from hides is 
permitted. The minimum estimates of the average 
annual harvest of polar bears from the north coast of 
Alaska was 27 (range: 14-38) between the years 1973 
and 1979 (Alaska Dept. Fish and Game records). 
Areas in Alaska used to hunt polar bears are indi- 
cated on Figure 3.6-3. 

c 

TABLE 3.6-5 

EXPORT OF POLAR BEAR PELTS BY CANADIAN 
COMMUNITIES IN THE SOUTHEASTERN BEAUFORT SEA (1970-1961) 

Number of polar bear furs exported Annual” 
Quotn 

Community 1970-71’ 1971-72 1972-73 1973-74 1974-75 1975-76 1976-77 1977-76 1976-79 1979-60 1960-61 1976-1961 

Aklavik n/r n/r n/r n/r 1 1 n/r 1 n/r n/r 1 O(SH 
lnuvlk 6 1 n/r 2 2 16 6 5 15 n/r n/r 0 
Tuktoyaktuk 4 12 21 11 21 13 15 22 16 19 20 26 
Holman 9 8 10 15 17 6 15 11 7 17 14 20 
Paulatuk 8 11 10 13 22 2 10 1 2 17 2 17 
Sachs Harbour 2 18 16 9 22 16 19 9 20 21 14 22 

n/r = no recorded exports. Fur Export Tax Returns, GNWT, Yellowknife 

‘July 1 - June 30 
“N.W.T. Quota includes Red Tag Quota. 
t In 1980-81 Aklavik had a quota of 5. 
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3.6.4 ARCTIC FOX 

Arctic foxes are trapped by residents of all coastal 
communities adjacent to the Beaufort and northeast 
Chukchi seas and communities on the Mackenzie 
Delta. Although the Arctic fox is essentially a terres- 
trial mammal throughout its range, residents of sev- 
eral coastal communities in the Beaufort-Chukchi 
region, trap this species for its white fur during winter 
and spring when they occur offshore on the landfast 
ice (Section 3.2.4). The harvest of this species by 
residents of communities of the Mackenzie Delta is 
discussed in Section 4.6.1. 

The sale of white fox pelts provides an important 
source of cash income for some coastal communities. 
A small number of furs may also be retained and 
used within the communities for production of native 
crafts. Fox trapping methods are described by Usher 

. (1971). 

In the Canadian sector of the Beaufort-northeast 
Chukchi region, white Arctic foxes are particularly 
important to the cash economy of Sachs Harbour 
and Holman, although residents of Paulatuk, Tuk- 
toyaktuk and Inuvik also report substantial Arctic 
fox exports (see Section 4.6.1). The number of furs 
exported by these communities are presented in 
Table 3.6-6, while the locations of the coastal and 
marine traplines are shown in Figure 3.6-2. Although 
the communities tend to retain their relative share of 
export income, the pattern of exports is erratic and 
may change by a factor of 2 or 3 between years owing 
to fluctuations in the levels of Arctic fox populations 
(Section 3.2.4). Average fur prices in the Northwest 
Territories for white fox pelts also fluctuate between 
years. The average 1979-80 price for white fox furs 
was $38.38, or about twice that paid for a ringed seal 

Trapping of Arctic foxes along the north coast of 
Alaska is less intensive than in the Canadian Beau- 
fort Sea. The estimated average annual harvest for 
the Alaskan sector of the Beaufort - northeast Chuk- 
chi region probably ranges from 400 to 600 foxes (H. 
Melchoir pers. comm.). This estimate was based on 
conversations with trappers, fox dealers and export 
returns. Arctic fox harvests in Alaska also reflect 
natural fluctuations in the Arctic fox populations in 
these areas, as well as fluctuations in the market 
value. 

3.6.5. BIRDS 

Residents of coastal settlements adjacent to the 
Beaufort and northeast Chukchi seas harvest several 
species of ducks and geese during the spring. summer 
and fall. Depending on location. most hunting effort 
is directed toward snow geese, brant, white-fronted 
geese and Canada geese, and to various species of 
diving and dabbling ducks such as eiders. oldsquaw, 
pintail, scaup and scoters. Brant, common eider, 
king eider and oldsquaw are the primary species 
taken along the north coast of Alaska during spring 
and fall by virtue of their coastal migration routes 
(Section 4.2). Many of the ducks harvested in north- 
ern Alaska are taken within a few kilometres of 
Barrow, with the majority (over 85%) being king 
eiders (Thompson and Person, 1963; Johnson, 197 1; 
Timson, 1976). Thompson and Person ( 1963) and 
Johnson (1971) present data suggesting that the 
annual duck harvest from Barrow may be within the 
range from 4.000 to 8.000. Since brant migrate at 
higher altitudes and pass Alaska in a short time 
period, they do not constitute a major part of the 
annual harvest of these communities. Residents from 
Wainwright and Nuiqsut also hunt ducks and geese, 
although no estimates of the annual harvest are 

skin. 
- 

available. 

TABLE 3.6-6 

EXPORT OF ARCTIC FOX PELTS BY CANADIAN COMMUNITIES 

OF THE SOUTHEASTERN BEAUFORT SEA AND AMUNDSEN GULF 

(Fur Export Tax Returns, N.W.T Wlldllfe Service, Yellowknife) 

Communlty 

Aklavik 

lnuvik 

Tuktoyaktuk 
Holman 

Paulatuk 

Sachs Harbour 

Number of Fun Exported 
1970-71’ 1971-72 1972-73 1973-74 1974-75 1975-76 1976-77 1977-78 1976-79 1979-60 Mean 

93 56 85 87 59 62 65 15 12 8 57.8 
1,098 491 173 1.405 984 911 1,154 790 1,088 22 707.3 

476 2,067 852 574 1,062 904 1,715 388 641 594 967 
1,376 2,215 703 3,892 1,923 356 1,432 2,740 596 1,887 1.816 

n/r 223 310 870 758 8 305 209 33 483 400 
2.811 2,687 2.000 6.007 3.258 3,757 5,922 4,803 1,299 1,036 3,397 

n/r = no recorded exports 

*July 1 - June 30 



In the Canadian Beaufort Sea, large numbers of 
moulting, staging, and brood-rearing waterfowl occur 
during the summer and fall near Herschel Island and 
Nunaluk Spit, the outer Mackenzie Delta, coastal 
bays along the Tuktoyaktuk Peninsula and in Liver- 
pool Bay. The most numerous species available to 
hunters in these areas include scaup, scoter, olds- 
quaw, brant, snow geese and white-fronted geese. 
Residents from Aklavik, Inuvik and Tuktoyaktuk 
harvest the majority of these waterfowl, although 
residents of Holman Island hunt eiders in Minto Inlet 
during spring, and Inuit from Paulatuk hunt staging 
snow geese on the Parry Peninsula in late May and 
early June. The number harvested each year varies 
depending on weather, numbers available and hunt- 
ing effort. Nevertheless. Usher (1975) estimated that 
residents of Aklavik and Inuvik take a combined 
annual average of 1,500 ducks and a highly variable 
humber of geese annually (examples being 150 in 
1965-66, and 3.250 in 1973-74), while residents of 
Tuktoyaktuk harvest between 600 and 1.000 ducks 
and 1,000 and 2,500 geese annually (Usher, 1975). 

3.6.6 FISH 

Residents of Beaufort and northeast Chukchi sea 
coastal communities harvest several species of fresh- 
water, anadromous and marine fish for both domes- 
tic and commercial purposes. The major species 
harvested in coastal fisheries include Arctic char, 
Arctic and least cisco. humpback and broad white- 
fish, inconnu, northern pike. and Pacific herring 
(Brakel. 1977; Corkum and McCart, 1981). How- 
ever. the importance of fish, particularly in the 
Mackenzie Delta, has declined as the number of sled 
dogs (major fish consumers) has decreased and, as 
wage employment and food imports have increased 
(Brakel, 1977). Other aspects of fish harvesting in this 
region, including more detail on catch statistics for 
the important inland fishing areas, are discussed in 
Section 4.6.2 of this volume dealing with harvests of 
freshwater fish in the onshore Beaufort zone. 
zone. 

Most domestic and commercial fishing is concen- 
trated in areas such as the Colville and Mackenzie 
river deltas, in small river outlets and in coastal lakes. 
In contrast. little fishing is done in Beaufort Sea 
coastal waters even though most species captured 
occur in marine coastal waters in the summer. Harv- 
ests of primarily anadromous species occur during 
the fall migration to spawning and overwintering 
freshwater habitats. 

Small commercial fisheries in the Canadian Beaufort 
supply local markets and export some whitefish to 
the prairie provinces. Overall. the commercial fishery 
remains small compared to the domestic fishery 
because of the competitive advantages of fisheries 

elsewhere which have fewer logistic difficulties. There 
are presently no major commercial fishing opera- 
tions in the Canadian Beaufort region. The last 
major one was an Arctic char fishery located at the 
Hornaday River east of Paulatuk. 

The Paulatuk operation began in 1968 with a quota 
of 5.000 lb (2,270 kg), and had been increased to 
15.000 lb (6,800 kg) dressed (R. Barnes. pers. comm., 
cited in LGL and ESL, 1982). It supplied markets 
mainly in Inuvik and provided a major source of 
income for several families in Paulatuk (Brake], 
1977). However, this fishery was recently closed due 
to declines in fish stocks (Corkum and McCart, 
198 1). In addition to char. the community is reported 
to have caught Arctic cod and Pacific herring. but 
few details are available on the extent of this catch 
(Fence and Slaney, 1978). 

Near the Mackenzie Delta. a small fishery for white- 
fish on Holmes Creek (80 km north of Inuvik) has 
been subsidized by the Northwest Territories gov- 
ernment since 1972. but only provides a minor source 
of income for about three families (Brakel, 1977). 
Similarly, about eight fishermen may independently 
sell small numbers of whitefish. lake trout and char 
locally to Inuvik and Aklavik. Data from 1979 indi- 
cated that in addition to approximately 100,000 kg of 
fish from domestic harvests, about 22,000 kg were 
either sold locally or exported (Corkum and McCart, 
1981). 

In 1963 an experimental fishery was initiated for 
Pacific herring near the Baillie Islands off Cape 
Bathurst. However. despite sufficient quantities 
landed (approximately 8.000 kg), the project proved 
uneconomical. The feasibility of a commercial herring 
roe fishery along the Tuktoyaktuk Peninsula and in 
Liverpool Bay is presently being studied (Dept. 
Fisheries and Oceans, Inuvik. pers. comm., 1981). 

In most Canadian Beaufort Sea communities domes- 
tic fishing is far more important than commercial 
fishing. However, the intensity of domestic harvests 
varies with different areas. In the Mackenzie Delta 
area, domestic fishing is more economically impor- 
tant than the other types of marine harvesting. Spe- 
cies harvested include whitefish, ciscos. char, pike, 
inconnu, lake trout. and herring; the latter being 
restricted to coastal areas of the Tuktoyaktuk Penin- 
sula. Fishing is most intensive during the open water 
period, although some ice-fishing is also done (Brakel, 
1977). Most fishing is centred in the Delta and near 
Tuktoyaktuk, but a small amount of fishing occurs 
along the Yukon coast and west of Tuktoyaktuk. 
Although estimates are limited by the lack of catch 
records, whitefish represent the greatest proportion 
of fish harvests. 



Recent data from 1979 and 1980 indicate that domes- 
tic harvests in the Delta are in the order of 100,000 kg 
annually. Broad and humpback whitefish are the 
dominant species, accounting for at least 50% of the 
domestic harvests for all areas of the Delta (Corkum 
and McCart, 1981). Other major species include Arc- 
tic and least cisco, inconnu, pike, and burbot, which 
together represent over 25% of the fish captures. 
Minor species captured in a few locations include, 
Arctic grayling, Arctic char, lake trout, chum sal- 
mon, longnose sucker, and Pacific herring. 

In comparison to the Delta area, communities such 
as Paulatuk and Sachs Harbour rely less heavily on 
fish for domestic needs, but as in other areas, no 
reliable harvest records exist. Brake1 (1977) reports 
that in Paulatuk the domestic fishery has shifted 
from the economically lucrative char to whitefish 
and burbot, but some char (900 - 1,350 kg) are still 
harvested for domestic use (R. Barnes, pers. comm., 
cited in LGL and ESL, 1982). Domestic fishing for 
char and lake trout is done from Sachs Harbour 
(Banks Island) and for char and whitefish from 
Holman Island (Victoria Island). These communities 
do not rely much-on domestic catches, for example 
only about 50 kg/yr of these fish are harvested in 
Sachs Harbour (Fraker et al., 1979). 

In Alaska, marine fish are of domestic and commer- 
cial importance to residents of Point Lay. Wain- 
wright, Barrow, Nuiqsut and Kaktovik. Although 
some fishing occurs in coastal waters, most occurs on 
inland lakes and in rivers (LGL and ESL. 1982). For 
Point Lay and Barrow there are no records on the 
numbers or species of fish taken. At Wainwright 
salmon, trout, and whitefish are taken during late 
summer, and boreal smelt are caught through the ice 
later at the mouth of the Kuk River (LGL and ESL, 
1982; Bendock, 1977). 

Residents of Nuiqsut mostly fish inland, except in the 
Colville River delta where large numbers of cisco and 
whitefish are harvested. A non-native commercial 
fishery in the Colville delta lands about 54,000 cisco 
and 3,500 whitefish annually (Alaska Dept. Fish and 
Game, cited in Craig and Griffiths, 1978), and Craig 
and Griffiths (1978) suggest that the native harvest in 
that area may be up to two times the commercial 
harvest. 

3.7 SPECIAL AREAS 

This section briefly describes areas adjacent to the 
Beaufort and northeast Chukchi seas which have a 
legal status or which are publically recognized as 
conservation and/or important wildlife areas. These 
areas include existing and proposed sanctuaries and 
parks, protected wildlife habitats, polynyas and areas 

selected by the Inuvialuit under native claims agree- 
ments. Special areas in Canada and Alaska are dis- 
cussed separately. For a description of special areas 
bordering on M’Clure Strait the reader is referred to 
Volume 3B, Section 2.6. 

3.7.1 CANADA 

3.7.1.1 National Parks and Significant Areas 

Parks Canada has divided the country into 39 terres- 
trial and 9 marine ‘natural regions,’ and within each 
of these areas a national park may eventually be 
established. The Beaufort Sea area includes portions 
of four terrestrial and one marine natural regions. 
Within each natural region Parks Canada may iden- 
tify ‘Natural Areas of Canadian Significance’ (NACS) 
that are representative of the natural region in terms 
of both abiotic (landform, geology etc.) and biotic 
components. ‘National Sites of Canadian Significan- 
ce‘(NSCS) are small areas within the natural region 
that contain unique or rare natural components. 
Figure 3.7-l shows the locations of existing NACS 
and NSCS areas in the Beaufort Sea region as well as 
other locations that are under study to determine 
whether they merit NACS or NSCS status. 

The northern Yukon, including part of the coastal 
area and most of Herschel Island, has been proposed 
as a National Park. In addition, the Yukon coastal 
area, including the proposed park site, has been given 
legal status, having been withdrawn from further 
development for the present time by Order-in- 
Council (Plate 3.7-I). This area includes the Cana- 
dian segment of the calving grounds of the Porcupine 
caribou herd (Section 4.1-l. I), and coastal zones 
which support thousands of migrant and staging 
waterfowl (Section 4.2). Industry fully recognizes the 
natural significance of this vast region, and would 
take this into consideration when planning any 
future developments. 

Parks Canada is currently considering the area near 
Nelson Head (Plate 3.7-2) and the Thomsen River 
drainage basin on Banks Island (Figure 3.7-l) for 
park status. Nelson Head is of geological interest, 
since it contains several series of cliffs, while the 
Thomsen basin supports a large herd of muskoxen 
and is a staging area for thousands of brant and lesser 
snow geese (Section 3.3). Parks Canada is also 
reviewing a small area on the Tuktoyaktuk Peninsula 
for National Landmark status to protect a group of 
pingos which are considered a unique landform. 
Three other areas adjacent to the Mackenzie River 
and Delta, as well as the region south of Cape Parry 
to Cape Bathurst, are being examined by Parks Can- 
ada to determine whether they should be given 
NACS (Natural Area of Canadian Significance) sta- 
tus (Figure 3.7-I). 
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PLATE 3.7-2 The cliffs of Nelson Head on Banks Island, part of the area being considered for National Park status. 

3.7.1.2 Migratory Bird Sanctuaries 

There are four migratory bird sanctuaries in the 
Beaufort Sea area. The locations of these sanctuaries 
are shown on Figure 3.7-1, while the major species 
they protect are described in Table 3.7-l. The Ken- 
dall Island Bird Sanctuary. located on Richards 
Island in the Mackenzie Delta, has been the site of 
considerable exploratory driIling in the past and sev- 
eral important gas fields have been discovered there 
and in the vicinity. 

3.7.1.3 International Biological Programme 
(IBP) Sites 

As part of the International Biological Programme 
(IBP), committees were established to identify eco- 

TABLE 3.7-l 

MIGRATORY BIRD SANCTUARIES 
IN THE BEAUFORT SEA REGION 

YmJor Blrd Specler or Groups 

Breeding stagmg and moultmg waterlowl especially 
lesser snow geese, brant and whne-fronted geese 

Nestmg and moultmg area for bran1 white-fronted 
geese. Canada geese. whlstllng swans Endangered 
esktmo curlew OmeNed !n 1961. 1962. 

logically significant areas in participating countries. 
Sites were chosen for their value as unique ecological 
areas. and for their potential suitability for observa- 
tion of recovery from natural and man-made pertur- 
bations (Nettleship and Smith, 1975). Within the 
Canadian Beaufort Sea region eleven coastal, or par- 
tially coastal tundra areas have been established as 
IBP sites (Figure 3.7-l). Their salient features are 
described in Table 3.7-2. Other IBP sites exist in the 
map area but are not discussed as they are not within 
the Beaufort coastal region. 

3.7.1.4 Land Settlement Areas 

The Committee for Original Peoples Entitlement 
(COPE) and the Government of Canada signed an 
Agreement-in-Principle on October 3 1, 1978. If rati- 
fied in its present state, this agreement would give the 
Inuit of the western Arctic title to 37,000 mi* (95,830 
km2) of land. Included in the proposed settlements 
are the mineral rights to six blocks of 700 mi2 (I,81 3 
km2) and an 800 mi2 (2,072 km2) block south of Cape 
Bathurst (Figure 3.7-2). Title to the remaining areas 
will not include subsurface mineral rights, and these 
areas are to be selected from traditional lands of the 
Inuit before the signing of the final agreement. Some 
areas were selected and approved on May 22, 1979 
(Figure 3.7-2). However, the final agreement is still 
under negotiation, and certain other areas that have 
been selected by COPE have not been approved by 
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TABLE 3.7-2 

IBP ECOLOGICAL SITES ALONG THE BEAUFORT SEA COAST’ 

Slte and Number Area (km2) Features Protective Status 

Herschel Island 176 Exceptionally rich vegetation. Diverse Withdrawn from 
(4-7) terrestrial and marine fauna. One of further development 

the few known nesting sites of black by Order-in-Council 
guillemots in the western Arctic. 

Firth River 4820 Primarily terrestrial. Diverse vege- Withdrawn from 
(4-10) tation. Unglaciated. River supports further development 

Arctic char and graylings. by Order-in-Council 

Garry and Pelly Islands 210 Waterfowl nesting area. Form part of None 

(4-3) the remnants of the ancestor of the 
present Mackenzie Delta. 

Caribou Hills, Mackenzie 660 Diverse flora and fauna including None 
. River Delta (4-9) both boreal and tundra associations. 

Waterfowl nesting and staging area. 

Kugaluk River and 3072 Waterfowl nesting and staging area. Within Reindeer 
Estuary (44)2 Good area for studies of the effect Grazing Reserve 

of fire on the treeline. 

Toker Point 325 Many pingos. Typical vegetation of None 

(4-4) coastal lowlands. Grizzly bear 
denning area. 

Anderson River 1280 Major nesting area for swans, geese, Anderson River 

(4-2) ducks, shorebirds. Partly unglaciated Migratory Bird 
resulting in unique plant associations. Sanctuary 
Grizzly bears present. 

Cape Parry and 570 Sole breeding site of thick-billed Cape Parry itself is 
Associated Islands murres in the western Arctic. a Federal Migratory 
(4-l 1) Bird Sanctuary 

Masik River, Banks Island 1300 Primarily terrestrial; rich botanical None 

(3-2) area representing a refugium for low 
Arctic species during Wisconsin 
glaciation. 

Egg River-Big River, 755 The largest lesser snow goose colony Part of Banks Island 
Banks Island in the western Canadian Arctic occurs Migratory Bird 

(3-5) at the confluence of the Egg and Big Sanctuary No. 1 
Rivers. 

Minto Inlet, 6000 Highly diverse vegetation. Peregrine None 
Victoria Island falcon nesting area. Possible polar 
(3-3) bear migration route. Stable ice for 

ringed seal pupping. 

‘Based on Nettleship and Smith (1975). 
‘Based on Beckel (1975). 

the Government of Canada at the present time. Hunting of reindeer in this area is prohibited. Cari- 
bou may be hunted by General Hunting License 

3.7.1.5 Other Ecologically Significant Areas holders throughout the year within the Reindeer 
Reserve east of the Kugaluk River and for six weeks 

The Reindeer Grazing Reserve adjacent to the Beau- of the year between Eskimo Lakes and the Kugaluk 
fort Sea (Figure 3.7-l) was established in 1935 for a River. Existing industrial developments at Tuktoy- 
herd of reindeer transported from Alaska to provide aktuk and McKinley Bay are located close to or 
the basis for a local industry (Abrahamson, 1968). within the grazing range of the herd. 
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Polynyas are areas of open water bounded by fast ice 
or by fast ice and land. Some are present all winter, 
while others appear in the spring before the onset of 
the general thaw. In the Beaufort-Chukchi region, 
polynyas may be used during winter by marine 
mammals (such as bearded seals) which do not nor- 
mally maintain breathing holes in heavy ice, and 
during spring by migrant beluga whales, bowhead 
whales and birds. Polynyas are particularly impor- 
tant for marine birds in years when snowmelt and ice 
break-up are delayed and open leads are limited or 
unavailable (Section 3.3). 

Generally, three recurrent leads form in the eastern 
Beaufort Sea. These are considered to be important 
staging habitats for migrant birds during spring, par- 
ticularly for oldsquaws, eiders, glaucous gulls and 
loons (Section 3.3). One lead usually forms near 
Herschel Island, another forms off Cape Dalhousie 
and later extends northeast and north to Banks 
Island, and the third forms along the west coast of 
Banks Island (Barry, 1976). As the season progresses, 
these leads typically expand and become continuous, 
forming the ‘Amundsen Gulf polynya.’ Barry (1968) 
reported extensive mortality of migrating waterfowl 
when these leads did not form in 1964. The Canadian 
Wildlife Service (1972) indicated that in some years, 
open water along the Cape Dalhousie-Banks Island 

lead may persist all winter, and that polar bears 
concentrate in this area during these years. In the 
spring these leads are generally used as migration 
corridors by bowhead and beluga whales (Section 
3.2). 

3.7.2 ALASKA 

3.7.2.1 Land Use/Native Claims 

Land adjacent to the Beaufort and Chukchi seas in 
Alaska is owned by Federal and State governments, 
native corporations formed after the passing of the 
Alaska Native Claims Settlement Act (ANCSA), and 
some private individuals. Ownership of much of the 
land along the coast is either in dispute or in a state of 
changing ownership, and only those areas owned or 
selected by native corporations under ANCSA and 
certain federally-owned lands are discussed in this 
section. 

In addition to providing for ownership of land by 
native corporations, ANCSA permitted the selection 
by the Federal government of lands for inclusion in a 
system of national parks, forests, and refuges [titled 
d(2) areas]. Figure 3.7-3 identifies lands owned by 
native corporations [d (2) areas] and ‘dual withdra- 
wal’ lands (Selkregg, 1975). The last are lands chosen 
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for ownership by the state under the Statehood Act 
and also by native corporations under ANCSA. 

Land use planning along the Arctic coast of Alaska is 
the responsibility of the North Slope Borough Re- 
gional Government. To date they have proposed 
several conservation districts and buffer areas where 
surface industrial activities will be prohibited or dis- 
couraged, respectively, as well as a plan for the Prud- 
hoe Bay area (North Slope Borough Planning Com- 
mission, 1979). However, all plans proposed by this 
group must be approved by the State government 
prior to implementation. One proposed conservation 
district is the “boulder patch” near Karluk and the 
Narwhal Islands. This area of discontinuous boulder 
and cobble is an unusual habitat in an area of pre- 
dominantly soft-bottom substrates, and provides 
suitable habitat for organisms that cannot colonize 
soft bottoms. 

3.7.2.2 Historic Places/Natural Landmarks 

The National Register of Historic Places recognizes Table 3.7-3 summarizes the important characteristics 
historic and archaeological sites of local, state or of the eleven proposed natural landmarks in Alaska, 
national importance. Two historic places of national while their locations are indicated on Figure 3.7-4. Of 
importance occur in the region, and three other sites the eleven proposed natural landmarks, highest 
of local importance are under consideration (W. priority has been placed on attaining legal status for 
Hannibal, pers. comm., cited in LGL and ESL, the Barrow-Nuwuk-Walapka (Site No. 4) and the 
1982). The locations of these sites are indicated in Teshekpuk Lake-Pit Dunes (Site No. 5) areas. The 
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Figure 3.7-3. Historic places do not have a legal 
protected status except that federally funded or 
licenced development projects in historic places of 
national significance must be reviewed by the National 
Parks Service before they are approved. 

Natural landmarks are areas which are exceptional 
illustrations of the natural heritage of the United 
States and/or areas that contain outstanding exam- 
ples of habitats in specified regions. Natural land- 
marks also have no legal status at present, but legisla- 
tion prepared under the Carter Administration would 
have made them equivalent to historic places; that is, 
a national register would have been created, and 
federally funded or licenced development projects in 
natural landmarks of national significance would 
also be subject to review by the National Parks Ser- 
vice (J. Mosby, pers. comm., cited in LGL and ESL, 
1982). This legislation has not yet been considered by 
Congress and appears unlikely to come into force 
under the Reagan Administration. 
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FIGURE 3.7-3 National historic places and native claims settlement act lands in Alaska. 
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TABLE 3.7-3 

CHARACTERISTICS OF ALASKAN NATURAL LANDMARKS’ 

Name and Number2 Size (km2) Characteristics Priority3 

1 Cape Sabine-Pitmega R. Undecided Western Arctic coast. Ridge and valley Unassigned 
topography. Bering Sea fiora. Bears, 
wolverines. 

2 Kasegaluk Lagoon-Icy Cape 2444 Large offshore bar system on Arctic 1C 
coast. Marine mammals, fishes. Coastal 
topography. 

3 Kuk-Utukok R. Corridor 7473 Estuary and river system. Caribou calving 1C 
grounds. Upiand tundra topography. Coal 
and amber deposits. 

4 Barrow-Nuwuk-Walapka 1094 Naval Arctic Research Lab. Intensive 1B 
ecological study site. Archaeological 
site. 

5 Teshekpuk Lake-Pit Dunes 2085 Marine fossils. Waterfowl nesting area. 2c 
Large coalesced lake, polygons, orrented 
lakes, Arctic playa or drained lake. 

6 Colville R. Delta 3032 Large Arctic delta with unique fish pop- 2C 
ulations, waterfowl, dunes and tidal flats. 

7 Beechey Mound Area 610 Coastal topography. Pingos, polygons, 3c 
oriented lakes. Waterfowl nesting area. 

8 Bullen Point Undecided Arctic char schooling area. Unassigned 

9 Cross Island 12 Offshore island on Arctic coast. Marine 3c 
strands. Polar bear denning. Waterfowl 
nesting. 

10 Flaxman Island 13 Site of explorer’s cabin and camp. Location 1 C 
of erratic boulders. Waterfowl. 

11 Kongakut R.-Beaufort Lagoon 563 Offshore island and freshwater lagoon 1A 
system. Waterfowl habitat. Fish pop- 
ulations. Braided river course. 

‘Based on Koranda and Evans (1975) 
See Figure 3.7-4 
3Definition of priorities: 
1 - high degree of national significance A - site in serious danger of degradation 
2 - national significance B - some danger 
3 - information lacking C - no apparent danger 

applications for the Colville River delta (Site No. 6) 
and Kongakut River-Beaufort Lagoon (Site No. 11) 
areas have been recently deferred, pending require- 
ments for further information. It is also noteworthy 
that the National Marine Fisheries Service (NMFA) 
have publically announced that they will not con- 
sider applications for natural landmarks which have 
a mar-me component until further notice. 

tify and secure field sites uniquely suited to natural 
science research and education (Underwood and 
Juday, 1978). although at present the system is not 
fully implemented. Those coastal areas under con- 
sideration are shown on Figure 3.7-4 and described 
in Table 3.7-4. The system is an extension of several 
programs, including the International Biological 
Programme, and Ecological Reserves are the equi- 
valent of IBP sites in Canada. The sites are not 

3.7.2.3 Ecological Reserves System 
necessarily intended strictly for conservation pur- 
poses, but include areas suitable for observation of 

The Ecological Reserves System is designed to iden- 
natural processes, as well as for experimental manip- 
ulation of natural processes. 
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PROPOSED BEAUFORT SEA MARINE SANC 

-v- ARCTIC NATIONAL WILDLIFE RANGE 

NATURAL LANDMARKS ISEE TABLE 3 7.3 

CHUKCHI SEA 

ALASKA 

FIGURE 3.7-4 Location of ecological reserves and natural landmarks /n the Alaskan Beaufort and northeast Chukchi Sea 
area. Ecologrcal reserves are the eqwvalent of /BP sites in Canada. 

3.7.2.4 Other Areas 

The Arctic National Wildlife Range was created to 
preserve “unique wildlife, wilderness and recreation 
values” (U.S. Bureau of Land Management, 1979) in 
the areas east of the Canning River to the U.S.- 
Canadian border (Figure 3.7-4). It is an area of habi- 
tat protection rather than a game sanctuary, and as 
such, hunting, fishing and trapping in accordance 
with state laws are allowed (A. Thayer, pers.. comm., 
cited in LGL and ESL. 1982). 

Friends of the Earth Inc., a conservation-oriented 
private organization, has nominated an area from 
Point Barrow to the Canadian border and 160 km 
seaward from the coast as a marine sanctuary under 
the National Oceanographic and Atmospheric Ad- 
ministration’s (NOAA) program for preservation 
and restoration of marine areas (U.S. Bureau of 
Land Management. 1979). However, as in the case of 
natural landmarks involving marine environments, 
applications for this or other marine sanctuaries are 
not being considered by the National Marine Fisher- 
ies Service until further notice. 
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TABLE 3.74 

CHARACTERISTICS OF PROPOSED ECOLOGICAL RESERVES IN ALASKA’ 

Name and Number2 

Cape Lisburne (AR29) 

Point Lay (AR28) 

Icy Cape (AR27) 

Kuk R. (AR25) 

Point Barrow (AR22) 

Smith Bay (AR21) 

Teshekpuk Lake (AR19) 

Colville Lake (AR16) 

Barrier island (AR15) 

Point McIntyre (ARlO) 

Prudhoe Bay (AR09) 

Howe Island (AR07) 

Jago R. (AR03) 

Beaufort Lagoon (AR02) 

Sire (km’) Main Characteristics 

Undecided Exposed coast and continental shelf environments. Dry mesic 
and alpine tundra. Numerous polar bears and ringed seals. 
Northernmost seabird colony in Alaska. 

Undecided Natural and modified samples of protected coast, lagoons and 
barrier islands. Numerous seals, whales, walruses. Polar 
bear denning. 

Undecided Examples of barrier islands in the Chukchi Sea. Much research 
on coastal erosional processes has been conducted here. Wet 
tundra. Numerous waterfowl. 

520 Examples of typical and modified exposed and protected coast, 
a delta, an estuarine system, the continental shelf and ice. 

18 Well known ecologically. 

Undecided Numerous nesting birds. Large seal population. Protected 
coast threatened with modification. 

610 Very large numbeis of nesting and moulting birds. Many 
(land surface) ringed seals. 

Undecided 

Undecided 

Undecided 

0.4-2 

Undecided 

1620 

One of few examples of extensive river delta and sand dune 
environments on north coast. Protected coast, barrier islands, 
an estuary, continental shelf. Important area for polar bear, 
marine mammals, overwintering fish. 

Excellent example of barrier islands and lagoons. Protected 
coast expected to be modified in near future. 

Important and well-researched waterfowl nesting area. 

Site should contain a control area of undisturbed coastal 
wet tundra and an area where modification has occurred. 
Purpose of site is to evaluate effects of oil exploration. 

Natural and modified protected coast and delta. Barrier 
island, continental shelf and ice features. 

Primary importance terrestriai but coastal lagoons important 
staging and migration habitats for waterfowl. 

Large invertebrate population and abundant char, 
whitefish and grayling. Seals and Arctic fox 
numerous. Polar bear denning. 

‘Data from Underwood (1977) 
2Assigned numbers are from Underwood 1977. See Figure 3.7-4 
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CHAPTER 4 
TERRESTRIAL PLANTS AND 
ANIMALS 

This part of Volume 3A summarizes existing infor- 
mation on the plants and animals of the onshore or 
coastal zone of the Beaufort Sea-Mackenzie Delta 
region. The region includes the coastal area extend- 
ing from the Yukon-Alaska border in the west, 
through to Cape Parry in the east and approximately 
Arctic Red River to the south (Figure 4-l). For cer- 
tain key species which migrate into and out of the 
region (eg. Porcupine caribou) the area covered is 
extended. Separate sections provide the most rele- 
slant information on the terrestrial mamm,als. birds, 
fish, and lower trophic levels, while Section 4.6 
reviews the terrestrially based resource harvesting 
activities of people living in the region. 

Information presented here and in Chapter 2 of this 
volume (Terrestrial Physical Environment) forms 

part of the background for assessing the potential 
impacts of shorebased facilities and activities asso- 
ciated with hydrocarbon production and transporta- 
tion in the region (Volume 4). Since the pipeline 
corridor extends into the onshore or coastal zone, 
there is a necessary duplication of some of the infor- 
mation presented in the following sections and 
Volume 3C, which describes the environment of the 
Mackenzie Valley. 

4.1 TERRESTRIAL MAMMALS 
There are at least 33 species of terrestrial mammals 
known to occur within the Mackenzie Delta and 
coastal areas adjacent to the Canadian Beaufort Sea 
east to the Parry Peninsula (Table 4.1-l). The local 
and regional abundance and distribution of these 
species varies considerably depending upon habitat 
availability and access to terrain suitable for various 
life history phases, such as calving and denning. The 
following discussion emphasizes those species which 
are considered important to the subsistence hunting 
and trapping economy of the Mackenzie Delta and 
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FIGURE 4-l Approximate boundary of the onshore coasfal zone of the Beaufort Sea-Mackenzie Delta region. 
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coastal Beaufort Sea. 

TABLE 4.1-I 

TERRESTRIAL MAMMALS IN THE MACKENZIE DELTA 
AND COASTAL BEAUFORT SEA 

Common Name 

Masked Shrew 
Dusky shrew 
Arctic shrew 
Collared Pika 
Snowshoe hare 
Arctic hare 
Arctic ground squirrel 
Amerrcan red squirrel 
American beaver 
Northern red-backed vole 
Brown lemmmg 
Collared lemming 

. Muskrat 
Singing vole 
Meadow vole 
Tundra vole 
Coyote 
Wolf 
Arctic fox 
Red fox 
American black bear 
Grizzly bear 
American marten 
Ermine 
Least weasel 
Amerrcan mink 
Wolvenne 
River otter 
Lynx 
Moose 
Caribou 
Dali’s sheep 
Muskoxen 

Scientltic Name 

Sorex cinereus -- 
Sorex montrcolus 
Sorex arcticus -- 
Ochotona collaris -- 
Lepus americanus 
Lepus arctrcus 

Clethrronomys rutilus 
Lemmus stbrricus -- 
Dicrostonyx torquatus 
Ondatra zrbethrcus -- 
Microtus mrurus -- 
Mrcrotus pennsylvanicus 
Microtus oeconomus 
Cams latrans -- 
Cams lupus 
Axx%$pus 
VulpesVW 

U35iFamericant.6 
Ursus arctos -- 
Martes americana -~ 
Mustela erminea -- 
Mustela nrvalis -- 
Mustela vison -- 
Gulo gulo 
Lx Gdensis 

canadensrs 
Alces alces -- 
Ranarfer tarandus 
Y- 

OVIS dalli -- 
Ovrbos moschatus 

Sources: Banfield, 1974; Youngman, 1975; Jones. et al 1979 

There are at least 33 species of terrestrial mammals known 
to occur in the Mackenzie Delta and coastal areas Of the 
Beaufort Sea region. 

There are at least 33 species of terrestial mammals 
known to occur in the Mackenzie Delta and coastal 
areas of the Beaufort Sea region. 

A description of the general biology. distribution and 
abundance of each species in the region is provided. 
Geographic names referenced in these descriptions 
are shown in Figure 4.1-1. Biological information 
was obtained from a review of the existing literature 
on mammals in the area. The primary sources of 
information on distribution and abundance included 
reports prepared by various government agencies 
and consultants as a result of several pipeline projects 
proposed for the Mackenzie Valley and Yukon 
North Slope, and ProPoSals for petroleum explora- 
tion and development in the Mackenzie Delta and 
the coasta] Beaufort Sea. However. harvest statistics 
provide the only sOLlKe Of HlformatlOn on the distri- 
bution and abundance of some species, and are, 

therefore, presented in the absence of other docu- 
mented information. Resource utilization of all spe- 
cies harvested in the region is addressed in Section 
4.6. 

4.1 .l UNGULATES 

4.1 .l .l Caribou 

Three of the five subspecies of caribou currently 
recognized in Canada frequent the Mackenzie Delta 
and/or coastal areas adjacent to the Beaufort Sea. 
The Grant caribou (Rang@- tarandus granti) occurs 
in the northern Yukon and eastern Alaska, while the 
barren-ground caribou (R. t. groenhndicus) inhabits 
the continental tundra zone of the Northwest Terri- 
tories and Baffin and Bylot islands. Finally. there is a 
herd of domesticated European reindeer (R. t. 
tarandus) in the Mackenzie Delta and Tuktoyaktuk 
Peninsula area (Banfield. 1974). A fourth subspecies, 
the wood-land caribou (I?. t. caribou), occurs in the 
Mackenzie River Valley (Volume 3C). 

(a) Reindeer 

As caribou had disappeared from the Mackenzie 
Delta area by the early part of this century (Porsild. 
1945) the Canadian government purchased 3,000 
reindeer (R. t. tarandus) from Alaska to supply the 
residents of the Delta with a reliable food supplement 
(Nowasad. 1972). A herd of semi-domesticated rein- 
deer was established east of Inuvik in 1935 (Scatter, 
1969) and was managed by various federal agencies 
until 1974. when it was sold to private interests. 
Currently owned by Canadian Reindeer (1978) Ltd., 
the herd has increased in size during recent years, 
numbering approximately 5,100 in 1973 (Slaney. 
1974a), and up to 9,000 to 10.000 by fall round-up in 
1978 (Hawley. pers. comm.; Hawkins, pers. comm.). 
In June 1980 the herd numbered 13,000 animals 
(Nasogaluak and Billingsley, 198 1). 

During winter reindeer feed primarily on lichens. but 
in the spring they forage on cottongrass, sedges and 
the young leaves of willows and birch. As the vegeta- 
tion matures over the summer, reindeer are less dis- 
criminate in their choice of food (Slaney, 1974a). The 
major natural predators of reindeer on the summer 
and winter ranges are the wolf and grizzly bear. 

The reindeer herd occurs on the Mackenzie Delta 
and Tuktoyaktuk Peninsula (Plate 4.1-I). The am 
designated for its use includes approxim-ately 46.620 
km? known as the Mackenzie Reindeer Grazing 
Reserve (Figure 4.1-2). In recent years the herd has 
been wintered in a broad area west of Eskimo Lakes 
and Sitidgi Lake, and has calved in the vicinity of 
Parsons Lake during April and early May (W. Naso- 
galuak, pers. comm.). By early June the reindeer 
have been herded by helicopter and/or snowmobile 
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FIGURE 4.1-l Geographic names referenced m the descnptions of mammals. 

PLATE 4.1-1 Rerndeer taking shelter from the insects along the water edge. Every sprmg these domesticated animals are 
herded by he//copter and/or snowmoblle to the summer range on the eastern half of the Tuktoyaktuk Penmsula. 
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FIGURE 4.1-2 Mackenzie Reindeer Grazing Reserve; present and future range use ( W. Nasogaluak. pers. comm. ) During late 
June the reindeer are corralled at the abandoned DEW He near Atkinson Point /n order to count an/ma/s, harvest antlers, 
check the/r health and carry out other act/v/t/es. 

to the summer range on the eastern half of the Tuk- 
toyaktuk Peninsula. although a few individuals may 
remain near Parsons Lake (Hawkins. pers. comm.; 
Slaney. 1974,). During late June the reindeer are 
rounded-up and corralled at the abandoned DEW 
site near Atkinson Point in order to ear-tag the year’s 
crop of animals. to carry out castrations so that steers 
will be available for subsequent slaughter. to harvest 
antlers, to count animals, and to check on the general 
health of the herd (Nasogaluak and Billingsley, 
1981). Richards Island was used as the primary 
summer range for the herd until the early 1960’s. but 
overuse of northern areas of the range eventually 
forced the herders to abandon it (Cody. 1963). How- 
ever. Richards Island could be used again as either 
summer (Slaney, 1974a) or winter range in the future 
(Hawkins, pers. comm.). In October. the herd is 
moved westward back to the winter range. A second 
round-up occurs in February at which time the major 
slaughter of animals for market takes place (Nasoga- 
luak and Billingsley, 1981). 

A few feral animals may occur on Richards Island 
(Slaney. 1974a) and in the Caribou Hills (Prescott et 
al.. 1973a) during summer. although their numbers 
are probably small. For example, fewer than 150 
reindeer were estimated to occur on the northwest 
coast of the island in 1973 (Slaney, 1974a). Their 
winter distribution is less well known. although they 
have been observed on northern Richards Island 
during March 1972 and April 1973 (Slaney, 1974a). 
Some feral reindeer may also be part of a population 
of 1 .OOO to 2.000 caribou (undetermined subspecies) 
that summer in the vicinity of Eskimo Lakes and 
winter near Travaillant Lake (Prescott et al., 1973a: 
Watson et al.. 1973). 

(b) Barren-ground and Grant Caribou 

Barren-ground caribou (I?. t. groenlandicus) of the 
Bluenose herd occur to the east of the Mackenzie 
Delta. while Grant caribou (R. t. granti) of the Por- 
cupine herd occupy areas to the west (Figure 4.1-3). 
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FIGURE 4.1-3 Caribou winter range and spring migration routes (Hawley et al., 1976; Foothills Pipe Lmes (Yukon) Ltd.. 
7978a, b). Both the Porcupme herd and the Bluenose herd are noted for their long distance mlgratlons from wintering ranges 
In the norfhern boreal forests to summer ranges In coastal tundra areas. 

These caribou are noted for their long distance 
migrations from wintering ranges within the north- 
ern boreal forests to summer ranges in coastal tundra 
areas. They typically concentrate in large numbers 
during late winter (immediately prior to spring 
migration), mid summer (including shortly after the 
calving period), and fall (prior to migration and the 
rutting period) (Banfield. 1974). 

The habitat requirements of caribou change season- 
ally and are associated with. and reflected in, changes 
in diet. During the winter the caribou usually occur 
within the mature boreal forest (Banfield, 1974) 
where they forage on lichen and moss undergrowth 
(Thompson and McCourt, 198 1). The edges of fro- 
zen lakes are commonly used for sunning during 
winter (Banfield. 1974). In spring the proportion of 
mosses and lichens in their diet declines and by mid 
summer such vegetation contributes only a small 
part to the diet. Sedges and shrubs (primarily willow 
species) become more important during the period 
from spring migration to late summer. For example. 
Thompson and McCourt (1981) found that cotton 

grass (Eriophorum spp.) comprised the bulk of the 
diet of caribou of the Porcupine herd during spring 
migration and calving, while the leaves of deciduous 
shrubs constituted nearly the entire diet during the 
post-calving and mid summer periods, and about 
20% of the late summer diet. 

Caribou in this region calve from late May through 
early June, and rut from mid September through 
October. Females do not usually breed until at least 
28 months of age, and frequently not until 40 months 
(Skoog, 1968). Approximately 80% of the adult 
females in the caribou population typically produce 
one calf each year. with the result that calves typically 
represent 26 to 35% of the population in a herd with a 
sex ratio of 1 male:2 females. Recruitment repres- 
ented by calves which survive until one year of age 
may be in the order of 15%) of the caribou popula- 
tion, although it is often lower (Thompson et al., 
1980). 
(c) Bluenose Caribou 

The range of the Bluenose herd encompasses main- 
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land areas of the Northwest Territories between the 
Coppermine and Mackenzie rivers north of Great 
Bear Lake (Figure 4.1-3) (Hawley et al., 1976). Sev- 
eral studies during the past 25 years have estimated 
the size of this herd. Estimates include 35.000 to 
40.000 in the 1950’s (Kelsall. 1968); 39,900 in the mid 
1960’s (Hawley and Pearson, 1966); 19.000 in 1967 
(Thomas, 1969); 92,000 in 1974 (Hawley et al., 1976); 
42,000 in March 1977 (Wooley and .Mair. 1977): 
33,000 in June 1978 and 37,000 in June 1979 (Brack- 
ett et al., 1978, 1979); 58,000 in March 1980 and 
38,000 in February 1981 (Carruthers and Jakim- 
chuk, 1981). This herd is considered to be stable 
presently at about 40,000 animals (D. Heard. pers. 
comm.). 

The most frequently used winter range of the Blue- 
nose herd is located between the Kugaluk River and 
Horton Lake and along the northeast shore of Great 
Bear Lake (Figure 4.1-3). In the early winter of 1974- 
75. Hawley et al. (1976) reported sighting more than 
the usual number of caribou of the Bluenose herd at 
the western-most margin of their winter range adja- 
cent to the Mackenzie River near Travaillant Lake. 
The reports included an estimated 15.000 to 20.000 
caribou in the Miner and Kugaluk river area east of 
Inuvik. In 1980 and 1981 the western limit of the 
winter distribution of the Bluenose herd extended to 
the Kugaluk and Mackenzie rivers, although caribou 
density in these areas was very low in comparison to 
the density further east (Carruthers and Jakimchuk. 
198 1). Survfeys conducted in the winter of 1976-77 by 
Wooley and Mair ( l977), however. revealed highest 
densities of wintering caribou north of Colville Lake 
and very few animals west of the Miner River. In 
general, the winter range surveys conducted between 
1966 and 1981 indicate that the forested area north of 
the Hare Indian River and west of the Horton River 
is the largest and most consistently used winter range 
of the Bluenose caribou herd (Carruthers and Jakim- 
chuk. 1981). 

Coastal areas are also used regularly by wintering 
caribou. Hawley et al. (1976) stated that residents of 
Paulatuk reported a “goodly number” of caribou 
wintering on the coast in 1973-74 (particularly on the 
Parry Peninsula), and they had observed similar 
numbers there every year. 

In addition. some barren-ground caribou may be 
included within a group of caribou that winter near 
Travaillant Lake and summer near Eskimo Lakes. 
This group has been estimated to number 1,000 to 
2.000 animals. and may also include woodland cari- 
bou and feral reindeer (Prescott et al., 1973a). 

Although the spring migration may begin as early as 
mid to late February, it usually begins in March or 
April (Hawley et al.. 1976). Migration corridors 
extend from the winter range to calving grounds on 

the Bathurst Peninsula. in the Melville Hills, and in 
the vicinity of Bluenose Lake (Figures 4.1-3,4. I-4). 
Calving occurs from late May to mid June. In 1975 
most of the caribou which calved on Bathurst Penin- 
sula did so north of Harrowby Bay and the Old 
Horton River channel, while only a few calved in the 
Smoking Hills. In addition. some caribou probably 
calve on the Parry Penmsula and in the vicinity of 
Paulatuk as indicated by numbers observed in these 
areas during late April (Hawley et al., 1976; Decker, 
1976). 

Post-calving aggregations probably occur in the vic- 
inity of calving areas, such as on the Bathurst Penin- 
sula and possibly near Paulatuk in the coastal Beau- 
fort region. In 1975 post-calving caribou travelled 
west of the Horton River toward the Eskimo Lakes 
in July and August (Hawley et al., 1976). Hawley et 
al. (1976) also reported that there were usually large 
numbers of caribou along the coast east of the Hor- 
ton River during August. However, during August 
1975 there were large numbers scattered between the 
Anderson and Horton rivers north of Lac Rendez- 
vous and south of the Old Horton River Channel, 
but few in coastal areas. 

Very little information is available regarding the fall 
migration of the Bluenose herd but migration proba- 
bly occurs along the routes indicated in Figure 4.1-5. 
Migration within the coastal Beaufort region would 
involve caribou that winter in the Kugaluk and 
Miner river drainages. In 1974 the fall migration to 
this area included approximately 15,000 to 20.000 
caribou (Hawley et al., 1976). 

(d) Porcupine Caribou 

The size of the Porcupine caribou herd has fluctuated 
during the recent past. For example, a period of 
relatively low numbers during the early 1950’s was 
followed by an increase to an estimated 110.000 
animals (excluding calves) in June 1961 (Skoog, 
1968). In 1964 Lentfer (1965) estimated the popula- 
tion size of the herd to be 140,000, while estimates 
from photographs taken in 1972 (Le Resche, 1975). 
1977 (Bente and Roseneau. 1978) and in 1979 (Whit- 
ten and Cameron, 1980) ranged from approximately 
98,000 to 110,000 caribou. At the present time this 
population is considered to be relatively stable (A. 
Martell, pers. comm.). A photo census of the Porcu- 
pine herd is planned for 1982 by the State of Alaska. 

Historical and recent winter distribution patterns of 
the Porcupine herd have remained similar (Foothills 
Pipe Lines (Yukon) Limited, 1978a). The major win- 
tering area is located in the central Yukon within the 
upper Peel River and upper Porcupine River drain- 
ages. Another smaller, but also important. wintering 
area lies within the Chandalar and Sheenjek river 
drainages in Alaska. Although the majority of the 
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FIGURE 4.1-4 Caribou calving areas, post calvmg and August dispersals (Roseneau et al., 1975, Hawley et al., 1976). The 
calvmg areas of both major herds of Caribou are located ma/n/y on upland areas near the coast, along the Alaska- Yukon coast 
for Porcupine caribou. and on the Bathurst Peninsula for Bluenose caribou. 

herd winters south of coastal areas adjacent to the 
Beaufort Sea, a variable number of caribou may 
winter on the North Slope of the Yukon and eastern 
Alaska. The largest number of caribou that have 
been reported to winter on the slope was 5,000 (or 
about 5% of the herd) in 1973-74 (Foothills Pipe 
Lines (Yukon) Limited, 1978a). However, the aver- 
age number wintering on the North Slope between 
197 1 and 1978 was less than 1% of the herd (Foothills 
Pipe Lines(Yukon) Limited. 1978a). The local winter 
distribution of caribou on the North Slope indicates 
that caribou prefer the foothills above the adjacent 
Coastal Plain (Thompson et al., 1978). The upland 
areas are more likely to be snow-free and to possess 
greater lichen cover, the major item in the winter diet 
of caribou. 

Recent information on routes and timing of spring 
migration of the Porcupine herd has been reviewed 
and expanded by Foothills Pipe Lines (Yukon) Ltd. 
( 1978b). That report was based on data reported by 

Calef and Lortie (1971, 1973), Pendergast (1973), 
Doll et al. (1974) Jakimchuk et al. (1974), McCourt 
et al. (1974). Hoffman (1975), Roseneau and Cura- 
tolo (1975, 1976), Roseneau et al. (1975), Curatolo 
and Roseneau (1977), Surrendi and DeBock (1976), 
and Bente ( 1977). Results of a survey of the 1978 
spring migration were also presented and compared. 
Documented information on the spring migration of 
this herd suggests that there are two relatively con- 
sistent routes: the Richardson Route and the Old 
Crow Route (Figure 4.1-3) (Jakimchuk et al., 1974). 

Spring migration along the North Slope can be 
expected to begin between mid April and early May, 
and routes across this area are generally within the 
Barn and British mountains or foothills. West of the 
Firth River, however, caribou move onto the Coastal 
Plain. During spring migration the number of cari- 
bou that move across the North Slope is highly vari- 
able, depending on the location of the wintering 
areas and the number of caribou using the Richard- 
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FIGURE 4.1-5 Carrbou fall migration routes and winfer range (Hawley et al., 1976; Foothrlls Pipe Lines (Yukon) Ltd., 1978a, 
1979b) 

son Route. Most caribou that use the Old Crow 
Route move into Alaska before reaching the North 
Slope. Non-calving caribou, which include bulls. 
yearlings, and non-pregnant females, tend to remain 
segregated from the calving portion of the herd but 
follow the same’general spring migration route. The 
number of caribou following the Richardson Route 
during the spring has varied from 4.200 to 60,000 
during recent years (Foothills Pipe Lines (Yukon) 
Limited. 1978b). 

Calving usually occurs during the period from late 
May through mid June with peak calving activity in 
early June (Thompson et al.. 1978). Calving occurs in 
both the Yukon and Alaska, and is concentrated 
along the North Slope from the Babbage River in the 
Yukon to the Canning River in Alaska (Figure 4.1-4). 
In five of the years during the period 1971 through 
1977. at least 50% of the pregnant cows calved in the 
Yukon (Curatolo and Roseneau, 1977: Bente. 1977). 
However. this proportion has ranged from virtually 

none in 1974 and 1975 (Roseneau and Curatolo, 
1975. 1976) to almost 100% in 1977 (Bente, 1977). 

Surrendi and DeBock (1976) suggested that the loca- 
tion of specific calving grounds used from year to 
year depends on the chronology of migration, and on 
the consistency of use and location of wintering 
areas. For example, during years when the amount of 
snow cover permits early spring migration, calving 
will probably occur further west along the Alaskan 
coast. In contrast. calving probably occurs primarily 
in the Yukon during years when conditions inhibit 
early migration. 

Although the calving locations may vary from year _ 
to year, caribou appear to prefer well-drained and 
snow-free areas (Lent, 1964, cited in Curatolo and 
Roseneau. 1977). Studies conducted since 197 1 have 
indicated that caribou tend to select calving grounds 
in the rolling foothills between the rugged mountains 
to the south and the snowbound lowlands of the 
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Coastal Plain to the north (Curatolo and Roseneau. 
1977). Curatolo and Roseneau (1977) found that 
upland areas (180 m to 610 m ASL) were dominated 
by Eriophorum spp. tussock communities which 
provide an early source of green vegetation. These 
calving areas are also characterized by having early 
snow-melt and relatively low predator densities. 
which aid calf survival (Thompson et al., 1978). 

Surveys conducted during 1972.1973.1974 and 1977 
(McCourt et al., 1974; Doll et al., 1974: Roseneau et 
al.. 1975: Bente, 1977) indicate that caribou alsocalve 
on the Coastal Plain, and that the distribution of 
cows may extend right to the beach. Nevertheless. 
the largest calving concentrations usually occur 
throughout the aforementioned foothills and at the 
junction of this area with the Coastal Plain. Surrendi 
and DeBock (1976) found that the calving area 
between the Malcolm and Spring rivers had mineral 

. licks which were used extensively by subadults and 
lactating cows. 

As calving progresses during June, the caribou tend 
to form nursery bands consisting of cows with calves 
and yearlings. They usually move slowly westward 
toward Alaska, and northward toward the coast as it 
gradually becomes free of snow (Doll et al., 1974; 

Bente. 1977). Bull caribou do not usually merge with 
the cow/calf segment of the herd until late June or 
early July (Martell. pers. comm.). The herd gradually 
movves west to the Canning River-Barter Island area 
of the Alaskan North Slope, with most caribou hav- 
ing left the Yukon by the end of June. Large post- 
calving aggregations (Plate 4.1-2) occur in the Alaska 
coastal region between the Canning River and Barter 
Island between June 30 and mid July each year 
(Roseneau and Curatolo, 1975: Curatolo and Rose- 
neau, 1977: Bente. 1977). 

Immediately following the formation of post-calving 
aggregations. the caribou begin an eastward migra- 
tion and re-enter the Yukon in earl! July along a 
corridor between the southern edge of the Coastal 
Plain (200 m contour) and the divide of the British 
Mountains (Figure 4.1-4). They continue to move 
eastward across the North Slope toward the head- 
waters of the Driftwood River in the northern 
Richardson Mountains, generally arriving by late 
July. Routes are usually restricted to the upland 
areas of the British and Barn mountain ranges, as the 
caribou tend to avoid the flat wet low-lying Coastal 
Plain to the north and Old Crow Flats to the south 
(Thompson et al., 1978). 

PLATE 4.1-2 The Porcupine caribou herd, which spends most of ifs time in the North Yukon, is considered lo have a 
relatively stable popular/on af the present t/me, estimated at between 98,000 and 110.000 caribou. (Courtesy G. Calef, 
Northwest Terrltorres Wlldllfe Service). 
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By late July or early August the herd begins to dis- 
perse from the northern Richardson Mountain- 
Driftwood River region and moves westward to 
Alaska. The caribou move through a broad corridor 
bounded on the north by the southern slopes of the 
British Mountains and on the south by the Old Crow 
Range(Jakimchuk et al., 1974; McCourt et al., 1974; 
Doll et al., 1974; Roseneau and Curatolo. 1975: 
Roseneau et al.. 1975) (Figure 4.1-4). Although this 
dispersal does not usually occur along the North 
Slope, a few groups move northward to the coast in 
most years. For example, about 2.000 caribou moved 
to the Coal Mine Lake area and the mouth of the 

Blow River in 1971 (Jakimchuk et al., 1974). while a 
herd of about 2.000 individuals was located near 
Shingle Point in 1972 (McCourt et al.. 1974). 

The southward fall migration may begin as early as 
thesecond week of September, and follows both the 
Old Crow and Richardson routes (Figure 4.1-5) 
(Jakimchuk et al., 1974; McCourt et al., 1974). How- 
ever, the timing of initiation of the southward migra- 
tion may vary considerably between years and is 
probably related to the occurrence of the first major 
snow storm (Roseneau and Curatolo, 1975). Since 
very few caribou are typically located on the North 
Slope during late summer. little activity occurs there 

during fall migration. However. occasionally caribou 
have been reported to remain at or return to the 
North Slope. For example, approximately 4.000 
caribou were located in the uplands bordering the 
Mackenzie Delta between Big Fish River and Shingle 
Point in November 1973 (Doll et al.. 1974). 

4.1.1.2 Moose 
Moose are represented by a singie subspecies (Alces 
alces andersoni) in the Northwest Territories (Ban- 
field. 1974). They are generally solitary, commonly 
ranging throughout the boreal forest and occasion- 
ally the forest-tundra transition zone or even tundra 
areas (Kelsall, 1972). Moose are widely distributed in 
climax and sub-climax boreal forest habitats which 
provide adequate forage and shelter (Le Resche et al., 
1974). The twigs of shrubs. especially willow, form 
the bulk of their diet, except during summer when a 
substantial portion of the forage consists of rooted 
aquatic vegetation. Early successional-stage vegeta- 
tion. such as that found in riparian areas or in 
recently burned areas, provides good quality winter 
range. Riparian habitat is important to moose owing 
to its relative spatial and temporal stability. Animals 
associated with such habitat often develop local 
migration traditions and come to river-edge habitat 
from adjacent uplands to overwinter (Plate 4.1-3). 

PLATE 4.1-3 A bull moose moving through lowland country. (Courtesy, McCourt Management Ltd.). These are generally 
solltary, commonly rangmg throughout the boreal forest and occasslonally to tundra areas. 



Winter habitat is extremely important for moose 
because during this period they exist on a negative 
energy balance (Gasaway and Coady, 1974) and 
alternative habitat in a given region may be unavail- 
able. If suitable winter range is limited. modest con- 
centrations of moose may occur. 

Moose breed annually from about the age of 30 
months. although some yearlings have been known 
to breed. Twinning is relatively common. particu- 
larly in expanding populations. The average annual 
recruitment of yearling moose usually falls between 
12 and 25%. probably averaging 15 to 17% (Peter- 
son. 1955). 

Although moose were historically plentiful in the 
Mackenzie Delta (Clarke, 1944), heavy hunting pres- 
sure in recent years has drastically reduced this popu- 
lation (Prescott et al., 1973b). The Delta has been 

. classified as poor moose winter range (Class 3) 
because of the harsh environment characterized by 
frequent flooding, deep snow and a lack of shelter 
from the prevailing winds (Prescott et al., 1973b). 
However, there is one area (Class 3) of local impor- 
tance in the vicinity of the Delta along Holmes Creek 
and the lowlands adjacent to the East Channel of the 
Mackenzie River (Prescott et al., 1973b). 

In general the uplands along the east and south sides 
of the Mackenzie Delta provide insignificant (Class 
4) moose wintering habitat. Some streams along the 
northeast and southeast portions of Campbell Lake, 
and the lower portions of the Rengieng River were 
rated as poor moose wintering range (Class 3) (Pres- 
cott et al., 1973b). A moose survey along the pro- 
posed route of the Dempster lateral gas pipeline in 
this area indicated an observed moose density of 
1.92/100 km? (Foothills Pipe Lines(Yukon) Limited, 
1979a). 

Moose habitat is more limited west of the Mackenzie 
Delta along the Yukon North Slope. During spring 
moose follow river valleys to the Arctic Coastal Plain 
and remain there until late September (Ruttan, 
1974a). Poor winter range (Class 3) occurs along 
several river valleys including Cache Creek, Blow 
River, Walking River, Babbage River, Trail River, 
Crow River, and upper portions of the Firth River 
(Prescott et al., 1973b), but small areas of Class 2 
(fair) winter range occur along the Willow River and 
Aspen Creek. Prescott et al. (1973b) suggest that even 
low quality habitat (including Class 3 areas) may 
become extremely important to moose if higher qual- 
ity alternative areas are unavailable. 

The quality of moose winter range is also generally 
poor east of the Mackenzie Delta. Class 3 range 
occurs along the Miner, Kugaluk. Moose, Smoke, 
and Anderson rivers (Prescott et al., 1973b). Moose 

are also reported to use the willow growth along the 
lower Mason and Horton rivers during the summer, 
although they move upstream to forested regions in 
winter (RRCS. 1972). Moose are not common on the 
Anderson River delta, but have been observed as far 
north as Nicholson Peninsula, Cape Bathurst and 
Langton Bay (Zoltai et al., 1979). 

4.1 .1.3 Muskoxen 

Muskoxen (Ovibos moschatus) are known to occur 
in Canada, Pllaska. and Greenland. The majority of 
the Canadian population inhabits the Arctic Archi- 
pelago, but substantial numbers occur on the Cana- 
dian mainland. particularly in the Thelon River 
Game Sanctuary and Bathurst Inlet region (Tener, 
1965). Their distribution in the mainland areas of the 
Beaufort Sea region is shown in Figure 4.1-6. 

In summer, muskoxen occur in lowland areas where 
streams, ponds. and lakes permit maximum growth 
of vegetation. Wintering areas are usually located in 
higher terrain where winds tend to keep areas snow- 
free (Lent, 1971). The diet of this species consists 
primarily of sedges, willow and mosses (Fischer and 
Duncan, 19’76). 

Breeding may begin in late June or early July. and 
lasts until October, although activities usually peak. 
in\August (Tener, 1965; Gray, 1973; Hubert, 1974). 
The calves are born in April and May. Twinning 
seldom occurs. In general, females calve once every 
two years (Tener. 1965). Wolves are the major preda- 
tor of muskoxen, while starvation ‘during adverse 
climatic conditions is also a common cause of natural 
mortality (Gray, 1973; Miller and Russell, 1974). 

The small number of muskoxen observed in the 
northern Yukon are probably stray animals from the 
population on the North Slope of Alaska. The Alas- 
kan muskoxen were transplanted to Barter Island 
and Kavik camp in 1969 and 1970 (Roseneau and 
Warbelow, 1974). Surveys conducted in 1972 indi- 
cated that from one to possibly three lone adult 
muskoxen were present on the Yukon North Slope 
(Roseneau and Stern, 1974). A group of six were 
reported near the Spring River in 1973 (Roseneau 
and Warbelow, 1974). 

Muskoxen also occur within the watersheds of the 
Horton and Hornaday rivers (Plate 4.1-4). Major 
muskoxen areas were found on the tundra southwest, 
south and southeast of Paulatuk (Jacobson, 1979). 
Kelsall et al. (1970) estimated that between 425 and 
625 muskoxen were present in the area south of 
Paulatuk and Darnley Bay, while the Land Use 
Information Series (Fisheries and Environment 
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FIGURE 4.1-6 Grizzly bear, muskoxen and da/l sheep ranges (based on sources in text) 

PLATE 4.1-4 
Karasiuk). 

Large numbers of muskoxen are found in the tundra southwest, south and southeast of Paulatuk. (Courtesy, 0. 



Canada, 1977) states that over 1,000 muskoxen 
occupy the watersheds of the Horton and Hornady 
rivers. In a study area between the Coppermine and 
Anderson rivers north of Great Bear Lake. Carruth- 
ers and Jakimchuk (1981) estimated the muskoxen 
population at approximately 6,700 in March 1980. 
Muskoxen within this area are generally distributed 
in the area south of Paulatuk from the Horton River 
to the foothills of the Melville Hills, in the area 
around Horton Lake. Brock River and the headwat- 
ers of the Rae-Richardson rivers. Muskoxen are 
present on the Parry Peninsula in summer and may 
occur as far north as Letty Harbour (W. Spencer, 
pers. comm., cited in Canadian Marine Drilling 
Limited, 1979). Spencer (pers. comm.) reported see- 
ing 75 animals north of Langton Bay in June 1978, 
and Spencer (1980) and Carruthers and Jakimchuk 
(1981) observed similar numbers on the Parry Penin- 
sula in March 1980. 

4.1 .1.4 Dali’s Sheep 

Dall’s sheep (Otis dalli) occur in the mountains of 
northwestern British Columbia. the Yukon, Alaska, 
and western Northwest Territories. In coastal areas 
adjacent to the Beaufort Sea, sheep occur in the 
northern Richardson Mountains and in the British 
Mountains. 

Sheep winter range is characterized by well vegetated 
plateaus or slopes that have minimal snow depth as a 
result of exposure to prevailing winds, and are asso- 
ciated with escape terrain such as canyons. steep 
slopes. or cliffs. Summer range varies from high talus 
ridges to low cliffs along streams. and is also asso- 
ciated with escape terrain. Mineral licks are impor- 
tant features of the summer range. and large concen- 
trations of sheep may occur at these sites. However, 
winter range and lambing areas are considered to be 
the most important habitats for Dali’s sheep. This 
species has a relatively low reproductive potential. 
Sheep of both sexes may be sexually mature by 18 
months of age (Nichols, 1978). Females usually pro- 
duce a single lamb at the age of 3, and twinning is 
rare. Lambing occurs during late May and early June 
after a gestation period of approximately 171 days 
(Nichols. 1978). 

A relatively large population of Dall’s sheep occurs 
in the Mount Goodenough area of the Richardson 
Mountains (Figure 4.1-6). Feist et al. (1974) esti- 
mated the population to total 400 to 600 sheep. 
During a survey conducted in November 1973, 141 
sheep were observed in the immediate vicinity of 
Mount Goodenough. and another 60 were scattered 
throughout the Bear, Cache. Fish and Sheep creek 
drainages (Feist et al., 1974). Dali’s sheep are also 
suspected to winter in the area between Fish Creek 
and the Bell River (Feist et a1.11974). This species was 

not observed in the timbered lowlands and lower 
slopes between Mount Goodenough and the Mack- 
enzie Delta during surveys in November 1973 (Feist 
et al., 1974). Mineral licks used by sheep were 
reported at locations on Bear Creek and near the 
headwaters of Grizzly Creek. Watson et al. (1973) 
reported that the major wintering area for the Mount 
Goodenough sheep population is in the eastern por- 
tion of the mountains north of McDougall Pass 
where high winds keep exposed plateaus and slopes 
relatively snow-free. Feeding areas are in close prox- 
imity to escape terrain. In summer. there is a general 
movement of this population to areas at least as far 
west as the Bell River (Watson et al.. 1973). 

Another population of Dali’s sheep occurs in the 
mountainous areas of the Firth River drainage (Fig- 
ure 4.1-6). In 1971, 44 sheep were observed in this 
area (Jakimchuk et al., 1974), while Watson et al. 
(1973) reported approximately 50 to 75 sheep. The 
latter authors suggested that the sheep they observed 
were part of a herd which extends from the Brooks 
Range in Alaska. Watson et al. (1973) noted that 
good winter range for sheep was avrailable on the 
western side of the Firth River. 

4.1.2 BEARS 

4.1.2.1. Grizzly Bear 

Barren-ground grizzly bears ( Ursus arctm) usually 
occupy zones of low relief and open tundra north of 
the boreal forest. although they may also occur occa- 
sionally in the forest-tundra transition (Watson et al.. 
1973). The barren-ground grizzly bear is considered 
rare by the IUCN (Goodwin and Holloway. 1972) 
and a “species at risk” by the Committee on the 
Status of Endangered Wildlife in Canada (COSEWIC). 
This committee is described in more detail in Section 
4.2. 

The behavior. distribution and movements of grizzly 
bears are closely associated with their diet and the 
availability of food. They are omnivorous, feeding 
on roots, berries. herbs. ground squirrels, fish and 
ungulates. In mountainous regions grizzlies make 
seasonal shifts in altitude primarily to take advantage 
of vegetation producton in different zones (Miller 
and Barichello, in prep.). Tundra-dwelling bears 
occupy low-lying coastal areas in June and ascend 
into the higher hilly areas a few kilometres inland 
during July, August and September (Pearson and 
Nagy, 1976). The seasonal distribution of grizzly 
bears on Richards Island was found to follow the 
above pattern (Slaney. 1974a). For example, occupa- 
tion of the low-lying marshy areas coincided with the 
presence of nesting waterfowl and an abundance of 
sedges and herbs, while presence of bears in upland 
areas was concurrent with the presence of ground 
squirrels and berry-producing shrubs (Slaney, 1974a). 
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Den sites are particularly important to grizzly bears, 
and the availability of suitable sites can be a potential 
limiting factor in some areas (Pearson, 1975). Grizzly 
bears normally den from mid October or November 
to April or May. During this time, pregnant females 
produce one to three cubs. Pearson ( 1972) reported a 
minimum breeding age of approximately 6 years for 
females and an average litter of 1.58 for the northern 
interior grizzly bears in the Yukon. 

Grizzly bears were common in the Mackenzie Delta 
between 1927 and 1935 (Porsild, 1945), but bears 
attracted to the reindeer herds since 1935 have been 
destroyed by the herders. Grizzly bear sightings 
declined to such a degree that a closed season was 
declared in 1943. Six years later the closure was 
declared year round. The frequency of grizzly bear 
sightings increased substantially during the 1950’s, 
the bears either expanding their range or reoccupying 
areas where they had formerly been eliminated 
(Macpherson, 1965). 

There is currently a relatively large population of 
grizzly bears in the Delta area (Figure 4.1-6). An 
estimated 23 animals in 1973, and 15 to 20 bears in 
1974 used Richards Island and the adjacent lowlands 
(Slaney. 1974a). An additional nine grizzlies occurred 
in the vicinity of Hoimes Creek and Parsons Lake in 
1973 (Slaney. 1974,). Grizzly bear densities have 
been estimated at one animal per 106 km: on 
Richards Island (Harding, 1976) and one per 199 km? 
between Sitidgi Lake and Tuktoyaktuk (Pearson and 
Nagy, 1976). 

Between Tuktoyaktuk and Inuvik. bears are known 
to prefer den sites along lake shores and stream 
banks having slopes greater than 30” (Pearson and 
Nagy, 1976). Clarke (1944) reported that the count- 
less cutbanks of the Mackenzie Delta provided suita- 
ble sites for grizzly bear dens. Similarly, on Richards 
Island, this species usually (78%) selected dens in 
banks of water-bodies with moderate slopes (30% to 
5Oqc grade) (Harding, 1976). The soil texture was 
usually sandy or silty. but was generally consolidated 
enough to endure at least one season’s use. Dens are 
occasionally reused in subsequent seasons. Den sites 
on Richards Island and the Tuktoyaktuk Peninsula 
have been mapped (Slaney, 1974b; Pearson and 
Nagy. 1976) with no concentrations of den sites 
being reported. The presence of sufficient alternate 
habitat for den construction suggests that den sites 
are not a limiting factor for grizzly bears along the 
tundra portion of Richards Island and the Tuktoyak- 
tuk Peninsula (Pearson and Nagy, 1976). 

Grizzly bear habitat has been rated as Class 2 (com- 
mon use but less than optimum habitat) from 
Richards Island and the southern portion of the Tuk- 
toyaktuk Peninsula to Inuvik (Nolan et al., 1973a). 

West of the Mackenzie Delta, Class 1 (high use) 
habitat for grizzly bear occurs in the Richardson 
Mountains, the Barn Range, and the British Moun- 
tains. The Coastal Plain north of these mountain 
ranges is designated as Class 2 (common use) habitat 
because bear sightings are infrequent and dens have 
not been found (Nolan et al., 1973a). Pearson and 
Goski (1974) reported a density of one bear/65 km* 
on the Arctic coastal plateau of the northern Yukon 
Territory. Doll et al. (1974) and Ruttan and Wooley 
(1974) reported an apparent southward shift of this 
species from the coast during September. 

East of the Mackenzie Delta region grizzly bears 
occur throughout most coastal areas adjacent to the 
Beaufort Sea. An extensive area in the vicinity of the 
Anderson River has been given the Class 2 rating 
(Nolan et al., 1973a) (Figure 4.1-6). These authors 
also reported that several *grizzly bears have been 
recorded on the Anderson River delta, and that dens 
have been located along banks of small streams near 
the Anderson River. Similarly, the banks of the Hor- 
ton River provide suitable habitat for grizzly bear 
denning (RRCS, 1972). Grizzly bears occur on the 
Parry Peninsula and are abundant in the Langton 
Bay area (W. Spencer. pers. comm.. cited in Cana- 
dian Marine Drilling Limited, 1979). In addition, 
Ward (1979) reported one grizzly on Booth Island 
during a general environmental survey in the spring 
of 1979. 

4.1.2.2. Black Bear 

The black bear (Ursus americanus) is widely distrib- 
uted throughout forested lands of North America 
(Banfield, 1974). Individuals occasionally range out 
to the open forest-tundra transition. but are rarely 
found on open tundra. In the Mackenzie Delta 
region this species is considered uncommon south of 

‘ihe tree line and rare north of tree line (Martell and 
Casselman, 1975). However, black bears may be 
extending their range into tundra regions (Jonkel 
and Miller, 1970). Black bears are more common in 
the forested areas south of the Mackenzie Delta 
(Volume 3C). This species does not typically occur 
along either the Yukon North Slope or coastal areas 
adjacent to the Beaufort Sea east of the Mackenzie 
Delta. 

4.1.3 AQUliTIC FURBEARERS 

4.1.3.1 Muskrat 

The muskrat (Ondawa ziberhicus) is the widest rang- 
ing of all North American furbearers and is capable 
of inhabiting diverse environments ranging from 
drainage ditches along cornfields in temperate regions 
to glaciolacustrine lakes along the Arctic Ocean, 
Although muskrats are unable to control habitat 
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water le\lels like beavers. this species is well adapted 
to utilize a variety of habitats for lodge 
and to exist on a variety of food items. 

construction 

Muskrats eat a wide variety of aquatic plants and 
occasionally carrion. In the Mackenzie Delta and 
coastal Beaufort region, water horsetail and sedges 
are the major emergent food species. while sub- 
merged aquatic food items consist primarily of pond 
weed and duckweed. Submerged plants are often 
used for the construction of pushups (winter feeding 
huts). Submerged aquatic plants are the most impor- 
tant foods during the winter in standing water bodies 
but emergent plants are preferred by muskrats dur- 
ing summer and along moving stream channels in 
winter. The accessibility of aquatic plant species is 
the most important factor governing their use by 
muskrats for both food and lodge construction. 
Ou.ing to its general availability and excellent nutri- 

. tional value. water horsetail is highly preferred in 
northern latitudes. 

Muskrat houses typically found in marshes in south- 
ern regions are almost totally absent in the Macken- 
zie Delta and coastal Beaufort region. Rather. musk- 
rats dig bank burrows along lakeshores or stream 
channel margins and often extend their uinter range 
by constructing pushups in small lakes. Pushups are 
small domes of vegetation built over holes in the ice 
which enable animals to haul up submerged aquatics 
and feed M’ithout returning to the main house. 

In the Mackenzie River Delta severe climatic condi- 
tions place restrictions on the suitabilit!, of water 
bodies to support muskrat populations. For exam- 
ple. Stevens (1955) found that optimum winter habi- 
tat for muskrats in the Northwest Territories occurred 
in lakes 2 m deep. while Hawley and Hawley (1974) 
found that lakes from 1.2 to 3 m deep were optimal in 
supporting high densities of muskrats. One further 
requirement for lakes in northern latitudes is steeply 
sloping banks so that muskrats have ready access 
from the shore to food supplies in unfrozen portions 
of the lake. 

Muskrats have a high reproductive potential. Females 
on Old Crow Flats produce an average of more than 
seven embryos and sometimes produce two litters 
annually (Ruttan. 1974b). However, the high pro- 
ductivit! of this species is offset by high natural 
mortality (Stel,ens, 1953). 

Muskrats occur at the northern-most limit of their 
range in the Mackenzie Delta region (Banfield. 
1974), with greatest population densities being 
located in standing-water habitats. The Mackenzie 
Delta region is well known for its high production of 
muskrats (see Sec. 4.6.1). Habitat within the Delta 

proper is considered the best habitat (Class 1) avaiia- 
ble in the region (Figure 4.1-7) (Dennington et a].. 
1973). However. within the Delta. habitat varies 
from optimum in the southwest quarter to least suit- 
able in the northwest quarter (Hawley. 1968). Habi- 
tat is much less suitable (Class 3 or 4) in the uplands 
east of the Delta. Sianey (1974a) found that flood- 
plain lakes near Swimming Point had the highest 
densities of muskrat pushups, while upland lakes 
near the Parsons Lake area and on Richards Island 
had an intermediate number of pushups. In contrast, 
muskrat habitat in areas east or u’est of the Macken- 
zie Delta region is considered either poor or insignifi- 
cant (Class 3 or 4) (Dennington et al.. 1973). 

4.1.3.2 Beaver 

Beaver (Castor canadensis) are widely distributed 
over North America. and in Canada are found from 
coast to coast south of the tree line. 

Both the physical characteristics and dominant vege- 
tation communities of an area determine its suitabil- 
ity as beaver habitat (Slough and Sadiier, 1977). 
Although beavers occur in a wide \*ariety of geogra- 
phical areas ranging from mountains to prairies to 
boreal forest. there are certain physical environmen- 
tal constraints to their successful colonization of new 
habitat. Only slow flowing streams and rivers can be 
colonized. since fast floM,ing water may wash away 
dams and food caches (Standfieid and Smith, 1971; 
Banfield. 1974). Beaver usually live in streams with 
gradients of less than 6% and are most successful in 
wide \*aileys with meandering streams and rivers 
(Retzer et al., 1956). Marshes and ponds with 
appropriate food supplies are prime habitats, while 
creeks and small riLrers are often dammed to create 
ponds (Retzer et al.. 1956; Ban field, 1974). Beaver 
prefer shallow lakes with gently-rising shores that 
support aquatic and terrestrial vegetation over deep 
lakes with steep, rocky shorelines (Hail, 197 I; Stand- 
field and Smith. 1971). Rivers that have widely fluc- 
tuating water levels and those carrying ice which 
results in significant scouring of shorelines during 
spring, are considered poor beaver habitat (Nash, 
195 I). Beaver require relatively deep water so that 
the pond will not freeze solid during winter thereby 
blocking access to food caches, and they require 
stable water levels in order to prevent their lodges 
from flooding (Plate 4.1-5). Attempts are made to 
avoid flooding or freeze-out by constructing dams 
(Retzer et al., 1956). Along the Mackenzie River 
system beaver are more abundant in bog drainages 
than in the Mackenzie Delta. since the former are 
more stable (Novakowski, 1965). 

Although beaver will cut and consume virtually 
every available plant species within their range, they 
prefer aspen (Populus spp.). willow (Salix spp.), birch 
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FIGURE 4.1-7 Beaver, muskrat and Arctic fox range (class 1 and 2) (Nolan et al, 1973b; Dennington et al., 1973; Fisheries and 
Environment Canada, 1977) 

PLATE 4.1-S Beaver lodge and food cache. (Courtesy, McCourt Management Ltd.). Beavers usually live in streams with 
gradients of less than 6% and are most successful in wide valleys with meandering streams and rivers. 
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(Bet&r spp.) and various aquatic plants such as 
water lily (Nuphar spp.). However, pine (Pinus spp.) 
and spruce (Picea spp.) are considered starvation 
diets (Novakowski. 1965; Aleksiuk. 1970). Beaver 
can survive in areas of poor food supply. but colonies 
and individuals are typically smaller, and reproduc- 
tive rates are lower (Gibson. 1957; Hay, 1958; Gun- 
son. 1970). Slough and Sadleir (1977) found that the 
presence of alder, willow and aspen were the most 
important factors in predicting beaver use of an area. 

In the Mackenzie Delta region beavers are at the 
northern-most limit of their range (Hawley and 
Aleksiuk, 1974) (Figure 4.1-7). In general. habitat on 
Richards Island and in the Parsons Lake area is 
considered poor (Class 3) or insignificant (Class 4) 
(Dennington et al.. 1973). Beaver activity has been 
observed at Ya-Ya Lakes (Slaney, 1974a). Kidluit 
Bay (Cowan, 1948). Holmes Creek (Wooley, 1974) 
and between the East Channel and Eskimo Lakes 
(Slaney, 1974a). However, the Mackenzie Delta low- 
lands are considered Class 2 (intermediate quality) 
habitat for beaver (Dennington et al., 1973) (Figure 
4.1-7). An estimated 1,600 beaver colonies (6,400 to 
9,600 beavers) were present in the Mackenzie Delta 
in 1965 (Hawley, 1968). while approximately 400 
colonies (1,600 to 2.400 beavers) occurred within the 
Mackenzie Delta in 1970 (RRCS. 1972). Colony den- 
sities in the most suitable beaver habitat of the Mack- 
enzie Valley were 0.3 to 0.4/km? during 1962-1965. 
and O.l/km’ in 1968 and 1969 (Hawley and Alek- 
siuk. 1973). Wooiey (1974) reported a density of 
0.04 active beaver lodges per km of transect near 
Inuvik and 0.14 per km of transect in the Travaillant 
Lake area. 

Beaver habitat in coastal areas adjacent to the Beau- 
fort Sea west and east of the Mackenzie Delta region 
is restricted to a few river valleys and is considered 
poor to insignificant (Class 3) (Dennington et al.. 
1973). 

4.1.4 TERRESTRIAL FURBEARERS 

4.1.4.1 Arctic Fox 

The Arctic fox (Alupex lagopus) is a small terrestrial 
mammal that ranges throughout the Arctic tundra, 
forest-tundra transition and landfast ice areas of 
North America and Eurasia. Adults attain an aver- 
age weight of 2.5 to 3.5 kg (Macpherson, 1969). This 
species has two fur colour phases, “white” and 
“blue.” While the former fur is white in winter and 
brown during the summer, foxes of the blue fur phase 
vary from gray to black during both summer and 
winter. The white pelt of the Arctic fox is sought by 
trappers from coastal communities throughout the 
Beaufort Region and provides a major source of cash 
income for both Canadian and Alaskan Inuit (Sec- 

tion 4.6.1). Arctic foxes use component habitats in 
relation to availability of prey species and in associa- 
tion with their own den sites. The movements and 
fluctuations observed in natural populations are 
believed to be related to the availability and abun- 
dance of prey (Macpherson. 1969: Banfield, 1974: 
Dickinson and Herman, 1979). 

Although this species is terrestrial throughout most 
of its range. Arctic foxes in coastal areas rn0v.e onto 
the nearshore landfast ice during winter (see Section 
3.2.4). During spring and summer Arctic foxes 
occupy areas near the terrestrial breeding dens and 
remain there during the relatively snow-free period 
from May until August. In terrestrial areas the range 
of Arctic foxes overlaps with that of red (or “col- 
oured”) foxes (Vzdpes wdpes). Both species prefer 
den sites in well drained consolidated soil where 
snow-melt occurs early, although the Arctic fox is 
known to avoid sites in dense shrub F’egetation 
(Nolan et al.. 1973b). All Arctic fox den sites reported 
by Nolan et al. (1973b) were in open areas with low 
relief. Den sites have been located in pingos on the 
Mackenzie Delta islands, in sand dunes, in frost 
heaves, and at the tops of banks of lakes, rivers and 
streams. Traditional den sites are usually located in 
sandy vegetated areas with a gentle slope (Macpher- 
son, 1969). 

Arctic foxes are efficient scavengers and prey upon a 
v?ariety of species. Primary food items include lem- 
mings and other small rodents, ringed seal pups, seal 
and caribou carrion. and birds (especially their eggs 
and nestlings). The diet of Arctic foxes changes with 
the seasonal availability of prey and the habitat 
occupied. For example, lemmings are the primary 
food source during summer(Chesemore, 1968; Mac- 
pherson, 1969; Banfield, 1974). In the winter, inland 
populations depend primarily on lemmings, while 
coastal populations prey on seal pups and seal car- 
rion on the landfast ice. In some terrestrial areas 
nesting birds and their eggs or young also form a 
major part of the summer diet (Burgess, 1979). 
Although the winter diet of inland Arctic fox popula- 
tions is primarily lemmings, caribou carrion may be 
eaten when available. Arctic foxes may follow cari- 
bou herds to take advantage of carrion left after wolf 
kills (Manning, 1943; Macpherson, 1969) or follow 
polar bears on the winter sea ice to scavenge on the 
remains of seals killed by them (Blood, 1977). Arctic 
foxes are also known to scavenge at community gar- 
bage dumps. 

Although the productivity of Arctic fox populations 
in the south-eastern Beaufort Sea region has not been 
documented, studies of Arctic foxes in the Districts 
of Keewatin and Franklin, Northwest Territories 
(Macpherson, 1969) may be representative. Arctic 
foxes are sexually mature at 9 months but most do 
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not breed until their second or more commonly, third 
year. Mating takes place between late February and 
late April, with den sites being excavated as early as 
late March. Arctic foxes are probably territorial dur- 
ing the denning period. The litter is born about late 
May and is weaned by the third week in July. 
Although mean litter size at birth ( 10.6) does not vary 
between years or age of the female, the mean size of 
weaned litters varies greatly between years depending 
on prey availability. For example, in years of lem- 
ming abundance an average of 9.6 whelps were 
weaned (range 4-14), while in years when lemmings 
were scarce few or no whelps were weaned (Mac- 
pherson, 1969). Both adults guard and feed the litter 
until they leave the dens in late summer. The whelps 
disperse from the den sites after mid August. 

Arctic fox populations fluctuate dramatically in 
response to the cyclic abundance of lemmings (Mac- 
pherson, 1969; Banfield, 1974). These natural fluc- 
tuations are retlected in annual harvest data (Section 
4.6.1). However, annual harvest data from commun- 
ities on Banks and Victoria islands suggest that fox 
populations in these areas are more productive and 
less subject to typical oscillations thanfiopulatibns 
elsewhere. This effect may be the result. at least in 
part, of the abundance of ringed seal pups, a com- 
mon and relatively stable alternative food source 
(Smith, 1976). 

In summary, the most important habitats for Arctic 
foxes include suitable den sites and winter range. 
Habitat for den sites is restricted to areas without 
permafrost but does not include areas where flooding 
frequently occurs in the spring such as the low-lying 
areas of the Mackenzie Delta. Fall and winter 
movements are probably initiated by food scarcity 
and regions of high prey abundance during winter 
are consequently important to survival. Areas with 
high densities of seals (in marine areas) or high densi- 
ties of caribou and small mammals (on the tundra) 
would be of significant local importance to wintering 
Arctic fox populations. 

The size and density of the Arctic fox population in 
coastal areas of the Beaufort Sea has not been docu- 
mented. although historically (1927-28) this species 
was common along the coast and rare inland (Por- 
sild. 1945). Arctic foxes were considered the most 
abundant denning species on deltaic islands south of 
and including Kendall Island (McEwen. 1955 cited in 
Gulf Oil, 1975). Nolan et al. (1973a) classified the 
area from Parsons Lake to the seaward coast of 
Richards Island as important habitat (Class 2) for 
Arctic fox, while areas south to Inuvik and along the 
east side of the Mackenzie River were considered 
Class 3 (little importance) habitat. Slaney (1974a) 
recorded only two possible Arctic fox dens during 
extensive surveys of Richards Island in 1973. 

The general distribution and movements of Arctic 
foxes in the southeastern Beaufort region are proba- 
bly typical of most coastal populations (C.f. Mac- 
pherson. 1969). Foxes in coastal areas generally 
move onto the sea-ice during winter and return to 
land-based dens in the spring, although Porsild 
(1945) noted that Arctic foxes on the Tuktoyaktuk 
Peninsula tend to follow the reindeer herd (Sec. 
4.1 .l. l(a)), presumably to feed on reindeer carrion 
and weak fawns. 

Arctic foxes are relatively common residents of the 
Yukon North Slope (Figure 4.1-7). Ruttan (1974c) 
identified four distinct areas of denning habitat. The 
most suitable area (Class 1) occurs along the coastal 
plain between the Malcolm and Babbage/Crow riv- 
ers, and had a density of one den per 44 km’(Nolan 
et al., 1973b). Twenty-six of the 27 dens found in this 
area were Arctic fox dens, with the highest density of 
the dens occurring between the Firth and Spring 
rivers. 

The coastal plain between the Alaska/Yukon border 
and the Malcolm River is considered Class 2 fox 
habitat (Nolan et al., 1973b), and is less productive 
than the aforementioned area because of the pres- 
ence of low wet terrain. However, the density of dens 
recorded in this area was one per 41 km’ (7 out of the 
8 dens recorded in this area were Arctic fox) (Ruttan, 
1974~). Similarily. the area between the Babbage/- 
Crow River and the Blow River is also considered 
important habitat (Class 2) for Arctic fox (Nolan et 
al.. 1973b). Again, the low wet terrain limits its suita- 
bility for denning. Ruttan (1974~) recorded three 
Arctic fox dens in this area and a density of one den 
per 495 km’. The highest density of fox dens (one 
den/ 10.4 km2) recorded during Ruttan’s ( 1974~) sur- 
vey was on Herschel Island which provides Class 2 
habitat for Arctic fox (Nolan et al., 1973b). A total of 
nine Arctic fox dens and three coloured fox dens were 
observed. 

The Tuktoyaktuk Peninsula is considered important 
habitat (Class 2) for Arctic foxes, while the coastal 
areas, at least as far east as Liverpool Bay and the 
mouth of the Mason River. are of lesser importance 
(Class 3) (Nolan et al., 1973b). Cape Bathurst is 
considered a major denning area for Arctic fox 
(Macpherson, 1969). Fisheries and Environment 
Canada (1977) indicate that the Parry Peninsula and 
areas to the south are potential Arctic fox denning 
regions. The Cape Parry area is also an important 
trapping area for Arctic fox (Sec. 4.6.1). 

4.1.4.2 Red Fox 

The red fox (Vulpes vufpes) is widely distributed 
throughout northern latitudes. In the Northwest 
Territories this species occurs throughout the main- 
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land and on Baffin Island. but is rare on Banks Island 
(Banfield, 1974). Population densities are usually 
greater in the forest and forest-tundra transition zone 
than on tundra. 

The three fur colour phases of red fox are red, cross 
and silver. This species is important to the trapping 
economy of the Mackenzie District. particularly the 
Mackenzie Valley (Section 4.6.1). During the 1930’s 
Porsild ( 1945) noted that the red fox was second only 
to the muskrat in importance as a furbearer on the 
Mackenzie Delta. Since 1970-71, fur harlrest records 
indicate a substantial increase in the reported harvest 
of red foxes throughout the NorthM’est Territories 
(Section 4.6.1) (Dickinson and Herman, 1979). 

Although only limited information is available on 
the general biology of the red fox in the Northwest 
Territories. this species has been studied in forested 
areas of northern Alberta. Soper (1964) observed 
that red fox litters had from 4 to 9 whelps and that 
populations appear to follow a ten year cycle. Natu- 
ral population fluctuations are extreme. with rabies 
epidemics effectitnely reducing populations. A high 
reproductive capacity enables the fox to restore its 
numbers quickly. 

Like the Arctic fox. red fox activities during summer 
are centred around the breeding den. Den sites are 
frequently traditional and are located in well-drained 
areas such as the steep slopes of river banks, ridges. 
eskers and moraines. Consolidated soil. consisting 
primarily of sands. gravels or sandy loams. is also an 
important requirement for den sites. Red fox dens 
usually face south and have entrances obscured by 
shrub vegetation (Slaney. 1974a). 

The red fox is an omnivore and consumes small 
mammals. birds. insects. and berries (Banfield, 1974). 
Slaney (1974a) found that prey remains at Richards 
Island fox dens consisted of (in decreasing frequency) 
ptarmigan, ducks. unidentified birds, small mam- 
mals. ground squirrels. foxes, fish, swans, muskrats, 
reindeer. insects and berries. 

The population size and local distribution of this 
species in the Mackenzie Delta and coastal Beaufort 
has not been well documented. Twenty-two of 24 
active fox dens on Richards Island (counted during 
1973 and 1974) were red fox dens (Slaney, 1974a). 
Some areas of Richards Island are considered to 
provide fox den habitat of medium to high suitability 
(Slaney. 1974a), while habitat near Parsons Lake has 
been primarily classified as being of low suitability. 
Slaney (1974a) also reported that red foxes were 
observed in open upland habitat throughout most of 
the year, but they were associated with the shrub 
areas wrhere ptarmigan are found during winter. 

Coloured foxes occupied 14% of 50 fox dens along 
the Yukon North Slope and Herschel Island during 
surveys conducted in 1972 (Ruttan, 1974~). The 
author suggested that the red fox may be displacing 
the Arctic fox in this area. 

Red foxes are also relatively common in coastal areas 
east of the Mackenzie Delta. Freeman (1976) indi- 
cated that red foxes are trapped in the upper Eskimo 
Lakes region. in an area immediately south of the 
Parry Peninsula. and probably also along the Smoke 
and Anderson rivers. 

4.1.4.3 Wolf 

The tundra wolf (Canis lupus) v+as formerI> widely 
distributed throughout North America but. usith the 
exception of northern wild areas, has been virtually 
eliminated from much of its range (Plate 4.1-6). In 
the Northwest Territories wolves occur in forested 
and tundra habitats and are associated primarily 
with various species of ungulates, including bison. 
caribou. moose. muskoxen and sheep (Banfield, 
1974). Sub-groups of the northern wolf population 
have developed different behavioural and habitat 
selection strategies in response to the movements, 
distribution and abundance of the predominant prey 
species (Dickinson and Herman, 1979). 

The wolf is of moderate economic importance to the 
annual Northwest Territories fur harvest e\-en though 
the numbers taken are small (Dickinson and Her- 
man, 1979) (Section 4.6.1). Recent harvest statistics 
indicate a substantial increase in both the numbers 
harvested and the average pelt value. In addition, 
harvest data provide the available information on 
wolf populations in the Mackenzie Delta and coastal 
Beaufort region. 

Most wolves occur in packs that are associated with 
the predominant prey species. Wolf packs are known 
to follow migratory prey (such as barren-ground 
caribou), although their mobility is usually limited 
during the period when activities are centred at the 
breeding dens. In areas where the predominant prey 
species is essentially non-migratory (as in the case of 
moose), the associated wolf packs establish well 
defined territories and generally confine their activi- 
ties within these boundaries. Seasonal habitat selec- 
tion is also strongly associated with activities of the 
prey species. During the winter packs often hunt 
over long distances along ridges, trails, seismic lines, 
lake shores and frozen lakes and rivers (Mech, 1970; 
Peters and Mech, 1975). In the summer wolves typi- 
cally restrict their movements since they frequently 
return to the pup-rearing areas. Although most wolf 
packs prey primarily on ungulates, studies in north- 
ern areas have indicated that other prey items may 
include beaver, small mammals, snowshoe hares. 
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PLATE 4.1-6 Wolves are commonly associated with caribou herds in Arctic regrons. (Courtesy, McCourt Management Ltd.). 

birds and vegetation (Theberge and Cottrell, 1977: 
Stephenson, 1978). Wolves feed opportunistically 
and will frequent garbage dumps if they have access. 

(Mech, 1970). 

Both den and rendezvous sites have specific charac- 
teristics that provide security for pups. In Arctic 
Alaska, Stephenson (1974) found that the majority of 
dens were excavated in well-drained usually sandy 
soil, and were situated on a moderate to steep south- 
facing slope near a water supply. Den sites are com- 
monly traditional (Mech, 1970; Stephenson and 
Johnson. 1972). Rendezvous sites are larger than 
denning areas (ranging to 0.64 km’) (Kolenosky and 
Johnston. 1967) and are usually located near open 
water and an open understory of grass and sedges. 

The population size or location of den sites of wolves 
along the Yukon North Slope have not been docu- 
mented. Doll et al. (1974) observed several wolves 
throughout this area during the summers of 1972 and 
1973. There are no documented estimates of wolf 
population size or evidence of denning areas in coas- 
tal areas adjacent to the Beaufort Sea east of the 
Mackenzie Delta. On the basis of habitat require- 
ments for wolf denning, the Parry Peninsula proba- 
bly does not provide suitable areas, while the Smok- 
ing Hills-Melville Hills immediately south of the 
peninsula is considered suitable (Kelsall. 1968). 

4.1.4.4 Marten 
In summary. important habitats for wolves include 
traditional pup-rearing areas, and the range of their 
primary ungulate prey species. Wolves are primarily 
associated with caribou in the tundra and Delta 
regions (Wooley, 1976), while in the forested areas 
they are associated with moose. Few wolves are 
known to occur in the vicinity of the reindeer herd. 
There may be several important den sites in a single 
wolf pack territory since the adults may move young 
from one site to another during the same season 

The American marten (Martes americana) occurs 
throughout the boreal forests of North America 
(Banfield, 1974), although atypical range extensions 
have been noted as far north as Tuktoyaktuk 
(Clarke. 1944). In general the range of this species is 
confined to continuously forested zones south of the 
timber line, with upland and foothills areas having 
the highest concentrations (Thurlow, 1973; Wooley, 
1974). 
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Marten are effective predators of small mammals. 
hares and birds, supplementing their diet with insects, 
carrion and fruit (Banfield, 1974). In years ofabund- 
ant prey, marten are usually more sedentary and 
consequently are more difficult to trap (Lensink et 
al., 1955). Dens or rearing areas may be located in a 
wide variety of sites including hollow trees. rock 
piles, and overturned trees (Banfield, 1974). Marten 
are solitary except when females are rearing young. 

Marten are thought to be rare in coastal tundra areas 
adjacent to the Beaufort Sea, although the popula- 
tion size and density of marten in this region have not 
been documented. 

4.1.4.5 Lynx 

Lynx (L~wx canadensis) occur primarily in the boreal 
and Rocky Mountain forests of North America. In 

. the Northwest Territories this species is usually con- 
fined to the mixed-wood forest, especially dense 
mature stands (Banfield. 1974). Porsild ( 1945) stated 
that lynx had never been abundant in the Mackenzie 
Delta region. and Slaney (1974a) reported only two 
lynx during studies in the Richards Island/Parsons 
Lake area between 1972 and 1974. Estimates of the 
population size or density of lynx in coastal areas 
adjacent to the Beaufort Sea have not been docu- 
mented, but ‘fur export tax’ returns provide some 
information on the potential distribution of this spe- 
cies. For example, the average (1971 to 1979) annual 
harvest of lynx by the residents of Tuktoyaktuk and 
Paulatuk were low. within the range of0 to4(Section 
4.6.1). while yearly harvests from Inuvik were higher, 
averaging 167.5 lynx. 

4.1.4.6 Other Terrestrial Furbearers 

Other terrestrial furbearers trapped by residents of 
coastal communities in the Canadian Beaufort Sea 
region include mink. weasel, squirrel, wolverine, and 
otter (Section 4.6.1). Of these, mink is the most 
abundant and economically important species. Mink 
are more common in the fur harvests of communities 
near the Mackenzie Delta, such as Inuvik, Aklavik 
and Fort McPherson, than in the fur harvests of 
communities further removed from the Delta (Sec- 
tion 4.6.1). The Mackenzie Delta provides the most 
suitable mink habitat of all coastal areas adjacent to 
the Beaufort Sea. 

Ermine and least weasel are known to occur through- 
out coastal areas of the Beaufort region, but do not 
constitute a large portion of the annual fur harvest 
(Section 4.6.1). Red squirrels are found in forested 
areas but contribute little to the trapping economy. 
Wolverine and otter are even less common, and 
coyote have been recorded occasionally (Slaney, 
1974a). 

4.1.5 OTHER TERRESTRIAL MAMMALS 

Other terrestrial mammals known to occur in the 
Mackenzie Delta and coastal areas adjacent to the 
Beaufort Sea include three species of shrews, collared 
pika, snowshoe hare, Arctic hare, Arctic ground 
squirrel, two species of lemmings and four species of 
voles (Table 4.1-l) (Banfield. 1974). The collared 
pika occurs in the mountainous areas west of the 
Mackenzie Delta and the ‘4rctic hare occurs on the 
tundra to the east. The snowshoe hare is found prim- 
arily in treed areas, while the Arctic ground squirrel is 
common throughout drier upland habitats. Collared 
and brown lemmings and the tundra vole are most 
common in the tundra. and the meadow vole and 
northern red-backed vole are more common in treed 
areas or shrub tundra. The singing vole is found only 
in mountainous areas (Banfield. 1974). 

4.2 BIRDS 

This section describes the distribution, abundance, 
seasonal timing. habitat use and activities of major 
species or species groups of birds that use the marine 
and adjacent terrestrial areas of the Canadian Beau- . 
fort Sea region including western Amundsen Gulf 
and, in lesser detail. the coastline and offshore areas 
of the Alaskan Beaufort and northeast Chukchi seas. 
A brief account of the biology and population status 
is also presented for each of the major species or 
species groups. More than 120 species of birds occur 
regularly in these areas and many other species have 
been recorded irregularly or accidentally. Many of 
the regularly occurring species breed only in the Arc- 
tic. and large portions of the North American popu- 
lations of some species breed in coastal areas of the 
Canadian Beaufort Sea. Birds that occur in the Beau- 
fort Sea region include true seabirds, which come 
ashore only to nest; waterfowl. which are the swans, 
geese and ducks; raptors which include hawks, 
eagles, falcons and owls; shorebirds; passerines; and 
others. 

The most important spring migration routes to the 
coastal Beaufort Sea region are routes that go around 
the Alaskan coast and then east either along the 
Beaufort Sea coast or offshore across the Beaufort 
Sea, routes that cross interior Alaska to the western 
Beaufort Sea. and routes that go north along the 
Mackenzie Valley to the Beaufort Sea coast. Many 
species that migrate into the coastal region remain 
there to nest, but some move on to breeding areas 
elsewhere. Spring migration generally occurs from 
mid May until mid to late June. It is a rapid process 
for most species, but some species, especially the 
earlier-arriving ones, stop over at traditional staging 
areas before moving on to their nesting grounds. 
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The coastal Beaufort Sea region is an important area 
for many nesting species. The many wetland areas 
within the region together support large numbers of 
nesting waterfowl and shorebirds. Nesting terrestrial 
birds are generally widely dispersed within suitable 
habitat. The largest colony of nesting birds within the 
Canadian Beaufort Sea region contains nearly 200.000 
nesting snow geese and is located inland on western 
Banks Island. Several smaller colonies within this 
region include a thick-billed murre colony at Cape 
Parry, snow goose colonies at the Anderson River 
delta and near Kendall Island in the Mackenzie 
Delta, and small colonies of glaucous gulls, Arctic 
terns, common eiders and brant at various locations 
along the coast. The peak of the nesting season is in 
June and early July, but some nesting begins in May 
or earlier in the case of the gyrfalcon, and the young 
of some raptors are still in the nests during August. 

. 

The period from mid July to mid August is when 
brood-rearing activities peak for most waterbirds. 
July and August are also the period when most 
waterfowl moult their flight feathers. Many of the 
lagoons and bays along the coast are important 
moulting areas for ducks. 

Fall migration routes generally reverse those of 
spring migration. Fall migration generally occurs 
from early August to late September. but some 
shorebirds and waterfowl begin migration during 
July. For some species, fall migration is prolonged. 
with the different sexes and ages leaving at different 
times. Several areas within the region are important 
staging areas where the birds build up energy reserves 
for the migration flight. For example. the outer 
Mackenzie Delta and the North Slope of the Yukon 
are important staging areas for geese. Very few spe- 
cies overwinter in the coastal Beaufort Sea region. 

Population declines that have occurred in some spe- 
cies of birds have recently caused much concern. In 
the U.S.A., this concern has led to the official desig- 
nation of ‘endangered’ species of birds and to legisla- 
tion for the protection of these birds and their habi- 
tats (U.S. Dep. Interior, 1973). In Canada. this 
concern has led to the formation of the Committee 
on the Status of Endangered Wildlife in Canada 
(COSEWIC). which has officially designated some 
species (and subspecies) as ‘rare’. ‘threatened’ or 
‘endangered’ in Canada. However. COSEWIC has 
not yet considered all the Canadian species for which 
some concern has been expressed. There is no 
national protective legislation per se in Canada for 
endangered species, although they are usually pro- 
tected in most provinces and territories under some 
type legislation. Further. the journal American 
Birds has prepared and updates yearly an unofficial 
‘blue list’ of North American species that are not yet 
endangered but that are considered to be of concern 

because of declining populations. Table 4.2-l lists the 
definitions of these categories as used by COSEWIC 
and ilmerican Birds. Birds that have been recognized 
as falling within any of these categories are identified 
within the following descriptions. 

The descriptions that follow are based on more 
detailed reviews and syntheses of the available litera- 
ture as presented in LGL and ESL (1982) for marine 
areas of the Beaufort and Chukchi seas. and in Koski 
and Tull(l98 1) for the coastal and onshore areas of 
the Canadian Beaufort Sea region. Earlier reviews of 
the ornithological literature of the Beaufort and 
Chukchi Seas have been presented in Johnson et al. 
( 1975) and Schamel (1978a). Figure 4.2-l show the 
locations of geographic names mentioned in the fol- 
lowing descriptions. 

4.2.1 LOONS 

Three species of loons. yellow-billed loon (Gavia 
adamsii). Arctic loon (G. arctica), and red-throated 
loon (G. stellara), commonly occur in the Beaufort- 
Chukchi region. The common loon (G. immer) is 
uncommon in the region both as a nester and as a 
migrant. and consequently is not considered in detail 
in the following section. It is on the ‘blue list’ of 
North American birds (Tate. 1981). Arctic and red- 
throated loons breed commonly throughout the 
Beaufort region. while the yellow-billed loon is a 
common migrant but a rare breeder (H’dhn. 1959: 
Kevran, 1970: Johnson et al.. 1975: Zoltai et al.. 1979; 
Salter et al.. 1980; Martell and Dickinson. 1982). 

Loons are relatively large waterbirds that dive and 
catch their prey underwater. They are highly aquatic, 
awkward on land, and rarely go ashore except for 
nesting. Nests are located at the water’s edge to allow 
the birds an easy escape by swimming or diving. 
Although loons are strong fliers. they have difficulty 
taking off from water and only the red-throated loon 
can take flight from land (Palmer. 1962). Loons feed 
primarily on small fish. but also take a variety of 
marine and freshwater invertebrates (e.g. mysids, 
copepods. euphausiids. amphipods) (Palmer. 1962: 
Divoky, 1978b). 

All of the loon species in the Beaufort-Chukchi 
region usuallv occur singly or in small. widely- 
dispersed groups during nesting and migration 
(Richardson et al.. 1975; Searing et al.. 1975). They 
nest on freshwater lakes and ponds. The young are 
restricted to the nesting waterbody until they can fly. 
but adults forage at other freshwater lakes or in 
nearby coastal marine areas. Marine areas are par- 
ticularly favoured summer foraging areas for red- 
throated loons (Davis, 1972). Subadult Arctic and 
red-throated loons also occur on lakes and in marine 
areas of the Beaufort-Chukchi region in summer 
(Palmer. 1962). 
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TABLE 4.2-l 

DEFlNlTlONS OF STATUS FOR SPECIES WITH DECLINING POPULATIONS 

Status as defined by Commlttee On the Status of Endangered Wildlife In Canada (COSEWIC) 

Species: any species, subspecies, or geographically separate population. 

Rare Species: any indigenous species of fauna or flora that, 
because of its bioioglcal charactenstics, or because it occurs 
at the fringe of its range, or for some other reason, 
exists in low numbers or in very restricted areas in Canada 
but is not a threatened species. 

Threatened Species: any indigenous species of fauna or flora that is likely 
to become endangered in Canada if the factors 
affecting its vulnerability do not become reversed. 

Endangered Species: any indigenous species of fauna or flora whose 
existence in Canada is threatened with immediate extinction 
through all or a significant portion of its range, owing 
to the action of man. 

Status for inclusion on the Blue List of American Birds* 

1. those species that may or may not be declining now, but may be in jeopardy in the foreseeable 
future; 

2. those species that occur in such small numbers that their status should be monitored; 

3. those species for which there are no scientific data to determine whether or not they are declining, 
but for which there is definite concern; or 

4. those species that give definite evidence of non-cyclical declines in all or part of their ranges. 

‘The journal American Birds has prepared and updates yearly an unofficial ‘blue list’ of North American 
bird species that are not endangered, but that are considered to be of concern, for the reasons listed in 
this table. 

Loons hake a low reproductive potential. The? are American population is not believed to be large 
comparativei) long-lived, and do not breed until they (Palmer. 1962). The main North American nesting 
are at least two years old (Palmer, 1962). Clutches areas of the yellow-billed loon appear to border or lie 
typically consist of only 2 eggs (Palmer, 1962). immediately east of the southeastern Beaufort Sea 

(bee LGL and ESL. 1982). Spring migrants first 
Loons are migratory and winter in nearshore marine 
waters along the Atlantic and Pacific coasts. Migra- 
tion of arctic-nesting species occurs mainly in coastal 
and offshore areas. but there is also some movement 
of loons along inland routes (Palmer, 1962). During 
migration. loons tend to travel singly or in small 
flocks (Palmer. 1962). Loons moult at their wintering 
areas, and are flightless during this period (Godfrey, 
1966). 

arrive in the Beaufort and northeast Chukchi Seas 
during late May and early June (Manning et al., 1956: 
Palmer, 1962; Williamson et al.. 1966; Smith, 1973; 
Johnson et al.. 1975; Searing et al.. 1975; Richardson 
and Johnson, 198 1) and are occasionally observed in 
open leads during spring (Barry et al., 1981). Sub- 
adult yellow-billed loons remain in wintering areas 
during the breeding season (Palmer, 1962). 

In the Beaufort-Chukchi region, yellow-billed loons 
4.2.1 .l Yellow-billed Loon nest sparsely along most of the mainland coast except 

No reliable estimates are available for the population 
in the Mackenzie Delta-Liverpool Bay area and 

of !,ellow-billed loons in the Canadian Arctic. but 
along the Yukon coast. They nest more commonly 

this species is primarily Eurasian and the North 
on Banks and Victoria Islands (Manning et al., 1956; 
Gabrielson and Lincoln. 1959; Parmelee et al., 1967; 
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Geographic names In the descrrptions of birds (contmued on next page). 

Barry, 1967: Sage, 1971: Campbell. 1973b; Slaney, 
1974a; Salter et al., 1980). In the early 1950’s. an 
estimated 3.000 adults were reported to nest on 
Banks Island (Manning et al.. 1956). This species is 
also locally abundant at some lakes on southeastern 
Victoria Island (Parmelee et al.. 1967). The fall 
migration is relatively ‘leisurely’, and probably occurs 
along an offshore route from mid August to mid 
September (Smith, 1973; Searing et al., 1975). 

4.2.1.2 Arctic Loon 

The spring migration of Arctic loons to the Beaufort 
and Chukchi Seas occurs both overland (Barry et al., 
1981) and along the Alaskan coast (Palmer, 1962). 
The migration is rapid and occurs during late May 
and early June. Arctic loons are not known to con- 
centrate in significant numbers in leads or coastal 
areas during spring migration (Richardson et al., 
1975: Searing et al.. 1975). 

The Arctic loon is the most common breeding loon 
on the Yukon coastal plain and in the Mackenzie 

Delta (Campbell and Weber. 1973; Slaney, 1974a: 
Wiseley et al.. 1977: Salter et al.. 1980). Arctic loons 
breed at lakes or ponds throughout the region. Nest- 
ing usually starts during mid June. although incubat- 
ing Arctic loons have been observed as early as June 
8 (Parmelee et al., 1967: Campbell, 1973b: Bergman 
et al.. 1977). On the Yukon Coastal Plain. this species 
occurred at 15 of 22 lakes surveyed in 1972, and at 50 
of 60 lakes surveyed in 1973 (Gollop and Davis, 
1974b; Sharp et al., 1974). In the Mackenzie Delta, 
the densities of breeding Arctic loons recorded dur- 
ing aerial surveys have been 0.10 to 0.26 birds/km’ 
(Campbell and Weber, 1973: Slaney, 1974a: Wiseleq 
et al.. 1977). Arctic loons are also common nesters on 
the Tuktoyaktuk Peninsula (Kevan. 1970) and in the 
Horton and Anderson River areas (Barry. 1967: Zol- 
tai et al., 1979). 

Arctic loons are not !:nown to concentrate in the 
coastal areas of the southeastern Beaufort prior to or 
during fall migration (Searing et al.. 1975). Most 
birds depart during mid August to mid September 
and many probabl! migrate offshore (Searing et al.. 
1975; Timson, 1976: Divoky, 1978~; Barry et al., 
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1982: LGL and ESL. 1982). Timson ( 1976) estimated 
that 50.800 loons moved westward past Point Bar- 
row. Alaska. during August 27 to September 16. 
1976. Most of the loons that she identified were 
Arctic loons (629 of 663). 

4.2.1.3 Red-throated Loon 

Red-throated loons arrive in the Beaufort and nor- 
theast Chukchi Seas during late May and early June 
(Manning et al.. 1956; Williamson et al.. 1966; Slaney 
1974a: Johnson et al., 1975; Bergman et al., 1977; 
Richardson and Johnson. 198 1) following coastal or 
offshore migration routes (Palmer. 1962). During 
spring surveys of the ice edge in the Beaufort Sea- 
Amundsen Gulf region in 1980. red-throated loons 
were obserced in most open leads but the numbers 
were small (Barry et al.. 1981). 

Cape Prince of Wales to Demarcation Point (Gabriel- 
son and Lincoln. 1959), along the Yukon North 
Slope (Salter et al.. 1980). in the Mackenzie Delta 
(Campbell and Weber. 1973; Slaney. 1974a). on the 
Tuktoyaktuk Peninsula, an Banks Island and along 
the west coast of Victoria Island (Manning et al., 
1956). On the Yukon Coastal Plain, red-throated 
loons were found at 3 of 22 lakes surveyed in 1972, 
and at 9 of 60 lakes surveyed in 1973 (Gollop and 
Davis, 1974b; Sharp et al., 1974). In the Mackenzie 
Delta area during the breeding season. the density of 
red-throated looms recorded cluring aerial surveys 
has ranged from less than 0.01 to 0.02 birds/km’ 
(Campbell and Weber, 1973; Wiseley et al.. 1977). 
Ground surveys conducted near Point Storkersen, 
.4laska. indicated densities of 1.2 to 1.6 red-throated 
loons/km* (Bergman and Derksen, 1977). 

Red-throated loons usually nest on small, shallow 
tundra ponds near the sea or some other large body 

Although in the fall some red-throated loons may 

of water (Plate 4.2-l), and make frequent trips to the 
migrate offshore through the western Beaufort Sea 

sea, rivers, or large lakes to feed during the nesting 
(Divoky, 1978c), most are believed to migrate over- 

1975: Timson. 1976; Johnson, 
period (Davis. 1972). Nesting red-throated loons are 

land (Searing et al., 
1979). Most red-throated loons have left the Beaufort 

locally abundant in Alaskan coastal marshes from Sea by mid September (Searing et al.. 1975). 
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Occur smgly or In small groups durfng nestmg an0 

4.2.2 GREBES 

-I‘\+0 spcc:itzs ot‘ y-cbcs. J-ed-necked grebe (Potiiqn 
yrl.wg:rlmi) and hornd grcbe (P. aririrzrs). occur 3s far 
north as the Canadian Arctic. Like loons, grebes are 
highI> aquatic birds and seldom come ashore. The! 
construct floating nests on streams. lakes and ponds 
(,Godt‘rey. 1966). 

Both species occur regularly in very small numbers in 
the forested (southern) portion of the Mackenzie 
Delta and in some forested areas to the east (Zoltai et 
al.. 1979; Salter et al.. 1980: Martell and Dickinson. 
1982). Campbell and Weber (1973) recorded only 
0.005 red-necked grebes/km’ and no horned grebes 
during aerial surkeys of the southern Mackenzie 
Delta, and 0.002 unidentified grebes/km- in the 
boreal forest east of‘ the Mackenzie Delta. Salter 
( 1974b) and U’iseie) et al. (1977) recorded no grebes 
during aerial surveys to the immediate east of the 
,Clackenzie Delta. Both species are rare visitants and 
nesters in other areas of the Mackenzie Delta (Sear- 
ing et al.. 1975: Martell. 1974). on the Yukon North 
Slope (Salter et al.. 1980). and on the Arctic coast of 
Alaska (Gabrielson and Lincoln, 1959). 

42.3 W-HISTLING SWAN 
The whistling suan (O/or col~~~~binnus) is a North 
American waterfowl species that breeds in the sub- 

arctic and Arctic tundra f‘rom Bristol Ba!,. Alaska. 
east to Baffin Isiand. The species population in 
spring is approximately 90.000 birds. 60.000 of which 
summer in Alaska and the remaining 30.000 in Can- 
ada. Of the whistling swans that summer in Canada. 
approximately 2 1 .OOO are found in areas adjacent to 
the Beaufort Sea. The primar) wintering grounds of 
the M histling swan are along the east and west coasts 
of the United States (Bellrose. 1976); those that 
summer in the Beaufort Sea area winter along the 
east coast (Sladen. 1973). 

The reproductive potential of this species is moderate 
to low as a result of a moderate clutch size and 
delayed sexual maturity. Although the age of first 
breeding is unknown, Lensink (1973) speculates that 
whistling swans at the Yukon River delta in western 
Alaska do not breed before their third summer, and 
most are probably older. Deiacour (1954) suggests 
that n.histling swans do not breed until file or SJS 

years of age. The observed recruitment rates of 
young birds (see Lynch and Voelzer. 1974: Koski. 
1977b) indicate that the age of first breeding is prob- 
ably as suggested by Delacour (1954). Average clutch 
size in Alaska ranges between 3 and 5 eggs (Lensink, 
1973). Mortality rates for adults and young are not 
well known; however. it is believed that mortality of 
immatures during their first year is high (Bellrose. 
1976). 
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Nesting whistling swans are highly territorial and are 
widely distributed over their lowland tundra nesting 
habitat. Their nests are generally adjacent to, or on 
islands in. tundra ponds, lakes and sluggish rivers. 
and less often near sheltered tidal waters (Palmer, 
1976a). Many non-nesters also maintain territories. 

The interval from the laying of the first egg to the 
fledging of the young is approximately 100 days. The 
male remains with the incubating female and assists 
the female in defence of the brood. Brood-rearing 
usually occurs in areas relatively close to the nest site 
(Bellrose, 1976). Both adults moult during the brood- 
rearing period; the females moult before the maies 
(Bank0 and MacKay, 1964). 

Subadults also return to the nesting grounds and 
these birds remain in small flocks (3 to 15 birds) 
throughout the breeding season. Subadults moult 
before the adults and when they regain flight they 
begin to congregate in coastal lowlands or near large 
inland lakes. These flocks are later joined by family 
groups. Flocks averaging about 50 birds then begin 
migrating from nesting areas to wintering areas. 
Whistling swans are noted for their long-distance 
non-stop migratory flights (Bellrose, 1976). 

Whistling swans feed mainly on the tubers and stems 
of aquatic plants. and usually in the shallow water of 
ponds, lakes and slow-moving streams (Bellrose. 
1976; Palmer, 1976a). 

Whistling swans migrate overland along the Mack- 
enzie Valley and first arrive in the Mackenzie and 
Anderson River deltas in mid May (Barry, 1967; 
Slaney, 1974a. 1975) and on the Yukon North Slope 
in late May (Salter et al., 1980). Approximately 800 
swans that nest on the Alaska North Slope migrate 
through the Mackenzie Delta region and along the 
Yukon North Slope (Sladen, 1973). Over 500 were 
estimated to have flown west along the Yukon coast 
into Alaska during late May and early June 1975 
(Richardson and Johnson, 1981). Courtship and 
copulation occur at the northern spring staging areas 
along the Mackenzie River and the swans are ready 
to nest when they arrive in the Beaufort region. Soon 
after the swans arrive. they disperse to the nesting 
area and establish territories; nesting begins during 
late May or early June. 

Pairs of territorial whistling swans are widely distrib- 
uted over the tundra nesting habitat. Consequently, 
large numbers of nesting birds do not occur in a small 
area. About two-thirds of the Canadian population 
or about 20,000 whistling swans are known to 
summer between the west side of the Mackenzie 
Delta and the east side of the Anderson River delta 
(Bellrose. 1976). Smaller numbers summer on the 
Yukon North Slope (200+; Mossop, 1975), the 

Bathurst Peninsula (400+; CWS, 1972) and the Parrv 
Peninsula (200; CWS, 1972). In addition to the birds 
in the Canadian Beaufort region, approximately 8~ 
whistling swans summer on the Alaskan North Slope 
(Sladen, 1973). 

The highest densities of whistling swans occur in the 
low tundra areas from the west side of the outer 
Mackenzie Delta to the east side of the Anderson 
Riv,erdelta. Densitiesare highest in the coastal tundra 
areas and only slightly lower in the adjacent upland 
tundra. Sur\se>s conducted during 1948-54 bv the 
U.S. Fish and Wildl‘f‘ S J e ervice revealed a\.eragc densi- 
ties of 0.5 swans/km* in the outer Mackenzie Delta. 
0.6 sw,ans/km2 along the outermost coastal strip of 
the Tuktoyaktuk Peninsula. and 0.5 swans/km’ in 
the upland tundra east of-the Delta and along both 
sides of the Eskimo Lakes. Summering Mhistling 
swans were also found in the transition zone between 
tundra and boreal forest. to the south of the upland 
tundra: howeLter. densities (0.2 suans/kn$) were 
much lower there than in adjacent upland and coas- 
tal tundra. The f‘orested southern portion of the 
Mackenzie Delta had moderate densities (0.2 
swans/km?) of‘non-nesting swans (Martell and Dick- 
inson, 1982). 

Both non-nesting and nesting swans remain on their 
territories throughout the brood-rearing and moult- 
ing period. which extends from early July to mid 
August for non-nesters and unsuccessful nesters. and 
to early September for successful nesters. During the 
breeding season non-territorial birds are found in 
small groups scattered throughout available habitat, 
but some subadults move to moulting areas during 
about the first week of July. For example, Slaney 
(1974a. 1975) noted 1,100 non-breeding swans in an 
area west of Mallik Bay in 1972, 950 in 1973 and 
1,175 in 1974. CWS (1972) lists several important 
moulting areas for whistling swans within the coastal 
Beaufort region (see Figure 4.2-2). 

Although a large number of whistling swans are 
known to concentrate in a few moulting areas, even 
larger numbers are dispersed throughout adjacent 
areas. Of the total 20.000 adults that summer in the 
Mackenzie Delta-Anderson River area, CWS (1972) 
accounts for fewer than 5,000 swans in the moulting 
areas shown in Figure 4.2-2. 

By mid September, both adults that have nested 
successfully and their young are capable of flight and 
join the subadult flocks. Prior to the fall migration, 
flocks stage in suitable habitats adjacent to the Beau- 
fort Sea (Bellrose, 1976). The areas used appear to be 
traditional, and congregations of birds are recorded 
by mid August, particularly along the outer Macken- 
zie Delta. The areas most consistently used are Mal- 
lik Bay. the vicinity of Kendall Island. Olivier Islands 
and along Shoalwater Bay (Koski. 1975a, 1977a, b). 
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FIGURE 4.2-2 Malormoultlng areas for whistling swans, Canada geese and white-frontedgeese in the southeastern Beaufort 
Sea region (from C WS, 1972). 

As fall progresses, the swans move iniand to the inner 
Mackenzie Delta. Large flocks have been recorded in 
some areas in the inner Delta. Such areas may be 
used fairly consistently from year to year, but 
repeated surveys have not been conducted to identify 
the locations and the degree of use. The last swans to 
leave the outer Delta include a high proportion of 
adults with young (Koski, 1977b). Whistling swans 
from the Alaskan North Slope migrate along the 
Yukon coast as freeze-up begins, and appear to join 
the Mackenzie Delta birds. WhistIing swans leave the 
inner Delta from mid September to early October, 
although some have been recorded in the area as late 
as October 12 (Porsild, 1943). 

42.4 GEESE 

Four species of geese nest and moult regularly in 
coastal and adjacent terrestrial areas of the Canadian 
Beaufort Sea: Canada goose (Branra canadmsis). 
brant (I?. br/-nicla). white-fronted goose (Anser albi- 
.fion.s) and show goose (Clten caerulescens). A fifth 
species. the Ross’ goose (C. rossii). nests primarily in 
the Queen Maud Gulf lowlands but a small number 
may occur in summer on southern Banks Island 
(Manning et al., 1956; Barry, 196 1). 

Geese have moderate reproductive potentials. Under 
favourable conditions some birds of these four spe- 

ties may first nest as two-year-olds: however, most 
first nest as three-year-olds. The average clutch size is 
generally 3 to 5 eggs. and replacement clutches are 
not laid by the Arctic-nesting populations. More 
than half of the high annual mortality (about 307~ for 
adults and subadults and 50% for immatures) is due 
to hunting (for review see Bellrose, 1976). 

During the breeding season geese are primarily asso- 
ciated with terrestrial habitats, although coastal 
areas, particularly areas of recent marine emergence, 
are important or exclusive breeding areas for some of 
these species. Depending on the species. the distribu- 
tion of nesting geese varies from highly colonial 
(snow geese) to loose colonies or aggregations (some 
brant and white-fronted geese) to widely dispersed 
nesting pairs (Canada geese; some brant and white- 
fronted geese). Only the female incubates and, later, 
broods the young. The male stands guard at the nest 
and defends the young. Adults moult and are flight- 
less for about three weeks during the brood-rearing 
period. Subadults also return to the Arctic to moult. 
These subadults may return to their natal areas to 
moult or they may use other moulting areas (gener- 
ally coastal) within the Arctic, sometimes far to the 
north of the natal areas. Immatures are the first to 
moult. followed by two-year-olds and adults that 
failed to nest. Last to moult are brood-rearing adults 
(for reviews see Bellrose. 1976; Palmer, 1976a: Ogil- 
vie. 1978). 



Geese tend to concentrate in traditional staging areas 
prior to and during both spring and fall migrations in 
order to replenish or increase energy (fat) reserves 
required for long migratory flights and/or successful 
nesting (Patterson. 1974; Ankney and MacInnes, 
1978; Raveling, 1979). Geese are largely grazing birds 
and feed on both aquatic and terrestrial vegetation, 
although most species forage almost exclusively in 
terrestrial habitats while in the Arctic. 

4.2.4.1 Canada Goose 

The Canada goose is indigenous to North America 
and is numerous and widespread throughout contin- 
ental areas south to Mexico. In spring 1975 the North 
American population was estimated to be approxi- 
mately 2.1 million birds (Bellrose, 1976). 

The Canada goose is a regular.summer resident of 
the Beaufort-Chukchi Seas area (Bellrose, 1976). Of 
the eleven recognized subspecies of Canada geese 
(Delacour, 1954: Bellrose, 1976). two subspecies of 
small Canada geese (B.C. taverneri and B.C. parvipes) 
nest in the Beaufort-Chukchi area (for reviews see 
Johnson et al., 1975: Bellrose. 1976; Palmer, 1976a). 

Nests of Canada geese are widely dispersed over 
favourable nesting habitat. One of the preferred hab- 
itats of arctic-nesting birds are islets in ponds, lakes. 
streams. rivers or the ocean (see Bellrose, 1976; 
Palmer. 1976a: Ogilvie. 1978) but this species shows 
no affinity for coastal nesting areas. 

About 90% of all clutches contain from 4 to 7 eggs 
(Bellrose. 1976). Incubation requires 24 to 28 days 
(MacInnes. 1962; Bellrose, 1976): time to fledging 
varies according to the subspecies. For example. B.C. 
hutchinsii fledges in 52 to 60 days (Maclnnes. cited in 
Bellrose, 1976): B.C. minima, a small subspecies, 
fledges in 40 to 46 days (Mickleson. 1973): and B.C. 
rnoffitti. a large subspecies. fledges in 71 to 73 days 
(Sherwood, 1965). 

After the young have hatched, family groups often 
form into brood flocks until the young have fledged 
and the adults have moulted (MacInnes, 1962). Non- 
breeding adults, immatures, and some failed-breeding 
birds, gather in large numbers at traditional moulting 
areas that are often far to the north of their natal/- 
breeding areas (Sterling and Dzubin. 1967; Zicus, 
1981). 

Canada geese that breed in the Beaufort Sea region 
winter in southeastern Colorado and the Texas Pan- 
handle (Jacobson, 1974). The northward spring 
migration begins in late winter or early spring and 
generally proceeds at a leisurely pace. Canada geese 
nesting in the Beaufort region migrate to breeding 

areas via overland routes that include the Mackenzie 
River Valley and usually arrive during May (Jacob- 
son, 1974; Salter et al., 1980). Few birds migrate 
along the coast (Richardson et al.. 19?5). Nesting 
begins by early June. Both breeding adults and their 
young are capable of flight by mid to late August. 
Few Canada geese nest in the coastal areas adjacent 
to the Beaufort Sea (Grieb. 1970: Salter et al., 1980). 
However. moulting non-breeding birds are known to 
concentrate in some coastal lowlands (Figure 4.2-2). 
Non-breeding Canada geese probably arrive at 
moulting areas during mid to late June and have 
completed their moult and are capable of flight by 
mid to late July (Sterling and Dzubin. 1967). The 
largest concentration of Canada geese recorded in 
this region was 25.000 moulting birds at the Kugaluk 
and Smoke River deltas in 1965 (Barry, in Sterling 
and Dzubin, 1967). 

Fall migration occurs primarily overland and few 
Canada geese stage in coastal areas during migration 
(Searing et al., 1975; Koski, 1977a.b). Post-moulting 
birds leave moulting areas as soon as they are capable 
of flight and proceed to the more southerly staging 
areas. Most Canada geese have left the Beaufort Sea 
region by early September. 

4.2.4.2 Brant 

The brant is the most northerly-nesting goose species 
and has a circumpolar breeding distribution (God- 
frey, 1966; Ogilvie, 1978). Two subspecies of the 
brant nest in North America: the Atlantic brant 
(Branta bernicla hrota). which nests in northwest 
Greenland and in the eastern Canadian Arctic; and 
the balck brant (B.6. nigricans). which nests on the 
westernmost islands of the Arctic Archipelago and 
along the mainland coasts of the western Northwest 
Territories, Yukon and Alaska. The black brant is 
the common subspecies in the Beaufort region; the 
Atlantic brant is found in this region only as an 
irregular migrant. The winter population levels of the 
black brant have remained relatively stable during 
the past 30 years at approximately 140,000 birds 
(Bellrose, 1976). 

Brant generally nest in coastal meadows, often just 
above high tide line, and many nests may be lost 
when storm surges occur during the nesting season 
(Barry, 1967). Nests are also often placed on the edge 
of freshwater or tidal pools or on small islets (Bel- 
lrose, 1976). Brant may nest in loose colonies, or 
nests may be widely dispersed (Barry, 1964). 

Mean clutch size is 3 to 5 eggs. Incubation averages 
24 days and the young are probably capable of flight 
at 40 to 50 days of age (Barry. 1967; Bellrose, 1976). 
After the young hatch. the adults and young move to 
tidal flats where they join flocks consisting of other 
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breeding birds with young and non-breeding moult- 
ing birds. Large numbers of non-breeding birds 
(probably mostly immatures) may move to moulting 
areas that are far from their natal/nesting areas. 

Brant feed almost exclusively on vegetation. They 
graze on sedges and other tundra vegetation during 
summer (Barry, 1967), and feed very heavily on eel- 
grass in the winter (Bellrose. 1976; Palmer, 19?6a). 

Black brant winter along the coast of Baja California 
and the adjacent coast of Mexico (Bellrose, 1976). 
The northward spring migration occurs along the 
Pacific coast to the major spring staging area at 
Izembek Bay near the tip of the Alaska peninsula in 
southwest Alaska. From Izembek Bay black brant 
migrate into the Beaufort-Chukchi area along var- 
ious routes, both overland and coastal (Figure 3.3-l. 
Section 3.3). Some brant fly from the Bering Sea to 
the’Beaufort Sea along the Yukon-Koyukuk Basin 
and through Anaktuvuk Pass or possibly the Blow 
River Pass (Cade. 1955; Gabrielson and Lincoln, 
1959; Irving, 1960; Einarson. 1965: Johnson et al.. 
1975). Others migrate from the Chukchi Sea to the 
Beaufort along the Kobuk, Noatak and Colville 
River drainages (Bailey, 1948; Gabrielson and Lin- 
coln, 1959; Irving, 1960). The number of brant that 
use these overland routes is not known but is sus- 
pected to be substantial (cf. Richardson and John- 
son, 198 1). 

Spring migrant black brant in the northeast Chukchi 
- Beaut‘ort Seas consist of birds that summer in the 
Beaufort region as well as those en route to summer- 
ing areas to the northeast and east of the Beaufort 
Sea. It has been speculated that some brant destined 
for the Arctic Islands may use a coastal route to Point 
Barrow and then fly a direct offshore route toward 
Banks Island (Einarson 1965: Barry, 1967). Other 
black brant may follow a coastal route through the 
northeast Chukchi and Beaufort Sea. However, most 
are likely to migrate overland across Alaska, then fly 
eastward along the coast after reaching the Beaufort 
Sea in northeast Alaska (cf. Richardson and John- 
son. 1981: W.J. Richardson. pers. comm.). At least 
20.000 black brant must pass through the Beaufort 
Sea on route to summering areas east of the Beaufort 
(Bellrose. 1976; Boyd and Maltby, 1979). 

Spring migration of black brant into the northeast 
Chukchi and Beaufort Seas begins during late May 
and is rapid. By late May brant have begun to arrive 
at nesting areas throughout the southern Beaufort 
Sea and by early June the first brant have arrived at 
Victoria and Banks Islands (Barry, 1967; Johnson et 
al.. 1975; Johnson, 1979; Richardson and Johnson, 
1981). Peak migration occurs during the first two 
weeks of June (Johnson et al., 1975; Searing et al., 
1975: Johnson. 1979). 

Of the estimated 4.000 brant that breed along the 
Beaufort Sea coast from Demarcation Bay to Darn- 
ley Bay, about 2,000 breed in the vicinity of the 
Anderson River delta (CWS. 1972). Smaller colonies 
occur near Paulatuk (500 birds), at the mouth of the 
Kugaluk River (400 birds), from Warren Point to 
Atkinson Point (500 birds), and on islands in the 
outer Mackenzie Delta (500 birds). Slaney (1974a) 
reported a colony ofapproximately 200 nesting brant 
at an inland location (Denis Lagoon) in the outer 
Mackenzie Delta (Figure 4.2-3). Scattered individu- 
als nest at other locations along the Canadian Beau- 
fort Sea coast, but total numbers are low. Bellrose 
(1976) estimates that approximately 17.000 black 
brant nest along the Alaskan North Slope. An esti- 
mated 10.000 brant also nest on western Banks 
Island (CWS. 1972). 

Brant begin nesting along the Beaufort Sea coast in 
early June. After hatching in early July. broods in 
coastal areas move to tidal flats where they feed on 
sedges and marine invertebrates. Adults moult dur- 
ing the brood-rearing period, but are capable of flight 
by mid August when the young have fledged (Barry, 
1967; Johnson et al., 1975). 

Non-breeding birds also moult in coastal areas start- 
ing in early July (Barry, 1967). Major moulting areas 
for brant in the Beaufort and northeast Chukchi Seas 
are shown in Figure 4.2-3. Major moulting areas for 
non-breeding birds occur outside the Canadian 
Beaufort region; about 5,000 moulting brant have 
been recorded on northern Banks Island (CWS, 
1972), and between 14.000 and 33.000 moult near 
Cape Halkett, Alaska (Figure 4.2-3). The Cape Hal- 
kett area is an extremely important one and in recent 
years has been used by 11 to 20% of the entire black 
brant population (King, 1970; Derksen et al., 1979). 
In the Canadian Beaufort, the only area where sub- 
stantial numbers of moulting brant (700 birds) have 
been reported is McKinley Bay (CWS, 1972), but 
studies in recent years have recorded few moulting 
brant there (Searing et al., 1975; Boothroyd and 
Karasiuk. 1981; Scott-Brown et al., 1981). Non- 
breeding birds have generally completed their moult 
by late July (Derksen et al.. 1979). 

The fall migration of black brant is almost entirely 
confined to coastal routes and retraces the coastal 
spring migration routes (Figure 3.3-4. Section 3.3). 
The migration begins during mid to late August. 
Brant make frequent stops at lagoons and deltas to 
feed and rest. The more important fall staging areas 
in the Beaufort region include Cape Dalhousie, Mal- 
lik Bay, Tent Island. the Blow River delta, Phillips 
Bay and Demarcation Bay (Searing et al., 1975; 
Koski, 1975a, 1977a, b; Barry et al., 1981). By early 
September. most brant have left the Beaufort Sea 
region (Searing et al., 1975; Timson, 1976). 

. 
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4.2.4.3 White-fronted Goose 

The white-fronted goose has a circumpolar breeding 
distribution; the only subspecies which is common in 
the North American Arctic is Anseralb~fronsfrontalis 
(Bellrose. 1976: Palmer. 1976a). The North Amer- 
ican wintering population has averaged about 200.000 
birds in recent years and appears to be relatively 
stable (Bellrose, 1976). North American populations 
breed in Alaska. the Yukon and Northwest Territo- 
ries, and winter along the coast of the Gulf of Mex- 
ico, in central Mexico and in central California (Bel- 
lrose. 1976). 

White-fronted geese nest as dispersed pairs, and the 
yearlings remain close to their parents throughout 
the nesting period. White-fronts nest on tidal flats or 
on higher, drier terrain, usually near lakes or rivers 
(Bellrose, 1976). Clutch sizes average 5 to 7 eggs 
(Barry, 1967). Incubation requires 23 to 25 daJs and 
is done exclusively by the female. Young white-fronts 
require about 45 days to fledge. 

Like other geese. non-breeding white-fronts gather at 
traditional moulting areas. When they can fly again 
after moulting, some move to premigratory staging 
areas. Departure of white-fronted geese from moult- 
ing and breeding areas is gradual. and they are 
known to travel non-stop for long distances between 
staging areas. 

The white-fronted goose is the most abundant spe- 
cies of nesting goose along the mainland coast of the 
western Canadian Arctic from Demarcation Bay to 
Darnley Bay. Barry (cited in Bellrose, 1976) esti- 
mated a post-breeding population of 40,000 birds in 
the area, with 25,000 to 30,000 of these in the 
Kugaluk-Anderson River areas (Barry, 1967; CWS, 
1972). In 1966. approximately 50,000 breeders, non- 
breeders and young were present on the arctic slope 
of Alaska during late July and early August (King, 
1970). Thus, approximately one third of the North 
American population of white-fronted geese summers 
in coastal areas adjacent to the Alaskan and Cana- 
dian Beaufort Sea. 
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The white-front is the first species of goose to arrive 
in the Beaufort Sea region each spring. The north- 
ward overland migration from the Gulf of Mexico 
and central Mexico is gradual and begins in early 
February. White-fronts first arrive in the Peace- 
Athabasca delta in northeastern Alberta during late 
April to mid May, and in the years from 1959 to 1964 
they first arrived at the Anderson River from May 12 
to 17 (Barry, 1967). Spring migration to breeding 
areas east of the Mackenzie Delta occurs overland 
from the staging areas on the Mackenzie River 
(between Fort Good Hope and Arctic Red River) to 
the Kugaluk and ‘4nderson Rivers, which are fol- 
lowed to the coast. Similarly, any birds that summer 
on the Alaskan North Slope migrate from the Mack- 
enzie River staging areas via overland routes; few 
white-fronts use the Yukon coast as a spring migra- 
tion corridor (Johnson et al., 1975; Salter et al., 1980; 
Richardson and Johnson, 1981). 

White-fronted geese begin nesting in late May or 
early June. and hatching occurs during the last week 
of June or the first week of July. About the time the 
young hatch, subadults that have been associated 
with nesting adults migrate to traditional moulting 
areas on large inland lakes. river channels and coastal 
flats along the eastern Beaufort Sea coast (Barry, 
1967; Parmelee et al., 1967; Kuyt, 1974; Johnson et 
al.. 1975). The largest moulting area in the Beaufort 
Sea is located on the Smoke-Moose River flats where 
in 1965, 20.000 moulting white-fronts were seen 
mixed with an equal number of Canada geese(Barry, 
1967). Other important moulting areas are located 
on the upper Kugaluk River (4,000; CWS. 1972), 
Richards island (4,000; Slaney, 1974a). Anderson 
River (5,000; CWS, 1972) and the Harrowby Bay 
area (3,200; CWS, 1972) (Figure 4.2-2). Non-breeding 
white-fronts have completed their moult by early 
i\ugust, while breeding adults with young are able to 
fly by about August 20 (Barry, 1967). 

The migration of white-fronted geese from the Beau- 
fort Sea region is gradual. beginning possibly as early 
as mid August and continuing until late September 
or early October (Barry, 1967). During the migra- 
tion, large numbers stage in the Mackenzie Delta. In 
the outer Delta, the major concentration areas are 
Shallow Bay, Kittigazuit Bay, and the Ellice Island 
area. Other important staging areas include Phillips 
Bay. the Blow River delta and Tent Island (Koski. 
1975a. 1977a.b). In three of four years when August- 
September surveys were conducted in the outer 
Mackenzie Delta (1973-76), estimated peak numbers 
of more than 19,000 were recorded there (Koski, 
1977b). In the fourth year (1976). an estimated peak 
of only 12,500 was recorded: in that year large 
numbers (peak count of 18.000) staged on the Yukon 
North Slope. Since turnover rates are unknown, the 
total numbers of birds using these staging areas can- 

not be estimated. but they are likely to be considera- 
bly larger than the peak numbers mentioned above. 

White-fronted geese that stage in the Mackenzie 
Delta include birds from the Anderson River delta 
area as well as birds from the Alaskan North Slope 
(Koski. 1977b). Anderson River birds that stage in 
the Mackenzie Delta area are probably present by the 
fourth week of August (Koski, 1977b). In late August 
and early September there is an influx of birds from 
Alaska. Migration watches indicate that most ofthe 
birds from Alaska travel along the North Slope 
inland from the coast (cf. Gollop and Davis, 1974a; 
Johnson, 1979: Salter et al.. 1980). White-fronts are 
believved to travel non-stop from their Alaskan nest- 
ing and mouiting grounds to Yukon-Mackenzie stag- 
ing areas (Koski. 1975a). 

By the fourth week of September, most white-fronted 
geese have departed from the Beaufort Sea region 
(Koski 1977a.b). 

4.2.4.4 Snow Goose 

Two distinct subspecies of the snow goose are found 
in North America. The lesser snow goose (Cherz 
caerulescens caerulescens) is the more common. and 
nests from Baffin Island to Wrangel Island. Siberia. 
The greater snow goose (Cc. atlantica) is restricted 
to islands in the Arctic Archipelago and western 
Greenland (Bellrose, 1976). With total estimated 
populations of approximately 2.5 million lesser snow 
geese and 100.000 greater snow geese. this species is 
believed to be the most abundant goose in the world 
(Kerbes, 1975: Bellrose, 1976). 

Snow geese, particularly the lesser snow goose, fre- 
quently nest in dense colonies. Colonies are generally 
located in low grassy tundra on coastal plains, along 
broad shallow rivers near the coast, and inland on 
islands in shallow lakes. The largest snow goose CO]- 

ony, which is located at the McConnell River. west 
Hudson Bay, has contained more than 325,000 nest- 
ing birds (Kerbes, 1975). 

Clutch sizes for snow geese generally are in the range 
of 3 to 5 eggs (Bellrose. 1976). The incubation period 
varies between 19 and 24 days, and the young fledge 
within 45 days after hatching (Coach, 1958; Iemieux. 
1959; Barry, 1967; Ryder, 1970). 

During the brood-rearing period. large aggregations 
of moulting adults with young and moulting non- 
breeding birds usually occur in areas adjacent to 
breeding colonies (Plate 4.2-2). The use of specific 
brood-rearing areas appears to be traditional (Hea- 
ley et al.. 1980). 

After flight is regained, even larger concentrations 



PLATE 4.2-2 Snow geese with their young. The largest snow goose colony in the western Arctic is along the Egg River on 
southern Banks Island where approximately 99,000 pairs nested In 1981. 

ma! occur in premigratoiy staging areas (Koski, 
1977b; Wypkema and Ankney. 1979). Geese greatiy 
increase their fat reserves and juveniles complete 
growth while on the staging areas. The energy 
reserves are important for their southward migration 
(Patterson, 1974: Wypkema and Ankney, 1979). 

Snow geese feed almost entirely on vegetation. They 
feed primarily by grazing in terrestrial areas on the 
seeds. stems and roots of grasses and sedges. although 
they may also feed on berries and aquatic plants 
(Palmer, 1976a; Prevett et al.. 1979). 

Only the lesser snow goose nests within the Beaufort 
-Chukchi area. The largest colony of lesser snow 
geese in the western Arctic is at Egg Riv!er on south- 
ern Banks Island (Figure 4.2-4). The colony was 
estimated to contain approximately 82,500 breeding 
pairs in 1976 and approximately 99,000 pairs in 198 1 
(R. Kerbes. pers. comm.). Two other colonies. one at 
the mouth of the Anderson River and another on 
Kendall Island in the Mackenzie Delta, formerly 
supported 3.750 and 2,750 pairs, respectively (Barry 
cited in Bellrose. 1976). The Anderson River colony 
was estimated to contain approximately 1.900 pairs 
in 1976 and approximately 4,200 pairs in 1981 (R. 
Kerbes, pers. comm.). The Kendall Island colony has 
declined in recent years. R. Kerbes (pers. comm.) 
estimated the Kendall Island population at approxi- 

mately 400 pairs in 1976. and in 1979 T. Barry (pets. 
comm.) observed only about 10 birds at the colony. 
However. in 198 1 there were approximately 500 pairs 
at this colony (R. Kerbes. pers. comm.). Relatively 
small numbers of snow geese nest in Alaska. Johnson 
et al. (1975) suggests that approximately 200 nesting 
pairs and 2.000 to 3.000 non-breeding snow geese 
may summer along the Alaskan portion of the Beau- 
fort Sea coast. In recent years there have been small 
colonies (usually 50 to 60 pairs) on Howe and Duck 
Islands near Prudhoe Bay (Gavin, 1976, 1980). 
About 200 snow geese. including subadults, were 
estimated at these colonies (Welling et al., 1981). 

Snow geese that nest in the northeast Chukchi and 
Beaufort Sea areas migrate from their wintering 
grounds in California by overland routes. The main 
migration route is along the Mackenzie Valley. Many 
birds proceeding to the Banks Island colony stage 
along the Anderson River (SO-100 km inland) or in 
the Kittigazuit Bay area of the Mackenzie Delta (as 
many as 75.000 snow geese; Barry cited in CWS, 
1972). The latter group fly along the Tuktoyaktuk 
Peninsula before crossing Amundsen Gulf to Banks 
Island (Barry, 1967). Some birds migrating to Banks 
Island may take a more easterly route over Great 
Slave Lake (H’dhn. 1959) and reach the Arctic coast 
in the Parry Peninsula area. There are spring staging 
areas in Darnley Bay at the base of the Parry Penin- 
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sula and east of Sachs Harbour. Banks Island (Figure 
4.2-4)(CWS, 1972). In addition to the geesesummer- 
ing in the eastern Beaufort Sea. some of the few birds 
that nest along the North Slope may migrate down 
the Mackenzie Valley and then westward along the 
coast of Alaska (Johnson et al.. 1975; Richardson 
and Johnson. 198 1). 

In 1980 and particularly in 1981, relatively few snow 
geese staged in the Mackenzie Delta during spring 
migration. Apparently most moved to their colonies 
via the Anderson and Kugaluk rivers and the Parry 
Peninsula. Spring melt started early in both years and 
caused the geese to move to their colonies much more 
quickly than normal and probably by the most direct 
route. although in 1980 there was a weather reversal 
that forced geese from the Banks Island colony. The 
spring migration of snow geese in 198 1 was particu- 
larly unusual in that the birds apparently made little 
or no use of traditional staging areas in Alberta and 
along the Mackenzie River (T. Barry. pers. comm.). 

Snow geese first arrive in the Beaufort Sea-Amundsen 
Gulf area during mid May. Adult snow geese arrive 

at their nesting grounds at Anderson River. Kendall 
Island and Banks Island during the last few days of 
May or the first days of June (McEwen. 1958; Barry. 
1967). In breeding years egg-laying begins very soon 
after arrival at the colonies and is generally com- 
pleted by mid June. Hatching takes place in late June 
or early July (McEwen, 1954. 1958; Barry, 1967). 

During the nesting period non-breeding birds con- 
gregate at the periphery of the colonies or in tradi- 
tional moulting areas (Figure 4.2-4). The largest 
reported concentration of moulting snow geese at a 
distance from any colony is in the Thomsen River- 
Caste1 Bay Migratory Bird Sanctuary on northern 
Banks Island, where an many as 25.000 birds may 
moult (CWS, 1972). Recent evidence indicates that 
some non-breeding snow geese from the Anderson 
River and possibly from Kendell Island moult near 
Cape Halkett, Alaska (King and Hodges. 1979). 
However. numbers of moulting snow geese using this 
area are fewer than 1 .OOO, and apparently are declin- 
ing (Derksen et al., 1979). 

After the young hatch. broods from the inland Egg 
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River colony disperse into coastal areas as far north most species. Food items include seeds, perennial 
as Storkerson Bay (M&wan, 1958). Brood-rearing storage organs, and occasionally other vegetative 
and moulting at the coastal colonies on the Anderson parts of aquatic and semi-aquatic plants. In addition, 
and Mackenzie River Deltas takes place in low-lying cereal grains. insects, moiluscs, crustaceans and 
coastal areas subject to storm surges (McEwan, 1954: amphipods may also be eaten (Bellrose. 1976; Palmer, 
Barry, 1967, 1976). 1976a). 

‘ 

Snow geese may begin to leave the nesting and 
brood-rearing areas on Banks Island and the Ander- 
son River as early as mid August. Some snow geese, 
presumably from both of these colonies. may stop 
and feed for several days at the Parry Peninsula and 
the mouth of the Horton River (Figure 4.2-4) before 
proceeding to their main staging areas on the Mack- 
enzie Delta and North Slope (Koski. 1977a.b). The 
use of specific staging areas by snow geese is depend- 
ent upon weather conditions. In years when condi- 
tions are favourable on the North Slope, staging 
snow geese may spread as far west as the Canning 

. River, Alaska. and the Mackenzie Delta area may be 
little used. However, when early freeze-up and snow- 
fall prevent snow geese from staging on the North 
Slope, staging may be confined to the Mackenzie 
Delta (Koski, 1977a.b). Areas that have consistently 
received heaviest use are the east side of Shallow Bay. 
the vicinity of the Blow and Walking Rivers. and the 
Malcolm River delta (Koski and Gallop, 1974; 
Koski. 1975a, 1977a,b). These staging areas are used 
by the entire western Canadian population of lesser 
snob’ geese which in fail has ranged from 200.000 to 
500,000 birds in size. 

Dabbling ducks are highly gregarious at all times of 
year except during the nesting period. They occur in 
very large numbers in certain staging, mouiting and 
wintering areas. Ail species of dabbling ducks are 
dispersed during the nesting period: they do not nest 
colonially. All species typically nest on the ground. 
During years of drought. major displacements of 
ducks to northern areas have occurred (Hansen and 
McKnight, 1964; Henny. 1973; Caiveriey and Boag, 
1977: Derksen and Eidridge. 1980). although the 
reproductive success of ducks displaced to the north 
is generally lower than that of ducks remaining in the 
south (Pospahaia et al., 1974: Cal\rerley and Boag, 
1977). 

In 1981. fail migration differed from that described 
above in that probably half the Banks Island snow 
geese staged on the Parry Peninsula and flew south 
from there. As in spring, weather was probably again 
the major contributing factor(T. Barry, pers. comm.). 

The reproductive potential of dabbling ducks is high. 
They are sexually mature at one year of age, have 
large clutches and. in southern areas. will renesr if a 
clutch is destroyed. However. renesting is either 
absent or uncommon in Arctic areas (Caiveriey and 
Boag. 1977). and renesting in subarctic areas has not 
been documented. In general. average clutch sizes for 
dabbling ducks vary between 7 and 10 eggs (Bellrose, 
1976), but clutch sizes of northern-nesting dabbling 
ducks are generally smaller than those of southern 
nesting birds (Calverley and Boag, 1977). 

The movement from the colonies to the staging areas 
occurs about the third week of August and the peak 
of movement occurs during the first week of Sep- 
tember. In normal years there is little eastward 
movement along the coast for two weeks after the 
birds arrive at the staging areas where- ttrej, feed and 
accumulate fat reserves (Patterson, 1974). Movement 
eastward from the North Slope staging areas nor- 
mally begins during the second or third week of 
September (Goliop and Davis. 1974a; Koski and 
Goilop, 1974) and by October most geese are retrac- 
ing spring migration routes southward (see Johnson 
et al.. 1975). 

At the onset of incubation. male dabbling ducks 
abandon the females and move to moulting areas on 
large bodies of water. Moulting areas are generally 
close to breeding areas, but moult migrations of 
several hundred kilometres are suspected to occur in 
some species (e.g. pintails, see Bellrose, 1976). Incu- 
bation requires 21 to 30 days. The female generally 
attends her brood until fledging; the wigeon is the 
only species of dabbling duck that commonly forms 
creches. The young are capable of flight 34 to 60 days 
after hatching. 

4.2.5 DABBLING DUCKS 

Dabbling ducks include those duck species that feed 
on the water surface, in shallow water, or in terres- 
trial areas, but do not ordinarily dive for food. The 
diet varies considerably among species, although 
vegetation forms the major portion of the diet of 

The Beaufort and northeast Chukchi Seas are at the 
northern extremity of the breeding range of at least 
seven species of dabbling ducks. These species include 
mallard (Anas piatyrhynchos), gad wail (A. strepera), 
pintaii (A. actua). green-winged teal (A. crecca), blue- 
winged teal (A. discors). American wigeon (A. ameri- 
cana). and northern shoveler (A. clypeata). In 
all areas east and north of the Bathurst Peninsula. 
these species are uncommon or occur irregularly 
(Manning et al., 1956; Parmeiee et al., 1967; Smith, 
1973; Johnson et al., 1975). The only species that is 
common throughout the Canadian Beaufort region 
is the pintail. Mallard, green-winged teal, and Amer- 
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ican wigeon are relatively common in the Mackenzie 
and Anderson River Deltas, but are present in low 
numbers in other areas of the Beaufort region. The 
northern shoveler is present in low numbers and 
blue-winged teal and gadwall have been sighted 
rarely in the Mackenzie Delta (LGL and ESL. 1982). 
The migration of dabbling ducks to and from nesting 
areas in the Beaufort region occurs primarily over- 
land, and follows major geographical features such 
as the valleys of the Mackenzie and Yukon Rivers. 
However, some pintails, which are common along 
the Alaskan and Yukon North Slopes, are believed to 
migrate northwestward along the Yukon-Alaskan 
coast after following the Mackenzie River to its 
mouth (Johnson et al., 1975; Bellrose 1976: Richard- 
son and Johnson, 1981). In 1975, pintails were 
observed migrating northwestward along the Yukon 
coast from late May through June: however, peak 
migration occurred in early and mid June (Richard- 
son and Johnson, 1981). In contrast, few pintaiis 
have been reported during spring migration watches 
in areas east of the Mackenzie Delta, probably 
because few nest there (Slaney, 1974a; Searing et al., 
1975; Wiseley et al., 1977). 

Dabbling ducks first arrive at the Mackenzie and 
Anderson River Deltas during mid to late May, and 
small numbers disperse to areas of coastal tundra 
from late May to early June. In the Mackenzie Delta, 
early nesting species such as pintails had started nest- 
ing by the first week in June in 1973; however, some 
nests were still incomplete on June 20 (Slaney, 
1974a). The start of nesting by other species of dab- 
bling ducks probably occurs about one week later 
than that by pintails. 

Aerial surveys of the Mackenzie Delta and adjacent 
coastal areas permit a comparison of relative distri- 
butions and densities of dabbling ducks. In general, 
aerial surveys underestimate the number of ducks 
present in an area (Martinson and Kazynski, 1967). 
In addition, there may be considerable variations in 
densities of dabbling ducks as a result of drought 
displacement (Hansen and McKnight. 1964). Never- 
theless. aerial surveys provide the best available 
source of information on distribution and relative 
densities of waterfowl. 

Breeding pair surveys conducted during June of each 
year in the inner Mackenzie Delta by the United 
States Fish and Wildlife Service demonstrate the 
variability in densities of waterfowl from year to year 
(Table 4.2-2). The data are not strictly comparable to 
those from other studies since the former have been 
adjusted to account for detectability of various spe- 
cies. During the 1974-1979 period, densities of dab- 
bling ducks averaged 8.79/kmz, and ranged from 
4.64/kmZ (1975) to 19.42/kmZ (1977). The high den- 
sity recorded in 1977 provides an example of north- 

ward displacement of ducks during drought condi- 
tions on the prairies (Derksen and Eldridge. 1980). 
The most common species of dabbling ducks in the 
inner Mackenzie Delta were American wigeon 
(3. IO/km’) and pintails (2.92/km2), although mal- 
lards were also relatively common (1 .96/km2), par- 
ticularly during 1977. 

Densities of dabbling ducks are probably higher in 
the inner Delta where the aforementioned surveys 
were conducted than in the outer Mackenzie Delta or 
on adjacent tundra areas. For example, Campbell 
and Weber (1973) recorded 2.60,2.03 and 0.23 dab- 
bling ducks/km2 (densities are corrected to include 
unidentified ducks) during surveys of the southern 
Mackenzie Delta, the lowlands of the northern 
Mackenzie Delta. and arctic tundra. respectively. 
However, since the surveys were flown at variable 
altitudes and at different times of the year, the densi- 
ties and species reported by Campbell and Weber 
(1973) are not directly comparable to those from the 
breeding pair surveys summarized in Table 4.2-2. 

Comparison of other studies show a similar trend. 
Wiseiey et al. (1977) recorded 0.97 (91% pintails) and 
0.7 1 (100% pintails) dabbling ducks/km? in the delta 
lowlands of the northern Mackenzie Delta on June 5 
and 20, 1975. respectively. On the tundra to the east 
ofthe Mackenzie Delta, Slaney (1974a) recorded 0.39 
dabbling ducks/km2 (67% pintails. 12% wigeon). or 
0.43/kmZ when unidentified ducks were included. 
during the period June 18-21, 1973. Wiseley et al. 
(1977) surveyed the same general area in 1975, and 
recorded 0.23 dabbling ducks/km’ (77% pintail, 15% 
green-winged teal) on June 5, and 0.31/km2 (80% 
pintail. 15% mallard) on June 20. On the coastal 
tundra to the west of the Mackenzie Delta, Wiseley et 
al. (1977) recorded 0.0 and 0.25 dabbling ducks/km’ 
(75% pintail, 25% mallard) on June 5 and 20, 1975, 
respectively, and Calef and Lortie (1971) recorded 
2.20/km’ (56% mallard, 44% wigeon) on June 17, 
197 1. Both of these surveys were of a very small area. 

There are no known major moulting areas for pin- 
tails in the Mackenzie Delta - Tuktoyaktuk Penin- 
sula area or in nearshore areas of the Beaufort Sea 
(Slaney, 1974a; Searing et al., 1975; Wiseley et al., 
1977). Moulting pintails were recorded in approxi- 
mately 17 of the 48 coastal areas surveyed by Searing 
et al. (1975); however, most areas had less than 50 
birds. with the exceptions of Pelly Island and Cape 
Daihousie where 100 pintails were observed. 

Nesting American wigeon are relatively abundant in 
the inner deltas of the Anderson and Mackenzie 
Rivers (Barry, 1967; Voelzer and Jensen. 1974, 1975; 
Smith et al., 1976, 1977, 1978. 1979), but are not 
abundant in the outer Mackenzie Delta; largest 
numbers occur there during the latter half of August 
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TABLE 4.2-2 

DENSITIES (duckslkm2) OF WATERFOWL 
IN THE INNER MACKENZIE DELTA, 7974-79’ 

Mallard 
Gadwall 
Pintail 
American wigeon 
Green-winged teal 
Blue-winged teal 
Northern shoveler 

Total dabbling ducks 

Redhead 
Ring-necked duck2 
Canvasback 
Scaup sp. 
Goldeneye sp. 
Bufflehead 
Oidsquaw 
Scoter sp. 
Merganser sp. 

Total diving ducks 

Total ducks 

1974- 
1974 1975 1976 1977 1978 1979 1979 

0.54 1.21 1.74 5.43 1.31 1.55 1.96 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.10 0.00 0.02 
2.42 1.74 3.33 6.98 1.90 1.16 2.92 
2.33 1.39 3.96 5.76 3.69 1.49 3.10 
0.61 0.20 0.20 0.40 0.40 1.42 0.54 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.22 0.00 0.00 0.04 
0.17 0.09 0.16 0.61 0.09 0.09 0.20 

6.07 4.64 9.39 19.42 7.49 5.71 8.79 

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.12 0.02 
0.30 0.17 0.09 0.26 1.02 0.13 0.33 
0.16 0.10 0.16 0.37 0.21 0.88 0.31 
4.11 5.25 7.51 4.41 4.67 6.28 5.37 
0.00 0.12 0.00 0.35 0.00 1.89 0.39 
0.58 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.05 0.05 0.11 
1.81 2.09 1.32 0.14 2.23 0.77 1.39 
1.78 0.61 0.80 1.03 1.37 2.28 1.31 
0.21 0.17 0.41 0.26 0.30 0.47 0.30 

8.93 8.51 10.27 6.82 9.85 12.87 9.54 

15.00 13.15 19.66 26.24 17.34 18.58 18.33 

‘Densities have been calculated from data presented in reports of waterfowl surveys conducted by the 
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (Voelzer and Jensen 1974,1975; Smith et al. 1976,1977,1978,1979). These -- 
indices, unlike those prior to 1974, have been adjusted to correct for visibility of species. 
2This species has not been recorded by other researchers and may be scaup. 

(Campbell and Weber. 1973: Slaney, 1974a; Wiseley (1974a) estimated that the major departure of dab- 
et al.. 1977). Localized concentrations of wigeons biing ducks from the outer Mackenzie Delta occurred 
were also observed during August 7 through 14, between September 9 and 18 in 1973. However. some 
1974, at two areas between Hutchinson Bay and may remain in the Beaufort region as late as there is 
Atkinson Point (400 to 600 birds), on Pelly Island open water; Slaney (1974a) recorded 60 dabbling 
(200 to 300 birds) and on the Blow River delta (500 ducks south of Olivier Islands on October 4, 1973. 
birds) (Searing et al., 1975). 

Fall migration of dabbling ducks from and through 4.2.6 DIVING DUCKS 
the Beaufort region begins in mid August and 
extends until mid September. Gollop and Davis Diving ducks are highly aquatic birds that obtain 
(1974a) recorded a peak eastward migration of pin- food during dives below the water surface (Godfrey, 
tails past Nunaluk Spit, Yukon Territory, on August 1966). Major food items include aquatic vegetation, 
20, 1972. Similarly Campbell (1973b) recorded peak various small fish and small invertebrates such as 
southeastward movement of pintails and American bivalves, mysids, amphipods, and copepods, and 
wigeon past Point Separation on August 21 of the small quantities of aquatic vegetation (Bellrose, 
same year. Relatively large numbers of migrant pin- 1976; Divoky, 1978b). All species can dive to depths 
tails (low thousands) have been observed moving well over 10 m, and oldsquaws have been caught in 
predominantly eastward at Moose Channel (Searing fishing gear at depths of 60 m (Palmer, 1976b). 
et al., 1975), while only a few have been observed 
near Prudhoe Bay, Alaska (Johnson, 1979) and east In general. diving ducks are highly social and occur 
of the Mackenzie Delta (Searing et al., 1975). Slaney in large flocks during migration. staging and moult- 
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ing. Most species nest as dispersed pairs, and nest on 
the ground on islands, in emergent vegetation or on 
shores. After incubation begins, the males gather in 
large flocks and may undertake long migrations to 
moulting areas. The males moult during July and 
August, while females incubate the eggs and moult 
during the incubation or brood-rearing period. Both 
sexes are flightess during the moult (Boyd. 1962; 
Bellrose, 1976). Incubation requires from 22 to 34 
days depending on species (Godfrey, 1966). Several 
species merge their broods into creches (Bellrose, 
1976). The young of most species are able to fly from 
45 to 70 days after hatching, but young of Arctic 
nesting eiders and oldsquaws may be capable of 
flight after 30-35 days (Bellrose, 1976). 

At least 17 species of diving ducks have been 
recorded in the Mackenzie Delta and along coastal 
al;eas of the Beaufort Sea. The common species 
include oldsquaw. king eider, common eider, surf 
scoter, white-winged scoter and greater scaup. The 
first three species occur in offshore and coastal areas 
during spring and fall migration and/or in nearshore 
bays and lagoons during the annual moulting period, 
whereas the last three species are locally abundant in 
coastal areas during the moulting period and migrate 
via overland routes. The remaining eleven species of 
diving ducks also migrate overland and occur regu- 
larly or intermittently in low numbers throughout 
the Beaufort region. 

4.2.6.1 Scaup 

Two species of scaup. greater scaup (.4~rh~a mat-i/a) 
and lesser scaup (‘4>vrh-~a affinis). occur in the 
Beaufort-Chukchi area, but the greater scaup is more 
abundant. Greater scaup breed in the tundra and 
boreal forest zones from Iceland eastward across 
northern Scandinavia. northern Russia, northern 
Siberia and the western Arctic in North America 
(Bellrose. 1976). Greater scaup winter on the Great 
Lakes. and on the Atlantic, Pacific and Gulf of Mex- 
ico coasts of North America: the largest numbers 
ivinter on the Atlantic coast (Bellrose, 1976). Most 
greater scaup that occur in the western Arctic appar- 
ently migrate along inland routes that cross the 
North American continent in a northwest-southeast 
line (Bull, 1974; Bellrose. 1976). 

Although North American lesser scaup have an 
extensive breeding range. most of it lies to the south 
of the Beaufort-Chukchi area. Small numbers of 
lesser scaup may reach the Beaufort Sea in the region 
from the Yukon North Slope to Liverpool Bay (Por- 
sild, 1943; Cowan, 1948: Johnson et al., 1975; Bel- 
lrose. 1976; Salter et a!.. 1980). but recent studies 
indicate that they are very uncommon (Barry, 1967; 
Campbell and Weber, 1973: Slaney. 1974a; Salter et 
a!., 1980). 

Because the two species of scaup are difficult to 
distinguish, except when birds are viewed at close 
range. they are discussed as a group. However, 
almost a!! scaup seen in the Beaufort-Chukchi area 
are greater scaup. 

The combined North American population of lesser 
and greater scaup is greater than that for any other 
duck species except the mallard. Recently, North 
American summer populations have averaged ap- 
proximately 7 million birds. There was no clear 
upward or downward trend in population levels of 
scaup in the years 1955 through 1975 (Bellrose, 
1976). 

Scaup arrive in the Mackenzie Delta in late May 
(Slaney, 1974a). They are apparently abundant as 
nesting birds only in the Mackenzie Delta-Liverpool 
Bay area and along the Yukon North Slope (Barry, 
1967; Campbell and Weber, 1973: Slaney, 1974a; 
Wiseley et a!., 1977: Salter et a!.. 1980). They are rare 
or absent in regions north or east of the Bathurst 
Peninsula (Manning et a!., 1956; Parmelee et a!., 
1967; Smith. 1973). Gabrielson and Lincoln (1959) 
reported that. in Alaska. lesser scaup are interior- 
nesting birds and that greater scaup, which nest in 
and near coastal regions. are uncommon in northern 
Alaska. 

Scaup are the most abundant species of nesting ducks 
in the inner Delta (Table 4.2-2). Surveys conducted in 
the Shallow Bay-Blow River area. Kittigazuit Bay 
and certain areas on the outer coast of Richards 
Island during June have indicated densities of scaup 
in the range from 0.5 to 3.1 birds/km2 (Campbell and 
Weber. 1973: Slaney. 1974a: Wiseley et a!., 1977). 
During aerial surveys on June 20. 1975, Wiseley et a!. 
(1977) recorded densities. in scaup/km2, of 1.9 in the 
lowland portion of the outer Mackenzie Delta.0.4 on 
the coastal tundra west of the Delta, and 0.9 on 
upland tundra to the east of the Mackenzie Delta. 
Slaney (1974,) recorded 0.6 scaup/km’ on the east 
side of the Mackenzie Delta during aerial surveys on 
June 18 to21.1973. Calefand Lortie(l971)recorded 
1.2 scaup/km: on the Yukon Coastal Plain west of 
the Delta on June 17.1971. All studies have indicated 
a decrease in the number of birds during July. proba- 
bly because of the movement of males to moulting 
areas elsewhere (Campbell and Weber, 1973; Slaney, 
1974: Wiseley et a!., 1977; Searing et a!.. 1975). 

Scaup moult on large freshwater lakes in the Mack- 
enzie Delta or in coastal marine waters (Searing et 
a!.. 1975: Barry, 1976; Barry et a!., 1981). Scaup that 
moult in coastal areas of the southeastern Beaufort 
occur primarily along the outer Tuktoyaktuk Penin- 
sula and in Liverpool Bay (Searing et a!., 1975; Barry. 
1976; Barry et a!.. 198 1). During aerial surveys of 
coastal areas in mid July, late July and mid August 
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1980. Barry et al. (1981) reported concentrations of 
mouiting scaup at Hutchinson Bay, Wood Bay, 
McKinley Bay. Ikpisugyuk Bay and Harrowby Bay. 
The maximum recorded densities (scaup/km’) of 
moulting scaup were 227.1 and 219.2 at Hutchinson 
Bay and Wood Bay, respectively, during the mid 
August survey (approximately 5.000 and 7,000 birds 
respectively). In 1974, Searing et a!. (19?5) observed 
3.500 moulting scaup between Toker Point and Tuft 
Point. Few moulting scaup are known to occur along 
the Yukon coast (Searing et al., 1975; Vermeer and 
Anweiler. 1975). 

The fall migration of scaup from the eastern Beaufort 
Sea generally begins during late August (Searing et 
a!., 1975) and most have left the region by mid Sep- 
tember. The majority migrate southward along the 
Mackenzie River Valley (Salter, 1974a). 

* 4.2.6.2 Oldsquaw 

Oldsquaw (Clangula hvemalis) are circumpoiar in 
their breeding distribution and are perhaps the most 
abundant ducks nesting in the Arctic. The North 
American spring population of this species is esti- 
mated at between three and four million birds (Bel- 
Irose. 1976). Estimates of the breeding oldsquaw 
population in the Beaufort-Chukchi region include 
125.500 along the Alaskan North Slope. 208.000 in 
the Old Crow flats. Mackenzie Delta and Liverpool 
Bay area (Bellrose. 1976). 6.000 (Barry. 1960) and 
60.000 (Manning et a!.. 1956) on Banks Island. and 
20.000 on southeast and northwest Victoria Island 
( Barr!. 1960). 

The spring migration of oldsquaws from their winter- 
ing grounds in the north Pacific to the Beaufort and 
Chukchi seas is believed to foilout a mainly coastal 
route around Alaska (Bellrose. 1976). although some 
overland migration does occur (Irving, 1960). The 
migration usually begins during the first half of May 
u hen the first leads develop in the ice near Point 
Barrow and offshore (Gabrielson and Lincoln. 1959). 
Early migrants probably travel along a direct route 
far offshore between Point Barrow and Banks Island 
(LGL and ESL. 1982). By late May and early -June. 
migrating oldsquaw are commonly observed along 
the Beaufort Sea coast ofAlaska and the Yukon, and 
at the Mackenzie Delta (Richardson and Johnson, 
1981). 

Aerial surveys have indicated that migrant oldsquaw 
(and many king and common eiders) stage in recur- 
ring leads and polynyas during late May and early 
June. Potentially important areas include the leads 
off the west coast of Banks Island, the Amundsen 
Gulf polynya. and the lead off Cape Dalhousie (Fig- 
ure 4.2-5). On May 29.1974. nearly 24.000 oldsquaws 
were reported in a lead offshore from Storkerson 

Bay. Banks Island; however, numbers in the lead 
decreased rapidly after this date and few were 
recorded in early June (Searing et a!.. 1975). Barry et 
a!. (198 1) conducted surveys of the lead from Her- 
schel Island to Baillie Islands, the lead off the west 
coast of Banks Island. and the Amundsen Gulf poly- 
nya on June 5 and 9.1980. Although oldsquaws were 
observed on 82% of transects. densities were gener- 
ally low (average = 2 oldsquaw/kml). The highest 
density (14.6 o!dsquaws/km’) M’as observed off the 
southwest coast of Banks Island. During a similar 
survey on June 9, 198 1. Barr\. and Barr! ( l9S2) 
recorded the largest densities (54.4 and 34.6 olds- 
quaws/km’) on two transects off Cape Da!hous;e 
and the lowest (0.3 oldsquaws/km-) off the coast of 
Banks Island. Overall. densities in 198 I averaged 7.1 
oldsquaws/km’. The total number of oldsquaw’s that 
migrate into and through the Beaufort Sea in spring 
is poorly known. 

Oldsquaws begin to arrive at their breeding grounds 
in late May and early June (h4anning et a!.. 1956: 
Parmelee et a!.. 1967: Slaney, 1974a: Bergman et a!.. 
1977). Breeding pairs disperse to the nesting habitat 
when the snow has melted enough and this usually 
occurs during mid to late June (Manning et a!.. 1956; 
Parmelee et al., 1967: Bergman. 1974: Slaney. 1974a; 
Bergman et a!., 1977). Nesting oldsquaws are widely 
distributed near lakes and ponds in both inland and 
coastal tundra areas adjacent to the Beaufort and 
northeast Chukchi seas (Godfrey. 1966: Alison, 
1975: Bellrose. 1976). The densities of oldsquaws in 
the inner Mackenzie Delta in the years 1974 through 
1979 are indicated in Table 4.2-2. The densities in 
most other areas of the region are in the order of0.9 
to 3.0/kmZ (see LGL and ESL. 1982). 

Brood surveys conducted on the upland tundra to 
the east of the Mackenzie Delta in late July 1973 
recorded 6.90 adult diving ducks and 1.28 broods/km? 
of waterbody surveyed (Poston, 1977). Similar sur- 
veys conducted on the Yukon North Slope in 1972 
(Gallop and Davis. 1974b) indicated that there were 
24.4 adult diving ducks/km’ (65% oldsquaw, 34% 
scaup) and 1.16 broods/km’ of waterbody. In these 
results, unidentified waterfowl are included in the 
same proportion as identified waterfowl, and uni- 
dentified broods are assumed to be diving ducks. 
Similarly, 36.1 adult diving ducks/km’ (80% olds- 
quaw. 17% scaup) and 0.82 broods/km-’ were recorded 
in the same area in 1973 (Sharp et a!., 1974). 

Immature oldsquaws are believed to migrate to the 
Beaufort and Chukchi area in summer to moult, and 
gather on lakes and along the coast (Palmer, 1976b). 
In late June and early July, they are joined by adult 
males which leave the nesting areas after the females 
begin incubating their eggs. Greatest concentrations 
of moultinp yearlings and adult males occur along 
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FIGURE 4.2-S Spring-staging, moulting and fall-staging areas of oldsquaws In the northeast Chukchi-Beaufort region 
(based on sources In text). Oldsouaws are clrcumoolar in the/r breeding distribution and are perhaps the most abundant 
ducks m the ArctIc. 

the coast (Bergman, 1974; Searing et al., 1975; 
Palmer, 1976b). Adult females move to the coast with 
their young in late August and early September (Bel- 
lrose, 1976; Johnson and Richardson, 1981). Moult- 
ing and fall staging areas for oldsquaws in the Beau- 
fort and Chukchi region are indicated on Figure 
4.2-5. Most studies have found peak numbers of 
moulting oldsquaws during mid to late July (Barry et 
al., 1981; Johnson and Richardson. 1981), but the 
abundance and distribution of these birds in coastal 
areas apparently varies from year to year. In late July 
198 1, Barry and Barry ( 1982) recorded 11,992 olds- 
quaw along the coast between Nunaluk Spit and 
Cape Bathurst. including Liverpool Bay. Of this 
total. about 1.400 were recorded along the Yukon 
coast. In late July 1980, Barry et a!. (1981) recorded 
12,928 oldsquaw along the coast between Nunaluk 
Spit and Cape Bathurst. About 5,600 of these birds 
were along the Yukon coast. In early August 1974, 
approximately 8,000 were recorded between Nunaluk 
Spit and Cape Dalhousie, and of these, 1,000 were 
along the Yukon coast (Searinget a!., 1975). In 1973. 
approximately 1,600 were recorded along the Yukon 

coast (Vermeerand Anweiler, 1975). In early August 
1978, Johnson and Richardson (1981) recorded 
40,000 oldsquaw in barrier island lagoons between 
Thetis Isiand. Alaska and the Canadian border. In 
late July 1979, they recorded about 61,400 oldsquaw 
in approximately the same area as during the 1978 
survey. 

Migration of oldsquaws from the Beaufort and 
Chukchi region follows coastal and probably off- 
shore routes, and begins in late August (Bailey, 1948: 
Johnson, 197 1; Gallop and Davis. 1974a; Searing et 
a!.. 1975; Timson 1976; Johnson, 1979). Initially 
most migrants are adult males and possibly yea- 
rlings. The proportion of females in coastal areas 
begins to increase in early September (Johnson, 
1979). Most oldsquaws have left the region by late 
October(Gabrie!son and Lincoln, 1959). Fall staging 
areas for oldsquaws occur along the entire coastline 
of the Beaufort and Chukchi region, although large 
concentrations have been observed only in barrier 
island lagoons in Alaska. For example, 100.000 stag- 
ing oldsquaws were observed in Simpson Lagoon on 
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September 22, 1977. and 30.000 on September 23, 
1978 (Johnson and Richardson. 1981). 

4.2.6.3 Common and King Eiders 

Common eiders (Somateria mollissima) and king 
eiders (S. somateria) are discussed together because 
their movements and distributions in the Beaufort- 
Chukchi region are very similar, and because the two 
species are often indistinguishable during surveys. 

Both eider species are more-or-less circumpolar in 
their nesting distributions, and both nest through 
most of Arctic North America. However. the nesting 
range of the common eider. unlike the king eider. 
extends through boreal areas (Godfrey. 1966; Bel- 
hose, 1976). North American population levels of 
these two species are not well known. Bellrose ( 1976) 
speculates that they are from 1.5 to 2 million for 
common eiders and from 1 to 1.5 million for king 
eiders. 

The breeding range of the common eider includes 
coastal areas throughout the Beaufort-Chukchi region 
and Amundsen Gulf (Figure 4.2-6) (Bellrose. 1976; 
Palmer. 1976b). Common eiders may nest as single 
pairs. in loose colonies, or in dense colonies. Nests 
are usually close to the sea. generally on small islands 
or islets (Bellrose, 1976). The numbers and distribu- 
tion of common eiders nesting in the Beaufort- 
Chukchi area is reasonably well known. In 1976. 
Divoky (1978a) surveyed ail the barrier islands from 
Cape Lisburne to Demarcation Bay. Alaska. and 
recorded 586 nests in the Chukchi Sea and 420 in the 
Beaufort Sea. Surveys in the Canadian Beaufort Sea 
and Amundsen Gulf are less complete but cover 
most of the coast. Minor concentrations of nesting 
birds have been reported at Nunaluk Spit on the 
Yukon coast (approximately 30 nests; Gallop et al.. 
1974; Salter et al.. 1980) and at Phillips Island on the 
outer coast of the Tuktoyaktuk Peninsula (100-200 
nests: J. Ward. pers. comm.). Common eiders wfere 
not reported to nest on barrier islands off the Mack- 

BEAUFORT SE 
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FIGURE 4.2-6 Staging, nesting, brood-rearing andmoulting areas of eiders in the Northeast Chukchi-Beaufort region (based 
on sources in text). 



enzie Delta in 1972-1974 (Slaney, 1975) and Kuyt 
( 1974) suggested that few nested along the Tuktoyak- 
tuk Peninsula. Three nesting areas are known for the 
Parry Peninsula area. Ward (1979) reported 50+ 
nests at Cape Parry and CWS (1972) reported 500 
pairs of common eiders (T. Barry, pers. comm.) nest- 
ing at the base of the Parry Peninsula and in the 
deltas of the Hornaday and Brock rivers. Barry (pers. 
comm.) has also recorded several hundred common 
eiders nesting in the Langton Bay area on the western 
side ofthe Parry Peninsula. In the eastern Amundsen 
Gulf, Barry and Barry ( 1982) reported two colonies 
in the Investigator Islands in Prince Albert Sound. 
one numbering a minimum of 500 to 600 nesting 
birds and the other a minimum of 100. In Prince of 
Wales Strait. a colony of unknown size was located 
on the Princess Royal Islands. Other colonies have 
also been reported for Dolphin and Union Strait 
(*McLaren and Alliston. 198 I: Barry and Barry. 1982). 
On the west and south coasts ot’ Banks Island, Man- 
ning. et al. ( 1956) reported a small colony (5 nests) in 
De Salis Bay and a colony of about 250 nesting 
common eiders on Moose Island at the mouth of the 
Big River. There are no recent reports on these two 
colonies. 

The king eider also nests throughout most of the 
Beaufort - Chukchi region (Bellrose. 1976). The nests 
of king eiders are widely dispersed in coastal tundra 
areas with lakes, ponds and streams (Godfrey. 1966; 
Bellrose. 1976), although small numbers also nest on 
coastal barrier islands (Schamei. 1974: Divokv. 
1978b: Johnson. 1979). King eiders are less asso- 
ciated with the sea during the breeding season than 
are common eiders. Approximately 10.000 king eid- 
ers are believed to summer along the Alaskan North 
Slope (Bellrose. 1976). but this species is absent or 
occurs only infrequently in areas between the 
Alaska-Yukon border and Bathurst Peninsuia( Barry, 
1967; Kevan. 1970: Siane!. 1974a: Salter et al., 1980). 
Howev,er. in the eastern Beaufort. Manning et al. 
(1956) estimated that 150.000 nested on Banks 
Island. while Barry (1960) estimated late summer 
populations of IOO.OOO+ on Banks Island and 800.000 
on Victoria Island. 

Both species of eiders winter primarily in the Bering 
Sea (Gabrielson and Lincoln. 1959; Godfrey, 1966; 
Bellrose. 1976). although a few common eiders may 
winter in both the Chukchi and Beaufort seas 
(Gabrielson and Lincoln, 1959; Parmeiee et al.. 
1967). In the Chukchi Sea. the spring migration of 
both species begins in April and is along the coast of 
Alaska (Myres. 1958: Johnson. 1971; Flock. 1973). 
However, after passing Point Barrow, most migrants 
probably travel far offshore across the Beaufort Sea 
on a direct route to the Arctic Islands (Flock. 1973: 
Richardson and Johnson. 1981). Although reliable 
estimates of the numbers of eiders migrating into and 
through the Beaufort-Chukchi region are not avaiia- 

bie. several authors have suggested that one million 
birds may be involved (Thompson and Person. 1963; 
Barry, 1968; Johnson, 1971: Timson. 1976). Barry 
(cited in Bellrose. 1976) suggested that approxi- 
mately 75% of spring migrant eiders in the Beaufort 
Sea were king eiders (see also Richardson and John- 
son, 1981). 

Migrant eiders are believed to stage in offshore leads 
and poiynyas in the northeast Chukchi and Beaufort 
seas until open water begins to appear in coastal 
areas (Flock, 1973; Richardson and Johnson. 1981). 
In the Beaufort Sea and Amundsen Gulf, spring 
migrant eiders generally first appear in mid to late 
May (for rcviiew* see LGL and ESL. 1982). In early 
June of 1980. Barry et al. (1981) found both species 
on virtually all transects surveyed along the ice edges 
off the Tuktoyaktuk Peninsula, around the Amund- 
sen Gulf poiynya. and along the lead off western 
Banks Island (Figure 4.2-6). The highest densities of 
common eiders were found from Nuvorak Point to 
Cape Daihousie at the eastern end of the Tuktoyak- 
tuk Peninsula. and at Baiiiie Islands. In 1974. Searing 
et al. ( 1975) found 75.000 staging common eiders in a 
large lead off Liverpool Bay in this same general 
area. Barry et al. (1981) found high densities of king 
eiders using the lead off the west coast of Banks 
Islands between Bernard Island and Cape Keliett in 
1980. and Barry and Barry (1982) found even higher 
densities in this area in 1981. 

Both eider species move to nesting areas as soon as 
the areas are snow and ice-free, which occurs in late 
May or early June. and begin laying in mid to late 
June. Hatching occurs from about mid July to early 
August (Parmelee et al.. 1967: Schamei, 1974. 1977; 
Divoky. 1978a). Female common eiders nesting on 
islands move their broods to the sea shortly after they 
hatch (Schamel. 1974). while those nesting in tundra 
areas. as well as most king eiders. may use freshwater 
areas for varying lengths of time before moving to the 
coast (Coach. 1965; Parmeiee et al.. 1967: Bellrose. 
1976: Ward. 1979). 

Males leave the breeding areas soon after the females 
begin incubation and. in July, migrate westward to 
mouiting areas in the Chukchi and/or Bering seas 
(Manning et al.. 1956; Thompson and Person. 1963; 
Johnson. 1971; Schamel, 1974). However. not aii 
non-nesters Ieave the Beaufort region during summer. 
Concentrations of presumably moulting common 
eiders have been recorded near Cape Parry (8.000: 
Ward. 1979), along the Tuktoyaktuk Peninsula and 
in Liverpool Bay (3.000; Barry, 1972). and off Banks 
Island (1,500; Manning et al., 1956). Smith (1973) 
also recorded mouiting common eiders near HoI- 
man. Victoria Island. 

The western movement of eiders across the Beaufort 
Sea apparently occurs offshore over a broad front 
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(Searing et al.. 1975: Ditroky. 1978~: Johnson and 
Richardson, in press) except at Cape Bathurst in the 
southeast Beaufort (Anderson. 1937) and at Point 
Barrow in the extreme west. Few have been recorded 
in intervening coastal areas (Goiiop and Davis. 
1974a: Johnson and Richardson, in press). At Point 
Barrow they follow the coastline closely when they 
round the point and head southwest through the 
Chukchi Sea (Johnson. 1971: Flock. 1973). Migrants 
passing Point Barrow prior to early August are prim- 
arily males; after this time females and. later, young 
predominate (Thompson and Person. 1963: John- 
son. 197 1: Timson. 1976). Migration continues until 
late October (Gabrielson and Lincoln. 1959). Esti- 
mates of numbers passing Point Barrow include 
800.000 (5% common. 955 king) between July 13 
and September 7.1970(Johnson, 1971) and I .OOO.OOO 
in total (Timson. 1976). The former estimate does not 
include maternal females and young and neither 
estimate includes eiders migrating offshore. 

Migration of king and common eiders from the 
Beaufort area appears to be rapid; there is little evi- 
dence that many birds remain for long in offshore 
areas (Searing et al.. 1975; Bartonek et al.. 1977; 
Divok!,. 1978~). H owever. staging may occur off- 
shore in the Chukchi Sea between Point Lay and 
Cape Lisburne (Springer and Roseneau. 1979). 

4.2.6.4 Scoters 

Tw.0 species of scoters are relatively common summer 
residents of the Beaufort and northeast Chukchi 
sms: the surf scoter (ihfelanitta puspicillara) and the 
M hite-winged scoter (?21. deglandi). Both species win- 
ter along the ,4tiantic and Pacific coasts. and migrate 
ov,erland to the nesting areas in this region (Beiirose, 
1976). The combined North American population 
tor the above two species and the black scoter (M. 
uryra) i\ estimated at I .5 million (Belirosc. 1976). 

Most scoters nest in mainland areas south of the 
Beaufort and northeast Chukchi seas. Surf scoters 
are uncommon nesters in the Mackenzie Delta and in 
the Alaskan and Yukon North Slope areas (Bellrose. 
1976). u,hereas the breeding range of the white- 
winged scoter extends from the Mackenzie Delta east 
to the Bathurst and Parry peninsulas. However. nest- 
ing white-winged scoters are only common in the 
Mackenzie and Anderson river deltas (Table 4.2-2) 
(Barry, 1967; Sianey. 1974a; Wiseiey et al.. 1977; 
Salter et al.. 1980). Surveys of the outer Mackenzie 
Delta. the k’ukon Coastal Plain and the tundra east 
of the Mackenzie Delta have recorded densities rang- 
ing from less than 0.1 to 1.6 wehite-w.inged sco- 
ters/km’ (Caief and Lortie. 1971; Campbell and 
Weber, 1973: Siane!,. 1974a; Wiseiey et al., 1977). 

The peak ofscoter activity in the Beaufort and Chuk- 
chi seas occurs during the period from late June to 

fate August when thousands of surf and white- 
winged scoters. mostly males and non-nesting females, 
migrate from freshwater nesting grounds to coastai 
mouiting areas (Johnson and Richardson. in press). 
The resuhs of various studies suggest that the 
number of scoters summering in coastal areas of the 
Beaufort may vary from year to year. Sevrerai authors 
have reported up to several thousand surf scoters 
near Herschel Island in summer (\-ermeer and 
Anweiler. 1975: Salter et al., 1980: Barry et al.. 1981). 
Numbers of scoters have been observ,ed in other 
areas during summer such as 200 to 300 in Harrison 
Bay. Alaska. in August 1971 (Hall. 1975): 980 males 
in Beaufort Lagoon. Alaska. OI? June 28. 1970 
(Andersson. 1973); and 3,700 along the coast from 
Nunaiuk Spit east to and including Tuktoy*aktuh 
Peninsula during August 7 to 14. 1974 (Searing et al.. 
1975). Farther east. u.here wrhite-wmged scoters 
comprised 33-50% of the scoters seen. concentra- 
tions occurred at the head of Liverpool Bay (2.210 
birds), in Wood Bay (2.024 birds). at Maitiand Point 
(6.000 birds) and in Harrou,by Bay (3.269 birds) 
(Barry et al.. 1981). Several thousand scoters were 
recorded in McKinley Bay in 1981 and lesser numbers 
in 1980 (Boothroyd and Karasiuk. 198 1: Scott- 
Brown et al., 1981). 

4.2.6.5 Other Diving Ducks 

Nesting red-breasted mergansers (Mergus scrrator) 
are uncommon in the Beaufort Sea region (Barry. 
1967; Campbell and Weber, 1973: Pitelka. 1974; Sia- 
ney., 19743: Wiseley et al.. 1977). They are occasion- 
ally seen along the ice-edge during spring. with the 
largest concentrations observed during surveys in 
June 1980 near the Moose River-Smoke River flats 
(Barry et al.. 1981). 

The number of moulting red-breasted mergansers 
(mostly males) in coastal areas varies among areas 
and years. For example. only a few were recorded in 
the southeastern Beaufort Sea during late July and 
early August 1974 (Searing et al.. 1975), and Barry et 
al. (198 1) counted only a few hundred mergansers 
along the coast of the southeastern Beaufort in July 
1980. On the other hand. Ward (1979) observed 2,000 
moulting birds in a relatively small area around Cape 
Parry in the Amundsen Gulf in late July 1979. 

In the Beaufort-Chukchi region, spectacled eiders 
(Somareria fi.scheri) and Stelier’s eiders (Po(ysticta 
stelleri) nest as far east as the Alaska-Yukon border 
(Godfrey, 1966; Salter et al.. 1980). Black scoters 
occur only as stragglers or uncommon transients in 
areas west of the Mackenzie Delta. Other species that 
occur regularly in low numbers in coastal areas of the 
Canadian Beaufort Sea region include canvasback- 
(Aj1rhJ.a valisirreria), common goldeneye (Bucephala 
clangulu) and possibly ring-necked duck (A. colla- 
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ri.s). The canvasback is included in the ‘blue list’ of 
North American birds because the population is at a 
10~ level (Tate, 198 1). The five remaining species that 
occur in very low numbers or are recorded in low to 
moderate numbers intermittently are redhead (A. 
americana), Barrow’s goldeneye (B. is/an&a), buffle- 
head (B. aibeofu), harlequin duck (Histrionicus histri- 
onicus) and common merganser (Mergus merganser) 
(LGL and ESL, 1982). 

4.2.7 RAPTORS 

Raptors (hawks, eagles, falcons and owls) are preda- 
tors that hunt and kill other animals for their food. 
They are comparatively specialized feeders and some 
species prey primarily on birds (e.g., peregrine fal- 
con), some on mammals (e.g.. red-tailed hawk), some 
on fish (e.g., osprey) and some on insects (e.g., Amer- 
ican kestrel in summer). Some species (e.g., bald 
eagle) also scavenge carrion. 

Food supply is one of the most important factors 
influencing breeding success and productivity of rap- 
tors (Brown and Amadon, 1968; Newton, 1979). 
Populations that depend on prey whose numbers 
fluctuate from year to year (e.g., hares, microtine 
rodents, ptarmigan) also undergo fluctuations in 
numbers and may move from one location to 
another in response to prey availability. Many raptor 
species migrate from northern areas for the winter, 
when their prey have either migrated from the area or 
have become difficult to obtain under the snow. A 
few species do remain in northern areas throughout 
the winter, but even these often move locally in 
response to availability and abundance of food. 

Raptors have a long breeding cycle and many species 
attend their nest sites for several months. The period 
of attendance usually includes time for pair forma- 
tion. courtship. egg-laying, incubation and fledging 
of the young. The young may remain in the vicinity 
of the nest for several weeks after fledging. 

Nests of raptors are built in trees (at the tree-top, 
among the branches, or in a cavity in the trunk). on 
ledges or cavities in cliffs. or on the ground; the type 
of nest site chosen depends on the species and availa- 
ble habitat. Some species. especially those that nest 
on cliffs and some that build in trees. may use the 
same nest year after year or may return to the same 
nest site after an absence of several years (or longer). 
Raptors usually maintain a territory around the nest; 
they defend their territory against other raptors of 
the same species and often against raptors of other 
species. The size of the defended territory varies with 
the species and with the individual bird. Raptors 
often hunt over a larger hunting range. which in some 
cases is also actively defended against other raptors. 

Raptors are generally long-lived species with low 

reproductive potentials. The age of first breeding is 
two years for most species, but may be one year for 
smaller species such as merlins and American kes- 
trels (Brown and Amadon, 1968) and may be four or 
more years for eagles (Snow, 1973). 

Clutch sizes of hawks, eagles and falcons are usually 
five eggs or less, and it is mainly the smaller species 
that have clutches of five or more eggs (Godfrey, 
1966). Clutch sizes of the owls that occur in the study 
area are usually seven eggs or less (Godfrey, 1966). 
Many raptors begin incubation before the clutch is 
complete. When the food supply is limited, the first 
young to hatch have the best chance of survival 
(Brown and Amadon, 1968). Mortality in raptors 
during the first year of life is often high (Brown and 
Amadon. 1968). 

Because raptors are high level consumers, they are 
vulnerable to accumulation of chemical pollutants in 
the food chain. Chemical contaminants are consi- 
dered to have been mainly responsible for declines in 
the numbers of peregrine falcons (Peakall, 1976) and 
some other raptors. 

Raptors are also vulnerable to other impacts caused 
by man. Many species are sensitive to disturbance 
and will desert nest sites if disturbed at a critical time. 
In addition. many raptor species are in demand for 
the hobby of falconry. Some species command a 
sufficiently high price that it may be profitable 
(though illegal) to take birds from nests in remote 
areas. For this reason information on specific nest 
locations of raptors is usually kept confidential. 

The species discussed in detail below are the rela- 
tively large species that nest in traditional locations. 
Protection of nest sites is more important for these 
species than for those which change their nest loca- 
tions each year. 

4.2.7.1 Golden Eagle 

The golden eagle is widespread in western and north- 
ern North America. The golden eagle population in 
the Yukon and Northwest Territories is considered 
stable. but of low to medium abundance (Table 4.2-3; 
Fyfe, 1976). 

Golden eagles are relatively early migrants, and may 
return to some northern breeding areas by mid 
March (Roseneau et al., 1981). They are not generally 
seen in the northern Yukon until early April (Irving, 
1960; Fyfe and Prescott, 1973). They are fairly corn- 
mot-t nesters in the British and Richardson mountains 
and on the Yukon North Slope. For example. 
Campbell and Davies (1973) recorded 19 active and 
34 inactive golden eagle nests in the Richardson 
Mountains, while Salter et al. (1980) recorded at least 
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TABLE 4.2-3 

POPULATION STATUS OF RAPTORS IN THE 
YUKON AND NORTHWEST TERRITORIES’ 

Common Name Scientific Name Population trends Relative abundance 

Goshawk Accipiter gentilis fluctuating medium-high 
Sharp-shinned hawk Accipiter sm unknown low 

Marsh hawk Circus cyaneus fluctuating low-medium 
-- 

Rough-legged hawk Buteo lagopus fluctuating medium-high -- 
Red-tailed hawk Buteo jamaicensis unknown low-medium 

Golden eagle Aquila chrysaetos stable low-medium 

Bald eagle Haliaeetus leucocephalus stable low-medium 

Osprey stable low 

Gyrfalcon Falco rusticolus stable low-medium 
Peregrine falcon (anatum) Falco peregrinus anatum declining rare-low 
Peregrine falcon (tundrius) Falco peregrinus tundrius declining rare-low 
Merlin Falco columbarius unknown low 
American kestrel Falco sparverius stable low-medium 

Great horned owl Bubo virginianus stable high 
Short-eared owl Asiootus low -- fluctuating 
Snowy owl Nyctea scandiaca fluctuating low-high 
Great gray owl Strixnebulosa unknown rare-low 
Hawk owl Surnia ulula unknown low-medium -- 
Boreal owl Aegolius funereus fluctuating low - - 
‘from Fyfe (1976). 

19 nests on cliffs and buttes on the Arctic Coastal 
Plain. Golden eagles also nest east of the Mackenzie 
Delta along the Anderson. Kugaluk and Horton 
rivers (Fyfe and Beebe, cited in Campbell and 
Davies, 1973) and to the south of the Hornaday 
River (ALUR Program, 1977). 

In the northern Yukon and Mackenzie Delta area, 
egg-laying occurs during the first 2 weeks of May, 
hatching during the first 2 weeks of June, and fledg- 
ing from mid July to late August (Fyfe and Prescott, 
1973; Salter et al., 1980). In Alaska both earlier laying 
dates (April 10) and later fledging dates (September 
IO) have been observed (Roseneau et al.. 1981). The 
young may remain in the vicinity of the nest for 2 
weeks after fledging (Brown and Amadon, 1968). 

In the north, golden eagles usually nest in mountain- 
ous areas, primarily on cliffs, cutbanks and outcrops, 
and occasionally in trees (Fyfe and Beebe, cited in 
Campbell and Davies. 1973; various observers cited 
in Roseneau et al., 198 1). Golden eagle nests are 
made of sticks and may be added to each year that 
they are in use (Plate 4.2-3). Although nests are tradi- 
tional and may be used from year to year. pairs 
usually have several alternate nests and there may be 

up to 14 nests per pair (Brown, 1976). The eagles may 
move from 1 to 8 km to an alternate site in consecu- 
tive years (Nelson and Nelson, 1978). Golden eagles 
normally lay two eggs, but usually fledge only one 
young (Brown and Amadon, 1968). Golden eagles 
may not breed in some years, presumably due to lack 
of prey (cf. Brown and Amadon. 1968; Mosher and 
White, 1976). 

Golden eagles usually migrate south in fall. begin- 
ning in September (Campbell and Davies, 1973; Sal- 
ter et al., 1980; Roseneau et al. 1981). The majority 
probably spend the winter primarily in the southw- 
estern United States and Mexico (Boeker and Ray, 
197 I). However, a few birds sometimes remain in the 
north throughout the winter (Godfrey, 1966; Camp- 
bell and Davies, 1973). 

Golden eagles are both predators and scavengers. 
They take mostly mammalian prey, but will also take 
birds and carrion. Common prey includes ground 
squirrels, marmots, snowshoe hares, ptarmigan and 
waterfowl (Campbell and Davis, 1973; Roseneau et 
al., 1981). Carrion, particularly big game animals, 
may be especially important during spring and fall 
(Roseneau et al., 1981). Subadult golden eagles are 
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PLATE 4.2-3 Go/den eagle nest overlooking the Anderson River area. (Courtesy, D. Karasiuk). 

known to frequent the calving and post-calving 
grounds of caribou herds to feed on carrion and they 
occasionally kill caribou calv*es (Roseneau and Cura- 
tolo. 1976). 

4.2.7.2 Bald Eagle 

The bald eagle nests throughout much of forested 
North America. The southern subspecies (Haliaeetus 
leucocephafus !eucocephaius) is considered endan- 
gered (United States Dept. Interior, 1973) but popu- 
intions of the northern subspecies (H.1. alascams) in 
the Yukon and Northwest Territories appear to be 
stable and of low to medium abundance (Table4.2-3; 
Fyfe, 1976). The Al -k as an population of this subspe- 
cies is large (about 7.500 pairs; Lincer et al.. 1979). 

Bald eagles nest primarily south of the treeline, and 
rarely occur in coastal areas adjacent to the Beaufort 
Sea (Porsild, 1943; Salter et al., 1980). The main 
nesting area within the Beaufort region occurs in the 
Mackenzie Delta where Campbell and Davies (1973) 
estimated the breeding population to be less than 50 
pairs. presumably mostly in the inner forested areas. 
A few bald eagles also nest along the Kugaluk River 
(Beebe. cited in Campbell and Davies. 1973) and near 
large lakes in the forested parts of the Anderson and 
Horton river areas (Zoltai et al.. 1979). Bald eagles 
nest primarily in trees when they are available. but 
will occasionally nest on cliffs (e.g. in the McConnell 
Range; Koski. 1977~). 

Bald eagles probably arrive at the nest sites in the 
Beaufort region during .4priI, although those nesting 
in the interior of Alaska arrive there in mid March 
(Roseneau et al.. 1981). Porsild (1943) recorded a 
bald eagle on the Peel River on April 7. but most 
probably do not arrive until late April (Campbell and 
Davies. 1973). These authors indicate that egg-laying 
in the Mackenzie Delta occurs in ,4pril, hatching in 
late May, and most fledging by early August. These 
dates are earlier than the laying and hatching dates 
reported for bald eagles in the Mackenzie River Vai- 
ley(Fyfeand Prescott, 1973: Finnev and Lang, 1976). 
A pair may have up to six nests within a territory and 
a different nest site may be used from one year to the 
next (Brown. 1976). Alternate nests may be as much 
as 3 km apart (Howell and Heinzman, 1967). but are 
typically less than I km apart (Frenzel et al.. 1973: 
Grier. 1973; Gerrard, 1973; Tull and Koski. 1981). 

Bald eagles are opportunistic feeders, and are both 
predators and scavengers. Fish are particularily 
important prey in some areas (e.g. the Pacific coast). 
whereas birds and mammals are important prey in 
other areas. Eagles may take wounded or weak 
waterfowl and seabirds. or carrion (Roseneau et al.. 
1981). Bald eagles also pirate prey from other rap- 
tors, especially ospreys. 

Bald eagles may remain at the nesting areas until late 
September. and some may remain around lake 
shores until freeze-up. Fall migration begins in Sep- 
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tember. and most birds have left the breeding areas 
by early October (Campbell and Davies, 1973). 
Migrant bald eagles probably move to the United 
States or the Pacific coast to winter. but a few ma] 
remain in northern areas if open water and food are 
available (Roseneau et al., 1981). 

4.2.7.3 Gyrfalcon 

The gyrfalcon (Plate 4 .2-4) breeds in small numbers 
throughout the Arctic. Unlike the peregrine falcons 
described in Section 4.2.7.4. there is no evidence of a 
reduction in the Canadian breeding range of gyrfal- 
cons and the production of \*oung is good (Martin. 
1978). Consequently. the grfalcon is not considered 
rare. threatened or endangered by COSEW’IC. Fyfe 
(1976) considered the population of gyrfalcons in the 
Yukon and Northwest Territories to be stable. and of 
low to medium abundance (Table 4.2-3). 

Gyrfalcons are known to breed on the North Slope of 
the k’ukon and Northw,est Territories. and in the 
British and Richardson mountains (Platt. 1975. 
1976a ). They nest in low numbers east of the Mac- 
kenzie Delta along the Horton and Anderson rivers 
(CWS. 1972). Gyrfalcons have also been observred in 
other areas of the coastal Beaufort region (e.g.. Tuk- 
to!*aktuk Peninsula: Kevran. 1970). 

Gyrfalcons nest much earlier than other raptor spe- 
cies. Some adults remain near their nests all winter, 

and pair formation may occur in February or March 
(Platt, 1976b; Roseneau et al., 1981). Early nesting 
may be an adaptation to renesting or to gain an 
advantage over other cliff nesting raptors in nest site 
selection (Platt. 1976a). Egg-laying usually occurs 
during April and early May and most eggs hatch by 
mid June. Fledging occurs during August and the 
\.oung remain with the adults for 5 to 6 weeks (Cade. 
1960: Platt and Tull. 1977: Roseneau et al.. 1981). , 
These times var!. considerabi! both from Jear to year 
and among geographic areas (Cade. 1960; see also 
Tull and Koski, 1981). 

Gyrfalcons nest primarily on cliffs. bluffs and our- 
crops, but theq’ will occasionally nest on man-made 
structures or in trees (Cade. 1960: W’hite and Rose- 
neau. 1970; White and Cade. 1971: Ku! t. 1980). Eggs 
are laid in a scrape on a nest ledge or in an old stick 
nest of a rough-legged hawk. golden eagle or com- 
mon raven (Cade, 1960; White and Cade. 1971; 
Roseneau. 1972: Campbell and Davvies. 1973). Clutch 
size is usually 3 or 4 eggs. but may range t‘rom 2 to 6 
(Cade. 1960). 

Traditional use of nest sites by gyrfalcons is not as 
regular as that by peregrine falcons (Cade. 1960; 
White and Cade. 1971: Roseneau. 1972: Platt and 
Tull. 1977). In consecutive years, gyrfalcons ma) 
shift from one nest site to a nearby alternativ’e site on 
the same or a nearby nest cliff, or to a nest cliff‘much 
further away (Roseneau et al., 1981). Local shifts 

PLATE 4.2-4 A white co/our-phase gyrfalcon with its young. Gyrfalcon populations in the Yukon and Northwest Territories 
are consldered to be stable and of low to medium abundance. 
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may be due to local snow conditions IPlatt and Tull, 
1977) or to the collapse of nest ledges (Roseneau. 
1972). Large shifts probably occur in response to 
reduced prey availability (Roseneau. 1972). It has 
also been suggested by some (and disputed by others) 
that gyrfalcons may not breed in years of low prey 
availability (cf. Cade, 1960; Roseneau. 1972). 

The age of first breeding in wild gyrfalcons has not 
been documented. but those raised in captivity are 
not sexually mature until their fourth year (Platt. 
1977). It is primarily the subadult birds that occur in 
southern Canada and the northern United States in 
winter (Platt, 1976a) but the routes and timing of 
migration of these birds are unknown. Adults gener- 
ally remain near their nest sites or in other northern 
areas where prey is available during winter (Platt, 
1976a). 

Gyrfalcons have a more specialized diet than do 
peregrine falcons. Gyrfalcons typically rely on only a 
few prey species for the bulk of their diet (Cade. 1960; 
White and Cade. 1971; Roseneau, 1972). In summer, 
ptarmigan are often the principal prey and may con- 
stitute up to 70-90% of their diet: Arctic ground 
squirrels. and in some regions long-tailed jaegers. are 
also important (Cade, 1960; White and Cade, 1971; 
Roseneau, 1972). Ptarmigan are the main prey in 
winter (Platt. 1976a: Walker. 1977), but Arctic hares 
may be important in some areas (Muir. 1973). The 
extent of the hunting ranges used by gyrfalcons is 
variable. For example, Nelson (1978) observ.ed a 
male in the Yukon that hunted 24 km from the nest. 
while Bentr (1980) recorded a male in Alaska that 
hunted at or beyond 9 km from the nest. and a female 
that hunted only within 3 km of the nest. 

4.2.7.4 Peregrine Falcon 

Two subspecies of the peregrine falcon are generally 
recognized to occur in the Mackenzie Valley-Beaufort 
Sea area (Table 4.2-3). Falco peregrinus anaturn 
breeds south of the treeline and is considered by 
COSEWIC to be ‘endangered’ in Canada. while F.p. 
rundrirrs breeds north of the treeline and is consi- 
dered by COSEWIC to be ‘threatened’ in Canada. 
Both subspecies are considered ‘endangered’ under 
the United States Endangered Species Act (United 
States Dept. Interior. 1973). 

Both subspecies have declined over much of their 
North American breeding ranges since the second 
world war. primarily from a decline in productivit? 
associated with the widespread use of pesticides (e.g. 
DDT) (Hickey. 1969: Cade and Fyfe, 1970: Fyfe et 
al., 1976: Peakall, 1976). However. with decreased 
use of pesticides in Britain, peregrine populations 
have increased (Ratcliffe. 1980) and there is recent 
evidence to suggest that the numbers and productic- 
ity of both subspecies of peregrine falcon in Alaska 

have begun to recover slowly (Roseneau et al.. 198 1). 
In Canada, there is also evidence of a slow recovery 
for Ep. anatum in the north-central Yukon. although 
they are still heavily contaminated with pesticides 
(R.W. Fyfe, pers. comm.). In general, peregrine pop- 
ulations appear to be holding their reduced levels 
elsewhere in Canada (R.W. Fyfe, pers. comm.). 

F.p. fundrius is known to nest along several river 
valleys on the Yukon North Slope. Twelve nest sites 
were examined on the North Slope in 1975. and five 
of the nests were occupied (Platt, 1976b). Hayes and 
Mossop (1978) indicate that in 1973, 13 sites were 
occupied there (9 pairs. 4 lone adults), but that pairs 
occupied only 2 sites in 1976 and 3 sites in 1977. No 
sites were occupied in 1980 (R.W. Fyfe. pers. comm.). 
Ep. rundrius also nests east of the Mackenzie Delta 
along the Anderson and Horton rivers and at other 
scattered locations (cf. Zoltai et al., 1979). Allison 
and Dick (1976) reported that 5 of 15 known nest 
sites on the Horton River were occupied by pairs of 
peregrine falcons in 1975. Peregrines. presumably 
F.p. anatum. nest in the Campbell Hills area. where 
Windsor (1977) found nine breeding pairs. two or 
three non-breeding pairs and one lone female in 
1974. 

Cliffs provide the primary nesting habitat for pere- 
grine falcons. but they have also been observed to 
nest on man-made structures (e.g. buildings). in trees. 
and on level ground (Cade. 1960: Herbert and Her- 
bert. 1965; Hickey, 1969; Campbell and Davies. 
1973; Newton. 1976). Peregrine falcons are more 
limited by altitude in their choice of nest sites than are 
the other cliff-nesting raptors (cf. White and Cade, 
1971: Roseneau. 1974). In Alaska, peregrines have 
not been recorded to nest at altitudes of greater than 
800 m above sea level (Cade, 1960). although they 
have nested above 900 m in the central Yukon (Mos- 
sop, pers. comm., cited in Roseneau et al.. 1981). 

Nest sites are often traditional, and may be used by 
successive pairs (Newton. 1976). Unoccupied nests 
may remain unused for a few years (or longer) if an 
alternative nest site within a given territory is being 
used or if no birds are present. but the nest is likely to 
be occupied by new pairs at a future date (see Rat- 
cliffe, 1980). Consequently. unoccupied historical 
sites have a protected status. 

The timing of arrival and of breeding activities ofF.p. 
rundrius in coastal areas adjacent to the Beaufort 
Sea are poorly known. Platt (1975) indicated that 
peregrines return to nest sites on the Yukon North 
Slope during May and begin laying during the last 
week of May. Hatching occurs during the first week 
of July, and fledging in mid August. Roseneau et al. 
(1981) indicate that the peak periods ofactivities for 
F.p. rundrius on the Arctic Slope of Alaska are April 
25 to May 15 for arrival. May 15 to June 17 for 



egg-laying, June 25 to July 15 for hatching, and 
August I to 20 for fledging. 

The timing of breeding activities varies with latitude, 
among years, with the nesting experience of the indi- 
vidual birds. and between subspecies. Latitudinal 
and year to year variability are probably due mainly 
to differences in climatic conditions (Roseneau et al., 
198 1). In general. F.p. tundrius nests one to two weeks 
later than Ep. anaturn in Alaska (Roseneau et al., 
1981). 

Peregrine falcons migrate south from the Beaufort 
region to winter. Banding returns indicate that 
northern peregrines winter mostly in Latin America. 
The fall departure of F.p. tundrius from the coastal 
Beaufort area has not been well documented. Rose- 
neau et al. (1981) indicate that the main period of 
departure from the Arctic Slope of Alaska is August 

. 15 to September 10. D.G. Roseneau (pers’comm.) 
indicated that during fall, peregrines fly eastward 
along the Alaskan coast of the Beaufort Sea into the 
Yukon. and presumably as far east as the Mackenzie 
River. However, only two peregrines flying east and 
two flying west were recorded during fall migration 
watches at Nunaluk Spit in 1972 (Gollop and Davis. 
1974a). Searing et al. (1975) reported 7 peregrines 
from mid August to mid September in the same year, 
presumably including the four seen at Nunaluk Spit. 

Peregrine falcons feed primarily on birds taken in 
flight. They are opportunistic feeders, and take a 
wide variety of prey. Their principal prey includes 
shorebirds, waterfowl and passerines (Cade, 1960; 
Cade et al., 1968). Peregrines also take some mam- 
malian prey (Roseneau et al.. 1981). Peregrines hunt 
primarily over open areas, such as large rivers. where 
prey have little opportunity to find cover. Hunting 
ranges of breeding peregrines vary in size; for exam- 
ple, a male peregrine in Arctic Alaska hunted over a 
territory with a radius of about 11 km (White. 1974) 
while several anatum peregrines in interior Alaska 
and Canada hunted within 1.5 to 5 km of their nest 
sites (Roseneau et al., 198 1). Further information on 
hunting is given in Tull and Koski (198 1). 

4.2.7.5 Other Raptors 

At least six other species of hawks and falcons and six 
species of owls occur regularly in coastal areas of the 
Beaufort Sea region (Godfrey, 1966; Martell and 
Dickinson, 1982). The goshawk. sharp-shinned hawk, 
merlin and American kestrel. and the great horned 
owl, hawk owl. great gray owl and boreal owl all 
occur regularly in the forested portion of the Mack- 
enzie Delta (Martell and Dickinson, 1982) and the 
osprey has been recorded there once (Patterson et al., 
1977). On the other hand, the rough-legged hawk, 
marsh hawk, snowy owl and short-eared owl occur 

regularly (usually in small numbers) in tundra areas 
such as the Arctic Coastal Plain (Salter et al.. 1980). 
Ospreys have also been recorded on the coastal plain 
(Salter et al., 1980) and in the Horton and Anderson 
river areas (Barry, cited in Zoltai et al.. 1979). The 
population trends and abundances of these species in 
the Yukon and Northwest Territories are indicated in 
Table 4.2-3. Tate (198 1) lists the osprey. marsh hawk 
and short-eared owl on the most recent ‘blue list’ of 
North American birds. 

Snowy owls (Plate 4.2-5) may inhabit tundra areas 
(e.g. the PIrctic Coastal Plain) throughout the winter 
(Salter et al., 1980). but the other species that occt*r 
on the Arctic Coastal Plain in summer winter in 
southern Canada or further south (Godfrey. 1966). 

4.2.8 GROUSE 

Grouse inhabit forested and open areas throughout 
Canada. The three species of grouse that occur regu- 
larly within the coastal Beaufort region are the sharp- 
tailed grouse (Pedioecetes phasianellus). willow 
ptarmigan (Lugopuslagopus), and the rock ptarmigan 
(L. mutus). The sharp-tailed grouse regularly 
occurs in bogs and open burned areas within conifer- 
ous forest as far north as the wooded portion of the 
Mackenzie Delta (Godfrey, 1966: Martell and Dick- 
inson. 1982). This species is included m the 
‘blue list’ as a result of population declines in some 
regions (Tate. 1981). Ptarmigan occur primarily in 
tundra areas, although the willow ptarmigan also 
breeds in northern forested areas. The willow ptar- 
migan breeds throughout the Coastal Beaufort region. 
while the rock ptarmigan occurs in the Arctic and 
alpine tundra areas (Zoltai et al.. 1979; Salter et al., 
1980; Martell and Dickinson. 1982). Grouse usually 
remain within their breeding ranges during the win- 
ter (Godfrey, 1966). although they may leave the 
northernmost or high-altitude areas. 

In general, grouse have a high reproductive potential 
(Johnsgaard, 1973). Some grouse populations. most 
notably ruffed grouse and willow and rock ptarmi- 
gan, periodically undergo major fluctuations in size 
(Rusch and Keith, 1971; Weeden and Theberge. 
1972). Grouse are important prey for several species 
of raptors and mammals. 

Grouse in the coastal Beaufort region and Mackenzie 
Delta are generally dispersed during nesting, but are 
known to concentrate during certain other periods. 
For example. sharp-tailed grouse gather at commu- 
nal courtship and mating areas during spring (for 
review, see Koski and Tull, 1981) and ptarmigan 
flock during winter. 

Willow and rock ptarmigan form flocks during late 
summer that remain intact until April. Juvenile birds 
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PLATE 4.2-5 Snowy owl on the Arctic Coastal Plain. 

may move south during winter. while adult males 
usually predominate in the flocks in the northern- 
most areas (Martell and Dickinson. 1982). Flocks of 
willow ptarmigan may include up to 400 or more 
birds (Slane). 1974b; Platt, 1976a). The flocks are 
relatively mobile. and move readily between feeding 
areas (Slaney. 1974b). Winter tlocks of willow ptar- 
migan in the ,Mackenzie Delta and on the Yukon 
North Slope occur primarily in riparian shrub habi- 
tat (Slaney, 1974b; Platt. 1976a). Willow buds and 
twigs are their most important winter food (West and 
Meng. 1966: Weeden. 1969). while the buds and cat- 
kens of dwarf birch are the most important winter 
food for rock ptarmigan (Weeden, 1969). 

42.9 CRANES 

Two species of cranes occur within the coastal Beau- 
fort and Mackenzie Delta region: the sandhill crane 
( G-us canudensis) and rarely the whooping crane (G. 
arnci-icona). Cranes are terrestrial. and prefer open 
areas such as plains, marshy areas and tundra 
(Thomson, 1964; Wal kinshaw, 1973). They usually 
nest in remote areas. and have declined as a result of 
human encroachment into their breeding areas 
(Thomson. 1964). Cranes nesting in Canada migrate 

to wintering areas in the southern United States and 
Mexico (Godfrey, 1966). They are solitary nesters. 
but congregate in flocks during migration and on the 
wintering grounds. Cranes feed on vegatation and 
opportunistically on small invertebrates, birds, and 
mammals. 

The whooping crane is considered by COSEWIC to 
be ‘endangered’ in Canada. The world population of 
this species currently numbers about 120 individuals. 
The only area where wild whooping cranes are cur- 
rently known to nest, is Wood Buffalo National Park 
on the Alberta-Northwest Territories border. How- 
ever, stragglers have been sighted near Fort Good 
Hope (Kuyt, cited in Finney and Kondla, 1976) and 
along the Anderson River (H’dhn. 1959). 

Sandhi!! cranes have a low reproductive potential. 
They are !ong_!ived, and take several years to mature. 
Nests are located on the ground. and clutches usually 
have 2 eggs (Godfrey, 1966). Incubation requires 
about one month and the precocia! young require 
two months before fledging. Recruitment of young 
birds into the adult population is low (cf. Miller and 
Hatfield, 1974). 

Most sandhi!! cranes probably migrate to the coastal 
Beaufort and Mackenzie Delta region via the Mack 
enzie Valley. They are known to arrive in the Mack 
enzie Delta as early as May 8 (Porsild. 1943), and a 
late as May 21 (Slaney, 1974a). Sandhil! cranes begii 
nesting by the end of May (Campbell, 1973a). This 
species nests commonly in tundra areas of the outer 
Mackenzie Delta (Campbell and Weber. 1973: Sla- 
ney. 1974a: Wiseley et a!.. 1977) and probabIy the 
Tuktoyaktuk Peninsula (Kevan, 1970). During late 
June and early July, Campbell and Weber (1973) 
recorded breeding densities of 0.05 cranes/km’ in the 
Blow River and Shallow Bay area, and 0.03 cra- 
nes/km? in the Kittigazuit Bay area. Breeding sand- 
hi!! cranes are not common in the Horton and And- 
erson river areas (Zoltai et a!., 1979). Salter et al. 
(1980) recorded sandhill cranes as uncommon vis- 
itors to the Yukon Coastal Plain, but found no evi- 
dence that they nest there. 

Sandhil! cranes congregate during the premigratory 
staging period in the Blow River and Shallow Bay 
areas of the Mackenzie Delta during late August and 
early September (Campbell and Weber. 1973; Wise- 
ley et ai.. 1977). The number of sandhill cranes seen 
migrating eastward along the Yukon coast is small 
(e.g. Salter et al.. 1980, report a maximum l-day 
count of 18). and September 23 is the latest date that 
this species has been seen on the Yukon Coastal Plain 
(Salter et al.. 1980). Most birds have probably left by 
September 1. the date when peak migration occurs in 
the Mackenzie Valley (Salter, 1974a). 
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4.2.10 SHOREBIRDS 

Shorebirds are small to medium sized birds that are 
characterized by long legs and long bills. With the 
exception of phalaropes, which habitually swim. 
shorebirds are typically waders (Plate 4.2-6). They 

. 
PLATE 4.2-6 A sanderling shorebird feeding on the shore 
of the man-made island in McKinley Bay. 

nest throughout Canada but the majority of species 
nest north of the treeline. At least 23 species nest in 
coastal areas adjacent to the Canadian Beaufort Sea 
(Table 4.2-4). A!! species that occur in the Beaufort 

TABLE 4.2-4 

SHOREBIRDS BREEDING IN THE 
BEAUFORT AND NORTHEAST CHUKCHI SEA REGION 

(Adapted from Godfrey, 1966) 

American golden plover Pluvlalls domInIca -- 
Black-bellled plover Pluvlalls squatarola -- 
Semrpalmated plover Charadrlus semipalmatus --- 
Dotterel’ Eudromlas morlnellus -- 
Whlmbrel Numemus phaeopus P -- 
Bar-talled godwIt’ Limosa lappontca -- - 
Eskimo curlew3 Numemus boreal6 -- 
Spotted sandpIper 4stitts macuiarla -- 
Lesser yellowlegs~ Trlnga flavlpes v--- 
Huasontan godwit* I lmosa haemastfca 
Buff-breasted sandptper Tryngltes subruftcollls -- 
Stltt sandplper Mlc!opalama himantopus ---- 
Ruddy turnstone Arenarla lnterpres -e- 
Pectoral sandpiper Caliarls melanotos -- 
Red knot Calidrls canutus -- 
Dunlm Cahdrls alpma --- 
Sanderling Calldrls alba -- 
White-rumped sandpiper fusclcolhs Calldris 
Baird’s sandplper Calldrls baIrdi -- 
Least Sandpiper Calldrls mmutllla -- 
Curlew sandpiper’ Cahdris ferruqlnea -- 
Semipalmated sandptper Calidrts pusllla -- 
Western sandplper Calldns maurl -- 
Common smpe Capella galhnago -- -+ 
Long-bllled dowitcher Llmnodromus scolopaceus -- 
Red phalarope Phalaropus fullcarlus --- 
Northern phalarope Lobfpes lobatus --- 
‘Nests rarely or locally tn northern Alaska 
‘Nests rarely or locally adjacent to the Canadian Beaufort Sea 
3Endangered spectes whose mam nestmg area IS belteved to be the 
Anderson River Valley (Gallop and Shier. 1978) 

region migrate south for the winter to the southern 
United States, the tropics, or southern South America. 

Shorebirds arrive at the Beaufort Sea from wintering 
areas in mid to late May and early June, and disperse 

rapidly to nesting sites. There is little or no use made 
of the still-frozen littoral areas in spring. Spring 
migration occurs across a broad front and primarily 
via overland routes. Spring migrant shorebirds rarely 
occur in large flocks. 

Nesting habitat varies among species and includes 
wet. marshy tundra (e.g. stilt sandpiper. whimbrel), 
dry upland tundra (e.g. buff-breasted sandpiper. 
American golden plover). bogs and muskeg areas 
(eg. greater yellowlegs, short-billed dowitcher). and 
wooded lakeshores (e.g. spotted sandpiper) (Palmer, 
1967). Mating systems also vary considerably among 
species (Pitelka et al.. 1974). The majority of the 
species are monogamous: the female lays one clutch 
of three to four eggs. which is incubated by one or 
both adults. A few spectes are polygamous or pro- 
miscuous (buff-breasted sandpiper. pectoral sand- 
piper, white-rumped sandpiper). Of the species 
occurring in the Beaufort Sea area. the sanderling, 
red phalarope and northern phalarope are the only 
species known to be double brooded. Female sande- 
rlings may lay two clutches, one of which she incu- 
bates and one of which is incubated by the male 
(Parmelee and Payne. 1973; Pitelka et a!.. 1974). 
Female phalaropes of both species may mate with 
and lay eggs for two successive males (Hilden and 
Vuolanto, 1972; Raner, 1972; Schamel and Tracy, 
1977). All other shorebird species breeding in the 
area are believed to produce only one set of young 
each year. The reproductive potential is thus very 
similar for most shorebird species. Despite the short 
nesting cycle of northern shorebirds. which includes 
incubation periods of 18 to 27 days and fledging 
periods of 14 to 21 days (Godfrey, 1966). many indr- 
viduals in High Arctic areas may not nest in years 
when spring is late (Alliston et a!., 1976; Maltby, 
1978). Populations can also be adversely affected by 
poor weather either in spring (Morrison, 1975) or 
later in the season, especially when the chicks are 
very young (Jehl and Husse!!. 1966). 

Mortality of shorebirds is high during the first year, 
but adult shorebirds may be relatively long-lived. 
Many shorebird populations were drastically reduced 
during the late 1800’s as a result of heavy hunting 
pressure, and some populations have not recovered. 

Young shorebirds are precocia! and leave the nest 
shortly after hatching. They forage for themselves, 
but are brooded by a parent for a week or two after 
hatching. 

The fall migration is protracted, partly because dif- 
ferent age and sex classes leave the breeding areas at 
different times. In some species. one adult departs as 
soon as the clutch has been laid, while in some other 
species, the adults leave the young at different stages 
of the brood-rearing period. The adults of most spe- 
cies leave the breeding range before the juveniles 
(Parmelee et al., 1967; Alliston et al., 1976). 
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Flocks of shorebirds frequently stage prior to fall 
migration or at stopover points during migration. 
Many species stage along marine coastlines, while 
some stage along freshwater shorelines or on open 
upland habitats. At these staging sites, shorebirds 
build up energy reserves for their long, often non- 
stop, migratory flights. Staging shorebirds frequently 
occur in mixed flocks of several species. 

Most species feed on small invertebrates found prim- 
arily along the shorelines of freshwater or marine 
waterbodies; although some feed partially on plant 
material, particularly berries in late summer and fall. 
Some species feed primarily on the shore, while oth- 
ers feed by wading in shallow water. A few species 
feed primarily in open upland habitats, and two spe- 
cies (phalaropes) feed from the water surface while 
swimming. 

4.2.10.1 Eskimo Curlew 

The Eskimo curlew is considered ‘endangered’ in 
Canada by COSEWIC. This species nests only in 
Canada. and is near extinction. The reasons for the 
decline have been debated, but hunting was a major 
factor (for a review see Banks, 1977). The present size 
of the population is poorly known. but Gollop and 
Shier ( 1978) estimate that fewer than 20 birds remain. 
Five sightings of this species were recorded during 
the 1970’s (Gollop and Shier, 1978). These have been 
followed by one sighting in Manitoba (Gollop, 1980) 
and one at the Anderson River (T. Barry, pers. 
comm.) in 1980. The 1970’s sightings consisted of one 
from the Anderson River, one from James Bay and 
three from the United States. 

Former nesting areas of the Eskimo curlew included 
areas in the northern Mackenzie District from the 
Coppermine River to the Anderson River and south 
to Fort Simpson. However, no nests have been 
reported in these areas in more than 100 years (Gol- 
lop and Shier, 1978). The current breeding area(s) are 
unknown, but sightings within the last five years in 
the Anderson River area suggest that breeding may 
occur there. However, no nesting birds were seen 
there during a search in 1981 (T. Barry, pers. comm.). 
Eskimo curlews formerly migrated northward dur- 
ing spring via the prairie provinces and possibly the 
Mackenzie River Valley (Gallop and Shier, 1978), 
and the return fall migration occurred via Hudson 
Bay and Labrador. Current spring and fall migration 
routes are unknown. 

4.2.10.2 Phalaropes 

Phalaropes are unique among shorebirds in that they 
habitually swim and remain at sea during all but the 
nesting season. The two species that occur regularly 
in the Beaufort and northeast Chukchi seas, red and 

northern phalaropes, both winter at sea, mainly in 
the southern hemisphere (Godfrey, 1966). 

The spring migration of red phalaropes to the Beau- 
fort and northeast Chukchi seas probably occurs 
offshore. although little is known of the exact routes 
(Gabrielson and Lincoln. 1959). During the breeding 
season, red phalaropes are particularly abundant 
near Point Barrow (50 birds/km”; Connors and 
Risebrough. 1977) and Point Storkersen in Alaska 
(15.6 to 37 birds/km*; Bergman et a!., 1977), and are 
also abundant on Banks Island (estimated popula- 
tion of 35,000; Manning et a!., 1956). They are 
uncommon in the Mackenzie Delta, on the Tuk- 
toyaktuk Peninsula and along the Yukon North 
Slope (Barry, 1967; Kevan, 1970; Johnson et a!., 
1975; Salter et a!., 1980). 

Some northern phalaropes follow a coastal migra- 
tion route to and from the Beaufort Sea coastal area 
(Gabrielson and Lincoln, 1959). but this species is 
also common along an interior migration route 
across the prairie provinces. Northern phaiaropes 
are uncommon nesters near Point Barrow and Point 
Storkersen. but are relatively common inland of 
these areas (Pitelka, 1974; Bergman et a!., 1977: 
Connors and Risebrough. 1977). as well as in main- 
land coastal areas from the Yukon North Slope 
eastward (Barry, 1967; Salter et a!., 1980). For exam- 
ple. Slaney (1974a) estimated that 25.000 northern 
phalaropes summered in the Mackenzie Delta area. 
The breeding density of northern phalaropes was 7.3 
territories/km’ on the lower Babbage River in 1972 
(Gollop et a!., 1974) and 1.3 territories/km? on the 
upper Babbage River in 1973 (Richardson and Gol- 
lop, 1974). 

Phalaropes arrive in the Beaufort Sea region during 
late May or early June (Porsild, 1943; H’dhn and 
Robinson. 1951; Johnson et al.. 1975; Salter et a!., 
1980). Courtship takes place shortly after their arri- 
val. Clutch initiation begins during early to mid June 
(Campbell. 1973a; Salter et al., 1980), and the males 
incubate the eggs. Females may lay a second clutch if 
they find a second mate. Second clutches have been 
documented in red phalaropes in Alaska (Schamel 
and Tracy, 1977) and on Bathurst Island (Mayfield. 
1978), and in northern phalaropes in Finland (Hilden 
and Vuolanto, 1972; Raner. 1972). 

The timing of breeding activities is similar in the two 
species (Williamson et al., 1966; S!aney, 1974a: John- 
son et a!.. 1975; Bergman et al., 1977) and the follow- 
ing information is based primarily on studies of the 
better-known red phalaropes on Victoria Island 
(Parmelee et a!., 1967) and in Alaska (Bergman, 
1974; Connors and Risebrough. 1977; Schamel and 
Tracy, 1977; Connors et al., 1979). When incubation 
begins, the females leave the males and flock together 
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for premigratory staging on tundra waterbodies. 
Most female phalaropes have migrated from the 
region by mid July. Hatching occurs during early 
July, and fledging in late July and early August. 
Males leave the breeding territories once the young 
have fledged (or the nest has failed) and move to 
coastal areas to stage. Most males have left the tun- 
dra breeding areas by early to mid August, whereas 
the young leave the breeding areas from early August 
to early September and stage in lagoons and other 
nearshore waters. During this period, large concen- 
trations of juveniles of both species occur along the 
mainland coast between Cape Lisburne and the 
Yukon (Connors and Risebrough, 1977). 

In early August 1973. Salter et al. (1980) recorded 
approximately 5,000 phalaropes staging along the 
south shore of Herschel Island. Northern phalaropes 
outnumbered red phalaropes by about 20 to 1. The 

. former species has been recorded on the Yukon 
North Slope as late as September 17 (Salter et a!.. 
1980). The fall migration of red phalaropes probably 
follows offshore routes, but the migration corridors 
followed by northern phalaropes are largely unknown. 

4.2.10.3 Other Shorebirds 

Twenty-four species of shorebirds. excluding phala- 
ropes and the Eskimo curlew, regularly nest in coas- 
tal areas adjacent to the Beaufort and northeast 
Chukchi seas (Table 4.24) (Godfrey, 1966; Zoltai et 
a!., 1979; Salter et a!., 1980; Martell and Dickinson, 
1982). Within the region. a few species such as the 
solitary sandpiper nest only in wooded areas in the 
Mackenzie Delta and inland areas to the east. 

Although shorebird migration routes have not been 
well documented, there are apparently at least three 
main spring routes to the Beaufort Sea area (cf. 
Johnson et al., 1975). Several species that include 
pectoral sandpiper, buff-breasted sandpiper, Hud- 
sonian godwit and stilt sandpiper, migrate across 
interior North America and presumably down the 
Mackenzie Valley. Some shorebirds, such as the sem- 
ipalmated plover, migrate across Alaska from the 
Gulf of Alaska to the Beaufort Sea coast, while 
others, such as the dunlin, follow a coastal route 
around Alaska from the Bering Sea. Most species of 
shorebirds first arrive on the Yukon North Slope 
during mid to late May (Salter et al.. 1980). In 1975, 
the peak of spring migration occurred between May 
26 and June 9 (Johnson et a!., 1975). 

The nesting densities of shorebirds in arctic tundra 
areas in this region are comparatively high. In many 
areas, shorebirds are the most prominent group of 
birds encountered. In dry, upland tundra on the 
upper Babbage River, eight species of shorebirds. 
including phalaropes. occurred at a density of 14.4 

territories/km* and constituted 77~ of all birds pres- 
ent (Richardson and Gollop, 1974). During studies 
on wet tundra near Point Barrow, Alaska, as many as 
10 species of shorebirds have been recorded on a 33 
hectare plot at densities up to 113 territories/km2. 
Shorebirds comprised up to 69% of the birds present 
(cf. Myers et a!., 1980). 

Fall migration is protracted, and occurs from July to 
mid September. In the outer Mackenzie Delta the 
peak movement occurs during about the third week 
of August (Searing et al., 1975). The early migrants 
are adults, and the later migrants juveniles. Migra- 
tion routes are not well documented. although the 
Beaufort Sea coast is known to be an important route 
for some species (Campbell, 1973b; Gallop and 
Davis, 1974a; Vermeer and Anweiler, 1975). During 
surveys in 1972. eastward movement past Nunaluk 
Spit was more common than westward movement 
(Gollop and Davis, 1974a). During fail migration, 
shorebirds stage to build up energy reserves, but the 
locations and use of fall staging areas in the coastal 
Beaufort Sea are not well known. However they 
apparently include the south shore of Herschel 
Island, the northern tip of Richards Island, Warren 
Point, and the shore between Phillips lsland and 
Cape Dalhousie on the Tuktoyaktuk Peninsula 
(Vermeer and Anweiler, 1975; Barry et a!., 1981). 

4.2.11 JAEGERS 

Three species of jaegers nest in areas adjacent to the 
Beaufort and northeast Chukchi seas: pomarine 
jaeger (Stercorarius pomarinus), parasitic jaegcr (S. 
parasiticus). and long-tailed jaeger (S. longicaudus). 
Although jaegers remain at sea for most of the year, 
they are largely terrestrial during the summer nesting 
season. Parasitic and long-tailed jaegers breed 
throughout the Beaufort region. The pomarine jaeger 
is a rare breeder but a common coastal migrant along 
the Yukon North Slope and in the Mackenzie Delta 
area (Porsild, 1943; Barry, 1967; Kevan, 1970; Sla- 
ney, 1974a; Zoltai et al., 1979; Salter et al., 1980). 
Although there are no reliable estimates of the jaeger 
populations in the region, parasitic jaegers are com- 
mon along the mainland coast, while pomarine jaeg- 
ers are abundant on Banks and Victoria islands and 
on Cape Bathurst during years of lemming abun- 
dance (Barry et al., 1981). The long-tailed jaeger is 
widely distributed throughout the Beaufort region. 

The breeding biology of the three jaeger species is 
similar. The nests are widely dispersed over suitable 
tundra habitats. Both members of pairs share in 
nesting and brood-rearing activities, and chicks are 
attended until after fledging. The minimal time 
required for breeding is 80 to 90 days for the long- 
tailed jaeger and 90 to 100 days for the pomarine 
jaeger. Breeding time for the parasitic jaeger is inter- 
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mediate between the other two species (Maher, 
1974). 

The population biology ofjaegers is not well known. 
Clutch size for all species is normally two eggs 
(Maher, 1974). Age at first breeding is not known. 
but is thought to be three or four years for the 
long-tailed jaeger (Andersson, 1976). Adult annual 
mortality rates are believed to be low; Andersson 
(1976) suggests in the 9 to 16% range. Jaegers exploit 
a highly variable food supply, and when this supply is 
low, few or no adults may nest. This adaptation to a 
variable food supply reduces the reproductive poten- 
tial of these species. 

Pomarine jaegers prey primarily on lemmings during 
the breeding season and nest in a specific area only 
when lemming numbers are large, which is usually 
only one or two years out of every four. Long-tailed 
jacgers prey largely on microtines during the nesting 
season but also take a variety of other prey including 
insects and small birds. The parasitic jaeger also 
takes a variety of prey but depends largely on small 
birds (Maher, 1974; Martin and Barry, 1978). 

Jaegers use the marine portions of the Beaufort 
region mainly during their spring and fall migrations. 
The numbers using marine areas during the breeding 
season may vary depending on nesting effort and 
success in a given year. Many adult jaegers are 
believed to return to marine areas after prospecting 
nesting areas in non-nesting years (Maher, 1974; 
Watson and Divoky, 1974; Richardson and John- 
son. 1981). Few immature jaegers are believed to 
frequent the Beaufort region (Salomonsen, 1950; 
Frame, 1973; Maher, 1974; Watson and Divoky, 
1974). 

Jaegers reportedly migrate to the Canadian Beaufort 
Sea primarily along the north coast of Alaska (Kessel 
and Cade, 1958; Williamson et a!.. 1966; Maher. 
1974). However. in some years large numbers of 
jaegers may follow overland routes via the eastern 
Brooks Range (Dean et al.. 1976). 

Spring migrant jaegers are first seen in the eastern 
Chukchi and western Beaufort during mid to late 
May (Maher, 1974) and by early June are present 
throughout the Beaufort-Chukchi area (Johnson et 
a!.. 1975: Martin and Barry, 1978). During spring 
migration jaegers travel singly, in pairs, or sometimes 
in loose flocks (Maher. 1974; Johnson et al., 1975; 
Dean et al.. 1976) and some follow cracks and leads 
in the sea ice (P. Soralik cited in Maher, 1974; Barry, 
1976). Numbers passing through the Beaufort- 
Chukchi area are not known. although Barry (1972, 
1976) has made some rough estimates. 

If conditions are favourable, jaegers begin nesting as 

soon as they arrive on the breeding grounds. How- 
ever, if conditions are unfavourable, they may begin 
migration back toward their wintering areas. Rich- 
ardson and Johnson (198 l), after witnessing an east- 
ward migration of jaegers along the Yukon coast 
during late May and early June of 1975. recorded a 
westward migration of pomarine and unidentified 
jaegers during mid to late June 1975. 

When breeding conditions are favourable, jaegers 
occupy terrestrial habitats until their nest attempt 
fails or the young fledge. Fledging of the young 
occurs during August: pomarine during mid August, 
parasitic during early to mid August and long-tailed 
during mid to late August (see Johnson et a!., 1975). 
In late July 1973 on the Yukon Coastal Plain, long- 
tailed jaegers were observed at or near 20 of 60 lakes 
surveyed, while parasitic jaegers were found at or 
near 17 of the 60 lakes (Sharp et al., 1974). The 
density of nesting parasitic jaegers, the only species of 
jaeger nesting in the area, was 0.04 pairs/km2 in 1973 
at the Anderson River delta (Martin and Barry, 
1978). 

Fall migration of successfully-nesting birds begins 
shortly after the young fledge in August and most 
adults are believed to have left the Beaufort Sea by 
mid September (see Johnson et al.. 1975) and from 
the eastern Chukchi Sea by the end of September 
(Watson and Divoky, 1972). During fall migration 
through the Beaufort-Chukchi area, adult jaegers are 
widely dispersed in offshore waters and most fre- 
quently occur in groups of one to five birds. often of 
mixed species (Frame, 1973: Watson and Divoky, 
1974; Divoky, 1978~). Young-of-the-year have not 
been observed in offshore areas (Watson and Div- 
oky, 1974). 

4.2.12 GULLS AND TERNS 

Nine species of gulls occur in the Beaufort Sea region: 
glaucous gull (Lm-us hevperboreus), Thayer’s gull (L. 
thayeri). herring gull (L. argentatus), mew gull (L. 
canus), Bonaparte’s gull (L. Philadelphia), ivory gull 
(Pagophilia eburnea). black-legged kittiwake <Rissa 
tridactpla), Ross’ gull (Rhodestethia rosea). and 
Sabine’s gull (Xema sabini). In addition, the Arctic 
tern (Sterna paradisaea) also occurs in the region. 
Ross’ and ivory gulls are mainly fall transients in 
marine areas, while herring, mew and Bonaparte’s 
gulls are rare north of the treeline but breed in the 
forested Mackenzie Delta and forested areas to the 
east (Zoltai et al., 1979: Martel! and Dickinson, 
1982). The remaining species of gulls and the Arctic 
tern nest in coastal regions of the Beaufort and 
Chukchi seas. 

Gulls obtain their food at the water surface. but do 
not ordinarily dive for food. They search for much of 
their food while in flight. Terns also locate their prey 
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in the water while in flight, and may pursue it by 
shallow dives. Terns rarely swim. and are more awk- 
ward on land then gulls; terns will readily perch, but 
usually do not walk. Gulls and terns feed primarily 
on small. near-surface fish and invertebrates, although 
some species of gulls are efficient scavengers. 

Gulls and terns are generally long-lived birds (e.g. 10 
to 20 years). Adult mortality is relatively low, while 
mortality of immature birds is considerably higher. 
Terns and the smaller gulls may mature in two years, 
but the larger gulls may require four or more years to 
mature. Gulls and terns normally lay clutches of two 
or three eggs, and incubate them for 20 to 28 days 
(Godfrey, 1966). The time from hatching to fledging 
may range from 21 to 28 days in terns (Fisher and 
Lockley, 1954) to 43 to 57 days in glaucous gulls 
(Swartz, 1966). The young leave the nest shortly after 
hatching. but are fed by the parents until, and in 

. some cases after fledging. Depending on the species, 
gulls and terns nest as single pairs or in colonies 
ranging from a few to several thousand individuals. 

Most gulls that summer in the Beaufort region prob- 
ably winter on the Pacific coast from Alaska to Cali- 
fornia, but the Sabine’s gull is known to winter off 
the coast of Peru (Chapman, 1969). The Arctic tern 
winters in southern oceans as far south as the Antarc- 
tic Ocean (AOU, 1957; Godfrey, 1966). Gulls fre- 
quently occur in mixed flocks during migration and 
at migration stopover locations. 

4.2.12.1 Glaucous Gull 

The spring migration of glaucous gulls (Plate 4.2-7) 

erally arrive in the Chukchi Sea by late April 
(Gabrielson and Lincoln, 1959) and in the Beaufort 
Sea by mid May (Manning et a!.. 1956; Johnson et 
al., 1975; Searing et al.. 1975). The peak migration of 
glaucous gulls along the Yukon coast is during late 
May and the first three weeks of June (Johnson et al., 
1975). During aerial surveys of the ice edge from 
Tuktoyaktuk to Baillie Islands, in the Amundsen 
Gulf polynya and along the southwest coast of Banks 
Island on June 5. 1980, Barry et a!. (1981) observed 
glaucous gulls in 39 of 41 transects. Maximum 
recorded densities of glaucous gulls were 10.8 
birds/km-’ near Masik River on Banks Island and 3.5 
birds/km’ off the Baillie Islands. 

The glaucous gull is the most abundant nesting gull 
in the Beaufort-Chukchi region, except in the Cape 
Thompson-Cape Lisburne area of the Chukchi Sea 
where black-legged kittiwakes predominate. Glau- 
cous gulls nest singly or in small loose colonies on sea 
cliffs, on offshore spits and islands. on barrier 
beaches. on river deltas. and on islands in inland 
lakes and ponds. Although estimates of the popula- 
tion of glaucous gulls in the region are not available, 
numbers nesting in coastal areas of the Canadian 
Beaufort Sea and Amundsen Gulf probably exceed 
numbers nesting in Arctic Alaska by a factor of 2 or 3 
(see LGL and ESL. 1982). In 1976. approximate!! 
500 pairs nested along the Alaskan coast adjacent to 
the Beaufort and northeast Chukchi seas, and an 
additional 150 pairs were observed nesting near Cape 
Thompson (Gavin, 1976; Divoky, 1978a; Springer 
and Roseneau, 1978). 

Glaucous gulls nest on barrier islands along the 
Yukon coast (Salter et a!.. 1980), on offshore islands 
in the outer Mackenzie Delta and in other coastal 
and. to a lesser extent, inland areas. The largest 
recorded colony in the outer Mackenzie Delta had 85 
pairs in 1972 (Boreal Institute, 1975; Slaney, 1975). 
Barry (1974) and Barry et al. (1981) identify several 
coastal nesting areas for this species in the southeast- 
ern Beaufort Sea (Figure 4.2-7), and Ward (1979) 
found glaucous gulls nesting at several locations near 
Cape Parry. The largest concentrations of glaucous 
gulls occur during the summer open water period in 
coastal areas near the nesting colonies (Searing et al., 
1975). During aerial surveys of coastal areas of the 
southeastern Beaufort Sea during mid July, late July 
and mid August 1980, Barry et al. (1981) reported 
glaucous gulls in virtually all areas. The maximum 
recorded densities were 19.9 birds/km2 at Shallow 
Bay and 11.4 birds/km* at Cape Bathurst during the 
mid July surveys. Feeding studies conducted in 
Simpson Lagoon, Alaska, during 1977 indicated that 
gulls in this area fed exclusively along shorelines and 
ate primarily isopods, amphipods, fish and small 
birds (Johnson and Richardson, 1981). 
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Glaucous gulls are less common inland on the Arctic 
Coastal Plain and were observed at only 3 of 22 lakes 
visited in 1972 by Gallop and Davis (1974b). Uni- 
dentified gulls were present at 10 of the 60 lakes 
surveyed there in 1973 by Sharp et a!. (1974). Inten- 
sive aerial surveys in the outer Mackenzie Delta dur- 
ing mid July indicated glaucous gull densities of0.27 
gulls/kmZ in the Blow River-Shallow Bay area and 
0.37 gulls/km’ in the Kittigazuit Bay area (Campbell 
and Weber. 1973). 

In the Beaufort Sea and Amundsen Gulf region, 
nesting begins in early June and the eggs have 
hatched by mid Ju!y.(Campbell, 1973b; Salter et al.. 
1980). Most young have fledged by late August and 
early September (Parmelee et al., 1976; Campbell. 
1973b; Schamel, 1974; Johnson et a!.. 1975). The fall 
migration follows a coastal route simi!ar to the spring 
migration. and most glaucous gulls probably leave 
the eastern Beaufort Sea after mid September (Par- 
melee et a!.. 1967; Searing et al., 1975). They have 
been observed on the Arctic Coastal Plain at the end 
of September, and an immature was seen there on 
October 22, 1975 (Salter et al., 1980). 

4.2.12.2 Black-legged Kittiwake 

Black-legged kittiwakes of the subspecies R. t. pollica- 
ris nest in large coastal colonies at Cape Lisbourne, 

1974: Barry et al., 7987) 

Cape Lewis and Cape Thompson in Alaska. In 1977, 
there were an estimated 28.000, 4.000 and 20.000 
nesting adult kittiwakes at these colonies, respec- 
tively (Springer and Roseneau. 1978). In other parts 
of the northeastern Chukchi Sea and in the western 
Beaufort Sea, a few immature black-legged kitti- 
wakes are widely distributed throughout the area 
during summer (Swartz, 1967: Watson and Divoky, 
1972, 1974; Frame, 1973: Bartonek et a!.. 1977; Div- 
oky, 1978~). However. in the southeastern Beaufort 
Sea, black-legged kittiwakes only occur irregularly 
and in small numbers (Frame, 1973; Johnson et a!., 
1975; Searing et al., 1975). 

Kittiwakes generally arrive at the nesting colonies 
during late May and occupy nesting ledges several 
days later (Swartz, 1966). Females probably first 
breed at the age of 3 or 4 years. while males first breed 
at 4 or 5 years of age (Coulson, 1966). Two-egg 
clutches are laid during the period from late June to 
early July, and fledging usually occurs between late 
August and mid September, although some may not 
fledge until early October (Springer and Roseneau, 
1978, 1979). Aerial surveys conducted near Cape 
Lisburne in 1978 indicated that the largest numbers 
of breeding birds feed regularly near their nesting 
areas. but some feed in coastal areas more than 150 
km from the colonies (Springer and Roseneau, 1979). 
By mid October most adult and young black-legged 
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kittiwakes have left the region for wintering areas in 
the Pacific Ocean (Swartz. 1966). 

4.2.12.3 Sabine’s Gull and Arctic Tern 

The breeding ranges of the Sabine’s gull and the 
Arctic tern include coastal spits, barrier islands, and 
tundra lakes near the coasts of the Arctic mainland of 
Canada and Alaska, and the Arctic Islands. How- 
ever. Sabine’s gulls are relatively uncommon in the 
Beaufort and northeast Chukchi region. except on 
Banks and Victoria islands (Parmelee et al., 1967). 
Nesting Arctic terns are widely distributed through- 
out most interior and coastal regions of Alaska. the 
Yukon and Northwest Territories (Gabrielson and 
Lincoln, 1959: Godfrey, 1966). Both species winter at 
sea in the southern hemisphere (Johnson et al., 1975). 

Sabine’s gulls and Arctic terns migrate along coastal 
CL routes to reach nesting areas adjacent to the Beaufort 

and Chukchi seas. and most arrive during late May 
and early June (Williamson et al., 1966: Johnson et 
al., 1975). Both species nest singly or in small colo- 
nies. and clutches typically have 2 or 3 eggs. Arctic 
terns begin egg laying in mid June and the young 
hatch by mid July: many are capable of flight by early 
August (Salter et al.. 1980). 

Arctic terns nest on barrier islands along the Yukon 
coast (Salter et al.. 1980) and on offshore islands in 
the Mackenzie Delta area. The largest recorded col- 
ony in the Delta had 24 nests in 1974 (Slaney, 1975). 
Kevan ( 1970) observed nesting Arctic terns at Atkin- 
son Point. while Barry ( 1967) recorded this species as 
a fairly common nester in the Anderson River delta. 
Arctic terns were uncommon near Cape Parry 
(Ward, 1979). Arctic terns are relatively common 
inland on the Yukon Coastal Plain and in the Mack- 
enzie Delta area. They were observed at 17 of 22 lakes 
surveyed on the Yukon Coastal Plain in 1972 (Gallop 
and Davis, 1974b) and at 45 of 60 lakes surveyed in 
1973 (Sharp et al., 1974). During intensive aerial 
surveys in the outer Mackenzie Delta in 1972, 
Campbell and Weber (1973) recorded mid July den- 
sities of 0.60 Arctic terns/km’ in the Blow River- 
Shallow Bay area and 1.21 Arctic terns/km’ in the 
Kittigazuit Bay area. During incidental summer 
aerial surveys in 1972, Campbell and Weber (1973) 
recorded densities of Arctic terns/km2 of 0.64 in the 
outer Mackenzie Delta, I .21 in the southern Mack- 
enzie Delta. 0.31 in tundra areas, 0.42 along the 
Yukon coast, and 0.12 in boreal forest areas. 

Nesting areas for Sabine’s gulls have not been well 
documented. On the Tuktoyaktuk Peninsula, they 
are reported to nest at Atkinson Point (Kevan, 1970) 
and Cape Dalhousie (Barry, 1976), and Barry ( 1967) 
suspected that breeding occurred in the Anderson 
and Mason river deltas. They also nest at Cape 

Bathurst and Langton Bay (Zoltai et al.. 1979). and 
at Nunaluk Spit and Pelly Island (Barry et al., 1981). 

Arctic terns may begin their fall migration during 
July, but movement past Nunaluk Spit in 1972 
peaked during August 10 to 17 and continued into 
early September (Gollop and Davis, 1974a: Johnson 
et al., 1975; Searing et al.. 1975). The latest record of 
this species in the Canadian Beaufort was of 3 birds 
in Shallow Bay on September 11. 1975 (Johnson et 
al.. 1975). Sabine’s gulls may not depart until late 
September and they probably migrate offshore (Sear- 
ing et al.. 1975; Johnson, 1979). 

4.2.12.4 Other Gulls 

Thayer’s gulls winter along the Pacific coast and nest 
primarily in the eastern Arctic but their migration 
routes are still unknown (Godfrey, 1966: Johnson 
and Richardson, 1981). In the Beaufort-Chukchi 
region, colonies have been reported at Cape Kellett 
and Cape M’Clure (Manning et al.. 1956). These 
colonies had about 200 birds in 1952 (Manning et al.. 
1956), but their current status is unknown. 

The ivory gull (Plate 4.2-8) is considered rare by 

PLATE 4-2-8 Ivory gulls such as this one are present in the 
Beaufort Sea in autumn. (Courtesy, M. Bradstreet, LGL Ltd.) 

COSEWIC. Ivory gulls occur in Arctic and subarctic 
areas throughout the year, but are rarely observed in 
coastal areas of the Beaufort Sea during spring. They 
occur sporadically, alone or in small groups, from 
March to August along and off the north coast of 
Alaska (Frame, 1973; Kessel and Gibson, 1978). In 
that area, ivory gulls occur regularly and in largest 
numbers during September and October. The largest 
flock that has been recorded was 50 to 75 individuals 
at Point Barrow on October 25, 1977 (Kessel and 
Gibson, 1978). 

Ross’ gulls nest in eastern Siberia. They are fairly 
common fall migrants, and casual spring migrants 
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and summer visitants to the Chukchi Sea and Point 
Barrow (Bailey, 1948; Densley, 1977, 1979; Kessel 
and Gibson, 1978). However. they are rare or absent 
in coastal areas of the Beaufort Sea east of Point 
Barrow (Divoky, 1978b; Salter et al., 1980). 

The herring gull. mew gull and Bonaparte’s gull 
migrate to the Arctic via the Mackenzie River Valley 
and arrive in May (Porsild, 1943; Barry; 1976; John- 
son et al., 1975). Herring gulls and mew gulls nest 
both in colonies, and as single pairs. They nest on 
islands or around lakeshores; nests are usually on the 
ground and occasionally in trees (Godfrey, 1966). 
Bonaparte’s gulls usually nest singly in coniferous 
trees near muskeg ponds or lakes (Godfrey, 1966). 

Campbell and Weber ( 1973) found the mew gull to be 
the most common species in forested areas of the 
Beaufort region (Table 4.2-5). In general, gull colo- 

DENSITIES (blrdolkmz) OF THREE GULL SPECIES 
OBSERVED ON THE MACKENZIE DELTA AND ADJACENT AREAS 

-:’ 

Herrlnq QUll 0001 0 002 0002 0 002 000 
Mew QUII 0 05 0 16 006 041 0005 
BonaParte s QUll 0003 0 04 009 0 06 000 
Untdentihed qulls 0 00 0 15 0 08 0 005 0 00 

I 

I Based on Campbell and Weber 11973) 

nies in the forested portions of the Mackenzie Delta 
region have not been well documented. although 
Campbell (1973a) reports a herring gull colony with 
29 nests on Sitidgi Lake. 

4.2.13 ALCIDS 

Alcids are highly aquatic seabirds that normally dive 
below the water surface to capture small fish and 
invertebrates. They only come ashore during the 
nesting period. and typically breed colonially on cliff 
ledges. in crevices, or amongst the rock rubble of 
talus slopes. Non-breeding adults and some pre- 
breeding birds also are present at the colonies. Breed- 
ing birds have a strong tendency to retain the same 
nest sites and mates from year to year, and both 
adults share in incubation and feeding of the nes- 
tling(s). Alcids have a relatively low reproductive 
potential since they are slow to mature and typically 
have clutches of only one or two eggs. 

In the Arctic the breeding distribution of alcids, and 
true seabirds in general. is influenced by the presence 
of open water areas in which food can be obtained 
during the breeding season, and by the presence of 
suitable nesting habitat such as cliffs, talus slopes, 
etc. The heavy ice conditions that prevail in the 
channels of the central Canadian Arctic and the lack 
of suitable nesting habitat adjacent to Amundsen 

Gulf and the Beaufort Sea practically preclude the 
use of these areas by breeding alcids. and other true 
seabirds. Alcids are rare in the entire area from west 
Barrow Strait to the Chukchi Sea. However, in the 
Chukchi Sea breeding conditions are favourable and 
large colonies of alcids, and other seabirds. occur. 
Eleven species of alcids occur in the northeast Chuk- 
chi Sea. and of these. seven nest there. Only two of 
these species, the thick-billed murre (Uria lamvia) 
and the biack guillemot (Cepphus grylle), nest in the 
Beau fort Sea. 

4.2.13.1 Murres 

Two species of murres nest in the Beaufort and nor- 
theast Chukchi seas: the common murre (Uris aalge) 
and the thick-billed murre (U. hmvia). The thick- 
billed murre (Plate 4.2-9) is essentially circumpolar in 

PLATE 4.2-9 A thick billed murre. 
(Courtesy, M. Bradstreet, LGL Ltd.). 

its distribution; it breeds in the Arctic and boreal 
zones of the north Atlantic and Pacific, and in the 
Arctic Ocean. The common murre nests mainly in 
the boreal zones of the north Atlantic and Pacific 
(Tuck, 1960: Brown et al., 1975; Sowls et al., 1978). 
The biology of the two species is quite similar. 

Both murre species nest in generally large colonies on 
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coastal cliffs. Common murres, and probably thick- 
billed murres first breed at 4 to 5 years of age and 
clutch size for both species is one egg (Tuck, 1960: 
Birkhead, 1974; Mead. 1974; Birkhead and Hudson, 
1977). The incubation period for both murre species 
is 30 to 35 days (Godfrey, 1966) and the young 
generally leave the cliffs 18 to 25 days after hatching. 
At this stage the young are only partially grown and 
are not capable of sustained flight until 2 to 3 weeks 
later (Tuck. 1960). After cliff-leaving the chick is 
accompanied by an adult, generally a male (M.S.W. 
Bradstreet, unpubl. data). Adults moult at this time 
and they too are flightless for more than two weeks 
(Tuck, 1960). Flightless adults and young swim, 
aided by currents. toward their wintering grounds 
(Tuck. 1960). 

Although murres are common seabirds, their numbers 
are believed to be declining, primarily because of 
human activities (Tull et al., 1972; Evans and Water- 
ston, 1976): mainly egg collecting (Brody, 1976) the 
hunting of adults and young (Brody, 1976; Evans 
and Waterston, 1976; Kapel and Petersen, 1979), 

drowning due to entanglement in fishing gear (Tull et 
al., 1972; Evans and Waterston, 1976; Christensen 
and Lear, 1977) and exposure to marine oil spills, 
particularly in the southern portions of their range 
(e.g. Brown et al., 1973; Vermeer and Vermeer, 
1975). 

In the northeast Chuckchi Sea approximately 365.000 
thick-billed and common murres currently occupy 
the colonies near Cape Lisburne and Cape Thomp- 
son. Alaska (Figure 4.2-8). The thick-billed murre is 
the more numerous of the two species (Springer and 
Roseneau. 1978, 1979). Estimated total murre popu- 
lations along the Alaskan coast are 520.000 in the 
Chukchi Sea and 1.4 million on the Alaskan Bering 
Sea coast. 

The spring migration of murres into the Chukchi Sea 
is typically in progress by late April (Swartz, 1966). 
Murres arrive at and occupy the nesting colonies in 
the Cape Thompson and Cape Lisburne area during 
late April or early May. Egg-Iaying takes place dur- 
ing late June or early July, although replacement 

POLAR PACK ICE 

BEAUFORT SEA 

FIGURE 4.2-8 Locatrons of murre colon/es and known nestrng areas for black guillemots. 
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clutches may be produced until late July (Springer 
and Roseneau. 1978). 

tute almost the entire western North American popu- 
lation(Divoky et al., 1974; Kuyt et al., 1976; SOWIS et 

al., 1978; Ward, 1979). 
Both common and thick-billed murres from the 
Cape Lisburne and Cape Thompson colonies may 
forage more than 100 km offshore, although the 
highest densities probably occur within about 65 km 
of the colonies (Swartz, 1967). Aerial surveys con- 
ducted in the vicinity of the Chukchi Sea colonies 
during July and August, 1978, indicated that the 
largest flocks of murres were located within about 60 
km of the coast, although some murres were observed 
in areas up to 120 km offshore (Springer and Rose- 
neau, 1979). Cliff-leaving begins during mid August 
and often continues until late September (Swartz, 
1966; Springer and Roseneau, 1978). 

. 
A small thick-billed murre colony of approximately 
800 birds (Ward, 1979) at Cape Parry in Amundsen 
Gulf-is the only murre colony in the Beaufort region 
(Plate 3.3-l). This colony is recently established and 
apparently growing (see LGL and ESL. 1982). but is 
far removed from any other colonies; the nearest 
colonies lie 1,200 km to the east and 1,600 km to the 
west. Because of its isolation and its recent estab- 
lishment, this colony is a unique feature of the west- 
ern Canadian Arctic, and is contained within a 
migratory bird sanctuary. 

In general, black guillemots nest in small colonies or 
as single pairs on coastal cliffs or in rock rubble and 
talus slopes along shorelines (Godfrey, 1966). Adults 
in an Arctic population first breed during their 
second or, more commonly, third year (Divoky, pers. 
comm.. cited in LGL and ESL. 1982). In boreal 
populations, clutches very rarely have more than two 
eggs and a replacement clutch may be laid if the first 
clutch is destroyed (Winn, 1950; Preston, 1968). The 
incubation period is 27 to 33 days (Godfrey, 1966) 
and brood-rearing requires 35 to 49 days (Preston, 
1968). Young birds are not capable of sustained flight 
when they leave the nests, but unlike murres, they are 
not attended by the adults (Cairns, 1978). Black guil- 
lemots feed primarily on benthic and pelagic orga- 
nisms (mostly fish) obtained by diving. 

The black guillemot has the most northerly wintering 
range of any seabird. Small numbers of mostly juve- 
niles birds winter in areas of permanent open water in 
the low and high Arctic (Shortt and Peters. 1942; 
Salomonsen, 1950; Snyder, 1957; Gabrielson and 
Lincoln, 1959: Renaud and Bradstreet, 1980). 

The timing and location of activities of thick-billed 
murres associated with the Cape Parry colony are 
poorly known. Johnson et al. (1975) suggested that 
these birds may be of the subspecies arra that winter 
south of the ice edge or possibly in leads further to the 
north in the Bering Sea. Spring migration of murres 
into the Chukchi Sea is in progress in April and it is 
possible that the Cape Parry murres arrive in the 
southeastern Beaufort Sea in late May following a 
route similar to that of the eiders. Spring staging may 
take place in the Bathurst polynya. The exact time 
the colony is occupied each year is not known; how- 
ever. Barry (1970) reported murres at Cape Parry on 
June 8, 1970. Indirect evidence suggests that egg- 
laying does not begin before early July (cf. Hahn, 
1955; Barry, 1968; Ward. 1979). Cliff-leaving proba- 
bly occurs between late August and early September. 
The route and timing of the autumn migration of 
flightless adults and young are unknown. 

4.2.13.2 Black Guillemots 

The distribution and activities of this species within 
the Beaufort-Chukchi region are best known for the 
Alaska portion. Sowis et al. (1978) reported that 323 
black guillemots nest along the Alaskan Beaufort- 
Chukchi region (Figure 4.2-8); however. comparable 
survey data are not available for the Canadian Beau- 
fort Sea and Amundsen Gulf. Thirty nests were 
reported on Herschel Island in 1973 but only 10+ in 
1974 (Kuyt et al.. 1976). At Cape Parry, 29 birds were 
recorded in 1978 (D. Karasiuk, pers. comm., cited in 
LGL and ESL. 1982) and 37 in 1979 (Ward. 1979). 
but no nests were seen in either year. However, Barry 
et al. (1981) recorded a nest at Cape Parry in 1980. 
More nesting areas may be present in the Canadian 
Beaufort Sea and Amundsen Gulf. In the Beaufort- 
Chukchi area nesting black guillemots are often 
found amongst driftwood, in burrows, in abandoned 
buildings, and in or under fuel drums (Swartz, 1966; 
MacLean and Verbeek, 1969; Divoky et al., 1974; 
Kuyt et al., 1976; Springer and Roseneau. 1978). 
Non-breeding birds are known to be widely distrib- 
uted in areas as far as 200 km offshore (Frame, 1973). 

The breeding distribution of the black guillemot is In 1960 and 196 1, black guillemots were first observed 
almost circumpolar and includes both boreal and in the vicinity of Cape Thompson during early June 
Arctic coasts. Although this species is common (Swartz. 1966). and in 1977 egg-laying began during 
through most of its range, it does not occur in the late June (Springer and RoseneLu, 1978). Divoky 
ice-infested waters of the central Canadian Arctic (1978a) reported that guillemots nesting along the 
and only very small numbers occur in the Beaufort- Alaskan coast of the Beaufort Sea also began egg- 
Chukchi region. However, the small numbers of laying at about this time, and fledging probably 
black guillemots that occur in this latter area consti- occurred during late August. 
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In the Beaufort-Chukchi region black guillemots are 
known to winter as far north and east as Point Bar- 
row (Gabrielson and Lincoln, 1959) and may winter 
as far east as Amundsen Gulf (Manning et al.. 1956; 
Boles and Letkeman, 1976). 

4.2.13.3 Other Alcids 

The other species of alcids that occur in the northeast 
Chukchi Sea region include the pigeon guillemot 
(Cepphus coiumba). Kittliz’s mm-relet (Brachjlram- 
phus brevirostris). parakeet auklet (Cyclorrh?wchus 
psittacula). crested auklet (Aethia cristatella), least 
auklet (A. pusilla). dovekie (Al/e a//e). horned puffin 
(Fratercufa corniculata). and tufted puffin (Lunda 
cirrhata). With the exception of the dovekie, para- 
keet auklet. crested auklet and least auklet. all of 
these species nest in the Chukchi Sea area only as far 
north as Cape Lisburne (Sowls et a!., 1978). The three 

. auklet species nest in the Bering Strait. but occur in 
the Chukchi Sea as transients. In the Beaufort- 
Chukchi region. dovekies have been recorded only 
once. at Point Barrow (Bailey, 1948). All eight species 
winter in areas south of the Beaufort and Chukchi 
seas (Gabrielson and Lincoln, 1959). 

The northernmost part of the nesting range of the 
pigeon guillemot includes Cape Thompson and Cape 
Lisburne (Sowls et al., 1978). However, the majority 
of pigeon guillemots occur in areas south of Bering 
Strait. For example. Sowls et al. (1978) reported 
40,571 pigeon guillemots at 363 sites in Alaska, but 
only 14 birds in the Chukchi Sea. 

Kittlitz’s murrelets are scarce in areas north of Bering 
Strait and are only occasionally observed as far north 
as Cape Lisburne (Sowls et al., 1978). Small numbers 
of murrelets have been recorded as far north as Point 
Barrow (Watson and Divoky. 1972). The size of the 
Chukchi Sea nesting population of Kittlitz’s mur- 
relets has not been documented, but this species is 
believed to nest almost as far north as Cape Lisburne 
(Sowls et al., 1978). 

An estimated 3.300 horned puffins nest at Cape 
Thompson and Cape Lisburne. These are the most 
northerly colonies of horned puffins and include only 
a small portion (less than 0.5%) of the total estimated 
number of this species nesting in Alaskan waters 
(Sowls et al., 1978). These authors estimated that 
approximately 768.000 horned puffins nest in Alaska. 
Tufted puffins also nest in the Cape Lisburne-Cape 
Thompson area, but in very low numbers. Most of 
the nesting population (estimated at 1.9 million 
birds) occurs at colonies in the Aleutians and Gulf of 
Alaska (Sowls et al. 1978). Tufted puffins occur only 
as stragglers in regions east and north of Cape 
Lisburne. 

The remaining three species of alcids that occur in the 

Chukchi Sea (parakeet, crested and least auklets) are 
present only as visitants during the breeding period. 
The northernmost colonies of these three species are 
located in the Bering Strait (Sowls et al., 1978). 
Although small numbers of these species have been 
recorded in the Point Barrow area during May to 
October (Bailey. 1948). none have been recorded in 
coastal areas east of Point Barrow (Frame. 1973; 
Watson and Divoky, 1974: Searing et al.. 1975; Bar- 
tonek et al., 1977: Divoky. 1978~). Small numbers of 
each species have been recorded offshore in the nor- 
theast Chukchi Sea near Cape Lisburne, Cape 
Thompson. Point Lay, Point Barrow, and at Wainw- 
right (Swartz, 1967; Watson and Divoky, 1972; Bar- 
tonek et al., 1977; Divoky, 1978~). 

4.2.14 OTHER SEABIRDS 

Three other species of true seabirds occur as tran- 
sients and/or in small numbers in the Beaufort and 
northeast Chukchi seas: fulmar (Fulmarus glacialis), 
short-tailed shearwater (Pz@ws tenuirostris), and 
pelagic cormorant (Phalacrocorax pelagicus). 

Although the northern fulmar (F.g. rodgersii) does 
not nest in the Beaufort or northeast Chukchi seas, 
small numbers (probably non-breeders) occur in the 
Chukchi Sea during spring. summer and fall (Watson 
and Divoky, 1972; Gill et al., 1979). This species has 
been collected near Point Barrow (Bailey. 1948; 
Gabrielson and Lincoln. 1959). Recently 0.1 ful- 
mars/km’ were observed during cruises in the west- 
ern Beaufort in August, and in the northern Chukchi 
in September (Divoky, 1978~); however. few or no 
fulmars were recorded during earlier cruises (Swartz, 
1967; Watson and Divoky, 1972,1974; Frame, 1973). 

The short-tailed shearwater is the only species of 
shearwater that occurs in the Beaufort and Chukchi 
seas. This species breeds colonially in the southern 
hemisphere during the austral summer (Palmer, 
1962), and occurs in the Canadian Arctic as a spo- 
radic and non-breeding visitant during July to early 
September (Watson and Divoky, 1974; Brown et al., 
1975; Gill et al., 1979). It has been estimated that 10 
million shearwaters summer in the Bering Sea (Gill et 
al. 1979). but relatively few occur in the Beaufort and 
Chukchi seas. For example, September surveys indi- 
cated that 0.1 shearwaters/km? occurred offshore in 
the Alaskan Beaufort (Divoky, 1978c), and only 
small flocks of 15 and 25 birds were observed near 
Point Barrow, Alaska (Watson and Divoky, 1974). 
In the Chukchi Sea several large flocks of up to 1,000 
birds were reported near Cape Thompson (Swartz, 
1967), and 1 to 10 shearwaters/km2 were seen along 
transects in the northeast Chukchi Sea during Sep- 
tember (Divoky, 1978~). 

The only species of cormorant that occurs in the 
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northeast Chukchi Sea is the pelagic cormorant. 
Known colonies are located in coastal areas between 
Cape Lisburne and Point Hope, Alaska. In 1977.80 
nesting pairs were observed in these areas (Springer 
and Roseneau, 1977). Pelagic cormorants occur near 
the nesting colonies in the Chukchi Sea from late 
May until their southward migration to wintering 
areas in September (Swartz, 1966). Bailey ( 1948) sug- 
gested that pelagic cormorants occur only as stragglers 
in the western Beaufort Sea. 

4.2.15 PASSERINES AND‘NEAR-PASSERINES' 

Passerines are a large and diverse order that consti- 
tute more than 50 percent of all species of birds. They 
are all adapted to perch in trees and shrubs. Although 
passerines occur most commonly in forested habi- 
tats, they occur in virtually all terrestrial areas. 

-Woodpeckers are discussed in this section as ‘near 
passerines’ because they are similar to passerines in 
many of their characteristics. 

In general. the reproductive potential of these species 
is high. The clutch size of most species is usually 
within the range from 3 to 7 eggs(Godfrey 1966). and 
some species may raise two broods in a year. Nests 
are built on branches. in holes in trees. on the ground, 
or on cliffs. The young remain in the nest for some 
time after hatching, and are looked after by the par- 
ents until after fledging. Most species breed at one 
year of age. and their life expectancy is short (Thom- 
son, 1964). Consequently. there is a rapid population 
turnover. Although a few species nest colonially (e.g. 
some swallows), most are territorial and their nests 
are widely dispersed. 

Passerines have a wide range of feeding habits, but all 
woodpeckers are insectivorous. Many passerines. 
such as the tlycatchers. swallows. and warblers. are 
also insectivorous. and most species prey heavily on 
insects during the breeding season. Many other spe- 
cies such as the finches feed primarily on seeds. The 
northern shrike (Lunius exubitor) pre>s on small 
birds and mammals. while the grav iav (perisoreus - _ - 
canadensi.~) and common raven (Corks coras) are 
scavcngcrs. 

At least 46 species of passerines and woodpeckers 
probably occur in the coastal Beauforr and Macken- 
zie Delta area. although only 28 of these regularly 
occur north of the treeline (Godfrey. 1966; Zoltai et 
al.. 1979: Salter et al.. 1980; Martell and Dickinson, 
1982). In addition. there are other species that have 
been recorded rarely in this region. Most passerines 
and ‘near-passerines’ in the coastal Beaufort area are 
migratory and winter in southern Canada. the Uni- 
ted States. or the tropics. Nine species are known to 
winter in the Mackenzie Delta area (Martell and 
Dickinson, 1982), but only one species, the common 

raven. is known to winter on the Arctic Coastal Plain 
of the northern Yukon. There is some evidence that 
the dipper (Cinch mexicanus) may also winter there 
(Salter et al., 1980; P.C. Craig, pers. comm.). 

Passerines and near-passerines breed throughout the 
region in forest, scrub. muskeg and tundra habitats. 
Studies of their abundance and densities were con- 
ducted at numerous sites in the Mackenzie Delta and 
the Arctic Coastal Plain from 1971 through 1975 
(Schweinsburg, 1974; Tull et al.. 1974; Koski. 1975b; 
Patterson et al.. 1977). Results of these studies indi- 
cated densities were usually highest in closed decidu- 
ous scrub habitat, and five species or species groups, 
sa\‘anna h sparrow (Passerculus sand,l’ic,hensi.s), t rce 
sparrow (Spizella arborea). Lapland longspur ( Ca/ca- 
rius lapponicus). >fellow warbler (Dcndroica pere- 
chia) and redpolls. constituted 63% of the birds seen 
on transects in the Mackenzie Delta area (Patterson 
et al.. 1977). Lapland longspurs constituted 29% and 
redpolls constituted 11% of the birds seen on tran- 
sects in the Arctic Coastal Plain (Koski. 1975b). 

Seed-eating passerines are the first to arrive in the 
coastal Beaufort and Mackenzie Delta region during 
spring. Some snow buntings (Plectrophenas nivalis) 
arrive at the Arctic Coastal Plain during mid April 
and some Lapland longspurs by early May (Salter et 
al.. 1980). They both probably arrive earlier in the 
Mackenzie Delta area. Insectivorous passerines do 
not usually arrive at the Arctic Coastal Plain until 
early June (Salter et al.. 1980). The southward migra- 
tion probably begins in August. but many species 
may remain at the Arctic Coastal Plain until mid to 
late September (Salter et al.. 1980). 

Passerine migration through the Mackenzie Delta 
area is quite noticeable. at least in fall (Campbell 
1973b: Searing et al., 1975). In contrast. migration 
along the Yukon coast was not obvious during spring 
or fall. with the exception of an eastward movement 
of snow buntings in mid September (Gollop and 
Davis, 1974a; Johnson et al. 1975: Richardson et al.. 
1975). A few species of passerines that breed on the 
Arctic Coastal Plain migrate to and from the area via 
Alaska. Two of these species. the yellow wagtail 
(;Motaci//aj7ava). and the bluethroat (Luscinia svec- 
ica). are known to nest within the coastal Beaufort 
region in Canada (Black 1972: Taylor et al. 1974) but 
not in other parts of Canada. 

Tate ( 198 1) includes the ruby-crowned kinglet (Regu- 
ius cakendula) and yellow warbler on the most recent 
‘ blue list’ of North American species because of 
population declines in many parts of their ranges. 

Nevertheless. both remain widely distributed and 
numerous. 
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4.3 FISH 

Fish populations in the rivers, lakes and streams of 
the onshore Beaufort region were studied extensively 
during the 1970’s when several energy projects were 
proposed. Waterbodies along the Yukon coast were 
investigated to evaluate the possible effects of the 
Canadian Arctic Gas Pipeline. The Mackenzie Delta 
was studied because of proposed gas and oil pipeline 
de\relopments. oil and gas exploration activities and 
relatikle to logistics in support of offshore explora- 
tion. The area east of the Mackenzie Delta has been 
surveyed less intensively. The following section sum- 
marizes information on fish species in the onshore 
Beaufort region largely with respect to their fresh- 
water habitats and life histories. Fish populations in 
Beaufort coastal marine and offshore habitats in the 
region are described separately in Section 3.4 of this 
volume. 

. 
4.3.1 SPECIES COMPOSITION. 

A total of 25 fish species have been captured to date 
in streams and lakes along the coast (Table 4.3- 1). All 
25 species occur in the Mackenzie Delta (Table 4.3- 
2). with fewer species in smaller drainages west and 
east of the Delta. Locations of waterbodies listed In 
Table 4.3-2 are shown in Figures 4.3-l and 4.3-2. 
Most of the species listed are either exclusively fresh- 
water or anadromous, with the latter spending part 
of their life history in marine environments along the 
coast (see Section 3.4). The fourhorn sculpin. primar- 
ily a marine species. is included since it inhabits a few 
floodplain lakes in the outer Mackenzie Delta. The 
Mackenzie Delta also supports several species (e.g. 
gravling and northern pike) at or near the northern 
limit of their North American range. and some. 
including yellow walleye, goldeye. and flathead chub 
are not found in any other Beaufort Sea drainage. 
(Scott and Crossman. 1973; McCart et al., 1974) 

The Mackenzie Delta provides habitat for the most 
diverse fish fauna within the coastal development 

DISTRIBUTION, AND REiATIVE region from Herschel Island to Paulatuk. The large 
ABUNDANCE and complex system of lakes. connecting rivers. and 

TABLE 4.3-l 

FISH OCCURRING IN STREAMS AND LAKES ALONG THE BEAUFORT SEA COAST 
BETWEEN THE ALASKA-YUKON BORDER AND PAULATUK 

Common Name Code Sclentlflc Name TYP’ Spawning Perk@ 

Arctic lamprey ARLM Lampetra japonica (Martens) A S 
PINK - - 

-- 
Pink salmon Oncorhynchus gorbuscha (Walbaum) A F 
Chum salmon CHUM - - Oncorhynchus keta (Walbaum) A F -- 
Arctic char CHAR SalvelInus alpinus (Linnaeus) A 

- - - 
F 

Lake trout LKTR Salvelinus namaycush (Walbaum) F F 
- - - Arctic cisco ARCS Coregonus autumnalis (Pallas) A F 

Least cisco LSCS - - Coregonus sardinella Valenciennes A F 
- - - Humpback whitefish HMWT Coregonus clupeaformis A F --- (Mitchell) 

Broad whitefish BDWT Coregonus nasus (Pallas) A F -- 
Round whitefish RDWT Prosopium cylindraceum (Pallas) A F --- 
lnconnu INCO Stenodus leucichthys nelma (Pallas) A F 
Arctic grayling - - - - GRAY Thymallus arcticus (Pallas) F S 
Pond smelt PONS - - tjypomesus olidus (Pallas) F S 
Boreal smelt BORS - - Osmerus eperlanus (Mitchell) A S 
Northern pike PIKE -- Esox lucius (Linnaeus) F S 
Lake chub LKCB -- Couesius plumbeus (Agassiz) F S 
Flathead chub FLCB - - Platygobio gracilis (Richardson) F 

GostGs catostomus (Forster) 
S 

Longnose sucker LNSK F S 
Burbot BURB Lota Iota (Linnaeus) F W 
Ninespine stickleback NNST my Pungltlus pungitius (Linnaeus) F S 
Trout-perch TRPH - 7 Percopsis omiscomaycus (Walbaum) F 
Yellow walleye - - - 

S 
WALL Stizostedion vitreum vxum (Mitchell) F S 

Slimy sculpin SLSC 
-- 

Cottus cognatus (Richardson) F S 
Spoonhead sculpin SPSC - - Cottus ncei (Nelson) F S 
Fourhorn sculpin FHSC -- Mqroxocephaius quadricornis quadricornis (Linnaeus) -- M S 

‘Type: 
A - anadromous 
F - freshwater 
M - marme 

‘Spawning Period: 
S - spring 
F - fall 
W - winter 
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TABLE 4.3-Z 

KNOWN FISH SPECIES DISTRIBUTION ALONG THE BEAUFORT SEA COAST. 
FOUR LETTER FISH CODES ARE PROVIDED IN TABLE 4.3-l. 

SOURCES LISTED IN TEXT AND LOCATIONS SHOWN ON FIGURES 4.3-l and 4.52 

Wetorbodlos 

Craig Creek 
Backhouse River 
Lake 26 
Fish Creek 
Fish Creek Springs 

Loc8tlon 

1 X x x X X 
2 X X 
3 X 

Malcolm 
Malcolm 

River 
River 

X 
X 

x x x 
X 

X 

Firth Spring 
Lake 104 
Lake 103 
Joe Creek 
Firth River 
Kugaryuk Creek 
Okpioyuak Creek 
Firth Camp Lake 1 
Lake 107 
Lake 105 
Lake 100 (Roland Lake) 
Lake 109 (Furbearer’s Lake) 

6 X 
X 

10 X X 
11 X X 

xxx x 
X 
X 

12 
13 

X x x x x x 

14 
15 X 
16 X 

X X X X 
16 x x x x X 

x x X 
Stream 1000 
Stream 1001 

X X 
X 

Stream 1002 22 X 
Roland Creek 
Spring River 
Crow River 
Peatbog Creek 
Crow River Spring 
Lake 106 
Trawl River 

23 X X 
X x x x x X x x 

x x x x 
X 

27 X X 
28 X X X 
29 X x x x x 

Lake 38 (101) 30 X X X 
Phrlip Creek 31 X X 
Trout Lake Outlet 32 X 
Babbage River 33 X x x x x 
Deep Creek 34 X x x x X x x 
Fish Hole Creek (Canoe River) 35 X X 
Lake 41 36 X 
Lake 42 37 
Runnrng River (Walking River) 38 
Tundra Creek 39 
Lake 46 40 
Anker Creek 41 
Blow River 42 
Purkts Creek 43 
Raptd Creek 44 
Stream 1003 45 
Fish River (Big Fish River) 46 
Little Fish Creek (Cache Creek) 47 
Canoe Lake 48 
Cache Creek 49 
Matim Creek 50 
Willow River 51 
Fish Creek (tributary to Rat River) 52 
Rat River 53 
West Channel 54 
Middle Channel 55 
East Channel 56 
Sitidgi Lake 57 
Eskimo Lakes 58 
Kugaluk River 59 
Anderson River 60 
Simpson Lake 61 
Hason River 62 
-iorton River 63 

X 
X x x x X x x 

X 
X 

X x x 
X X 

x x 
X 
X x x 

X X x 
X X x x xxx x X 
X x x x x x xxx x 

x x x x x X xx xx x x 
xx xx xx xxxxxxx xx 
X X 

x x x xx xx xx x x x X X 
X X 
X x x x xx x 

X X X X X X 
X X 

X 
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FIGURE 4.3-l Location of warerbodres listed In Tables 4.3-Z and 4.3-3. 

estuaries supports large populations of fish, and the 
numerous channels in the Delta area serve as impor- 
tant migratory corridors for anadromous species. 
Craig and McCart ( 1975) have identified the Mack- 
enzie Delta as one of the most important stock sour- 
ces for anadromous species in the western Arctic. Of 
these. the most abundant and sought after species are 
Arctic char, ciscos. whitefish, and inconnu. Cisco 
and whitefish are the most abundant and comprise 
the largest portion of domestic fish harvests. in the 
region (see Section 4.6.2). Within the Mackenzie 
River drainage. Arctic char populations are found 
only in tributaries of the Peel and Big Fish rivers, and 
they migrate only through the western channels of 
the Delta (McCart and Bain, 1974: Jessop et a/., 
1974. Jessop and Lilley. 1975). Although the timing 
of migrations may vary with species maturity and 
habitat, most of the anadromous fish generally move 
downstream into coastal feeding habitats during the 
summer, and return to spawn and overwinter in 
freshwater during the fall (see Section 3.4). Boreal 
smelt are also common in the Mackenzie Delta, but 
unlike other anadromous species, they usually only 
penetrate fresh water channels to spawn during the 

spring. Northern pike are the most abundant strictly 
freshwater species in the Mackenzie Delta. although 
longnose sucker, slimy sculpin, and pond smelt are 
locally abundant. Several marine species in addition 
to fourhorn sculpin are known to intrude into the 
outer Delta. but are generally confined to brackish 
water (Percy, 1975). These include Pacific herring, 
Arctic and starry flounder, and Arctic and saffron 
cod. 

Yukon coastal streams (Figure 4.3-l) are usually 
dominated by populations of Arctic char and Arctic 
grayling (Table 4.3-2). Many Yukon coastal streams 
support both anadromous and non-migratory 
stream-resident populations. Char populations in 
Cache Creek, the Babbage River, and the Firth River 
have been the subject of intensive life history investi- 
gations (McCart and Bain. 1974; Bain. 1974: Glova 
and McCart. 1974). Mutch and McCart (1974)classi- 
tied 53 springs on the Yukon North Slope, many of 
which are known to support stream-resident Arctic 
char populations. Some lake-resident populations of 
Arctic char are present in this area, but char are most 
common in streams. 
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FIGURE 4.3-2 Locat/ons of waterbodIes Ilsfed /n Tables 4.3-2 and 4.3-3. 

The Firth. Babbagr. Blow River. and Cache Creek 
systems are the most important streams for anad- 
romous char. Although accurate population esti- 
mates do not exist for these watercourses. Stein et al. 
(1973) estimate that the Arctic char population in 
Cache Creek. a tributary of the Big Fish River. is 
approximately 17.000 fish. and Glova and McCart 
(1974) report that the migrant Arctic char population 
of the upper Firth River is approximately 32.000 
individuals. Data from limited tag return studies in 
other areas are inadequate to determine population 
sizes. Only the lowest 75 km of the Babbage River are 
accessible to migratory char. since a major waterfall 
forms a barrier to upstream movements. and only 
dvvarf‘resident char occur ab0v.e the falls. While large 
numbers ofciscos and whitefish are known to utilize 
Yukon coastal waters during summer feeding migra- 
tions from the %Iackenzie Riv.er. these species are 
only rareiy captured in the lower reaches of Yukon 
coastal streams. 

Grayling populations have receiv.ed intensivre life his- 
tory and distribution studies along the Yukon coast 
(de Bruyn and McCart. 1974). Along the Yukon 

coast. grayling typically inhabit the headwater areas 
of both mountain and tundra streams and are found 
throughout some of the larger stream systems such as 
the Blow. Babbage. and Firth rivmer drainages. Lakes 
both in the tundra area and in the foothills provide 
summer feeding habitat and, in man) cases, year 
round habitat for gravling. Several ofthese lakes also 
support populations of least cisco (Mann. 1974). 
broad whitefish (de Bruyn and McCart. 1974). lake 
trout. pond smelt (de Graaf, 1975). humpback vvhi- 
tefish. and ninespine stickleback. 

Lakes and small streams along the Tuktoyaktuk 
Peninsula harbour populations of least cisco, hump- 
back and broad whitefish. lake trout. northern pike. 
grav ling, pond smelt. and nmespine stickleback. 
While many of these lakes and streams are small and 
shallow. recent studies by the Department of Fisher- 
ies and Oceans (M. Lawrence. pers. comm.) indicate 
that this area is an important for overwintering cis- 
cos. and that many small streams and lakes are 
important summer feeding areas for migratory Mack- 
enzie River populations of ciscos and whitefish. 
Unlike the Yukon coastal streams. it appears that 



large numbers of Mackenzie River migrants actually 
enter small coastal streams along the Tuktoyaktuk 
Peninsula to feed intensively for one to three months 
before returning to the Mackenzie Delta in late 
summer and fall. For example, preliminary summer 
feeding studies in the Parlaiyut Creek and lake sys- 

tem on the Tuktoyaktuk Peninsula indicate that 
nearly one million whitefish and least cisco enter the 
system annually and depart in late summer (M. Law- 
rence. pers. comm.). Similar feeding runs have not 
been observed in Yukon coastal streams despite 
intensive sampling. Preliminary surveys by the De- 
partment of Fisheries and Oceans suggest that as 
many as ten stream systems on the Tuktoyaktuk 
Peninsula may support similar runs. The reasons for 
the heavy use of Tuktoyaktuk Peninsula streams by 
migratory species are not clear. but an important 
factor may be the apparent high productivity of these 
streams compared to Yukon coastal streams (M. 
Lawrence. pers. comm.). . 

Another unusual feature of fish distribution along 
the Tuktoyaktuk Peninsula is the absence of Arctic 
char from streams or coastal waters in this region. 
None of the streams on the Tuktoyaktuk Peninsula 
offer char habitat. and fish migrating from the west- 
ern Mackenzie Delta and from char supporting 
streams to the east (e.g. Hornaday River) do not 
appear to reach the coastal waters of the Tuktoyak- 
tuk Peninsula (Jones and Den Beste. 1977). 

Streams draining into Eskimo Lakes and Liverpool 
Bay along the southeast side of the Tuktoyaktuk 
Peninsula connect to lakes which commonly support 
northern pike, lake trout, grayling, least cisco, and 
humpback whitefish (Slaney. 1977). It is not known if 
this region supports Mackenzie River fish on summer 
feeding runs. but available information suggests that 
freshwater areas are used mostly by resident fish. 

Studies conducted east of Liverpool Bay indicate 
several streams in this region support Arctic char, 
broad and humpback whitefish, grayling, and least 
cisco. A few lakes in this region also support least 
cisco, grayling, whitefish species. and lake trout. Lit- 
tle is presently known, however, regarding life his- 
tory patterns of these species in this portion of the 
onshore development zone. The Horton River and 
the Hornaday River support major populations of 
Arctic char. 

4.3.2 LIFE HISTORIES 

The life histories of fish species determine their 
potential to be impacted by development. For exam- 
ple, disruption of key spawning. incubation. rearing. 
migration. or overwintering areas can seriously 
impact local or regional populations. and the magni- 
tude of the effects of specific disturbances ivary with 

life history characteristics. While the abundance of 
non-migratory species throughout the Beaufort coastal 
region may vary little with the seasons, anadromous 
and migratory freshwater species (e.g. Arctic grayl- 
ing) may become concentrated in high numbers dur- 
ing migrations to and from feeding, overwintering, 
or spawning areas. The following section provides a 
brief summary of life history aspects of important 
species. 

4.3.2.1 Arctic Char 

The Western Form of Arctic Char inhabits tributar- 
ies of the Mackenzie River and streams along the 
Yukoncoast(Plate4.3-l)(McCart. 1980). East ofthe 
Mackenzie River. char populations consist of the 
Eastern Form (McPhail. 1961). The two forms differ 
in several meristic and morphometric characteristics. 
The most significant life history difference between 
these populations is that the Western Form of Arctic 
char spawns exclusively in streams. while many pop- 
ulations of Eastern char spawn in lakes (McCart. 
1980). 

Within the Beaufort coastal zone. four life history 
patterns have been reported for Arctic char popula- 
tions (McCart, 1980). Briefly, these are: 

1) Isolated stream-resident populations occupying 
spring-fed stream channels and separated from pop- 
ulations further downstream by falls or other block- 
ages to upstream movements. 

2) Lake-resident populations of char. While a few 
of these fish may enter tributary streams on feeding 
excursions during summer. these populations are 
almost exclusively confined to lakes. 

3) Anadromous populations with a component 
which migrates to the sea to feed during summer 
months. In this region. anadromous char spawn and 
overwinter only in streams near perennial ground- 
water sources. 

4) Residuals. These are almost exclusively males 
which are associated with anadromous populations 
but which mature without having undertaken a sea- 
ward migration. 

The only lake-resident populations identified in this 
area to date are found in two small lakes in the Firth 
River drainage. These populations are actually iso- 
lated populations of the Eastern Form Arctic char, 
their only known occurrence in Canada west of the 
Mackenzie River. 

Isolated stream-resident populations are confined 
entirely to streams fed by perennial springs. mostly 
west of the Mackenzie Delta. Arctic grayling are 
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PLATE 4.3-l Western form Arctic char inhabit tributaries of the Mackenzie River and streams along the Yukon coast. These 
freshwater resident char were caught in spawning colouration. (Courtesy, Aquatic Environments Ltd.). 

found with the isolated stream-resident char popula- 
tion in the lower Babbage River. but at all other 
locations along the Beaufort coast, isolated stream- 
residents do not occur in conjunction with other 
species. 

Characteristics of anadromous char populations 
haive been summarized by Marshall (1977) and 
McCart (1980). The maximum reported age for 
anadromous char in the western Arctic ranges from 
10 to 14 years, in contrast to ages of up to 25 years for 
the Eastern Form. The maximum size of char seldom 
exceeds 600 mm. Most char appear to mature in 4 to 
6 years. In all char populations studied to date. the 
percentage of spakvning fish present each year is low. 
ranging from 2 to 15% (Hunter, 1970; Campbell. and 
Johnson. 1976; Sopuck. 1977; de March et al., 1977). 
Once mature, individuals spawn only every two to 
three years. 

Anadromous char typically spend the first 2 to 5 
>‘ears in fresh water before their first seaward migra- 
tion (Craig and McCart. 1975; Kendel er al.. 1975). 
Seaward migrations begin in May and June, about 
the time of river breakup, and upstream migrations 
from coastal waters occur from mid summer to early 
fall. A run of Arctic char is reported to occur in 
Husky Channel in the Mackenzie River during late 
August and early September (Stein et al.. 1973). Sim- 
ilar runs have been observed in the Firth River 
(Glova and McCart, 1974), the lower Babbage River 

(Bain. 1974), and in the Hornaday River (R. Barnes. 
pers. comm.). 

The advantages of anadromy are discussed in detail 
by McCart et al. ( 1972) and are reflected by increased 
growth rates in char returning from the sea for the 
first time after several years of slow growth in fresh 
water. Char are opportunistic in their food habits, 
and eat a wide variety of organisms often including 
other char. Many char captured during migrations to 
and from coastal feeding usually have empty stom- 
achs, thus showing a tendency to cease feeding dur- 
ing migrations (de Graaf and Machniak, 1977; Glova 
and McCart. 1974). Percy (1975) suggests that empty 
stomachs might also cause increased stress if delays 
occur during migration. 

Comparative growth curves for various types of char 
populations are presented by McCart (1980). Iso- 
lated stream-resident and residual male char grow 
much slower than anadromous char. often reaching 
a size of only 150 mm by age 5 (McCart and Bain, 
1974). Stream-resident populations are generally 
short lived with a few individuals reaching age 10 and 
few fish exceeding 300 mm in length. The two known 
lake-resident populations in the Yukon appear to be 
intermediate in growth rate between anadromous 
populations and stream resident populations (AEL, 
unpublished data). 

Typically, residual males engage in some movements 
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within streams. particularly between spawning sites, 
overwintering areas. and summer feeding areas. Iso- 
lated stream-resident populations, by contrast. dis- 
play little or no migratory movement, often spawn- 
ing. overwintering. and feeding in the same stream or 
spring-fed area. Some isolated stream-resident popu- 
lations exist in areas only 1.5 km long in spring-fed 
creeks (McCart, 1980). Due to the obvious habitat 
limitations imposed on isolated stream-resident pop- 
ulations. any reduction in habitat could cause a sig- 
nificant decline in local populations. particularly 
where domestic fishing pressure is already high. 

4.3.2.2 Lake Trout 

Lake trout (actually a char) are the largest and are 
among the longest lived freshw,ater fish in the 
NorthwestandYukon territories(Plate4.3-2). Because 
of its great weight (to 30 kg) and the palatability of its 

N flesh. this species is highly sought after by sport. 
subsistence and to some degree. commercial fishermen. 

The distribution. human use. and life history of lake 
trout are summarized in a bibliography prepared by 
Marshall and Keleher (1970). Growth curves for 
populations in Ya-Ya Lake (Machniak, 1977; McCart 

et al.. 1979) and a wide range of other northern 
Materbodies (Falk et ai., 1973, 1974; Bond, 1973, 
1975) show that they grow slowly and have a long life 
span. Individuals commonly exceed 30 years of age 
with some individuals reaching age 60 or more. Falk 
er al. (1973) report a gradual decline in growth rate 
with increasing latitude. thus populations near the 
Beaufort coast are probably among the slowest grow- 
ing in the Northwest Territories and Yukon. 

The earliest lake trout spawning reportedly occurs at 
age 8 and some individuals do not begin to spaun 
until age 22 (Falk ef al., 1973. 1974: McCart er al.. 
1979). Northern lake trout usually spawn in alternate 
years after reaching maturity, occasionally spawning 
only every third year. 

Lake-dwelling populations commonly move into 
shallow water, less than 12 m deep during the fall to 
spawn. usually on coarse rock or rubble substrates 
(Scott and Crossman. 1973). Spawning has been 
reported as early as mid August in Great Bear Lake 
(Miller and Kennedy. 1948) but most authors report 
that spawning in northern areas occurs in late Sep- 
tember or October. Little is kno\vn about spawning 
of stream-dwelling populations in the Mackenzie 
River. 

PLATE 4.3-2 Lake trout (actually a char) are common in many of the deeper lakes in the Beaufort coastal region. (Courtesy, 
Aquatic Enwronments Ltd.). 
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While there is some evidence that lake trout return to 
the same spawning areas, homing is generally consi- 
dered to be incomplete (Martin, 1960). Incomplete 
homing combined with the wide ranging movements 
of this species suggest that natural mixing of stocks is 
common and recolonization would occur in areas 
where populations have been reduced or eliminated. 
Studies by .Johnson ( 1972. 1976) indicate that many 
northern lake trout populations experience very low 
adult mortality and have a higher percentage of old 
mature fish (greater than 10 years old) with mean 
lengths of 500 to 600 mm. As a resuit of low adult 
mortalities, low fecundities, and generally poor 
spawning success. the recruitment of juvemles to the 
population in unexploited lakes is usually relatively 
low. Furthermore, lake trout appear to be less capa- 
ble of recovering from some impacts compared to 
species with a higher reproductive capacity, such as 
Arctic char or whitefish. (McCart and Den Beste, 
1979) 

Data on the food habits of lake trout in the onshore 
region are generally not available, but data from 
Great Slave and Great Bear Lakes, as well as other 
areas. indicate that fish are the most important food 
for most northern lake trout. Lake trout which feed 
exclusively on crustaceans are slower growing. reach 
a smaller maximum size. and are shorter lived than 
trout which eat mainly fish (Martin. 1966). Machniak 
(1977) and McCart et al. (1979) report that lake trout 
in Ya-Ya Lake feed almost exclusively on crusta- 
ceans and grow slowly. 

4.3.2.3 Broad and Humpback (Lake) Whitefish 

With the possible exception of Arctic char which 
until recently were harvested from streams near Pau- 
latuk. whitefish are probably the most important fish 
species to area residents. Broad whitefish are the 
most sought after whitefish because of their palata- 
bility (Corkum and McCart, 1981). 

The life history patterns of both broad and hump- 
back whitefish are generally similar. Mackenzie 
Delta whitefish are usually semi-anadromous. spend- 
ing brief periods in brackish water. and reach lengths 
of 600 to 700 mm at maximum ages of 15 to 25 years. 
Lake dwelling and other completely freshwater forms 
of both species are somewhat slower growing than 
semi-anadromous populations (Percy, 1975). How- 
ever. hlachniak (1977) reports a lake-dwelling broad 
whitefish population in the Mackenzie Delta con- 
taining the largest individual collected to date in this 
region (800 mm. 11.7 kg). Slaney ( 1974) also reported 
that growth of broad whitefish in some lakes in the 
Mackenzie Delta was faster than in the Mackenzie 
River’s mainstem. While some of the reported varia- 
bility in growth rate may be an artifact of aging 

technique, it is apparent that isolated populations 
differ significantly in growth. In the Mackenzie 
Delta. broad whitefish are usually larger than hump- 
back whitefish. Broad whitefish mature as early as 
age 3 or 4 (Percy, 1975) and as late as age 7 to 10 (de 
Graaf and Machniak. 1977). Humpback whitefish 
reach sexual maturity after 7 to 9 years in most areas. 
Some of the variability in determinating the age of 
first reproduction may also be an artifact of the aging 
technique. 

Both humpback and broad whitefish appear to be 
consecutive year spawners indicating that a single 
individual could conceivably spawn up to 13 times 
during a lifetime. Whitefish populations in this 
region reproduce rapidly in comparison with other 
highly migratory species. thus enabling them to 
rapidly replace individuals lost through natural 
causes or exploitation. Fry and young juvenile whi- 
tefish are abundant in the Mackenzie Delta, in coas- 
tal lakes. and in coastal brackish water (Section 3.4) 
throughout the summer months. 

Both broad and humpback whitefish migrate short 
distances into brackish coastal waters during the 
summer months, occasionally using coastal streams 
as summer feeding areas. Their numbers begin 
increasing in the Mackenzie Delta during August. 
reaching peak levels in late September and eariv 
October(Steineta/.. 1973;Jessopetai., 1974; Jessop 
and Lilley. 1975; de Graaf and Machniak. 1977). 
There is evidence that spawning occurs in back 
eddies of the Mackenzie River near Arctic Red River 
(Jessop er al.. 1974) and in the lower reaches of the 
Arctic Red River (Jessop and Lilley, 1975). Much of 
the annual domestic harvest is taken during the 
spawning migrations (Jessop et al., 1974). Portions 
of the whitefish populations of this region are non- 
migratory, remaining in freshwater channels of the 
Mackenzie River and in coastal streams to the east of 
the Mackenzie River. 

The times of spawning in lake-dwelling broad whitef- 
ish are not well known, but data from streams in the 
eastern part of’the onshore region indicate that 
spawning tends to occur at the same time as in the 
Mackenzie River (R. Barnes, pers. comm.). 

4.3.2.4 Arctic And Least Cisco 

Ciscos comprise a major fraction of the annual fish 
harvest in the Mackenzie Delta and in coastal waters 
near Tuktoyaktuk (Corkum and McCart, 1981). 
Arctic and least cisco have some life history differen- 
ces which are also expressed in different growth patt- 
erns. Arctic cisco stocks originate in the Mackenzie 
River. migrate to coastal areas through the Macken- 
zie Delta during the summer, and return to the 
Mackenzie River during the fall to spawn and over- 
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winter (Craig and McCart. 1976). Mackenzie River 
least cisco also follow this pattern, but unlike Arctic 
Cisco, least cisco spawn and overwinter in other 
coastal drainages. The region also contains numer- 
ous lake-dwelling populations of least cisco which do 
not migrate at all (Mann, 1974). 

Cisco grow relatively slowly. with the maximum sizes 
of Arctic and least cisco rarely exceeding 500 mm and 
350 mm. respectively. Migratory Arctic cisco are 
generally faster growing and longer lived than migra- 
tory least cisco (Craig and Mann, 1974: Griffiths er 
ai.. 1975, 1977; Jones and Den Beste, 1977). The age 
of maturity in both species ranges from 4 to 9 years. 
but due to differences in aging techniques probably 
ranges from 5 to 8 years. The larger size of Arctic 
ctsco makes them more desirable to domestic fisher- 
men than least cisco. 

GroM’th rates of non-migratory least cisco are gener- 
all! slov+,er than those of migratory fish. Extremely 
slow growing populations of dwarf least cisco (less 
than 150 mm) are also known to exist (Mann. 1974). 
but these lake dwelling populations of small ciscos 
are uncommon. 

.A high percentage of the migratory populations of 
both Arctic and least cisco consist of mature non- 
spavj’ners. Both species tend to spawn only every 
second or third \ear and av,ailable evidence suggests 
that m;lnv spav+.ning fish do not migrate to sea in the 
ifear of spauning. 

Cisco spawn in the fall months as the beater cools. 
Spawning areas for Arctic cisco are not brell docu- 
mented. but spawning is believed to occur in tributar- 
ies of the Mackenzie River (e.g., the Peel River) over 
(Travel substrates. Least cisco are known to spav+n in 
ioth lakes and rivers over sand or gravel substrates. 

Cisco are typically plankton feeders. but occasionally 
the\ feed on aquatic and terrestrial insects. They are 
an important link in the food chain between plank- 
ton and the larger pisciv,orous (fish eating) fish which 
prey on cisco extensively. Data on the annual mortal- 
ity of these species are not avrailable. but some studies 
suggest that food availability may be limiting to cisco 
populations. compared to the effects of predation 
and human harvests (Scott and Crossman. 1973). 

4.3.2.5 Inconnu 

Inconnu inhabit the Mackenzie River and several 
streams to the east on the Tuktoyaktuk Peninsula. 
They are anadromous. entering coastal waters dur- 
ing summer months and returning to fresh water for 
spawning and overuintering. Inconnu stocks may 
also occur in the Blo~z. Kugaluk, and Anderson riv- 
ers. since some were collected in these streams during 

summer months (Sutherland and Golke. 1978). 
Howe\.er. these individuals may have originated 
from Mackenzie River stocks. 

Studies of the life history of inconnu in the Macken- 
zie River and adjacent coastal waters include Hat- 
field er al. (1972). Stein et al. (1973). Jessop ~1 al. 
(1973. 1974). Percy (1975). de Graaf and Machniak 
(1977). and connu are the fastest growing and largest 
of Jones and Den Beste (1977). In the u hitefish. 
Individuals aeighing from 5 to 15 kg are common in 
Mackenzie Delta fisheries. Females 1ii.e longer and 
grow larger than males (Alt. 1969) and in the Mack- 
enzie Delta. de Graaf and Machniak (1977) reported 
that all fish beyond age 14 were females. The maxi- 
mum age reported for inconnu in the Northv+,est 
Territories was 22 y.ears for a fish caught in the 
Mackenzie Delta (Stein elai.. 1973). Inconnu mature 
between the ages of 6 to 14 with most individuals 
maturing at ages 8 to 11 (de Graaf and >lachniak, 
1977). 

Spawning movements of inconnu are poorly docu- 
mented in the Northwest Territories and no data are 
av.ailable on spawning habitats. timing. fecundity. or 
rearing areas for young. although juveniles are 
abundant in coastal waters during the summer sea- 
son. It has been reported that an upstream migration 
of spawners begins in late June in most areas of the 
Delta and continues throughout the summer(Stcin ef 
al.. 1973: Jessop er al.. 1974). Although tributaries of 
the Peel River. Arctic Red River, and Rengleng 
River. are suspected to contain spawning areas, there 
have been no direct observations of spawning in 
Canadian waters (Scott and Crossman, 1973; Stein er 
al.. 1973; Jessop eta/.. 1974; de Graafand Machniak. 
1977). In Alaska. spawning occurs in late September 
in swift water at depths from 1.5 to 1.8 m over coarse 
gravel substrates (Alt. 1969). After spawning, a large 
downstream run has been reported in rivers draining 
into Great Slave Lake and in the lower Mackenzie 
River. Mature inconnu are believed to spawn only 
every 2 to 4 vears and seldom venture into the sea in 
the year they spawn (de Graaf and Machniak, 1977; 
Jones and Den Beste, 1977). 

Inconnu eat mostly fish such as other whitefish and 
smaller inconnu. although northern pike, ninespine 
stickleback. sculpin, and pond smelt are also eaten 
(de Graaf and Machniak, 1977). Crustaceans and 
insects have been reported in inconnu stomachs from 
the Mackenzie River, but these items generally 
appear to have been eaten along with lish. Inconnu in 
some areas are reported to gorge themselves with 
smaller inconnu (Scott and Crossman, 1973). No 
useful estimates of mortality or other population 
parameters are available for this species. 
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4.3.2.6 Arctic Grayling 

Arctic grayling are probably the most widely distrib- 
uted fish along the Beaufort coast. but little informa- 
tion is available on their migratory patterns and 
productivity. De Bruyn and McCart (1974) present 
the only detailed life history information on Arctic 
Grayling for this region. although well documented 
studies are available for this species near Norman 
Wells (Tripp and McCart. 1974; D. Tripp. in prep.). 

Grayling seldom venture into brackish coastal waters, 
and their movements in streams are generally asso- 
ciated with spawning, overwintering. and summer 
feeding. Grayling are spring spawners and are com- 
monly found in large aggregations prior to spawning, 
and again in the fall prior to overwintering. This 
feature of grayling life history is exploited by domes- 
tic fishermen who periodically harvest the species 
when they aggregate. Grayling are too small for 
commercial purposes. but are used for dog food and 
sport fishing (M&art and Den Beste. 1979). 

Arctic grayling grow relatively slo~vly with mature 
individuals seldom exceeding 500 mm fork length. 
Individuals usualI> mature by age 7 with maximum 
ages ranging from IS to 20 years. Fecundity in Yukon 
coastal streams is reportedly low relative to that for 
ivhitefish. ranging from only 4.000 to 14.500 eggs 
compared to a maximum of60.000 eggs in whitefish 
(de Bruyn and McCart. 1974). Once mature. spa\vn- 
ing occurs e\-cr!’ \ear. Z oeneraiiy in small hcadkvater 
streams. After spawning in June adults migrate to 
summer feeding habitats. Usually ivhile adults feed in 
do\vnstream habitats. fry and ju\reniles remain in 
shallok\ upstream areas. It has been postulated that 
this separation limits competition between adults 
and ju\cniies since both groups feed extensively on 
stream drift and surface insects (D. Tripp. pers. 
comm.). Where 1-1-y and adults are found together, 
adults generally occup! large pools and riffles \\.hile 
juceniies ocsup> shallo\c areas. backwaters. and side 
channels (de Bru!,n and McCart. 1975). 

X number of small lakes in the region support grayl- 
ing populations, but spawning usually seems to occur 
in tributary streams (de Bruyn and McCart. 1974). 
De Bruyn and M&art ( 1974) report that spawning 
occurs in mid Ma! through late June in Yukon coas- 
tal streams and fry emerge in July. 

4.3.2.7 Other Species 

Round whitefish. longnose sucker, ninespine stickle- 
back. and slimy scuipin are the only other species 
widely distributed within the Beaufort coastal region. 
Northern pike. the most abundant truly freshwater 
fish in the Delta. are less common elsewhere and are 
rarely found on the Yukon coast (M&art et al.. 
1974). Pond smelt are common inhabitants of lakes 
on the Tuktoyaktuk Peninsula and have also been 

intensively studied by de Graaf in a lake on the 
Yukon North Slope. Boreal smelt are common in 
nearshore coastal waters, including the outer Mack- 
enzie Delta (Percy, 1975). 

While round whitefish are considered semi-anadro- 
mous by some authors, the number of individuals 
caught in brackish coastal waters is usually small 
(Kendei et al., 1975; Griffiths et a/., 1975; Percy. 
1975; Jones and Den Beste, 1977). Although not 
abundant in the Mackenzie Delta (Stein eta/., 1973), 
they are abundant in several tributaries, in Yukon 
coastal streams, in the Anderson River, and in the 
Horton River. Round whitefish spawn during late 
September and October. often forming large pre- 
spawning aggregations. Due to poor human access 
to streams supportirg this species, its relatively small 
size, and low densltles of fish in populated areas, 
round whitefish are only a minor species in domestic 
har\.ests. A review of the life history of round whitef- 
ish (de Graaf and Machniak. 1977) suggests that the 
species, though smaller and slower growing than 
other whitefish species in the region. follows a similar 
life history pattern to broad and humpback whitefish. 

Longnose suckers, a forage species. are not consi- 
dered to be important in domestic or commercial 
harvests within the region, but they are widely dis- 
tributed. Suckers generally confine themselves to 
freshwater and have been observed undertaking local 
spawning migrations into clear-water tributaries of 
the Mackenzie River during May and June. Data on 
the life history of longnose sucker are presented by 
Hatfield et al. (1972), Stein et al. (1973), Tripp and 
McCart ( 1974). Percy (1975), and de Graaf and 
Machniak ( 1977). Individuals reach lengths of up to 
600 mm and have been reported to reach 20 years of 
age. They are sexually mature by age 8 and appear to 
spawn every year thereafter. Both lakes and streams 
may serve as spawning habitat for longnose sucker. 

Information on the life history of other regional 
species is reviewed by de Graaf and Machniak (1977) 
and more generally by Scott and Crossman (1973). 

4.3.3 SENSITIVE HABITATS AND LIFE 
HISTORY STAGES 

Fish populations are generally considered to be most 
sensitive to environmental disruptions during peri- 
ods of spawning, incubation. emergence. rearing. 
overwintering, and migration. Large juvenile and 
adult fish are generally more widely dispersed during 
other phases of their life history and are not particu- 
larly sensitive at these times to environmental distur- 
bances. 

During environmental studies on behalf of earlier oil 
and gas development proposals. sensitive habitats 
were identified in many waterbodies adjacent to the 
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TABLE 4.3-3 

FISH HABITAT UTILIZATION IN WATERBODIES ALONG THE BEAUFORT SEA COAST. 
FOUR LETTER FISH CODES ARE PROVIDED IN TABLE 4.3-l 

SOURCES SUMMARIZED IN McCART ET AL. (1974) AND SUTHERLAND AND GOLKE (1978). 
LOCATIONS ARE SHOWN ON FIGURES 4.3-l and 4.3-2. 

Waterbodies Location Habltat Ume and Serwltlvity 

Craig Creek 1 
Frsh Creek 4 
Malcolm River 6 
Malcolm Rover Springs 7 
Frt-th Spring 8 
Lake 104 9 
Lake 103 10 
Joe Creek 11 
Forth River 12 
Kugaryuk Creek 13 
Lake 107 16 
Lake 105 17 

Ws (CHAR, GRAY) 
S, R. W (CHAR) 
Ss (CHAR) 
R (CHAR, GRAY) 
S. R. W (CHAR) 
S, R, W (CHAR) 
S, R, W (CHAR) 

Lake 100 (Roland Lake) 18 

Lake 109 (Furbearer’s Lake) 19 
Stream 1000 20 
Stream 1001 21 
Roland Creek 23 
Spring River 24 
Crow River 25 
Peatbog Creek 26 
Crow River Spring 27 
Lake 106 28 
Trail Rover 29 
Lake 38 (101) 30 
Philip Creek 31 
Trout Lake Outlet 32 
Babbage River 33 
Deep Creek 34 
Frsh Hole Creek (Canoe River) 35 
Lake 41 36 
Running River (Walking River) 38 
Tundra Creek 39 
Anker Creek 41 
Blow River 42 
Purkis Creek 43 
Rapid Creek 44 
Stream 1003 45 
Fish River (Big Fish River) 46 
Little Frsh Creek (Cache Creek 47 
Cache Creek 49 
Willow River 51 
Fish Creek (tributary to Rat River) 52 
Rat River 53 
West Channel 54 
Middle Channel 55 

S, R, W (CHAR, GRAY) 
S, R, W (CHAR, GRAY); S (ARCS, LSCS, BORS, FHSC) 
S, W (GRAY) 
W (GRAY) 
Ss (GRAY) in outlet stream; 
Ws (LKTR, LSCS, GRAY. NNST) 
S, R (HMWT. BDWT. PONS, NNST) 
W (HMWT, BDWT. GRAY, PONS. NNST) 
S, R, W, (HMWT. BDWT); W (GRAY) 
S, R (GRAY) 
S. R (GRAY) 
R (CHAR, GRAY) 
S. R (CHAR, GRAY): R (LSCS, HMWT. BDWT) 
S. R, Ws (GRAY); Ss, Ws (CHAR) 
S, R (GRAY) 
Ws (CHAR, GRAY) 
Rs (CHAR, GRAY) 
S. R (GRAY) 
S. R (BDWT); W (LSCS. BDWT, GRAY) 
S, R (GRAY) 
MS (GRAY, Whitefish spp.) 
S, M, R (CHAR); Ss. R (GRAY); R (Whitefish spp.) 
S, R (GRAY); R (Whitefrsh spp.) 
S, R, W (CHAR); Ss, R, W (GRAY) 
Ws (GRAY) 
S, R (GRAY) 
S, R (GRAY) 
S. R (GRAY) 
S. R (GRAY); R (Whitefish spp.) 
S. R (GRAY); R (Whitefish spp., BURB) 
S, R (GRAY) 
S, R (GRAY) 
S, R (GRAY); M (CHAR); R (RDWT) 
S. R (CHAR, GRAY); W (GRAY) 
S, R (GRAY); R (RDWT) 
S, R (GRAY) 

East Channel 56 

Eskimo Lakes 58 
Anderson Rover 60 
Mason River 62 
Horton River 63 

S. R, W (CHAR, GRAY) 
S. R (GRAY); S, R, W (CHAR) 
Sr (CHAR, HMWT, BDWT. INCO, ARCS, LSCS) 
Sr (HMWT, BDWT, INCO, ARCS, LSCS); 
Ws (HMWT, INCO, LNSK, BURB, BORS) 
Sr (LSCS. ARCS, HMWT, BDWT, INCO); 
W (LSCS. BDWT, LNSK, BURB) 
Sr (LSCS, INCO, Whitefish spp.) 
Sr, R. W (LSCS, Whitefish spp., INCO) 
S. R (BORS, NNST) 
Sr, M. Ss, R, W (CHAR,Whitefish spp.. GRAY, Suckerspp.) 

S - spawning 
Ss - suspected spawning 
Sr/M - spawning run/migratory route 
Srs/Ms - suspected spawning run/suspected migratory route 
R - rearing 
Rs - suspected rearing 
W - overwrntering 
Ws - suspected overwintering 
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Beaufort Sea. Table 4.3-3 summarizes the available 
information on sensitive habitats for the larger 
streams and waterbodies within the region. Informa- 
tion in Table4.3-3 is from Stein et al. (1973), McCart 
et al. ( i974), Jones ( 1977), Jones et al. ( 1976). DOE 
(1977), de Graaf and Machniak (1977), Slaney 
(1977), Sutherland and Golke (1978), and Aquatic 
Environments Ltd. (unpublished data). Data for 
streams and lakes on the Tuktoyaktuk Peninsula 
were not available for inclusion in Table 4.3-3 (M. 
Lawrence, pers. comm.). Since the data cover rela- 
tively few areas, and few sample times. Table 4.3-3 is 
not a complete catalogue of all sensitive watercourses. 

4.3.3.1 Migration 

Virtually all watercourses contain spawning habitat 
for anadromous species, grayling or longnose sucker 
(Table 4.3-3). The most important migratory routes 
occur in the Mackenzie Delta where a high percen- 
tage of the total regional population of anadromous 
Arctic cisco, least cisco. whitefish species, and inconnu 
migrate, as well as some Arctic char from the Big 
Fish River and the Peel River drainages. The Delta 
therefore, supports large numbers of fish throughout 
the year. with higher concentrations occurring dur- 
ing migrations tocoastal t‘eeding habitatsafter break- 
up. and upon returning In the l-all (Jul>,-September) 
to over-winter. The majority of anadromous fish 
migrating to coastal waters are mature non-spawners. 

Anadromous char migrate mainly through the West 
Channel of the Mackenzie Delta. Sampling con- 
ducted to date in the West Channel and adjacent 
coastal waters indicates that the number of migrating 
char is relatively small compared with those in many 
Yukon coastal streams (de Graaf and Machniak. 
1977; Percy. 1975: Slaney. 1974). The numerous char 
in Yukon coastal waters during early summer (Ken- 
de1 et al.. 1975; Griffiths et al.. 1975) originate from 
migratory runs in streams such as Fish Creek. the 
Firth River, the Babbage River. and Fish Hole Creek. 
all kvest of the Mackenzie Delta. In June. there are 
large scale downstream movements associated with 
breakup: later there is more graduai movement back 
into fresh waters in mid August. Many spawners do 
not undertake a seaward migration in the year of 
spawning (char generally spawn only in alternate 
iears), but remain in freshwater (Bain. 1974: Griffiths 
Lr al., 1975). Due to the 2 to 3 week earlier breakup of 
the Mackenzie Delta compared with Yukon coastal 
streams. seaward migrations tend to occur two to 
three weeks earlier in the Delta. bur there appears to 
be little difference in the timing of return migrations. 

During mid summer. large numbers of ciscos and 
whitefish enter coastal streams along the Tuktoyak- 
tuk Peninsula on summer feeding migrations. These 

fish return to the Mackenzie Delta by late September. 

Studies conducted in this region indicate that few of 
these ciscos and whitefish are potential spawners. 

The Horton River east of the Tuktoyaktuk Peninsula 
supports an anadromous char population which 
appears to follow a migratory pattern similar to that 
reported for Yukon coastal streams. Other streams 
east of the Tuktoyaktuk Peninsula also support small 
populations of least cisco and whitefish which infre- 
quently foray into coastal waters. There is little 
information on these populations (Sutherland and 
Golke, 1978). 

Both freshwater and anadromous species inhabiting 
watercourses in the region undergo short migrations 
associated with spawning. o\.erwintering, and summer 
feeding. Anadromous species (e.g. char, ciscos. and 
whitefish) generally migrate further than strictly 
freshwater species (e.g. grayling, pike. longnose 
sucker). often using larger streams for feeding prior 
to spawning in headwater tributaries. Recent studies 
of grayling migrations near Norman Wells indicate 
that adults lea\,e spawning grounds for downstream 
feeding areas soon after spawning, thereby providing 
the adaptive advantage of reducing competition 
between juveniles and adults (D. Tripp. in prep.). 
Several authors have also reported fall downstream 
mo\rements from smaller tributaries by fish en route 
to overuintering areas (Stein et al., 1973; Glova and 
McCart. 1974). 

Movements of sprin g spawning species (e.g. Arctic 
grayling) occur during May and June. while migra- 
tions of fall spawning species occur from August to 
October. and in some locations. later. Both spring 
and fall spawnin, 0 species may be sensitive in some 
watercourses prior to freeze-up when moving to 
overwintering areas. 

4.3.3.2 Spawning 

Many waterbodies in the region are known to con- 
tain spawning habitat for one or more species, but 
the locations of most of it remains unknown. Spring 
spawning species often spawn during periods of high 
water when increased turbidity and difficult access 
prevents an accurate assessment of spawning habi- 
tats. Although fall spawning species such as inconnu, 
ciscos. and whitefish appear to use the Mackenzie 
River and its tributaries upstream of the Delta for 
spawning (Stein et al., 1973), few actual spawning 
sites have been identified to date. 

Table 4.3-3 indicates streams where spawning habi- 
tat has been identified to date or is suspected to exist. 
Undoubtedly. other streams and lakes also contain 
spawning habitat. 

Several watercourses draining into the Yukon coast 
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provide extensive spawning habitat for char and 
grayling, particularly in headwater sites near ground- 
water sources. Char spawning sites in streams along 
the Yukon coast have been mapped by McCart 
(1980) and is probably better documented here than 
for other areas in the region. Large spawning concen- 
trations of char have been observed in Fish Creek, in 
the Firth River, in the Babbage, and in Fish Hole 
Creek (Canoe Creek) as well as in other areas. -4 
number of lakes along the Yukon coast have also 
been identified as potential spawning areas for resi- 
dent populations of least cisco, grayling, char, broad 
whitefish, humpback whitefish, and lake trout (Mann, 
1974; McCart et al.. 1974; Bain. 1974: de Bruyn and 
McCart. 1974; Glova and McCart, 1974). 

The spawning areas for broad whitefish. humpback 
whitefish. and least cisco along the Tuktoyaktuk 
Peninsula are not well known. Studies in progress by 
the Department of Fisheries and Oceans. and others 
by McCart et al. (1976) and Slaney (1977) indicate 
that self-sustaining resident populations are present 
in most of the larger creek-lake systems in a broad 
area east of the Mackenzie Delta. Studies in the 
Parsons Lake-Eskimo Lakes area to the south show 
that many lakes and creeks also possess spawning 
areas for least cisco. broad uvhitefish. humpback white- 
fish. lake trout. and northern pike (McCart et a/.. 
1976: Slaney, 1977). 

East of the Tuktoyaktuk Peninsula. the Horton 
River provides spauning habitat for char. least cisco. 
and whitefish species. Several lakes support resident 
populations of these species and may also provide 
important spawning habitat for lake trout. The And- 
erson Rikyer does not appear to support char but does 
provide spawning habitat for cisco and whitefish 
(Sutherland and Golke. 1978). 

In general. spawning areas occupied by spring 
spawning species during May and June are sensitive 
to environmental disturbance until early July follow- 
ing emergence of fry from the gravel. Since the 
Mackenzie River generally breaks up 2 to 3 weeks 
earlier than Yukon coastal streams and the more 
easterly drainages. the timing of spring spawning and 
emergence also tends to be earlier in the Delta area. 
Where these areas serve as nurseries. they would 
remain sensitive to disturbance considerably longer. 
Eggs of fall spawning species remain in the gravel 
oier the winter.emergingat break-up usually in June. 
Harsh conditions. such as low oxygen levels. low 
stream discharge. and ice scour. limit survival in 
many areas. Because of the relatively long period of 
incubation (up to 7 or 8 months)eggs of fall spawning 
species ma! be sensitive for longer periods. 

Streams providing habitat for both spring and fall 

spawning species may be sensitive throughout most 
of the year, except for a short period between late 
summer. following emergence of spring spawning 
species. and the fall when fall spawning begins. 

4.3.3.3 Nursery Areas 

The spawning areas identified in Table 4.3-3 gener- 
ally also provide nursery (rearing) habitat for the 
same species. Many small tributary streams with 
insufficient discharge to support spawning fish. or 
with no flow during winter months. may also serve as 
important nursery areas, particularly for gray*iing. 
char, pike, longnose sucker, and slimy sculpin. Typi- 
cally, young-of-the-year fish either frequent shallow 
areas in lakes, or side channels in rivers. or they use 
deep areas of lakes (e .g. lake trout) to a\.oid predation. 

Studies by Stein et al. (1973). Slaney (1974). Percy 
( 1975). and de G raaf and Machniak (1977) indicate 
that the Mackenzie River Delta probably provides 
the most important nursery habitat in the region for 
whitefish and ciscos. which spawn further upstream 
in the Mackenzie. Peel. and Arctic Red rivers. While 
some young-of-the-year fish use coastal b’aters for 
summer feeding. they are not as abundant as other 
year classes and are usually preyed on heavily by 
other species (Percy. 1975; Kendel er a/. , 1975; Jones 
and Den Beste, 1977). 

Several coastal streams and lakes in the Yukon are 
important rearing areas for char and grayling fry 
(Bain, 1974; Glova and McCart. 1974; de Bruyn and 
McCart. 1974; McCart et al.. 1974). Similarly. the 
abundant lakes on the Tuktoyaktuk Peninsula and in 
the Parsons Lake-Eskimo Lakes area support large 
numbers of young-of-the-year least cisco, humpback 
whitefish, and broad whitefish (McCart eI a/., 1976; 
Slane!. 1977; M. Lawrence. pers. comm.). The Hor- 
ton River and a number of lakes in adjacent areas 
east of the Tuktoya ktuk Peninsula provide nursery 
habitat for Arctic char, while many lakes in this area 
support large numbers of young-of-the-year least 
cisco and whitefish (Sutherland and Golke, 1978; R. 
Barnes, pers. comm.). 

4.3.3.4 Overwintering 

Potential overwintering habitats in Yukon coastal 
streams and lakes were examined by Craig and 
McCart (1973). McCart et al. (1974), and Jones 
(1977). Data for the Mackenzie Delta are presented 
by Mann ( 1975) and Stein et al. (1973). Studies on the 
Tuktoyaktuk Peninsula are not yet available (M. 
Lawrence. pers. comm.). McCart er al. ( 1976) present 
overwintering information for the Parsons Lake- 
Eskimo Lakes region as well as for lakes in the 
Mackenzie Delta. No information is currently avail- 
able for waterbodies east of the Tuktoyaktuk Penin- 
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sula in the vicinity of the Anderson River and Horton 
River. although winter surveys were carried out 
along a proposed Polar Gas pipeline alignment. 

Reduced stream flows, low water levels, heavy ice 
scour, and reduced dissolved oxygen levels combine 
to limit the availability ofsuitable overwintering hab- 
itats in many waterbodies in the region. Fish occupy- 
ing overwintcring habitats are considered sensitive 
during the entire period from freeze-up to break-up 
(October to late May), but may be particularly sensi- 
tive during mid to late winter when ice thickness is 
greatest and dissolved oxygen concentrations may be 
lowest. 

4.4 LOWER TROPHIC LEVELS 

4.4.1 FACTORS CONTROLLING AQUATIC 
PRODUCTIVITY 

Primary production in northern freshwater envir- 
onments is limited by the reduced winter light 
regime, low ivater temperatures. high sediment loads, 
and low nutrient levels (McCart and Den Beste. 
1979). Except broadly, it is not yet possible to dem- 
onstrate the relationship between primary produc- 
tion in northern waters and the productivity of pro- 
gressively higher aquatic trophic levels. particularly 
fish. The productivity of higher trophic levels is also 
influenced by such factors as drainage morphology. 
discharge patterns. micro-habitat, species composi- 
tion and human resource use. In addition to these 
factors, fish are further isolated from the limitations 
of lower trophic levels by their high mobility, their 
ability to exploit localized areas of high productivity, 
their specialized habitat requirements, their irregular 
distribution and their dramatic population changes 
when exploited. 

The region is without direct sunlight from early 
November through February, consequently produc- 
tivity drops to zero or near zero (Kalff and Welch, 
1974). Thus there is a pattern of declining productiv- 
ity late in the fall and increasing productivity in the 
spring as available sunlight changes. 

Similarly. water temperatures are generally cooler 
with increasing latitude. reducing the rate of meta- 
bolic activity in aquatic organisms and thereby 
resulting in slower growth and lower production. 
The Mackenzie River mainstem tends to moderate 
this effect by carrying a stream of southern warm 
water northward. This warming causes Mackenzie 
River ice to break up 2 to 3 weeks earlier than the ice 
in Yukon coastal streams (de Bruyn and McCart. 
1974). and to freeze up 2 to 3 weeks later each year. 
The productivity of the Mackenzie Delta is thus 
enhanced by warmer summer water and a longer 

period of above freezing water temperatures as com- 
pared to other drainages in the region. Despite this 
moderating influence. winter water temperatures 
remain at or near 0°C for 6 to 8 months annual]y, 

serving to limit productivity throughout the region. 

Sedimentation inhibits aquatic production by reduc- 
ing light penetration. covering aquatic organisms. 
interfering with respiration, and eliminating or reduc- 
ingavailabie habitat (Cordone and Kelly, 1961; Phil- 
lips. 1971). Studies on the effects of sedimentation on 
aquatic habitats in the Mackenzie Valley have been 
done by Brunskill et al. (1973). McCart and de Graaf 
(1974) Porter er al. (1974). Rosenberg and Snow 
( 1975). and McCart et al. (1979). These authors pres- 
ent data showing community modifications and 
decreases in certain trophic levels as a result of sedi- 
mentation. While sedimentation has adverse effects 
on spawning. overwintering and emergence. fish in 
the Mackenzie River system exist with periodic 
ambient suspended sediment loads reaching 2,000 
mg/L during the summer months (Brunskiil et al.. 
1973). Highly migratory fish species have developed 
strategies to avoid the adverse effects of high ambient 
sediment levels by using clear tributary streams and 
coastal waters (anadromous species) to a certain 
extent. Information on sediment transport in the 
Mackenzie River is presented in Volume 3C. Section 
1.3. 

Nutrients in the northern drainages of Canada are 
generally sparse due to the presence of extensive 
bedrock material. poor soil development. a minimal 
active layer available for leaching, limited runoff 
which restricts the transport of nutrients, the slow 
microbial breakdown of organic material and recy- 
cling of their nutrients. and even the general absence 
of thunderstorms which assist in the nitrification 
process (McCart and Den Beste, 1979). 

Concentrations of nutrients in the Mackenzie River 
drainage tend to be higher than in most other Arctic 
drainages due to the sedimentary nature of underly- 
ing material and the steady input of nutrients from 
southern portions of the drainage (McCart et al., 
1974a; McCart and Den Beste, 1979). 

During the winter, soils remain frozen and concen- 
trations of nutrients usually decrease (Brunskill et al.. 
1973: Reid er al.. 1975). In small watercourses which 
freeze more completely and for longer periods com- 
pared to larger watercourses. the period of low nut- 
rient availability is comparatively longer. Thus. small 
streams along the Yukon coast and east of the Mack- 
enzie Delta usually possess lower nutrient levels than 
waterbodies connected to the Mackenzie River. 
Also, the moderating influence of the large Macken- 
zie River system, which originates further south. 
creates a warmer nutrient-rich environment in the 
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Mackenzie Delta and in some surrounding areas. In 
fact, some waterbodies in the Delta do not have 
lower nutrient levels in winter, being higher in Feb- 
ruary than in the summer months (McCart et al., 
1976). These authors speculate that these higher con- 
centrations are due to reduced primary production, 
the release of nitrogen from decomposing material, 
and the expulsion of ions as the ice cover grows. 

Data on macronutrient concentrations in the coastal 
region are presented by McCart et al. (1974a) for 
Yukon coastal streams and by McCart et al. (1974a), 
Brunskill et al. (1973): Reeder (1973). and by Reid et 
a/. (1975)for the Mackenzie Delta. Some macronut- 
rient data have also been collected by the Depart- 
ment of Fisheries and Oceans in streams along the 
Tuktoyaktuk Peninsula, but these data have not yet 
been published (M. Lawrence, Winnipeg, pers. 
comm.) 

During summer months. total nitrogen and phos- 
phorus levels in Yukon coastal streams have ranged 
from 0.01 to 0.31 mg/L and 0.01 to 0.55 mg/L 
respectively (McCart et a/.. 1974a; Aquatic Envir- 
onments Limited, unpublished data). Concentra- 
tions in the Mackenzie Delta have been slightly 
higher. from 0.3 to 0.6 mg/L nitrogen and 0.3 to 0.5 
mg/L phosphorus (Reid et al.. 1975). Total organic 
carbon levels in this region generally do not exceed I5 
mg/L (McCart et al.. 1974b, 1976; Reid et al.. 1975). 
McCart et al. (1976. 1979) and Brunskiil et al. (1973) 
also present data for numerous lakes in the Macken- 
zie Delta and adjacent areas to the east. Total dis- 
solved nitrogen values in this area range from 0.2 to 
1.3 mg/L and total dissolved phosphorus concentra- 
tions range from 0.03 to 0.5 mg/L. Preliminary 
results of sampling along the Tuktoyaktuk Peninsula 
suggest that streams here may have higher levels of 
available nutrients than comparable Yukon coastal 
streams but lower values than recorded for the 
Mackenzie Delta (M. Lawrence, pers. comm.). 

4.4.2 PRIMARY PRODUCTION 

All food webs depend on primary producers to fuel 
other life forms. In freshwater environments, prim- 
ary producers include phytoplankton (open water 
algae), periphyton (attached algae), and higher plants 
(Section 4.5). In northern latitudes, these organisms 
produce biomass at a much slower rate than in more 
temperate regions. thus limiting the production of all 
higher trophic levels. Primary production is usually 
measured as grams of carbon produced per unit area 
of lake surface or stream bottom, per unit time (e.g. g 
C/m’/yr). 

The low productivity of northern fresh waters has 
not been apparent to many observers since these 
waters often support large populations of consumer 

organisms, particularly fish. However. these local- 
ized areas of high fish density result from migration, 
limited overwintering habitat. return of anadromous 
fish representing production from marine waters, or 
any number of other factors not related to Iocal 
productivity. A wide range of feeding dispersal 
strategies have evolved to compensate for the small 
share of the already low productivity which each year 
class of fish receives. 

Studies of primary production in lakes in the region 
which have been undertaken include summer surveys 
at two Yukon coastal lakes (McCart er al.. 1974b). in 
a tundra pond near Tuktoyaktuk (Sheath et al. 1975) 
and in Ya-Ya Lake in the Mackenzie Delta (McCart 
et al. 1979). Primary production in Yukon coastal 
lakes ranged from 0.38 to 19.22 mg C/m’/d. In a 
shallow pond near Tuktoyaktuk production ranged 
from 11.6 to 46 mg C/m’/d, and at Ya-Ya Lake 
production ranged from 1.4 to 129 mg C/m’/d. 

Average daily summer production from northern 
Canadian Shield lakes ranges from 15 to 48 mg 
C/m2/d (Schindler. 1972: Kalff and Welch. 1974; de 
March et al.. 1977). Values for sewage polluted Mer- 
etta Lake on Cornwallis Island are higher than in 
other lakes on the northern Canadian Shield. reach- 
ing 173 mg C/m’/d as a result of high phosphorus 
concentrations. Southern portions of the Canadian 
Shield are considerably more productive as evi- 
denced by midsummer production values ranging 
from 179 to 1.103 mg C/m-‘/d in the Experimental 
Lakes Area (Schindler, 1972). 

Although no data exist on annual production rates 
along the Beaufort coast, values from that area are 
probably higher than in comparable lakes and 
streams from the Canadian Shield due to the higher 
nutrient loadings present in the Mackenzie Valley 
drainages. Daily production from the Mackenzie 
Delta region indicates that annual production rates 
probably fall within the oligotrophic range (O-100 g 
C/m2/d/yr). In other northern lakes located on the 
Canadian Shield where seasonal information has 
been recorded, annual primary production rates 
range from 4 to 11 g C/m2/yr (Table 4.4-l). Com- 
parable waterbodies in the Experimental Lakes 
region produce an average annual assimilation of 39 
g C/m2/yr (Schindler, 1972). 

Studies on the production of periphyton in lakes and 
streams in the area have not been conducted to date. 
Data presented by Rigler ( 1974) and Kalff and Welch 
(1974) based on studies in the eastern Arctic indicate 
that the productivity of benthic algae is much more 
important than planktonic productivity, represent- 
ing 70 to 80% of total annual primary production. It 
is not known if this occurs in the more nutrient-rich 
waterbodies along the southern Beaufort Sea coast. 
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Lake 

Char 
Meretta 
immerk 
Fish 
Stanwell-Fletcher 
Eastern Great Bear 
McLeod Bay [Great Slave) 
Average 01 11 
Expertmental Lakes, 
northeastern Ontario 

Latltudo 

75 
75 
75 
75 
73 
66 
63 
50 

gC/mVyr. 

4.2 
113 

43 
61 
40 
4 

10 
39 (24-61) 

SOUR3 

Kalff 8 Welch (1974) 
Kalff 8 Welch (1974) 
Mmns (1977) 
Mmns (1977) 
de March et al (1977) 
Scnmdler (1972) 
Schmdler (1972) 
Schmdler (1972) 

Total productivity would be expected to be highest in 
shallow, clear lakes rather then deep, turbid lakes 
where water temperatures are lower and light pene- 
tration reduced (Welch and Kalff, 1974). Due to the 
steady supply of nutrients, clear, shallow tundra 
streams would be expected to have relatively high 
benthic algae productivities compared with lake 
productivity. Deep turbid channels in the Mackenzie 
Delta would be expected to be relatively low in ben- 
thic algae productivity. These assumptions are sup- 
ported by available data on the productivity of 
higher trophic levels in these habitats. 

Availability of light is one of the major determinants 
of primary productivity. Studies by McCart et al. 
(1979) indicate that turbidity may significantly reduce 
primary production in northern lakes. For example, 
a highly turbid site in Ya-Ya Lake (Richards Island in 
the Mackenzie Delta) was 100 times less productive 
than a similar site with low turbidity. In addition. 
primary producrion \rirtua!!y ceases in a!! waterbo- 
dies for approximately 2 months during winter as a 
result of low light levels. 

Some data are available on the species composition 
and re1atik.e abundance of phytoplankton and phy- 
tobenthos in the vicinity of the Mackenzie Delta 
(Slaney, 1974, 1977; 1McCart et al., 1976; Koivo and 
Ritchie. 1978; McCart et al., 1979), but information 
for streams along the Yukon coast and east of the 
Mackenzie Delta has not been collected to date. In 
the bfackenzie Delta lakes and channeis. phyto- 
plankton and phytobenthic communities are rela- 
tlveiy cosmopolitan and include a large number of 
species common to more temperate IocaIes. 

4.4.3 INVERTEBRATES 

Zooplankton (free-swimming invertebrates) and zoo- 
benthos (bottom dwelling invertebrates) occupy an 
intermediate position in most aquatic food chains. 
They are primary consumers (grazers) in some 

7 instances and are secondary or tertiary consumers in 
others, often altering their trophic position during 
various life history stages. Ultimately, invertebrates 
provide the link in aquatic food chains between 
primary producers and higher trophic levels such as 
fish, birds, and mammals. 

443.1 Zooplankton 

Zooplankton communities have been studied in 
lakes in the vicinity of the Mackenzie Delta, in Par- 
sons and Eskimo lakes (Slaney, 1974, 1977; McCart 
et al.. 1976. 1979), in the brackish waters of the 
Mackenzie estuary (Slaney, 1975, 1976) and in the 
brackish waters along the Tuktoyaktuk Peninsula 
and Yukon coast (Jones and Den Beste. 1976; 
Grainger and Grohe, 1975: Griffiths et al., 1975). 
These studies show that zooplankton communities in 
the region are relatively homogeneous and that spe- 
cies common to the region are widely distributed; 
also the species composition of populations occur- 
ring at these northern latitudes are similar to those in 
more temperate waters. 

Studies ofzooplankton communities in Ya-Ya Lake 
during the summer (McCart et al., 1979) showed that 
several species migrate vertically in response to 
changing sunlight. despite 24 hour daylight. .4!though 
the vast majority of lakes have shallow muskeg 
drainages which are not likely to be temperature 
stratified. some vertical migration of zoopiankton 
species probably occurs. 

Zooplankton communities in the onshore region are 
dominated by rotifers. copepods, and waterfleas 
(cladocerans). Generally, brackish coastal waters, 
particularly those influenced by the Mackenzie River. 
contain fewer rotifers and higher densities of copep- 
ods in comparison to fresh waters (Griffiths et al.. 
1975, Jones and Den Beste, 1977). Others investiga- 
tors report that rotifers are most abundant in upland 
lakes in the iMackenzie Delta although copepods 
dominate some lakes during mid and late winter 
months (Slaney, 1974, 1975; McCart et al., 1976. 
1979). The relative abundance of copepods also 
increases during winter months in some deep chan- 
nels of the Mackenzie River as its turbidity reduces 
(Brunskill et al.. 1973). Copepods are a major item in 
the diet of numerous fish species in the region, par- 
ticularly for lake dwelling populations of least cisco. 
broad whitefish, and lake cisco (Mann, 1974; McCart 
et al., 1979). 

Zooplankton reproduce rapidly so they can be 
expected to recover rapidly from the effects of envir- 
onmental disturbances. ZoopIankton also appear to 
be more tolerant of high sediment loads than the 
zoobenthos (de March et al., 1977) and may. in some 
instances, be dependent on nutrients carried in silt 
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laden waters(Daborn, 1975). However, McCart et al. 
(1979) report that zooplankton communities in the 
Mackenzie Delta may vary considerably within and 
between lakes with similar physical features. 

Densities of zooplankton species reported for lakes 
in the region are highly variable, and dependent on a 
wide range of factors including water depth. temper- 
ature, nutrients. turbidity, currents, season, and 
water sources. The relative influence of many of these 
factors is disputed by various authors and the sensi- 
tivity of zooplankton communities to changes in 
these and other environmental parameters is not yet 
we!! understood. For instance, while there is evidence 
to support the conclusion that zooplankton can 
thrive in some heavily silt laden waters (Daborn, 
1975: de March et al.. 1977) studies by Slaney (1975) 
in the Mackenzie estuary indicate that copepods dis- 
appeared from some areas when turbidity was high 

. (540-680 ppm). but were found again when turbidity 
decreased to 150 to 400 ppm. Also. Rawson (1956) 
noted that occasionally high turbidity due to silt 
loading from the Slave River was associated with 
decreased zooplankton abundance at some Great 
Slave Lake stations. 

4.4.3.2 Zoobenthos 

Studies of zoobenthos in lakes and streams within the 
region have varied in scope and detail. Numerous 
waterbodies along the proposed Canadian Arctic 
Gas Pipeline route across the Yukon North Slope 
were examined by McCart et a/. (1974a). Zoobenthos 
of the Mackenzie Delta were investigated by Bruns- 
kill et a/. (1973). McCart et al. (1974a, 1976, 1979). 
Slaney (1974), de Graaf and Machniak (1977) and 
others. Information from the Department of Fisher- 
ies and Oceans on research in lakes and streams 
along the Tuktoyaktuk Peninsula is in preparation 
(M. Lavvrence, pers. comm.). A limited amount of 
information has been collected in the Eskimo Lakes - 
Parsons Lake area by Slaney (1977). Unpublished 
information has been collected in the area of Liver- 
pool Bay and the Anderson River by J. Hunter of the 
Arctic Biological Station. The most important gen- 
era! conclusions of these studies were: 

- Benthic communities in lakes and streams tend 
to be dominated by chironomids (blackflies and 
related species). 

- Densities and taxonomic diversities of benthic 
communities are low in comparison with similar 
systems in temperate locations. 

- Small coastal streams tend to support higher 
standing crops than large coastal streams. 

- Yukon coastal streams appear to be somewhat 
less productive than coastal streams along the 

Tuktovaktuk Peninsula. 

- Mud substrates in lakes commonly support the 
highest densities of zoobenthos in the region. but 
often are low in species diversity due to a pre- 
ponderance of one or two chironomid species. 

- Turbid waters in the hllackenzie Delta are less 
productive than clearer streams along the Yukon 
coast and Tuktoyaktuk Peninsula. 

- Mountain streams along the Yukon coast sup- 
port higher densities of clear water species (e.g., 
stoneflies and mayflies) than the Mackenzie Delta 
or tundra streams farther east. 

- Several fish species make summer feeding runs 
into coastal streams along the Tuktoyaktuk Penin- 
sula presumably to feed on dense benthic popula- 
tions. Fish stomachs from streams in this area 
contained more zoobenthos and were full a higher 
percentage of the time than fish elsewhere in the 
region, suggesting high productivity in these 
streams (M. Lawrence, pers. comm.). 

Studies of zoobenthic drift have not been conducted 
in most streams of the region. In the Mackenzie 
Valley generally. zoobenthic drift declines signifi- 
cantly during winter months in all but the most 
turbid streams (Brunski!! et al.. 1973). In contrast, 
the Mackenzie Delta has a relatively steady drift of 
zoobenthos throughout the year, despite the reduc- 
tion in turbidity during winter months. 

4.5 VEGETATION 

Vegetation studies in the Beaufort region have 
focused primarily on the Mackenzie Delta and the 
adjacent Tuktoyaktuk Peninsula. East of the Delta, 
regional surveys have been done of the Horton- 
Anderson rivers area and the vegetation north of 
Great Bear Lake to the Arctic coast. Additional site 
specific investigations of this region have been com- 
pleted for the lower Anderson River, the northern 
Parry Peninsula, McKinley Bay and for northern 
Cape Bathurst. West of the Delta, descriptions of 
major vegetation types are available for the Yukon 
Coastal Plain and the Richardson and British moun- 
tains, while regional overviews are available of 
northern Yukon vegetation. The vegetation of the 
upper Firth River valley in the British Mountains and 
succession in subalpine tundra communities in the 
Richardson and British mountains have also been 
described. The following sections describe the vege- 
tation in the three basic zones comprising the 
onshore Beaufort area. These zones are the Macken- 
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zie Delta, the Yukon Coastal Area and the Anderson 
Plain-TuktoyaktukPeninsula(Figure4.5-l).Toassist 
the reader, the scientific and common name for each 
of the plant species discussed is provided in Table 
4.5-1, while Table 4.5-2 is a glossary of key veg- 
etation-related terms. 

4.51 MACKENZIE DELTA 

451.1 Regional Descriptions 

Southern portions of the Mackenzie Delta are fore- 
sted whereas northern parts are covered with tundra. 
Mackay (1963) and Kerfoot (1975) described three 
major vegetation regions in the Delta. There is a 
‘sedge and willow’ region on the outer alluvial 
islands, which is characterized by sedge tussocks in 
poorly drained areas and a few small willows on 

,slightly higher ground (Plate 4.5-l). A ‘willow-alder- 
poplar’ region occurs inland from this sedge-willow 
zone and along the west side of the Delta to the west 

scattered small clumps of poplars on levees, and 
alders and willows along the channel banks and on 
the island flats. while low areas support marshy vege- 
tation (fens). The ‘spruce-willow-alder-poplar’ region 
covers the largest portion of the Delta, and extends 
south from inner Shallow Bay (Plate 4.5-3). In this 
region, forests, primarily white spruce. occur as 
ribbons along the channels, with the remainder ofthe 
area being dominated by willow. alders and sedges. 
White spruce generally grows only above the spring 
flood level. and the northward limit of this species 
generally corresponds to the 3 m levee height limit 
(Kerfoot, 1975). Forest cover decreases from about 
40%. at the head of the Delta. to 20% at Inuvik and 
107~ at Aklacik (Mackay. 1963). 

Where the permafrost table is low, such as under 
some well drained terraces, white spruce may attain 
sawlog size. In general, however. there is far more 
nonforested than forested land in the Mackenzie 

of Shallow Bay (Plate 4.5-2). This latter region has Delta region. 

FIGURE 4.5-l Location .map of the Beaufort onshore region. showing the three bax zones for whxh the vegetation IS 
described. 



TABLE 4.5-l 

COMMON AND SCIENTIFIC NAME EOUIVALENTS OF PLANT SPECIES 
MENTIONED IN VEGETATION DESCRIPTIONS OF THE ONSHORE BEAUFORT AREA 

TREE SPECIES 

Aspen 
Birch, white 
Fir, subalpine 
Poplar, balsam 
Spruce, black 
Spruce, white 
Tamarack 

SHRUB SPECIES 

Aider, green 
Birch, dwarf 
Birch, shrub 
Labrador tea 

Rose, prickly 
Rosemary, bog 
Soapberry 
Willow 
Willow, Alaska 
Willow, Bebb’s 
Willow, glaucous 
Willow, plane-leaf 
Willow, sandbar 
Willow, Scouler’s 

HERB AND DWARF SHRUB SPECIES 

Arnica 
Asphodel, false 
Avens, mountain 

Baked-apple berry 
Bearberry, alpine 
Bistort 
Blueberry, alpine 
Bluegrass 
Buckbean 
Bunchberry 
Cassiope, laptand 
Cloudberry 

Coltsfoot 

Cottongrass 

Crowberry 
Douglasia 
Draba 

Fi reweed 
Gale, sweet 
Grass, hair 
Grass, polar 
Grass, trisetum 
Grass, tundra 

pOpulus tremuloides Michx. 
BetLpapyrifera Marsh 
Abieslagocarpa (Hook.) Nutt. --- 
Populus balsamifera L. 
Eceaariana (Mill.) B.S.P. -- 
Picea glauca (Moench.) Voss -- 
Larix laricina (Du Roi) K. Koch -- 

Alnus crispa (Ait.) Pursh --- 
Betula nana Michx. -- 
Betula glandulosa Michx. 
Ledum groenlandicum and L decumbens (Ait.) 

Lodd. 
Rosa acicularis Lindl. 
Andromeda polifolia L. 
Shepherdia canadensis (L.) Nutt. -- 
$alix spp. L. 
Safix alaxensis (Anderss.) Cov. 
Salix bebbiana Sarg. 
Salix glauca L. -- 
Salix planifolia Pursh 
Salix interior Rowlee -- 
Salix scouleriana Barratt 

Arnica spp. L. 
Tofieldia coccinea Richards. 
was integrifolia M. Vahl. and -- - 

D. octopetala L. --- 
Rubus chamaemorus L. 
Arctostaphylos rubra (Rehd. 8 Wils.) Fern. ---- 
Polygonum viviparum L. --- 
Vaccinium uliginosum L. -- 
Poa glauca M. Vahl. and Poa spp. L. 
Gyanthes trifoliata L. - 
Gnus canadensis L. 
Cassiope tetragona (L.) D. Don ---v 
see “baked-apple berry” 

Petasites frigidus (L.) Fries; also -- 
P. hyperboreus Rydb. 

Eriophorum spp. L.; may include 
E. vaginaturn L., E. scheuchzeri Hoppe --- 

Empetrum nigrum L. m--- 
Douglasia arctica Hook. -m 
Draba cinerea Adams; also -- 

D. corymbosa R. Br. -e- 
Eoilobium anaustifolium L. 
Myrica gale L. -- - 
Deschampsia caespitosa (L.) Beaur. VP- 
Arctagrostis latifolia (R. Br.) Griseb. -- 
Trisetum spicatum (L.)Richt. -- 
Dupontia fischeri R. Br. --- 
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TABLE 4.5-l (Cont’d) 

COMMON AND SCIENTIFIC NAME EOUIVALENTS OF PLANT SPECIES 
MENTIONED IN VEGETATION DESCRIPTIONS OF THE ONSHORE BEAUFORT AREA 

HERB AND DWARF SHRUB SPECIES Cont’d 

Groundsel 
Hedysarum 
Hornwort 
Horsetail, common 
Larkspur 
Leather leaf 
Lingonberry 
Locoweed 
Lousewort 
Lupine, Arctic 
Mare’s-tail 
Marigold, marsh 
Milfoii, water 
Milkvetch 
Minuarta 
Moss campion 
Mustard 
Saxifrage 
Sedge 
Sedge, aquatic 
Sedge, maritime 
Sorrel, mountain 
Spike moss 
Starwort, water 
Sundew 

Thoroughwax 
Twinflower 
Wintergreen 

MOSS AND LICHEN SPECIES 

Feathermoss 

Feathermoss, layered 
Lichen 

Moss, aulacomnium 
Moss, dicranum 
Moss, drepanocladus 
Moss, scorpidium 
Moss, sphagnum 

Senecio residifolius Less. 
Hedysarum alpinum L. -- 
66atophyllum sp. L. -- 
Equisetum arvense L. -- 
Delphinium glaucum Wats. - - 
Chamaedaphne calyculata (L.) Moench -m- 
Vaccinium vitis-idaea L. -- 
Oxytropis deflexa (Pall.) D.C. - --- 
Pedicularis ianata Cham. & Schlecht. 
Lupinus arcticus S. Wats. --F 
Hippuris vulgaris L. --e 
Caltha palustris L. -- 
Myriophyllum sp. L. -- 
Astragalus alpinus L. --- 
Minuarta biflora (L.) Schinzl. & Thell. 
Silene acaulis L. -- 
Draba hirta L. 
Saxifraga spp. L. - - 
Carex spp. L. 
Carex aquatilis Wahlenb. --- 
Carex maritima Gumm. 
Oxyria digyna (L.) Hill --- - 
Selaginella sibirica (Milde) Hieron -- 
Gitrrche sp. L. 
Drosera anglica Huds. and -m- 

F. rotundifolia L. 
Bupleurum triradiatum Adams -- 
Linnaea borealis L. -- 
Pyrola spp. L. -- 

Pleurozium schreberl (Brid.) Mitt. 
fiylocomium splendens (Hedw.) B.S.G. -- 
Ptilium crista-castrensis (Hedw.) De Not. 
Hylocomium splendens (Hedw.) B.S.G. ----- 
general; includes one or several of: 
Alectoria spp. 
Cetraria spp. 
Cladina spp. 
Cladonia spp. 
Parmelia spp. 
Stereocaulon paschale 
Thamnolia sub-s (Ehrh.) W. Culb. 
Aulacomnium acumtnatum (Lindb. et Arn.) Par. 
Dicranum SDD. Hedw. 
Drepanoclabus sp (C. Mull.) Roth 
zorpidium scorpordes (Hedw.) Limpr. ---- 
Sphagnum spp. L. --P 



. Closed forest 

TABLE 4.52 

GLOSSARY OF COMMON VEGETATION-RELATED TERMS 
USED IN THE E.I.S. 

Alluvial 

Bog 

Boreal 

Bryophyte 

Cereal 

Climax 

Colluvium 

Community 

Coniferous 

Cover 

Cuttings 

Deciduous 

Deltaic Formation 

Diurnal 

Drumlin 

“Drunken” Forest 

Edge Effect 

Pertaining to stream deposits of comparatively recent time. 

Peat-covered or peat-filled area with a high water table but little standing-water 
usually covered by peat moss, heaths and black spruce. 

A Zone encircling the globe south of the Arctic where forests are usually 
formed by a very limited number of species belonging to a few coniferous 
and hardwood genera: Picea, iarix, Pit-w, Abies, Be&la, Populus, Alnus. 

A member of the division Bryophyta consisting of mosses and liverworts 
which lack vascular tissue and are attached to the substratum by rhizoids. 

A flowering plant of the grass family whose seeds are used as food. 

The final or stable community in a development series which is 
self-perpetuating and in equilibrium with the physical habitat. 

A forest in which the crowns or peripheries of trees are mostly touching 
or overlapping. 

A general term applied to loose and incoherent deposits, usually 
at the foot of a slope or cliff and brought there chiefly by gravity. 

Any naturally occurring group of different populations of organisms inhabiting 
a common environment, interacting with each other through food 
relationships, and relatively independent of other groups. 

Pertaining to members of the order Gymnospermae bearing cones and 
needle-shaped leaves, e.g., pine, spruce and fir. 

A measure of species dominance determined as the percentage of ground 
covered by the crown or above ground parts of a species. 

A portion of a plant which has been cut from the parent plant for 
the purpose of planting and producing another plant. 

Plants which shed their leaves at certain seasons. 

A land form of alluvial deposits, usually triangular, formed at the mouth of 
a river. 

Recurring every day. 

An elongate or oval hill of glacial drift, commonly glacial till, deposited by 
glacial ice and having its long axis parallel to the direction of ice movement. 

A forest characterized by trees which are leaning in all directions due to 
the retardation of root growth and the influence of thermokarst in 
permafrost regions. 

The tendency for increased variety and density of species in the 
transition between two or more diverse communities. 

Emergent Vegetation Species whose roots are submerged while most of the leaves and flowers 
are above the water surface. 

Ericaceous 

Fan 

Fen 

Belonging to the family Ericaceae. 

An accumulation of debris brought down by a stream descending through 
a steep ravine and debauching in the plain beneath, where the detrital material 
spreads out in the shape of a fan, forming a section of a very low cone. 

Peat or peat-filled area with the water table at or near the surface dominated 
by a sedge, grass and reed community, at times, with shrub cover and a 
scanty tree layer. 
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TABLE 4.5-2 (Cont’d) 

GLOSSARY OF COMMON VEGETATION-RELATED TERMS 
USED IN THE E.I.S. 

Floodplain 

Fluvial 

Fluviatile 

Fluviatile-marine 

Frost Action 

Genome 

Glaciolacustrine 

Ground Ice 

Heath 

Herbaceous 

Hummock 

Ice Wedge 

Key Species 

Marsh 

Meadow 

Mesic 

Microhabitat 

Microrelief 

Moraine 

Mound 

Muskeg 

Ombrotrophic 

Organic Terrain 

Palsa 

That portion of a river valley, adjacent to the river channel, which is built 
Of sediments during the present regime of the stream and which is covered 
with water when the river overflows its banks. 

Of, Or pertaining t0 rivers; growing or living in streams or ponds, produced by river 
action, as, a fluvial plain. 

Belonging to a river, produced by river action, growing or living in fresh 
water rivers. 

Deposits brought into the sea, and thus often containing remains of land, 
freshwater, and marine animals. 

The weathering process caused by repeated cycles of freezing and thawing. 

The set of all different chromosomes found in each nucleus of a given species. 

Pertaining to glacial lake conditions, as in glaciolacustrine deposits, sediment 
deposited in lakes marginal to a glacier by glacial meltwater streams. 

Denotes bodies of more or less clear ice in permanently frozen ground. 

A community dominated by members of the heath family. 

Having no persistent parts above ground, as distinct from shrubs and trees. 

A small mound. 

Vertical, wedge-shaped vein of ground ice. 

Any species of plants which because of pattern or other characteristics may 
be used in estimating degree of utilization, trend, or condition of the range. 

Grass-sedge-rush communities water-covered for one or more months 
in the year. 

A community dominated by herbaceous aquatic vegetation. 

Describes moisture regimes intermediate to the extremes of the given region. 

The immediate environment of an organism. 

Minor differences in topography such as small mounds or pits with 
differences in elevation of about three feet or less. 

An accumulation of earth and stones carried and finally deposited by a glacier. 
Ground Moraine - A moraine of which the predominant material is till, 
but some stratified drift is present. 

A low hill of earth, natural or artificial; in general any prominent, more 
or less isolated hill. 

An old Algonquin Indian term applied to a large expanse of Sphagnum peatland 
bearing stunted black spruce and tamarack with ericaceous shrubs prominent. 

Generally refers to bogs which receive nutrients in the form of precipitation 
rather than from stream flow or water table. 

A tract of land comprised of a superficial layer of living material (vegetation) 
and a sub-layer of peat or fossilized plant detritus of any depth existing in 
association with various hydrological and underlying mineral formations. 

A round or elongated hillock or mound, up to 10 m in height with a core 
of ice and peat. rarely mineral soil, found in the sporadic permafrost zone. 
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TABLE 4.5-2 (Co&d) 

GLOSSARY OF COMMON VEGETATION-RELATED TERMS 
USED IN THE E.I.S. 

Patterned Ground 

Peat Plateau 

Permafrost 

Permafrost 
(continuous) 

Permafrost 
(discontinuous) 

Physiographic 

Ping0 

Pioneer 

Polygon 

Productivity 

Profile 

Resident Soil 

Riparian 

Scarp 

Sedge 

Sediment Load 

Solifluction 

Stand 

Strangmoor 

string Fen 

Subclimax 

Succession 

A group term for the more or less symmetrical forms such as 
circles, polygons, nets, steps and stripes, that are characteristic of, 
but not necessarily confined to, mantle subject to intensive frost action. 

An ombrotrophic bog with a raised or appreciably sloping Surface 
containing an ice core but with few fissures and no thaw pocket. 

The thermal condition of earth materials such as soil and rock, when their 
temperature remains below 0°C continuously for a number of years. 

Terrain with the -5°C isotherm of mean annual ground temperature 
measured just below the zone of annual variation. 

A region where areas of frozen and unfrozen layers occur together. 

Of, or pertaining to the study of the genesis and evaluation of landforms. 

An ice-covered hill, typically conical in shape, which can only grow 
and persist in permafrost. 

A plant, animal or community that first invades a disturbed area. 

Sorted and non-sorted ground surface features, resulting from frost action, 
with many angles or sides. 

Rate of organic matter production in a ecosystem. 

When pertaining to soil it is a vertical section showing the horizontal 
layers and their relationships to each other. 

Soil formed from, or resting on, consolidated rock of the same 
kind as that from which it was formed and in the same location. 

Pertaining to the banks of a body of water. 

An escarpment, cliff, or steep slope of some extent along the margin 
of a plateau, mesa, terrace or bench. 

A plant, resembling grass in appearance, in the family Cyperaceae, 
usually with solid triangular stems, tree-ranked leaves, and closed-leaf sheaths. 

The amount of suspended matter in a stream. 

The process of slow flowage from higher to lower ground of masses of 
waste saturated with water. 

A piece of vegetation that is essentially homogeneous in all layers and differs 
from contiguous vegetation types by either quantities or qualitative characters. 

String bog with alternating low bog ridges and wet sedge hollows orientated 
across the major slope of the peatland at right angles to water movement. 

Peatland occurring on slopes with low parallel ridges, separated by 
water-saturated hollows orientated across the slope. 

A stage in succession normally preceding the climax yet long-persisting 
due to some factor or form of disturbance. 

An orderly process of community development that involves changes in 
species structure and community, processes with time resulting from 
modification of the physical environment by the community culminating in a 
stabilized ecosystem. 
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TABLE 4.5-2 (Cont’d) 

GLOSSARY OF COMMON VEGETATION-RELATED TERMS 
USED IN THE E.I.S. 

Surficial Characteristic of, pertaining to, formed on, situated at, or occurring on 
the earth’s surface; especially consisting of unconsolidated residual, 
alluvial, or glacial deposits lying on the bedrock. 

Swamp Wooded area with a saturated soil which is water-covered for part of the year. 

Terrace Relatively flat, horizontal or gently inclined surface, sometimes 
long and narrow, which is bounded by a steeper ascending slope 
on one side and by a steeper descending slope on the opposite side. 

Thermokarst Settling or caving of the ground due to the melting of ground ice. 

Transpiration The loss of water vapour from living plants. 

Ubiquitous Found in many different communities. 

Understory . Any stratum in a community occurring below the uppermost vegetation 
later, usually referring to shrubs and herbs. 

Weathering The group of processes, such as the chemical action of air and rainwater and 
of plants and bacteria and the mechanical action of changes of temperature, 
whereby rocks, on exposure to weather, change, decay and finally crumble 
into soil. 

Wet Meadow A community with some peat accummulation which is dominated by reed, 
bentgrass and fowl bluegrass. 

PLATE 4.5-l ‘Sedge-willow’ vegetation is characteristic of the outer alluvial islands of the Mackenzie Delta. (Courtesy, 
Hardy Associates, 1978. Ltd. ) 



PLATE 4.5-2 ‘Willow-alder 
tha ‘c.nr(r.rr ,.r;ll.....’ -.A..- 

PLATE 4.5-3 The ‘spruce-willow-alder-poplar’vegetation covers the largest area in the Mackenzie Delta south of Shallow 
Bay. (Courtesy, Hardy Associates, 7978, L rd.) 



4.5.1.2 Vegetation Communities 

The following subsections describe the structure, 
composition and distribution of the vegetation com- 
munities of the Mackenzie Delta. The vegetation 
classifications used as the basis for these descriptions 
are those developed by Slaney (1974) and Reid and 
Calder (1977), although both of these reports dealt 
primarily with the outer Delta beyond the tree limit. 
However, Reid and Calder (1977) also discussed 
some community types found on the inner Delta. 
Some communities and successional sequences within 
the inner Delta were also described by Gill (197la, 
1972. 1973a). Lambert (1972~). Hardy Associates 
(1981) and Cordes (in prep). 

The distribution of vegetation communities in the 
Mackenzie Delta is largely controlled by soil drain- 
age (Slaney, 1974) and vegetation may change mark- 
:dly with elevational changes of only a few cen- 
timetres. 
(a) White Spruce/Alder/Feathermoss Forest 

This community type was described by Reid and 
Calder (1977) and is characterized by a closed tree 
canopy of white spruce and a closed shrub layer of 
green alder, frequently over a closed carpet of layered 
feathermoss. Principal dwarf shrubs are lingonberry 
and alpine bearberry. This community type occurs 
south of the tree line in the inner Delta. as a narrow 
band on the well to imperfectly drained silts and silty 
clay soils which cover the higher levees of the Delta. 

According to Hardy Associates (1981). white spruce 
forests in the Mackenzie Delta are seldom flooded 
and sedimentation near the root systems is minor. In 
the southern Delta. white spruce forests are found on 
surface elevations averaging 7 m above the August 
water level. while in the northern Delta they are 
present on soils only 3 m above the water level. On 
the inner Delta, the white spruce community is con- 
sidered to be the climax vegetation type although it is 
subject to channel erosion, thermal erosion, and 
rarely fires. which return the area to earlier succes- 
sional stages. 

(b) Balsam Poplar Forest 

Balsam poplar forests occur to a limited extent on 
moderately well to imperfectly drained soils of the 
inner Delta (Reid and Calder, 1977). They are often 
found along with white spruce forests on high levees 
along drainage channels. This community is charac- 
terized by an open canopy of balsam poplar over a 
shrub layer dominated by glaucous willow. Dwarf 
birch and lingonberry may also be present, along 
with a sparse cover of herbaceous plants. [Gill (1972) 
Lambert (1972~) and Hardy Associates (1981) des- 
cribed the composition and succession of balsam 
poplar forests on point bars of the inner Delta.] 

(c) Alder Shrub 

The ‘green alder’ community of the Mackenzie Delta 
forms a dense, almost impenetrable cover 1.5 to 3 m 
high (Reid and Calder, 1977). Associated shrubs, 
particularly in older stands. include Alaska willow 
and lanate willow. Herbaceous cover is sparse but 
includes common horsetail and alpine bearberry. 
This community occurs primarily on well drained 
sand and silty-sand soils of levees. [Lambert (1972c), 
Forest Management Institute (1975) and Hardy 
Associates (198 1) also described an alder association 
which forms a band just above the level of annual 
flooding along Delta channels.] 

(d) Willow-Herb 

The ‘willow-herb* community described by Slaney 
(1974) occurs on levees where maximum siltation 
from the Mackenzie River occurs. In these areas, 
willows may attain heights of 1.8 to 3 m. [An ‘Alaska 
wiilow/horsetail’ community described by Reid and 
Calder (1977) and the ‘willow/horsetail’ community 
described by Hardy Associates (198 1) are apparently 
similar. This community occurs primarily on low, 
recently formed levees, but occasionally on the crests 
of higher, well drained levees. It is composed of 
Alaska willow. to 3 m tall. with a closed herb layer of 
common horsetail. Alder is also frequently present.] 

(e) Willow-Sedge 

This vegetation type, described by Slaney (1974), is 
dominated by low willows less than 0.5 m high, and 
sedges, with mosses being of secondary importance. 
It occurs on recent alluvial deposits which are subject 
to frequent flooding, but where siltation is relatively 
minor. [A similar ‘willow-sedge’ community is des- 
cribed by Reid and Calder (1977) and Hardy Asso- 
ciates (198 I).] The community is characterized by an 
open canopy of willows, a closed cover of sedges and 
frequent horsetail. Alaska willow is also occasionally 
present. This vegetation association occurs on imper- 
fectly to poorly drained soils, on levee backslopes 
and Delta plains. 

(f) Sedge-Herb 

The ‘sedge-herb’ community (Slaney. 1974) is domi- 
nated by aquatic sedges, cottongrass and horsetail 
and occurs on recent alluvial deposits which are 
covered with shallow water throughout the summer. 
Its soils are relatively fertile as a result of the seasonal 
deposition of silt, and have active layers down to 
permafrost, ranging in depth from 25 to 61 cm. [The 
‘horsetail meadow’ community described by Reid 
and Calder (1977) is similar to that described above 
(Slaney. 1974). 
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(g) Meadow 

The ‘meadow’ community described by Slaney ( 1974), 
is found on poorly drained areas. and has a diverse 
vegetation cover of sedges, heaths and mosses. 
Common species are sedges, crowberry and blue- 
berry. Reid and Calder (1977) later identified three 
community types which may occur within the mea- 
dow unit of Slaney (1974). The ‘sedge-cottongrass 
meadow’ is dominated by aquatic sedge and cotton- 
grass, and occurs on poorly to very poorly drained 
mineral soils and shallow organic soils on levee fore- 
slopes, point bars, meander scrolls, abandoned 
channels and delta plains. The ‘pendent grass-hair 
grass meadow’ is dominated by grasses. Associated 
species often include aquatic sedge. cottongrass and 
horsetail. This meadow community can exist on 
poorly to very poorly drained silty soils of point bars 
and delta plains. The third meadow community is the 

. ‘sedge fen’ which is dominated by aquatic sedge. 
Scattered trees and shrubs may be present in this 
plant association and include tamarack. black spruce, 
shrub birch, lingonberry and sweet gale. Fens occur 
on poorly to very poorly drained sedge peat of varia- 
ble thickness. 

[The Forest Management Institute (1975) also des- 
cribed two vegetation types which can be included 
with this meadow unit. The ‘Monocotyledon Wet- 
land-Flat Polygon’ type is dominated by sedges and 
cottongrass with a substantial cover of low shrubs. 
while the ‘Monocotyledon Wetlands-Alluvial Fan’ 
t>‘pe is dominated by sedges and cottongrass with a 
small cover of low shrubs. Lambert (1972~) and Gill 
( 1973a) described a horsetail association which may 
be broadly included in the meadow unit.] 

(h) Dwarf Shrub-Heath 

The ‘dwarf shrub-heath’ community grows on most 
upland tundra areas east of the Delta (Slaney, 1974). 
It is the dominant community on moraine and glaci- 
ofluvial landforms. Within the Mackenzie Delta, it is 
much less common but nevertheless occurs locally on 
medium to fine textured, well to imperfectly drained 
soils. Heaths, dwarf birch, willow and moss are the 
most prevalent plants. Soil hummocks are common 
and have active layers ranging in depth from 30 to45 
cm. 

Reid and Calder (1977) describe three vegetation 
associations which may be included within the ‘dwarf 
shrub-heath’ community. The first is the ‘dwarf 
birch-Labrador tealfeathermoss association com- 
mon in the Mackenzie Delta. Its open stratum is 
shared by dwarf birch, and Labrador tea and it has a 
ground cover of layered feathermoss. Green alder 
and lingonberry are important associated shrubs, 
while the herbaceous layer includes baked-apple 

berry and sedges. This community occurs on imper- 
fectly drained soils of raised ridges around ice wedge 
polygons in the Delta plains. 

(i) Cottongrass Tussock 

The ‘cottongrass tussock’ community is more pre- 
valent on the Pleistocene delta of Richards Island 
than on the recent alluvial deposits of the Mackenzie 
Delta (Slaney, 1974). However, it occurs locally in 
imperfectly drained areas, and at these sites cotton- 
grass tussocks are the dominant vegetation. 

(j) Medium Willow 

The ‘medium willow’ community occurs on steep 
slopes, particularly on slump scars of lake banks, and 
in stream beds (Slaney, 1974). On steep slopes, it is 
dominated by lanate willow, birch and alder. with 
ericaceous shrubs. mosses and lichens being present 
in the undergrowth. Shrubs may be over 1.5 m tali at 
these sites. In depressions, the canopy of the ‘medium 
willow’ community is dominated by glaucous willow, 
while the undergrowth is dominated by sedges. [The 
‘high shrub-eroded plant’ association described by 
the Forest Management Institute (1975) is compara- 
ble to the ‘medium willow’ unit on steep slopes, but 
occurs on steep slopes subject to constant erosion.] 

(k) Patterned Ground 

Slaney (1974) described and mapped a ‘patterned 
ground’ unit which consisted of vegetation on low 
and high centred polygons. Low centred polygons 
are common in areas of poor drainage, and are vege- 
tated by sedge, cottongrass and drepanocladus mos- 
ses. High centred polygons have vegetation similar to 
the ‘dwarf shrub-heath’ community described earlier. 

(1) Aquatic Vegetation 

Much of the Mackenzie Delta is covered by channels, 
lakes and ponds. The channel lakes support very 
little submergent or emergent aquatic vegetation, but 
shoreline vegetation includes aquatic sedge, cotton- 
grass, marsh marigold and horsetails (Slaney, 1974). 
Floodplain lakes support a varied and often vigor- 
ous aquatic commumty. Dominant submergent spe- 
cies include pondweed, hornwort, water starwort 
and water milfoil, while mare’s tail and buckbean are 
the major emergent forms. Saline lakes near the coast 
may also contain tundra grass and maritime sedge. 
On the other hand, the river channels are turbid and 
support little aquatic vascular vegetation. 

4.5.1.3 Vegetation Distribution on Landforms 

The Mackenzie Delta is a large flat plain of modern 
alluvial sediments. Landforms are all alluvial related 
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features including delta plains, abandoned channels 
and meander scars, point bars and levees. Vegetation 
communities on these landforms differ with slight 
changes in elevation, resulting from major changes in 
soil moisture. 

For purposes of vegetation description, the Macken- 
zie Delta can be subdivided into an inner Delta which 
is south of the tree line, and an outer Delta north of 
the tree line (Figure 4.5-l). The predominant vegeta- 
tion types on principal landforms in each of these 
areas are listed in Table 4.5-3. 

TABLE 4.5-3 

PREDOMINANT VEGETATION TYPES ON 
PRINCIPAL LANDFORMS OF THE 

MACKENZIE DELTA. ALL LANDFORMS ARE ALLUVIAL. 

Lmndtorm Sol1 DraInage Prsdomlnant Vegetrtlon 

Outer Delta 

Pomt Bars well to Imperfect 

poor 

alder shrub 
wallow-herb 
wrllow-sedge 
sedge-herb 
meadow 

Delta Plains well willow-herb 
dwarf shrub heath 

Imperfect to poor willow-herb 
willow-sedge 
meadow 

Inner Delta 

Pomt Bars well 

imperfect to poor 

alder shrub 
balsam poplar 
white spruce-alder 

feathermoss 
willow-herb 
meadow 

Delta Plains well whtte spruce-alder 
feathermoss 

Imperfect to poor willow-nerb 
willow-sedge 
meadow 

(a) Inner Delta 

The southern part of the inner Delta has many old 
ff oodplains which are located 9 m or more above the 
mean summer low water level. Levees are poorly 
developed and channels are relatively stable. How- 
ever, in northern portions of the inner Delta. levees 
are more common and their height decreases to only 
3 to 6 m above the mean low water level (Mackay, 
1963). Channels tend to meander more in this region 
and new land is constantly being formed by silt 
deposition. 

U’ithin the inner Delta. point bars support a sequence 
of vegetation types reflecting differences in the age of 
deposits. frequency of flooding and soil drainage. 
The zone nearest the waters edge, where sedimenta- 
tion rates are highest, remains unvegetated. Slightly 
higher areas. including low, recently formed levees 
which are flooded annually, have a ‘willow-herb’ 
community. Higher levees which are intermittently 

flooded support ‘alder scrub’ vegetation. Alder 
appears first above the level of annual flooding, fol- 
lowed by balsam poplar forest above the alder scrub. 
The highest, rarely flooded levees where sedimenta- 
tion is minor, are covered by ‘white spruce/alder/- 
feathermoss’ forest. In the south, these forests occur 
on surfaces 7 m or more above the summer water 
level, but towards the north. they may be found on 
surfaces only 3 m above the summer water level 
(Hardy Associates, 1981). Depressions and swales 
which are poorly to very poorly drained are covered 
by meadows of variable composition. 

The relatively flat Delta plains within the inner Delta 
support a variety of vegetation types which are dis- 
tributed according to soil drainage. Well drained, 
high alluvial plains generally support a ‘white spruce- 
/alder/feathermoss’ forest community which occurs 
mostly in the form of ribbons along channels. Exten- 
sive areas of imperfectly to poorly drained mineral 
soils are dominated by ‘willow-sedge’ vegetation with 
local areas of meadow vegetation. In addition, a 
large portion of the Delta is covered by lakes and 
ponds with aquatic vegetation. 

(b) Outer Delta 

The outer Mackenzie Delta. beyond the tree limit, is 
comprised of three major terrain types: levees, point 
bars and backswamps (Reid and Calder. 1977). 
Backswamps include the Delta plains, abandoned 
channels and lakes. The summits of high, well 
drained levees are covered with ‘alder scrub,’ while 
lower levees support ‘willow-herb’ and ‘willow- 
sedge’ communities. Meadow vegetation. consisting 
primarily of sedges and horsetails. grows at the base 
of levees. 

The vegetation of point bars is controlled by the age 
of the soil deposits, frequency of flooding and soil 
drainage. Raised, well drained soils are vegetated 
primarily by ‘alder shrub,’ with lower, more fre- 
quently flooded sites having ‘willow-herb’ and 
‘willow-sedge’ vegetation. Areas subject to frequent 
flooding and high rates of deposition support a 
‘sedge-herb’ community which is dominated primar- 
ily by horsetails. Meadow vegetation dominated by 
sedges and grasses occurs on poorly to very poorly 
drained soils in depressions. which are not subject to 
high rates of sedimentation. 

The Delta plains, which encompass much of the 
outer Mackenzie Delta. have mainly sedge and cot- 
tongrass meadows, supplemented by ‘willow-sedge’ 
and ‘willow-herb’ communities. Abandoned, infilled 
channels of the Delta are also covered by meadows 
of sedges and cottongrass, whereas ice wedge polygon 
areas have a ‘dwarf shrub-heath’ vegetation. Lake 
margins throughout the outer Mackenzie Delta SUP- 
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port meadows and ‘willow-sedge’ vegetation. 

4.5.2 YUKON COASTAL PLAIN AND 
MOUNTAINS 

4.5.2.1 Regional Description 

The Yukon Coastal Plain and Mountains region lies 
west of the Mackenzie Delta and includes the Yukon 
Coastal Plain and portions of the Peel Plain. Richard- 
son Mountains. Porcupine Plateau. and British 
Mountains. With the exception of the Fort McPher- 
son area and the upper Firth River valley. this region 
lies north of tree line (Figure 4.5-l). 

Oswald and Senyk (1977) include the Yukon Terri- 
tory portion of this vegetation region within the 
‘Northern Mountains and Coastal Plain’ ecoregion. 
Most of the terrain is devoid of trees, but open stands 
of black spruce, white spruce and balsam poplar 
occur in protected valleys, particularly along the 
Firth River. However, the most prevalent vegetation 
type is sedge and cottongrass tussock tundra. Surfa- 
ces are nearly always hummocky. In addition to 
sedges and cottongrass. shrub birch. willow and 
alder are common on warmer sites. while ericaceous 
shrubs. prostrate willows. forbs and mosses occur in 
cooler areas. Lichens are also prevalent throughout 
the Yukon Coastal Plain. 

Wiken et al. (1981a) delineates the area into two 
ecoregions, the ‘Northern Coastal Plain’ ecoregion 
and the ‘Northern Mountains’ ecoregion. The first is 
a low relief plain which rises gently from the coast to 
an elevation of about 150 m above sea level. Vegeta- 
tion cover is vigorous and nearly continuous, and 
includes a mixture of cottongrass tussocks and low 
shrubs (Plate 4.5-4), except on wetlands which have 
mainly sedges and mosses. The ‘Northern Moun- 
tains’ ecoregion includes the hilly and mountainous 
terrain which lies inland from the coastal plain. Vege- 
tation cover is sparse and discontinuous at higher 
elevations, but vigorous and nearly continuous in 
valley bottoms and at lower elevations. High eleva- 
tion vegetation is composed primarily of dwarf 
shrubs. forbs and lichens. while low elevation vegeta- 
tion includes a mixture of sedge tussocks and low to 
medium shrubs (Plate 4.5-5). Each of these ecore- 
gions is further subdivided in ecodistricts (Wiken et 
al., 1981b). 

Welsh and Rigby ( 197 1) also provide a brief descrip- 
tion of vegetation in the northern Yukon, and report 
that tussock tundra covers more land surface than 
any other community type. although it varies in 
composition with moisture content of the soil. 

Forests of this region are included in two sections of 
the Boreai Forest (Rowe, 1972)(Figure4.5-2). In the 

PLATE 4.5-4 
Ltd.) 

Sedge-cottongrass-low s!vub tundra is typicalon the Yukon Coastal Plain. (Courtesy, Hardy Associates, 1978, 
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PLATE 4.5-S Sedae tussocks. medium willow and dwarf birch are common at lower elevations 
mountams. (Court&y, Hardy Associates, 1978. Ltd.) - 

in the foothills and 

vicinity of Fort McPherson. the forests lie within the 
Lower Mackenzie Section. In the upper Firth River 
valley, forests are included within the ‘Alpine Forest- 
Tundra’ section which is characterized by open park- 
like stands of stunted white spruce alternating with 
patches of grassy or shrubby vegetation on rocky 
barren ground (Rowe, 1972). Subalpine fir occurs on 
north and east-facing slopes in the transition to 
alpine tundra. but black spruce is common at lower 
elevations. 

4.5.2.2 Vegetation Communities 

There are few descriptions of vegetation communi- 
ties in the Yukon Coastal Plain and Mountains 
region. A Canadian Arctic Gas Study report by 
Hrttinger et a/. (1973) discusses the area in greatest 
detail. and is used as the basis of the present com- 
munity descriptions. Other vegetation descriptions 
cokering portions of the Yukon Coastal Plain are 
provided in Reid and Calder (1977). Forest Man- 
agement Institute (1975). Hardy Associates (1979c), 
and Drew and Shanks (1965). Hettinger et al. (1973) 
describe twelve major vegetation classes(formations) 
and twenty-six community types found in this region. 

(a) Ephemeral Herb Desert 

The ‘ephemeral herb desert’ vegetation class of the 

Arctic Coastal Plain and British Mountains is des- 
cribed by Hettinger et al. (1973). On the Arctic Coas- 
tal Plain it occurs on sand dunes o\rer alluvial fan 
deposits along the coast. The vegetation is composed 
of glaucous willow. below which is a heavy cover of 
milkvetch. mountain avens and locoweed forming 
closed mats as the soils become stabilized. 

In the British Mountains. this vegetation class occurs 
on steep scree slopes of loose rocks. where it is a 
sparse community composed of mountain avens, 
saxifrage, fireweed and false asphodel. Plant cover 
increases where mineral soil has accumulated. but 
since most of the soils are continually moving, few 
plants become established. 

(b) Seasonal Grass and Herb Steppe 

This vegetation class is found in the Richardson 
Mountains on scree slopes which are partially stabil- 
ized and have some soil. The vegetation is an open 
community of bluegrass, minuarta and douglasia. 
Plant cover occurs in strips aligned up and down- 
slope. which results from the slippage of the substrate 
materials. 

(c) Open E v e rgreen Microphyllous Dwarf Shrub 

This is a very common vegetation class within the 
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FIGURE 4.5-2 Forest sections of the Beaufort onshore region (after Rowe, 7972). 

Yukon coastal region. and is found in the Yukon 
Coastal Plain and Plateau. Richardson Mountains 
and British Mountains. Five vegetation community 
types are included within the class (Hettinger et al., 
1973). These are the ‘mountain avens,’ the ‘mountain 
avens-dwarf willow,’ the ‘dwarf-willow,’ the ‘sedge- 
dwarfwillow.‘and the ‘dwarfwillow-moss’communities. 

The ‘mountain avens’ community occurs on steep 
gravel slopes, rock outcrop ridges and plateaus of 
mountain summits in the British Mountains. It is 
composed of mountain avens, Lapland cassiope, 
moss campion and lichens. The extensiveness of the 
ground cover varies with slope exposure. and is high 
only in small islands and depressions where soil 
materials have been deposited. 

A ‘mountain avens-dwarf willow’ community occurs 
on the undulating solifluction slopes which are pre- 
valent in the British Mountains. and is also common 
on ridge tops and slopes of foothills bordering the 
Arctic Coastal Plain. Its dominant plant species 

include dwarf willow. mountain avens, lupine, lichens 
and dicranum mosses. Moss cover is greatest in 
poorly drained areas of solifluction lobes, while 
dwarf shrubs and lichens are dominant on the drier 
solifluction lobes, gravel slopes, ridges and other well 
drained areas. Plant cover is generally sparse on 
gravel ridges and slopes, but closes in on the wetter 
areas associated with solifluction lobes. 

The ‘dwarf willow’ community occurs on high rocky 
ridges and slopes of the Richardson Mountains. Its 
vegetation cover is open and composed of dwarf 
willow, spike moss and lichens. This vegetation asso- 
ciation also occurs on well drained solifluction slopes 
in the Richardson Mountains, where it includes 
Lapland cassiope and occassionally alpine blueberry. 

The ‘sedge-dwarf willow’ community is found on low 
centre ice wedge polygon terrain of the Arctic Coas- 
tal Plain. Sedges and sphagnum and aulocomnium 
mosses occupy the lower depressions of the polyg- 
ons, while clumps of dwarf willows occur on the drier 
ridges of the polygon edges. Soils are usually poorly 
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drained and have a thick, 25 to 30 cm. accumulation 
of organic materials. 

The ‘dwarf willow-moss’ community occurs on high 
centre polygons and many silty, rolling hills of the 
Arctic Coastal Plain. It is comprised of scattered 
dwarf willow with a closed ground cover of various 
mosses. The mosses are most prevalent in depres- 
sions where soils are imperfectly drained. 

(d) Seasonal Orthophyll Meadow 

The seasonal orthophyll meadow vegetation class of 
the Arctic Coastal Plain and the Richardson and 
British mountains is found in poorly drained depres- 
sions and on slopes and terraces. This vegetation 
class is dominated by sedges. Five community types 
within this vegetation class are described by Hettin- 
ger et al. ( 1973); they are the ‘sedge,’ ‘sedge-mountain 
avens,’ ’ cottongrass,’ ’ cottongrass-sedge’ and ‘trise- 
turn’ communities. 

On the Yukon Coastal Plain, the ‘sedge’ community 
occurs in poorly drained depressions and flats where 
surface water may be present throughout the grow- 
ing season. Many of these places are former lake 
beds. This community is composed of sedges and 
sphagnum moss. Soils contain thick peat accumu- 
lations. 

The ‘sedge-mountain avens’ community occurs on 
sites similar to those occupied by the ‘sedge’ com- 
munity. The dominant plant species are aquatic 
sedge and mountain avens. On the drier sites, such as 
gently sloping drainage channels, dwarf willow and 
dwarf birch are common. 

The ‘cottongrass’ community covers large areas of 
the rolling hills at the lower elevations of the 
Richardson Mountains. It is dominated by cotton- 
grass tussocks. Important associated species include 
false asphodel, a variety of mosses (especially layered 
feathermoss) and lichens. The mineral soils asso- 
ciated with this community have a moderately thick 
surface horizon of organic materials. 

The ‘cottongrass-sedge’ community occurs on poorly 
drained sites of the Richardson Mountains and 
Yukon Coastal Plain. It is found below late melting 
snowbanks, which supply water to these sites 
throughout the growing season. The vegetation is 
composed of sedges. cottongrass and sphagnum 
mosses. On the drier hummocks. shrub birch, baked- 
apple berry and polytrichum moss are found. Soils 
associated with this community have a moderately 
thick, 25 to 30 cm. fibric layer of organic materials 
over a thin gleyed mineral horizon. 

The ‘trisetum’ community grows on gentle, rocky, 

south-facing slopes of the Richardson Mountains. 
This community is composed of trisetum grass and 
minuarta over a closed ground cover of lichens. Soils 
associated with this community are well drained and 
have a thin layer of organic materials. 

[Drew and Shanks (1965) describe three landscape 
types of the upper Firth River Basin of the British 
Mountains which have vegetation which could be 
included within the seasonal orthophyll meadow 
vegetation class. These landscape types are ‘sedge 
meadow terrace,’ ‘calcareous bog meadow and 
strangmoor,’ and ‘noncalcareous bog meadow and 
strangmoor.’ The three ‘monocotyledon wetlands’ 
community types described by the Forest Manage- 
ment Institute (1975) are included in the seasonal 
orthophyll meadow vegetation class.] 

(e) Seasonal Short Grass Meadow 

The ‘seasonal short grass meadow’ vegetation class 
of the British Mountains includes one community 
type described by Hettinger et al. (1973). This is the 
‘dwarf willow-horsetail-moss’ community, common 
on the gently rolling hills of the British Mountains, 
which has a “grassy” appearance due to abundant 
sedges. Its vegetation cover is closed and dominated 
by dwarf willow. common horsetail, sedge, mountain 
avens and a closed cover of moss, especially tomen- 
thypnum moss. Soils associated with this community 
are poorly drained. 

(f) Deciduous Shrub Savanna 

The ‘deciduous shrub savanna’ vegetation class of 
the British Mountains has an open cover of medium 
sized, 0.5 to 1.5 m tall, shrubs over a closed ground 
cover of dwarf shrubs and herbaceous species. This 
single community, described by Hettinger et al. 
(1973). occurs on high terraces within alluvial meander 
plains and is dominated by glaucous and dwarf wil- 
lows, larkspur and mountain sorrel. Soils associated 
with this community are continually moist but well 
aerated. 

(g) Deciduous Orthophyll Shrub 

This vegetation class features a closed cover of 
deciduous orthophyll shrubs such as willows, dwarf 
birch and alder, in which either low or tall shrubs 
may be dominant. It occurs on alluvial terraces and 
hills of the Yukon Coastal Plain and on terraces and 
colluvial slopes of the Richardson and British moun- 
tains. Hettinger et al. (1973) describe three commun- 
ity types within the deciduous orthophyll shrub vege- 
tation class. These are the ‘dwarf birch,’ the ‘willow’ 
anmd the ‘green alder-willow’ communities. 

The ‘dwarf birch’ community is found at elevations 
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from 1,067 to 1,280 m high in the Richardson Moun- 
tains, on colluvial slopes below rock outcrops and 
cliffs. On the Yukon Coastal Plain, this community 
occurs on the tops of moraine hills. It is composed of 
dwarf willow, shrub birch, alpine blueberry and 
numerous lichens. Where steep solifluction terraces 
occur on silt-mantled terrain, the dominant species 
of this community include Lapland cassiope, dwarf 
birch, and various lichen species. 

The ‘willow’ community is composed of tall, gener- 
ally over 2 m high, glaucous willow and herbaceous 
species, including bistort and arnica. It grows on high 
alluvial terraces in the Richardson Mountains, but 
since it is restricted to valley streams, the total area 
covered by this community is not extensive. 

The ‘green alder-willow’ community occurs on alluv- 
ial terraces of the Yukon Coastal Plain. It has a 
closed cover of tall shrubs, including green alder and 
willow, and a closed cover of herbaceous species, 
including polar grass and coltsfoot beneath the 
shrubs. Soils associated with this community are well 
drained and have little horizon development over the 
cobbly parent materials encountered about 40 cm 
below the surface. On these alluvial terraces, spring 
flooding results in the deposition of silt. 

(h) Open Deciduous Orthophyll Shrub 

This vegetation class is characterized by scattered 
deciduous shrubs such as dwarf birch. willows and 
lingonberry. It occurs primarily along drainageways 
and on solifluction terraces of the Richardson Moun- 
tains and Arctic Coastal Plain. Hettinger et al. (1973) 
identify two community types within this vegetation 
class, these being the ‘dwarf birch’ and the ‘willow’ 
communities. 

The ‘dwarf birch’ community has widely spaced 
dwarf shrubs, including dwarf birch and lingonberry, 
which are usually found on relatively dry microsites 
such as low mounds. Beneath the shrubs and on 
wetter microsites, the dominant species in the closed 
ground cover are layered feathermoss, polytrichum 
moss and sphagnum moss. This community is found 
on imperfectly drained solifhrction terraces on silt- 
mantled colluvial slopes of the Richardson Moun- 
tains. It may also cover a large proportion of the 
Yukon Coastal Plain (Forest Management Institute, 
1975). 

The ‘willow’ community occurs along drainage 
channels in foothills bordering the Yukon Coastal 
Plain, while further north it is scattered on alluvial 
fans. Its vegetation is composed of an open cover of 
several willow species, with an undergrowth of 
groundsel and moss. 

(i) Evergreen Orthophyll Short Tussock Grass 

Large areas of the Yukon Coastal Plain and high 
plateaus on its borders are covered by this vegetation 
class, which features cottongrass tussocks. The com- 
position of this vegetation class varies with the mois- 
ture regime of the area. On some relatively dry sites 
the predominant species are willows rather than cot- 
tongrass. Two community types within this vegeta- 
tion class are identified by Hettinger etai. (1973). the 
‘cottongrass-mountain avens-dwarf willow’ and the 
‘cottongrass’ communities 

The ‘cottongrass-mountain avens-dwarf willow’ com- 
munity covers large areas on the high plateaus which 
border the Yukon Coastal Plain. Scattered cotton- 
grass tussocks appear to be the dominant component 
of this community, although dwarf willow species 
may provide a greater cover in some areas, especially 
on the drier sites. Other species included within this 
community type are mountain avens and sphaghum 
moss, polytrichum moss and layered feathermoss. [A 
similar community, ‘low shrub-sedge upland,’ is des- 
cribed by the Forest Management Institute (19753. 

The ‘cottongrass’ community covers much of the 
Yukon Coastal Plain and is usually described as 
tussock tundra. Cottongrasses dominate the appear- 
ance of this community, but tomenthypnum and 
aulacomnium mosses usually provide greater ground 
cover. Other species included within this community 
are dwarf willow and mountain avens. These species 
are most abundant on drier sites. Gleyed soils are 
usually associated with this communtty type. [A 
similar community, ‘Monocotyledon Variable.’ is 
described by the Forest Management Institute ( 1975).] 

(j) Closed Deciduous Scrub with Scattered Trees 

This vegetation class is dominated by low shrubs but 
has scattered coniferous trees. A single community 
called the ‘Labrador tea’ community is described 
for the Richardson Mountains by Hettinger et al. 
( 1973). 

In the Richardson Mountains, the ‘Labrador tea’ 
community dominates the vegetation on many lower 
slopes of interior valleys. This community is primar- 
ily composed of low shrubs. including Labrador tea, 
lingonberry, alpine blueberry and alpine bearberry. 
A dense cover of cetraria lichens is found beneath the 
shrubs, and white spruce trees are widely scattered 
throughout the community. Soils associated with 
this community are imperfectly drained and receive 
subsurface drainage from higher slopes. [Drew and 
Shanks (1965) describe a solifluction slope with a 
scattered spruce vegetation simiIar to that described 
above.] 
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(k) Open Evergreen Sclerophyll and Deciduous 
Forest 

This vegetation community has an open cover of 
evergreen and, occasionally, deciduous trees. Hettin- 
ger et al. (1973) describe one community type within 
this vegetation class called the ‘black spruce-tamarack 
and cloudberry-sphagnum’ community, which cov- 
ers much of the northern Peel Plain and Peel Plateau. 
On the Yukon Coastal Plain it is found only near 
Fort McPherson. The open tree layer is composed of 
black spruce and tamarack. The closed shrub layer 
beneath the trees is composed of Labrador tea, lin- 
gonberry and cloudberry, and there is a dense ground 
cover of sphagnum moss. [A similar open black 
spruce vegetation is described by Reid and Calder 
(1977) and the Forest Management Institute (1974, 
1975).] 
. 

(1) Closed Evergreen Forest 

Within the Yukon Coastal Plain area. the closed 
evergreen forest vegetation class occurs only near 
Fort McPherson and in the Firth River valley near 
the Yukon-Alaska border (Reid and Calder, 1977; 
Forest Management Institute, 1974). Hettinger et al. 
(1973) identify two community types within this 
vegetation class. 

The ‘white spruce and alder-prickly rose’ community 
is found near Fort McPherson on river terraces along 
the Peel River and Stoney Creek. This is a commun- 
ity of mature white spruce with an undergrowth of 
green alder. prickly rose. layered feathermoss. com- 
mon horsetail and mustard. Soils associated with this 
community usually contain alluvial sands, cobbles, 
or both, on top of which is a thin (5 cm) layer of 
organic materials. 

Similar closed-canopy white spruce forests grow on 
stream terraces in the upper Firth River Basin (Drew 
and Shanks, 1965). The canopy includes white spruce 
trees up to 15 m tall. The understory consists of 
willows up to 8 m tall. and balsam poplar up to 11 m 
tall. The ground cover is composed of layered fea- 
thermoss and a variety of dwarf shrubs and herbace- 
ous species. 

Hettinger er al. (1973) describe a second closed white 
spruce forest community type, ‘white spruce and 
willow-thoroughwax,’ which is found on eroding val- 
ley slopes and ravines. The undergrowth is composed 
of glaucous willow. thoroughwax and mosses. [This 
community type may be included within the ‘Pioneer 
Steep Slope Mixtures’ community type which occurs 
on valley sideslopes of Peel River tributaries near 
Fort McPherson (Forest Management Institute, 1974, 
1974).-j 

4.5.2.3 Vegetation Distribution on Principal 
Landforms 

The following information about the distribution of 
vegetation classes and community types on principal 
landforms in the Yukon coastal area is derived either 
directly from descriptions by Hettinger et al. (1973) 
or indirectly from a comparison of vegetation distri- 
butions mapped by the Forest Management Institute 
( 1975) with surficial geology information of the area. 
Six land-form types and their associated vegetation 
classes and community types are described for the 
Yukon Coastal Plain and Mountains region. Pre- 
dominant vegetation types on principal landforms 
are listed in Table 4.5-4. 

TABLE 4.54 

PREDOMINANT VEGETATION TYPES ON PRINCIPAL LANDFORMS OF 
THE YUKON COASTAL PLAIN AND MOUNTAINS REGION 

Landiorm 

Coastal Plam 

Soil Dralnage Predominanl Vogetatlon 

Moratne well 

Imperfect 

poor 

dectduous orthophyll shrub 
evergreen orthophyll short 

tussock grass 
open evergreen mtcrophyllous 

dwarf shrub 
seasonal orthophyll meadow 
open evergreen mtcrophyllous 

dwarf shrub 

Ailuvlal well to Imperfect deciduous orthophyll shrub 
poor seasonal orthophyll meadow 

Glaclofluvial well ephemeral herb desert 
Imperfect to poor seasonal orthophyll meadow 

Glactomarme Imperfect dectduous orthophyll shrub 
poor seasonal orthophyll meadow 

Orgamc poor seasonal orthophyll meadow 

Mountams 

Bedrock well open evergreen mtcrophyllous 
dwarf shrub 

imperfect to poor seasonal orthophyll meadow 

Colluvlal rapld eohemeral herb steppe desert 
well to imperfect seasonal grass and herb steppe 

open evergreen mrcrophyllous 
dwarf shrub 

evergreen orthophyil short 
tussock grass 

open dectduous orthophyfl shrub 
poor open evergreen microphyllous 

dwarf shrub 
season orthophyll meadow 

Alluvtal well to Imperfect deciduous shrub savanna 
deciduous orthophyti shrub 

poor seasonal orthophyll meadow 

(a) Bedrock - Colluvial 

Bedrock exposures and colluvium are the most 
extensive surficial materials in the Yukon Coastal 
Plain and Mountains region. The bedrock - colluvial 
landform covers the British and Richardson moun- 
tains. Deposition of colluvial materials in this region 
may be the result of weathering of local bedrock or 
glaciation. 

Bedrock outcrop ridges are vegetated by ‘open ever- 
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green microphvllous dwarf shrub’ vegetation includ- 
ing the ‘moutain avens’ and ‘dwarf willow’ types. 
Scree slopes of unstable coarse materials have ‘ephe- 
meral herb steppe desert’ vegetation, while ‘seasonal 
grass and herb steppe’ is commonly present on scree 
slopes which are partly stabilized. ‘Seasonal ortho- 
ph!‘ll meadow’ is common on more stabilized. south- 
facing rocky slopes and on poorly drained bedrock 
terrain. 

Colluvial slopes composed of finer materials are 
extensive and support a variety of vegetation types 
according to their drainage. elevation, frost activit} 
and slope. Well drained materials support an ‘open 
evergreen microphyllous dwarf shrub’ vegetation. 
Imperfectly drained materials commonly support 
‘open evergreen microphyllous dwarf shrubs’ and 
‘e\rergreen orthophyll short tussock grass.’ The im- 
perfectly drained materials associated with solifluc- 
tion terraces support ‘open deciduous orthophyll 

a shrub’ vegetation. Poorly drained colluvial materials 
are commonly Lregetated by ‘open evergreen micro- 
phyllous dwarf shrub’ and ‘seasonal orthyophyll 
meadows.’ 

(b) Till 

Till landforms include ground moraines and hum- 
mock\: moraines, which. within the Yukon Coastal 
Plain and Mountains region. are found primarily on 
the Arctic Coastal Plain. Well drained to imperfectly 
drained till in this region usually has ‘deciduous 
orthoph\ll shrub’ vegetation or ‘evergreen ortho- 
pi7411 short tussock grass’ vegetation. commonly 
called russock tundra. Imperfectly drained till mate- 
rials may be vegetated by ‘open evergreen microphyl- 
lous dwarf shrub.’ Poorly drained depressions and 
low lying areas are covered by ‘seasonal orthophyll 
meadows’ and ‘open evergreen microphyllous dwarf 
shrub.’ Till plains in the Fort McPherson area have 
an open ‘evergreen sclerophyll and deciduous’ forest. 

(c) Alluvial 

Alluvial landforms. including terraces, plains. deltas 
and fans. are common on the coastal plains near the 
mouths of principal rivers. Alluvial terraces on the 
coastal plains support mainly ‘deciduous orthophyll 
shrub’ and ‘open deciduous orthophyll shrub.’ Allu- 
vial terraces at higher elevations have a ‘deciduous 
shrub savanna’ and ‘deciduous orthophyll shrub’ 
vegetation. However. on the coastal plains these fans 
are vegetated primarily by ‘open deciduous ortho- 
phyll shrub’ and ‘seasonal orthophyll meadows.’ 

(d) Glaciofluvial 

Glaciofluvial landforms occur locally near the coast. 
Their predominant vegetation is the’seasonal ortho- 
phyll meadow.’ although small areas of ‘ephemeral 

herb desert’ vegetation may also be present. 

(e) Glaciomarine 

Glaciomarine landforms in the Yukon Coastal Plain 
and Mountains region include isolated plains and 
deltas along the coast. Near King Point and Sabine 
Point. the vegetation is primariiy ‘seasonal ortho- 
phyll meadow.’ but ‘deciduous orthophyll shrub’ 
vegetation is also found. 

(0 Organic Terrain 

Organic terrain is uncommon in the Yukon Coastal 
Plain region. but where it exists its vegetation is 
probably the ‘seasonal orthophyll meadow.’ 

4.5.3 ANDERSON PLAIN - TUKTOYAKTUK 
PENINSULA 

4.5.3.1 Regional Description 

Most of the Anderson Plain - Tuktoyaktuk Peninsula 
region lies north of the tree line (Figure 4.5-I). 
Patches of stunted trees are found within a matrix of 
tundra communities south of Eskimo Lakes and in 
the Anderson and Horton river valleys. The 
remainder of the vegetation of this region is tundra, 
kvith abundant low shrubs and, in some areas, tall 
shrubs. Tussock tundra covers much less of this 
region than it does in the Yukon Coastal Plain and 
Mountains region (Section 4.5.2). 

The subarctic forests of the Tuktoyaktuk Peninsula 
-Anderson Plain region are included in the Forest- 
Tundra Section (Rowe, 1972). This section forms a 
transition from forest to Arctic tundra and has 
patches of stunted trees along shores of lakes and 
rivers, with tundra vegetation on the uplands. 

Zoltai et al. (1979) divide the region east of the 
Kugaluk River into two ecoregions: the Low Arctic 
ecoregion characterized by tundra communities of 
shrubs, herbaceous plants, mosses and lichens, and 
the High Subarctic ecoregion characterized by open 
canopied white spruce forest. The Low Arctic ecore- 
gion is separated into three ecodistricts: the Cape 
Parry. Hornaday River and Mason ecodistricts. The 
first includes the northern half of the Parry Peninsula 
where environmental conditions are not favorable 
for plant growth, and vegetation cover is generally 
less than 25% (Zoltai et al., 1979, Hardy Associates, 
1979a). The Hornaday ecodistrict includes the 
southern half of the Parry Peninsula and coastal 
areas around Darnley Bay. Here vegetation covers 80 
to 100% of the soil surface and is composed of tall 
and low shrubs, sedges and lichens. The Mason eco- 
district lies north of the tree line and west of Parry 
Peninsula, and is characterized by a complete plant 
cover composed of tall and low shrubs, sedges and 
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.y^. 
mosses. The High Subarctic ecoregion includes only 
the Anderson ecodistrict. in the area of direct interest 
to this report. Its vegetation is typically open cano- 
pied white spruce-shrub-lichen woodlands. with large 
areas of fire-induced tundra west of the Anderson 
River. 

4.5.3.2 Vegetation Communities 

Vegetation community descriptions for the Ander- 
son Plain-Tuktoyaktuk Peninsula region are incom- 
plete. For the Horton-Anderson rivers area, Zoltai et 
al. (1979) briefly describe general vegetation types 
encountered in a natural resource survey. These des- 
criptions are supplemented by landform-vegetation 
maps which show landscape relief and surficial mate- 
rials, vegetation types and vegetation cover. The 
major vegetation types of the Tuktoyaktuk Penin- 
sula and the region south of Eskimo Lakes have been 
dzscribed by the Forest Management Institute ( 1975). 
The vegetation of smaller areas within the Anderson 
Plain - Tuktoyaktuk Peninsula region is described in 
greater detail by Corns (1974) and Hardy Associates 
(1979a. 1979b). The vegetation classification of Zol- 
tai et al. (1979) is used as the basts for the vegetation 
community descriptions in the following sections, 
since it applies to a large portion of the region. This 
classification includes eight major types and seven 
community subtypes. The following headings refer 
to the eight major types of vegetation communities 
found in this region. 

(a) Dwarf Shrubs-Herbs-Lichens 

This community includes mainly mountain avens. a 
dwarf shrub which gro\vs up to 15 cm tail, but also 
includes other medium height shrubs such as dwarf 
willow and. in southern areas. shrub birch. Lower 
and taller shrubs are usually not present. Lichens. 
clumps of grasses or sedges, and forbs (broad-leaved 
herbaceous plants) may be present. This community 
exists on well drained upland sites, especially in 
northern portions of the region. It is the principal 
community found on the northern Parry Penmsula. 
Zoltai et a/. (1979) described two subtypes within the 
community type. The ‘Dryas’ subtype is character- 
ized by mats of mountain avens. but includes certain 
lichens and forbs. such as louse\vort and saxifrage, 
bcartered among the mountain avens mats. Small 
clumps of sedges may also be present. The ‘ericace- 
ous‘ subtype features duarf ericaceous shrubs such 
as lingonberry. Labrador tea. alpine bearberry. and 
mountain avens. It may also include shrub birch, 
uillow. forbs and lichens. 

[In other studies of the Anderson Plain - Tuktoyak- 
tuk Peninsula region, ‘d\iari shrub’ communities 
have been found. primarily in northern coastal por- 
tions of the region (Forest Management Institute. 

1975: Hardy Associates, 1979a. 1979c).] 

(b) Sedges- Low Shrubs 

This vegetation type is characterized by low, up to 50 
cm high shrubs and sedges. and includes subtypes 
which occur on both uplands and lowlands (Plate 
4.5-6). The ‘birch-willow’ subtype includes mainly 
low shrubs. while sedges are the major component of 
the ‘cottongrass-willow’ and ‘sedge-willow’ subtypes. 
The ‘birch-willow’ subtype occurs on upland sites. 
and is composed of low shrubs, including shrub 
birch, willows and Labrador tea, and dwarf shrubs 
such as mountain avens, alpine bearberry, and lin- 
gonberry. Its ground cover is predominantly mosses, 
lichens and. occasionally. a few forbs. [A low ‘shrub- 
heath’ community described by Corns (1974) is gen- 
erally similar to the ‘birch-willow’ community sub- 
type and is the most extensive type found on the 
Tuktoyaktuk Peninsula. The Forest Management 
Institute( 1975) also reports that low shrub-dominated 
vegetation tapes are extensive east of the Mackenzie 
Delta and on the Tuktoyaktuk Peninsula. and des- 
cribes two ‘low shrub upland’ vegetation types.] 

The ‘cottongrass-willow’ subtype described by Zoltai 
et al. (1979) is composed primarily of cottongrass 
and sedge, and includes scattered low shrubs (prim- 
arily glaucous willow and mosses. but rarely includes 
forbs and lichens. It usually occurs on imperfectly to 
poorly drained slopes. [Corns (1974) describes a 
‘herb-low shrub-heath’ vegetation type for the Tuk- 
toyaktuk Peninsula which is generally similar to the 
‘cottongrass-willow’ subtype.] 

The ‘sedge-willon.’ subtype described by Zoltai et ai. 
(1979) for the Anderson Plain - Tuktoyaktuk Penin- 
sula region exists on poorly drained mmeral or 
organic soils where the landscape is level or gently 
sloping (Plate 4.5-6). It features wet meadow vegeta- 
tion composed of aquatic sedges fCaresg/auca andS. 
aiasensis) in low. very u’et areas. and nillows on 
small mounds and raised polygon edges. Wetland 
drepanocladus mosses are common. [Similar wetland 
‘sedge-willow’ Fregetation types are described for this 
region by the Forest Management Institute (1975). 
Corns (1974). and Hardy Associates (1979a. 1979b). 
Corns (1974) reports that they cover 61 q of the land 
surface on Atkinson Point. but are not common in 
other areas of this region. covering only I?- of the 
land in the Caribou Hills and Eskimo Lakes area. 
and Xc of the land near Tuktoyaktuk.] 

(c) High Shrubs-Sedges-Mosses 

This vegetation type has tall shrubs. up to ? m high. 
which are either scattered or form a closed canopy. 
This vegetation type co\‘ers large areas in the Lvestern 
portion of the Horton-Anderson ri\,ers area (Figure 
4.5-2) and includes two subtypes(Zoltai et al., 1979). 
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PLATE 4.5-6 On fhe Tuktoyaktuk Penmsula, a ‘low shrub-herb-moss-lichen’community dominates. particularly on higher 
ground. in poorly draIned areas such as beside this creek on the peninsula, ‘sedge-willow’ vegetation is typxai. 

The ‘birch-alder’ subtype is usually associated with 
well to imperfect11 drained soils. It is composed 
primarily of shrub-birch, green alder and. to a lesser 
extent. willows. and includes low and dwarf shrubs 
such as lingonberr!,. alpine blueberry. alpine bear- 
berr! and Labrador tea. The ground cover is mainly 
composed of ground-dwelling lichens. and may 
include forbs such as wintergreen. coltsfoot and Arc- 
tic lupine. [The medium ‘shrub-heath’ (birch-alder- 
heath) vegetation type described by Corns (1974) is 
similar to the ‘birch-alder’ subtype. and is estimated 
to cover 26% of the land in the Eskimo Lakes area.] 

The ‘willow subtype’ has tall willow shrubs (greater 
than 1.5 m tall), which occur in closed stands or as 
scattered clumps (Zoltai et al., 1979). This commun- 
it! subtype is associated primarily uith alluvial sites 
along stream courses and poorly drained lowlands. 
and is composed primarily of willows. On alluvial 
soils. horsetails provide the undergro\lth. while 
sedges and mosses form the major undergrowth on 
L\fet loulands. [Corns (1974) describes several tall 
‘shrub-herb’ vegetation types of communities asso- 
ciated with alluvial soils east of the Mackenzie Delta. 
Three of these vegetation types occur aiong streams. 
The two found nearest to streams are composed 

primarily of willows, while the type found furthest 
from the streams. where flooding is less frequent, is 
composed of alder.] 

(d) Sedge-Shrubs-Scattered Trees 

This vegetation type. described by Zoltai et a/. (1979). 
occurs at the tree line within the transition zone 
between open spruce-lichen woodland and birch- 
alder tundra. It is similar in composition to the ‘high 
shrub-sedge-moss’ type but also includes scattered 
individuals or clumps of white spruce. 

(e) Open Spruce-Lichen 

This vegetation type is very common in southwestern 
portions of the Anderson Plain region (Zoltai et 
a/.,1979). It is composed of open-canopied white 
spruce forests. in which trees are generally 5 m or 
more apart and are less than 10 m tall. Shrubs may be 
present between the trees, but herbaceous vegetation 
is sparse and the dominant ground cover is lichens. 
Aspen and balsam poplar may occur on steep south 
or west-facing slopes. 

(f) Open Spruce-Shrubs 
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A more prominent shrub layer distinguishes this type 
from the ‘open spruce-lichen’ type. The increased 
shade results in a marked reduction in lichen cover 
and an increase in moss cover. 

(g) Spruce-Moss 

The ‘spruce-moss’ vegetation type. described by Zol- 
tai et al. (1979), is characterized by closed canopy 
forests composed primarily of white spruce trees 
which are closely spaced and up to 20 m tall. The 
ground cover is a continuous layer of feathermosses. 
This vegetation type is found only in small patches in 
the southwestern part of the Anderson Plain region. 
[The Forest Management Institute (1974) describes 
an ‘upland spruce-feather-moss’ vegetation t>pe which 
is generally similar to the ‘spruce-moss’ vegetation 
type.] 

. 

(h) Open Black Spruce-Moss 

The ‘open black spruce-moss’ vegetation type is 
characterized by open black spruce woodlands with a 
dense ground cover of mosses. principally sphagnum 
and feathermosses, and a layer of low shrubs. includ- 
ing Labrador tea and ericacious shrubs. This vegeta- 
tion includes the ‘black spruce/sphagnum’ and ‘black 
spruce/lichen’ vegetation types. the ‘moss-variable’ 
and the ‘lichen-\.ariable’ vegetation types, described 
by the Forest Management Institute (1974. 1975), 
and the evergreen narrow sclerophyll forest’ vegeta- 
tion ‘open type described by Reid and Calder (1977). 
Similar subarctic black spruce forests on hummocky 
permafrost terrain exist in the vicinity of Inuvik (Zol- 
tai et al.. 1975). 

4.5.3.3 Vegetation Distribution on Principal 
Landforms 

The following information regarding distribution of 
vegetation types on principal landforms is drawn 
from landform-vegetation maps of the Anderson 
Plain area (Zoitai er al., 1979), and from surficial 
geology and vegetation maps (Forest Management 
institute, 1975) of the Tuktoyaktuk Peninsula and 
area south of Eskimo Lakes. 

Incomplete vegetation descriptions and maps, the 
lack of a uniform vegetation classification and the 
lack of agreement on the classification of surficial 
materials of the Anderson Plain-Tuktoyaktuk Pen- 
insula area. makes conclusions regarding the pre- 
dominant vegetation types on principal landforms in 
this area tentatikre. 

The expected main vegetation types found on princi- 
pal landforms are listed in Table 4.55. Moraines are 
the principal landforms of the .4nderson Plain. 
North oithe tree line. the predominant vegetation on 

these landforms is the ‘sedges-low shrubs’ type, espe- 
cially the ‘birch-willow’subtype. although the ‘sedge- 
willow’ subtype and ‘cottongrass-willow’ subtype 
occur on wet sites. The ‘high shrubs-sedges-mosses’ 
type occurs on relatively moist sites, while the ‘dwarf 
shrubs-herbs-lichens’ type occurs on some dry upper 
slopes. South of the tree line. ‘open spruce-lichen’ 
\.egetation is predominant on moraines. 

The ‘sedges-low shrubs’ type is also predominant on 
most other landforms north of the tree line. The 
‘birch-willow’ subtype exists on well to imperfectly 
drained soils, while the ‘sedge-willow’ and ‘cotton- 
grass-willow’ subtypes are characteristic of imper- 
fectly to poorly drained soils. The ‘high shrubs- 
sedges-mosses’ type occurs on moist colluvial, fluvial 
and alluvial materials. 

South of the tree line. the ‘open spruce-lichen’ type 
and ‘sedges-low shrubs’ t>pe are the predominant 
\,egetation communities on most landforms. Other 
common types include ‘open black spruce-moss’ 
vegetation on imperfectly to poorly drained lacus- 
trine and organic materials. and the ‘high shrubs- 
sedges-mosses’ type on moist alluvial and lacustrine 
materials. 
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TABLE 4.5-5 

PREDOMINANT VEGETAllON TYPES OF PRINCIPAL LANDFORMS IN THE 
ANDERSON PLAIN-TUKTOYAKTUK PENINSULA REGION. 

BodrocU Landtom 
Monh Colluvl~l fluvlal Alluvial Lacustrlno Organic Mwlrw 

North of 
Treeline 

sedges-low high shrubs- high shrubs- sedges-low sedges-low sedges-low dwarf 
shrubs sedges- sedges- shrubs shrubs shrubs shrubs-herbs 

mosses mosses -lichens 

high shrubs- dwarf shrubs- sedges-low high shrubs- sedges-low 
sedges- herbs- shrubs sedges- shrubs 
mosses lichens mosses 

dwarf shrubs- dwarf shrubs- 
herbs-lichens herbs-lichens 

South of 
Treeline 

open spruce- open spruce- open spruce- sedges-low sedges-tow sedges-low 
lichen lichen lichen shrubs shrubs shrubs 

open spruce sedges-low sedges-low high shrubs- open black open black 
shrubs shrubs shrubs sedges- spruce- spruce- 

mosses moss moss 

spruce-moss high shrubs- 
sedges- 
mosses 

4.6 RESOURCE USE an increase in the number of people trapping part- 
time. Hunting is also considered important to the 

4.6.1 HUNTING AND TRAPPING local economy, but primarily as a source of food 
rather than income (Bissett, 1974). Nevertheless, 

Trapping provides a full-time occupation or an some market hunting does occur. 
income supplement for a large number of native 
people from communities in both the Mackenzie Snowmobiles are the chief mode of winter transport, 
Delta and the coastal Beaufort Sea region. These and their use allows hunters and trappers access to 
communities are Aklavik. Arctic Red River. Fort the more distant hinterlands (Usher, 1976). How- 
McPherson, and Inuvik in the Mackenzie Delta, and ever, ever since the advent of the snowmobile, trap- 
Tuktoyaktuk, Paulatuk and Coppermine along the ping areas near the communities receive greater 
mainland coast adjacent to the Canadian Beaufort harvest pressures than less accessible areas. Part-time 
Sea. Two other coastal communities in the Canadian 
Beaufort Sea region are Holman Island on south- 

trappers are usually wage earners, but they use day- 
trip traplines (daylines) that can be covered within a 

western Victoria Island, and Sachs Harbour on day from the community on weekends. Hunting is 
southern Banks Island. People from the latter three 
communities do not hunt and trap on the lands in the 

often opportunistic, particularly during the trapping 
season, and also is most intensive near communities. 

vicinity of the southeastern Beaufort Sea and are 
consequently not considered in the following discussion. I. 
The harvest of offshore waterfowl, seals, whales, 4.6.1.1 Harvest Statistics 
Arctic foxes and polar bears is discussed in detail in 
Section 3.6. Resource Use (marine species). The most important furbearers to coastal communi- 

ties in the Mackenzie Delta and coastal Beaufort 
The total number of active trappers from communi- region in decreasing economic importance are musk- 
ties in the Delta and from Tuktoyaktuk and Paulatuk rat, lynx, marten, coloured fox, Arctic fox, mink and 
has increased by about 20 percent over the last wolf (Table 4.6-2). However, this list reflects the 
decade from an estimated 475 in 1970-71 to 568 in proximity of the larger communities to the Macken- 
1979-80 (Table 4.6-l). The general movement of zie Delta where muskrat are abundant. For example, 
people from distant camps to larger settlements has the most important species (in decreasing economic 
resulted in a decline in the number of men trapping importance) in Tuktoyaktuk and Paulatuk are Arctic 
for their primary source of income (Usher, 1976). and fox, and coloured fox. 
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TABLE 4.61 
ACTIVE TRAPPERS (1967-1960) FROM COMMUNITIES 

WITHIN THE MACKENZIE DELTA AN0 ALONG THE BEAUFORT SEA COAST 

Community 1967 1970 1972 1973 1914 1975 1976 1977 1976 ?979 
-66' -71' -7? -74' -75' -76' -77. -7Bb -79' -IJOb 

Aklawk 137 142 116 111 104 

(21) (21) 
Armc Red River 26 20 20 28 21 

(4) (5) 
Fort McPherson 129 106 103 113 60 

(8) (13) 
lnuwk 110 138 110 124 111 

(22) (11) 
Paulatuk 30 24 

(19) (4) 
Tuktoyaktuk 36 42 64 81 74 

(17) (72) 

146 

(41) 
20 

19) 
108 

(36) 
124 

(44) 
26 

(7) 
83 

(1% 

153 

(71) 
30 

(10) 
127 

(43) 
i27 

(42~ 
29 

(14) 
78 

(29) 

169 166 

(61) (48) 
26 31 

(11) (16) 
130 138 

147) (56) 
141 150 

(55) (52) 
17 27 

(3) (14) 
75 88 

(24) (41) 

117 

(22) 
31 

(13) 
151 

(52) 
148 

(5-J) 
34 

(19) 
87 

(26) 
a 2 Fur traders record books crted m Bassett (1974) 
b = Trapper lncenl~ve Program Records 

(): Number 01 trappers selling trapped furs totallmg more than $1 000 000 annually 

The total value of furs harvested for each community 
(Table 4.6-2) 
tive Program 

were derived from the Trappers Incen- 
and are based on the records of fur 

buyers (R. Tingling, pers. comm.). 

In general. barren-ground caribou, moose, and bear 
are the most important big game species hunted bv 
residents in the Mackenzie Delta and coastal Beaufort 
region (Tables 4.6-3.4.6-4.4.6-5). With the exception 
of Arctic Red River. the importance of caribou 
far exceeds that of moose and bear in both numbers 
taken and the amount of meat supplied to the com- 
munities. Approximately 50 moose in total are harv- 
ested annually by residents in the Mackenzie Delta 

TABLE 4.6-2 
AVERAGE ANNUAL NUMBER AND VALUE OF FURS EXPORTED FROM COMMUNITIES 

WITHIN THE MACKENZIE DELTA AND ALONG THE BEAUFORT SEA COAST 

Species Aklavik Arctic Red River Fort McPherson 

Number’ Valueb Number’ Valueb Number’ Valueb 

Bear, other than 2.75 228.25 0.38 31.54 4.00 332.00 
Polar Bear 

Beaver 2.50 69.70 14.75 411.23 30.38 846.99 

Coyote 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Fisher 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Arctic Fox" 55.63 2.160.75 0.38 14.76 4.13 161.00 
Coloured Foxd 80.88 7,926.45 10.76 1,030.76 25.64 2,374.31 
Lynx 82.00 22.564.76 9.63 2,649.98 51.00 14,034.18 
Marten 86.50 3,306.90 230.38 8.807.43 421.63 16.118.91 
Mink 300.00 11,346.OO 28.50 1,077.87 211.75 8,008.39 
Muskrat 30,776.OO 151,417.92 910.63 4,480.30 18.955.63 93,261.70 
Otter 0 0 0 0 0.38 26.69 
Squirrel 6.75 10.60 2.00 3.14 67.75 106.37 
Weasel 87.25 117.79 10.88 14.69 122.75 165.71 
Wolf 16.13 3,254.55 0.38 76.67 1.00 201.77 
Wolverine 0.38 75.37 0.13 25.78 0.50 99.17 
Total Value $201,479.04 $18,624.15 $135.737.19 

Years of data 8 8 8 

Table 4.6-Z continued on page 4.103 

The furbearer harvest data in Table 4.6-2 are taken 
directly from the Fur Export Tax Returns of the 
Northwest Territories. and indicate the number of 
furs exported from the Northwest Territories by each 
community. The indicated exports from the smaller 
communities may be considerably lower than the 
actual harvest since trappers often sell their furs to 
buyers in larger communities who in turn export the 
furs. Consequently, the furs are often recorded as 
taken by the community which exported them. In 
addition, furs used for domestic purposes or sold 
within the Northwest Territories are not included in 
the Fur Export Returns. Therefore. the data in Table 
4.6-2 must be considered with caution and are 
intended primarily to illustrate the relative economic 

importance of furbearers in different communities. 
and coastal Beaufort region (P. Latour. pers. comm.). 
The number of Dali’s sheep harvested in the moun- 
tains west of the Mackenzie River by residents of 
Aklavik exceeds the number of bears taken: an aver- 
age of 16 sheep/year were taken between 1972-73 
and 1975-76 (N.W.T. Wildlife Service, unpublished 
data). The harvest statistics for caribou, moose, 
Dall’s sheep and bear (other than polar bear) are 
derived from General Hunting Licence Returns. 
However, holders of General Hunting Licences are 
not compelled to maintain and submit hunting 
records, and the reliability of these estimates is 
unknown (R. Tingling, pers. comm.). 
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TABLE 4.6-Z (cont’d) 
AVERAGE ANNUAL NUMBER AND VALUE 0~ FURS EXPORTED FROM COMMUNITIES 

WITHIN THE MACKENZIE DELTA AND ALONG THE BEAUFORT SEA COAST 

Tuktoyaktuk 
Species 

lnuvik Paulatuk 

Num her’ Valueb Number’ Valueb Number 

Bear, other than 10.63 882.29 0.14 11.62 3.50 
Polar Bear 

Beaver 102.50 2,857.70 0 0 1.25 
Coyote 0 0 0 0 0.13 
Fisher 0 0 0 0 0 
Arctic Fox’ 879.75 34,167.37 358.57 13,926.36 1,030.26 
Coloured Foxd 340.14 33,305.94 30.15 2,750.56 206.01 
Lynx 167.50 46,092.65 0 0 3.63 
Marten 875.13 33,456.22 1.43 54.67 226.88 
Mink 738.50 27,930.OO 1.14 43.11 19.13 
Muskrat 35,176.63 173,069.02 211.43 1,040.24 2,092.75 
Otter 0.38 26.69 0 0 0.13 
Squirrel 17.13 26.89 0 0 0 
Weasel 372.75 503.21 3.00 4.05 7.88 
Wolf 24.25 4,892.92 5.14 1,037.lO 8.25 
Wolverine 5.88 1,166.18 0.14 27.77 0.50 
Total Value $358,377.08 $18,895.48 
Years of data 8 7 8 

a = The average of available data between 1971-72 and 1978-79 (Fur Export Tax Returns). 
b= The values are based on the mean of 1978 -79 and 1979-80 average fur prices paid to 

trappers in the N.W.T. 
c= Blue and white fox have been combined although value has been calculated separately 

for each colour phase and summed for this table. 
d= Red, cross, and silver fox have been combined although value has been calculated 

separately for each colour phase and summed for this table. 

34.85 
7.74 

0 
40,011.20 
19,056.43 

998.90 
8,673.62 

723.50 
10,296.33 

9.13 
0 

10.64 
1,664.60 

99.17 
$81,876.61 

Valueb 

290.50 

TABLE 4.6-3 
CARIBOU HARVEST BY COMMUNITIES IN THE 

MACKENZIE DELTA AND BEAUFORT SEA COASTAL AREA (1964-1979) 

Community 1964 1%5 1966 1967 1966 1969 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 1978 1979 
-65 -66 -67 -66 -69 -70 -71 -72 -73 -74 -75 -76 -77 -78 -79 -80 

Aklavlk 774a 647a 47?a 996a 54ra 
Arctlc Red Rover 46a 67a 

465d 427a 60aa 

47gd 
0” 23a 31a 

674b 

492a 47gd 757b 
2a 13a 

723d 
2a Ob 

t 300d 
12b 

917b 

Ob 
145b 

Ob 
N/R 114d 187d 147d 

Fort McPherson 
lnuwk 
Paulatuk 
Tuktoyaktuk 

1030a 
133a 52a 72a 32Ba 13gb 

363a 
150b 

696a 621b 500d 
19Eab 273b 

757b 
344b 

304b 
N/R N/R 97e 
N/R 

lloa 14ga 134b 
350d 12d 

Oe 
168d 

OC lC OC 70C 150C 
33c 

a 
245’ 

57a 
186c 194c 

341a 1136~ 90a 
200; 370b 

353b 
267; 104b 

N/R 140e 245e 263e 

lr!ja 271b 
N/R 

34ga 
291e 375e 230e 

07 191 271 N/R 561e 995e 1 55se 

a = General Huntmg Llcence Returns, ctted In Bassett (1974) 
b = General Huntmg Llcence Returns, kill statwcs 
c = Data from Usher (1975) tables 
d = Data from Yukon Game Branch 
e = Data P Latour NWT Wtldltfe Sewce. pers comm 
N/R = no recorded harvest or unknown 
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TABLE 4.6-4 

MOOSE HARVEST BY COMMUNITIES IN THE 
MACKENZIE DELTA AND BEAUFORT SEA COASTAL AREA. 

1963-l 977 1 
Community 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 1968 1969 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 

-65’ -65’ -66’ -6p -6Ba -69’ -70’ -71” -72” -73b -74b -7Sb -76b -77 -78b 

Aklavik 24 26 12 32 14 33 61 7 24 9 12 4 12 N/R 5 
Arctlc Red River 49 20 11 13 17 11 2 N/R N/R 3 5 0 3 N/R N/R 
Fort McPherson 150 35 14 35 43 16 31 22 14 4 8 18 12 N/R 20 
lnuvtk 27 21 15 21 35 13 22 40 19 12 24 10 15 N/R 5 
Paulatuk N/R N/R N/R N/R N/R N/R N/R N/R N/R 0 0 0 0 N/R 0 
Tuktoyaktuk 2 12 7 3 35 17 10 22 11 7 6 0 0 N/R 3 

a = General Hunting Licence Returns, cited in Bissett (1974) 
b= General Hunting Llcence Returns, kill statistics 
c = General Hunting Licence Statistics cited in Dickinson and Herman (1979) 

,N/R = no recorded harvest or unknown. 

TABLE 4.6-5 

GRIZZLY IL/OR BLACK BEAR HARVEST BY COMMUNITIES IN THE 

MACKENZIE DELTA AND BEAUFORT SEA COASTAL AREA. 

1964 - 1979 

Community 1964 1965 1966 1967 1966 1969 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 1976 1979 

-65 -66 -67 -60 -69 -70 -71 -72 -73 -74 -75 -76 -77 -76 -79 -80 

Aklavlk g3 14a 

Arcrlc Fled Rwer lga i 
a 

Fort McPherson 2a 5a 

Inuvlk 3a 3a 

Paulatuk oa Oa 

Tukloyaktuk cla Od 

3a 3 
a a 

1 1ta 3a Ba Qb ib gb qb 2 3c 6’ 2c 

7a 2a !ia 3a 2a Oa 
b 
1 qc 3c qc 2’ 18’ lC JC 

ca 6a Ba 6a qb 6a 6a 13a 
b 

1 gb llC db 
C C 

1 1 

2 
a 

qa Oa 
a C 

1 la sa ga 12c 13c 7 7’ 22’ 16’ n r 

Oa Oa Oa Oa Oa Oa Ob Ob OC Ob lC OC OC OC 
a 

1 Oa Od Oa la 2a 7 
b 

11 
b 

3c 4O 6’ 10b 2c 
C 

1 

a data taken frcm @lssrt I 1974) dewed from General Hunttrq Lvzence Returns 

b data lrom kill sta11sOcs derwea from General Hunttng L:cence Returns 

C Data from Fur Export Tax returns (FETE) or Traaer Fur Record Books (TFRB) 

n r no records avaliable 

4.6.1.2 Hunting and Trapping Areas 

Hunting and trapping areas utilized by residents of 
Aklavik. Inuvik. Arctic Red River, Fort McPherson, 
Tuktoyaktuk and Paulatuk are indicated on Figure 
4.6-I. The numbered divisions (areas) on the figure 
are based primarily on the Northern Land Use 
Information Series (Environment Canada, 1972, 
1976: Fisheries and Environment Canada, 1977a), 
and indicate areas with similar patterns and intensity 
of hunter and trapper use. In addition. supplemental 
information u’as obtained from DIAND/MPS ( 1973). 
Bissett ( 1974) and Freeman (1976). 

During fall and winter, residents of Aklavik may 
hunt caribou along the valleys of the Malcolm and 
Firth rivers and Joe Creek in ‘4rea 1. Historically, 
caribou were hunted mainly in summer throughout 
this area in the aforementioned valleys, the west side 

of the Richardson Mountains and the north slopes of 
the British and Barn mountains. Sheep are taken in 
mountainous areas along Joe Creek. while moose are 
hunted on the flats of the Firth River. 

The northern Yukon coast and Herschel Island 
(Area 2) is a hunting and trapping area for residents 
of Aklavik and Inuvik. Caribou are hunted along the 
coast and on Herschel Island mainly during summer. 
but are also taken during fall and winter. Moose are 
hunted along the Babbage River. During fall, winter 
and spring, residents of Aklavik hunt caribou and 
Dall’s sheep in the Richardson Mountains. In summer, 
caribou are also hunted along the coast and near 
Coal Mine Lake (primarily north of Rat River). 
although some animals are taken as far south as 
Stoney Creek by residents of Fort McPherson (Area 
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FIGURE 4.6-l Huntmg and trapping areas used by resrdents of communities in the onshore Beaufort region 

12). Arctic for are trapped along the Arctic coast and 
on Herschel Island, and coloured fox are trapped in 
the Richardson Mountains. Big Fish River and 
Cache Creek are important trapline routes for 
coloured fox, and the former is also trapped for 
wolverine. Lynx are occasionally trapped in the 
uplands between the mountains and the Mackenzie 
Delta. 

The Mackenzie Delta (Area 3) is the most heavily 
trapped area in the Beaufort Sea region, and the 
majority of muskrat taken by Aklavik, Inuvik. Fort 
McPherson and Arctic Red River trappers are hunted 
and trapped there between April and June. Mink, 
beaver, lynx, and coloured fox are also trapped on 
the Delta during the winter trapping season (Novem- 
ber to March). In addition, moose are hunted on the 
Delta, particuIarly in years when caribou are scarce 
in the mountains. 

In Area 4, trappers from Tuktoyaktuk take muskrat 
during late winter in the vicinity of Parsons and Noel1 

lakes. In addition. moose and Arctic fox are taken 
occasionally in this area. A few residents of Aklavik 
trap Arctic fox on Richards Island (Area 5), and 
occasionally muskrat (spring) and moose (fall). 

Area 6 is visited by hunters from Inuvik and Aklavik 
during the winter. Barren-ground caribou, grizzly 
bear and moose are the main species hunted, while 
Arctic fox, marten, mink and wolverine are some- 
times trapped. The large area north of and including 
Travaillant Lake (Area 7) is considered to be one of 
the best marten trapping areas in the north. In the 
past it was used annually by as many as 6 men from 
each of Arctic Red River and Fort McPherson, and 
by several trappers from Aklavik and Inuvik, but 
regular use has declined. Mink. lynx. coloured fox, 
beaver and wolverine may be trapped and moose and 
barren-ground caribou are hunted for food. 

Travel routes through the Eskimo Lakes area (Area 
8) are generally used by Tuktoyaktuk residents for 
trapping coloured fox. The routes also lead to marten 
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trapping areas cast of Kugaluk River. Moose are 
sometimes hunted in the valley of the Miner River. 
Traplines for Arctic fox are set from Tuktoyaktuk 
west to Pelly Island, east along the Tuktoyaktuk 
Peninsula and coast (see Section 3.7), and along the 
north shore of Liverpool Bay (Area 9). 

The coastal area including the Bathurst Peninsula 
and the area south of Wood and Liverpool bays 
(Area 10) is an important resource harvesting area 
for the people of Tuktoyaktuk (Speller, 1975). With 
the exception of the Mackenzie Reindeer Grazing 
Reserve where special hunting restrictions apply, 
caribou are hunted throughout the area in fall and 
winter, while moose are taken in the lower parts of 
the Kugaluk, Smoke, Anderson and Mason river 
valleys. Arctic fox are occasionally trapped along the 
shores of Liverpool Bay and Wood Bay, and muskrat 
have been taken in spring between the Kugaluk River 
and Rufus and Kaglik lakes (Environment Canada. 
1976). Hunters based at Cape Bathurst and North 
Star Harbour trap furbearers and hunt caribou north 
of the Mason River near the mouth of Horton River. 
Residents ofTuktoyaktuk also hunt moose and cari- 
bou in the Anderson River valley during fall and 
winter (Area 11). Muskrat and marten have also been 
taken there. An area east of the Anderson River and 
in the vicinity of Lac Rendez-vous is used by Tuk- 
toyaktuk residents in most years to trap marten; 
caribou and moose are taken opportunistically for 
food. 

The upland region between the Peel River and 
Richardson Mountains (Area 12) is an important 
hunting and trapping area for many families from 
Fort McPherson. Migrating caribou are often found 
during fall. winter and spring. Traplines follow many 
of the creek valleys. and the main species harvested 
include lynx. marten, mink, coloured fox, wolf, and 
wolverine. A small area east of Niendo Lake at the 
south end of the Mackenzie Delta (Area 13) is irregu- 
larly trapped by residents of Aklavik. Inuvik. Arctic 
Red Riv.er and Fort McPherson. Harvests include 
marten. mink. lynx, and moose in winter. The Peel 
River and adjacent lowlands (Area 14) are used at 
various times of the year by most residents of Fort 
hlcpherson as a travel corridor. Moose are often 
hunted there during late summer. and the lowlands 
east of the Peel River at Shiltee Rock and along the 
Satah River are particularly important spring hunt- 
ing and trapping areas for beak-er and muskrat. A 
large Iovvland area south of Niendo Lake between the 
Peel and Mackenzie riv,ers (Area 15) is an important 
trapping area for residents of Fort McPherson and 
Arctic Red River. Large numbers of muskrats and 
beaver are trapped each spring, while lynx, marten. 
beaver. and wolverine constitute most of the winter 
catch. 

Residents of Aklavik, Inuvik. Arctic Red River and 

Fort McPherson hunt moose in late summer and 
black bear in spring along the Mackenzie River low- 
lands in Area 16. A lowland area along the Rengleng 
River in Area 17 is used by several trappers from 
Aklavik. Fort McPherson and Arctic Red River, and 
most heavily during the spring beaver and muskrat 
hunt. Winter trapping includes harvests of mink and 
marten in the Whirl, Attoe. and Pierre lakes area: 
moose and caribou are often hunted opportunisti- 
cally by the trappers. The area along and north of the 
Wolverine River (Area 18) is one of the most produc- 
tive areas for furbearers and is trapped by the people 
OfTuktoyaktuk. Marten are the main species trapped, 
but beaver, mink, muskrat, and wolverine are also 
taken. Moose are found throughout this area. and 
are hunted along the traplines. 

The Crossley Lakes region (Area 19) was trapped 
extensively in the past. and is still utilized by a few 
trappers from Aklavik. Inuvik. and Tuktoyaktuk. 
Prime trapping areas occur around Hyndman Lake. 
the confluence of the Anderson and Carnwath rivers 
and the area east of the Anderson River. Moose are 
hunted close to the traplines. Hunters from Paulatuk 
and Tuktoyaktuk have used the lower Horton River 
valley (Area 20) in past years to hunt caribou and 
moose. Paulatuk residents have extended trapping to 
the southw,est into much of the Horton River valley 
and Tadonet Lake area. .4n outpost camp has been 
established at Delesse Lake. 

The area south and west of Biname Lake (Area 21) is 
occasionally used by residents of Paulatuk for hunt- 
ing barren-ground caribou. In addition. some winter 
trapping also occurs in the area. The southern part of 
Parry Peninsula and the Melville Hills (.4rea 22) are 
the principal areas used by residents of Paulatuk for 
hunting caribou. Hunting usually occurs in fall and 
winter. although some caribou stay year-round. ,4rc- 
tic fox are trapped in winter north of the Melville 
Hills, and wolf and wolverine are trapped or hunted 
in the area around Biname and Billy lakes. Mus- 
koxen are also occasionally hunted in this area. The 
northern and eastern parts of Parry Peninsula (Area 
23). the Hornadav River delta. Brock River delta and 
Clapperton Island (Area 24) are easily accessible 
from Paulatuk and are used regularly for trapping 
Arctic fox in winter. 

46.2 FISH RESOURCE USE 

This section presents a summary of domestic. com- 
mercial. and sport fish harv.ests along the Beaufort 
coast, including the Mackenzie Delta and Tuktoyak- 
tuk Peninsula. the coastline east of the Delta to the 
Hornaday River near Paulatuk. and the coastline 
west of the Delta to the Firth River near Herschel 
Island. This section attempts to focus on the inland 
freshwater fish harvests, while coastal fisheries for 
marine species. such as Pacific herring, are menti- 
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oned separately in Section 3.6.6 of this volume. The 
inland fishery generally predominates over the coas- 
tal fishery, particularly in the Mackenzie Delta. Of 
the 17 species important to commercial, domestic or 
sport fishing in the Northwest Territories. 12 are 
commonly caught in the region (Table 4.6-6). The 
most common species harvested are humpback 
(lake) and broad whitefish, Arctic and least ciscos, 
inconnu. Arctic char, lake trout, northern pike. and 
burbot. 

The quantities of fish harvested in the Beaufort area, 
particularly by domestic fisheries, have generally 
been inconsistently documented. 

For the purpose of this document, domestic fisheries 
include “all subsistence fishing by Indians, Inuit, or 
persons of mixed blood utilizing traditional methods 
to provide food for himself, his family, or his dogs” 

. (Fisheries and Environment Canada, 1977b). Com- 
mercial fishing is defined as “all fishing for the 
purpose of sale or barter” (Fisheries and Environment 
Canada, 1977b). This includes fish sold locally and 
exported through the Freshwater Fish marketing 
Corporation (FFMC). Sport fishing is classified as 
recreation and is not food oriented. 

4.6.2.1 Mackenzie Delta and Tuktoyaktuk Peninsula 

The domestic fisheries of the Mackenzie Delta region 

include those of the settlements of Inuvik, Aklavik, 
Fort McPherson, Arctic Red River, and Tuktoyak- 
tuk. Together they represent one of the most impor- 
tant regions for domestic fishing within the Macken- 
zie Valley (Withler, 1975). Fishing locations vary 
slightly from year to year, but major sites include 
areas along river channels in the Delta and near 
Tuktoyaktuk, as well as Eskimo (Husky) Lakes, 
Noel1 Lake, Sitidgi Lake, and Travaillant Lake. 

Domestic catches from the Mackenzie Delta and 
Tuktoyaktuk Peninsula have been estimated by a 
variety of investigators since 1960 (Withler, 1975; 
Corkum and McCart, 1981). Estimates prepared by 
Wolforth (1966). Sinclair er al. (1967), Hunt (1972), 
DIAND/MPS (1973), Hunt (1973), Jessop et al. 
(1974), Usher (1975). and Olesh (1979) suffer from a 
lack of uniform data gathering methodology. Over- 
all. domestic fishing has declined in the Mackenzie 
Delta and elsewhere in response to a number of 
socioeconomic changes over the last 20 years (McCart 
and Den Beste, 1979). 

Since 1978, some efforts have been made to improve 
the quality of data available to estimate domestic 
harvests in the Mackenzie Delta, including question- 
naires sent to fishermen in the area (Corkum and 
McCart, 1981). These data indicate that the total 
domestic harvest was in the order of 100,000 kg 
annually in 1979 and 1980. On the other hand, data 
from the early 1960’s, while somewhat unreliable, 

TABLE 4.6-6 

LIST OF FRESHWATER FISH SPECIES IMPORTANT IN 
DOMESTIC, COMMERCIAL AND SPORT FISHERIES IN THE NORTHWEST TERRITORIES 

(AFTER FISHERIES AND ENVIRONMENT CANADA 19778) 

Specks Name Flrhorloe 
Domertk/ Ptownt In 

Family Common Sckntlflc Commercial Sp0t-t Beautort Re@on 

Salmonidae Rainbow trout Salmo gairdneri + 
Arctic char Selvelinus alpinus + + + 
Dolly Varden Salvelinus malma + 
Brook trout Salvelinus fontinalis + 
Lake trout Salvelinus n=sh + + + 
Lake cisco Coregonus artedii + + 
Arctic cisco Coregonus autumnalis + + + 
Least cisco Coregonus sardinella + + + 
Lake (humpback) whitefish Coregonus clupeaformis + + + 
Broad whitefish Coregonus nasus + + + 
Round whitefish Prosopium cylindraceum + + 
lnconnu Stenodus leucichthys + + + 
Arctic grayling Thymallus arcticus + + 

Hiodontidae Goldeye Hiodon alosoides + 
Esocidae Northern pike Esox lucius + + + 
Gadidae 

PC_ 
Burbot Lota Iota + + 

Percidae 
-- 

Walleye Stizostedion vitreum + + + - - - 
12 15 12 
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indicate annual harvests nearly a full order of magni- 
tude greater than this (Wolforth, 1966; Olesh, 1979). 

Recent data presented by Corkum and McCart 
(198 1) indicate that broad and humpback whitefish 
are the dominant species captured, and that they 
account for a least 50% of the domestic harvests for 
all areas combined in the lower Mackenzie region. 
Other major species include Arctic and least cisco, 
inconnu. pike, and burbot. which together represent 
over 25% of the fish captures. Minor species, cap- 
tured in a few locations depending on available habi- 
tat, include Arctic grayling, Arctic char, lake trout, 
chum salmon. longnose sucker, and Pacific herring 
(Tuktoyaktuk only). 

Arctic char are caught only by residents of Aklavik 
and Inuvik in the western portions of the Delta (Plate 
4.6-l). Fishing pressure for other species, while not 
distributed evenly, does result in some utilization of 
the entire Delta. Estimates of the domestic harvest 
for each Mackenzie Delta management area are 
presented in Corkum and McCart (1981). 

Except for the period from 1967 through 1971, com- 
mercial fishing has been documented for the Mack- 

enzie Delta since 1955 (Corkum and McCart, 198 I). 
However, these data suffer from the same inconsis- 
tencies as do the domestic fishing data. Recent data 
indicate that commercial fisheries represent rela- 
tively minor proportions of fish harvests and often 
involve small scale efforts to supply local markets. 
For instance, data from 1979 indicate that in addi- 
tion to an estimated 100,000 kg harvested for domes- 
tic use, approximately 10,000 kg of fish were exported 
to areas outside the Delta, while approximately 
12.000 kg of fish were sold locally (Corkum and 
McCart, 198 1). 

The dominant and preferred species for both local 
and export commercial markets in the Delta area is 
the broad whitefish. Although humpback whitefish 
are also harvested, they usually have too many paras- 
ites for commercial use (Corkum and McCart, 1981). 
Other minor species include ciscos (Arctic and least), 
inconnu, Arctic char, northern pike, and burbot. 
Locations of commercial fishing sites are similar to 
those of the domestic fishery, being largely centred 
around Delta channels where whitefish populations 
migrate. 

Historically there have been several attempts to 

PLATE 4.6-l In the western portions of the Mackenzie Delta 
Here char are being dried for long-term storage and use. 

Arctic char are caught by the residents of Aklavik and Inuvik. 
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establish large scale fish export operations in the 
Delta region, all of which ended in failure (McCart 
and Den Beste, 1979). While no records are available 
of local fish sales prior to 1977. these fish were prob- 
ably included in early estimates of domestic fishing 
for the area (Corkum and McCart, 1981). 

Little information is available concerning the sport 
fishery in this region. However, one fishing lodge is 
located on Sitidgi Lake and operates during summer 
months only. Other areas for sport fishing include 
the lakes near Inuvik and Tuktoyaktuk. Residents of 
all communities in the region periodically angle in 
the Mackenzie mainstem and in accessible tributary 
streams. 

4.6.2.2 Paulatuk and Surrounding Area 

East of the Mackenzie Delta a commercial fishery for 
Arctic char, was until recently, located at the mouth 

. of the Hornaday River east of Paulatuk. This fishery 
was the last major commercial operation in the Can- 
adian Beaufort region. The Paulatuk operation 
began in 1968 with a quota of 5,000 lb(2,270 kg), and 
had been increased to 15,001) lb. (6,800 kg) dressed 
(R. Barnes, pers. comm.). It supplied markets mainly 
in Inuvik and provided a major source of income for 
several families in Paulatuk. However. this fishery 
was recently closed due to declines in fish stocks 
(Corkum and McCart, 1981). 

Communities east of the Mackenzie Delta, such as 
Paulatuk and Sachs Harbour, rely less heavily on fish 
for domestic needs, but. as in other areas, few accu- 
rate records exist which document the harvest. 
Recent data presented by Corkum and McCart 
(1981) indicate that Arctic char are the most abund- 
ant species caught in the Paulatuk domestic fishery, 
while whitefish and burbot are increasingly impor- 
tant to residents of Sachs Harbour. 

Based on data from outfitters in the region, Corkum 

and McCart (1981) report that sport fishing com- 
prises a very minor component of the total fish 
capture east of the Mackenzie Delta. Outfitters 
report harvest estimates totalling approximately 2,000 
lb (910 kg) per year from Hazen Lake, Char Lake, 
Hornaday River, Sitidgi Lake and Husky Lake. 
Some incidental sport fishing occurs in the vicinity of 
Paulatuk and other communities in the region (Cor- 
kum and McCart, 198 1). 

4.6.2.3 Yukon Coast 

Domestic fishing along the Yukon coast and on Her- 
schel Island from 1971 to 1973 was estimated by 
Steigenberger et al. (1974). These data indicated that 
1.000 to 3,000 Arctic char, ciscos, broad whitefish, 
and inconnu were taken annually in the most impor- 
tant coastal domestic fisheries. More recent data 
(1978-1980) suggest that 700 to 1.500 kg of char, 
ciscos, and white fish are taken annually from Shin- 
gle Point (R. Barnes, pers. comm.). Delta communi- 
ties also report that utilization from this region is 
limited to incidental harvests during hunting and 
whaling trips. Arctic char have been harvested from 
the Firth River drainage and Nunaluk Lagoon in 
past years (Griffiths etal., 1975), but these areas have 
not been utilized recently. 

The Department of Northern Affairs and National 
Resources initiated a fishery at Shingle Point on the 
Yukon coast in 1960. A total of 8.200 kg of unspeci- 
fied fish were harvested in 1960, and an additional 
5.500 kg were harvested in 1961 before closure of the 
fishery for economic reasons. No other commercial 
fishing has been conducted in this region to date. 

No data were available on sport fishing in this area. 
Residents of Inuvik and Aklavik report that sport 
fishing has been conducted for Arctic char in several 
Yukon streams by hunting parties and by a few fly-in 
fishermen landing float planes on lakes in the area to 
fish in nearby streams (Plate 4.6-2). 
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PLATE 4.6-2 Sport fishing has been conducted in the lakes and streams of the Yukon North Slope by a few fly-in fishermen. 
(Courtesy, Aquatic Environments Limited). 
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